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PREFACE 
WHAT should I answer if anyone had the impertinence 
to ask me, "What did you do in the Great Wa;r t" It 
would be no use to say that immediately on the out
break I ofiered my services as a harvester, for the young 
man who took my name evidently regarded me as £a;r 
too old (at 53, thirteen long years ago I), and nothing 
ever came of it. It would be no better to say that I 
sat for quite a long time on several committees, because 
everyone did, and nothing ever came of that. The 
best answer I can think of is \' I protested." 

Hence the title of this book, which consists of a selec
tion from a considerably la;rger nUmber of letters and 
articles, published and unpublished, which I wrote 
from 1914 to 1926. I have left them almost ~xactly 
in chronological order instead of re.-arranging them 
under subject headings, because I think that they have 
running through them only two main lines of protest, 
the one against what may be called economic nationalism 
or nationalist economics, and the other against expedi
ents which ought to be rejected whether the econQmic 
ideal aimed at is nationalist or cosmqpolitan. And 
these two a;re so intertwined that it is undesirable to 
try to keep them apart. Even the cfoice and manage
ment of a national currency is inextricably mixed up 
with international relations. 
, I had long baena protestant allainst the current iden
tification of "the country" or 'the nation" (that is, 
the country ortha nation of the speaker or writer) with 
the economic" society" or "co=unity." Readers 
of the Economic Outlook with retentive memories· may 
reCall that in 1908 I valiantly tried to persuade the 
Irish not to lament over the depopulation of Ireland, 
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and that in 1909, equally valiantly and equally vainly, 
I tried to persuade the Socialists to give up imagining 
that they can safely aim at the internal re-organization 
of each of the existing nations separately, and ignore 
the greater Society which includes them all. In W ooltk, 
published seven months before 'the beginning of the 
War, as well as long before in my oral teaching of 
economics and public finance I had always tried to be 
a mundane rather than a national economist. I refused 
to pretend to think of each and every nation in turn 
as of "an honest and law-abiding householder surrounded 
by burglars and murderers against whom he had to 
arrange and pay for "defence," so that military and 
naval exertions of all nations and all times were just 
as legitimate and productive industry as that of the 
medical profession, which does its best to defend us 
against the attacks of disease. I had even complained 
that although it was no longer thought right to eat the 
foreigner or even to reduce him to slavery, it was .gener
ally thought quite legitimate to tax him (if possible) 
and to prevent him immigrating to improve his con
dition, even when it was admitted that to obstruct his 
movement was contrary to the good of the world as a 
whole. Patriotism, I thought, like the egotism of 
which it is a larger variety, was an excellent thing only 
when kept within certain bounds by appropriate insti
tutions. Still later, in May, 19J4, I tried to show in 
the first article reprinted in the present collection that 
no permanent benefit could be WOR for the pure working 
class of any particular nation by the most successful 
war. 

I had also been an almost life-long protestant against 
the shallow habit-by no means confined to professed 
soc~f proposing remedies for economic pressure 
without considenng the question whether that pressure 
may not be an integral part of the existing organization 
which cannot be removed without causing disaster 
unless some efficient substitute is provided. Modern 
civilization, nearly all civilization, is based on the prin
ciple of making things pleasant for those who please 
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the market and unpleasant for those who fail to do so, 
and whatever defects this principle may have, it is 
better than none. illustration will be found in the 
second of the two pre-war articles below, where I com
plain that the Liberal "Land Enquiry Committee" 
proposed to do away with one of the principal regulators 
of the distribution of population without the least 
suggestion of putting anything else in its place. • 

Inter anna silent leges, lIB I remark below in 1915 IX, 
is not to be translated "In time of war economic laws 
don't work," and though, lIB I suggest there, it may 
sometimes be well to be silent about some of them, 
this is not the general rule. The outbreak: of the World 
War in August, 1914, called for not less but more vigour 
in the two lines of protest which I have indicated. That 
catastrophe made it painfully evident that the system 
of entirely independent states each with its own poli
ticians and economists regarding it lIB Society at large 
and treating the interest of all outside it lIB of no account 
had become not only inconvenient, but absolutely 
incompatible with the continuance of civilization. It 
became very widely acknowledged that there must be 
some cosmopolitan organization and authority to settle 
international disputes and prevent recourse to inter
national violence just lIB there is in each country a 
national organization and authority to settle individual 
disputes and prevent individual recourse to violence . 

.At first I had only to do my best to support this 
change of opinion. I did so by pointing out (lIB in the 
articles 1915 III and 1916 IV) that the supposed" eco
nomic" causes of war, when carefully analysed, turn 
out to be at bottom the result not of economic incom
patibilities but of strategic jealousies and alarms. When 
these' are exorcised by the disappearance of separate 
military forces and consequently of the possibility of 
war, nationalism becomes contented with home rule, 
and loses the bitterness usuallr given to it by fear. 

But war, lIB Adam Smith sald of a more respectsble 
trade, is "a brutal and an odious business." Under 
its malign influence the noble IIBpirations with which 
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the Great War opened soon wilted away: particularist and 
anti-social nationalisms revived, and all the" mean and 
malignant expedients" of mercantilism were resusci
tated for use not only against enemies in the field but 
also for permanent employment against both quondam 
enemies and quondam allies after peace was made. 
My attitude of protest had to be resumed, and many 
of the items, from 1916 I, "Mercantile war to follow 
military war ~" down to 1923 II, "Professors and 
Protection," are attempts to stem this reaction to 
ideas and methods rightly discarded in the more 
peaceful atmosphere of the nineteenth century. 

Some friends of peace and goodwill for whom I had 
the highest respect took a very gloomy view of the 
probable results of a complete defeat of the Central 
Powers. In spite of all my dissatisfaction with war 
propaganda and its effects on public opinion, I was 
more cheerful, and endeavoured to show in " A Plea 
for Large Political Units" (1916 VII) that there was a 
probability of the confederates against the Central 
Powers becoming in the end the nucleus of a more com
prehensive federation which would include the defeated 
powers. Now, in 1927, when we have seen the Locarno 
Pact and the admission of Germany to the Council of 
the League of Nations, it looks as if perhaps I was not 
far wrong. . 

With this idea in my mind I could do my best to 
help in the war without being oppressed, as many good 
men and women were, with the sickening thought that 
it was all to no purpose and possibly actually harmfuL 
I made various practical suggestions of a positive kind. 
Bome of which were adopted (I do not say in consequence 
of my iecommendation). But the greater part of my 
effort was directed to combating Bome extraordinary 
delusions which took possession of the minds of the 
people and their governors. 

The earliest of these was the idea that there was 
danger of unemployment unless everyone continued to 
spend as before. This gave rise to what I have called 
the first war slogan," Business as Usual " (see 1914 III). 
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It was short-lived, and soon gave way before a much 
more dangerous delusion; the belief that everything 
ought to be Bold at the same price as before the war, 
and that anyone who sold anything at a higher price 
than that was an extortioner of so deep a dye that a 
new word, .. profiteer," had to be invented for him. 
Regulation of prices, with the intention of keeping 
them down, began to be undertaken by the Government, 
and this of course soon led to what became known as 
the queue system of distribution; when there was a 
shortage of the supply of any article and the price was 
prevented from rising by regulation, so that the demand 
was not contracted as usual by a rise of price, the 
would-be buyers stood in a queue for the co=odity 
in question, and those at the head of the queue got as 
much as they wanted, arid those at the other end got 
none. The course of things showed a complete absence 
of any general appreciation of the function of prices. 
Hence t}!.e appearance in this collection of many pro
tests, of which the most general is 1915 II, .. Why 
some prices should rise," or as it was originally entitled, 
.. The Good Side of Rising Prices." 

The rise of prices which I defended was of course the 
rise in the price of particular things which happened to 
be in abnormally short supply or for which there hap
pened to be an abnormally large demand. But it was 
not long before a di1l'erent kind of rise of price, little 
thought of at first, the general rise of prices which is 
synonymous with decline in the purchasing power of 
money, began to force itself on the attention of the 
public. 

Part of the depreciation of the pound merely corre
sponded with a depreciation of gold throughout the 
world. Some hoards had been or were being thrown 
on the market, and the usual demand of the mints for 
currency purposes was entirely cut off, while the pro
duction of gold proceeded with little diminution. The 
natural result was that an ounce of gold would buy 
less than formerly. Great Britain might, of course, by 
sufficient limitation of the issue of paper money and 
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closing the Mint and the Bank of England against the 
reception of gold, have kept the purchasing power of 
the pound above that of the old gold equivalent of a 
pound (1231 grains of standard or 113 of pure gold). 
That would have prevented the rise of prices with all 
its attendant troubles, and have reduced the nominal 
cost of the war enormously and the real cost substan
tially though not nearly so much. But it would have 
given rise to considerable difficulties after the war, and 
in fact nobody asked for it. 

All that could be reasonably expected was that the 
pound should not be reduced in value below its gold 
equivalent. 

To the veteran Professor Shield Nicholson belongs 
the credit of scenting danger in the Currency Note issue 
as early as the first month of the War. In the Scotsman 
of August 18, 1914, he suggested that the notes might 
become inconvertible, and that if prices came to be 
measured in inconvertible notes, there would be no 
limit to the rise of prices except in the moderation of 
the authority issuing the notes (War Finance, 1917, p. 
179). But most of us were lulled to sleep by the promise 
of the Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1914, that the 
notes should be convertible into gold coin at the Bank 
of England. We .forgot, if we ever knew, that Ricardo, 
a hundred years before, had observed that gold coin 
which could not be melted or exported could be depre
ciated below the value of its weight in free bullion to 
a level set by the paper currency .• I think I only began 
to be suspicious in 1916 and alarmed in 1917. 

Late as this was, it was early if measured by the 
progress of general opinion on the subject. It is almost 
incredible now, but it is a fact that everywhere most 
of those who were regarded by the public as monetary 
experts refused to believe that the paper issues of their 
own particular country had anything to do with the 
rise of prices ·in that country. The usual line taken 
was to allege that the large additions to the paper 
currency were the effect and not the cause of the rise. 
The fact was never faced that under the pre-war gold 
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standard this doctrine would have appeared palpably 
absurd. Before the Waz it had become quite well 
accepted in expert circles that the rise of prices which 
had taken place sihce the nineties was due to the wge 
amount \of gold forthcoming from the Transvaal: no 
one had \ ever thought of suggesting that the rise of. 
prices h~ called forth the gold from the mines in the 
mysterious way in which it was now supposed that the 
rise of prices was caIling forth currenq,y notes from the 
press. 

Of the few experts who admitted that the issue of 
paper money had been the cause of the rise of prices 
many were angry with anyone who ventured to depre
t:ate it, because, they said, the issue was necessary to 
finance the enormous expense of the Waz. They com
pletely overlooked the fact that this enormous ex;pense 
measured in money was wgely due to the deprecIation 
of money, and that if money had not depreciated, it 
would not have been neazly so wge. 

By 1918 I was thoroughly azoused, and in August of 
that yeaz I found some distraction from a recent almost 
overwhe~ private sorrow in devoting a strenuous 
month's work to writing the first edition of Money: 
its oonne:r:ion. with Mrtg and fallirtg prices, an ele
mentary exposition of which the oft-recurring refrain 
is, "to maintain the value of a currency due limitation 
of issue is necessary." My publishers, rather to my 
surprise at that very difficult time, took the work in 
hand at once and it came out at Christmas. My sanguine 
hopes that it might make some difference were, like 
most authors' hopes, disappointed" and to my infinite 
disgust, the issue which had been defended as neces
sary to cazry on the waz continued on its evil 
course at neazly as rapid a rate after the Armistice as 
before it. 

I continuedJrotesting all through 1919, and jumped 
at the propos of my publishers, suggested, I believe, 
by Mr. Samuel Evans, that I should edit a reprint of 
the Bullion Report of 1810. This appeared in December 
under the title of The Paper Puund of 1797 to 1821-& 
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title which was intended to help, and I think did help 
a little, to make people think of the pound of 1914-25 
as a paper pound. But a more powerful engine was 
set to work about the same time. In October I had 
grumbled to a member of the Cunliffe Co=ittee about 
its inaction, and he admitted that it had "been in a 
trance for a long time," but said it was just going to 
meet again. It did so, and soon produced the Report 
reco=ending what became known as "the Cunliffe 
limit" on the issue of Currency Notes, and this was 
adop~ed by the Government in the Treasury Minute of 
December 15. 

The battle, however, scarcely appeared to be won. 
If the limit held, the currency could not be increased 
unless its old par with gold was first restored, but there 
was nothing to show that the existing currency would 
be reduced in amount so as to bring that restoration 
about in the early future. Moreover there was no 
security that the Treasury Minute, made by one Chan
cellor of the Exchequer, might not be varied. by another 
Minute, made by the same or a subsequent Chancellor. 
The idea that the limit would hold was openly derided 
by many of the foremost experts, and their contempt 
for it seemed to be justified by the fact that during the 
months from March to July the fiduciaIy issue of Cur
rency Notes rose faster and to higher level than it had 
done in the corresponding months of 1919, terrifying 
the Treasury into the very pusillanimous action of 
practically enlarging the limit by declaring a few millions 
of notes forming the earliest issue to be " called in but 
not yet cancelled," and therefore not to be reckoned 
as part of the total outstanding. In the same period 
there was also a considerable increase in the Bank of 
England notes outstanding. 

But appearances were deceptive. The increase of 
Bank of England notes was' more than accounted for 
by the fact that some were being locked sway against 
Currency Notes, which only meant that the public were 
exchanging £5 notes for £1 notes, and others were being 
taken by the banks in exchange for gold coin surrendered 
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at par to the Bank of England. The banks did not 
lend out these notes any more than they had lent out the 
stocks of sovereigns and half-sovereigns which they had 
held in reserve since the early days of the War. Whether 
they thought the Cunliffe limit would hold or not, they 
were cautious enough to assume that it would, and 
to act on that assumption with the effect of causing 
bitter complaint by borrowers who still foolishly 
wanted to borrow on the assumption that prices 
would go on increasing. The adoption of the Cunliffe 
limit by the Treasury did in fact stop the handing 
out of additional currency to the public from December, 
1919, and stopped the rise of prices from the follow-
ing April . 

I had been ridiculed by some experts for saying in 
the preface to the Paper PO'Und, "When the scales at 
last fall from the eyes of the people of Europe, groaning 
under the rise of prices, they will no longer cry to their 
governments • Hang the profiteers I ' but • Burn yoUr 
paper money, and go on burning it till it will buy as 
much gold as it used to do I '" The people remained 
blind. but after keeping the total currency in the hands 
of the public nearly stationary throughout 1920, the 
Treasury got in (by taxation and borrowing) sixty-six 
millions of Currency Notes and burnt them, reducing the 
amount outstanding from the top point of £367,600,000 
to £301,300,000. The total currency outstanding was 
further reduced by eight millions in Bank of England 
notes and at least seven millions in silver coin with
drawn from circulation. In the two years from March, 
1920, to March, 1923, the pound rose from 70 to 96 
per cent. of its par gold value. 

As the articles numbered 1920 IX and 1921 III show, 
I saw little reason to complain of this policy, but some
time in 1923 it was dropped in favour· of the "wait 
and see" policy of keeping the amount of currency 
stationary and hoping that restoration of the paper 
pound to gold par would be brought about by a fall in 
the value of gold. In the winter of 1923-4 the Mac
donald Labour Government took office, and the article 
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"1924 III was produced in the course of an effort to 
encourage it to resist the demands of the inflationists, 
big and "little." Fortunately the Government recog
nized that the wage-earners always stand to lose by 
rise of prices. It stood firm, and after two years' unneces
sary delay the waiting policy justified itself, and the 
gold standard was restored by Mr. Baldwin's second 
government in April, 1925. 

Meanwhile the relaxation of tension in this country 
allowed me to give some attention to South African, 
German, and French monetary conditions (1920 x;, 
1923 III and IV, 1924 I and 1925 I) besides dealing with 
a number of questions in monetary theory of general . 
rather than immediate political interest. Articles on 
these subjects will be found scattered through 1920 to 
1925. And as the European monetary situation slowly 
cleared up when the nations, one by one, found it easy 
enough to restore gold when ,they had once made up 
their mind to do so, a return of old and more general 
interests is observable, and the book ends with a lec
ture which, though delivered in my penultimate term, 
may be regarded as my valediction to the London School 
of Economics and a restatement of my belief in the 
gospel of mutual service not only as between persons 
inside each country, but also between the people of 
every country and every colour. ' 

Those of the articles which are reprints were indebted 
for their original appearance to eighteen different pub
lications, the names of which are duly noted at the heads 
of each article. Here I need only express my best 
thanks to all for their aid to my protest, and to the 
E(J(ffI(YY(IW JoornnJ" the JoornnJ, of the Royal Statistical 
Society, the Contemporary Review, The Timu, the Man
chester Gwrdian, and the Daily Mail, for the kindly
given permissions to reprint which it was necessary to 
obtain from them. 

I have corrected a few obvious slim of the pen and ' 
misprints, such as "creditor" for of debtor" and the 
omission of "not," and faults of expression such as 
" provide the want" for" satisfy the want," but other-
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wise litera scripta manet-I have resist6d all temptations 
to try to amend the articles, whether previously pub
lished or not. When I have suppressed ·the names of 
correspondents and others it is because I have feared 
that they might dislike either the publicity or my ver
sion, explicit or implied, of their views. 
OXFOBD. 

JUfIe,1927. 
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1914 

I 

~Uif THE COSMOPOLITAN INTEREST OF 

[A pre-war article in Will' ",71<1 Peaco for May, 1914, of some interest in 
view of post..war discussions about reparations and inter-governmental 
-debts. The estimate of the adjnstment making muoh progreu in five 
y ...... and being nearly complete in ten is too low in this age of rootrio· 

, tions on immigration.] 

WE have heard a good deal of cosmopolitan finance and the 
consequent interest of the propertied classes in the preservation 
of peace: it is time we heard something of cosmopolitan labour 
and the interest of the working class-that great mass of per
sons whose property is either nil or so small that the income 
derived hom it is of very little account compared with that 
which they obtain by their labour. The leaders o{ this class 
are certainly anti·militarist and denounce war with considerable 
vigour, but they seem sometimes to be illfluenced not quite so 
much by humanity and a clear understanding of the real in· 
terest of labour as by a kind of professional dislike of "the 
capitalist," whom it is convenient to blame for war as well as 
for most other evils. Moreover, they are in advance of their 
rank and file, of whom the bulk are just as "jingo" as the 
rank and file of the propertied class and perhaps even more sub. 
jeet to illusions. Consequently there is in this quarter a great 
field for the exertions of the friends of peace. It is, no doubt, 
well to convince financiers and wealthy owners of property 
that war does not pay; but they can often afford it, and are, 
unfortunately, often willing to afiord it, as a mere luxury, so 
that it is better still to make the prospeet of war unpopular 
with the'ma.ss of the people, who cannot afford expensive luxuries. 
Towards that end we shall have made considerable progress, if 

1 B 
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we can make it clear that, -for the working class of each nation, 
war is a game conducted on the principle of .. Heads, we share 
1088es with you; tails, you share 1088es with us." 

It is easy to show that if the working population of the world 
were perfectly mobile, this would be true without any qualific&
tion whatever. A victorious country could impose no burden 
upon the working claBB of a defeated country which was not 
shared by its own working claBB and that of every other country. 

Let us suppose that one country defeats another and levies 
from it an immense capitsl sum or a perpetual tribute of cor
responding amount. The two things are practically identical, 
since, if a capital sum is exacted, it will be raised by the issue 
of a loan on which interest will be paid, and it makes no real 
difference whether, say, forty millions a year are paid direct to 
a foreign government or to private stockholders who have satis
fied the foreign government's demand for a capital sum of, say, 
a thousand millions, with which we may suppose the foreign 
government to have immediBtely paid off its own debt; 80 that 
all that has really happened is that the victorious country's 
taxpayers will have forcibly transferred to those of the defeated 
country their own obligation to pay £40,000,000 per annum to 
stockholders. Let us further suppose that of the thousand mil
lions ouly eight hundred are required to indemnify the victor 
for the cost of the war, the other two hundred being pure profit, 
while the defeated country has spent nine hundred on the war 
in addition to having to meet the payment to the victor. The 
victor will now be £8,000,000 per annnm better off than before 
the war, and the defeated party will be worse off by £76,000,000, 
that being the interest, at 4 per cent., on the nine hundred mil
lion8 spent, together with the forty millions per annum for the 
indemnity. 

Now imagine the victorious country quite determined that 
its working claBB should have the £8,000,000 and the defeated 
country quite determined that its working claBB should pay the 
£76,000,000: the former takes off 2d. a week from the em
ployees' contributions to national health insurance and the latter 
levies an additional 28. a week along with those contributions, 
the 2d. being just sufficient to absorb the £8,000,000, and the 
28. to supply the £76,000,000. Labour being by hypothesis per
fectly mobile, real wages for equal work must before the war 
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have been on a level throughont the two countries and all other 
countries, and on the same hypothesis it is impossible that they 
can now be increased by 24. a week in the victorious country and 
reduced by 2a. a week in the defeated country without causing at 
once a compensatory movement. The country which offers the 
extra wages will attract, and that which offers the lower wages 
will repel, until a level between all countries is again reached. 
The new level will, of course, be lower than the old by as much as 
is necessary to provide the whole of lsboor's contribution, what
ever it may be-of course, property will contribute something
towards the toW cost of the war, and thuslsbour's contribution 
will be spread over all countries, including the victorious country. 

It will doubtless be objected that, in fact, the working popuJa.. 
tiOli is not mobile. But it is. In the seventy years between 1841 
and 1911 the population of the United Kingdom increased about 
70 per cent. Take this standard and compare it with what has 
happened in various other cases. H the population of Hereford
shire had increased 70 per oent. in the same time it would in 1911 
have been 193,000 instead of 114,000; if the population of 
Grester London had increased only 70 per oent., it would have 
been 3,800,000 less than it was; Englsnd at the same rate would 
have had 9,000,000 less people than she had, and lrelsnd would 
have had a population of 13,900,000 instead of her actual 
4,400,000. Mobility euch as this, it may be said, has always been 
admitted to exist within the confines of a single .. country "; it 
is as between different .. countries" that mobility has been 
denied, and .. countries .. for this purpose may be defined as the 
areas between which wars other than civil wars (in which nobody 
seems to be able to see any good) are prepared for. Let us then 
take different countries. We shall find that the population of 
Germany ( exclusive of the annexed provinces) grew in the seventy
year period by about 10 millions over and above the United 
Kingdom 70 per cent. standard; that of France, omitting 
territory gained and lost, fell short by about lSi millions; while 
that of the United States exoeeded the standard by nearly 63 
millions, a number grester than the combined population of the 
United Kingdom and France in 1841 and nearly equal to that of 
Germany in 1911. Why have these immense changes in the 
distribution of population taken place! Certainly not because 
each country is a population-tight compartment in which increase 
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and decrease is regulated by differences of fecundity and instinc
tive philoprogenitiveness, joined with purely inherited differences 
of mortality. We may be likely to think so if we look merely at 
France and Germany at the present moment; here, we may say, 
we have a country of low natsIity and nearly stationary popula
tion; there, one with high natsIity and a rapidly increasing 
population: what more is wanted ~ But the enormous increase 
of population in the United States and other parts of North and 
South America is not due to specially high natality or low 
mortality. The dominating cause of the different growth of 
population is the difference in the economic attractiveness of the 
different countries. In the past, and no very distant past, 
Germany was a country of great emigration, and would be so 
again under similar economic circumstances. The French stock 
in Quebec propagates itself much more rapidly than the same 
stock in France, and there is little reason to suppose that, if 
France had resources offering the same chances of favourable 
employment as Germany and the United Kingdom, more chil
dren would not have been bom in French families. If not, there 
would have been a greater influx into France from Italy and other 
countries and less movement from those countries to America. 

Even at the beginning of our seventy-year period, Brassey, 
the great railway contractor, found the price of labour of equal 
efficiency nearly on a level throughout the railway-building 
countries. Competition is wider and keener and movement is 
easier now than then, and there are few illusions about war more 
complete than the belief that it can ever now result in the working 
class of one country being maintained fur any considerable time 
in a worse or better condition than those of equal efficiency in 
other countries. The necessary adjustment will take time, no 
doubt, but it will have made much progress in five years and be 
nearly complete in ten. 

The man who lives by his labour is a citizen of the world, taxed 
not only for the wars, suceess:ful and unsuccessful, of his own 
country, but also for those of all other countries. 



HOUSING 

IT 

HOUSING BEFORE THE WAR 

[A review_Ie written just before the outbreak of the War, and 
printed in the BcooIomic JOIU'"IIIJl for December, 1914, OIl PM Land: 
Tie &pori of ,.., Land /lJIqK;,y C ...... ,-".." VoL IT, UrbaD.] 

TIlE names of the Committee are given on the title page as 
follows: A. H. Dyke Acland (Chairman), C. Roden Buxton 
(Hon. Secretary), E. Richard Cross, Ellis Davies, De Forest, 
E. G. Hemmerde, J. Ian Macpherson, B. Seebohm Rowntree, 
R. Winfrey, with J. St. G. Heath as Secretary, R. L. Reiss as 
Head Organizer of the Rural Enquiry, and H. E. Crawfurd as 
Head Organizer of the Urban Enquiry. Presumably they all 
agreed, with the exception of Baron de Forest, whose views are 
expressly said not to " coincide with those of the other members 
of the Committee." The rural and urban parts of the inquiry 
were apparently never intended to relate to the same things, as 
we are told that the Committee was appointed by " the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer" (" Mr. Lloyd George " would, I think, 
have been more accurate, the inquiry being unofficial) to obtain 
" an accurate and impartial aocount of the social and economic 
conditions in the rural parts of Great Britain," but of the .. nature 
and working of the existing systems of ownership, tenancy, and 
taxation and rating of land and buildings in urban districts and 
the surrounding neighbourhoods, and their effect on industry and 
the conditions of life." The quaint title, The Ltmil, gives the key 
to this curious arrangement: in the country .. the land" is 
supposed to dominate everything, and therefore the Committee 
could be directed to inquire into everything, while in the towns 

< it was allowed that there might be some evils which could not be 
ascribed to the laws of England and Scotland in relation to land. 

But even so the " urban" part of the ,Committee's task is one 
of stupendous magnitude, and it would not have been surprising 
that the .. urban" volume ehould have run, as it does, to over 
700 pages, even if it had been well arranged and concise, which 
it ~y is not. It is divided into four parts, .. Housing," 
" Acquisition of Land," " Tenure," and " Rating." It would be. 
natural to expect Tenure to come first in an aocount of the 
"nature and working of the existing systems of ownership, 
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tenancy, etc."; the arrangement adopted is doubtless due to the 
fact that the" Tenure" part is the dullest of the four, and to the 
belief that an atmosphere unfavourable to existing systems could 
best be created by beginning with a lurid account of the bad house 
accommodation to which the less well-to-do people of the country 
have to submit. 

The first chapter of tIlls Part I insists at great length on the 
fairly well-known facts that large numbers of persons are exceed
ingly ill-housed, and that this, like bad feeding and bad clothing, 
is bad for them and also, indirectly, for others. The second 
chapter asks why the legislation which has been passed on the 
subject has "not actually solved the housing problem" (p. 6, 
cpo p. 45), a phrase which shows a touching confidence in the 
efficacy of statute law such as seems to have prevailed in parts 
of the Middle Ages. Mter enumerating reasons which are 
numbered (a) to (h), the writers arrive suddenly at (k), "perhaps 
the most weighty of all the reasons why the Acts are not fully 
put into force," namely, .. shortage of alternative accommoda
tion." The housing problem, in fact, has not been solved because 
there are not enough good houses! Theoretical economists 
doubtless arrived at this conclusion a long time ago, without 
leaving their proverbial arm-ilhairs, but it will be gratifying to 
them to have their opinion confirmed by the more laborious 
methoda of a political committee. Their satisfaction will be 
increased when the Committee proceed to remark, just like an 
economic textbook, .. the poor go short of h01J8&oroom just as 
they go short of other commodities" (po' 59). They might have 
added that as we are all more or less poOr, we all go more or less 
short of h01J8&oroom, but the want of house-room gets gradually 
greater and greater the poorer we are, till at last the poorest of all 
have to put up with a seat on the Embankment. 

I can see no reason why a committee, however anxious to find 
something wrong with "The Land," should not have frankly 
accepted this explanation of the .. shortage of houses," so far 
as the demand side of the question is concerned. Every value 
is dependent on supply as well as demand, and so the fact that 
people can get plenty of h01J8&oroom, and good h01J8&oroom too, 
if they can psy the price, in no way stands in the way of inquiry 
why the present price is what it is- end how it may be lowered. 
But the Committee at this point turn aside end spend a great 
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many pages in a perfectly futile attempt to prove that there is 
an "unsatisfied demand for houses on the part of working-oIass 
households willing and able to pay an economio rent, i.e., a rent 
representing a sufficient return upon the capital invested to make 
house-building remunerative, assuming the site to have been 
acquired or leased at the normal market value for the district II 
(p.59). 

An unsatisfied demand of persons willing to pay a remunerative 
price under ordinary conditions is always accompanied by an 
actual price in excess of a remunerative price, which excess en
courages supply. If there is an unsatisfied demand for houses by 
pereons who are able and willing to pay remunerative prices or 
rente, the actual prices or rente must be in excess of what is 
remunerative, and the reader consequently expecte the Committee 
to proceed to endeavour to prove either that house-building or 
house-owning is more remunerative than other investmente, or 
that land for building is sold or leased at more than the market 
value. But there is no hint of any such attempt. The Com
mittee seem not to understand their own proposition, as they 
ea1mly proceed as follows immediately after the passage just 
quoted: 

" If in any given locality there are working men regularly em
ployed, or having a definite prospect of reguIar employment, who, 
with existing transit facilities, cannot obtain suitable houses near 
enough to their work to enable them to reach it without unreasonable 
cost or fatigue. at rentals within their income, then there is in that 
locality a genuine shortage of dwellings. Unless some such definition 
is agreed upon, discussions on the ' house famine' are apt to lead' 
only to confusion and misunderete.nding." 

It is truly amazing that eleven persons could make themselves 
a responsible for an attempt to avoid confusion and misunderstend

ing by mixing up a shortage of houses, in the sense of houses not 
being forthcoming, aTilwugh peop7£ were 007£ aM willing to pay a 
remuneratit1e price for them, and a shortage of houses in the sense 
of houses not being forthcoming for all the people who would be 
glad to live in a particular locality "at rentals within their 
income." 

Not an atom of evidence, or even of tittl&otattle, is brought 
forward to show that hous&obuilding or hOUB&OOwning for the 
working classes or others is more remunerative than other busi-
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nesses, nor that sites can only be obtained at more than .. the 
normal market value for the district." All that is adduced is a 
large number of tiresome reports from various places to the effect 
that more houses of quite unspecified size and quality, and there
fore of uuspecified cost, could easily be let at various rents under 
lOs. a week. There is not even a bare allegation that it wonld be 
even ordinarily remunerative to provide these houses. Some 
of the quotations from reports illustrate quite comically the 
capacity of the Committee to see that every silver lining has its 
dark cloud: 

"HuTLEPOOL (population, 20,615; decrease, 9'3 per cent.)
The decrease in the population of the borough is largely due to the 
fact that the decent class of workmen demand, and rightly, clean, 
wholesome houses, and at present we are unable to supply their 
wants." 

In the absence of any statement that evictions and demolitions 
have taken place, anyone less determined to be miserable than the 
Committee wonld be inclined to think that a decrease of 9·3 per 
cent. iIi the populstion of a particulsr small area indicated 
improvement in housing conditions .. In the same space nine 
persons are less overcrowded than ten . 

.. The populstion " is throughout a kind of fetish to the Com
mittee. It is something which is to be accommodated in a 
particnlar locality at no' matter what cost, the restraining 
influence of a want of houses being entirely removed by the 
organized force of the inhabitants of the whole national territory . 

• There is to be a .. permanent supply in every locality of enough 
suitable dwellings to meet the needs of t/ze population"; authori
ties are to .. see that adequate and sanitary housing accommoda
tion is provided for the working-class populstion employed or 
reasonably likely to be permanently resident within their area " 
(p. 113). It apparently never occurs to the Committee that .. the 
population" of an area is a thing which depends upon many 
different circumstances, among which is, and ought to be, the cost 
of housing it there. If the Committee could succeed in persuad
ing the State or some misguided group of philsnthropic million
aires to provide adequate accommodation for the working-class 
populstion employed, or reasonably likely to be permanently 
resident within the area, at .. rentals within the income" of 
working-class people, I have no doubt that in fifty years or less 
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they could increase the population of almost any small town with 
a railway station in the middle of England to a million. Cer
tainly no one can doubt that the population of Liverpool, of 
Birmingham, and still more of London, would be immensely 
greater than it is if only somebody would illOvide adequate 
accommodation for the working classes at rentals within their 
incomes. The Committee are aware that "private enterprise 
has hitherto erected about 99 per cent. of the working-class 
houses in the country, providing annually about 18 million 
pounds' worth of such houses" (p. 99). They have apparently 
never given a thought to the question why these houses have been 
erected in one place rather than another, to say nothing of the 
question how far the distribution has been a good one. They are 
content to propose measures which would destroy the existing 
control without putting anything in im plaCe. 

Fortunately, useful practical suggestions are often made by 
people whose fundamental position is quite unsound-indeed, if 
it were otherwise the world would scarcely carry on. But the 
Committee do not seem particularly successful in this. One of 
the causes of "the present acute shortage," we are told, is the 
Finance (1900--10) Act, 1910, though" it has been a much less 
important factor in checking the supply of houses than many of 
our informanm quite conscientiously suppose" (p. 83). Another 
is the recent increase in the cost of building; and a third, very 
strangely, is " inability to secure higher renm." " While houses 
cost more to build, it is not possible to obtain an appreciably 
higher rent for them." The reader cannot help feeling that it. 
the renm had been much higher, the Committee would have found 
that an irrefragable proof of acute shortage; but as renm are not 
much higher, that will do for a cause of shortage. Restrictive 

• by-laws are mentioned, and local authorities blamed for them, 
though every one with any experience of local government from 
the inside knows that the restrictive by-laws all came from 
Whitehall, though Whitehall is now anxious to shuffie off the 
responsibility. The effect of the boom in trade is curiously 
misunderstood. The Committee believe that a boom could only 
increase the demand for house-room in " industrial centres/' as 
if they thought that a greater demand for houses can only come 
from an increase of population, and not also from an inorease 
of means. To the suggestion that when people are better off 
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they ask for and are ready to pay for larger and better accom
modation, the Committee would doubtless reply that the WOlking 
classes were not able to pay more because the rates of wages 
had not risen sufficiently to cover the rise in the prices of other 
and more necessary commodities. But this argument is based 
on the vulgar confusion between rates of wages and earnings. 
The boom did, in fact, by better employment and overtime, give 
the working classes incomes more than sufficiently increased to 
meet the' increase of prices, and in any case if house rents did 
not rise as much as other prices, this would appear to indicate that 
houses were less acutely short than other things. Moreover, the 
Committee's sharp distinction between a demand for working
class house-room by the working class and a demand for house
room by other classes is obviously quite untenable. There is no 
sharp line either between the classes or between the houses; the 
working classes are continually invading whole districts formerly 
occupied by non-working-class people, and even the reverse 
process is not unknown, as in Broadway (Worcs.) and Chelsea. 

It is curious the Committee should have made no attempt to 
discover the actual remunerativeness of investment in working
class houses, since the probability is that it is really on the average 
somewhat above that obtainable on other home investments. 
Such houses are "undesirable property" to the well-to-do, 
respectable investor. He does not like exacting small payments 
from persons poorer than himself, and he fears the obloquy 
involved in being a " slum-owner." Thus the business of aatisfy-

• ing this want is left to a class of persons with a few hundred 
pounds each, who cannot own enough property in different 
localities to eliminate risk, and who therefore collectively get a 
higher return than would be necessary if the property were held by 
wealthier people. Some of them can no doubt give individual 

I and intelligent attention to their property, and this tends to 
economy; but every one knows that large quantities of this small 
property are constantly falling into the hands of incompetent 
widows and minors, with diaaetrous results in dilapidated and 
dereliJi; houses. The situation would be much improved if there 
were more people to whom an additional quarter per cent. would 
be sufficient compensation for the odium of "slum-owning," or 

I if this odium could be lessened by an improvement in public 
: opinion, or escaped by some corporate organization which would 
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stand between the sensitive investor and his ill-informed critics. 
Alterations in the law doing away with the antiquated privileges 
of the landlord, and at the same time making it easier for him to 
get rid of bad tenants, would also help. 

I have left myself no space to deal with the other parts of the 
Report. They are not so feeble as the Housing Part, but the 
reader will be tired by the repetition involved in saying every
thing once, and then saying it again in the form of .. 8lllIUIlarY 
of conclusions and recommendations." Taking it altogether, it 
seems likely that the Land Committee will be classed by the 
historian of the future along with its model, the Tariff Com
mission. The orthodox Royal Commission seems to have little 
to fear from its unoffi~ial competitors. 

III 

THE FIRST WAR SLOGAN: "BUSINESS AS USUAL I " 

[A letter to a friend and old student of the School of Economics who 
had asked what I thought of the cry r&ieed at the beginning of the war, 
dem&nding that errery one ehould go on as if nothing nnUSU&! waa occur
ring, the idea being that this would prevent bUBinel!a 10tISeII and unem· 
ployment. 

My eonjecture in the eeeond _ph that the eoet of the war might. 
amonnt to one-fifth of the previous aggregate ineome of the inhabitante 
of the eonntry was donbtl ... too low, but not nearly so mueh too low 
as it appeare if we measure by money without allowing for the great 
deereaee in the pureh&eing power of money whieh took plaoe. I 

The suggeetion of the third _ph that no outside purchaser for 
capita.l belonging to the people of this eonntry eould be fonnd was falai
fled to an appreci&ble extent by the e&le of securities to the people of 
the United States.] . 

August 20, 1914. 
DEAB REID,-

I have been reluctant to add to jihe general cackle, but as 
you ask what my advice is on the fashionable question, " econo
mi%ing" versus .. spending as usual," I must say something. 

It ought to be obvious that if the inhabitants of this country 
are to spend perhaps a fifth of their previous income upon the 
war. they will be obliged. whatever advice they may be given. 
to spend less upon other things (including of course new invest
ments). Their aggregate income is certainly not eularged by 
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the war. On the contrary, it is diminished by the withdrawal 
of a large number of young men formerly engaged in producing 
valuable objects and services, and also by the hindrance to for
eign commerce, which wlYUld diminish income very largely even 
if the people who produced the exports now stopped could be 
transferred in an hour to industries which would produce the 
things formerly imported and now stopped, and which actually 
diminishes income much more, inasmuch as such an easy trans
ference is not possible. 

Now if people have less income, how can they avoid spending 
less for current needs and new investments taken together 1 
One wiseacre has suggested that they should spend their capital. 
How can that be done unless there is somebody outside to give 
them money for their stocks and shares and other property, and 
where at the present moment can such a purchaser be found 1 
In the other countries at war 1 In the new countries which 
look for capital to the old 1 In Turkey and China 1 Under 
the circumstances the smaller income must mean smaller-very 
much smaller-expenditure for all non-warlike purposes. 

(1) Expenditure on new investments is likely to cease almost 
entirely. Nearly all savings, instead of taking their usual form 
of industrial capital at home and abroad, will be lent to the 
Government, and be forthwith spent in the war. The stoppage 
of home investment will mean a complete slump in the building 
trade and other trades which, like it, are chiefly employed in 
producing additions to the material equipment of society. Of 

, course this slump will drive many workers out of those occu
pations into others more urgently neceSsary in which there is a 
shortage owing to the departure of soldiers or to the greater 
quantity of produce required, or to the greater difficulty of pro
ducing the old quantity. (The pinch has Bot come yet, and so 
here I have seen the absurd spectacle of the Local Labour Ex
change appealing for volunteers to get the harvest in, while 
there were hundreds of men building houses, which may not be 
wanted for years, within sight of the standing sheaves which were 
waiting to be carried). The stoppage of the investment of British 
savings in the colonies and foreign countries will have s.imilar 
effects in those parts of the world, which we need not follow out; 
so far as we are concerned the effect will be manifested in a 
tendency for the excess of imports over exports to increase largely, 
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so that alarm lest the difficulty of exporting should lead to a 
shortage of necessary imports is quite unjustified. We shall 
cease to acquire new property abroad, but we shall not starve. 

(2) Though the emergency can thus be met to a large extent 
by the diversion of savings from ordinary productive investment 
to investment in Government loans, it certainly cannot be 
altogether met in that way. The ordinary current expenditure 
of individuals and institutions of all kinds must also be cut down. 
Common sense and a proper self-interest will lead them to cut it 
down where it will hurt them least. All sorts of luxurious, or 
perhaps it would be better to say less-necessary, expenditure will 
quite properly be reduced first, and willy-nilly the number of 
persons engaged in trades which produce the less necessary things 
must be reduced-labour force must be driven out of them into 
channels where it is more urgently required. 

I do not think people will be much all'ected by advice given 
them. It is difficult to imagine what would happen if every one 
tried to adopt the advice to go on spending regardless of prospec
tive reduction of income. I suppose there would be a terrifio 
financial erisis if credit allowed the experiment to go very far. 
On the other hand, if every one took the advice to " economize " 
as much as he possibly could, there would be a quite unnecessary 
absolute shutting down of a great many trades which would be 
required again as soon as the fit was over. "Act prudently and 
not in a panic-stricken mauner," is the only advice I should 
venture to give. Exactly what people should spend must depend 
on how loug the war will last, and how much a hitherto very foolish 
Europe makes up ita mind to spend on armies and navies after the 
war is over. I dare say the average estimate of these factors is as 
good as yours or mine. 

The only thing to add is that though in a usual way it is not 
possible for an individual to follow in detail the actual ell'ect of his 
own particular expenditure, it is sometimes possible, and in those 
cases the patriotic or philanthropic person who has suflicient 
means to enable him to choose between various kinds of 
" economy" shonld choose those which will be obviously econ
omiP,ai to the nation as well as to himself rather than those 
which will only save his own pocket. For example, if it is a 
choice between dismissing a gardener who will enlist or take up 
the work of some other man who has enlisted, and dismissing a 
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woman Bervant who has no chance of employment during the 
war and perhapB after it, by all means let the gardener go. In the 
purchase of commodities it would require a wider knowledge 
than the ordinary individual is likely to po8SeBB to enable him to 
make corresponding decisions. It would probably' be well, how
ever, to favour as far as possible the trades in which women are 
the principal producerB. The demand of war upon men must 
certaiuly mean a deterioration in the general value of the Bervices 
of the other sex during the continuance of' that demand. 

IV 

LABOUR IS NOT A CURSE NOR EVEN A COST 

[part of a review of J. A. Hobson'. Work /lnd woaWo: .d Hu"",n 
Val""""", 1914, in the E""""",", Rwiew (the organ of the Oxford Branch 
of the Christian Social Union) for Ootober, 1914.] 

THE earlier part of the book consists largely of a protest against 
neglect of what may be called the negative Bide of production. 
It is evidently wrong to measure economic welfare simply by 
output without regard to what Mr. Hobson calls the" human 
cost "-the pain and disagreeableness of producing the output. 
So far as regular economic teaching is concerned, I should 
imagine his protest is now belated. but it is doubtless true that 
there is a small school of .. economy of high wages" theorists
particularly strong. I fear. among the Christian Social Union
who Beem to think the only remedy for low wages is to make 
people work harder. One thing I find lacking in Mr. Hobson's 
exposition is a clear recognition of the fact that labour in itself is 
no curse but a blessing. Over-fatigue and disagreeable and pain
ful incidents are .. human cost." but mere labour is healthy and 
happiness-giving. Mr. Hobson would admit this. I gather. of 
exertion undertaken from artistic and perhaps from .. sporting " 
motives, but deny it of ordinary routine labour. This I believe 
to be wrong. Let any reader ask himself, honestly. whether he is 
not really the better for a certain amount of work which he does 
not want to do. but is obliged to do. H he doubts it in his own 
case. let him ask others about himself-and ask wives about their 
husbands. It is not the dmdge but the artist that is .. gey ill to 
live wi· ... and makes himself and others unhappy. 
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.. HURRY UP PUBLIC EXPENDITURE"! 

[The fact that all work not immediately n"""""""Y would have to be 
etopped waa still nnreoogDized.] 

February 24, 1915. 
DEAl!. SIB THoMAS WB.ITTAXER,-

I see that you have very rightly been urging that the Local 
Government Board and the Board of Education should impress 
on local authorities that thls is not a time to incur expenditure. 
I don't know about the Board of Education, but so far as the 
L.G.B. is concerned, it seems to me that you might have put 
the admonition a good deal stronger, in the form of " the L.G.B. 
should drop its present policy of urging local authorities to 
incur at once expenditure which can and ought' to be deferred 
till men begin to come home after the war." At any rats 
this is suggested by the two extracts which I enclose, cut from 
newspapers received this very morning. It is, I admit, po88ible 
in both instances that the L.G.B. thinks the councils concerned 
will not actually get to work till the conclusion of the war, and 
that it is well that preliminary arrangements should be made 

• now: but it is far more probable, I should say, from what I 
know of government departments, that it is carrying out the 
.. business as usual" policy which was widely advocatsd six 
months ago and is now generally seen to be absurd. .When 
another six months have passed and it is time to start again, 
the department will have arrived at the present stage of outside 
opinion. 

The Post Office is another" offender, having been engaged in 
replacing overhead telephone lines by underground cables, even 
in purely residential districts where the telephone is a mere 

IS 
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luxury. I have already written to Sir George Gibb about this, 
as he is on the munitions of war committee, and he has sent my 
letter to the P. M. G. 

What a mercy it is that the ordinary person is jfYTce4, by high 
cost and diminished means, to refrain from unnecessary employ
ment of men and materials I If he followed the precepts of the 
Press and the example of government, we should indeed be in a 
poor way. I am sure the attempt to prevent anyone suffering 
anything (except of course, violent death, wounds and bereave
ment, which seem to be taken as a matter of course) from the 
war must fail, and the only question is in what kind of crisis the 
inflation of spending power caused by it will end. I have 
written an article in the coming Contemporary on the immense 
service rendered by the existing rise of prices. 

I am glad to think that your book had such a good reception. 
Apparently the war has not stopped people reading economic 
works. It is said that ordinary fiction has quite collapsed, pre
sumably knocked out by the war reports! 

IT 

WHY SOME PRICES SHOULD RISE 

[An article in the OunJemporary &view for March, 1916, entitled .. Tho 
Good Side of Rising Pri .... " I heve altered the title heeause .. rising 
pri ..... " now at any rate, omggeste .. general rise of prices, which, ... tho 
ee.ond paragraph explains, is not at all wh,at wao intended.] 

WE often see the legend" Popular pri~," but prices are never 
popular either with those who pay them or those who receive 
them. Even when they have been stationary for a long time, so 
that both sides have become accustomed to them, the payers 
think them a little too high and the receivers think them a little 
too low. When they move from their accustomed level a 
howl of rage arises. Sellers who have to take lower prices for 
their productions are sure that they will be ruined, and almost 
invariably persuade themselves that their ruin will drag down 
the particular nation to which they regard themselves as belong
ing. Buyers who have to pay higher prices suddenly become 
either .. the poor .. forced to reduce their consumption of neces-
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sary articles, or else employers of a particularly needy and deserv
ing class which will be thrown out of work by the rise. All the 
injured persons are at once represented 8B being iniquitously 
robbed by an lJIlBCrUpulous gang of speculators, middlemen, 
blood-sucking capitalists, or rack-renting landlords against whom 
all the resources of the State ought to be brought forthwith. 
The ideal somewhat vaguely .held seems to be an immediate 
Jetom to the prices of a few months or a year ago. 

With those general rises and falls in the value of goods meaaured 
in gold which are merely the reverse side of falls and rises in the 
value of gold measured in goods, I do not intend to deal here. 
They are almost obviously bad, and there is no doubt that the 
remedy will ultimately have to be found in a cosmopolitan regu
lation of the output of gold or whatever may be adopted 8B the 
standard of value. This remedy certainly cannot be applied 
under the present international conditions, and it is therefore 
unnecessary to talk about it at the moment. Moreover, what
ever general rise of prices attributable t.o currency conditions 
there may be at present, the convulsion of particular prices is 
far more obvious and important. 

When the war began, people thought a good deal of the things 
which would become unsaleable at their previous prices, and of 
the resulting unemployment of those who had been employed in 
producing them. We shall hear more of this when peace arrives. 
Just now attention is concentrated on the things which have 
risen in price, and the rise, 8B usual, is regarded 8B bad. 

An old epigram says that high prices are their own cure, and I 
suppose hardly anyone will deny that there is some truth in the 
suggestion. If the price of a thing which can be produced goes 
up, and is expected to remain up, we usually suppose more of it 
-will be produced than would have been produced if the price had 
remained where it W8B. At the present moment, for example, we 
are expeCting a great deal more wheat from the next harvest 
than would have been forthcoming if wheat had remained, and 
had been expected to remain, at its pre-war price. It is conceiv
able that the various governments of the world might have all 
established maximum prices for bread at the old level, and have 
resolved to maintain these maxima, and that every one might 
have had complete confidence in their ability to do BO. In that 
case no farmer would have expected to get a higher price than 

o 
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before, nor, consequently, would any farmer have had any induce
ment to increase his crop: on the contrary, indeed, he would 
have been induced to diminish it, since the materials for sub
stitutes for wheaten bread not touched by the settlement of 
maximum prices would have become relatively more profitable 
crops. So, too, if the price of coal rises violently in London, so 
that the difference between the price there and the pit-mouth 
price is such that anyone who chooses to ship it from the north
east coast can get three or four times the usual remuneration, we 
are inclined to think that before very long more coal will be 
carried by ship to London than would be carried if by some means 
freights were maintained at the old level. In one respect, indeed, 
a good many people behave in a way which might at the first blush 
suggest that they do not follow this reasoning. When the price of 
a thing goes up, they abuse, not the buyers nor the persons who 
might produce it and do not do so, but the persons who are pro
ducing and selling it, and thereby keeping down its price. If we 
follow the reasoning which I have suggested, it certainly would 
appear to be a most extraordinary example of the proverbial 
ingratitnde of man when he abuses the farmer who does grow 
wheat because other farmers do not, or when he abuses the few 
shipowners who carry coal to London because there are not more 
of them. But have we not all heard the preacher abuse his 
congregation because it is so small 1 We must not imagine that 
anyone really believes that offering a thing or service for sale 
tends to raise its price. Possibly recognition of the fact that 
sellers tend to lower prices is a little obscured by the old notion 
that labour creates value. If labour Created value, it would be 
right to suppose that the producers of wheat and the carriers of 
coal made the prices of those articles. But labour does not 

, create value: if it did, the labourer would be the enemy of the 
human race. By producing things or performing services he 
in fact; diminishes the value of such things and services. 
More probably the popular dislike of those who sell things when 
buyers particularly want them is a mere reminiscence of medi
aeval ethics. And perhape a little of it is vulgar envy. 

This, it may be said, is all very well when encouragement of 
production is actnally possible, but what can you say for high 
prices in situations where it is not 1 In the first place, it is neces
sary to observe that these situations are not quite 80 frequent 
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as is very widely supposed. It is often supposed, for one thlng, 
that where there is a monopoly, high prices .fail to encourage 
production. But a moment's thought shows that this is an error. 
The monopolist who ordinarily sells a certain number of an article 
at a shilling, and suddenly finds that owing to some change the 
same number can be sold for two shillings, is not in the least likely' 
to refrain from eftort to increase his output. If the sea-carriage, 
or even the sea and land carriage, of coal to London were in the 
hands of an absolute monopoly, it is not in the least likely that a 
rise of freights from 38. to 148. would not make that monopoly 
desirous of increasing the ships and men employed in the trade. 
In the last few years a very striking example of the desire of a 
monopolist to increase the quantity of what he sells has been 
furnished to Londoners by the body which controls most of their 
means of locomotion. It is often said, too, that while a slow 
moderate rise of price must be admitted to have good eftects in 
increasing production, a sharp rise for, say, a month or two" is 
not long enough to have any eftect," or, if the speaker is fond 
of the technical terms of recent economics, that such a rise of 
price .. only gives the producers a producer's surplus which will 
not call forth additional production." It ought to be obvious, 
however, that people do not carry on business merely for what 
they can get in normal times and bad times averaged: occasional 
stretches of good times are always taken into account, so that 
if an emergency is'so sudden and short-lived that the high price 
it causes cannot be regarded as curing itself, that high price must 
usually be averaged in with the rest. After all, the average 
freight on coal for a year, or even ten years together, is more 
important to both the shipowners and the consumers than the . 
freight for a couple of months. 
, There are; however, certa.in very exceptional circumstances in 
which it is really true that high prices cannot encourage produc
tion, for the very good reason that no further production is pos
sible during the time which they will last, and after that the 
events which caused them are not expected to recur. The stock 
example of such exceptional cricumstances is the siege of a town 
which. is not in the habit of being besieged. If the town were 
in the habit of being besieged, the high prices obtainable for 
provisions during the sieges would no' doubt soon lead to a good 
stock being maintained in it, so that the siege prices would be 
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kept lower, and it could still be said that high prices were 
their own cure. But sieges are happily of such rare occurrence 
in modem times that nobody foresees them, and consequently 
we have to take into account no such effect; the prices in the 
next siege will not, any more than those in the intervening period, 
be in the least affected by the prices in the siege of the moment. 
Production has not to be thought of: all that is to be done is 
to make the existing stock of provisions go as far as possible. 
There is no question of high price curing itself: the only question 
is whether it is one of those things which cannot be cured and 
must be endured. 

The first impulse of the natural man is to 88y emphatically 
that the answer is in the negative. "Why should we enrich 
these people who by a pure chance happen to have considerable 
stocks of provisions in the town' Let thepl sell at the prices to 
which we are accustomed and be thankful that we do not com
mandeer the whole without paying anything." The Govern
ment of the town agrees, and issues an ordinance fixing maximum 
prices very slightly above the ordinary rates. People then, very 
naturally, eat and waste as much as usual The Government 
makes inquiry into the amount of the stocks and finds that, with 
economy, they will last until the period at which it expects the 
siege to be raised. It issues, on bills and in the official news
papers, exhortations to economy, and the restaurants cease to 
put bread on the plates until it is asked for. Nobody is alarmed, 
and the normal life of the city is earried on as usuaL The Govern
ment allows a slight rise in maximum prices; the eocialist papers 
protest violently on behalf of the poor. A fresh census of stocks 
is made, and it is discovered that, in spite of all exhortations to 
economy, nearly as much as usual has been eaten. A continuance 
of the policy adopted will obviously end in all the provisions 
being finished before the date at which the siege may be expected 
to be raised, and some drastic scheme has to be adopted for 
cutting down the consumption to a much lower leveL People 
wish that it had been cut down earlier, because it is less disagree-

- able to -live on tJuee.quarters of your usual daily quantity 
for six months than to have the usual amount for the first three 
months and only half the usual quantity for the other three 
months. The eocialist papers then abuse the Government for 
having "acted too late," regardless of the fact that it acted 
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at the very beginning by imposing the maximum prices; and ~ 
that action, if it WB8 at all efiective in keeping prices down below 
what they would otherwise have been, at any rate assisted in 
causing the trouble. If the prices had been higher, oonsumption 
in the early period would have been more checked, and the total 
stock oonsequently better spread over the whole time. 

Mere repression of prices can ouly be defended when the Govern
ment is more optimistic than the market, and has, in fact, good 
grounds for ite optimism. At the outbreak of the present war a 
number of silly persons rushed to the shope and bought up 
large stocks of flour, eggs and such-like things, to say nothing 
of absurdities like night-lighte. If every provision shop had 
chosen to sell out to the highest bidder at the earliest possible 
moment, oonsiderable inoonvenience, and even sufiering and 
loss of life would have followed in many localities, owing to 
the whole stock getting into the hande of these pernicious persons 
and nothing being available for daye or weeks for their bettere. 
Fortunately the shopkeepers of thie country are an admirable 
class, gifted with a self- restraint that enables them to pass by 
immediate gain. when it will be followed by loss of custom in the 
long run. They answered fools acoording to their folly by dump- , 
ing all their stale and damaged goode upon the panic-stricken 
hoarders, but refused to deplete the rest of their stocke, so that 
they were able to go on supplying their ordinary customers with 
their ordinary amounte. I do not know that the maximum 
prices then fixed by the Government helped them in thie oourse, 
but if they did, they were useful, and, whatever may have been 
the case in thie particular instance, it is possible to conceive 
somewhat similar circumstances in which a Government which 
was powerful and ubiquitous enough to enforce maximum prices 

. might be able to suppress a panic-stricken rush. In general, 
however, when a Government is more optimistic than the market, 
especially where the market is a wholesale market not immedi
ately affected by the vagaries of unbusineaalike people, the 
optimism of the Government is likely to be ill-founded, so that 
the field for the application of maximum prices is very small. 

In extreme cases the system of prices breaks down, and must be 
replaced by the system of rations served out by authority, not· 
because it does not distribute the available stock over time better 
than any other machinery likely to be devised in the circum-
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stances, but because it fails to distribute the stock in the best pos
sible manner between individuals. In ordinary circumstances 
we tolerate an entire divergence of distribution from wants 
because we do not know how to do away with it without wrecking 
our whole organization for production. But considered in its 
immediate results, distribution according to need, which, where 
healthy adults are concerned, means approximately equal eli&
tribution, is obviously the most economical. In the besieged 
city, where ultimate effects on production are negligible, the 
economy of distribution according to need invariably asaerts 
itself. It is felt, not only as in ordinary times, that a man with 
no means must not be allowed to starve; but also, further, that 
no man must be allowed to have more of the necessaries of life 
than others merely because he has command of much money. 
Hence the univerSality of the ration system in sieges of any 
considerable severity. But even here circumspection is nace&
sary, as we may see at once if we think out the different conse
quences of equal rations of bread and equal rations of coal. In 
ordinary times immensely more coal is used per head in wealthy 
than in working-class households, but it is certainly not BO with 
bread. Probably the well-to-do households actually use less 
bread and flour per head than the working class. Consequently, 
except where the scarcity was very acute indeed, equal rations 
of coal would take away from the rich and give to the poor. while 
equal rations of bread would not, but might even work a little in 
the opposite direction. For example. at the present moment, if 
coal were served out in equal rations in London, Imd all transfers 
prevented, families with £2 a week and under would have more 
than they knew what to do with, while households with a thou
aand a year would find it difficult to keep a quarter of their 
usual fires going. If bread were treated in the same way, the 
wealthy household would 'suffer no manner of inconvenience 
except, perhaps, that of having to waste a little more than 
usual, and the working-class household would get the same or 
very slightly less than before. If sales were permitted, the poor 
would sell BOme of their coal tickets to the rich, and the rich 
would possibly sell BOme of their bread tickets to the poor; 
the equal rations of bread would be much the same as an equal 
money allowance, while the equal rations of coal would be a 
clumsy equivalent of a money allowance graduated in favour of 
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the poor-the clumsiness alleviated to a considerable extent by 
the permission of purchases and sales. 

On every occurrence of an unusual rise of price there are found 
persons who are willing to admit everythlng that may be said in 
defence of prices .. in the abstract," or .. when the prices are 
natural and not artificial," but who are perfectly convinced that 
the rise with which they have to contend for the moment is 
unnatural, artificial, and wholly unjustifiable, being merely the 
wicked work of people who want to enrich themselves, and who 
are given the power to do so not by the economic conditions, 
such as those resulting from the carrying on of a war in which 
more than half of the area and population of the world is con
cerned, but apparently by some absolutely direct and inexplic
able interference of the Devil. This has 'been so since the dawn 
of history, and no doubt before, but no amount of historical 
retrospect seems to be of much use. The same absurdity crops 
up generation after generation. 

The proposition most relied on is that" the rise is obviously 
unjustifiable" (either for encouraging production or for econo
mizing consumption) "because it is out of all proportion to 
the defieiency in quantity." Those who put this forward have 
at the bottom of their minds the curious assumption that prices 
" naturally" vary exactly, though inversely, with the quantity 
offered, so that, for instance, if the harvest is three-quarters of 
its average magnitude,. the price of the buehel should be four
thirds of the average price, with the result that the whole harvest 
should always sen for the same aggregate amount of money; 

, or if the quantity of coal coming to London falls off 10 per cent., 
tll.e rise of price should similarly be one-ninth, so that the aggre
gate amount paid may remain the same as before. But, of course, 
this is palpably absurd. In the well-known ,estimate attributed 
to Gregory King which Davenant printed in 1699 it was cal
culated that a deficiency in the harvest of 10 per cent. would', 
raise the price of the buehe1 ,30 per cent., a deficiency of 20 per 
cent. would raise it 80 per cent., and a deficiency of 50 per 
cent. would raise it no less than 450 per cent. Davenant did 
not suppose the difference was due to the iniquity of the farmers, 
nor to some strange obliquity of vision which made them think 
it would be profitable to keep back much of the com in order 
to sell it at the probably much lower prices of the next year; 
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he takes it for granted that his readers will think it quite natural 
that consumers' reluctance to be deprived of their usual modicum 
of a " necessary" article should send the price up much more 
than in proportion to the deficiency. It is impossible to argue 
with those who hold that variations of price should always be 
in exactly inverse proportion to quantity available, because they 
never bring forward any reasons for their belief, and, perhaps, 
scarcely realize that they have such a belief. Let them search 
for anything justifying it in religion, morals, or economics, and 
when they think they have found something it will be possible 
to deal with them. Let us know both why sellers should not 
sell for the prices they :find it profitable to charge, and also 
what will be the resultS of their adopting the principle recom
mended to them. And let it always be remembered that if 
rises in prices ought to be' in proportion to deficiency, it surely 
follows that when quantIty is above the normal, prices should 
only fall in proportion. A queer world I 

Another proposition almost as often relied on is, .. There is no 
real deficiency at a.ll: there is just as much stuff as usual avail
able, but some persens are storing some of it up in order that they 
may reap a profit." Now sometimes it is true enough that the 
usual quantity is available for the moment, bllt that some persons 
are storing more than usual of it up in order to sell at a future 
period when the price will be higher still. But what harm is 
there in that' It is merely part of the machinery by which 
consumption is kept more equable than production. 1£, as any
one can see, there will be a great defici!'llCY in certain crops or 
other produce next year, is it not desirable that some of this 
year's crops or produce should be held over t It is surely better 
to have moderately high prices for tWo years than ordinary 
prices one year and famine prices the next. Another possibility 
is that some person or group may :find it profitable to get control 
of the whole crop or stock of produce, and dole out such small 
quantities to the market that they can aflord to £ace selling what 
is left when the new supplies come in at a much lower price. 
To theorists this is a pleasing case to describe, but those who have 
attempted to carry out the idea have genera.lly burnt. more 
than their finger-tips. In any case an attempt to carry it out 
must necessarily become notorious and easy to prove. 

Its existence is certainly not proved merely by high price 
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coupled with an abseuce of both expected and immediate defi
ciency of quantity. Besides diminution of supply there is such 
a thing &8 increase of demand. Some change may cause people 
to demand more of some oommodity even when they are not in a 
position to increase their total expenditure. ne madness of 
last year, for example, has increased the demand of the world 
for particular kinds of food, both because feeding large armies 
in all kinds of difficult situations, with an enemy always trying 
to prevent it being done at all, is amazingly more wasteful than 
feeding the same men under the direction of their mothers or 
wives at home, and because the nationli ooncerned desire that, 
if possible, they shall be even better fed than at home. Now, if 
the numerous soldiers eat and waste much more than usual, it 
is surely obvious that even if the output of food remained the 
same &8 before the war, the civilian and neutral population of 
the world, taken ,as a whole, must have that much less, and as 
people particularly dislike giving up their accustomed food they 
try to avoid the necessity by offering more money, and oonse
quently raise the price, with the highly beneficial results of 
checking waste, spreading the oonsumption economically over 
the period of stringency, and enoouraging the fnt1!re production. 

The enoouragement of the production of the things which have 
risen in price, of oourse, does not appear only in the rise of the 
profits of those engaged in the trades concerned: it appears also 
in the rise of the wages of the wage-earners in those trades, and 
those wage-earners find the unpleasantness of the rise of prices 
oounterbalanced, or at any rate mitigated, by increase of income. 
But if any member of the working-classea, or, as is perhaps more 
probable, any bourgeois protagonist of the working-classes, 

. imagines that the working-clas'ses of the world at large, or even 
the working-classes of any oonsiderable oountry, belligerent or 
neutral, are not going to Buffer a IOBB of real wages now and for 
many years in oonsequence of the present perversion of a large 
part of the world's energy from its usual channels to the arts of 
destruction (which include the production and transport of 
weapons of war), that man is living in a fool's paradise. The 
enormous loss oould not possibly be thrown entirely on the 
rich; and if it oould, it would not be. The folly of 1914 h&8 got 
to be paid for, and the largest class will not, and cannot, escape 
paying a oonsiderable part of the oost. Nor, &8 I showed in the 
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May, 1914, number of War and Peace (above, pp. 1-4), will 
workers get off paying merely because they happen to live in, or 
choose to migrate to, the victorious countries. 

It is no use crying over spilt milk. But, looking to the future, 
I would suggest to working-class champions that the most pressing 
need for the ultimate attainment of the good things which they 
and all other well-disposed persons desire is the establishment of 
international order. Let them lay to heart the remark which 
Prof. Graham Wa.IIas in his Great Society quotes' from my address, 
delivered in 1909 to the young tradtrunionists of Ruskin College, 
and printed in the Eronomic Outlook in 1912: "A world com
posed of territorial socialist societies, in which the whole surplus 
income over bare necessaries was spent in war and preparations 
for war, would obviously be a more miserable pla.ce than the world 
as we know it." Let them not nourish delusive hopes of improvtr 
ment in foreign policies when they succeed hi putting them under 
democratic control, but let them go boldly for the abolition of 
all foreign policies and military forces by the establishment of 
a Union of States strong enough in the first instance to be neither 
afraid nor jealous of its neighbours, but always ready to admit 
new adherents until all are inside it. 

ill 

STRATEGIC JEALOUSIES MASKED AS COMMERCIAL 

1. 
[A letter to Mr. G. Low .. Dickinson. The fourth paragraph of the' 

letter will be more intelligible to those who remember how, at that 
time, animosity against Russia had been replaced by warm friendship. I 

March 20, 1915. 
DEAR DICKINSON,-

Many thanks for your pamphlet, After the War, with almost 
every word of which I agree. 

I still refuse to be despondent. The" crushing," and" dic
tating terms " talk which you reprobate on p. 9 doesn't aIerm me 
much when I think how Milner and Chamberlain insisted that 
the Boers were to surrender unconditionally, and how all England 
was illuminated when the war was ended on quite other terms. 
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The Germans could negotiate a reasonable peace to-morrow if 
they wanted to. 

P. 16, doesn't" States hitherto have measured their worth in 
terms of population, territory and power" require some quali
fication! I shouldn't say that your proposition was true of 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, modern Holland, or Switzerland. 

I cannot believe that international animosities and jealousies 
are nearly so dee{Hle&ted as is commonly supposed. They seem 
to me amazingly superficial, and the product of very artificial 
and temporary arrangements. -- absolutely refuses to 
believe that on the night of the Dogger Bank incident, when he 
thought that war was breaking out between this country and 
Russia, he came into ---- and said, " Well, it had to come, 
and the sooner the better. They are taking away all our trade 
inthe.East ..•• " ~e thinks my recollection is faulty, and that 
he was really talking about the Germans. Aren't most people 
like him! 

Non-economists are apt to be deceived by the pretence of 
economic national interests commonly put forward by profes
sional and amateur diplomatists. Doubtless there are many 
people who believe that trade follows the flag and will bring 
their nation (including themselves in some cases but very often 
not) great profits. But does anyone seriously believe that the 
professional diplomatists who get their countries into messes like 
the present really care two pence for such commercial interests ! 

Commercial interests seem to me to appear in international 
quarrels simply as a cover for strategic interests. Where there 
are not supposed to be divergent strategic interests, no amount 
of divergent, or supposedly divergent, commercial interests 
produces ,either war or preparation for war. Divergency of 
strategic interest will always be found when war is conceived 
as a possibility, and will not be thought of when it is not. In 
the absence of permanent union or at any rate alliance between 
any two states, war between them will always be more or less 
of a possibility, and their military servants will consider it a 
duty to think about it and devise'the best means for coping with 
it. They can scarcely do this absolutely in secret--even their 
spies will sometimes be caught, as ours were by Germany a few 
years ago-and consequently they will be helped or more pro
bably hindered by meddlesome busybodies and newspapers. 
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Then the publics of each of the two countries begin to think 
that the other is not only preparing, which is a fact, but also 
intendmg war. There never was anything which excelled 
bellicose dispositions in the capacity for making a living by 
taking in each other's washing. 

The belief that war takes place chiefly because it is possible, that 
the bare possibility makes countries provide for it, and that the 
provision eventually brings it about, makes me entirely distrust 
all schemes which admit the possibility. So long as you have 
separate national military forces you will necessarily have pre
parations for war and war itself. Where yon have not such 
forces, at the worst you can have civil war, which, owing to the 
insufficiency of its material equipment, is becoming a less and 
less serious matter in comparison with international war. The 
only way to stop international wars is to suppress all separate 
national military forces and consequently put an end to all 
strategio jealousies and fears. Mere limitation of forces is 
impracticable, and probably on the whole would be mischievous 
if it were practicable, as it would be likely to give rise to more 
suspicion and nervousness. A people will be quieter and more 
peaceable if they think they have done all they can to make 
themselves secure, than if they are bound by some compact 
not to do quite so much on consideration of some other party 
doing the same. 

But, you say, is it not absurd to suppose that states will 
entirely suppress their military forces ! 

Before we come to that question let me ask whether it is not 
absurd to suppose that after the war we shall proceed exactly 
as before it. 

2. 

[The part of • letter to Prof"""". Allyn Young which WB8 oent by 
him to the New York E_ing Poal aod WB8 printed in that paper on 
May U. 1915.] 

I am in hopes that we are nearing the end of international 
anarchy, as international animosities seem to me to be rapidly 
becoming more and more artificial: they are for the most part 
worked up by persons who are persuaded that something or 
other is necessary for the strategic safety of their country. and 
if we could once put strategy out of the question there would, 
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for example, be no more trouble about the relationship between 
Germany and the two Low Countries than there is about the 
relationship between New York State and Connecticut and Mas
sachusetts. "National trade jealousies" do not really exist, 
apart from military and naval jealousies and fears. Now that 
we have got half the area and population of the world in alliance, 
the thing to do is to get the present enemy and then the neutmla . 
to join and turn it into a concert, not of Europe only. If we 
cannot succeed in doing this, all our means above the merest 
necessaries will be swallowed up in preparations jor the next 
war, and there will be no hope of any material progress, as every 
new invention will be simply exploited for military purposes. 
Isn't it amazing to reflect that over half the land of the world 
at present no one is allowed either to aviate or to wireless except 
for military and naval purposes ! 

IV 

AGAINST COAL CONTROL, 

1. 
\ _·v ' ~ ,.' .. -

[p&rt of a review·&rticle in the EC<IIIOfJI;' Jounuzi fo \Tnne:-~ M~. 
report of a oommittee appointed by the Board of Trade ·1Q>brtt&fy';"11H5, 
.. to inquire into the oauaea of the present rise in the ret&U:'j~N:kID;Oj[;l!iiiF" 
80ld for domeetio use, espeoiaJJy to the poorer claoses of oonsumers in 
London and other oentrea." [Cd. 7866]. Best Derbyshire, this com
mittee found, had risen in London from 268. in June to 366. in February ; 
inferinr ooal from 20& to 348.; trolley ooa.! from 268. 84. to 3Ss. 4<1. The 
review oomp1aina that the Committee expreseed .. no opinion aboot the 
quantity of ooal 80ld in London during the months oonaidered, nor 
about ita average prioe." It might, the review BUggeStB, be roughly 
eotimated from the figures given that" Londoners paid aboot 11 per oent. 
more in tho aggregate for 15 per oent. 1 ... ooal, and the winter was a 
mild one.n ] 

W HATEVBB the exact distribution of the suffering and incon
venience between loss of coal and loss of other things retrenched 
in consequence of extra payments for coal, it is tolerably clear 
that the London coal shortage of 1914-15 is by no means to be 
reckoned, as some thought it at the time, the greatest oalamity 
of the war. The fact that it was borne with less patience than 
the similar effects of the great coal strike seelDS to have been due 
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to the old, old cause of excitement in the presence of scarcity 
-the belief that the rise of prioe was due, not to the obvious 
scarcity, but to the wicked conspiracy of sellers, who, by hold
ing back a really plentiful commodity, manage to draw enormous 
profits. The Committee found nothing to indicate that the evil 
passions of the merchants were so particularly excited by the 
war that they ohose this occasion for the extreme exercise of 
a power which they had alwaye posseesed but were apparently 
reluctant to use in time of peace. 

It is really amazing that the Committee should finish up by 
recommending that, " if prices do not shortly return to a reason
able level," the Government should "consider a soheme for 
assuming control of the output of the collieries of the United 
Kingdom, with a view to regulating prices and distribution in 
8.ocordance with national requirements during the continuance 
of the war." The Governments of Europe, or some of them, 
by their extreme incompetence in carrying out their most 
elementary functionS, have muddled the world into a prodigious 
conflict which no one now believes he ever wanted. The 
necessities of this conflict cause our own Government to take 
various eteps which create an acute shortage of shipping and an 
intense congestion of railway traffic, and this interference with 
the normal conditions of transport results in a moderate rise 
of the price of coal in a populous comer of the country in which 
the consumption of the wealthy is doubtless a larger proportion of 
thewhole than anywhere else. Inordertoremedythis the Govern
ment is recommended not to be conteht with its large powers in 
regard to shipping, and its complete control of the railwaye, but 
to assume control of the whole output and distribution of coal' 

In making this plunge, the Committee seem to have been 
inspired by that very dangerous thing, a smattering of economic 
theory. In section 9 they speak as follows:-

" The efiect of a temporary failure in the supply of any commodity 
is normally that the price rises, and rises without relation to the 
cost of production and distribution. In theory at least such an in
crease, though apparently arbitrary, may be expected to perform 
three functions: it acts as a danger signal, warning consumers to 
be careful of thsir atore.; it ensures the distribution of the avail
able supplies to those who are willing to pay most, i.e., presumably 
to those who have the greatest need; and it automatically attracts 
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further supplies, thus providing ita own remedy. This system may 
work satisfactorily in normal times, but the plain fact is thet it 
hsa broken down in the extraordinary circumstances of the present 
winter 80 far as household coal is concerned. It hsa no doubt 
enforced economy among consumers, but it hsa not ensured distri
bution where supply was most needed, because the poor could not 
afford to pay the prices demanded; and it hsa not attracted addi-· 
tiona! supplies with enongh speed to prevent much inconvenience 
and B1Ifiering, because either normal supplies were not available or 
they could not be bronght up." 

The Committee evidently imagined that they were confronted 
with "extraordinary circumstances" in which the ordinary 
mechanism did not work 88 it ought" in theory" to work, and 
therefore they were encouraged to propose the supersession 
of the ordinary mechanism. But their belief involves a very 
imperfect appreciation of the theory of the subject 88 commonly 
taught. No econpmiet ever taught that a riee in the price of 
a commodity attracted further supplies of it when the conditions 
are such 88 to preclude the possibility of further supplies, and 
the occurrence of such conditions hsa always been present in 
the minde of economiets from Aristotle downwarde. ThaIes of 
Miletus would never hav; been rich if olive-presses could have 
been supplied quickly enough. The price of food in besieged 
towns, the price of grain between one harvest and the next, 
have constantly appeared, not as examples of the" break-down " 
of either" theory" or .. system," but as examples which illustrate 
the working of the "system." The theory hsa never been that 
rise of price always reduces consumption and increases supply. 
So far as it does the one, it clearly need not do the other. If I 
the supply is capable of.being increased easily and quickly there 
is less need of reduotion in the rate of consumption; if it cannot 
be increased at all during a certain period (e.g., for the eleven 
monthe between harvest and harvest in the pre-southern
hemisphere deys), the rise of price is useful because it .. econo
mizes " the amount available by inducing people to cut down 
their consumption in such a way as to make it last over the 
whole period instead of being finished before the period ende, 

Thus two of the three merita claimed by the Committee for • 
rise of price IlIlder ordinary circumstances are not cumulative, 
as they imagine, but alternative, and the absence of one of 
them is no proof of .. break-down," As for the third merit 
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alleged by these modern improvers on Bastiat, that it .. ensures 
the distribution of the available supplies to those who are willing 
to pay most, i.e., presumably to those who have the greatest 
need," they are even more at sea. No one ever before claimed 
that, as a universaI or even a general rule, the higher the price 
of a commodity, the more it is distributed in proportion to needs. 
If oranges were a shilling each, they would only be distributed 
to the rich, like pine-apples now, .. because the poor could not 
afford to pay the prices demanded," to use the Committee's 
own words. Who, before the Committee, ever supposed that this 
would be distribution" to those who have the greatest need .. t 
Does Marshall never take any notice of the inequality of wealth, 
and the consequent absence of correspondence between greatness 
of need and greatness of purchasing power t Do all teachers of 
elementary economics ignore it t The Committee might as well 
report that the rise of water in the short arm of a siphon indicates 
" the plain fact" that the law of gravity has " broken down in 
the extraordinary circumstances of the present winter." The 
effect of the rise of price on the distribution of the amount avail
able is well uuderstood to be difierent in the case of difierent 
commodities, with difierent elasticities of demand on the part 
of difierent classes, and often varies with the magnitude of the 
change of price. A big rise in the price of bread probably leaves 
the proportions consumed by rich and poor pretty much as it 
was; a big rise in the price of oranges would give them all to 
the rich. Coal is a commodity of which a large part is a 
.. necessary" to all classes, and another large part a " luxury " 
of the rich, upon which they spend a quite appreciable portion 
of their means. It seems at any rate probable that a big rise 
in the price of London coal in consequence of a failure of supply 
cuts down the luxurious consumption of the rich by a larger 
percentage than it cuts down the consumption of the poor: the 
rich take much less coaI, the poor take only a little less; the rich 
spend much the same money as before, or not much more ; the 
poor spend an amount nearly as much increased as tha price. 
The poor are less hit by any given deficiency in the supply of 
a commodity like this than they are by the same deficiency of 
a commodity like bread, in which there is little luxurious c0n

sumption by the rich (such as there is being waste by servants), 
and consequently little help from the reduction of that con-
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snmption. The poor sufier, no doubt, but when did it begin 
to be a.n exception from ordinary rules for the poor to sufier 
because aomething they consume has risen in price , 

I have insisted on the bad economic theory of the Committee, 
not because a.nything else is to be expected from' committees 
of middl&-aged men in view of the recent state of education in· 
elementary economics, but because the over-optimism displayed 
by them concerning the ordinary working of existing economio 
institutions is exceedingly common, a.nd is consta.ntly leading 
ao-caIJ.ed "practical people" into the belief that whenever a.ny 
sufiering or even inconvenience is noticed by the newspapers, 
they must be in the presence of exceptional circumstances in 
which the ordinary system has "broken down," or "theory 
does not hold good," and which .. justify " exceptional measures 
not in reality in the least likely to work half 88 well 88 the 
arrangements sup:rseded. If in addition to the war, we are 
to have the Government BSBUming control of the output and 
distribution of every important commodity of which the poor 
C&IlIlot buy 88 much 88 they wa.nt, our condition will be indeed 
perilous. 

2. 
[A letter to the President of the Boa!d of Trade. The" rashly promised 

meme" condemned in it was carried out in the Aot, 6 and 6 Gao. V, 
p.....nbing that tha price of ooal at the pithead should not u:ceed tha 
1914 price by more than 48., and tha Boa!d of Trade endeavoured to keep 
down retail prioee by promoting voluntary ....... ngements among coal 
merohanta; but in tha winter of 1916-17 all this had to give way to 
oomp1eta government oontrol of the min.... Daylight Saving was lim 
adopted in May. 1916.] . 

July 11, 1915. 
Sm.-

I enclose a criticism of the Retail Price of Coal Committee's 
Report, but I wish to draw your attention more partioularly to 
a.nother article in the JOUf'fIIJI from which this is extraeted-an 
article in which M. Stocks gives a.n authentio account of the 
muddle into which the German Government got the supply of 
com when it attempted to regulate the price directly a.nd without 
establishing a system of rations to check consumption. 

I hope thet the delay in the announcement of the rashly· 
D 
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promised scheme for regulating coal prices means that you have 
realized the impolicy of taking any such action as was fore
shadowed. The root of trouble, as found by the other and 
infinitely superior Committee, the Coal Mining Organization 
Committee, is a diminution of supply unaccompanied by a 
change in the demand. 

You can scarcely be hoping to increase the supply by keeping 
down the price. 

1 have indeed met a member of Parliament who thought that 
high price encouraged mine-owners to produce little coal, but out. 
side political circles at any rate, it is well recognized that rise 
of price encourages people to produce more, and as a matter of 
fact the Coal Mining Organization Committee found that last 
winter's high price drew in about fifty thousand men to the 
mines to supply partially the place of those who had enlisted. 

We may take it that less than the usual quantity will certainly 
be produced, and.l suppose it must be fairly obvious that if less 
is produced, somebody or other must consume less, wMtefJllt' the 
price may be. 

Now when the supply of an article is shorter than usual, and 
the demand is u,nchanged, the ordinary means by which the 
consumption is reduced to the level of the supply is a higher price, 
which knocks oft some of the purchases. For example. last 
winter the higll price of coal caused me to cut down my cOnsump
tion, which is largely luxurious, by one ton in five, and this was 
a very common experience in well-to-do but not extravagant 
households: it also caused a manufacturer to write to the 
papers saying that if the price continued so high. he would 
have to stop work. because M tDa8 producing an article " the price 
of which wuld not be raised," i.e .• it was an article which could 
easily be dispensed with. and the labour employed in making 
it could with advantage be transferred to satisfy more urgent 
needs. 

You propose to take away this salutary check on consumption 
so far as you can. and.to put nothing in its place. except perhaps 
a mild e:mortation such &8 you issued with regard to the con
sumption of meat. when you asked each person (including the 
babe in arms) to cut down his consumption of meat by 2 lb. a 
month •. Supposing your regulations were not evaded (as 
happily they can and will be). whose consumption would be 
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reduced to meet the shortage of supply-the shortage which is 
inevitable and would be greater under your regulations ! Not 
mine, and not that of the manufacturer who produced the un
necessary articles: if you keep prices down for us we shall keep 
on buying by the ton and the hundred tons and paying our bills 
punctually. No doubt the coalowners and the merchants would 
serve us first; it would be the people who buy by the half
hundredweight and the people who find difficulty in paying 
their bills that would find it difficult to get coal. And yet this 
preposterous scheme is put forward in the interest of the poor! 

If you really "must do something" to keep down the price 
of this one commodity, take the opportunity of adopting" day
light saving" next summer, stop local authorities wastiJig half 
a million tons of coal per annum in unnecessary lighting of the 
street in the small hours, ask well-to-do people to reduce their 
consumption by 20 per cent., and get the King and his ministers 
to set the exampie, but don't go back to the methods of the 
Middle Ages which have just been tried and found impossible 
in Germany. 

v 
WHY THE INSTITUTION OF PROPERTY IS MAINTAINED 

[A 1etter to Dr. Scott Nearing, University of Pennsylvania, who had 
dedi""ted his book, 1_: An E"""""""",, 01 tile Bdurna lor S..-wa 
&mdereti """from PruptrIy 0um.cJ ... tile United S_, 1916, "to three 
men who grasp the ~ oignificanoe of the con1liot between service a.nd 
property inoome-Joseph E. Cohen, J. A. Hobson, Edwin <Jannan."] 

July 18, 1915. 
DEAR DE. SCOTT NEARING,-

I have read the book with great interest and equal dis
agreement. I do not know whether you have ever read my 
EotnIOI7lic Outlook. • •• It shows that I haw never swerved 
from the advocacy of the nearest possible approximation to 
distribution according to need, and have always looked on 
distribution according to service as a chimera, and an undesirable 
chimera. 
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Marshall tells us that Vanderbilt, "who evolved the New York 
Central Railroad system out of chaos, probably saved to. the 
people of the United States more than he accumulated himself," 
meaning doubtless by this awkward statement (which confines 
the benefit of the U.S. railroads to the U.S. and suggests that 
Vanderbilt was not one of the people of the U.S.), that Vander
bilt's services were probably worth more to the world than was 
paid for them. J. B. Clark would say that their value was just 
what was paid for them, which no doubt is true, and couldn't 
be otherwise, value meaning what it does. Ricardo, Marx, 
and you carefully ignore the diiIerent kinds of labour. Labour 
is to you, as I think Marx says, "a homogeneous mass." An 
hour spent in the labour of discovering radium, an hour spent in 
hop-picking, an hour spent in muddling a business, an hour spent 
in putting one straight, are all the same. The world would have 
been in a chronic state of bankruptcy if it had tried to pay 
on the principle suggested by Marsha1l in Vanderbilt's case. 

t Pay people the full equivalent of their services I Why, we 
shouldn't yet have paid off the discoverer of fire or the inventor 
of the wheel, to say nothing of such triflers 88 the reorganizers 
of railroad systems. Your and Marx's system doesn't seem 
much more promising. As a practical man, J. B. Clark holds 
the field, for his system at any rate works. The world can give 
the labourer the whole produce of his labour m Clark', ,ense 
and yet continue to live and even improve its condition. 

But of course Clarkism is absurd in implying that because 
people get the full produce of their labour in the sense of the full 
value 88 settled by existing institutions, therefore those institu· 
tions must be the best possible conceivable. There is great 
possibility of gradual (which does not necessarily mean very 
slow) improvement. The worst-paid kinds of labour may be 
diminished in quantity so as to make their value rise, and the 
higher-paid increased in quantity so 88 to make their value fall : 
the sick, the infirm, and the dissbled may be better provided 
for: the wasteful inequality resulting from the chances of 
inheritance may be very much diminished, all without any 
catastrophic overturn and reconstruction such 88 history teaches 
to be unlikely. 

Mere wailing about the large share taken by property seems 
to me very pernicious. I suppose it is somewhere between a 
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third and a half. But what of that if it were properly dis
tributed' You say (p. 109) that it is "immaterial" to whom 
property-income goes and among how many it is shared. Im
material I So it would be all the same whether all the property 
in the world belonged to the Kaiser or was so divided that every 
man, woman, and child had an equal share' On page 196 you 
seemed to be shocked because part of the income from property 
goes to " children and disabled persons": why, what better des
tination could be found for it , Children and others incapable of 
working must be maintained somehow, and if, as you say on 
page 109, the income from property is "a tax on industry 
and on society" (Le., I suppose on that part of society which 
hasn't got the average amount of property), the maintenance of 
those who cannot work seems a very good purpose on which 
to expend the proceeds of the tax. Wauld you feel the same 
about property it there were none except that which belongs to 
universities, schools, hospitals and asylums' In the para
graph beginning at the bottom of page 109, you yourself abandon 
the" immaterial" contention when yo~ endeavour to strengthen 
the case against propertJ by insisting on the inequaJity of its 
distribution. 

Income according to service is almost obviously a hopelessly 
rotten ideal, since it means nothing for those who, temporarily 
or permanently, cannot serve at all, and these in many cases are 
the very people whose needs are greatest. We maintain the 
principle of etVffIings according to service, or rather value of 
service, in order to make people work more effectively than they 
would under any other inducement at present known and avail
able: and we maintain the institution of property (with its 
inevitable result of income derived from property) because we 
don't at present see how to pay people according to service .. 
without allowing them to acquire property, and because most of 
us realize that individual ownership means better management 
in the interests of the whole, community than management 
by our present petty national authorities (which cannot even 
avoid going to war with each other when no one wants them 
to I, as well as because property-owners like their position and 
most of those who have no property scIi.rcely think it " right .. 
to deprive them of it. . 

Much is being done, and much more could be done, to improve 
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distribution, making it more in accordance with need, but mere 
railing at what has been and still is an absolutely essential 
institution without the least suggestion of something better to 
take its place can do no good, and in fact does much harm. 
Reformers do not require to be further excited against existing 
organization, but rather to understand its good points better 
than they do, so that they may know better where it wants 
emendation and where it had better be left alone, for the present 
at any rate. 

In reading the book I have noted a few details which seem 
particularly misleading. 

Pages 2, 3. Clarkism may be absurd in its implications, but 
it is surely better than treating the rent paid by a tenant as 
part of the product of HlB effort. If I make a (net) income of 
£500 a year by renting a shop in a good situation for which 
I have to pay £1,000 a year, and you make the same income 
by renting a shop in a less good situation at £100 a year, am I 
producing something worth £1,500 a year while you are only 
producing something worth £600 t Or if you work a farm 
producing a thousand bushels of some commodity, and after 
some years the price of the commodity rises so that you can 
pay a higher rent and yet be equally well off while still producing 
only a thousand bushels, are you producing more, or, to speak 
by the book, is "the product of your effort greater '" It is 
clearly most misleading to represent rent as paid at the expense 
of the tenant, or even at the expense of the whole body of 
tenants: you might just as well represent wages as paid at the 
expense of the profit-making employer.' I wonder, too, that you 
use Ricardo's reproach, "it is only because of the scarcity of fertile 
land that rent is paid." Surely it has long been an economic 
commonplace that it is only owing to the scarcity of anything 
that it has a value. "Rent," you say, " can exist only where 
the amount of desirable land is limited." May I not say the 
same of wages t "Wages can exist only where the amount of 
desirable labour is limited." A sufficient amount of labour of 
any particular kind would reduce the value of the produce of, 
and the wages of, that labour to nil, and an infinite amount of 
labour of all kinds would do the same for all labour. 

Page 11. It is a gross misuse of language to talk of monopoly 
-only selling-when there is no only seller but a number of 
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sellers acting in competition with one another. You are appar
ently satisfied to use the term monopoly whenever all the sellers 
Qf a commodity are the only sellers of it: at which rate every
thing is monopolized. 

Page 12. Surely air and sunshine are let with land and do 
have a value. 

Page 13. It may be true that neither the gram of radium 
nor the ton of iron "have assisted in production," but surely 
the gram of radium is going to be a lot more useful than the ton 
of iron-sooiety can do without one of its tons of iron a great 
deal better than it can do without one of its grams of radium. 
Have Jevons and the Austrians written in vain , 

Page 16. H there is much in the theory that the individual 
worker bargaining with a big employer is at a "woeful dis
advantage," it is curious that even in the absence of labour 
combinations there is such a hankering after employment by 
the big employers'in preference to employment by the small ones. 

Page 19, top par. [" A definite relation exists in all primitiye 
lOCieties between the expenditure of energy and the income 
derived as a result of such etiergy expenditure. The cleve~ 
hunter came home with game. The dexterous woman had mats 
and leather shirts to show for her toil. Even the spoils of war 
were hard-earned. ,They represented privation and exertion 
of the most extreme kind."] You might add" and when the 
worker had acquired these things or, say, a house, by his privation 
and toil, he had acquired property, and began to draw ,from it 
the same advantages as are drawn at present." 

Page 26. The middle class, which draws income appreciably 
from both sources, may not be large in the U.S., but it is in some 
couptries, especially France and the Low Countries, and I imagine 
it is growing very rapidly' in most western European countries. • 

Pages 106-7. Are you going so to arrange matters so that all 
the income at present received by owners shall go to the more 
poorly paid workers' H it is only go~ to be given to all 
workers as an equal percentage addition to their wages, it won't 
be much to the poores1;-not nearly as much as might be got by 
more promising means. Besides, aren't you going to do anything 
for the " tenant" of pages 2--3, who is at present, according to 
you, done out of part of his product' 

,Page 158. H miscalled .. societies," the territorial authorities, 
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hadn't wasted so much in preparation for wars and on wars them
selves, the rate of interest would ha.ve gone on fa.lling all right. 
Part of the rise is fictitious, being merely due to reckoning in a 
depreciating medium (vide Irving Fisher). You don't say that 
property is receiving a growing proportion: Bowley tljinks it is, 
since the beginning of the century, but that is a very short bit, 
and may be temporary. It isn't the .. property owner" who 
benefits by higher rate of interest: the capital value depreciates 
correspondingly: it is the money-owner and the saver, and the 
saver is often a worker. 

Pages 159-165. This priority and stability of property income 
seems to me a mare's nest. The people who contract for a fixed 
income in rent or interest naturally get it so long as the other 
property-owners who have contracted to pay remain solvent: 
but the fact that they get it makes the income of the others just 
that much more fll1cl;uating, It.is a notorious commonplace, 
and none the less true for being one, that profits fluctuats far 
more wildly than wage&-why, for a year or several years 
together they are often minus quantities, losses, and who ever 
heard of minus wages, i.e., of the employees of a business going 
without wages and pa.ying something in to keep the business 
going 1 One of the best points about the "capitalistic" or 
profit-making system is just that profit does take the ups and 
downs and the inevitable difIerences between the successful and 
unsuccessful business: it is only productive-oo-operationists and 
profit-sharing enthusiasts who want to do away with the very 
good. arrangement by which the income of the worker is made 
independent of the fortunes of the particular business in which 
he is employed, though it is not independent of the fortunes of 
the whole trade. 

The .. smoothing II of dividend- fluctuations by paying less 
than profits in good years and more than profits in bad (referred 
to page 160 and page 164) makes no real difIerence: why not 
smooth between years as well as between months' H my 
investment really yields in five years £60, £0, £30, £50 and £10, 
and I have no other investments which fluctuate in a counter
balancing direction, it may save me a trifling amount of thought 
about what my expenditure ought to be when the company 
declares a steady dividend yielding me £30 per annum, but, 
being a careful man, I shall be worried in the second and fifth 
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years by the inevitable comment that the dividend has not been 
earned. On the whole I think I prefer to do my own smoothing. 

Fluctuating service income can be smoothed in the same way 
-by banking the surplus of good years and spending it in bad. 

Page 189 takes a topsy-turvy view. I take it that the Com
missions in your country were intended to redUOll the gains of 
certAin corporations, and have at any rate tried to do so: They 
were not intended to reduce profits to nil, and so they had to fix 
upon some standard down to which to reduce them. You treat 
this standard as if the Commissions had been sent out to bring 
the gains of corporations which were not making so much up to 
that standard I It will be news to me to learn that the Com
missions have been endeavouring to improve the earnings of the 
bankrupt and low-paying concerns. 

So far as I can judge from what reaches me here, the principle 
which is beginning to be recOgnized in U.S. legislation and com· 
mission decisions 'is the very sound one that the return from 
regulated monopolies should be such, and such only, as to eecure 
a proper amount of investment of capital in them over an 
in definitely prolonged period. And a mistake often made about 
this principle is to suppose that you can secure it by preventing 
any corporation making more than the arerage return. In order 
to eecure sufficient investment the lucky must be allowed to 
make more than the sufficient average, 80 as to balance the 
unlucky. 

Pages 178-9 don't impress me at all. Did anyone ever doubt 
that the possession of property was an economic advantage to 
the possessor' As things are, it is well that it is 80, since the 
bottom would be knocked out of existing organization if it were 
not. If you have any plan for making things difierent from what 
they are in such a way that we can do without some or all of • 
our existing institutions, in God's name bring it forward and let 
us examine it and see whether there is any probability of its 
doing what you claim for it. Meantime cease from aggravating 
perfectly futile discontent with wild whirling words about 
"economic justice.. (p. 201). (Do .. idlers and wastrels" 
usually have such a good time' Among my acquaintance I 
should certsinly say that the industrious and thrifty have got 
on much better.) As I often tell my classes, justice is oried for 
by children, pagans and barbarians. What we have to do is 
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not what such people call just, but what we find to be best. 
Fortunately the popular idea of justice 800n manages to accommo
date itself to what is proved to be best in the circumstances of 
the moment, and on the whole it declines the 80cialist invitation 
to classify the honest owner of property and man of business 
with the thief and the swindler (page 202, taken in conjunction 
with the rest of the book). 

Well, I have given you a good scolding, just as if your book 
was an essay submitted by one of my pupils. But you must 
excuse my freedom: it isn't every day that I have a book dedi
cated to me. 

VI 

AGAINST A SUBSIDY FOR HOME-GROWN WHEAT 

[In July, 1915, my friend Prof....,. BaetabJe sent me without any 
explanation the queetion printed below. My answer, which follows, W88 

dated July 28. The plan suggested by the questiou was adopted by 
Parliameot in the Com Production Act, 1917, and abandoned in 1921. 

Question." What would be the effects of fixing a minimum 
price for wheat grown in the United Kingdom t 

I take it the minimum price intended in this question is not 
quite of the" same character as the minimum prices at present 
fixed for certain securities on the Stock Exchange. The Stock 
Exchange regulation forbids the sale of these securities at prices 
below the minima. The obvious consequence is that when pur
chasers are not wi11ing to give 80 much, the securities remain in 
the hands of the present holders, howower much these holders 
may desire to sell for what they could get. Apply this plan 
to British wheat and you would shortly extinguish its production 
altogether except in 80 far as the farmers could consume their 
own wheat. For whenever the price of imported wheat was below 
the minimum, no one would buy British wheat and the farmers 
would have it left on their hands. 

What is meant is probably that the British taxpayer should 
undertake to make up to the British farmer the difterence 
between a fixed price to be called .. the minimum price" and the 
actual price at which he sells, whenever the latter is less than 
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the former. We may suppose, of course, that DO attempt would 
be made to give the precise difference in each individual case, 
as this would clearly lead to endless and enormous fraud: the 
difference would be an average difference as calculated by the 
BoaM of Agricolture, and would be paid to individual farmers 
in proportion to the amount sold by each. 

The proposal may therefore be properly described as a pro
posal for giving a varying bounty on the production of wheat 
in the United Kingdom, the variation being so arranged as to 
secure that British farmers would in the aggregate recave either 
frOm the purohasers or from the purchasers and the taxpayers 
together not less than the " minimum price." 

The eflecte would of course vary in magnitude with the height 
of the price chosen for the "minimum," but would be the same 
in character whatever its amount. . 

The farmers would in the 10D$ run get a higher sum of money 
for each bushel of wheat sold. This would cause more wheat 
to be sown, more labour, etc., to be expended on what was 
sown, and a certain encroachment of wheat-growing upon 
other kinds of agriculture. The increase in the amount of wheat 
grown, though it might be 'considerable in relation to the amount 
at present grown in the U.K., would be a mere trifle in relation 
to the wheat grown in the world at large, and could not possibly 
cause more than an inappreciable fall in the world-price. Con
sumers, therefore, would receive no appreciable benefit from the 
greater quantity of wheat grown in the U.K., while theywould 
probably sufler something appreciable owing to the encroachment 
of com-growing on other kinds of agricoltural production, since 
this might not be confined to those kinds which can easily be 
replaced by greater importation. There might, for example, 
be an appreciable rise in the price of milk. 

Farmers in the U.K. would, of course, gain SQmething on tJie 
first imposition of the scheme, but all bounties eventually attract 
sufficient competition to wipe out the extra profits obtained in a 
trade to which they are granted. Without knowing how the 
money for the bounty is to be raised it is impossible for anyone 
to say what proportion of the extra profits would slip away in 
increased rent and what in increased cost of labour owing to 
the necessity of retaining and possibly increasing the number 
of agricoltural workers in face of the fact that the inhabitants of 
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the country would have to pay additional taxation for something 
which in no way increased its advantages as a place of residence. 

The polemical free traders of the earlier part of the nineteenth 
century would have said that the whole amount levied from the 
taxpayers would go straight into the pockets of the landlords. 
This was the line which they took when the agricultural interest 
of 100 years ago demanded a minimum price of 80s. the quarter 
and the legislature attempted to give it by regulation of importa
tion. But I think they were wrong. Doubtless some owners of 
land would benefit, but others would lose just as much, if 
not more. It would really be perfectly absurd to contend that 
the aggregate value of all land, urban as well as rural, in the 
U.K .. would be anything like what it is to-day if the com laws 
of 1816 had continued in force to the present time. You cannot 
raise the value of the land of a country by making that country 
a dear place to live in, whether the deamess is caused by protec
tion or by taxation. In my opinion such a bounty as is proposed 
would not go straight into the pockets of the landlords: it would 
be simply wasted-thrown away in paying for a less efficient 
distribution of the agriculture of the world. 

Vll 

CAN CAPITAL BE "REALIZED" TO PAY FOR CARRYING 
ON THE WARt 

[In BOme form or other the belief criticized in the following letter to • 
friend,"", very widespreod.] . 

Octobet- 24, 1915. 
DEAR --, 

-- has gone as mad as a hatter, and what's worse, 
says you agree with him. He can't see that in the absence 
of outside buyers or lenders who will send something into the 
country in exchange for a right to income from it in the future, 
there is no way by which we can .. realize " for warlike purposes 
things which are themselves incapable of being applied to such 
purposes. He calls such things .. wealth," which is very helpful 
when the object is to forget what they really are-houses, reaping
machines, etc.-and then asks, .. Do you mean to &&y your accumu-
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lated wealth is no use to you in an emergency t " and when I 
say .. Yes, certainly. because no process of juggling with the 
currency and war loans can possibly tum an asphalt road in 
Oxford into a trench in the Dardanelles, or a college barge into 
a submarine," he says .. that's pure dogmatism." 

It is pretty obvious that the amount of power which can be 
put into a war is determined by the amount of labour and 
machinery available for the purpose, and the Treaeury doctrine 
(presumably taught them by Withers) that the money whioh 
can be applied to the purpose must come from income is only 
putting the truth into financiaUangnage, &88UIlIing that every-
thing has to be paid for. . 

The only real difficulty in comprehending the actual situation 
seems to arise from the paradoxical fact that the national income 
has greatly risen. With a smattering of economics people are 
apt to say .. it must have decreased in consequence of the with
drawal of men and machinery from productive industry." But 
they are not withdrawn-they are only producing mud and 
blood in Flanders instead of houses, etc., here--and, taking the 
whole population together, you find there is far more work 
doing than usual: why, even David and I have been digging 
potatoes which were put in and were to have been got out by 
the unemployed, and this is typical. More effort is being put 
out, and all of it is valued higher, in consequence of the deprecia
tion of the currency of the world by the paper issues. Con
sequently the total income measured in the usual way by money 
has increased many h1Jll.dred millions, and the amount of money 
which can be applied to the war is much great<ll! than would 
be BUggeBted by looking at income and savings as they were befortJ 
the war. But it rem&ins true that I can't sell my_house, 
or borrow on it, and hand the proceeds to McKenna unless 
I can find a buyer or a lender, and that no buyer or lender can 
be found except one who has either got spare income or has _ 
found another buyer or lender from whom he has raised the 
money. 

As far as I can make out, -- proposes that the Government 
should lend to my bank su1Ii.cient funds to enable it to lend money 
on my house to me, but I can't make out where he supposes 
the Government, which by hypothesis is in want of money, gets 
the funds from, or what the use of lending money in order to 
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borrow it again is. He seems hurt when I suggest that he pro
poses to get it by the issue of inconvertible and depreciating 
notes. 

VIII 

HOW TO GET CONTRIBUTIONS FROM SMALL SAVERS 

[A letter to Mr. H. J. (now Sir Halford) Maokinder, who was at that 
time .. member of a oommittee charged with the duty of collecting small 
tiavings for the carrying on of the War. I think the plan suggested would 
have been much better than the one pound War Savings Certificate scheme 
soon afterwarde adopted, under which 5 per cent. free of inoom .. taJ: and 
ouper·taJ: with .. limit of 500 for each peracn was offered. The freedom 
from taJ: made th ... certificatee .. very attractive inveetment for persona 
who would in its absenoe have subscribed for the ordinary lcane oubject 
to taxation, eepecially as they oould take up 500 for their wivee as well 
ae tbemselvee. The Committeee in eetimating how much was taken up 
by ouch peracns were in the habit of reckoning only the holdiugs of 500 
taken up all at the same time, but thie groOBiy undereetimated the amount, 
ae it was quite common for well·to-do perecns to take up their 500 in two 
or three ineta1ments, or for eome reason or other to have an odd amount 
I ... than 500. 

Legialation (10 Goo. V. ch. 12) providing for a SUBpenSion of the 
limits to aavings bank deposits mentioned in the last paragraph, was 
bOing carried throngh when the letter was written, and the Savings 
Bank Act, 1920, abolished them. 

December 12, 1915. 
DEAR MACKINDER,-

. When one of the War loans was coming out, the person who 
writee "Answers to Correspondents" in the Daily CMunic1e 
produced something nearly in these words:-

"You are under a misapprehension; yonr money in the 
savinge bank is not lent to the Government, and cannot be used 
for the war." 

Startled by so gross a misstatement coming from what pro
fesses to be a source of information, I have kept my eyes open 
for any authoritative intimation that anyone desirous of giving 
the Government financial assistance in a smsIl way could not 
possibly do better than put or keep his money in the Post Office 
or Trustee Savinge Banks. I do not think any has been forth
coming until the letter of the Controller to that figment, .. a 
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conespondent," appeared in the newspapers a few days ago. 
In these days of poster appeals I think something much more 
flamboyant than that is required. I should display in all and 
so far as possible, outside all post o1lices, something like this ;-

MONEY IN THE SAVINGS BABIt IB LENT TO THE GoVEBNDNT 

AND HELPB TO CABBy ON THE WAB. PuT MOD IN. 
PuT SoMETllDlG IN ONOlil A W EEIt. 

Or, if it is supposed that such a notice might frighten some 
depositors, try-

PuT MoD MoNEY IN THE SAVINGS BAI!lIt AND 

HELP YOUB CoUl!lTRY IN THE W AB. 

Legislation would not be necessary for that, nor, I suppose, for 
some enoouragement and help by way of a small oommission to 
oollecting societies. Are not there a lot of agencies oollecting 
for various purposes at present which could without appreciable 
increase of expense oollect savings for deposit in the local post 
offices at the same time-of oourse only so long as it oould be 
held a patriotic duty, since in an ordinary way the depositing 
would probe.bly oompete with the agencies' primary objecte. 

I suppose it is 'true that the great mass of savings-bank 
depositors are not much influenced by the rate of interest paid, 
but is not this largely due to the fact that the interest paid Jw.s 
always been so low that it is only people to whom interest was 
no object who have cared to put their money in! And I think 
there is ev.idence that the Savings Bank has in fact been much' 
more attractive when the market rate of interest outside has 
been not much above it than when it has been high above it. 
Moreover, the expense of giving 4 per cent. on additional deposits 
made during the war would be absolutely trifling if it attracted 
nothing, and if it did attract anything, it wonld be such extra
ordinarily good business oompared to War Loans that it would 
be worth doing even if the sum obtained were not very large. 
I suggest, therefore, that something to this efiect should be added 
to the notice given above :- . 

A BoI!lU8 WILL BE PAlD ON WAR D!cPOSlTS. 

A depositor who increases his deposit beyond the amount 
belonging to him on December 10, 1915 (or later oonvenient date 
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prior to public knowledge of the matter), will be paid a bonus of 
interest at the rate of 4d. in the pound per annum (in addition 
to the usual 6a. in the pound) on the excess. A new depositor 
will be paid a similar bonus on the whole amount belonging to 
him. Provided in both cases that if more than £10 is deposited 
in anyone calendar month, the excess over £10 shall receive 
only the usual 6a. in the pound. 

The limits of £50 deposit in anyone calendar year and £200 
in all are suspended." 

The limits of £50 and £200 are well known to be most per
nicioUfl-{Jonstantly leading to the loss of sums received as 
legacies and so on-and have no justification when the rate of 
interest in the Savings Bank is much below the rate outside. But 
if 4, per cent. were paid, some restriction would be necessary to 
prevent wholesale withdrawals from the ordinary banks. It 
seems to me that a restriction of monthly amount would do all 
that was required, and not stand in the way of but rather suggest 
the kind of weekly deposits which it is most desired to catch~ 

IX 

HOW TO ARGUE AGAINST CA' CANNY 

[An r.nswer to .. letter from .. correspondent asking how he should 
advise some one elae who had been asked to tell Tynesids employers 
what to lIy when they were obstructed by their employ ... • f ..... of 
produoing teo muoh.] 

December 16, 1915. 
DRAB 8m,-

I think the reply to Mr. - should be that he had better 
advise the employers to appeal to the men's love of their country 
or, more profitably perhaps, to their hatred of the enemy, rather 
than to their self or union interest. 

There is no difficulty in showing that small output per person 
is bad for the community and for the working-classes who com
pose the major part of the community, but while this appeals 
to the good socialist, it has little influence upon the trad&-unionist. 
Him you require to convince that it is bad for" the trade." He 
has not thought out the question of what persons the trade 
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consistB, but decides whether a thing is good or bad for tha 
trade simply by its effect on weekly wages. Now in oertain 
conditions of elasticity of demand for a particular product. tha 
rise of price caused by limitation of output is likely to cause such 
a falling off of demand that it will reduce wages almost imm&
distely. But this is certainly not so with the things now being 
produced on the Tyne. All that can be said is that though tha' 
policy will pay those who resort to it during tha oontinuanca of 
the war. it will tend towards reduction of earninga after tha 
end of it because it will have caused the introduction of larger 
numbers of new workers into the trades ooncarned, and the oom
petition of these persons will be very depressing. But it seems 
to me that it is by no means desirable to draw attention to this 
fact: it might only lead to more obstruction being offered to 
the introduction of theae additional workers. and the difficulties 
thua caused might wen be worae than the present ones. 

I nm- tJnII/J Bl1efit kgea is not to be translated " In time of war 
eoonomic lawe don't work," but rather "In time of war it is 
sometimes well to be silent about eoonomic lawe." 

x 
WHICH SHALL WE HAVE t REAL PEACE. OR A. SACRIFICE 

OF EVERYTHING TO PREPARATION FOR THE NEXT 
WARt 

[A zevi_-article in the &onomic Jt1III"IIIJJ for December, 1916, on 
P. W. Hirst'. PoIiW,al E"""""", oJ W ..... 1916. 

A reacIs may objp>t that in fact we have not been compelled to make 
the oboioe indicated: the nationa have not united, and yet thoy have 
not given up evmything to prepamtion for the nen war. The answer is 
that 88 yet they ..... only playiDg at prepamtion: if they once etart 
in earneet they will 800D find that the oboioe is what the article 
BUggeeta.] 

"TIm political eoonomy of war" might well be regarded &8 a 
oontradiction in terms. Political eoonomy soggesta an orderly 
atate of things in which the different members of the societary 
" household" co-operate in peace. while war is the active mani
festation of the anarchy which the human race persists in main
taining by its blind fony in oontinuing the existence of absolutely 

II 
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sovereign states recognizing no common authority. Mr. Hirst 
complains that no economist of the first rank "has made any 
comprehensive inquiry into the economics of modern warfare." 
The defence of the economist is, or should be, that warfare, 
whether modern or ancient, is outside the pale of economics. No 
one imagines a political economy of civil war; no more ought 
anyone to ask for the political economy of the better-organized 
and, under modern conditions, infinitely more destructive warfare 
between" countries" which have the misfortune to have inde
pendent governments, and imagine themselves to have different 
economic interests which they would never even have conceived 
to exist in the absence of such independence with its paraphernalia 
of separate military forces and diplomatic agencies. Where the 
ordinary economists have been to blame is not in 19noring war, 
but in their careless habit of saying " the country" where they 
really mean the world, "the nation" where they really mean 
society at large, and "national" where they really mean 
" human.'! Their excuse is, of course, that in the gradual 
development of economic thought, with its progress from the 
individual to a larger standpoint, it was more convenient at one 
time to suppose an isolated country and treat it as a type of 
society than to treat directly of society as a whole. But this is 
only an excuse, not a justification, and the excuse loses more 
and more of its force as time goes on, and countries become less 
and less isolated in fact. The practice is now intensely harmful, 
especially because it suggests a conception of different countries 
as watertight compartments and a conception of trade as a kind 
of pumping machinery which draws water from one of these into 
another to the disadvantage of all the inhabitants of the one and 
the advantage of all the inhabitants of the other. Much more 
blameworthy, however, are those econOmIC historians whose 
laudable desire to understand the past has ended in blind admira
tion for national policies which were inspired by ignorant 
jealousies and based on stupid misconceptions. 

Mr. Hirst does not, as he might have done, attempt to put 
either of these classee right, bnt confines himself rather to enlarg- . 
ing on the cost of war in the past and present, with some very 
gloomy but vague suggestions as to the future if we do not amend 
our ways. The amendment he seems to look for in the direction 
of a return to insularity on the part of this country, moderation in 
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armaments, and the international adoption of regulations tending 
to make war at sea less destructive . 

.. What," he says, .. will be Ute condition of Enrope, when peaoe 
comes through exhaustion, after the Continental States have need 
up all their Cledit and borrowed all that can be borrowed, may 
be left to the imagination of those who e&1l see further than the 
writer through the gathering gloom. How commerce will be 
finanoed, how manufaetnres will be revived, how banking will be 
carried on, how public bankruptcies on an unheard-of ecale are to 
be avoided-these are questions which defy experience and bame 
even the wisest heads." 

This is B1Jl'ely a very mild picture of the wrath to come if 
Europe does not amend her ways on the conclusion of peace. In 
that case, what all the countries will have to do is to cousider 
how to prepare for the next war. Now before the present war 
most people had a belief that a very moderate amount of prepara
tion was adequate. The most violent militarist, given carle 
bl<mclIe, would have said a tenth of the national income would 
be ample. Now we know better. .. Monitions .. are no longer a 
bow or a rifle for each man and etrictly limited amounts of a few 
other things, but a mass of warlike provision which may indeed 
be required only in limited amounts so far &8 parts of it are 
concerned, but which, &8 a whole, is absolutely unlimit\d More
over, most of the appliances required are 81l8C6ptible of improve
ment by invention, 80 that the existing stock is constantly becom
ing obsolete and unfit for 11116 against an enemy provided with 
newer appliances. And lastly, an enormous advantage accrues 
to the party which can invent new appliances and keep the secret 
after they are ready. The consequence is that no Government 
will ever in future be able to say: .. We have done all we can .. 
until it has ground its subjects down to the barest necessaries of 
life. Readers of Mr. Keynes' review in the last Economic 
Joumal. (Sept. 1915) will know how little terror Mr. Hirst's 
picture would have for Professor Jaffe. Perish commerce! he 
would say, it chiefly supplies unneceseary luxuries and introduces 
pernicious foreign ideas. Manufactures t What are required 
which the Government arsenale will not supply' Banking t If 
any is neceseary, the State can carry it on. National bank
ruptcies t What matter t The holders of national obligations 
have at present a surplus income which must be acquired by the 
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State, and it is all the same whether it is acquired by taxation 
or by repudiation. How shall we borrow in the next war t 
All no one will have any surplus income over mere necessaries, 
we shall not expect to be able to borrow, but we shall have got 
all we can in any case. 

We had fondly imagined that barbarians had to give a larger 
proportion of their time and energy to war than civilized people. 
Now we find that this is all a mistake. The barbarians, with 
their much smal1er command over natural forces, were obliged 
to spend a very large part of their time and labour in providing 
themselves with the bare necessaries of life. On occasion they 
could put a large percentage of their total population in the 
battlefield for a short time, but they could not keep a large 
proportion continually engaged in warlike preparations. We can, 
because we have a much greater margin of power. Six great 
countries are at present just beginning to realize how easily an 
appreciable part of this margin may be diverted from its old 
employment of providing the comforts and refinements of life 
to the manufacture of munitions and other war services. .. Give 
him time," says the Minister of Finance, .. and the taxpayer will 
be able to cut down his private expenditure so as to be able to 
meet the greater demands of the State." It is perfectly true 
down to a certain limit, and that limit is simply the bare 
necessaries of life, which, with modem knowledge and appliances, 
can be provided with a very small proportion of the aggregate 
available labour. 

That man will permanently submit to having his definition 
changed to .. a munition-making animal " it is fortunately absurd 
to suppose; the only difficulty is to foresee exactly what way out 
he will take. One thing is certain: the policy of bloated national 
armaments as .. insurance" (save the mark I) against war, and the 
policy of moderation in national armaments, are alike hopelessly 
discredited. Order cannot be maintained without force, it is true, 
but force must be economized, and the only way to economize it 
is for that large part of the world which desires peace and quiet 
to unite in maintaining sufficient force to defend itseH against the 
small part which desires something else. The large part doubtless 
comprises more than folll'-fifths of the whole, but if it were only 
four-fifths it would be safe if it only devoted about a quarter of 
its possible maximum eftort to defence when the other part was 
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united and putting out its whole possible effort for aggression. 
The governing classes of the different countries are doubtless 
unprepared at the moment to surrender to a federation or even 
an alliance the most cherished feature of national independence, 
the right to make war (although several countries have sur
rendered for the present the right to make peace). But if they 
persist in their present attitude they will find themselves very 
soon between the devil and the deep sea; their choice will lie 
between taxing themselves out of existence in order to maintain 
the cherished right on the one hand, and on the other being swept 
away, along with the national organizations which they have 
misdirected, by a furious uprising of the multitude against intoler
able burdens. The decision will come somewhat suddenly when, 
at the end of the war, the different Governments have to provide 
taxes to yield an addition of more than 50 per cent. to the ante
bellum revenue in order merely to cover interest on the new debt 
and pensions, as" well as a much larger and indeed indefinitely 
large addition for the reorganization, re-equipment, and exten
sion of military and naval forces. Mr. Hirst's history shows 
Europeans sitting down after the conclusion of each war with 
great relief and a pious I\.ope that it would not occur again for 
a long time. The futility of this course may not even now be 
as obvious to all as it should be, but the immense change in 
the technique of war will make it practically impoBBible. 
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I 

MERCANTILE WAR TO SUCCEED MILITARY WAR 1 

[A review·article which appeared in the ECIJTW11W: J(1Uf"'IIIJJ for March, 
1916, on the" Report of " Sub·committee of the Adviecry Committee to 
the Board of Trade on Commercial Intelligence with reepect to mOllStll"ee 
for securing the position, after the War, of certa.in branch .. of British 
Industry" (Cd. 8181). It brought me an abusive letter from New Ze&le.nd, 
referring to "free traders aliaB pro·Germans," and enclosing " cutting 
from the Auckland 81M for July 6, which ends with the eesertion, "Even 
if the AlIi .. gain an overwhelming triumph, the main purposee of the war 
will not have heen achieved if we do not force the Germans to expiate 
their guilt by imposing on them, at 1_ in the ephere of ocmmerce, " 
sentence of outl&wry and ostra.cism, to be maintained eo long &S may 
seem n""""""'Y for the e&fety and well·being of the root of menkind."] 

THIs report is signed" Algernon E. Firth, A. J. Hobson, Stan
ley Machin, E. Parkes, Albert Spicer," the last-nsmed, how
ever, appending a reservation indicating that he is not prepared 
to swallow the whole of the Protectionist proposals of his col
leagues. The President of the Board of Trade publishes the 
document" without, of course, taking responsibility for any of 
its conclusions," which is a little like the conduct of the proverbial 
father who introduces his unattractive son to the schoolmaster 
with a hint about the unpleasant hereditary characteristics of the 
boy's mother's family. If the President did not select the Sub
committee, he must at any rats have selected the Committee. 

Like many another modem politicisn, patheticallyendeavour
ing to be .. efficient" under the lash of the daily journalist, who 
despises thought because he has no time for it, the President has 
displayed an unfortunate readiness to start an inquiry how 
something is to be done without first asking whether it is desir
able to do it. 

Early in the present conHict the Board of Trade allowed itself 
54 
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to be rushed by newspaper agitation into giving countenance to 
what was called the" war on German trade," by which was meant 
not the operations of the Allies' navies, armies, and custom 
h01lJle8 during the war, but a movement in the direction of 
producing in this country every kind of mannfactme hitherto 
exported from Germany, whether important or unimportant, 
whether likely to aHord lucrative employment or starvation 
wages. Some measure of success having been attained in this, 
it is supposed necessary to appoint a 8ub-committee " to make 
recommendations as to the best means of eecuring the position, 
after the War, of industries undertaken in consequence of the 
Exchange meetings and the British Industries Fair organized 
by the Board of Trade." Precisely what industries have 
actually been undertaken in consequence of this unusual~ 
perhaps fortunately unusual-activity of the Board of Trade 
we are not told. The Sub-committee say: 

" The following were the branches of industry to which it appeared 
that our inquiries could most usefully be directed, having regard 
to the terms of our reference :-Paper manufacture, the printing 
trade (including colour printing), the stationery trade, the jewellers' 
and ,silversmiths' trade, putiery, fancy leather goods, glassware 
(including table glass, laboratory ware and glass bottles), china and 
earthenware, toys, e1ectrieal apparatus, brush, etc., trade, hardware.': 

We can scarcely be expected to believe that the eHorts of 
the Board of Trade caused new industries to be undertaken 
in all these branches of manufacture, and we notice' that the 
Sub-committee's circular letter of inquiry speaks of "p088ible 
measures for assisting British manufacturers to maintain, after 
the conclusion of the present war, such new developments of 
industry tJ8 they nw.y ,Mve t.mOmaken in COfIBequetICIl of present 
conditinns," not such as they have undertaken in consequence 
of the measures taken by the Board of Trade. Further on the 
letter becomes even wider in scope. It esks for observations on 
assistance to scientific research; on copyright and patent law, 
trade-marks and merchandise marks, transport, finance, and 
trade fairs IlJid exhlbi tions; and then expresses readiness to 
receive suggestions of a general character "in regard to such 
matters as the conditions under which, prior to the war, the 
manufacture of " articles in which the addressees were interested 
" was carried ,on in this country in competition with Germany 
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and Austria-Hungary, and any special difficulties which that 
comp~tition encountered." The inquiry thus gets completely 
away from its original purpose, and beoomes little more than 
an invitation to persons carrying on particular trades to sa.y 
how they would like the Government to assist them in com
peting with persons carrying on those trades in Germany and 
Austria-Hungary. Even this is not wide enough for the Sub
committee; it actually proceeds to receive the complaints of 
the printers against the copyright law of the United States and 
agrees to their proposal that our own law should be assimilated 
to it, which would not affect German and Austrian competition 
in the least degree. 

A very natural consequence of the Sub-committee's methods 
was that all the particular matters on which it asked for guidance 
were .. regarded as of secondary importance in comparison with 
one question, and· that is the possibility or otherwise- of tariff 
protection after the war. Practically all the representative 
firms and associations consulted by us asked for a measure of 
protection." Why t The effects of the war are given as a 
reason in section 49, which recalls the fears felt by the agricul
turists in 1814 and their successful demand for a higher protec
tion against the disastrous foreign competition which they 
imagined would ruin them on the conclusion of peace:-

.. There is a general fear that, immediately after the war, this 
country will be flooded with German and Austro-Hungarian goods, 
sold at almost any price, and that the competition in price which 
was going on before the war will be accentuated, with resnltant 
serious difficulty to all manufacturers of goods of kinds (sic) exposed 
to this competition, and positive disaster to those manufacturers 
who have been encouraged to extend their operations or engage in 
new branches of industry with a view to Capturing trade hitherto 
carried on by enemy countries." 

This fear is said to be based on two beliefs, firstly, that large 
stocks of some things have been accumulated, which the Sub
committee evidently doubts, and secondly, that Germany" willI 
make every effort to recover her position in the world's markets 
and to crush nascent competition, and that in carrying out that 
policy cheapness will be a potent weapon," which the Sub-com
mittee accepts. The poBBibility of the British manufacturers 
making every effort to retain their newly-gained position and to 
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crush renascent competition, and of their using cheapness as a 
weapon in the conflict, does not eeem to have crossed the mind 
of the Sub-committee. It is strange that in these days, when 
everything is scarce and dear and the populace of all Europe 
cries out againet its futile Governments because they do not 
keep prices down, there should be found even a Board of Trade 
Sub-committee so old-fashioned as to believe that plenty and 
cheapness are the evils againet which we must be on our guard. 

But, as in 1814, the war and its cessation are by no means 
indispensable to the demand for Protection. "The causes of 
the ability "-would it not be well to think also of willingness t 
-" of German firms in the past to undersell their Britieh com
petitors" were discussed, and "most emphasis was laid on " 
(a) the low German export railway rates and" other transport 
advantages," including apparently the existence of the river 
Rhine, (b) the German import duties, which enabled manu
facturers to combine to sell cheaper abroad than at home, 
and (e) the low German wages per unit of work accomplished. 
Superior organization and greater attention to work by workmen 
eeem to have been mentioned at least in one case as the explan
ation of the lower labo1>l' cost; the report does not suggest ~ 
that anyone ever thought of inquiring whether the profits and 
salaries of business management were lower in Germany. 

Now there must, of course, be some cause or causes why a 
particular thing is sold by the producers of one country at a 
lower price than producers of another country care to take, and 
presumably one or more of these causes must be proper and 
legitimate, even from the· point of view of the second country; 
otherwise, in a world in which each country's affairs were well 
ordered by its Government international trade would cease. 
It would be extremely interesting to have from the Sub-com. 
mittee or from some authoritative Protectionist source a definite 
statement of belief on the question what causes are proper and 
legitimate. The Sub-committee does not, indeed, say plainly 
that the other countries of the world ought to combine to force 
the German Government to charge higher railway rates on 
exported goods; to :remove potteries from the banks of the 
Rhine to some district with a geographical situation more 
like that of Sta:tIordshire; to prevent combinations from sell. 
ing things dear to Germans and cheap to the :rest of the world; 
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and, finally, to enact that no one in Germany shall take less 
wages, salary, or profit for the same kind and amount of work 
than the hlghest paid for that kind and amount of work any
where else. But from the tone in which it discusses these 
matters we can safely infer that it really supposes that it would 
be a fine thing for the British Empire, and, indeed, the whole 
world outside Germany (and possibly Austria-Hungary, with 
perhaps Turkey and Bulgaria), if this could be done. Failing 
this pOBBibility, the Sub-committee recommends indiscriminate 
protection :-

.. 15. Tariff Prot.ctian.-We are of opinion that where the 
national supply of certain manufactured articles, which are of vital 
importance to the nationaisafety, or are eBSential to other industries, 
has fallen into the hands of manufacturers and traders outside this 
country, Britieh manufacturers ready to undertake the manufacture 
of such articles in this country should be afiorded sufficient tarifi 
protection to enable them to maintain such production after the war. 

" With reference to the strongly expreBSed opinion of many of 
the witnesses that the enactment of protective duties on the industries 
other than those referred to in the preceding paragraph, which 
have formed the subject of our inquiry, is eBSential to their mainten
ance, we wish to report that in view of the following considerations :-

(a) that there existe .. strong desire to respond to the feeling in 
our Dominions in favour of an Imperial preference in trade, 
and that there is also a strong desire to arrange preferential 
trading with those who are our Alli .. in the present war, and 

(b) that the present high direct taxation tends to raise the rate 
of interest on money, and cheap and abundant capital for 
the employment of their labour is of the greateet importance 
to the working-classes, 

it will be neceBB8ry to impose 80me widely-spread import duties, 
and we are therefore prepared to recommend that a larger proportion 
of the Revenue should be raised by reasonable import duties. We 
are of opinion that such import duties would go a long way towards 
satisfying the requeste for special protective treatment for tha 
industries which we have had under consideration." 

The first of these paragraphs, omitting the words .. or are 
essential to other industries," merely embodies an old generally 
received .. exception to the general rule of Free Trade." It was 
thonght of in the days of ropes and sails, and is now perfectly 
ob8Olete. It is almost incredible that five men who have pr .... 
sumably read the newspapers during the present war could 
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put forward tariff protection as a means of securing the manu
factured articles which may be of vital impo:rt&nce in the next 
war. Something much greater in effect than prohibition of , 
importation, to 8&y nothing of mere taxation of imports, will be 
required if the various countries are to prepare for the nert 
war-whether in the present grouping or in some new grouping 
which may commend itself to the philosophical sentiment and 
commerci&l je&lousies of ten y8&1"8 hence. Factories and trained 
workers will have to be kept at the ca.ll of the Government, as 
horses have been in recent Y8&1"8. 

. The inclusion in this pa.ragmph of articles "essential to 
other industries" is &m&Zing. There are many industries 
which every one admits to be nnimpo:rt&nt not only to national 
a&fety, but also to individual comfort. Moreover, it is not 
always possible to make the sharp dietinction between raw 
material and manufactured article which seems to be necess&ry 
if we are to reconcile the new doctrine of keepiz!g out essential 
manufactured articles with the old doctrine of letting raw 
materi&ls in. 

The second pa.ragmph is worth following carefully. It alleges 
that " it will be necess&ry " to impose duties on many imports 
for two reasons, between which there is the sharpest opposition. 
Firstly, it will be necess&ry because a two-step, or more pro- . 
bably a three-step, preferential tariff I/lust be imposed in order to 
8&tisfy the Dominion and Allied sentiment: there must, that 
is, be either free admission or a very low rate for Imperial goods, 
a low rate for Allies' goods, and a higher rate for goode from 
the countries with which we are now at war and from the coun
tries now neutral. Now it is perfectly certain that an &rrange
ment of this kind, if it embodied rates which gave the Domin
ions and Allies rates (or absence of rates) likely to eonsolidete 
the Empire or the Alliance, could not produce much money; 
one effect, and an intended one, would be to divert trade from 
its old channels, increasing trade between this country and 
the Dominions and the Allies subject to no duties or low 
duties, at the expense of the trade between this country and 
other countries subject to the higher duties. But the sug
gestion of the sentence marked (b) and the remainder of the 
pa.ragmph is that an enormous Bum of money is going to be 
raised by this egregious tariff. It is not only to "tend" to 
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put cheap and abundant capital at the cemmand of the working
classes, but is actually to be big enough to censtitute " a larger 
proportion of the Revenue." In 1913-14 the Customs centri
buted 351 millions out of a total revenue of 1981 and a total 
tax revenue of 163 millions: the Committee which had to 
arrange a preferential tariff likely to cement the Empire and the 
Alliance and at the same time to produce more than 18 per cent. 
of the, perhaps, doubled or more than doubled revenue which 
will be required after the war, would certainly find itself cen
fronted by a stifI task. It would be driven inevitably to the 
taxation of necessary articles of food ceming D;om the Dominions, 
to say nothing of the Allies. The present Sub-committes 
endeavours to reccncile the working-classes to this prospect 
by the suggestion that if they will pay more for the things 
which they consume, and thereby relieve the wealthy of some 
direct taxation, the wealthy will save more, so that capital 
will be cheap and abundant, which will make employment 
plentiful. Was ever net spread more openly in the sight of 
any bird! The working-classes are often inexpert in eccnomics, 
but they are not 80 hopelessly stupid and ignorant as to be 
taken in by this revival of that wage-fund theory of the eighteen
forties which has been juetly ridiculed by all their advocates 
for seventy years. They will decline to put a penny in the slot 
on the assurance that the machine will eventually hand out a 
farthing. The comfortable people who suppose that the war 
is going to afford a suitable opportunity for shifting a larger 
proportion of the burdens imposed by the incompetence of 
national Governments on the backs of the working-classes are 
living in a fool's paradise: it is far mOre probable that, if the 
belligerents' national debts are not simply repudiated, drastic 
levies on property will take place throughout Europe in order 
to redeem them at the expense of the propertied classes, includ
ing, of course, the holders of the national securities them
selves. 

The individual purchaser, under the Sub-committee's pro
pou, is to be allowed to please himself whether he will cen
tribute to the revenue by buying a foreign article OD which a 
Customs duty is paid or a home-made one Cat the same or a 
higher price) on which no duty has been paid. But the inhabi
tants of a locality acting cellectively through their local authority. 
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and even the inhabitants of the whole country, acting through 
the national Government, are to be allowed no such liberty. 
Recommendation 6 (b) runs &8 follows;-

.. All Government Departments, Local Authorities, and Statutory 
Bodies entrusted with the control of monies raised by taxes or rates 
should be under legal obligation to purchase, so far as poBBible, only. 
goods produoed within the British Empire . 

.. To meet exceptional cases the Board of Trade might be em
powered to grant licences to Publio Bodies for the purchase of 
foreign goods where special circumstances, including, for example, 
the existence of a combine or 'trust,' can be proved." 

Anyone' who has ever assisted at the .. opening of contracts .. 
by a local authority will smile. 

Perhape the Ipwest depth of all is reached in Recommendation 
~, in which the Sulrcommittee propose a special merchandise
marks law for Gemum and Austrian goods; these are to be 
marked .. Made in Germany" or .. Made in Austria-Hungary .. 
without any alternative, while goods from other foreign countries 
are to be .. similarly marked either with the country of origin 
or with the words, 'Foreign Made' or ' Not British.'.. It is 
not clear whether the choice between·" Foreign Made" and, 
say, .. Made in Belgium .. or .. Made in Bulgaria .. is to be em
bodied in British legislation or left to the discretion of the trader 
in each case; but either way the Sulrcommittee is dallying 
with an almost ineredibly childish proposal for nothing but a 
mere petty annoyance of tw.o countries with which a treaty of 
peace will,have been concluded. 

It might be imagined that .. practical men" such &8 the Sub
committee was intended to consist of would realize not only 
that we are at war, but also that it is to most of us extremely 
disagreeable, and that when peace is once concluded, almost all 
of us will wish that peace to continue. In the heat of conflict 
the ordinary person says many foolish things in conversation 
with his family and friends, but five" practical men" assembled 
round a table at the Board of Trade to consider after..war prob
lems ought to have been able to imagine how these problems 
will appear when peace succeeds war, and passion subsides in 
the breast of the victors. It will not then seem anything but 
sheer lunacy to offer petty insults to fallen enemies, and at the 
same time to do everything possible to make those fallen enemies 
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and the rest olthe non-Ally half of the world into a single trade 
'group economically independent of the Allies, and the best 
motto for an essay propounding such a policy would be, Solvet 
811!Clum in JalJilkJ-our world will end in smoke and fire. 

II 

AN APOLOGY FOR THE EXCESS PROFITS TAX 

[A l.tter to "fri.nd who oompls.ined that the .x .... profits tax prevented 
him from putting more capital into his busin .... wbich was essential and 
was formerly larg.ly carried on by G.rm&II8.] 

Marek 15, 1916. 
My DEAR S--

It isn't often that you can collect a tax with wholly good 
results. When you tax whisky and it makes people who take 
too much take less you may say you have done so. and hence the 
large revenue from intoxicating drinks in most countries, but 
this is an exception to the general rule, which is that taxation is 
a nuisance. 

You can to a certain extent choose between taxation which 
will reduce consumption and taxation which will reduce savings 
(which mean additions to capital). The most effectual and 
almost the only way of taxing so as to reduce consumption 
rather than savings is to tax the necessaries of life and such 
luxuries as are consumed by the poor. Why' Because by 
doing 80 you get money out of people who don't save much in 
the aggregate, and therefore cannot take the taxes off their 
savings: whereas when you tax the wealthy, these continue 
to consume just as much as before and simply reduce their 
savings by the amount of the taxes. (This is. of course. an over
statement, but it is easier to put it in that way than to stick in 
a lot of "relatively" and "proportionately," etc.). WeIl, in 
ordinary times there is naturally some reluct8nce to tax the 
poor, and at present no belligerent European government dares 
to do it: a lot of them have suspended their duties on food, I 
believe. They know they are unpopnlar enough already for 
their incompetence, and so instead of taxing to curtaiI consump
tion they go about making absurd and mischievous attempts to 
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keep prices down, causing all sorts of troubles thereby. So 
they are driven on to the kinds of taxation which fall largely on 
savings: McKenna takes £-- a year more from me in income
taxandIhave£--a year less savings in consequence: but at 
any rate he can say he's better oft than if he didn't raise that by 
taxation and had to borrow the £-- more from me and pay 
5 per cent. on it: in fact he ought to take a great deal more in 
the same way. 

The excess profits tax is merely an extreme caee: it is levied 
because it is supposed it will be particularly easy for the payers 
to pay, as it is on an excess' over their previous incomes, and there
fore they can pay it without reducing their previous consumption. 
That of course implies that it is likely to fall on savings
additions to capital_ven more entirely than increase of in
come-tax and super-tax. YoumUBt take this to be defended on 
the general grounds suggested above. 

But, you say, excess profits are earned in the most important. 
trades, and therefore instead of being specially taxed ought to be 
specially exempt, so that these most important trades may be 
properly. alimented with new capital. There is something in 
this, but I think its importance is a good deal diminished by the 
Government having taken the production of munitions so much 
into its own hands: if it were depending simply on the market, 
it would be suicidal to tax the people who supplied its wants. 
I don't think that the fact that a particular trade was formerly 
carried on by Germans is a proof of its special importance-it 
would be difficult to think so when confronted with the heap of 
rubbish in the box-room chiefly consisting of the remains of 
tin engines and other toys made in Germany. Of all the dis
creditable tomfooleries of which we have been the victims the 
.. war on German trade" was the most idiotic. 

I think an excess-ini:ome tax, chargeable on all individuals 
who had higher income than in 1913-14 would have been bettsr 
than the excess profita tax chargeable on the business. It 
mightn't have brought in so much money as the same rate of 
excess profits tax, since an individual who had lost by diminu
tion of dividends in one company could set his loss against 
exceB8 from another, but this would have been largely com
pensated by the hitting of large numbers of people who get oft 
altogether at present owing to their extra earnings not beiog 
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profits of businesses under the Act, and it might possibly 
have been applied even below the income-tax limit to some 
extent. 

1lI 

A LABOUR-SAVING SUGGESTION POLITELY RECEIVED 

[(1) A letterto the Secretary to the Poet Office with (2) the reply received 
five monthe leter. Many new poet offic .. have been built and many old 
on .. refitted since 1916; will readers kindly notice whether the arrange
ment proposed h.. been adopted in Any of them, and also whether 
there are etill offices and aub-offioee where the parcels have to be handed 
over & high wire fence T 

The matter may aeem a mnall one, but u monyamicklemakeeamnc1de." 
and it is typical of the callanan ... with regard to unn.........,. lehour 
which prevai1s, and that not only in Government establishment.. It is 
noticeable that extr& lebour thrown on .. the publio " counts for nothing 

, in the reply.] 

[I. The letter.] 
April 9, 1916. 

Sm,-
In reading lately an article by a woman on her experience8 

as assistant in sub-post offices, I was struck by her remark that 
lifting parcels on to the weighing machine was tiring work. It 
occurred to me that I had never seen a post office in which 
the machine did not stand on the top of the counter so that 
all the parcels have to be lifted up the full height of the machine, 
I suppose about nine inches, to be placed on the scale: the 
weights, too, whenever they are changed, which I should think, 
allowing for errors in trial, must be for 'quite two-thirds of the 
weight of the parcels, have also to be lifted the same height. 
Here is a vast tonnage lifted unnecessarily, often at a height 
in the neighbourhood of the shoulders of the worker and there
fore involving greater effort than if at a convenient level. 

The 1088 of space incurred if the counter was cut so as to allow 
the machine to stand on a shelf underneath with the scales flush 
with the surface of the counter, so that both parcels and weights 
could be put on the scales with a minimum of effort, would be 
comparatively a trifling mlltter. 
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INTERNATIONAL ANARCHY 

[2. TM reply.] 
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G.P.O. 
13 September, 1916. 

WIth reference to your communication of the 9th of April 
last in which you were good enough to suggest that the pa.rcel 
counters in Post Offices generally might be cut so as to admit of 
the scales being placed at a lower and more convenient level, I 
am directed by the Postmaster-General to state that the sugges
tion has been carefully considered. 

The alteration of existing counters in the ma.nner proposed 
would involve a considerable expenditure, which-in present 
financial circumstances-would hardly be warranted; and, 
apart from this, the public themselves place a large proportion 
of the packages direct upon the scales instead of on the counter 
top, and the labour of the staff is thus sensibly reduced. 

In some cases where there has been reason to think that the 
handling of parcels by the counter staff was unduly arduous, 
low platformS have been placed on the Hoor behind the counter 
and the effort involved in lifting parcels has been correspondingly 
lessened. 

I am to thank you for the trouble which you have been good 
enough to take in the matter, and to inform you that your 
suggestion will be borne in mind. 

IV 

lNTERNATION AL ANARCHY FROM THE ECONOMIC 
. POINT OF VIEW 

[In May and June, 1916, five public leoturea on .. World Rel&tiODS and 
World Organization," arranged for by the Council for the Study of Inter
.... ticmal Rel&tions, wore delivored at the London Sohool of Economios. 
The following, entitled .. The Economio Aspect," on May 23, was tho 
third of the oouroo, the others beiDg .. The Raoial Aspect," by l\Ir. Arnold J. 
Toynbee ; .. The Politioai Aspect," by l\Ir. Delisle Burns; .. Culture, 
Ethioo and BAiligiou," by l\Ir. F. S. Marvin; and" The Legal Aspect," 
by Profesoor A. F. Pollard.] 

" THE Economic Aspect of World Relations and World Organi
zation" may be taken to be, I suppose, world relations and 

l' 
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world organization 88 they strike the eye of the economist, taking 
the word economist not in any narrow sense 88 the academic 
professors, but 88 all fairly intelligent persons who are interested 
in the more material side of human nature. 

It would be natural to begin by considering how the subject 
struck the eyes of the economic writers of the past. But here 
we are at once brought up by the discovery that tbose writers 
did not think of the subject at all. It seems that our intro
d~ction would resemble the famous chapter on snakes in Ice
land. But it would, I doubt not, have been possible for anyone 
with the requisite knowledge to write a very useful chapter on 
the absence of snakes in Iceland, and on the same principle we 
may usefully inquire why the economio writers did not think 
of the subject and what the result of their, neglect has been. 

The mercanti!iBts were frankly nationalist: their inquiry 
W88 started by purely practical national aims, and there is noth
ing to explain in their not arriving at a wider outlook before 
they were superseded. But what about the fre&.trade school 
which succeeded them ¥ The fre&.trade economists were often 
accused of cosmopolitanism, because, ever since the time of 
Dudley North at least, they have claimed, in his words, .. that 
the whole world 88 to Trade, is but 88 one Nation or People," 
but their cosmopolitanism rather took the form of ignoring the 
States among which the world is divided than of attempts to 
show what part the States, or even the countries which the States 
repreeented, played in the organization of the world, and how this 
part might be made a better, a more useful part. If they do 
allude to the conceivably better arrangements which might be 
made, it is in the slightest pcssible manner. Thus Jean Baptiste 
Say, not in his popular work the Tf'aue, but in his larger CO<W8 

(T. II, pp. 279-aO), says: . 

.. Henry IV of France, the virtuoue Ablxl de St. Pierre, J. J. 
Rousseau, all proposed plane for perpetual peace, which have been 
regarded, rightly, as merely philanthropic dreams. For indeed 
what BOrt of a tribunal would it be which would decide the quarrels 
of peoples without having any mesne of executing its sentences , 
And if, in order to execote its sentences, it called in the armies of 
the powers, can we believe that the powers would lend their troop" 
and bear the expense of a war except in the interest of their own 
JlC?li<;r ! It would still be might rather than right which would , 
WIn. 
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He had a good dear of hope in the future power ·of publio 
opinion and in the probability of peoples coming to see that 
friendly relations paid better than hostile ones, Imd that is all. 

The only world-organization really present to the minds of the 
economists of this school was what they supposed to be the 
" natural" organization of production founded on individuals' 
pursuit of their seH-interest, and they did not understand that 
the. actual harmonious oo-operation of the world was dependent 
on institutions the development of which requires the existenoe 
of law and government. They conceived it as independent of 
the States, which indeed were regarded as obstructing rather 
than promoting it. This view is, of course, connected with their 
want of appreciation of the economic function of the State 
within j;he boundaries of each country: with their great distrust 
of state action inside a country they were not likely to ask for 
what may be called a Super-State. They did indeed profess a 
great belief in. thl;l economic advantages of what they called 
.. security "-the preservation of ord~d did admit that this 
was provided within each country by the State of that country, 
but the security thought of was individual security, the security 
enjoyed by single persollll from disturbance by other single 
persons or small bodies of persons, and did not include the 
security of the whole world from wars between entire peoples. 
So there was no acute realization of what seems to us the striking 
inconsistency of supposing that The State, i.e., each State, stands 
for security within its own territory, but that internationally 
the States exist chiefly if not entirely for the purpose of carry
ing on armed conHicts with one· another. 

The supposed cosmopolitaniam of the free-trade economists 
thus really came to very little. They were generally content to 
disoUBB the good of .. the nation" to whioh they belonged, 
rather than the good of that larger society whioh they occasion
ally conceived-and that, too, not merely for the sake of the 
weakness of the flesh of their readers, who would probably 
prefer the interests of their nation to that of the world at large, 
but beceuse they themselves had neither the altruistio spirit 
which would make them prefer the interests of the whole to 
those of their own part, if the two interests conHioted, nor the 
scientifio spirit which would induce them to disoUBB the mattsr 
merely in the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake. 
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Hence a slovenly confusion between the nation and society 
at large which, among many other bad effects, put national 
violence and the preparations requisite for its manifestations in a 
very peculiar place, as I will proceed to show. 

There were before the present war developed, many, and there 
still are a few, persons who believe war to be either a good thing 
in itself or a thing which has a good effect on the world at large. 
But the great preponderance of opinion is against it, and that 
especially on economic grounds. The greatest admirers of war 

. think of it as ennobling the mind, making people ready to incur 
sacrifices. We have all, or nearly all, been brought up to admire 
Abraham because he was willing to sacrifice his son, his only son, 
at the behest of the Being he worshipped. We cannot fail to 
admire the men who are ready to risk the sacrifice of their limbs, 
their lives, and even their eyesight in fighting for the cause 
espoused by the government of their country, and still more 
perhaps the fathers and mothers who, with a much greater 
appreciation of the risk, encourage them to do so, and there are a 
few persons who would be sorry to see war disappear because it 
would deprive us of the opportunity of making these great 
renunciations--I dare say there are some who grudge Abraham 
the ram caught in the thicket. But there is not even a small 
minority who think that war makes the world rich: . there is 
nothing to be said for it from an economic point of view. Conse
quently the economists might have been expected to treat 
the business of waging war and preparing for it as misdirected 
effort and waste. But their habit of identifying " the nation .. 
with society has prevented that. If we identify the nation 
with society, and attribute a certain amount of ill-will to the 
constituents of mankind outside this nation-society, military 
effort takes its place along with, or even above, ordinary useful 

..... industries. It protects the peaceful country from being over
run by outside marauders, and is consequently just as economic
ally neces.sarj and advantageous as the work of the police, who 
fight the internsl enemies of society, or the work of the doctors, 
who fight diseases. No matter what country a hook on Principles 
of Economics or Public Finance (a branch of economics) comes 
from, it ea11s military effort "Defence." 

Such opposition to war as we find in the great economic writers 
seems not to be founded on its bad effects on the world in general 
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but on a belief that nations are not sufficiently cool-headed 
to fight only when it pays. We have, for example, the rather 
famous passage in which Adam Smith recommends the defraying 
of war expense out of taxes rather than loans: if this were done, 
he says (Wealth 01 Natitms, n, 411) : 

... Wars would in general be more epeedily concluded and less 
wantonly undertaken. The people, feeling during the continuance 
of the war, the complete burden of it, would soou grow weary of it, 
and Government, in order to humour them, would not be under the 
necessity of carrying it on longer than it was necessary to do so. 
The foresight of the heavy and unavoidable burdens of war would 
hinder the people from cal1ing for it when there was no real or solid 
interest to fight for." 

Thie has a distinct "stop-the-war" and " don't-go-to-war .. 
tendency, but is in no sense a condemnation of war from a cos
mopolitan point of view, and I think it is typical. Even in 
these latter days "Mr. Angell's appeal has been based on the 
same lines in its suggestion that even 8llCC8SSful war never pays 
the winner. 

In civil life we do not expect burglary to be abolished or 
seriously diminished by demonstrations that the swag is never 
worth the time and trouble devoted to its acquisition. Con
vinced that burglary is a bad thing, taking all parties concerned 
into consideration, we do what we can to deprive the burglar of 
the swag when he gets any, and endeavour to deter him from a 
repetition of the offence by punishment. 

It is clear that economics wants universalization in this matter •. 
We require to be asked to look at it from the human standpoint 
-with an eye to the interest of mankind as a whole--as well 
as from the standpoint of each particular nation abstracted from 
the others. When we do so, we see easily enough that the 
economic ideal is not the best possible "Defence" for each 

..nation, but an orderly Society in which the sections have no need 
of defence, because of the reign of law. 

What should we think of a Liverpool professor of economics 
who contended that it was the duty of the Corporation of Liver
pool to raise regiments to defend the interests of Liverpool against 
the construction of the Manchester Ship Canal, and of a Man
chester professor who advocated the enlistment of Manchester 
regiments to defend the right of Manchester to have the Canal 1 
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In any true conception of orderly society, separate States must 
take their places as local authorities subject to a certain outside 
control. 

It does not follow that the establishment of a certain control 
over States means that they milBt be stopped from doing every
thing which is harmful to society at large. Local autborities 
in a well-ordered country are constantly allowed to do things 
which are harmful to their fellow-countrymen because the 
repression of the acts would be still more ha.rmful, or would 
cost too much. So, though the French protectionist government 
will not allow local protective ocllroi duties within France because 
it conceives them to be harmful to France at large, and though 
general opinion would probably say the protective duties of exist
ing countries are harmful to the world at large, it would not 
follow that it would be the duty of a world authority to suppress 
national protective duties-any more than it would be the 
duty of a British Empire supreme legislature to insist on the 
introduction of free-trade within the Empire. So, too, a world 
authority might properly tolerate restrictions on migration 
enforced by different countries, even if it were quite clear that 
they were immediately inimical to the interests of mankind at 
large. In both cases the permanent interests of mankind would 
be better served by yielding something to the prejudices of 
sections than by attempting to override them. This is of course 
the merest commonplace in ordinary government. .. You 
cannot reguIate everything from the top." We want a clear 
conception of Society-economic society-at large, including the 
whole of mankind, except only such parts of it, if there are any, 
which are isolated entirely as regards commercial commuuication 
and migration. _ • 

But in the light of this better conception, national violence 
would certainly be treated in the same way that loeal authorities' 
violence would be treated at present-it would be regarded as a 
thing 80 obviously ap.d admittedly inimical to the general good 
that there could be no question about the desirability of sup
pressing all its manifestations and doing away so far as poasible 
with any opportunity for them. , 

Even if this ideal were utterly unlikely to be realized in prac
tice, it ought still to be adopted as a hypothesis in the interests of 
science, because we want to know what are the best possible 
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arrangements even when we are determined not to make them. 
There is often a second best and a third beet course, and in 
choosing between these we are helped by a knowledge of what 
is the beet course of all. . 

But is it true that the ideal is merely a U philanthropic dream .. 
88 J. B. Say ealls it ! Let us remember that we are dealing with 
the U Economic .Aspect." There are, of course, other sides. At . 
one time people insisted on fighting for their religion: who 
fights for their religion now! Mohammedanism and Christianity 
are divided in the war: each of th~ three great divisions of 
Christianity is divided. Possibly people must fight because 
they do not like each other's language or each other's complexion. 
As to that, I adhere to the opinion I expressed a few years 
ago, that questions of race and language will not be decided 
on the battlefield.' They will be decided by the vitality of races 
and the convenience of languages. But whether it is inevitable 
that they should be disputed on the battlefield is not a questicn 
for the economist. As a mere. individual I would venture to 
suggeet that if nations want to settle these queetions on the 
battlefield, they had better make some preliminary rearrange
ments of boundaries and cdo a good deal of wee<:ling out even 
within their new limits, besides revising their alliances. 

All that I will attempt to deal. with here is the alleged forces 
of an economic character which obstruct the substitution of 
order for international anarchy, and the forces of an economic 
character which tend to compel mankind to make that substitu
tion. Is it true that nations feel their economic self-intereet so 
strongly that the conception of the general good 88 paramount 
can never be accepted completely enough to allow the success of 
institutions founded upon it t 

As to this I think a great deal of encouragement is given 
by the fact that the greatest supposed national interests which 

pem to stand in the way, though they look like economic inter
ests, are .really military interests which put on an economio 
character so long as there is a possibility of military conflict 
and lose it inlmedistely that possibility is excluded. 

'Economic OuIlook, 1912, p. 35. Some oritio scoffed at tho proposition 
because he imagined it was a prediotion falsified by tho Balkan War in 
which Bulgaria, Greece and Serbia defeated Turkey. But what 'luoation 
of race or language did that war deoide T 
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The most important of these is population. It was a common
place of the earlier economists that population is the wealth of 
kingdoms. Malthus himself was all in favour of population: 
what he opposed was ill-advised attempts to increase it which 
could not be successful~a high natality followed by a high 
mortality. J. S. Mill, with his preference for a reasonable amount 
of solitude, is exceptional. In general, increase of national 
population has always been taken to be a thing to rejoice over, 
in spite of the later economista' timidly expressed preference for 
a small rich people as against a big poor one. If we ask why, the 
answer is plain enough. If people living on a particular area 
think they may have to fight people living on another area, they 
very naturally and quite correctly believe it to be their interest 
that the population of their area should be large and that of the 
potential enemy small. Numbers of men, and apparently of 
women too, are necessary for victory if the war is once begun, 
and may even prevent its being begun by the other side. Victory 
is expected to bring economic advantage, and defeat almost 
-certainly will bring economic disadvantage. Consequently there 
is perfect justification for the popular belief that a large national 
population is economically desirable even at the cost of some 
diminution in the economic welfare of the individuals of whom the 
nation is composed. Hence principally the demand for .. new 
markets" which are expected to enable the old countries to 
maintain a larger population: and in part, the demand for new 
territory, if the territory maintains or can be made to maintain 
an addition to the numbers that can be put in the field. 

Similarly, it is the possibility of war which makes people think 
they have an acute economio interest in the magnitude of the 
aggregate capitaI and income of their country. A large aggregate 
enables them to maintain and equip larger forces, and so works 
in the same way as a large population, and becomes economically 
desirable for the same reason. Hence the desire to grab territory 
containing valuable sources of riches, even if those riches are not 
in fact to be transferred to any existing members of the nation, 
but are to remain in the hands of their previous owners. 

Self-sufficiency, too, as a national ideal is supported mainly by 
the possibility of war. People think that they must have, 
within their own borders, what is required for war, and even 
what is required for the maintenance of the civil population, or 
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if that is impossible, they must at any rate control the channels 
tluough which the imported articles come, so that they may be 
sme of getting them. Hence not only much of the opposition to 
importa which gives rise to ill-feeling, but also the demand for 
_porta and control of the estuaries, straits, and the ocean itseIi 

Take away the possibility of military action, and you find that 
while the belief in the reality of these economic interests does not 
altogether disappear, their disturbing force is extracted. The 
patriotic inhabitants of a State, or even a Dominion, which is 
part of a larger whole with a common flag, like to see their own 
area increase in population and aggregate riches, just 88 the 
inhabitants of a town or county do, because prosperity is very 
properly regarded 88, cd£ri8 paribr.ut, evidence of praiseworthy 
conduct. But this does not lead to any serious desire to grab 
new territory because it happens to be populous and rich. In 
promoting an extension of area a great town may sometimes be 
slightly influenced by desire to maintain its place 88 the second 
or third most populous town in a kingdom, but it knows that this 
is childishness, and would not admit before a Parliamentary 
committee that it was influenced by any such thought. It may 
covet some adjoining <listrict in which there happens to be much 
rateable property and not much expense, because the annexation 
will make a slight diminution of rates, not because the annexation 
is vitally necessary in order to make it strong enough to overoome 
some hated rivaL Provinces and subordinate or federated 
States seem scarcely ever to think of wanting alterations of 
boundary at all As for the ideal of self-sWliciency, no doubt 
this does persist strongly in many subordinate and federated areas 
which have certain traditions, but its manifestations are greatly 
weakened when it is no longer connected with security, and pre
sent no danger whatever to peace if only the supreme authority 
has the sense to allow the area complete freedom in the matter. 

The fact is that the establishment of a world order, so far from 
being a " philanthropic dream," is what the common practical 
man calle in his peculiar dialect" a business proposition," only 
opposed by archaic sentiment. 

And it is ayropoNion to which tkre is fIOID flO tolernble alterna
tive, if tile are to Mve any regard at all for economic welfare. 

There is nothing so astonishing in the present situation 88 the 
thoughtless belief held by many people that after the war is once 
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over, the various countries will be able to rub along in the oM 
way without any considerable inconvenience. Those who hold 
this view, if they know any history, are fond of referring to the 
period which followed 1815. They say, "Oh well, at any fate . 
there won't be another war for a long time: there waa a forty 
years' peace after 1815, so there will be time to recuperate. 'The 
debt will not be aa big in proportion to our resources as the debt 
of 1816, and, perhaps," this is said with less confidence &8 the 
war continues, " it may be possible to reduce military and naval 
forces somewhat." 

Now as to the burden of debt, it may perhaps be true that 
for the United Kingdom it may not be greater in proportion 
to resources at the end of the war than the debt of 1816: it 
all depends on how much longer the war 1aats. But we must 
not think only of our own country. The position of the other 
countries after 1815, worse aa it waa in many respecte, waa 
immensely better than that of this country in regard to their 
national debts. Napoleon borrowed scarcely anything, and left 
behind him a debt-charge of only 21 mil1ions per annum, to 
which was added the interest on the 28-mil1ion indemnity exacted 
by the Allies. Prussia's debt-charge was between 1 and Ii 
mil1ions per annum. The position as a whole in Europe, aa 
regards debt to bondholders, will be far less favourable to the 
national exchequers at the end of the present war than it waa in 
1815, and in addition we must remember that the charges for 
pensions will be immensely higher. The two charges together are 
certain in some coimtries at leaat to approach, if not to exceed, 
the whole revenue raised before the war. 

I have not met with anyone sanguine enough to suppose that 
the various countries concemed can raise the revenue reqnired 
without inconvenience to anyone by the method of .. taxing the 
foreigner," that is, by taxing each other. Between them they 
will somehow have to bear the burden, or rather so much of it 
aa they do not repudiate. But there are some respectable 
authorities who maintain that there will be no burden: it does 
not matter, they say, how much money baa to be raised by 
taxation and paid to bondholders and pensioners-it is merely a 
transfer from one pocket to another. 

As to this we may point out that a transfer from ODe pocket 
to another is not without importance when the pockets belong to 
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different persons. The ill-concealed hope of some is that 
rearrangements of tsxation may sooure that the money going 
into the pocket of the classes which have saved money during the 
war may be taken out of the pocket of the mass of the people, who 
have subscribed but trifling amounts to the war-loans. This is 
not likely to be realized to any very great extent. Specious 
pretences may indeed prevent the working-classes of aome 
countries from using their political power to defeat the scheme, 
but the silent working of economio forces will always prevent 
any great difference between the condition of workers of equal 
efficiency in different areas. Attempts to collect more from the 
workers in one area than from those in another will, imper
ceptibly no doubt but none the less surely, cause a check to 
the growth of population in the first area which will result in 
property there having to take on at least a great part of the 
burden intended for labour. So it may be admitted that the 
new revenue required will come for the most part from the 
propertied classes to which the bondholders for the most part 
belong, and the classes from whose pockets the taxes come 
will be much the same as the classes into whose pockets the 
interest on debt will go, But this is far from entitling us to 
say that the whole thing is a harmless fiction: if it were so, 
no one would object to· repudiation. There will have been, at 
any rate, a great transference of property. The newly created 
.. fictitious" property will be a charge on the old property and 
will be owned by persons not in the proportions in which new 
property created by normal savings would have been owned in 
ordinary circumstances, but in proportion to accumulations, 
abnormal both in amount and distribution, made under the 
extraordinary conditions of inflated prices due to the war and 
the methods adopted for meeting or appearing to meet the 
expense. And if this transference were perfectly harmless, we 
should still have the evil of taxation. Whatever the property 

• may be called, the taxation on which it must be based will not be 
fictitious. Taxes not only cost mon~y to collect but cause all 
aorta of inconveniences, and the higher the rates at which they 
stand the worse they are in that respect. The necessity of 
raising hundreds of millions to pay the interest on the .. fictitious " 
property which the war has created will stand an enormous 
obstacle in the way of raising revenue for other purposes. 
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What then of the hope of reducing expenditure on military and 
naval preparation 1 

" Only crush the enemy sufficiently, and we may then look 
forward to a long period of peace and low expenditure, as in 
1815-541" Well, France was sufficiently well crushed in 1815, 
and there was a long period of peace, but what was the end 1 
Forty years after 1815 the two most important of the anti· 
Napoleonic Allies fought each other, one of them having France 
for an ally: after several duels in the next sixty years we are 
now having a much larger aflair, in which there is a reshnflling 
so eflectual that every country concerned is either allied with 
former enemies or fighting former allies. 

Obviously if we are to go on in the old way, we cannot expect 
to keep free of wars. The moment we finish the present one we 
must begin preparing for the next. We must expect it to come 
well within the next forty years, and we may take it as extremely 
unlikely that we shall have either the same allies or the same 
enemies. 

I say that this is not a tolerable or practical alternative. The 
lesson of the war is that preparations may be unlimited. It is 
not now a matter of putting a bow and arrows in the hands of 
each capable man, and not being able to do much more. It is 
not even a matter of providing the best possible ri1le and per· 
petually replacing it by a better one as fast as better ones are 
discovered. That sort of thing was good enough for the nine
teenth century. We know better: we know that there is scarcely 
an industry or a branch of knowledge which cannot be utilized
prostituted, I would rather call it-for fighting purposes. The 
ideal of the military State is no longer a nation which can fiy 
to arms at short notice and for the rest ,of the time is engaged 
in the arta of peace satisfying peaceful desires, but a State in 
which the whole life of the people and even the propagation of 
new lives is made at all tima subservient to the one great aim of 
defeating the enemy, or some possible enemy, if there happens 
to ,be none visible at the moment.! Fortunately no people will 

• See for BOme account of this Utopian Hell, Mr. J. M. Keyn .... revi ... 
of Profeooor Jaff6·., 1M Mililari8itrung ......... Wirl«hafUkbm in the 
Ecorwmic JOUI"7Iill for September, 1915. pp. 449-8l, already referred to 
above, p. 51. 
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long submit to have any such ideal imposed on them, and any 
govemment which attempts to impose it is doomed. 

If anyone doubts this I ask him, Does he think it likely that the 
rich will consent to see the remainder of their smplus gradually 
but :rapidly sucked away-in this country much more than a 
quarter of it is gone aIready-till they are reduced to such wages 
as will keep them in efficiency so long as they can work, and after 
that to a pauper's allowance ¥ And if he BBYS that the ideal 
requires a sociaIist state in which no one would be richer than his 
neighbour, I ask him, Is it credible that sociaIist countries would 
abandon all that hope of a general improvement- in material 
welfare which has been the basis of sociaIist propaganda hitherto, 
agree to live on the barest necessaries of life, and devote all their 
surplus power to conflict with one another, each producing and 
bringing up just that number of children which may be ordered 
by the War and Food Ministries 1 

These are the alternatives: either the permanent establish· 
ment of order, or bare necessaries and warfare. It was not so, 
you BBy perhaps, in the past 1 No, but only because we did not 
then possess the more perfectly organized modern State which 
knows how to throw intq a conflict the whole force of all the 
inhabitants of its territory. 

V 

WlIAT IS WEALTH! FIGHTERS AND MUNITION· 
MAKERS! 

[part of .. review of Hartley With .... • I~ F .......... 1916. in 
the 8~ JUUI'JIIIl for May. 1916. Mr. Withers seems to have been 
ino1ined to follow Prof ...... Ja1f6. See the note .. n p. 76 opposite.] 

TIm chapters are all luminous and interesting: as a writer, 
"Mr. Withers is himself throughout. But it is the !sst two, on 

" Nationalism and Finance," and "Remedies and Regulations," 
that best bring out his peculiar position as an economist, or, 
perhaps I should BBY, as a moralist who happens to be able to 
write about economics better than any but a few economists. 
He has no real feeling for economic goods. True he quotes 
frQm CoQ~ On Gold: "National prosperity showe itseU • ". 
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in the plentiful meal, the comfortable dwelling, the decent 
furniture and dress, the healthy and happy countenances, and 
the good morals of the labouring classes of the people," a pro
position in which economic goods certainly 'take the first place. 
But immediately above this quotation he says himself, "At 
least the war is teaching us that the wealth of a nation is not a 
pile of commodities to be frittered away in vulgar ostentation 
and self-indulgence, but the number of ita citizens who are able 
and ready to play the man as workers and fighters when a time 
of trial comes." According to this definition the Soudaneae 
under the Mahdi must have been one of the wealthiest nations 
ever known: the highest wealth would be attained by the 
world when every man in each nation was readiest to fight and 
every woman readiest to make munitions-and possibly every 
baby readiest not to cry if it failed to get its mother's or other 
milk. This may be morals of a sort: it is certainly not economics. 
But Mr. Withers allows his morality to colour his economics 
when he expects the "regeneration" effected by the war to 
start this country-and presumably the other allied and enemy 
countries, which are generally understood to be undergoing even 
greater" regeneration" than ourselves-on an accelerated career 
of prosperity. The actual destruction of capital he regards as 
trifling: the cessation of the creation of capital leaves the world 
no poorer than before (no account being taken of increase 
of population, which requires something like 1 per cent. per 
annum increase of capital to keep things level): munition 
factories and the skill and habits of industry learnt in them will 
be utilized: national debt contracted within a country makes a 
nation no poorer, so that (this is not said explicitly) the United 
Kingdom and Germany will not be much affected by their debts, 
but our Allies who have borrowed from us (though their borrowing 
was as justifiable as that of a man borrowing to pay for an 
operation to save his life, p. 174) will be "inevitably in the same 
position as a spendthrift individual who has pledged his income 
for an advance and spent it on riotous living. " Experience is not 
appealed to, though Cobbett's R ..... al Ridu might have suggested 
some apposite reflexions, especially on the social effects of the 
creation of an enormous fictitious property in war-loans, mort
gaged on the taxation of a country, after the period of inflstion 
in which they were contracted has passed away_ We are .. to 
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show that we ca.n still make and save capital faster than ever," 
although "it seems to be probable" that the war will end in a 
way which will make " other such wars quite possible when we 
have all recovered from the exhaustion and disgust produced by 
the present one," 80 that we shall all have to begin paying for the 
preparations necessary, on the scale suggested. by the present 
war, for the new" regeneration" to be given us by the nen. 

VI 

WAR AND POPULATION 

[A review of Warren S. Thompson, Popu/aIimI: A 81114 ... MaUlw.sia,.· 
...... 1916. in the Eccmomic JOIII'IIa! for June, 1916. In the table thefigurea 
for Frenah cie&ths in 1872 were misprinted in the Journal; the author 
failed to oorrect a misprint in the number of femrJe deaths in the proof. 
ed the printora or BUb·editor. then altered the tota1 to make it agree with 
thia wrong number. More reoent inquiry seems to mow thet there really 
ia lOme pound for whet the review oalIa tho .. potesque belief .. that war 
oo:mahow r&iaee tho proportion of mal ... born. The inoreaao. however. if 
real. ia so oma1l eo to he pmctioa1ly negligible. Boo 81tJ1i81icG1 JOIII'IIa!. 
January. 1918. p. 16.] 

"To conditions which made possible the unprecedented 
expansion of the European peoples in the last fifty years are 
passing away. The agricultural development which came as a 
result of rapid transportation, the invention of labour-saving 
farm machinery, and the abundance of new and fertile lands 
ca.nnot be duplicated. The system of transportation can be 
greatly improved, but no revolution such as came with the 
development of the steam engine seems likely to take pIacie 
again. The efficiency of agricultural implemente will probably 
be greatly increased, but they have already reached the limit of 
practicability for extensive farming, not because the implements 

-might not be improved upon, but because the days of extensive 
farming are rapidly passing as the new countries become more 
thickly settled. Fertile land is no longer to be had for the asking 
in the United States, and will Boon be taken up in the other places 
wbere Europeans Can thrive." 

I ehould like to suggest that the nen bishop who proposes to 
recommend UDre&8!lWng multiplication as a universal rule of 
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human conduct should take this passage from Dr. Thompson's 
book as his text. The predictions which it contains maybe pre
mature, but they cannot be erroneous in any other sense. This 
little planet is getting filled up; if we go on increasing our 
numbers indefinitely we must eventually make it too full, in spite 
of that steady progress in material equipment and knowledge 
which tend to set the limits of desirable density farther on. 

But Dr. Thompson wrote the most of his book before the war, 
and it must be admitted that the ultimate trend of things now 
seems to us for the moment of less importance than the exigencies 
of the next few decades. The increase of population in Europe 
is having one of Malthus' " positive checks" administered with 
very great sharpness. 

Those who look ol)1y at military statistics are apt to depreciate 
unduly the effect of war as a positive check. They should 
examine the mortality not only of the armies but of the whole 
population. It is true that the effects of the war of 1870 are 
scarcely noticeable in the Prussian figures of annual deaths, but 
that was unfortunately, as it turns out, a cheap war for the 
victors. The numbers of French deaths tell a very different tale. 
These, including those of A1sace-Lorraine (population 1,570,000) 
down to 1868, but not afterwards, are given in the Annuaire 
StatiBtique as follows, in thousands;-

1866 
1867 
1868 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1876 

Malea. Fomalea. 
450 435 
«1 426 
471 451 
443 421 
553 494 
692 679 
410 383 
4M 411 
401 381 
4M 411 

TotaL 
886 
867 
922 
864 

1,047 
1,271 

793 
845 
782 
845 

The average for 1861 to 1868 was 442,000 males and 431,000 
females, while the average for 1872 to 1879 was 424,000 males 
and 398,000 females. Taking the 1088 of A1sace-Lorraine into 
account, we can scarcely doubt that the war and the resulting 
civil troubles accelerated the deaths of about 400,000 males and 
more than half that number of females. These already seem 
trilling figures; our war is not finished, and the subsequent civil 
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dissensions have not yet begun. When all is over, the loss of 
male life, military and civil, is not likely to be less than if the 
whole existing male population of Spain had been exterminated, 
or,let us say, the whole male population of England and Wales 
in 1861. 

It used to be said that such ravages of death were soon made 
up by an increased number of births-in spite of the obvious fact 
that it takes twenty yea.ni for a new-born baby to replace a man 
of twenty. But even if .. BOon" be extended to cover half a 
oentury, the doctrine does not seem likely to be true, at any rate 
under modem conditions. There is, of course, no ground what
ever for the grotesque belief that war somehow causes an increase 
in the proportion of male births, and the opinion that it leads to 
m increase in the total of births is probably only founded on the 
latural .. banking up .. of births; if large numbers of men are 
"'parated from their wives for a considerable interval and then 
return simultaneously, there will obviously be a considerable rise 
in births beginning nine months after their return, but thi, is at 
most only compensation for the births which did not take place 
~wing to their absence. There seems to be no reason to doubt • 
!;hat the killing of a ~ proportion of vigorous males in the 
prime of life and a less proportion of the remainder of an existing 
population causes a permanent 1088 of people, in the sense that it 
causes the population to be less at every subsequent moment than 
it would have been at that moment in the absence of the calamity. 

Is it probable that the set-back administered by the war will 
diminish what used to be called .. the preBSUr8 of population .. ! 

Land, indeed, will be slightly. more plentiful in proportion to • 
people,but the loss of other material equipment, counting both 
what has been destroyed and what has not been created owing to 
the diversion of labour from construction to destruction, will 
probably have been more than enough to compensate for this 
advantage; the advance in knowledge and in the possibilities 
.:If. organization which has resulted from the general stirring up of 
the world may do much to improve the position, but only, on 
condition that it is devoted to the arte of peace and not of war; : 
This only throws us back on the old question-the question which 
makes all others unimportant-Will the nations settle down after 
the war into a single society with a common organization strong 
enough to prevent fighting between its different members, or not , 

G 
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Here the thought suggested by a study of population like that 
of Dr. Thompson's seems to suggest that militarism, by which 
I understand the·faith that war is inevitably prescribed for the 
human race, whether by a beneficent Deity or by a malevolent 
Devil or by neutral Nature, is confronted by insuperable difficulty. 
We have for the present already returned to the sentiment of the 
eighteenth century, when, as Joseph Townsend complained in 
1786, .. The cry is 'Population, population I Population at all 
events I '" Our daily wail is .. M.en and yet more men I " with 
the corollary, II and women too I" H wars are to recur, each 
nation must utilize the intervals of peace by increasing its popula
tion to the utmost. To what motives can it appeal 1 

Religion, we may be sure, will be found of very little use, 
however enthusiastic the bishope may be. The local coincidence 
of high natality and faithfulness to the Church does not prove 
that Christianity, whether Roman or Greek or Protestant, is 
powerful, but only that the conditions in so-called backward 
districts are more favourable at once to high natality and faithful
.ness to the Church than more" modern" conditione. Moreover, 
any special appeal which a State may make to Christianity to 
help in furnishing men for war is embarrassed by the fact that 
the founder of that religiOil. e~ly rejected an appeal to the 
sword. Mohammedanism, which has a much better record from 
the militarist's point of view so far as its teaching is concerned, 
has nevertheless in practice failed so egregiously to maintain a 
proper increase of warriors that its extension north-westward may 
be dismissed at once. . 

Patriotism, if it could be made into a kind of religion causing 
the subject to revere the Government and be ready to give up 
everything in unquestioniug obedience to its behests, might be 
extremely useful. The State would ordain that babies were to 
be provided, settle who should produce them, and in due courae 
they would be. forthcoming in the greatest possible numbers. 
But the prestige of no Government is likely to be increased by the 
war, and it is highly probable that women will not in the future 
give the same unreasoniug support to the martia1 spirit as they 
have done in the past. The mother whom I heard say, as she 
read the casualty list, .. H this is all children are for, women will 
refuse to have them," is not alone in her sentiment. There will 
certainly be a number of shirkers and slackers far from negligible 
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in this matter of propagation. National opinion may cry for 
compulsion, but there are some things more difficult even than 
to make a horse drink. One suitably armed man may take an 
unwilling conscript to the barracks, but ten cannot secure that 
a conscript shall exist if his potential parents are unwilling. We 
shall never see a Minister of Propagations running Controlled 
Establishments. 

It would seem, then, that compulsory military service has 
not, after all, dispensed States from the neoessitr of bargaining 
for their soldiers. Owing to the contemporaneous introduction 
of the limitation of families, it only has the effect of compelling 
the State to bargain with parents in general instead of with the 
particular men whom it desires to enlist. In this there is great 
hope for the world. It means that the population which is 
necessary for military purposes can only be obtained by giving 
people such a prospect of a happy life as is wholly incompatible 
with an ideal in which each country is to abandon everything 
except the work of fighting the others. Moreover, it creates the . 
possibility that the various national authorities holding th8.j; 
atrocious ideal may eventually lose sight of their ultimate object, 
the crushing of their en~es, in their effort to secure one of the 
means, the welfare of their -ewn plIOple. 

VII 

A PLEA FO:a. LARGE POLITICAL UNITS 

[TIWo article waa writt<d. for War .and Pwu, but W8II not accepted. . 
I never agreed with those who held that the aatisfaotion of n&tionalism 
by the eotebliabment of .. larger number of independent natione, 0II00h 
with ita own foreign policy, would of itaelf tend to peace. It will ooly 
do 80 in the end if the breaking up of the old large unita is eventually 
followed by voluntary coaJesoence of the new units into still1s.rger whol ... 
JRe must hope this will ~ppen.l • 

BOTH believers in the possibility of permanent peace and those 
who say that war is inevitable and always must remain so are in 
the habit of overlooking one of the most important of historical 
tendencies. This is the growth of the average political area and • 
the consequent reduction in the number of communities claiming 
.. independence" in the sense of the right to make war at will. 
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The fact that in spite of two years of war we still persist in regard
ing peace as the normal condition is chiefly due to the gradual 
substitution of territorial governments, steadily becoming bigger 
and less numerous as time proceeds, for the old small tribal and 
city communities. We must not allow the great and striking 

. events of which we have written records to obscure the importance 
of the innumerable minor events which together form a far 
greater change. It is true that the Roman Empire was big, and 
that it declined and fell, and that its area is now occupied I>y 
the whole or part of over a dozen independent States, but we 
must not forget that it covered but a small portion of the habit
able land of the globe, while the rest was occupied for the most 
part by an immense number of fighting bodies. There are now 
no less than six empires each of which includes a larger area than 
that of the Roman Empire at its zenith. Together they occupy 
nearly three-quarters of the whole unfrozen land surface, and 
with five other States of smaller area they include about 95 
per cent. of the whole population of the world. The remaining 
5 per cent. maintain about forty independent States among them, 
but many of these are so situated that they can take no military 
or naval action without leave from a powerful neighbour. 

Why should anyone assume that the process of consolidation 
will go no further t Was the formation of the German Empire 
the conclusion t Since the date of that event, we have seen the 
separation of Sweden and Norway, with no very obvious result 
so far, and the creation of several independent States out of the 
European portion of Turkey, with results which can scarcely 
be regarded with complacency by the most sanguine of nation
alists. But against these relapses we have to put not only a 
considerable tidying up in Africa and Asia, but also the consolida
tions which we can now see must be the inevitable result of the 
present war unless they are rendered lIllIlOOeBBary by something 
bigger. The small countries will be driven, however reluctantly, 
to entrust their defence more completely to one or other of their 
great neighbours, and these neighbours will no longer be ready 
to undertake the task in the light-hearted manner of the past 
without full control over the foreign relations and the military 
preparations of the protected State. Even countries as large 
and powerful as France and Italy cannot safely attempt to stand 
alone. Moreover, the scientific and technical characteristics of 
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modem warfare are making impossible the policy of rapidly 
changing one's friends: any UBeful co-operation in the military 
and naval sense means a communication of information and 
a utilization of special resources which cannot be entered upon 
with safety unless it is intended to be permanent. We may 
be sure that we have seen the last of .. ententes .. which leave: 
both parties to a dispute in doubt whether a member of the 
entente will take the Bide of his entente or not, and that we have 
also finished with the type of alliance in which one member is 
allowed to go to war without even corumlting another, and from 
which this other member may secede with every show of justice 
and right on his Bide if he can then say that the action of'his 
ally was aggressive and not defensive. Alliances will mean 
what they ought to mean, namely, that the parties to an alliance 
will act as a single unit in all those external transactions which 
may lead to war. 

That this further reduction in the number of .. independent .. 
units by itself would tend to a further reduction in the prevalence 
of war there can be little reason to doubt. The bigger the unit 
the less likely is it to be hurried into war by the passion of a 
moment or to be gradually led up to it by the calculated mach
inations of a parti~ class or interest. The experience of 
the past is all in favour of the big units: small units have con
stantly been disturbers of the peace except where they live in 
awe of great neighbours. But does the prob.able reduction of 
the number of units give us any hope of the final extinction of 
war and the consequent disappearance of preparations for war, 
or does it only suggest bigger wars and organization for war 
on a bigger scale than we have been accustomed to ¥ It would 
be well, no doubt, to have a larger proportion of years of peace, 
provided they are not simply devoted to more complete pre
parstionfor the years of war, but"if we are to give up every com
fort, refinement and enjoyment in order that we may be suffi.-

" ciently prepared for the next war, it really does not matter much 
whether war comes every twenty or every fifty years. 

Put in another way, the question is, Will the reduction of the 
number of units soon end in a reduction to a single unit 1 We 
oan see now that there is already little room for more than 
two or three such units. What is the process by which the two 
or three are to be reduced to one 1 I do not suppose much 
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difficulty will be felt about the reduction of three to two: the 
one of the three which felt iteelf the weakest or the most likely 
to be attacked by the other two in combination would in all 
probability join one of the others. And if the two remaining 
unite were very unequal in power, the weaker would be inclined 
to abandon competition and enter the other alliance, which would 
then be the World Alliance and have no further need of what 
the national economiste and public financiers of all nations have 
always hypocritically called "Defence." But if the two last 
unite were approximately equal in power, what is the solution 1 
Can it only come by complete conquest of the one alliance by 
the other 1 . 

I see little reason to suppose that the two alliances would not 
come to a peaceable settlement resulting in 'their amalgamation. 
As a whole they could not be much affected by the semi-tribal 
" national" prejudices which people ignorant of the elemente of 
economics are perpetually trying to found upon economic inter
este, and which so-called philosophers try to make respectable: 
and it is these prejudices that cause wars, and support them 
when they have once broken out. The present war would never 
have occurred if the . alliances between which it is now fought 
had been constructed even as late as the beginning of 1914, not 
only because of the different estimates of the strength on each 
side which would have been formed, i!ut also because there would 
not have existed between two such entities the national hatreds 
which brought in one combatant after another. Nor could the 
struggle be kept up as it is, if it were generally spoken of as the 
war between the Central Powers and the Allied Countries. 
The mass of the people in each of the countries imagine them
selves to be fighting their own particular national enemies: 
in hating theirs, the Germans are obliged to take each in turn, 
being unable to hate comprehensively the whole number at 
once • 

. The practical moral which I should draw is that every effort 
should be put forward to make permanent the great alliance in 
which half the world is at this moment included. It seems to 
me a mistake to concentrate, as many friends of peace are doing, 
upon the terms on which the present war may be brought to an 
end. Doubtless there is a great difference between the best 
and the worst settlemente which are within the range of moderate 
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probability. But to suppose that any settlement can be arrived 
at which " will not contain the seeds of future national quarrela .. 
is altogether too sanguine. Neither the most complete annihila
tion nor the most tender treatment of the defeated party will 
do much to prevent future quarrels, because those quarrela are 
not in the least likely to be between the same parties. I do not 
know whether anyone in 1815 supposed that the war then COB

cluded would be fought over again between the same partiea, 
but if anyone did, we can see now that he was very much wanting 
in foresight: the long peace after 1815 was broken by a quarrel 
in which defeated France stood by the aide of her former principal 
enemy, who was fighting his former most powerful ally, and now 
they are all three on the same side. It is inconceivable to me 
how anyone over fifty years of age can venture to disregard 
the probability of new groupings of the Powers when he remem
bers the origin of the term Jingoism, and recalla the Penjdeh 
and the FBBhoda afiairs, Joseph Chamberlain's warning to France 
to "mind her manners," and the Dogger Bank: incident. 

No terme of peace providing merely a settlement between 
the two sidea in the preeent war will have much effect on that 
probability. What is wanted is that we, that is, the people of 
the Allied Countries, should do what is suggested by the fact 
that the one method of preventing wars which has proved suc
cessful 80 far is the a.maIgamation of political units. The most 
important amalgamations are the United States, Germany, and 
last but not least, the British Empire. The first shows that no 
hegemony is necessary, the second that the old units may keep 
their kings and courts, and the third that not only internal 
autonomy but autonomy with regard to external commercial 
relationships, and the sharpest difierences of race, language, and 
religion may exist within the same unit, which may inolude 
territoriea scattsred all over the world. The one essential is 
that the a.maIgamation should be a single recognized permanent 

, organization for making war and peace. 
It is to the creation of such an organ, for as many countriea 

as poesible, that statesmen should turn their efforts, without 
being discouraged by the thonght that when once all nations 
have come into the alliance, there will be no outside world for 
it to deal with. By that time its work will have been done, as 
the nations will have lost the habit of thinking of their separate 
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military interests as much as the individual has lost the habit 
of keeping watch for fear his neighbours will annex a portion of 
his back garden. 

The probability is that this policy will eventually be forced 
upon the various governments, whether they like it or not, but 
there is great danger that at first it may be greatly obstructed 
by ill-advised attempts to secure fiscal as well as military union. 
The experience of the British Empire is conclusive in favour of 
allowing scattered areas each with a considerable sense of its 
own unity complete freedom of action in this sphere. 

VIII 

TRADE AND WAR. THE CAUSE OR THE CURE t 

[A review of Henri Lambert, lntmoalional Mora/ily <1M EuMng., 
1916 (tr&naI&ted from tho Journal des 8conomiBlu), and J. A. Hobson, 
T~ New l'ToIecIioniBm, 1916, in the Eamomic Journal for September, 1916.) 

THB thesis of M. Lambert, who describes himseH as a manufac
turer of Charleroi, is that "by the very nature and force of 
things economic co-operation of peoples is the fundamental 
principle of International Morality." He undertakes to establish 
" rationally and without having recourse to such arguments of 
fact as suggest themselves to the mind, that Humanity will 
henceforth find itseH more and more confronted by this infIexible 
dilemma: liberty of international trade, or international con
flicts of increasing gravity between the moet advanced and pow
erful peoples." Readers will gather from this that M. Lambert 
has not been improved in transletion, but I have had the advan
tage of reading him in the originaI, and there, as in the tran&
lation, he gives me the same impression as I get from a street 
preacher-an impression of familiar words and phrases. His 
advice to the world seems to be " Introduce universal free trade, 
and you will have no more wars," and he rejects with contumely 
all other methoda of pacification. He evidently has not had any 
experience of the difficulty of teaching elementary economics, 
or this belief would not leave him an optimist. We sball have 
to wait a long time for the suppression of war if we are to wait 
till universal free..trade prevails. "Such arguments of fact as 
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.mggest themselves to the mind," to use his translator's phrase, 
indicate thatbe is putting the cart before the horae. In fact, 
peoples have set up high tariffs because they disliked the for
eigner, and have lowered them when they disliked him less, 
and abolished them when they decided that the foreigner was 
not a foreigner but one of themselves. 
. Mr. Hobeon, of course, looks a little deeper. In his earlier. 
chapters he sets himself the easy task of demolishing the New 
Protectionism, which after all is nothing but the old protectionism 
utilizing the ill-feeling created by the war and its unchivalrous 
incidents. He does this very effectively, though it is impossible 
ro agree with him that the defence value of food duties is dis
proved by the fact that the protectionist belligerents have 
abandoned them during the war. Very curiously he seems to 
think the case against them is aggravated by their being" com
paratively self-supporting in their food-supply." The object of 
food duties, considered as defensive measures, is to make a 
country independent of foreign supplies in time of war by enlarg
ing normal home production: when the war actually comes, 
it is clearly unnecessary to pursue this object for the moment 
-in fact, to argue that the policy is a failure because it is sus
pended during war is like arguing that the Bisley shooting com
petition is of no use for the same reason. It would have been 
more effective to point out that experience seems to show that 
to secure their object in a long war hindrances to the importation 
of food will have to be supplemented by hindrances to the import&
tion of the manures on which the more intensive cUltivation is 
supported, and also that there are difficulties about putting your 
agricultural population in the battlefield, unless you are lucky 
enough to have succeeded in enslaving a large number of your 
enemies at an early period in the war. 

More interesting is Mr. Hobson's last chapter, "The Open 
Door," in which he unfolds his positive contribution to the 
"'solution of the problem. Unlike the enthnsiaatio M. Lambert, 
he admits that simple protectionism .. does not normally promote 
hostility" between countries. In his view the prime cause of 
modern wars is the struggle between the European powers for 
fields of exploitation in the " undeveloped" regions of the world. 
They are, he thinks, almost neceaaarily dragged into supporting 
the schemes of their subjects. " No League of Nations, no Hague 
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Conventions, or other machinery for settling international dis
putes, are likely to furnish any reasonable security for peace 
or for reduced armaments unless this problem of conflicting 
interests in the profitable exploitation of new markets and back
ward countries can be solved." We must therefore, he believes, 
resort more and more to'international arrangements and inter
national commissions for regulating this exploitation and securing 
the open door. 

I doubt this diagnosis. The quarrels between the great 
States about these undeveloped regions do not seem to me to 
arise either from the real economic intereata of a few enterprising 
individuals among their subjects or from the imagined economio 
interests of their peoples as aggregates, but from the military 
or naval intereata which are, or are supposed to be, involved. 
The economic interpretation of hostile feelings is generally a 
fraud. The root of wars is now, as ever, almost always the desire 
of dominance over the foreigner in the ruIing class and the fear 
of being dominated by the foreigner which the ruling class 
contrives to implant in the uninstructed mind of the populace, 
partly by assuring it that its economic interests are at stake, 
but much more largely by playing on traditional semi-tribal 
dislike of the foreigner. The end may come through a tre
mendous class struggle overpassing national boundaries, and 
blotting out these international dislikes, but it is perhaps more 
likely to come through the system of alliances which Mr. Hobson 
condemns as "the chief cause of past insecurity" (p. 114). 
The desire for dominance, which is strong on behalf of a single 
nation with a tribal tradition behind it, is weak on behalf of 
a great alliance of nations of various languages and colours : 
with it weakens the fear of being dominated, not only because 
that fear is no longer 80 strongly stimulated by the class which 
wishes to dominate, but because the popn1ace is confused by its 
inability to distinguish between allies and enemies and because 
the danger of sudden attack is diminished. 
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IX 

WHAT THE COMlllTTEE ON PRICES MIGHT HA VB DONE : 
AND WHAT IT DID 

(In the lAlIDIIler of 1916 the Board of Trade appointed a oommittee' 
"to in ..... tigato the principaJ causee which have led to the increase of 
pri_ einoe the beginning of the War." IDstead of waiting till the oom
mittee' reported, I decided to take time by tbe forelock ... d soggeet what 
it might with adva.ntage do. Ranoa the letter to the Chairman, Mr. 
J. M. Roberteon, printed ae (1) below; but ae (2) my criticism of the 
first report of the oommittee shows, this procedure doee not appear to 
have been very effective.] 

1. 

[Letter to the Chairman of the Pri_ Committee.] 

JvJ,y 11, 1916. 
DEAR Sm,-

An old pupil of mine who now occupies a respectable position 
in the Civil Service asked me on Sunday what possible good the 
Committee on Prices could do. He thought, no doubt rightly, 
that you would not be able to make any effective suggestion for 
bringing them down, and he could see no other use for you. 
But in this I think he was wrong. The explanation of a dis
agreeable phenomenon is often extremely useful even where the 
phenomenon cannot be removed by any action on the part of the 
persons to whom it is explained. Intelligent endurance is much -
less wearing than blind revolt. Contrast the attitude of pas
sengers in a train held up by signals before and after they are 
informed of the cause, however discreditable to somebody or 
other the cause may actually be. 

It seems to me that you might he of great use in several 
"particular directions: (1) You might, partly by adducing evi
dence and partly by argument, do much to lay the absurd bogy 
of .. conspiracy" which crops up in every age, and reached what 
may be hoped to be the limit when Mr. Crooks complained that 
.. the tragedy of it is that the poor believe the high prices to 
be caused by the war." It is to be wished they all did, but it 
is to be feared that those who agree with him that it is not the 
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war, but a conspiracy of profiteers to raise profits, are much 
more numerous than he apparently thinks. 

The "conspiracy" belief takes two main forms;-
(a) The simplest of its exponents imagine that the mere agree

ment of certain persons to sell at higher prices will send prices 
up without any reduction of the quantity sold. The only way 
to deaf with this is to inquire why, if that is so, these persons 
wait till there is a war. Why not have done it long ago 1 The 

[ confusion of the present seems a bad time for agreements of the 
sort supposed, and evidence would probably show that there 
have been le88 than usual. Examples might be suggested show
ing the hopeleBS absurdity of imagining that, other things equal, 
prices can be raised without reducing quantity sold. 

(b) Slightly more intelligent holders of the "conspiracy'" 
belief recognize that to carry out their nefarious scheme the 
" profiteers" must reduce the quantity sold below what it would 
be in the absence of their agreement to raise prices, and so in 
all times of scarcity, from the dawn of history to the present 
moment, we get stories of speculators raising prices by (1) holding _ 
back supplies, and (2\ actually destroying part of them. All to 
holding back" in hope of still higher prices," it only needs to be 
pointed out that when they do this the speculators are almost 
always justified in their hopes, and that whenever they are 
justified they have performed a useful service to the consumers 
by making them spread their consumption more equally over 
the whole time than they wonld have done if prices had not 
been raised in the earlier part of it. The very striking failure 
of the very " efficient" German Government to spread the con
sumption of potatoes and other articles over time anything like 
89 well 89 ordinary" speculation" or trade would have done it 
might be made useful here. As to actual destruction of goods . 
which would otherwise have come on the market, besides asking 
for actual evidence of such a thing, and of course failing to receive 
any, it would be useful to point out that it could never be the 
interest of one competitor among several to destroy his own 
stock or part of it in order to raise prices, that to combine a 
number of former competitors in such a scheme is a matter of 
great delicacy not likely to be attempted in a time of confusion 
and atreBS, and that the just conceivable circumstances in which 
the plan might pay an absolute monopolist are most unlikely ones. 
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(2) While not believing that shortage is entirely due to the 
action of wicked speculators or profiteers, there are many people 
who are seriously troubled and imagine "there must be Bome
thing wrong" when they find that prices have risen in a larger 
proportion than that in which supplies have fallen. " The 
supply," they say, "has only fallen 5 per cent. and the price 
has risen 30 per cent. Does not that prove that something is. 
wrong !" These people must be asked whether they really . 
believe in the rule implied in their question. When the supply I 

is curtailed, the price has got to go up enough to reduce people's: 
purcbaaea in the aggregate to the reduced amount of supply. 
Will a rise of price exactly proportionate to the reduction of 
supply be suffi.cient to do this! In regard to some commodities 
obviously it will be suffi.cient and more than suffi.cient: but in , 
regard to the more "necessary" articles it will clearly not be ' 
suffi.cient. If anyone doubte, let him ask himself whether a . 
doubling of the price of salt, bread, meat -and boots would 
induce him to buy only half as much as before of each of ·those 
articles. 

(3) Admitting fully that a shortage of supply justifies a rise 
of price, and even, in case of necessaries, a more than propor
tionate rise of price, many persons are greatly troubled because 
they believe that there is no shortage in the case of some article 
which has risen in price. 

(a) Sometimes this belief is only founded on the observation 
that " anyone can get plenty of it, if he has the money to pay 
the exorbitant price asked." It is difficult to know how to 
deal with 80 aiIly an argument, unless by pointing out that 
anyone can always get plenty of diamonds if he has the money 
to pay the price asked for them. The fact that early straw
berries can easily be bought at 28. the pound does not prove 
that there would be enough to go round if the price asked 
were 6d. 

• (b) But sometimes the belief that there is no shortage is founded ' 
on observation or stetisties which really prove that there is no 
less of the commodity supplied than before. This is doubt-. 
less the case of many of the commodities which have risen 
recently. 

The trouble here arises from insufficient attention to the effect 
of changes in demand. Every one is willing to admit the in1Iuence 
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of " changes of fashion," which cause people remaining the same 
. in numbers and wealth to alter their demand for different com
modities, and they see that if war breaks out, munitions of 
war will be more demanded and likely to rise in price, but they 
do not appreciate properly the effects of the lavish expenditure 
of governments upon armies and munitions in altering the 
demand for commodities of ordinary consumption. 

There can be little doubt that the general trend of this lavish 
expenditure, especially in this country, has been to increase 
(for the moment) the aggregate amount of money available for 
the purchase of t~e more important commodities largely con
sumed by-the working-classes. The governments have charged 
themselves with the task of liberally feeding some millions of 
young men engaged in outdoor exeroise in positions and in 
circumstances where very considerable WlUlte occurs: our own 
Government has probably been among the most successful both 
in providing the food and in wasting it, though the numbers 
maintained are not so large as in some other cases. Here is a 
considerable increase of demand for certain important .articles 
of food. There is nothing to suggest that, it hlUl been satisfied 
by abstracting something from the food of those left at home. 
Some pensioners have starved, and no doubt many people with 
fixed incomes and no war bonuses have suffered a certain dim
inution in quantity or quality of food, but taken all together the 
population seems to be, if anything, rather better fed than usual, 
the allowances to dependants and the high wages in many indus~ 
tries having increased the aggregate power of the working-classes 
to spend money. It seems paradoxical. and in fact opposed to -
all sound economics to say that a war increaSes the purchasing 
power of the working-classes, who form the bulk of the com
munity. The explanation lies in the fact that the phenomenon 
is a temporary one which will have to be paid for later, as it 
was after 1815. By stopping the creation of new houses, machin
ery, etc" and neglecting all but the most urgent repairs, it is 
naturally possible to have a good time for a few years, but it 
is only at the expense of subsequent years, in which a grinding 
depression follows the unhealthy boom. 

(4) Practical suggestions for reducing prioes are too frequently 
based on a cost-of-production theory which is no longer, if it 
ever was, held by economists. It is supposed that the price 



l)f a coromoditydepends on its coat of llroduction, and th~!e
bte that it some pl>tt I}i lUI \!I:)St I}~ p~OIhcti.<:)n. can be redu%d, 
1>y whatever meaM, the price will fall. So, for ex&mple, poople 
suppose that high heights Me causing th~ Frice of {mpolWi 

. articles to be high, and that if ahiPOWlltll'S could be oompelled tc 
accept {\'JIB money for liarrying the same quantity, priCl'J! wou1d 
be lower. :But the fact is that the price paid by the ~umetB 
is settled hy the quantity o1iered tnem sna by their demand. 
Pr<Jvided that the qua.n.tity htought into the country rema:iml . 
what it ill, the reduction or lowering of freights would make 
no dlllerenoo except that some other p&ct.y ton.\\11 tn.<t, ~h.iiNwners 
would then get the extra. profit which they get now. The dif· 
ficulty is not in the freights charged but in the small quantity 
CIlrriea-ll quantity whioh II forcibte reduction. of :freights will 
further diminish. Some on/) BaP, "You mustQf course g{) furj;Jier, 
and soo that no oue gets the extra prQlit of which the shipowners 
~re deprived: the merchanUl alld shopkeeper!! mUllt have their 
charges preaoribed, so as to seoure that the COOfJUI1le:rs will get 
the benefit." :But this leads inevitably to tlte tatiollllystem, in 
which the govetmnent has to s~ttte how llluch each :person is 
ro have, BmO!! it iE certain t1w.t at a roo.UfJoo. price the /lame 
qUllntityof the oommodity will not go lound. Now to organize 
a ration system w. time of peane is difficult enough; to try to do 
it in the middle of a gre&t war is !llUOO !ll\\t(\ 6\\, and quite . 
ufficiently discredited by recent German expetienoo. ilt iB 
l8.!ticularly noti()€able that WilUgh demanded in the mt.e:root 
it the poor, tn.e (jetw-n. !%.t\~\\ %y\\mm. Will> £.rot &Pllued in the 
orm of equal rations of an article wIDch the poor use in larger 
11lantities than the rich.) 

(5) The above remmlre would an stann in the absence of any 
change particularly relating to tue meili1llll in wbien prices 
Me reckoned. But of course a collSldllrable part of the rise of -
priCllll which we have seen since the beginning 01 the wa.r is due 
to a continuance of w/ta.t was going Oft wIare the WM-$ growiJJg 
pleantifu1ness oi gold due to succe55ful eflorts to extract aU the 
gold in the earth t/,i\ quickly as Pl>ssilile without regn.rd to future 
requirements. To this the war nas added II great contraction 
.in tlze aeDlJllld for gold as currencJ owing to the issue!l (Ii small 
paper. 1: used on the llowrflg\l to keep about £7 in gold in my 
pocket or in my wife's housekeeping drawer: llOw we keep a 
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slightly larger sum in currency notes, and the government 
holds about a quarter of their value in gold against them: thus 
our demand for gold in coin or bnllion available for coinage is 
reduced to less than £2, while our demand for gold ornaments 
and false-teeth plates remains as before. The national banks of . 
the belligerent countries profess to have increased their holdings 
of gold, but if there is on the whole any increase, it must be 
far less than the amount taken out of the circulation. The 
balance has been thrown into the neutral market along with the 
usual annual production from the mines, with the natural effect 
of diminishing the value of gold, alia. raising prices, so that we 
are faced with a general rise of prices, and the particular rise of 
the "necessaries of life" due to the change in the direction of 
demand is on the top of this general rise. 

(6) The ouly real cure for the high prices is to finish the war 
and substitute for it an orderly state of things. An orderly 
world will eventnally regulate its currency in some way instead 
of allowing it to be at the mercy of every gold discovery and 
every invention in methods of extracting it. But the mere end 
of the war will cause a big enough drop to satisfy most people 
for the moment. 

Till it ends, the best thing to try is more taxation and less 
borrowing. Reckless borrowing inflates: taxation dellates. 

2. 

[A review-article in the E_ie JuumoJ for December, 1918, OD the 
lnUrim &pori 0/ 1M l'ritJu.Oommillu em Mwl, Millo: Gnd JJa,ocm. Cd. 
8358.] 

W BEN Governments have failed to fulfil their primary function 
of preaerving peace among the human race, and their subjects 
are involved in a sanguinary struggle, they cannot mise all 
the money they want by taxation, and they are afraid to raise 
even as much as they can by that method, because they know 
it would diminish warlike enthusiasm. So they borrow every 
penny they can at home and abroad on the security of the 
yield of future taxation and rake in as much as is possible by the 
issue of paper. Securing in this wayan enormous amount of 
.. money," they proceed to spend it in paying for warlike labour 
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and commodities at a far more rapid rate than individuals in 
normal circumstances would have spent it, whether in luxurious 
living or in new investments. 

Of course, to some very considerable extent, the more rapid 
spending tends to increase activity; the unemployed diminish 
or disappear, old men are kept on or return to the work from 
which they have retired, boys are dragged away from reluctant 
school authorities, prejudices against the employment of women 
are swallowed by the most pronounced misogynists; and under 
the stimulus of overtime-wages a certain amount of extra work 
is done. The more rapid spending has, in fact, as more rapid 
spending always does, produced a boom. But, again as usual, 
the increased rapidity of production does not come up to the 
increased rapidity of spending-and where the borrowing is 
enormous, it does not come nearly up to it. The Governments 
think they must have the services and commodities at whatever 
cost, and to hurry up the supply they offer higher prices: it 
makes no difference whether they are buying in an ordinary 
market or whether they are bargaining with their subjects for 
the smooth working of a compuiBOry eystem-whether, for 
example, they are buying beef for their armies or paying allow
ances to the wives of conscriptS. The inevitable effect is a riee 
in the prices of the commodities and services which the Govern

. mente demand and of those which are demanded by the private 
individuals whose money-means have been increased by the 
governmental demand. 

This means a rise so widespread that to ordinary apprehension 
it appears universal. It is true that the non-governmental 
demand for new houses, new factories, new railways, and such
like things in which the savings of society are commouly 
.. invested .. is diminished almost to nothing by the diversion of 
aavings from ordinary investment into Government loans, but 
the materials ordinarily used for these things and the labour 
'brdinarily used in putting the materials together are for the most 
part nearly what is required for making munitions, so that their 
prioe does not fall, but riees. The rise, in fact, spreads over 
almost the whole field of durable goods. All the same time, that 
great and important part of perishable goods which we inaccur
ately call the " necessaries of life" also riees in prioe. In part 
this is due to the direct demand of the Governments for food 

B 
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and clothing for their armies: of course, the men in the armies 
were fed when they were civilians, put probably not on the whole 
so well, and certainly much less wastefully, than they are as 
soldiers. In part it is due to greater demand from the civilian 
remainder of the people. This arises from the fact that· 
war requires so much simple "man-power" -physical strength 
coupled with courage and just so much mental ability as is 
necessary for the acquisition of rank-and-file skill-that the earn
ings of the lowest classes of labour are raised. both absolutely 
and in comparison with those of the higher classes. Moreover, 
army pay and allowances, being flat rates, also tend to increase 
the means of the poorest classes of the population compared with 
the rest. Now it is, of course. just these poorest classes who 
ordinarily have less of the" necessaries of life " than they would 
like to have. So, when they get more money, they try to buy 
more of these so-called necessaries, and add their increased 
demand to that of their Governments. 

So it comes about that the war boom, like other booms, partly. 
at any rate, and usually, in the end, completely, defeats itself so 
far as the working-classes are concerned. They have got more 
money to spend, but in spending it they raise prices against them
selves, and are not as much better oil as they expected, or even 
are worse oil than they were before, and that although they are 
working harder and some of them may be more efficient than before. 

They are naturally disappointed: they complain that they are 
being exploited-that" profiteers" are" taking advantage of the 
war " to display a wickedness which is mysteriously kept in check 
in time of peace. Middl""class newspapers see "good copy." 
The great majority of the newspaper-reading public is always 
ready to listen to an accusation of scoundrelism against any smal1 
minority from whom it happens to buy some commodity: A to Y 
join cheerfully in slandering Z, without ever thinking that next 
week it will be Y'. turn to be slandered by A to X, with Z, who 
has now forgiven his favourite newspaper's aberration in attack
ing his trade last week; and so on, with never a thought of the 
handle given to the hated socialist. . Articles appear explaining 
that there is no shortage of this, that, and the other commodity 
and that the rise· of price is due solely to the machinations of 
the "-- Ring." 

Then throughout the belligerent countries, and even in neutral 
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countries if the war is a big one, poor, deluded souls cry to their 
Governments for redress. To their Governments I To the very 
persons and organizations which by their evil disposition have 
brought the war about, or by their incompetence have failed to 
prevent it by the provision of alliances of peaceful Powers against 
disturbers of the peace. 

If the belligerent Governments were both well informed and. 
candid they would answer the cry for reduction of prices som&
what in this fashion :-

" We are sorry you are llIlffering, but not at all surprised. It 
always has been so in war, and always will be. If you did not 
want war, you should have elected different persons to your 
Parliament (or rebelled against your sovereign or the bureau
cracy which rules in his name). If you are prepared to stop 
the war on any terms which the other side would be likely to 
acoept, you had better say so in large numbers instead of clam
ouring for the imprisonment of the few who do. The war being 
here, we are afraid you must sUbmit to some reduction of your 
consumption. Can you seriously expect to get as much as you 
did in time of peace 1 We have taken away millions of abl&
bodied men from producing directly and indirectly the things 
which you eat and wear ;in hundreds of ways we are obstructing 
the production of those things, so that not more, but less of them 
is being produced in the world at large, and especially in the 
belligerent countries. Whence are we to get more for you , 
If you think we can get more for you by compelling the rich 
to reduce their consumption, please remember that the rich are 
few and that their consumption of necessaries per head is very 
little greater, when it is greater at all, than that of artisans, so 
that no appreciable addition to the amount available for the mass 
of the people can be got from that quartar. If imports are free 
from interruption by the enemy we may be able to get a little 
by persuading neutrals to consume less, but we can ouly do so 

'ily offering enough to raise prices in the neutral cciuntries so as 
to cause individuals there to buy less. The ouly comfort we ~ 
can give you is that the high prices are encouraging the pro
duction of necessaries all the world over, so that probably some 
increase of production may be expected even before the war is 
over, if it lasts much longer, and when it is over there will cer
tainly be a great fall in price." 
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But it is seldom Governments are hoth well informed and 
candid, and very often they are neither. Some of them are 
stUpid enough to believe more or less in the popular outcry against 
the profiteers and imagine that it is not their own war, but a 
sudden special and 1lIl&CCountsbie access of wickedness on the 
part of speculstors and others which has caused the trouble. 
Others, more intelligent, only pretend to believe it: they know 
that their young men will readily sacrifice their lives and limba 
and that their old men will readily sacrifice the lives and limbs 
of their sons and grandsons, and that their women will readily 
sacrifice the lives and limba of their husbands, their sona, and 
their brothers in what they believe to be a noble cause, but they 
have a deadly fear--sometimes, but not always, well founded
that women and old men will shrink from pinching the stomachs 
of themselves and the young children, 80 that warlike enthu
siasm Will decay if it once gets about that the association of war 
with abundance to eat, drink, and wear is delusive, and that there 
is still truth in the old motto of "Peace and plenty." 

So the general practice of Governments is to ignore the root
fact of the situation-the fact that when an overwhelming 
majority of the younger men of a Iaige area are engaged in an 
attempt to kill each other, and 80me unknown but very large 
proportion of the rest of the people is employed in providing 
them with the tools for doing it, the mass of the populstion 
cannot long be maintained 88 satisfactorily as when nearly the 
whole of it is engaged in the arts of peace. Neither a century and 
a half of scientific economics nor about half as long of socialist 
propaganda has really convinced the populsce and the news
papers of any country that wealth is dependent on labour. It 
is therefore possible for Governments to act as if nothing pre
vented people having as much as they want except the prices 
of the things wanted. Either, they say, people must be enabled 
to ofter more money or prices must be " kept down." 

Now giving people more money is quite an effectual way of 
meeting higher prices when it is applied to a limited class or a 
small area in commercial communication with the world outside; 
it enables the persons who get the increased money-means to 
increase their own consumption at the expense (production being 
for the time limited) of others, and 80 is a perfectly proper plan 
to adopt in favour of any class whose sufieringa are likely in its 
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absence to be disproportionately great. But, applied all round, 
or anything near all round, it defeats itself by causing a further 
rise of price; even if applied widely only within the boundaries 
of a single country, it is exceedingly expensive to the State, 
involving heavy taxation, present or future, unlesa the State 
prefers bankruptcy. 

Governments therefore fall back on the alternative of " keeping 
prioes down." The more agile· of the etupider among them 
promptly ~ maximum prices. This ordinarily diminishes 
supply, and, whether it does so or not, it cawies a worse distri
bution of what is available than took plaee before. Before, if you 
had some money you could buy some quantity, thongh perhaps 
not as much as you wanted:. now, whether you can buy any at 
all or not depends on whether you get early enough into the queue 
or stand long enough when you have got in. The inconveniences 
and injustices of this cannot long be tolerated, so far as the more 
necessary articles are concerned, and some system of equal or 
graduated rationing is substituted for it in their case. And as -
these necesaaries are not consumed much more largely in any 
case by the rich than by the mass of the people, the effect on 
the distribution is almost flil, but the Government is now bur
dened with an immense task in addition to carrying on the war. 
The more intelligent Governments know that maximum prices 
will not work, and fear the burden of the rationing system: 
others, unintelligent, are warned in time by the bad results of 
experiments made by their more active neighbours. So, instead 
of openly enacting maximum prices, they say they are " endeav
ouring to keep prices down by various indirect but more effectual 
methods." They will even venture to buy up large quantities 

. of some important product, under the impression that the bar
gaining powers of publio administrations are so excellent that 
they will be able to buy cheaper and sell cheaper than the whole
sale merchants who ordinarily manage the business! When 

o these and more reasOnable methods fail, and prices go on rising, 
they try to gain time and push off responsibility by appointing 
Committees to inquire into the causes of the high prices and to 
auggest remedies for them. 

Such is the origin of the Committee whose interim report is 
now before us; the appointing Government shows a slight leaning 
towards the light in the last words of the terms of reference, 
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which ask the Ccmmittee "to investigate the principal causes 
which have led to the increase of prices of commodities of general 
consumption since the beginning of the war, and to recommend 
such eteps, if any, with a view to ameliorating the situation as 
appear practicable and expedient, having regard to the necessity 
of maintaining adequate supplies." It is something to have this 
admission that the lowering of prices must, after all, be subject 
to the maintenance of adequate (what is adequate 1) supplies, 
even though the main problem is still supposed to be the reduc
tion of prices. The report is very much what might be expected 
from a Ccmmittee having this reference and consisting of the 
usual elemente, with perhaps rather more than the usual very 
smaIl percentage of members with an economic training. 

It begins with an examination of the extent of the rise of 
prices in the United Kingdom, without noticing the fact that the 
United Kingdom is only a smaIl locality in the much larger area 
in which the rise has taken place. This fact is, of couree, per
petually cropping up as the report proceeds, but much greater 
clearness would have been obtained if it had been put in the 
forefront, and a distinction explicitly drawn between causes 
general to the whole area and causes peculiar to the United King
dom. The Ccmmittee avoid committing themselves to any 
decision of the question whether rise of wages, conjoined with 
Army allowances and fuller employment and harder and longer 
work, has (or, to be exact, had, in September, 1916) increased 
the aggregate money-means of the working-classes of the United 
Kingdom to such an extent that they could buy as much as before 
in spite of the increase of prices, but they do say (I am not sure 
that it would be fair to write " they admit ") that" the evidence 
taken goes to show that there is less total distress in the country 
than in an ordinary year of peace." It is only necessary that 
" any practicable method of checking the rise of prices should 
anxiously be considered," because " certain clasees, normally in 
regular employment, whose earnings have not risen in the same 
proportion as the cost of living-for example, the cotton opera
tives and some classes of day-wage workers and Iabourers-are 
hard pressed by the rise in prices, and actually have to curtail 
their consumption, even though the pressure of high prices may 
have been mitigated in some cases by the employment of members 
of a family in munition works and by the opening of better-paid 
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occupations to women," and because .. many people in :receipt of 
small fixed inoomes necessarily also feel the pressuze; and it is 
obvious that while the total :receipts of families past school age 
may have been greatly increased, a family of the same class in 
which children are within school age may suffer exceptionally." 
Having thus justified its own existence by saying that after the 
greatest war in history had been going on for two years .. BOme 
classee" of the British population "actually had to curtail " 
their usual oonsumption, the Committee take in hand the 
particular caees of meat, milk, and baoon. 

With regard to meat, the Committee begin with what seelDS 

to be a rather curious resort to what candidates for exalninations 
in eoonomies call the "OOBtrOf-production theory of value," 
&BBUIIling that a rise in oost of production will afiect prices I 
immediately, instead of indirectly through its effect on supply 
or expected supply; at any rate, they seem to expect an imme
diate rise in meat prices to result from the increase in the cost 
of feeding and tending cattle in this oountry, without asking 
whether in fact the supply was being diminished. But this is of 
little importance, as they go on to say that the governing factor 
in the rise of price has been the demand of the Allied Govern
ments for meat for their armies. " Not only do the new British 
armies in the field and in home training oonsume very much more 
per head than was the case in time of peace, but the French and 
Italian armies also make a new demand on the extra-European 
supply. Consequently, meat prices have risen in neutral coun
tries in general as well as among the belligerents of the Entente." 
(In the Central Empires, they parenthetically observe, the rise 
has been much greater, presumaply meaning to attribute it to 
the same ca~increased army demand.) The Governments 
having taken much more meat for their armies than the indi
viduals oomposing the armies used to oonsume, there is naturally 
less left for the civilians, who raise the retail price by competing 

" for this reduced quantity. The Committee say "it has been 
estimated" that civilians in the United Kingdom have" latterly" 
been cut down to five-sixths of their previous consumption of beef 
and mutton, but it is not clearly stated whether the previous 
consumption is the,pre-war consumption or that of, say, March, 
1916. It would be more satisfying, too, to know how the excision 
of the new Army from the oivilian population has been allowed 
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for: mere counting of heads would be misleading, inasmuch as 
the men in the Army must have eaten more meat than the 
average (of men, women, and children, and even of adult men 
alone) when they were civilians. Rather confusedly, the Com
mittee speak of the reduction as .. a result, on the one hand, of 
the reduction of the imported supplies and attendant high prices, 
and" on the other hand, of the appeals made by the Government 
to the citizens in general to curtail their use of meat." The 
aggregate consumption was limited by the supply, and came up 
to that limit, so that Government exhortations cannot have kept 
it down: what they did, and were intended to do, was to induce 
some people to buy less than they could afford to buy, so that 
more of the limited total was left for others. Of course, in the 
long run voluntary abstention of the kind recommended ~ould 
by its effect on price tend to reduce the totsl supply and con
sumption, but the Committee are dealing with a very short run, 
in which there was no time for any such effect. Voluntary absten
tion, in the circumstances supposed, is quite rightly treated as 
tending to moderate price, but should not be regarded as reduc
ing aggregate consumption. 

The rise in milk prices is attributed by the Committee partly 
to reduction of supply and partly to increase of demand. The 
supply has been reduced by the increased attractiveness of meat;. 
production and also of cheese-production, and by shortage of 
labour. No attempt is made to estimate the amount of reduction 
which has taken place. The demand has been increased by the 
wants of the hospitals, the margari:n&-makers, and the tinned
milk and milk-chocolate manufacturers: nothing is said on the 
question whether the increased money-means of the working
classes has led to increased demand (measured by money offered) 
from the population in general. 

As to bacon, the Committee do not even head a section" Causes 
of Advance," as they do with meat and milk. They spend some 
time in refuting a grotesque notion, which seems to have obtained 
some currency, that cold storage was the cause, and get to the 
end of the bacon part of the report withont any definite stat&
ment of opinion abont the real cause. But they seem somewhat 
annoyed with Londoners for not liking American bacon and 
being willing to pay more for other sorts; they say public 
demand is at. present mainly for the best cuts, and it is diflicult 
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~ sell hocks and collars, even in poor districm, and they finish 
wiib the worde: .. There must have been a great increase in the 
mih\ary and other consumption to absorb the supply," which, 
80 ~ as the United Kingdom is concemed, seems to have in
creased largely, 80 we may conclude that they attribute the rise of 
price tA\ the increased money-means of the population. It would 
seem wol)Jt while to inquire whether the shortage (to the civilians) 
of beef a\d mutton may not have been a contributory cause~ 

To ~ or even to summarize, the eighteen recommenda
tions of th~rommittee is impossible in the epace here available: 
they have b~'ven in full by most of the newepapere, and the 
whole report y be bought for 2}d. The most interesting is, 
perhaps, No. .. In disposing of the meat which it purchases 
for the civil pOpulation, the Government should impose such 
conditions, not only on wholesale merchanm, but aIso on retailers, 
88 would tend to ~ the sale of such meat to the ultimate 
purchasers at ~ble prices." The origin of this is to be 
looked for in paragr8ph 22 of the report relating to meat. From 
this it appeare thatAustraIian meat has been bought by the 
Government and resold, sale being entrusted to the firms who 
.. formerly received the Australian supplies." These sell it on 
commiseion and are bound to do 80 "in the usual manner," 80 

that " as far 88 possible it shall p888 through the usual channels 
and in the usual quantities." "When supplies run short the 
distribution is 'P'o rat/J • • • the distributors are held bound to 
sell only to bona fide retailers in the old proportions." This 
remind.. us of the arrangement under which Parliament still 
distributes subsidies to local authorities in the proportions which 
it thought right in 1888. We have had two years of unparalleled 
movement, and the Government is apparently distributing Aus
tralian meat throughout the country as it was distributed before 
the quarrel between national States tumed the world upside 
down. Truly a touching tribute from Government to the efli-

" ciency of private .. profiteering" in providing for the wanm of 
the people I It can think of nothing better than .. the old pro
portions" I The Committee might have been expected to dis
cover that the old proportions were probably wrong under the 
new conditions, which, among other things, include an enormous 
redistribution of population. But no, they only propose greater 
rigidity. They want the retailer to be bound down as to prices : 
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the inevitable consequence of which will be that his supply will 
often " run short" of the demand at the maximum price, and 
he will presumably have to see that his " distribution is ']11'0 I!Jta " 
among his "old" customers. Housekeepers know that some
thing of this kind is already said by tradesmen to be in force 
with regard to sugar, coal and coke, and wonder vaguely how 
a new-comer into a place gets served at all, not being In .. old " 
customer of any of the dealers there. In the tenih century 
most of our ancestors were adsoripti gleb/B, bound to the land ; 
in the twentieth we are becoming adscripti taber1Iario, bound 
to our shopkeeper. Truly, progress is only gradual I 
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I 

OPENING OF THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST INFLATION 

[In August, 1917, Sir Hubert Llewe1lyn Smith, then Permanent Seerete.ry 
to the Board of Trade, circul&ted for criticism a confidentia.! memorandum 
on the probable co""", of prices on the conolusion of the War. No. I of 
the following papers W88 my reoponae. After writing it I sent .. Blightly 
a.!tered version of it to .. high authority; and No. II is my reply to a part 
of his criticism. No. 3 was the reouIt of .. request from the management 
of Commo.. B-.., .. newspaper edited by my friend, Mr. F. W. Hirst.] 

1. ..4. Letter to Sir H. LktoeUyn Smit1I. 

[The inevitable collapee .. ft~ tJu, War is put earlier then it actually 
occurred, because at the time neither I nor anyone else imagined that 
war expenditure and in1Iation would continue for many months after the 
...... tion of hoatilities.] 

BOllBNEHOUTB, 

..4.'IJg'U8t 19, 1917. 
DEAB LLEWELLYN SMlTB,-

I agree with the Memorandum on Prices after the War which 
you have sent me 80 far as it goes: I think however (1) I see 
some grounds for expecting Ii more precipitous drop in prices 
immediately the War ends, and (2) I should be inclined to add 
that present policy' should be altered in such a way as to prevent 
prices being so high at the end of the War as they are likely to be 

. if that policy is peZsisted in. 
(1). Present high world-prices in gold have been caused partly 

by the belligerent States paying some of their expenses by means 
of issues of paper money which have taken the place of gold and 
thus helped the depreciation of that metal which was already 
proceeding in consequence of excessive issues of the metal itself 
from the mines. The striking rise in silver's gold price affords a 
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useful example of this depreciation. National money prices 
have been raised in various countries still higher, and to various 

. levels, by the still further iasues of paper, which has been driven 
down below its nominal value even when that value is measured 
in depreciated gold. On the conclusion of peace the more 
solvent countries will stop further iasues and even begin to reduce 
existing iasues: in the more insolvent countries the paper will 
lose all its value, and there will be a demand for gold to fill the 
void in the currency. This will have some efiect in reducing 
prices, but not nearly as much as the stoppage of war expendi
ture. The belligerent States are all violently desirous of procur
ing the means of warfare quickly, and are ready to sacrifice 
almost anything in the future to gain this end. The efiect is that 
of a very acute boom. In an ordinary peace boom prices are 
raised by the too sanguine estimate formed by enterprising people 
about the future prospects of their particular business, which 
makes them ready to pay high prices to get things at once: in a 
war boom, prices are raised by Governments' desire for victory 
and fear of defeat which make them ready to pay almost anything 
for immediate delivery of the goods and services they require. 
In both cases production is hustilld up to a feverish pace which 
cannot be long maintained. Immediately peace is concluded, the 
expenditure of the various Governments will begin to shrink with 
enormous rapidity. In som'l cases it may stop altogether, 
owing to the dissolution of the State. In the others it will fall 
ofi by millions a week. Of many commodities the Governments 

-will become incompetent sellers instead of recklesa buyers. 
Profits everywhere w:iiJ. drop like a stone. Earnings of labour will 
be exceedingly bad in the aggregate, because employment will 
not be ofiered freely at the extravagant rates of wages now pre
vailing, and men and women will not readily take it at a large 
reduction. Moreover, large numbers of men who have been in the 
armies will be doubtful about what they want to do and where 
they want to go. Most people will be inclined to .. W sit a little 
and see how things shape" before launching into reconstructions 
and extensions or even undertaking .. necessary" repairs. The 
yield of taxation will drop so prodigiously that it will soon be 
obvious that few if any of the belligerents can posaibly meet their 
engagements except by taxation which their subjects will not bear. 
Some measure of default is likely to take place on belligerents' 
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national debts except in a few countries which may be able to 
get over the difficulty by the kind of compulsory liquidation 
involved in a drastic levy upon all property to pay ofE the national 
mortgage and be done with it. _ 

Towards the end of the Napoleonic war people in this country 
bad the same absurd belief in a boom coming on the conclusion of 
peace that many authorities have now. There was a tremendous 
disillusionment then, and there will be again. Complete collapse 
of prices and general gloom and depression are sure to come, and 
will probably be diversified by civil strife. 

(2). What is required to mitigate the fall of prices is to reduce 
the present in1iation of prices or at &)1y rate to check its further 
growth. The most efEectual means of efEecting this would be to 
spend less on the war, but dismissing that as impracticable, we 
still have two simple expedients w!rich would improve the 
national position to some extent. One (a) is a reduction of the 
currency, or at any rate a stoppage of its further increase. The 
other (b) is to raise more of the money required for the war by 
taxation, and, which is much the same thing, by charging higher 
prices for goods and services of which the British Government has 
a monopoly. 

(a) I am not a monetary expert and do not profess to be able to 
express a judgment on the monetary policy adopted at the out
break of the war. But it does not require a monetary expert to 
judge of the policy at present pursued of paying a large and 
apparently increasing amount of the war expense by the issue of 
more and more practically inconvertible notes which are at a 
discount compared even with deprecisted gold. I am aware that 
nominally Treasury notes are redeemable at the Bank of England, 
but I have not met with anyone who has bad the temerity to try 
to exchange them there, and I have not the courage to try myself, 
and I know that the government has actuaIly prosecuted persons 
for buying sovereigns at a price exceeding £1 in notes. If the 

"Government werereaIly ready to give a sovereign for a pound note, 
nobody would be so foolish as to give more than a pound note for 
a sovereign, and if anyone was, the Government certainly would 
not prosecute them. It cannot possibly be alleged now that the 
note issue is only just what is required to take the place of the 
more inconvenient metallio currency which was forced on the 
people of England and Wales alone among English-speaking 
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peoples for a century by stupid legislation. The issue has 
. evidently exceeded that limit, and has gone to a discount, and if 

its increase is not stopped will go to a greater and greater dis
count. Before the war no fairly orthodox authority would have 
admitted that the British Government in any future war would 
ever endeavour to pay its way in inconvertible paper. The past 
was supposed to have shown the folly of the plan. That opinion 
was perfectly correct, but war seems to deprive people of their 
reasoning faculties. 

(b I The inflating effect of borrowing rather than taxing is not 
so obvious as that of issuing excessive quantities of paper money, 
but it is equally certain, and at present in this country accounts 
for a larger share of the actual inflation. 

When it is alternative to higher direct taxation hitting the rich, 
Government borrowing tends to inflate prices by causing people 
to form exaggerated estimates of the available income they are 
likely to have in the future. When the Government borrows 
£1,000 at 5 per cent. from X and taxes X and his heirs £50 per 
annum plus costs of collection in perpetuity in order to pay the 
interest, X is really a little more damaged than if he had been 
made to pay £1,000 down in direct taxation. But not one X 
in 10,000 reaJizes this. The ordinary X either shuts his eyes to 
the future taxation or expects somebody else to pay it. Till he 
finds out his mistake, he continues his expenditure at a higher 
rate than he would have done if £1,000 had been taken from him 
by taxation. This causes expenditure in the aggregate to' be 
higher than it otherwise would be, and higher than is justified 
by the real circumstances. The higher Government expenditure 
is not counterbalanced at once by an equal decline of individual 
expenditure. 

When the borrowing is alternative to taxation of commodities 
consumed by the mass of people it inflates the tax-free prices of 
articles of general consumption in particular. Borrowing only 
tends to diminish the demand for articles of general consumption 
to a most trifling extent. In spite of the absurd ststisti~ of the 
War Savinge Committee (in which 1 appear as "The Working 
Classes" because it happened to be convenient for me to take up 
my 500 of War Savinge Certificates in two instalments rather 
than all at once I. only a negligible portion of loans comes from 
any but the well-t<Hlo. Probably not 1 per mille of the amount 
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raised by borrowing for the war represents reduction in consump
tion of bread, beef, and all the other things people have in mind 
when they deplore the rise of prices. On the other hand, to clap 
a tax upon an article of which nearly the whole is consumed by 
the mass of the population and which will not readily be aban
doned in favour of substitutes tends strongly to diminish the price 
of other articles of general consumption, since it inevitably 
reduces the money demand for them by diminishing the spend-' 
able money-income of the purchasers. 

As a first example we may take the case of sugar. When 
sugar became insufficient to meet the demand at the old price, 
the Government might have increased the tax (not by, as actually 
happened, an inadequate amount, but) by an amount sufficient 
to cut down the demand to equal the supply. The supply 
being entirely under Government control, would not have been 
diminished by the reduction of consumers' demand; we should 
have got just as much sugar as we have had, but the people 
would have had to pay more for it directly than they have had to 
pay under the policy of fixed prices, and would have had less to 
spend upon other provisions, which, accordingly, would not have 
risen 80 much as they have done. 

As a second and converse example we may take railway travel
ling. Here, being unable to satisfy the demand at existing prioes, 
the Government took,the co~e of clapping 50 per cent. increase 
or tax (it matters not which we call it) on to the fares. The 
demand promptly fell of! sufficiently, and the remaining spend
able money-income of the large numbers who still travel, was 
reduced, with the effect of curtailing their power of raising the 
prices of other commodities and services. Many of the London 
munition girls on holiday who crowd the beach here can still 
afford the tobacco which a patema1 Government is trying to 
cheapen for them, but the extra money paid for the trip must 
have cut down their purchases of something., 

, I submit that the policy adopted for sugar is wrong, and that 
adopted for railway travelling is right. 

The one economic objection raised against reducing demand 
to the dimensions of a reduced supply by raising the price of 
the commodity demanded in a situation like the present is that, 
I' the poor will be unable to purchase." It bulka most largely' 
in the minds of those who suppose that the rich in the aggregate 
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consume a very large amount of the necessaries of life above what 
they would get if the rule of equal rations for all prevailed. This 
large amount, it is believed, would be little reduced by a rise of 
price, inasmuch as the rich would go on buying nearly the same 
amount whatever the price. The poor would be .. starved," or 
at any rate obtain amounts reduced much more than in pro
portion to the reduction in the total supply. In fact, however, 
the rich are so few in number, and their individual consumption 
of necessaries of life so little in excess of that of the average 
person that their existence is practically negligible. The popu1a
tion actually consists of an overwhelming proportion of persons 
whose consumption of .. necessaries" is closely dependent on 
variations in their money-incomes and the prices of the com
modities: it is only a trivial percentage of the population whose 
consumption of such things as sugar and beef will remain nearly 
the same though their incomes fall and prices rise, and the con
sumption per head among these people is not very much greater 
than among the mass of the people. (In bread it is actually less.) 
Hence a rise of prices does not in practice have the efiect of 
entirely cutting ofi a section of the people from the commodity, 
or even of reducing their shares by a proportion exceeding in any 
appreciable degree the shortage of the total supply. What 
happens is a slight reduction nearly all round and mostly in the 
quarters in which it can be made with least sufiering: part of 
it will be in reduction of simple waste, and part in abstention of 
those who can most easily dispense with the article. The fact 
should never be lost sight of that people are accustomed to order 
their economy by the guidance of prices and will not readily drop 
into any new scheme of arrangement. There will generally be 
more waste in 75 lb. given out in rations than in 100 lb. sold over 
the counter. It would require an extremely hardy contro
versialist to maintain that the distribution of sugar which has 
actually prevailed since the beginning of the war (or even that 
which is likely to prevail after October 1) is more admirable than 
that which would have prevailed if demand had been brought 

. down to supply by an adequate increase of price (which would of 
course have been netted by the Exchequer). 

On the economics of the question there can be no doubt, but it 
Is said that political necessity dictated the adoption of the 
maximum price policy instead of the taxing policy. The working-
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classes, it is said, would not stand the right policy, 80 the wrong 
one had to be adopted. I believe this to be quite unfounded. 
The objection of the working..cIassea to the war pricea has always 
been based on the belief, fostered by most of the newspapers, 
that the rise was due only to the machinations of profiteers, who 
are suppoeed in BOme mysterious way to become either more 
wicked or more powerful in time of war. Complaint would not 
have been great against a rise of price which went straight into 
the Exchequer to aid in carrying on the war. This is not a matter 
of conjecture only, but is borne out by the quietness with which 
the rise of railway fares haa been accepted. Though the financial 
arrangements between the companies and the Exchequer cannot 
be preeent to the minds of the general public, it was impossible 
for even the stupidest of newspaper writers to ascribe the increase 
to the operations of profiteers, and BO it haa been taken quite 
contentedly, though railway travelling is of more interest to the 
people at large at present than it has ever been before, and a rise 
of 50 per eent. at one jump is enormous. (Of course, it is on the 
top of the previous withdrawal of "cheap" tickets.) 

My impression is that here, as elsewhere, in the end honesty 
will be seen to have been the best policy. By acting as if they 
adopted the view that high prices were due not to the war but to 
profiteering, the German Government and, following it as usual, 
the British Government, have given their adhesion to the doctrine 
that the war can be carried on without any economic sacrifice 
being demanded from the working-class. Life and limb indeed 
might be required from that class, but the whole economic 1088 
could and should be borne entirely by the rich. The working
class haa not been slow to note the admission of this doctrine by 
the Governments, and in the years of bitter aocial strife to come 
bourgeois politicians are likely to learn to regret that they were 
weak enough to countenance BO gigantic an imposture as the 
policy which was based on the pretence that mankind could give 
"Up peaceful production and take to destruction on the scale of the 
present war without widespread economic 'aufiering. 
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2. A LeJJ.er to a high IlIIIthority. 

[The passage about prosecutions near the end of tho firot paragraph 
i& duo to my correspondent having denied the ot&tomont that ponons 
had boon prosecuted for giving more than a £1 note for a sovereign (in 
No.1 above, p. 109). To discredit tho currency was an offence under tho 
Defence of the Realm Act (known familiarly ao DORA). Thologi81ation 
compelling the use of gold currency was the prohibition of bank-notes 
for 8UlDB undo. £5.1 

DEAR-- October 20, 1917. 

I never, as you say I did, "insinuated" that the notes were 
inconvertible; I said point-blank that they were "practically 
inconvertible," and I don't believe that you or anyone else denies 
that. You say I can go to the Bank of England (which will coet 
me 2d. from Clare Market in term-time and His. from Oxford in 
vacation), and ask for and receive as many sovereigns as I care to 
present notes for. I gather from a man who tried the experiment 
that I should be required to write my name on the back of one, 
possibly all-he only had one-of them (I dare say this ia 
immemorial practice) and also be asked what I wanted them for 
(a disagreeable impertinence to which I should not care to subject 
myself). But yon are careful to add that having got the 

, sovereigns, I am not to be allowed to export them and shall be 
put in priaon if I melt them down for jewellery or teeth. If 
that ian't " practical inconvertibility," I should like very much to 
know what ia. It's like offering me a knife on condition that 
nobody in the country may (lilt anything with it 0: export it. 
For what possible purpose could anyone ever want to convert, 
except either to use the gold within thee country or to export it t 
My friend when asked what he wanted the sovereign for, could 
only look foolish and say, "Oh I Nothing." What does it 
matter whether a man ia prosecuted for defaming the (lUffency 
(as surely he might be if he said twenty one-pound notes were 
only'worth nineteen sovereigns) when he gives £20 in notes for 
19 sovereigns or for "trafficking in them for the purpose of 
melting them down" t Given observance of the law, the 
technical, though hampered, convertibility ia reduced to a mere 
sham, as the sovereign ia necessarily decried to the level of the 
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one-pound note, whatever that level may be (as Ricardo observed 
in answering the objection that you couldn't get more than a one
pound note and a shilling for a gold guinea in 1809 or 1810). 
There is no point in the conversion of a paper £1 into a gold £1 
unless you may treat the gold as gold and not merely as a heavy 
and inconvenient representative of the paper £1. 

The parte of your letter which interest me most and also really ,. 
alarm me are those in which you speak of .. the myth that the' 
Treasury, when hard up, have some secret device forforcing notes 
out into circulstion," and seem to claim that the Treasury ·does 
not control the issue, but that it increases automatically in 
response to the requirements of the public. Isn't this what has 
always been said by the issuers of all paper currencies down to the 
very worst and most excessive 1 I can't imagine why anyone 
should suspect the Treasury of having some "8/lCf'et device for 
forcing notes out into circulstion." No Government was ever 
in a better position for introducing legal-tender and practically
inconvertible notes into the currency by the simple method of 
paying them away for goods and services received. The spending 
departments must payout many millions of £1 and 108. notes 
weekly, and so far as I can see there is nothing but the discretion 
of the Treasury and the Chancellor of the Exchequer to prevent 
the whole sum being paid by additions to the total of notes out
standing. As you say, .. anyone who has a balance at the Bank 
of England can turn it into currency notes ailltib." The Ex
chequm; has a balance at the Bank of England and can turn it into 
currency notes, but has the advantage over anyone elee that its 
beIances will not be depleted by its taking out the notes if its 
demand for notes is promptly met by the issue of additional 
notes. It can thus payout the notes just as easily and with as 
little .. forcing" as if it sent the notes direct from the printers 
to the wage-earners. It's only a very slightly roundabout way of 
doing the same thing. I suppose you will say that the Exchequer 
doesn't do this. I don't suppose myself that it does, but every 
other method is merely a slightly more or less complicated method 
of doing the same thing. 

No one supposed that the gold-mine owners, whose pounds 
starling cost them I am told somewhere a.bout 148. to produce, 
had any nsed of secret or other devices for" forcing" them into 
oUvullltioll, and I cannot conceive why a Goverwuent whoaQ' 
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paper pounds cost it perhaps a halfpenny should be supposed to 
require any such devices. The Government has only got to pay 
them away for goods and services: they will not return to be 
cashed in gold, however many are issued, because the Government 
will not give gold for them but only stamped pieces of gold which 
the holder may not do anything with except what he can do with 
the notes, and which therefore might just as well be made of heavy 
paper. Whether the Government pays a million of new (addi
tional) notes direct to munition workers in wages or issues them 
to a bank or a system of banks in exchange for old notes can make 
no difference in the long run. 

3. .A. N elJJspaper I ntertJiew. 

[This appeared in Oom""", 8 ..... for December 29.1917. The reference 
to the opinion of the Select Committee on National Expenditure is to the 
Second Report of that body. No. 167 of 1917, § 20.] 

" Inflation' Well, if you had come provided with a definition 
of inflation which I found intelligible, I would answer your ques
tion. But, aa every one gives his own definition of the term, and 
most of the definitions are unintelligible, I prefer not to answer. 
Is not all you want to know simply to what causes do I attribute 
the rise of prices which has taken place since Jnly, 19141 I 
attribute it to the war." 

In these ;words Professor Edwin Cannan started an illuminating 
conversation on a subject that is rapidly becoming a vital concern 
to every household, and, indeed, every individuaL " But sure
ly," I remarked. "that explanation is obvious." .. Obvious' " 
he replied. .. I doubt if it is to BOme people. I seem to recollect 
Mr. Will Crooks saying that it was a tragedy that the poor be
lieved the rise to be due to the war. He apparently ascribed it to 
BOme sudden accession of wickedness in the minds of profiteers, 
as unaccountable aa influenza usually is. If you want to know 
how the war has raised prices, I say this: Prices are higher when 
the things priced are less plentifn1 and when people have more 
money-or even when they only think they will have more 
money-to spend. Both these things have been brought about 
by the war. The armies themselves have withdrawn tens of 
millions of men from the production of ordinary commodities and 
services. These men are not a very large percentage of the total 
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population of the world, but they are a very large proportion of 
the work:injrforce of the world, 88 they consist chielly of strong 
men in the prime of life. Add to them the further millions of _ 
men and women, and boys and girls, taken away from ordinary 
production and set to work in making warlike instruments, and 
you can see how ridiculous it would be to suppose that the world's 
production of ordinary commodities could be kept up to its usual 
amount. The additional labour brought in by the employment' 
of women and children and old men formerly idle is a mere drop 
in the bucket, and is probably about balanced by the evil activity 
of the enormous and ever-growing Government offices set up to 
control this, that, and the other-usually to prevent people from 
doing something which it is perfectly desirable that they should 
do. In addition to the failure of production, there is the very 
considerable destruction directly effected by military and naval 
operations, and the enormous wasta involved in feeding large 
armies in out-of-the-way and awkward situations • 

.. These things and many other results of the war," Professor 
Cannan continued, .. cause the amount of ordinary commodi
ties reaching the consumers to be less than usual. If they had, 
and knew that they had, only the same money-means as before, 
this alone would cause a rise in prices as a whole, and the rise ' 
would be especially marked in the more necessary articles, since 
people can do with less luxuries more easily than with less neces
saries, and would e<;lnsequently divert some of their expenditure 
from luxuries to necessaries. This has long been recognized. 
It is more than 200 years since Gregory King made his well
known estimate that, if the wheat harvest were deficient by one
tenth, the price of wheat would rise three-tenths, and, if it were 
deficient by one-half, the price would be five and a half times the 
ordinary price." 

.. What means, then, would you suggest for remedying, or' at 
any rate checking, the conditions you have just described! " 
, .. The shortage of, ordinary commodities and services could, 
conceivably have been met by a corresponding shortage of money 
to buy them with. If a large portion of the note issues of the • 
world had been suddenly discredited, or if the gold mines had all 
been shut down-aa they ought to have been-on the outbreak of 
the war, that would have tended to keep prices down. But 
nothing of this sort happened.. The gold mines were allowed to 
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go on working much as usual, and the various Governments 
bolstered up every institution which seemed likely to fall into 
bankruptcy. Then they launched out into war expenditure 
without any clear perception that the magnitude of the produc
tion of military and civil commodities and services is limited by 

, the amount of materials and labour available, and not by the 
" amount of money which can be offered for them. If, by taxation 

or other means, they had caused their subjects' net incomes to fall 
off pari pa8Bt1 with their own increase of expenditure, all that 
would have happened would have been a large transfer of spend
ing power from their own subjects individually to the Govern
ments, and no effect would have been produced on prices. The 
aggregate spent would have been stationary. But this could not 
be done all at once, and, in fact, was not done later when it could 
have been done. Instead, the Governments ordered things • on 
tick' regardless of expense, and when the bills came in they paid 
them for the most part not with sums of money obtained in ways 
which meant corresponding reductions of the money spent by their 
subjects individually, but with money obtained or created in such 
a way as to lead to no such reduction, or, at any rate, to insufficient 
reduction." 

In reply to my suggestion that he should illustrate his criticisms 
by a concrete example of the operation of the method to which he 
was objecting, Professor Cannan said: .. Let us assume that, 
during peace, the total money income of this country was 2,400 
millions, of which 400 were saved (i.e., invested in additional 
machinery, houses, etc.) and the rest spent in everyday consump
tion. If," he continued, .. on or soon after the outbreak of war, 
the State had simply take~ 1,400 millions of this and spent it on 
the war, and the subjects had only the remaining 1,000 millions 
to spend and invest for themselves, the change would have caused 
a disturbance of prices, hut no general rise. But as, without 
considering the fundamental facts of the situation, it proceeded 
to spend on the war at the rate of 2,000 millions a year, and left 
open the question who is eventually to pay by referring vaguely 
to • posterity' or • the taxpayers of the future,' it could not fail 
to raise prices enormously, against itself as well as against every
body elae. Its purchases of commodities and labour at extrava
gant rates meant an increase in the money incomes of the persons 

'whose commodities or labour are bought. These people, having 
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more money to spend, buy or try to buy more commodities and 
services for themselves, and thus raise the price even of those 
things for which there is no Government demand." 

" But how can the Government have got 2,000 millions to 
spend if the total income of the country before the war was not 
more than 2,4OO! Surely it cannot have turned to its own pUl'
poses fivlHrixths of the productive power of the nation , " 

"No, nothing like five-sixths. The explanation is that a 
million now represents far 181!8, even when expended by 
fudividuals, than it did then, and that a million expended by 
the lavish hande of scratch Government departments means 
immensely l8!!8 productive effort than a million spent by in
dividuals now. We see the great figures of money spent on the 
war, and ejaculate 'Prodigious! ' without reflecting that there 
is no limit to the money which a State can spend provided that 
those who :receive it will hand it back again in taxes or in loans. 
It would be easy to double the laundry charges in thefsbled island 
where the inhabitants lived by taking in each other's washing I 
Similarly there is nothing to prevent our Government paying us 
all a war bonus of £100 a day if only the War Savings Committee 
can persuade us to invest it all in NationalWar Bonds-nothing, 
that is, except the slight inconvenienCe that the State will have to 
collect interest on the amount from the taxpayers until-if ever
it collects the principal, and who thinks of that , The debt is 
already equal to about half of the pre-war property of the 
nation: it may easily go to double or treble without the publio 
worrying over it: each person thinks somebody elae will have to 
pay the necessary taxes." 

"Have not Treasury notes something to do with money 
buying 181!8 , " , 

" I don't think them a primary cause, since the issue of paper 
here, as elsewhere, has been due to the reokl81!8 Government 
expenditure. But no doubt a great part of the expense simply 
could not have been incurred if the various Governments had not 

, watered their curren:cies. No sane person Can suppose that the 
Russian State oonld have spent half as many roubles without the 
aid of the printing pr81!8. The Select Committee on National 
Expenditure seems to have been persuaded that there is some 
mysterious difference between the Government paying for goode 
and labour with notes direct from the pr81!8 and paying for them 
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with notes which have been obtained from the banks in exchange 
for the newly-issued notes. This, of course, is nonsense, but 
such a smaII part of our whole expense-an average of rather less 
than a million a week for the last two years-is paid by the press, 
that we cannot suppose the Treasury increases the issue merely 
for the me of the direct gain involved in the manufacture of 
'pounds sterling.' The currency is watered and prices raised 
not for the sake of the million a week-what is that in these dsys 1 
-but in order to maintain the credit conditions which make 
possible the continuance of the immense How of borrowed money 
into the Exchequer. Without that How the expenditure, 
measured in money (and in future taxation), would have to come 
down, though the quantity of materials and labour applied to the 
war might remain the same or even increase. Thus the continual 
enlargement of the note issue seems essential to the ruinous 
policy which is being followed. It increases the expenditure by 
far more than the million a week; in fact, you may regard it as 
constituting the grease on the financial slide down which our 
State is following all the enemy States and some of the Allies 
towards perdition." 

II 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE WAR ON COMMERCIAL POLICY 

[A paper read OD September' 22. 1917. at a national conference of 
workiDg-olau .....,.,u,tions. arranged by Ruakin College, and held ., 
Birmingham. A complete repon of the prooeediDgs wee pnbliahed by 
Ruskin College under the title of 8<WM Ecmwmic J18ptdI 01 I~ 
J/tlaIi0n6, price 7d.] . 

As time goes on, commercial policy becomes more and more con
trolled by considerations of employment, the dominating idea 
being the increasing of employment or at least the prevention 
of its decrease. Unfortunately, it is usual to regard every 
diminution of employment in any trade as an evil, and we 
cannot usefully approach the subject of commercial policy with
out some preliminary examination of this opinion. 

When we work directly for ourselves we welcome with joy 
methods and appliances which reduce the labour of obtaining 
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any particular a.rticle, even if we want little or no more. of the 
\ a.rticle than we have been getting. Just now, we an garden 

for ourselves, and know how nice it is to get a more effective 
tool or to learn of some method which saves labour in digging 

" or hoeing. We do not regret the lost labour. Nor do we make 
reservations in favour of skilled labour: we cheerfully scrap 
our laboriously acquired talents if they are rendered nnnecessary 
by the discovery of new methods or implements. The situation 
is obviously the same whenever a number of people co-operate 
consciously. There is no reason to suppose that a purely com
munistic society would have the slightest objection to adopting 
labour-saving methods or appliances: the labour saved would 
be regarded as a pure gain, sinoe, if little or no more of the 
a.rticle produced by it is required, it can be applied in other 
directions, with the result of an increased total of desirable 
results, or it could be simply abandoned in favour of greater 
leisure. 

But when we co-operate unconsciously by way of selling our 
own products and buying those of other people with the pro
ceeds, changes in the direction of labour-aaving generally have 
an unpleasant side. It may happen, of course, that the demand 
for the article is so elastic that when its production is made 
twice as easy and the price falls to OJl&ohalf of what it was, a 
double quantity will be sold. In that case, no inconvenience 
will be felt: there will be no reduotion of employment in pro
ducing the a.rticle. People are apt to think that this should 
always be so, but in fact, of course, the demand for most things , 
is not and cannot be so elastio. It is much more usual for the 
demand to be such that an increase of production proportionate 
to the reduction of labour will cause such a fall of price that 
there will be less available for the remuneration of the labour, 
so that if an the previous workers insist on continuing, their 
position will be worsened; the same number can only be em
ployed if they submit to reduced eamings-otherwise some 

• must be excluded, which of course involves hardship, or at the 
very least inconvenience, varying in degree chiefly with the sud
deuness of the change. There is, of course, nothing exceptional 
or anomalous in this. In the case of an individual producing 
things for himeelf, a transfer of labour from one kind of pro
duction to another can be effected without inconvenience 9r 
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hardship hy the exercise of the sovereign power wielded by his 
brain. In the case of a communistic society transfers of labour 
from one occupation to another would be effected similarly 
without hardship to the persons concerned by simple decree 
of the labour ministry or whatever department of Government 
was entrusted with the distribution of individuals between 
employments. But in society as we have it, people are attracted 
into e~ployments and deterred from joining them, kept in them 
and driven out of them, by the different and changing com
parative advantages which they offer as means of earning a 
living. 

Recognition of this hardship is of course the most substantial 
cause of the sympathy which is widely felt with those who resist 
labour-saving methods and appliances. But the whole of the 
dislike for reductions of particular kinds of employment which 
prevails cannot be thus accounted for. Much of it comes simply 
from a fundamental misconception which leads people to sup
pose that labour itself is wanted instead of merely the things 
which labour produces, and which are not wanted because labour 
produces them, but are produced by labour because they are 
wanted. The habit of talking of each particular industry as 
" supporting" or "maintaining.. those who follow it leads 
people insensibly into the belief that the industry directly sup
ports or maintains those who follow it in such wise that a diminu
tion in its amount would diminish the whole society's means of 
maintaining its numbers. If we say that bootmaking supports 
bootmakers, we are apt to Jail into thinking that if we grew 
boots with as little trouble as finger-nails and with no more 
nourishment than at present, society, to be as well 011 as it is, 
would have to be less numerous by the whole number of persons 
employed in bootmaking. With some muddle of this kind in 
our minds we become inclined to regard every "expansion of 
industry .. (in the sense of more labour being devoted to any par
ticular kind of production) as a good, and every contraction as an 
evil. We are prone to rejoice indiscriminately over every increase 
of numbers employed in any trade, and to mourn indiscriminately 
over every decrease. We even sometimes go further, and 
rejoice not only over an absolute increase of numbers but over 
an increasing percentage of the whole number being employed 
in a trade, while at the same time, in defiance of elementary 
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arithmetic, we mourn over a decreasing percentage employed in 
another trade ! The &took example is agriculture. Throughout 
histOry increasing knowledge and civilization have enabled 
mankind to get the raw materials supplied by the surface of 
the earth for human food and clothing with greater and greater 
ease, so that a larger proportion of human labour time has 
been gradually made available for working up that raw material 
into more refined forms. Labour being divided, the diminution 
in the proportion of the labour time required for providing the 
coarsest necessaries of life lias naturally meant a diminution in 
the proportion of the whole population which has to be employed 
in agriculture, and a setting.free of a larger proportion for supply
ing other and more refined wante. Yet when has mankind 
been without weeping and wailing over .. the decay of agricul
ture "! The greatest sign of human progress has been con
stantly treated as something to be deplored and, if possible, 
prevented. 

If progress, when it requires absolute or comparative reduc
tions in the number of persons employed in particular trades, 
affected all countries equally, there would be much less resis
tance to these reductions. The ordinary person generally 
knows little of what is going on in other countries, and constantly 
assumes unconsciously that a change which he sees proceeding 
in his own country is not in fact going on in other countries. 
But he can be told, and it is often a great comfort to him when 
he is certain. that some symptom indicates that his own' country 
is going to the dogs, if he can be assured that other countries 
show the same symptoms in equal: degree. But of course pro
gress does not affect countries equally, and consequently we have 
not only redistribution of mankind between different occupations, 
but also redistribution of the persons following each particular 
occupation between the various countries. Invention of new 
methods of transport, coupled with the more general provision 

. -by accumulation of capitaI-of the material machinery required 
to utilize the invention, is the most obvious of such causes. It 
has made it pol!8ible and desirable to redistribute agriccl.turists 
and manufacturers, reducing the proportion of agriculturists 
and raising that of manufacturers in the old countries, while 
not doing so or not doing so in the same degree in the new 
countries. 
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But changes in transport are not the only things which affect 
the distribution of industry. Technical changes in the industries 
themselves, the exhaustion of old sources for the supply of raw 
materials, and the discovery of new sources, developments in 
education and a host of other things, are constantly making it 
desirable that particnlar industries should grow more slowly, 
cease to grow, or even decline in some situations, while they 
grow or grow more largely in others. The general tendency in 
history has been towards greater and greater territorial division 
of labour or localization of industry-that is to say, greater 
concentration of particnlar kinds of work in particular dis
tricts. To put a larger proportion of an industry in one place 
obviously involves leaving less in another, so that concentration 
is necessarily accompanied by denudation-as an industry gets 
localized in some districts, it declines in others. So long as this 
process takes place within the confines of a single national area 
there is little or no complaint. We hear nothing of the calamit
ous situation of the south-eastern counties owing to the dis
appearance of the iron industry from the Weald, nor of the 
misfortunes of Wiltshire owing to the woollen industry having 
increased more rapidly in Yorkshire. 

But when the redistribution is not between different districts 
of the same national area, but between different national areas, 
popnlar feeling is quite different. Then in each national area 
or country concentration is regarded with favour so long as the 
concentration takes place in that country, while the denudation 
is deplored and usually obstructed by Government. Each 
country is quite willing to accept any increase of industry due 
to the increasing concentration, but is unwilling to accept the 
necessary denudation. The various publics fail to realize the very 
elementary fact that it is just as true of any number of human 
beings as it is of one, that if they give a larger proportion of 
their time to one kind or a few kinds of work, they must give 
less to the other kinds. If an industry is concentrated in a 
country, it means that the inhabitants of that country deliber
ately make more of something or other than they want them
selves in order to exchange the excess for something else which 
is provided by the inhabitants of other countries. If they 
change their minds and resolve to make these other things for 
themselves they must willy-nilly give up concentration on the 
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first lot: they cannot have time to make both, and they do 
not require both. Thus, local or national increase of an industry 
due to greater concentration must necessarily be accompanied 
by local or national decline of some other industry or industries. 

The war is likely to form an important landmark with regard 
to both general and local declines. 

Firstly, let us consider its relation to general declines. The 
extreme urgency of the case when whole peoples have imagined 
themselves, generally without grounds, to be fighting .. for their 
lives," or at least "for their national existence," has led to the 
overcoming of much resistance to easier methods of production. 
It is one of the cruellest ironies of the war that hindrances of 
this kind should have been. easier to remove when people were 
struggling to destroy each other than when they were peacefully 
co-operating in the production of things generally desired. But 
so it is, and many authorities hope that the gain made in this 
direction may oflset.-at any rate, to a large extent-the 1088 

caused by the destruction of life and limb and by the check to the 
accumulation of new instruments of production. Vanous 
schemes are being mooted for securing that resistance to this 
kind of improvement shan be leBB in the future than it has been . 
in the past. 

My impression is that a good deal of useleBB advice is being 
given. Employers are told that they have been wrong in not 
allowing the employed to reap the benefit of changes which 
reduce the amount of labour required to produce particular 
articles. This would be right enough if the employers were able 
to keep the advantage to themselves; but what actually happens 
in the long run-a.nd usually in a not very long run-is that 
the advantage of a leBB costly form of production is secured by 
the purchasers of the product in the shape of a reduced price. 
Improvements in the production of an article thus cheapen 
the article while leaving the remuneration of the producers at the 

. aocustomed level compared with the remuneration of producers 
of other things. This surely is the common-seuse solution: if a 
thing becomes easier to produce let it be produced in greater 
quantity and be cheaper-do not pay the producers more. 
There seems no real ground for paying them more, and to do so 

. is practically impoBBible because of the difficulty of &election. 
If potato-growing is made twice as easy by some invention, 
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it would be not only senseless to say potato planting and digging 
was to be higher paid, but futile, unless you give some kind of 
monopoly to a limited CIa88 and face the difficulty of saying 
who is to be admitted to that cl&88. Otherwise, there will 
be enough independent potato-growing to keep down the price 
to a figure which will not yield the proposed extra remuneration. 

The real cure seems to be the simple one of greater versatility. 
The resistance to improved methods comes £rom the reluctance 
which people very naturally feel to agree to anything which 
involves a diminution of the demand for the particular kind of 
labour which they can offer. To get rid of this reluctance 
altogether is of course impoBBible, but its force will be dimin
ished by every increase in versatility which makes the main
tenance of demand for the particular kind of labour less vitally 
important to the persons concerned. And here I see one of the 
very few good effects of the war which I personally have been 
able to recognize. It does seem as if the war will have enor
mously increased the versatility of the present generation. 
The amount of change of occupation has been enormous, and 
in consequence quite a large proportion of men and women, who 
before were only experienced in one kind of work, are now 
experienced in two, three, or even in more kinds. Moreover, 
every one is accustomed to the idea of versatility, and convinced 
that it is much easier to acquire the ski1l necessary for most 
occupations without either training in youth or a very long 
training in later life. This, I think, is one of the most hopeful 
features of the present situation. Old stick-in-the-mud Europe 
has, in respect of this matter, become one of the .. new coun
tries" which owe so much of their superiority to the greater 
versatility of their inhabitants. 

Trade Unions will have to accommodate themselves in some 
way to the psychological change which will have taken place. 
When men become more versatile they will not feel so much 
identity of interest with an organization representing a small 
branch of industry and nothing else. To be useful, labour 
organization must represent persons and not an abstraction. 
The union which represents a trade no longer nece888ry to society 
is of no further use. The general shake-up of the war in making 
these facts more obvious will undoubtedly be beneficisl, though 
an outsider may be excused from offering suggestioDil about tho 
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manner in which labour organization should meet the case. I 
expect it will find a way. 

With respect to the other branch of the subject, resistance to 
national contractions of particular' employments, which is the 
branch with which we are concerned, the prospects of mankind 
do not appear so unclouded. The war has inflamed slumb~ 
tribal animositi~ and has created pseudo-tribal animosity 
between moet of the people who happen to live in the dominions . 
of the two sets of belligerents, whatsver their' race may be, 
and animosity is unfavourable to clear thought and prudent 
action. We need not indeed attach mnch importance to the 
insensate ravings of banqueters who break the pla~ in an 
English hotel because they were imported from Germany'before 
the war, or of their friends who wreck the shop of a baker who 
is fighting for them in France, because his wife employs a Ger
man to fill his place in his abaence--a German who, in all pro
bability, left his native country because he W88 not enamoured 
of it. Such froth will BOon disappear. The memori~ of nations 
are short-so short that in the past only a few years have usually 
been requisite to turn enemi~ into alli~ and alli~ into enemies. 
The plat&-breaking heroes of the Savoy probably thireted for 
war with Russia over Penjdeh and the Dogger Bank incident, 
with the United Sts~ over the Venezuelan boundary and with 
France over Fashoda; and the wreckers of the bakery might 
easily be led against any foreigner who presumed to .provide 
them with any of the necessari~ of life. But it does seem 
as if the present war. has been more successful in exciting last
ing animosity than most modern wars. A generation or two 
must pass before the sufierings and iwligniti~ endured by the 
people of areas occupied by hostile armies will be forgotten. 
The London school-children slaughtered outright by the Ger
man aviators, and the Karlsruhe school-children slaughtered 
outright by the British and French aviators, may be forgotten 
jn a few years, and their grav~ be untended like those of their 
fellows who die from natural causes or poverty and neglect, 
but those who were only maimed will continue for the remainder 
of their lives to excite the indignation of their compatriots against 
the cruel enemy. We cannot doubt that hostile sentiments b&
tweeD. enemi~ will be acute for a long time, and it seems to me 
that it would be sanguine to suppose that its eflects will be 
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anywhere near counterbalanced by growth of atIection between 
allies. 

Nor is this matter of sentiment the only disquieting factor. 
There are others perhaps more practically important. 

In'the first place, the war has forced most countries to be more 
seH-sufficient than they were. The seH-sufficiency has been 
disagreeable enough to the people who want the imported 
articles and have had to put up with inferior and much dearer 
substitutes, but it has favoured those who produce these sub
stitutes, and they rather naturally desire to stick to what they 
have gained. The position is just the same as it was in this 
country at the end of the great war a hundred years ago. The 
agriculturists then had got used to receiving enormously high 
prices, and they could not bear the idea of a drop on the con
clusion of peace. They therefore persuaded themselves and the 
legislature that the salvation of the country depended on keeping 
the price of wheat up to 80s., and obtained legislation intended to 
secure that object-legislation which was happily unsuccessful, 
and had little result except some aggravation of agricultural 
depression. We see now in the papers paragraphs headed 
"No more cheap foreign glass," giving accounts of the deter
mination of persons concerned in the manufacture to prevent 
their fellow-citizens from buying an important building material, 
not from the enemy but from the Belgians. There is nothing 

, new in this: one effect of war always has been to provide tem
porary protection for industrIes which thereupon clamour to 
have the protection made, permanent, and have usually some 
partial success followed by reaction later. 

Secondly, the State, in this and other important belligerent 
countries, has succeeded in securing the support of labour organi
zations and thus nationalizing in a certain degree the labour 
movement. Finding it impossible to make head against their 
enemies without better support than that afforded by the 1IBU&1 
organs of Government, the States have struck up allisnces with 
the trade organizations and have used them freely for the pur
pose of allaying-or, at any rate, B1Dothering--&scontent. The 
most cherished prejudicee of the governing classee have been 
jetpsoned in view of the paramount necessity of winning the 
war. Lord Willoughby de Broke is alleged to have sung " The 
Red Flag," German army commands are said to have freternized 
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with trade union secretaries, and Cabinets undoubtedly consist 
of the most amazing compounds of "prancing ex-proooIlB1ils" 
and "pestilent labour agitators." 

The bringing in of Labour to national governments at the 
moment when these governments are engaged in an immense 
military conflict of absorbing interest is a most inauspicious 
event. You know how men who work for an organization of 
any kind are apt to put the good of the organization before the 
end for which it was founded. Persons in the service of the State 
are specially inclined to this. I have many friends who have 
temporarily given their services to the State, and I have been 
astonished at the rapidity with which most of them become 
identified with the machine which they imagine themselves to be 
working, but which really works them. For three long years 
the machines which are each called by their subjects-eubjecta 
is the right word-" The State," as if there was only one State in 
the world, have been working not to create but to destroy, and 
those who have been tending them will have greatly lost their 
perception of the trne ends of life. Thinking perpetually of war
fare, they are sure to shrink from allowing the pcople of their 
respective countries to increase their "dependence" upon the 
people of other countries by the increase of international com
merce. A good example of the manner in which evil associations 
obstruct clear thought was given us last spring when one of the 
new Labour ministers declared that he would not allow any 
foreign steel to come into his country till all the steel works 
in it were fully occupied. There was in his mind not the smallest 
consideration of the question in what proportion it is really 
desirable that the world's production of steel should be divided 
between the various countries, but just a thoughtless acquiescence 
in the standard provided by the number and magnitude of the 
steel works which happened to be present in his own country 
early in 1917. Why 1917 t Why not some other year! Is 
it trne that not only that what is, is right, but also that it must 
never be changed t 

Can nothing be done to cope with these sinister influences by 
cold reasoning' Possibly something. It may do good to point· 
out the absurdities involved in the belief that concentration of 
particular industries in particular countries is undesirable, or 
at any rate that its extension beyond that already attained in 

It 
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1917 (or whatever is the date of the controversy) is undesirable. 
It may do good, too, to point out the extreme unsuitability of 
existing national areas to be economic units, each striving for 
self-sufficiency. If the world is to be divided into units striving 
for self-sufficiency, surely the division ought to be made by a 
boundary commission of economists, trade unionists, or lIuch 
other persons as we may suppose competent to order industrial 
matters. The present national areas were never marked out by 
such people. They have come down to us from feudal times, 
have been modified by modem wars and have no claim whatever 
on economic grounds. If you took the map of the world and 

• tried to divide it into suitable areas for self-sufficiency you 
would find yourself enlarging the first country you took in 
hand and enlarging it more and more till at last there were no 
others. 

The cult of national self-sufficiency is incompatible with peace, 
since it must inevitably render warfare perpetual by making it 
necessary for each nation to grab territory which contains the 
eource of eome product which it has not got in its existing terri
tory and which it must have in order to be self-sufficient. We 
have seen a little of this already; it would be more and more 
serious, the more intense the worship of self-sufficiency. Sup
posing the bigger empires managed to settle down to an unessy 
peace, what would become of the sma1ler countries t What is 
to become of Denmark, Switzerland, Portugal, when the big 
countries reached a high degree of self-sufficiency and would 
not deal with them t They must join the bigger countries, 
and soon there would be only two or three great powers in 
the world which, after a second or third Armageddon, would 
be reduced to one by eome struggle for the eource of some indis
pensable article. 

Such arguments may seem telling enough in the countries 
which are too sma1l to allow the lust of power to flourish. But 
in the greater empires they are likely to fall on deaf ears 80 

long as the present state of sentiment prevails. In each of these. 
people will be found to believe that their own country is the best 
situated for the struggle. In the large scattered empire of 
which the parts are separated by long distances over sea, people 
think they can best be independent of outside supplies because 
their dominions extend into every zone of temperature and 
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include every kind of BOil In the smaller but compact empire 
the weaknesses of the larger but more scattered one-ita liability 
to succumb to submarine attack, for example-are clearly per
ceived, and it ia hoped that the more compact area will win 
through with the aid afforded by science in providing substitutes 
for imported products. So long as the question ia considered 
from a purely national point of view, aJ).d BO long as patriotism 
ia confounded with contempt and hatred of other nations, we 
may doubt if argument directed to show the suicidal character 
of the gospel of self-sufficiency will have much effect in the 
greater countries. When two men desirous of killing each other 
are locked together in the water, it ia not much use to tell them 
to let go if each thinks the other will drown first. 

Even, however, without any expectation of cold reasoning 
about either exclusive or 'mutual advantage producing much 
effect in the present state of international sentiment, we may 
hope for BOme improvement owing to the discredit into which 
the more important belligerent States will have fallen by the 
end of the war. The war ia no longer popular in Europe, though 
it ia said to be BO in America, where it iaonly beginning; it will 
be less popular before it ends, and in the' appa.lling slump which 
will follow the inflation by the aid of which it has been carried 
on, it will be universally execrated. The independent States are 
responsible for it, and none of the greater ones can escape respon
sibility by pleading that it was not their fault but the others', 
since, if they did not want the war, they ought to have taken more 
efficient steps to prevent ita occurrence. Moreover, they have 
each saddled themselves with a load of debt, made much greater 
than it need have been by their insensate iasues of paper money 
which have raised prices against them, and quite impossible for 
most of them to bear. Break-downs under the burden will 
deprive them of the one and only means by which modern wars 
can be carried on, while continued bearing of the burden will 
involve taxation wholly incompatible with popularity. Some 
of the existing States will probably dieappear altogether, and 
those that remain will find their power immensely reduced. 
The Labour movement will cease to regard the capture of such 
discredited institutions as an object of desire, and will not only 
be thrown back into greater teliance on ita own organizatiQns, but 
will also tend to make those organizations, wherever possible, 
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ignore national boundaries. This will greatly weaken the forces 
which resist necessary and desirable redistribution of industries 
between difierent countries. An organization representing 
that part of a trade which is situate in a single country can 
scarcely fail to support any measures which will prevent its being 
superseded by greater growth in another country. But an 
organization which represents both parts of the trade will regard 
the transfer with equanimity. 

All this might be urged even if no fundamental change in our 
political system were impending-even if it were likely that we 
should be content after this war to sink back into the old condition 
of preparing for the next one. For my part,. however, I regard 
that 118 a state of things which, if possible at all, could only 
endure for a very short time. The possibilities of preparation 
are now seen to be BO great that preparation for the next war 
would mean the giving up by the whole population of every kind 
of commodity, service, and enjoyment beyond the very barest 
necesearies of life. No people will stand that, and the inevitable 
consequence will be the introduction of BOme kind of world
government which will put an end to what is called national 
independenC&-that is, the right to go to war claimed by the 
present national States. These States, or those of them that 
remain and the others that take their place, will then drop into 
the relative position which difierent Dominions of the British 
Empire at present occupy in regard to each other, and we may 
derive some useful ideas from the paraIlel. 

Though the difierent Dominions of the British Empire have no 
right and (perhaps therefore) no inclination to go to war with 
each other, they seem at first sight to show much the same 
desire for self-sufficiency 118 independent countries, and obstruct 
trade in much the same way. 

Therefore, it may be said, the difierent 'countries in a Worldish 
Empire in which autonomy without power to go to war was 
established would adopt much the same commercial policies 118 

they do at preaent. But we may well doubt whether, if this 
were true at first, it would continue to be so for any length of 
time, for two reasons. In the first place, the tendency of the 
British Dominions to strive for eeH-sufficiency is much less 
marked, and is becoming less and less BO, in relation to other 
parts of the British Empire, than it is in relation to foreign 
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countries with which the possibility of war is present. In the 
second place, it is likely that such cult of seJf-~ciency as really 
prevails is Jargely due to unconscious imitation of the independ
ent and war-making States. In a Worldish Empire there will 
be no foreign countries, and the tradition of the war-making 
States will be gradually dying. Consequently, from the first, 
we may expect a leas vigorous adoption of obstructive commerciai 
policies, and as time goes on we may reasonably expect it to 
become further and further relaxed. 

ill 

THE CAUSES OF DISCONTENT 

[An article entitled" Industrial Umeet" in the g""""",jc JUImI4l for 
December, 1917. The Commission'. report. referred to are numbered 
Cd. 8662 to 8669. The word "flipper" (in the first paragraph) was 
invented by me ... the masculine of the well·established "1l&pper" to 
describe the pert but capable boys who took the p1a.ces of absent men, 
but deliberate etl'ort. to enrich a langu&ge are seldom successfuL A 
oommittee in Whiteb&ll, on the motion of Professor W. J. Asbley, excised 
the word from a dmft report in which I had lIlImIIged to introduce it.] 

III 1914, when the war broke out, a wave of patriotic sentiment 
led the well-w-do citizens of this country to resolve to do some
thing to prevent the poor from suffering too much. They pr0-
ceeded to collect money for the relief of the distreas which was 
expected from want of employment, and we can well remember 
the exultation felt when the aggregate reached a sum which 
would pay for about half a day of the war at the present rate. 
The expected unemployment did not arrive. Instead, employ
ment became more complete than ever before. The unemploy
ment percentage curve sank almost to the base of the chart : 
old-age pensioners were dragged from their retirement; thousands , 
of "flappers," girls in their early teens, left their trivial home 
tasks and peopled shanties run up for Government departments 
in St. James's Park and the Embankment Gardens, and hundreds 
of thousands worked in munition factories everywhere, while 
their brothers, the .. flippers," got promotion at a rate which 
suggested that Father Time must have taken to an aeroplane. 
Wages in the new occupations were very high, and even in the 

" 
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depressed trades "war bonuses" had to be given to retain a 
much climinished number of workers. So far as money receipts 
were concerned, the working-classes never had such a glorious 
time. 

And yet not quite three years after the beginning of the war 
a Commission was appointed by the Prime Minister to " inquire 
and report upon Industrial Unrest and to make recommendations 
to the Government at the earliest practicable date," and its work 
was considered 80 urgent that it divided itself into eight divisions 
(corresponding to the eight munition areas), and these eight all 
reported in a month ! 

With the aid of the Commissioners' reports it is not very 
difficult to see what the main causes of the unrest have been. 

In the first place we may take the 1088 of .individualliberty. 
-of course, many of the restrictions imposed by war measures, 
while irritating enough to the people in general, can scarcely be 
regarded as causes of " industrial .. unrest, inasmuch as they are 
not directly connected with employment. Such are the liquor 
restrictions, and the fact is probably the explanation of the 
sharp divergence of opinion between the various panels of the 
Commission when they ask themselves whether the liquor 
restrictions have been a cause of industrial unrest. The West 
Midlands Commissioners "were frankly amazed at the strength 
of the objections to the liquor restrictions," anirrecommend that 
the supply of beer should be largely increased. The Scotch Com
missioners, on the other hand, received no complaint from any 
quarter; and the North-Eastern Commissioners find that" the 
liquor restrictions have not generally led to the creation of in
dustrial unrest "; while the North-Western Commissioners very 
confusedly announce that they" are a cause of unrest," but" con

. tribute to unrest rather than cause it," and quote with approval 
the observation of an employer, "I should not call the liquor 
restrictions a cause of unrest, but I should unhesitatingly say 
they are a source of a considerable loss of aocial temper." The 
Commissioners in general adopt the view very naively expressed 
in the North-Western report, that "the matter should be 
sensibly dealt with, not from the high ideals of temperance 
reformers, whose schemes of betterment must be kept in their 
proper place till after the war, but from the human point of view 
of keeping the man who has to do war work in a good temper, 
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which will enable him to make the neceas&lY sacrifices in a con
tented spirit," beer being to many of the best citizens of the 
country .. not only a beverage, but a sacred national institution." 

Conscription appears at fust sight not to be a distinctively 
indl18tr:ial matter, any more than the liquor restrictions, but it 
becomes 80 in consequence of the neceas&lY exceptions to its 
universality. The loss of libertY. involved in every man of a 
certain age being compelled to serve was a popnIar loss among 
almost all classes, because the man of militmy age who was not 
willing to serve was disliked, but whether or not, it could not 
have been a cause of specifically indl18tr:ial unrest. But when it 
was found that universality was impossible, and the loss of liberty 
took the form of tribunals deciding who was to go and who to 
stay, the situation' was completely altered. Decisions that this 
man and that man, though of militmy age and fitness, ehall be 
allowed to stay at home in safety because they are indispensable 
to the industry in which they are employed are a~d must be 
industrial decisions, and, human nature being what it is, they are 
absolutely certain to become a cause of indl18tr:ial unrest. More
over, the Anny itself, though its efforte are directed to the 
destruction of the enemy, is an industrial organization, and offers 
great variety of occupation: the selection of men for the various 
occupations is entirely iD the bande of the militmy authorities, 
and would be far from giving universal satiefaction, even if those 
authorities were perfectly wise. As things are, it is not surprising 
to hear from the Scotch Commissioners that .. the whole syetem 
of the operation of the Militmy Acts is, in the opinion of the great 
bulk of the working-classes, an exhibition of bungling incom- , 
petence and of exasperating dilatory methode," and that the 
opinion generally held of the unfair working of the Acts is " a 
great cause of unrest." 

While willing to submit to the loss of liberty involved in 
universal militmy service, the working-olasses to a man were 
strenuously opposed to "indl18tr:ial conscription." Now it is 
true tha~ no man has been industrially conscribed in the Sense 
of being directly compelled to take some pamcnIar employment, 
but a great deal of what may be called negative indl18tr:ial con
scription has been introduced by restricting men's freedom to 
abandon their employment, either by way of strike or in order 
to take other employment. As the West Midlande Comini&-

" 
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sioners say, "The Munitions of War Acts have revolutionized 
industry. In normal times the workman is free to leave his 
employment, whether to secure better wages or on personal 
grounds; now he can do neither unless his employer consents or 
the Munitions Tribunal grants a certificate. • •• In normal 
times wage changes are settled by collective bargaining; now 
they are settled by the State, In normal times the employer 
disciplines his own men; now discipline is enforced publicly 
in a criminal court. Lastly, the Trade Unions have fought, 
rightly or wrongly, and in the engineering trades have fought 
successfully; for the principle that certain men or certain unions 
alone were entitled to certain work. Now this has been swept 
away, and men and women of rival unions, or of no unions at 
all, work alongside skilled craftsmen. These changes are strongly 
resented as infringements of personal liberty, to which men are 
deeply attached." 

Historians tell us that the people of England in old times 
bought their liberties with hard cash. In our day surprise and 
annoyance has been expressed in some quarters at the unreadi
ness of the workmen to sell their industrial rights. P!!riotism 
and .Felf, they have been told, both demanded that they should 
make no fuss about such things: the one thing needfuI to them 
was to beat the Germans, and they should be thankfuI for the 
high wages which they were able to earn for doing it under, and 
it was implied, in consequence of, the new system. The appeal 
to patriotism has kept things going, the appeal to pelf has largely 
failed. 

One great reason for its failure has been, of course, the rise 
of prices, which has made the rise of wages to a large extent 
illusory and disappointing. The ordinary person's feelings are 
outraged by any change in prices which tells against him much 
more than they are gratified by a change in his favour. If his 
wages are doubled at the same time as the prices of the things he 
has been accustomed to buy rise one-half, he will not be thankfuI 
for the actual rise in his real wages, but will be infuriated by 
the belief that somebody has cheated him out of part of his 
rights. Thus even the large section of the working-cla.ssee which 
has really so far without doubt benefited greatly by the war 
changes might quite reasonably have been expected to be ex
tremely discontented, as well as those whose position was left 
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snbstantially unaltered and those who have been actually 
damaged. The eight panels of the Commission are unanimous 
in regarding the opinion of the working-cIasses, that they have 
been exploited by the rise of food prices, as the univers&l and 
most important cause of industrial umest. 

The other great reason for the failure of the rise of money 
wages to placate the W&glHl8l1lers has been the fitfulness of ite 
distribution. A community which would be quietly contented 
with a 10 per cent. rise of income all round and happier still if 
the same aggregate increase arrived in the shape of an equal 
instead of a proportionate addition to each person's income, is 
likely to be thrown into a seething ferment of discontent by a 
20 or a 50 per cent. rise distributed haphazard. The war changes 
have not only altered the distribution of earnings between 
difierent industries, but have altered the distribution between 
difierent classes of workers inside each industry at haphazard, 
so that individuals working in the same shop have seen their 
relative positions reversed. The dispassionate outside observer 
sees no reason for supposing the new distribution to 'be leas just 
or more unjust than the old, but the popular mind is devoted to I 
the doctrine of vested interests and legitimate expectations. If 
time out of mind one clase of labour has earned 20 per cent. or 
thereabouts more than some other clase, it will seem a oruel 
injustice to the first cIase if they get a rise of only 15 per cent. 
while the second gets a rise of 50 per cent., so that the new 
earnings are 138 and 150 instead of 120 and 100. Nor will their 
dissatisfaction be anything like balanced by the satisfaction of 
the clase which has risen: this satiefaction will be alloyed by 
an uneasy feeling that the good fortune is undeserved, and that 
the unlucky have been badly used. The West Midlands Com
missioners say : 

.. The outbreak of the war found the eraftsmen's unions, such 
as the A.S.E., working mostly on a time rate as against a piece 
rate. This was the case even where a piece rate was applicable 
-and would have paid the men better. This feature of Trade 
Union policy is so well known that we need not enlarge on it. I 

The war caused changes which can be grouped under three 
heads:-

.. Fir6l, the introduction of semi-skilled and unskilled men and 
women into work previously regarded as skilled men's work. 
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"Second, the largely inm:eued output of existing processes 
giving a greater earning power for the 8&IIle piece rate, and 

" Third, the introduction of many new processes easily learnt 
and yielding a high wage at the agreed piece rates. To this must 
be added the great speeding-up which the beginning of the war 
called out, and the fact that it W88 very wisely determined that 
piece rates existing before the war should not be reduced. The 
result has been 88 great a revolution in industry 88 any similar 
period has witnessed. The output h88 been vastly incteued, 
old processes have been scrapped, and new and more efficient 
ones introduced. Our industries stand on a different plane from 
the pre-war period. Now the effect of increased production 
coupled with a fixed piece rate h88 been a great inctease of the 
earning power of workers doing repetition work. The rates were 
fixed in peace time, when not only were conditions more leisurely, 
but orders were received in dozens and groases where they are 
now received in thoU8&nds and tens of thoU8&nds. Hence the 
machine can now be worked for a longer productive period, the 
output is enormously increued, and the wages earned have 
reached a height hitherto undreamt of. In the engineering trade 
four pounds a week for [a] man or woman, who has entered the 
trade since the war, is not an unusual wage; whilst in many 
cases the wage reaches six, eight, and ten pounds a week or even 
more, all, be it understood, by workers with no previous experi
ence. At the 8&IIle time the tool-maker and the gauge-maker, 
both skilled men whose skill is the b88is on which the machine 
operates, are still working on a pre-war rate, plus the bonuses 
and advances received since the war, but, taking all these into 
account, are receiving considerably less than the piece-worker. 

" The result may be imagined. The skilled man with a life's 
experience behind him sees a girl or youth, whom perhaps he 
himself has taught, earning twice 88 much 88 he does. The 
injury to his self-respect is 88 great 88 that to his pocket His 
grievance is aggravated by the fact that the Leaving Certificate 
system prevents him from taking up repetition work himself." 

The Yorkshire and East Midlands Commissioners similarly 
aay: "In every district typical instances were given in which 
unskilled workers, labourers, women and girls, were earning 
more than double that of the skilled men, thus provoking 
discontent and acute unrest, not only in the ranks of the skilled 
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men and in their homes concerning the inadequacy of their pay, 
but also in the other grades of ordinary unskilled labour, where 
the earnings of the workers have been but slightly increased, 
and thus made a demand for higher rates of pay, such as would 
provide the bare necessities of living at the present exorbitant 
prices. ' 

"The methode followed in fixing the prices for the piece
workers appear to have been of a very haphazard and careless' 
character, arrived at generally without conference with those 
who could have suggested more scientifio and equitable methode 
of securing that the greatest output could have beeu ensured by 
advancing skill and the employment of new and improved means 
of production. Unskilled workers in some factories are earning 
from £10 to £18 per week, and could easily earn more but are 
afraid to." 

The discontent which exista takes the form of anger with the 
Government, not in the sense of the particul&r group of politicians 
who happen to form the Cabinet or the Ministry, but the whole 
machine. The Government ia direetly employing an astonish
ingly large proportion of the whole population, and a large pro
portion of the remainder are employed by firms which are mere 
puppets in the hands of the Government. We hear .no more 
of grandmotherly legislation: dropping that, the State has 
become the Grand-employer, and the employees do not like it 
in that capacity. The Co~oners for the North-Eastern 
and the South-Western divisions, indeed, do not seem to have 
been much impressed by the feeling against the Government, 
but the other six panels have no doubt of its strength and 
importance. The machine is regarded as slow, stupid, and un
trustworthy in all the six divisions. The two of them which 
have the most independent life of their own-Scotl&nd and 
Lan~think it too remote,' and demand more local auton
omy; but in the London area, within easy call of Whitehall, 
there is but "8 fading confidence in Government departments," 
8.nd " 8 distinct opinion amongst both employers and workmen 
that the Government has intervened to a much greater extent 
than is desirable or useful in the relations between employers 
and employed "; in the West Midlands the distrust of Govern
ment "is both widespread and deep"; in the Yorkshire and 
East Midland division, not only the skilled engineering and 

~ 
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electrical trades, but members of a dozen less skilled unions " all 
alike without a single exception expressed distrust in, and total 
indifierence to, any promise the Government may make, while 
some referred to • Russia,' and openly declared the one course 
open for Labour was a general • doW!!.... tools' policy to secure 
reforms that constitutional action was failing to effect"; and 
the South Wales Commissioners say: "An outstanding feature 
of our inquiry has been the unqualified hostility on the part of 
witnesses, both on the men's and the employers' side, to Govern
ment interference." 

There are many references throughout the report to the fact 
that the national trade unions are sharing in the 1088 of popularity 
suffered by the national government. This is due in part to the 
association of the union authorities with the Government in 
measures which have turned out badly, and partly to the greater 
appreci~tion, at a time of very rapid movement, of the slow and 
cumbrous nature which characterizes action through national 
unions as well as action through national government. Hence 
comes a preference for shop organizations in which the rank and 
file can act immediately when occasion arises. This looks like 
anarchy to the old-fashioned labour organizer, and many em
ployers are beginning to look back with regret on a golden age 
when labour leaders were real gentlemen whom it was a pleasure 
to meet, and who possessed complete control over their followers. 
The Commissioners are mostly puzzled by the development, 
which, after all, is probably only a step in the progress of indi
vidual liberty: the workers' position having become really less 
servile, action by small sections in accordance with their imme
diate circumstances has become possible, and the protection 
afforded by vast and cumbrous organizations is less universally 
necessary. 

The findings of the Commissioners on the causes of unrest 
seem more interesting, and likely to be more fruitful than their 
recommendations. The findings not only present a snapshot 
picture of the industrial conditions prevailing at the end of the 
third year of the war, which will be a cherished possession of the 
future historian, but also shonld greatly assist anyone whose 
business is the amelioration of those conditions. In recommenda
tions, however, it can scarcely be expected that Commissioners 
appointed and reporting in a month should be able to suggest 
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anythlng which is important and valuable without being obyious. 
The Government of this country, like that of othem, has made 
itseH a very uncomfortable bed, but it has got to lie on it till the 
termination of the night, which, it is to be hoped, is not now 
far distant. By a little shifting here and there the uneasiness 
may be slightly alleviated, but that is all. So we find a very 
Wge number of recommendations which clliIer in detail and 
relative emphaeis between the eight reports, but which might . 
be summarized in the advice, "remove causes of friction as far 
as possible and as quickly as possible by whatever means seem 
to be locally desirable, but do not imagine that you can do it 
by breaking pledges, even when they have led to great difficulties." 

But there is one exception to the general tameness of the 
recommendations. With regard to food prices, the eight panels 
are unanimous in thinking that something must be done. The 
Scotch Commissionem are cautious. They say that "on the 
whole amongst industrial workem there is no eerious difficulty 
in meeting the cost of living, at least among the workem engaged 
in the 1argest industries in Scotland. The experience of shop
keepem and co-opemtive societies, the reduction of cases in tile 
Small Debt Courts, the savings banks:returns, the reports of Poor 
Law authorities, etc., seem to indicate that, on the whole, the 
aggregate weekly incomes of industrial workem keep pace with 
the cost of living." They hint that much of the discontent in 
regard to the matter is fostered by misleading atatemente in the 
Preas, and they only conclude that it must be " promptly dealt 
with, in the direction of either (a) taking steps to reduce the cost 
of the neceesaries of life; or, if this is not possible, (b) oonvincing 
the publio that the prevailing high prices are inevitable," without 
euggeatiog any method for eeouring either of these alternatives. 
The West Midlands Commissionem say" it is absolutelyneoeasary 
that the Government should take immediate steps to redace 
prices and prevent profiteering. We shall no doubt be told that 
this is an easy thing to say but difficult to do. We are, however, 
not concerned to find a remedy, which is the business of the Food 
Controller, but we are concerned to point out that the present 
uncertainty and confusion are doing untold mischief, and that 
the question should be tackled at once in a resolute manner." 
The London Commissionem recommend a simple fixing of maxi
mum prices, and the North-Eastern and the Yorkshire Commis-
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sioners do the same, but add that Exchequer assistance must be 
given where necessary. The remaining three panels show a 
little more appreciation of the problem. The South Wales panel 
tried to find out "who and what causes are really responsible 
for the great increase in the cost of our food supplies," but found 
themselves " largely baIRed " in their efforts, though they had 
to " exonerate" retailers, shipowners, and bakers. It was " sug
gested " to them, and they were" inclined provisionally to adopt 
the view, that the major part of the increased cost of food is due 
in part directly and in part indirectly to the destruction of ton
nage by enemy submarines." To show the effect of thia destruc
tion they point out that 25 percent. insurance on a ship worth 
£150,000 with a cargo insured at £50,000, total £200,000, is 
100 per cent. on the cargo. They think it wrong that the 10M 

should fall upon the consumers of food, and that it ought, instead, 
to be " met and provided for in the same way as all expenditure 
directly incurred in prOsecuting the war." That is, by an imme
date increase of taxation or by an increase of borroWng with 
greater taxation to follow, but the panel's only suggestion for 
new taxation is that " all exceas profita derivable from the sale 
and distribution of commodities for home consumption should 
be appropriated by the State." They seem very much pleased 
with thia propoaal to abolish "the incentive to charge inflated 
prices for such commodities," while leaving the merchant with 
a 20 per cent. of exceas profits inducement to serve the foreigner 
rather than the home consumer. When he seIls to the foreigner 
thia panel, consisting of Messrs. Lleufer Thomas, Thomas Evans, 
and Vernon Hartshorn, who vaunt their abaolute unanimity, take 
us clean back to the beginning of the seventeenth century by 
lauding his operations as "the bringing of wealth into thia 
country." On page 36 they place the phrase "to bring wealth 
into the country" in inverted commas; the quotation might be 
originally from Mun's Engkmd'. TretJ8Uf"e by Forraigft Trade, but 
the context suggests that it has been taken immediately from 
some twentieth-century CardifI shipowner. Other proposals of 
thia panel are that the Government should "stamp out all pr0-

fiteering " in food, buy all imported food supplies as near as 
possible to the point of production, and fix the prices to be charged 
by the wholesaler, the middleman, and the retailer, while "in 
the event of its proving impracticable to bring about a sub-
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stantial reduction in the cost of living, wages in all the lower-paid 
industries .. should " be increased proportionately to the increase 
in the cost of living." 

So far we can trace no recognition of what seems the very 
obvious fact that if there is less to eat somebody must eat less 
and that the real problem is how to distribute the inevitable 
hunger in the manner which will cause least suffering on the 
whole. The Commissioners insist on regarding high prices noV 
88 an incentive to greater production and importation and a dis
couragement to waste and lavish use, but 88 if prices were them
selves the root-cause of the trouble, and must be heaten down 
without thought of the effect of their suppression. If they 
cannot be so beaten down, the South Wales panel add, the 
lower-paid classes of the population must be given 88 much 
money 88 will enable them to buy 88 much of the commodities 
88 they used to buy; in spite of the shortage; that this (as Mal
thus showed in 1801 in his pamphlet on The High .Price of Pro
fIiaiom) must cause a further enormous rise in prices, and, if the 
principle be followed out, a further and more extended applica
tion for increase of money wages followed by another rise of 
prices, and so on, ad infinitum, does not occur to this panel. 

The South-Western repoJ:t, which bears the signatures William 
W. Mackenzie, Alfred Booth, and T. Chambers, attributes the 
rise of prices to the inflation caused by the Government relying 
too much on loans and " too little on taxation designed to check 
unnecessary consumption, and, latterly, to the actual shortage 
of supplies." The ouly way to stop further inflation and the 
rise of prices resulting from it is to raise more by taxation; the 
taxation thought of se~ to be increase of income-tax and super
tax. To get rid of the shortage, losses by submarine must be 
diminished and more ships built. The report continues: 

"Inflation and real shortage inevitably produce conditions 
favourable to what is commonly called profiteering, which is 
really only a symptom of the disease from which we are suffering. 
Treatment of the symptom may produce some alleviation, but 
cannot effect a cure. The danger of fixing prices for any com
modity is, of course, that the supply may cease. The general 

, rule, therefore, should be not to fix prices unless the whole supply 
is controlled. When this can be done the control should extend 

i from the field of production to the shop-counter, and intermediate 
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charges should be limited to a fair remuneration for services 
rendered." 

This gets nearer the kernel than the other reports. It recog
nizes that the high prices are partly caused by people having 
more money to layout (owing to the inflation), and partly by 
therd being a less quantity of commodities available for sale, and 
also that the high prices encourage supply. But it does not 
squarely face the fact that the inflation portion of the rise in the 
price of the more necessary articles comes particularly from the 
increased money-means of the working-classes; an increase of 
money-means in the hands of the wealthy does not lead to any 
appreciable increase in the demand for and price of the" neces
sarles of life "-it leads almost exclusively to increase in the 
demand for and price of luxuries and of articles in which the 
money of the saving rich is "invested," or " capital goods," as 
they are sometimes called. Consequently the South-Western 
Commissioners rather weaken their case for more taxation when 
they suggest increase of income-tax and super-tax, coupled with 
greater allowances for families, which is presumably what is meant 
by "a comprehensive reform with regard to the treatment of 
family incomes"; it is not taxation of those with the largest, but 
those with the Slllallest, margins over absolutely necessary ex
penditure which will most tend to reduce the prices of necessaries. 
Further, while observing that price calls forth supply, the report 
fails altogether to notice that it also arranges for the distribution 
of the commodity priced. When a commodity is' sold for what 
it will fetch, each of a number of persons buys as much of it 
as he wants at that price, and there is enough to go round; when 
it is sold compulsorily for something below that price, people 
want (at the new Government price) more than there is, and there 
is no longer enough to go round, in the sense of each person 
getting as much as he asks for. Even the populace is beginning 
to say: .. It's a queer thing that whenever the Controller fixes 
the price of anything you don't seem able to get it." It is not 
that everybody does not get it, but that some do not. Those 
who get it are those who arrive first to take their places in the 
queue, those who are most in favour with the seller because they 
buy plenty of other things, those who make no complaint of 
quality, and so on. The distribution resulting from the ordinary 
working of omestricted prices is undoubtedly bad in enabling 
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the rich to buy more than the poor with equal wants, but it is 
good in enabling persons of equal means to obtain the unequal 
quantities required to give equal satisfaction to their unequal 
wants. Those who wish to do away with it, therefore, should 
first devise something better to take its place. 

The North-Western Commissioners alone among the ,eight 
panels have grasped this truth. . They have not got it from the 
elementary economio textbooks, but from the hard teaching of 
experience furnished especially by the Government treatment of 
sugar, about which they quote with evident approval the opinion 
of witnesses that the real value of the experiment is as "an 
example of how not to do it." Having complete control over 
the distribution of sugar, and having less to divide than the people 
had been accustomed to, what did the Government do ~ It 
might, of course, have sold the diminished quantity for what 
it would fetch. A very large Bum of money would have been 
raised by this course, and that would have reduced the necessity 
of borrowing. Complaints of profiteering would have been less, 
because, while they could not have been made with regard to 
sugar, the increase in the amount of the money-means of the 
people absorbed by the purchase of sugar would have diminished 
the amount of money they could offer for other things, and 
thereby tended to keep prices down. So far as people of equal 
means are concerned, the distribution would have remained just 
as good as in ordinary times, the higher price simply tending to 
cut off waste and the least necessary consumption. So far as 
rich (with whom for this purpose must be lumped their indoor 
servants) and poor are concerned, there is at any rate very little 
reason for assuming that the distribution would have been 
materially worse than in ordinary times. Some wealthy persons 
no doubt would have gone on buying as much as before, thus 
leaving a smaller proportion of the diminished quantity to the 
rest of the people. But where is the evidence that this alteration 
would have been of any appreciable magnitude! It is too often' 
Jorgotten that while it is easier for the rich to continue to J?uy, 
their accustomed quantity of a commodity which has become 
more expensive than it is for the poor, it is also easier for them 
to reduce their consumption than it is for the poor. Results 
will be difierent in the case of difierent commodities; so far as 
sugar is concemed, it seems highly probable that the reduction of 
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consumption owing to the pressure of high price, coupled, as it 
would have been, with appeals to patriotism, would have been 
somewhat greater among the people' of more than the average 
income taken as a whole than among those below that level, SO 

that the poor would have had a larger proportion. 
The Government did not take that line, nor does it occur to 

the North-Western Commissioners as a possibility. The plan 
adopted was to hand out the sugar, at a price much below what 
it would have fetched, to grocers in the proportions in which the 
total was divided just before the war, and to insist on their selling 
it at retail prices corresponding to the wholesale prices charged 
by the Government. It is characteristic of the British Govern
ment to forget the possibility of change, and to ignore it when 
it actually occurs. The distribution was already out of date 
when it came into force, and, of course, became rapidly more 
and more so. In the great changes caused by the war there was 
much shifting of population; the areas with an increase, which 
were predominantly areas producing urgently required munitions, 
were obviously much worse served with sugar than the areas 
which had been denuded of a large portion of their population. 
But this was not the only worsening of distribution. The 
Government had indeed ordered the grocers to sell at prices far 
below what the sugar would fetch, but it had given them no 
guidance on the question to whom to sell and in what proportions. 
Officials and politicians might believe in the rule of " as in 1913 " 
being applied to 1915 and later years, but grocers are more in 
touch with life, and were not likely to suppose that they could 

. deal out sugar on that principle to a population undergoing a 
shifting unexampled in modem history. The ordinary grocer 
could not put his customers on equal rations for two reasons. 
In the first place, he had generally no knowledge and no effective 
means for acquiring knowledge of the exact number of his cust0-
mers and their households. Secondly, even if he had that 
knowledge, he could not enforce equal rations unless he refused 
all new customers: a grocer who, himseH rationed" as in 1913 .. 
by the Government, gave equal amounte to all customers would 
be compelled to reduce the ration every day as the news spread 
and his customers daily increased in number. The co-operators, 
who are a slightly more exclusive body than the customers of an 
ordinary grocer, seem to have tried this plan, and to have had a 
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great increase in membership, with the result that their equal 
ration has apparently fallen below the pet" capita amount available 
for the whole population. It is easy to go to a new grocer, and 
not very difficult to join a co-opera.tive society, while continuing 
to buy from your original grocer. 

The course actually adopted by the grocers was the best open 
to them in the circumstances, both in their own interest and in 
that of the public. Being compelled to become the agents of the 
Government in giving away SlIgar for less than it would fetch, 
they" gave it away with a pound of tea," sometimes in the literal 
seDSe of that expression, but more often simply by being accom
modating or otherwise, according as the would-be purchaser 
of SlIgar was in respect of other things a customer whom it was 
desirable to placate. That this was the best plan in the interest 
of the grocer is obvious. Debarred by law from charging more 
than the fixed price for SlIgar, he yet suceeded in enlarging his 
profits as a whole by using the Government gift (provided at the 
expeDSe of the taxpayers) in such a way as to make him able 
to deal on more favourable terms with his custcmers in respect 
of other goods, and he was only partially deprived of these in
creased gains by the excess profits tax. To the public the plan 
was, of course, less satisfactory., The North-Western Commis
sioners are right in condemning it. They might well have pointed 
out, not only that it was bad, but that it was much worse than' 
the ordinary practice of selling SlIgar for what it will fetch. The 
consumers as a whole, taking indirect payments into account, 
paid just as much money for their sugar as they would have done 
under unrestricted prices, and, in addition, endured a large 
amount of inconvenience and annoyance, while the distribution 
of the burden of the shortage was considerably worse than it 
would have been under restricted prices. The wealthy had just 
as much advantage as usual, for, ceteris paribus, the wealthy pur
chaser is the one whom the reta.iler finds it pays best to placate. 
The pushing and unscrupulous of all ranks" with their greater 

• readiness to exaggerate their claims and put pressure on their 
grocer or grocers, were given an unusual advantage. All 'this 
was, of course, on the top of the inequality of local distribution 
arising from the Procrustean pre-war standard. 

But, in the circumstances, could the grocers have served the 
public better t The popular idea seems to have been that every 
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grocer should have sold to any purchaser whatever amount of 
sugar that purchaser chose to proffer the Government price for, 
and occasiona.lly some simple-minded individual called a police
man to his assistance, and demanded that he should compel the 
shopkeeper to hand over the required sugar. There was a 
resolute determination not to face the fact that at the Govern
ment price the sugar would not go round, so that the adoption 
of the principle that the grocer must sell meant the adoption 

• of the queue systein of distribution, under which first..comers 
get as much as they ask for and late-comers get none at all, 
except by begging or buying from the more fortunate first-comers. 
The Devonport administration did not see much, but it did see 
this, and therefore refused to yield to the popular clamour in 
favour of compulsory sale. It was, however, quite unable to 
suggest any better plan to the grocers than that which they had 
adopted, and this inability was shared by all its critics without 
exception. The grocers had in fact restored the rule of market 
price as nearly as they could under the regulations, and it was 
the beet they could do. 

The Government scheme for sugar was no doubt adopted not 
to secure an improved distribution of sugar, but an improved 
public temper. In this, as every one knows, it failed egre
giously. The North-Western Commissioners conclude their 
indictment of it with the words: "If during the coming 
winter other necessaries of life are controlled and distributed in 
a like manner the position would, in our opinion, become very 
dangerous." 

They proceed to propose the scheme for improved regulations 
which has since become familiar owing to its adoption by the 
Government. Under it the housewife will no longer be able 
to run from grocer to grocer buying half-a-pound here and half-a
pound there along with other things. She is to be tied to a 
single grocer (individual or co-operative society) for sugar; on 
the other hand, the grocer chosen must give her the quantity to 
which the number of persons she is registered as buying for 
entitles her to claim. Under this system the gift intended to 
be made by the taxpayers to the sugar consumers will no longer 
be intercepted by the grocers and partially restored to the tax
payers by the excess profits tax. It will really reach the sugar 
consumers, and the taxpayers will recover nothing, but have to 
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pay the considerable cost of administering the somewhat india
criminate charity. 

Whether the new pIan is a good or a bad one is of enormous 
importance, if the war continues, because the North-WesterJ,t 
Commissioners regard it as applicable not only to sugar, but to 
all necessaries of life, and certain details in the sugar registra
tion forms certainly suggest that Government contemplates the 
poBBibility of using the sugar registration for other commodities, 
We may well doubt whether the confidence of the North-Western 
Commissioners is not somewhat blind. 

In the first place, it seems that they rate too low the diffi
culties arising from the elasticity of households. Already (in 
September, 1917) some of these are beginning to be realized by 
the housewife who thinks of her guests and her day-girl, and, 
on the other hand, of meals taken outside the home by her hus
band or her sons and daughters, and we begin to wonder whether 
the pIan is really better than the much more exact German 
ticket system. Later on it will probably be discovered that the 
actual elasticity of households has led to much overlapping and 
consequent double-reckoning of individuals. What statistician 
would trust a census in which the householder was promised 
half-a-pound of sugar per week at a low price for every person 
he entered on his schedule' The" British Sugar Census of 
1917 " is likely to find a place in future manuals of statistics as 
an example of inaccuracy induced by bias. Moreover, the longer 
the register remains in force the worse it will get. Arrivals and 
births (or is it to be weanings 1) are sure to find their way into 
the register, while deaths and departures will be le88 promptly 
and completely recorded. Thus the rule of equal division will 
be subject to a good many and very undesirable exceptions. 

Secondly, neither the North-Western Commissioners nor any
one else seem to have made any study of the question whether 
equality of division applied for the duration of the war to the 
distribution of a few of the neceBB&rles of life, each being taken 

• separately, will really be a better distribution than the distribu
tion which results from free purchases at unrestricted prices: 
It is an economio commonplace that greater equality in the dis;-; 
tribution of income is desirable, but that is only because greater 
equality of income would mean a nearer approach to distribution 
according to needs, which is the true principle. Further, accept-
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ance of the commonplace does not imply acceptance of the pro
position that complete equality introduced suddenly and enforced 
for a limited period only is desirable. . 

The proportions in which families of eqUal means need the 
different " necessaries of life" are very different. In ordinary 
times they distribute their expenditure among the different 
necessaries in the way which seems best, BOme getting more bread, 
some more meat or milk, and BO on. By equal rationing all this 
variety is done away with; each household is given the same 
amount per head of each commodity; allowances for age, sex, 
occupation, and other things can only be introduced with diffi
culty. An immense disorder is thus introduced into household 
economy, and, unless the aggregate to be divided is enormously 
smaller than usual, much waste is likely to occur, as everyone 
with any experience of fairly liberal equal rations knows. This 
admittedly bad result is supposed to be more than counter
balanced by the improvement in the distribution between 
families of very unequal means, between "rich and poor," as 
it is commonly put in popular phraseology by those who think 
that because the rich are conspicuous wid their habitations occupy 
a good deal of the area of cities they must consume a very large 
proportion of the necessaries of life, BO that it will be an important 
alleviation of the suffering of their poorer fellow-citizens if such 
part of their consumption of necessaries as is over and above the 
average consumption is cut off from them and divided among 
those who have less than the average. But this belief is un
founded; whether we include indoor servants with the "rich " 
or not, their excess consumption of moat of the necessaries which 
can be weighed out in equal rations is insufficient in the aggregats 
to make any important difference to the very much more numer
ous "poor." Of BOme necessary commodities, notably bread, 
the per capita consumption of the rich is actually less than that 
of the poor, and the cynical observer is tempted to suggest that 
perhaps this is the reason why bread is usually the first thing 
to which the rule of equal rations is applied-the poor lose by it r 
There is certainly one great example of a necessary of which the 
excess consumption by the rich forms an important aggregate, 
namely, fuel But it is a striking fact that here the undesirability 
of introducing equal distribution suddenly and for a limited period 
has been sufficiently obvious to induce the British Government 
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in rationing London for coal to adopt the principle not of equal 
division per head, but of division according to number of rooms 
occupied, which, of course, varies with means &8 well &8 with 
numbers of per80ns in the household. 

While compulsory rationing on any principle is probably 
inferior to the voluntary rationing enforced by rise of price, we 
need have little doubt that the IlI1g8.r echeme sketched by the 
North-Western Commissioners and adopted by the Government 
is a better one than the Rhondda plan of lowering the prices 
of bread and meat, while leaving the restriction of consumption 
to the War Savings Committee's exhortations and trusting the 
distribution of the bread and meat to chance. The bakers and 
the butchers, not selling such a multitude of things &8 the grocers, 
are not in a position to put a check on the demand for bread and 
meat of the kind imposed by the grocers in the case of sugar under 
the Devonport reg;,_, and at present {September} it remains to 
be seen whether they can devise some other check. If not, we 
may expect to see bread and meat added to the sugar scheme, 
the difficulties of which will be thereby much intensified. 

Possibly the sugar echeme may do good by forcing people to 
accept the truth of the 'proposition that you cannot fill eight 
pint pots out of a can which holds less than a gallon. Even if 
there are a considerable number of deadheads on the register, it 
will still be very obviously true that the ration will depend 011 
the total to be divided and the number, including deadheads, 
among whom it is to be divided. At present there is a continual 
mixing up of deficiencies arising from unequal distribution with 
deficiencies arising from the smallness of the total. Even the 
Commissioners sometimes fall into this confusion. The North
Eastern panel want staple commodities to be "procurable" at 
fixed prices, which is clearly just what they cannot be, ,if, &8 is 
of course implied; the fixed prices are below the prices which will 
just make the commodity go round. The North-Western panel 
say that " the Wholesale Co-operative Society, which deals in one 

• year with 174,000 tons of sugar to the value of £6,000,000, has 
not received BUfficient rations to distribute to its working-class 
members and their dependants, who number over 12,000,000." 
The charitable reader will take " BUfficient rations" here to mean 
the amount which the Wholesale ought to have received, having 
regard to the quantity to be divided, so that the rest of the people 
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must have had more than they ought. But, no, the report goes 
on: "Unorganized consumers have been even worse off, because 
they have been left to look after themselves." 

IV 

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF 

[A review of Smart'. Ecunom;;, .A"nals 0/ fM. Nindu:nIA OWVIf1J in the 
Econom;;, JuunroJ for Deoember, 1917.] 

THE first volume of this work, covering 1801 to 1820, was reviewed 
in the Journal for March, 1911, and the hope was there expressed 
that the author's fear that he might not be able to carry it 
much further would tum out to be unfounded. Death cut him 
short when he had completed ten more yes.rs, but the scale of 
the book was increasing in his hands, 80 that the decade 1821-'30 
occupied a whole volume, of which he had almost finished correct
ing the proofs. This volume presents the same general features 
as the first. The name "Economic Annals" is still rather a 
misnomer, as the work continues to be in the main not an account 
of yearly economic happenings, but a Parliamentary history of 
economic matters-a summa.ry of Hansard which tells us in a 
convenient and attractive form what economic facts and theories 
came under the notice of Parliament, and what statesmen and 
politicians thought, or at any rate said, about them. 

If Smart had been spared to write a preface to the volume, he 
could not have failed to take the opportunity of comparing the 
period with which his two volumes deal with the present. From 
one point of view the contrast is extraordinary. Till recently we 
were accustomed to think of Great Britain and Ireland as having 
made a prodigious effort in the struggle with revolutionary and 
Napoleonic France: after three yes.rs of the present war no one 
can read Smart's aCcount of his first fifteen yes.rs without deriving 
the impression that in comparison they were a period of halcyon 
calm, in which not ouly the gentlemen of England, but the work
ing men, and the women, gentle and simple, "lived at home at 
ease." Instead of our shortage of labour in every direction the 
complaint was of want of employment. The explanation is of 
course to be found not ouly in the much amaller proportion of 
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the population then engaged in the army and navy, but also, 
and much more largely, in the comparatively trivial. proportion 
engaged in supplying monitions. The enomlously greater 
intlmity of our own effort may be rougbly measured by the fact 
that we shall probably have spent in four years of war 88 large 
a proportion of our means 88 our ancestors did in twenty-one. 
In many other respects the two periods have a close resemblance : 
human nature is not always the same, but it does not change 
very much in a long-settled country in the course of a single 
century. In 1~ 

.. The Committee ou the High Price of Provisions issued zeport 
after report. Bread riots now begau in many parte of England 
and Scotland; and, in response to petitions, the King conveoed 
Parliament in November,-' out of a teoder zegard for the welfaze 
of his subjects and a sense of the difficulties with which the poorer 
classes, particularly, had to strnggle.' In the debates on the Speech, 
the high prices weze ascribed variously to the bad seasons, to the 
war, to the incompeteney of the Minister., to the hesvy taxation, 
to the over-issue of bank paper. Outside of Parliament the blame 
was thrown very generally on the 'middleman.' The Earl of 
Warwick appealed to the Bishops 'whether there was any paesage 
in Holy Writ which eanctioned the business of a com factor.' The 
ascription of high prices to the speculation of merchants, indeed, 
still had a etrong hold, even among educated people. . •. The 
magistrates in many plaeea geve notice by public advertisement 
that all persons guilty of forestalling, regrating, or engrossing 
provisions weze punishable by indictment, and would be proceeded 
against with the utmost severity. . .. Mr. Rusby was tried .•• 
for having purcbaaed 90 qrs. of oats at 411. per qr. and sold 30 of 
them again in the &&me market on the same day at 44..." 

How inefiably silly all this seemed to Smart and the readers of 
his first volume in 1910, and how eminently right and proper it 
100l1li to most of us in the autumn of 1917 ! 

The prevailing attitude of mind towards agriculture, too, is 
strictly parallel. In both periods the country is driven by the 
war to think of national aelf-sufficieocy in regard to the food

- supply 88 an object of the highest importance, and drops easily 
into the polley of aiding agriculture at the expense of other 
interests not only 88 a war-measure but permanently. 

While we look at Smart'. first fifteen years for parallels with 
our present condition, we may look at his last fifteen years for 
suggestions about the probable course of events after the conclu-
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sion of the coming peace. We can find little to support the san
guine view (perhaps less strongly held now than two years ago) 
that a pesce boom is to follow the war boom. The effect of the 
disappearance of munitions industry is suggested by the fact 
that in 1817 " Brougham presented a petition signed by nearly 
the whole of the labouring population of Birmingham-ll,OOO 
names signed in less than 48 hours-a statement, he said, in 
humble but impressive language of the degree of misery to which 
they were reduced. Many of the petitioners had not had any 
kind of employment for several months, and few of them had 
had more than two or three days' work at reduced wages." 
Three years later another petition demanding an inquiry into 
the causes of the stagnation of trade came from the manufacturers 
and traters of Birmingham. Protected agriculture was in a 
recurrent state of crisis throughout the whole period. 

Nor does there seem much support for those who, again perhaps 
with less confidence than two years ago, imagine that the States 
of Europe and our own in particular will emerge from the war 
stronger and more popular as economic engines than when they 
went in. Just as after 1815, the major portion of the revenue 

. of the United Kingdom will be collected for the benefit of the 
public creditors-the holders of obligations contracted during 
a period of great inflation. The tax-gatherer is never popular, 
but is most unpopular when he is collecting interest on debt, 
and the probability of a recurrence of " impatience of taxation " 
is not rendered smaller by the fact that much of the increase 
of taxation in the decades immediately preceding the present 
war meant a taking from the rich for the benefit of the poor: after 
the war the contrast will be striking-in spite of large numbers 
of persons having subscribed to war-loans, the overwhelming 
bulk of the aggregate will be held by the well-to-do and by 
institutions which the popular mind, often wrongly. regards as 
belonging to that class. Smart (evidently writing before the 
war) says under 1830: 

" It should be remembered that the bulk of the taxes was then 
actually leWas a burden-a burden on the present and in times of 
peace. More than half the taxation went to pay the interest on 
the Debt, and, roughly, a third was for army and navy services. 
H we take the modern Budget, and notice that, over a long 8uceesaion 
of years the burden of the debt has decreased both absolutely and 
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reJatively, while the expenditure on Civil Services (including Educa
tion) has increased from £20 millions in 1896--7 to £52 millions in 
1912-13, we may appreciate better the modern emphaeia on taxa.tion 
88 a payment for very definite services rendered. If we add this 
to the point emphasimd by Paulett Thomson, that the indirect 
taxation was not ouly a costly way of raising revenue, but was 
actually hindering the development of indUBtry and the growth of 
wealth, we may understand the pereistenoe into much later years 
of the etatement that 'taxation is an evil '-which seems to the 
modern economist very much the same, and to have a. much truth· 
in it, 88 saying that payment for one's butcher'. bill is a' burden.' " 

After the war the economist will again be less complacent. and 
popular feeling will mov" with him. 



1918 

I 

WHY THE WAR COSTS 80 MUCH 

[A "Note" in the ECOtWmic Juumal for March, 1918, on the Finance 
Accounts for 19i6-17 and the first three Rep.,.,. 01 Ike SelttJl OOl7lA1liUu 
"" NatioMl Ezpe1iditun (No. 102, and Nos. 1St, 167 and 188 of 1917).1 

THE Finance Accounts appeared unusually late this year and 
only in time for this number of the Jowrnal. A wholly laudable, 
but somewhat pathetic, striving for economy has led to the eli&
appearance of eome dozen blank or nearly blank pagea and of the 
familiar blue cover. Otherwise, to a euperficial view, the war 
has made little difference: the eum paid for the salariea of the 
Six Trumpetere in Edinburgh has fallen from £98 Sa. M. before 
the war to £77 58. lOll. becauee " the salary of one Trumpeter 
has been suspended for the period of his absence on military 
service," but " The Poor Scholare of Oxford," though the pro
portion of them absent is more like 5 in 6 than 1 in 6, receive as 
usua1 the £3 Is. 61l. which they have had ever since the riot on 
St. Sepulchre's Day in the reign of John. Some day, perhaps, 
after the war the Treasury may find time to e1iminate unneces
sary detail, and insert instead more particulare about eome of the 
larger iteme. 

Comparing the figuree with those of the Ia8t year of peace, 
1913-14, we find that the total expenses of civil government, 
including education, old-age pensions, health and unemployment 
ineurance, labour exchanges, grants in aid of local taxation, and 
the Post Office have remained almost stationary at about £97 
millions, natural increases and increases due to the war being 
about balanced by war economiea and savings due to absencea on 
military service. Interest on debt, including that on the " Other 
Capital Liabilitiea," was about £20 millione in 1913-14 and had 

156 
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risen to about £128 millions in 1916--17, but this is the amount 
actuaIlypaid, while the aggregate liabilities were Iargelyincreasing. 
The interest payable on what was due at the end of the year must 
be in the neighbourhood of £190 millions. And finally, naval and 
military expenses were, excluding repayment of debt in military 
and naval votes, about £75 millions in 1915-14 and £1,971 millions 
in 1916--17. The corresponding figure for 191&-16 was £1,398 
millions and for the eight war months of 1914-15 it may be put at 
£410 millions, making a total to March 31 of £3,779 millions, or; 
if we deduct £213 millions for naval and military expenses on the 
scale prevailing just before the war, £3,566 millions for the 
special cost of the war. The Committee on National Expenditure 
'make it £5,000 millions up to September 30, 1917. 

If we assume that the war had to begin and cannot be stopped, 
we may still find it intereeting to inquire whether it ought to have 
cost 80 much, and possibly advantageous as well as interesting to 
inquire whether ita cost should continue on its upward course. 
For this purpose the Committee on National Expenditure have 
been appointed, and, 80 far as can be seen at present, they are 
doing very good work and likely to be of great service. They 
have made a large number of useful suggestions on points of 
detail which, in the aggregate, may mean the saving of hundreds 
of millions, and they have also managed to bring out 80me 
principles neglect of which has cost our own State and the com
munity of nations even larger sums. One of these appears in 
section 9 of the First Report. It is what, when once stated, seems 
a very obvious truth-that in the choice between different military 
policies their comparative cost is one of the matters which should 
be taken into consideration, or, in other words, if there are two 
ways of gaining the same end, the cheaper ought to be preferred. 
The Committee found that " the Imperial General Staff, who are , 
the advisers of H.M. Government on all matters of military 
operations, are not instructed to consider, and do not regard it as 
part of their functions to consider, the money cost of any policy 

,-which they may propose." 
In the Second Report they touch, though with a much less 

certain hand, an even more important oause of expense, the belief 
that the war ought to be and can be carried on without· an,,: 
economic loss except that of the luxuries of the wealthy. They'" 
are sure that neither the percentage of profits nor the commodi-
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ties and services which can be purchased with wages should be 
increased in consequence of the war, but they shrink from bold 
assertion of the truth that the IJllIS8 of the population must not 
expect to be as well of! in war as in peace. The furthest they 
will go is to be found in section 33: 

" The strongest case should be required to be established before 
any advance of wages is conceded on any ground other than the 
rise in the cost of living. Nor should it be regarded as a rule
and we have no reason to think that Labour in general desires that 
it should-that wage-earners in receipt of not inadequate pay before 
the war should be exempted from all share in the economic sacrifice. 
involved by a state of war." 

They recognize in section 32 that increases of wages to meet the 
increased cost of living result in still further increase in cost -of 
living and vastly increase the cost of the war, but they fail to 
draw the inference that wages ought not to be increased to meet 
the cost of living, that if they were not, the cost of living would 
not rise so much, and the cost of the war would be less, while 
at the same time t¥ actual necessaries and comforts enj oyed 
by the mass of the population would have been greater than it 
is because the required reduction of consumption would have been 
effected quietly and economically in normal ways instead of by 
the noisy and wasteful methods of Sir Arthur Yapp, Lord 
Rhondda, and all the other Controllers with their gigantic staffs 
of flappers and incapable men. Far from attempting in a futile 
manner to keep the mass of the population in the same comfort 
as before by raising their money-wages, a State which wished to 
carry on a war of the present magnitude ought to have endeav
oured at once to reduce their net money-means by heavy taxation. 
It is true that something in that way was done, but how little r 
The yield of Customs and Excise together only rose from £75 
millions in 1913-14 to £127 millions in 1916-17. Though pet' 

capita money income has increased enormously in the hundred 
years, and especially in the last three years, the higher figure 
means little more per head than was paid towards the end of the 
Napoleonic war. Having given too much and taken too little 
directly, the State might still indirectly have got back some con
siderable amount of what it had aquandered, by allowing the 
PIlOple to pay high prices and taking the profits resulting from 
them. But no ! Iustead of that it sells cheap when it has got 
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the whole supply of an article in its own hands, and cuts 011 the 
yield of the excess profits tax by enforcing max:imum prices upon 
other BelJ.ers. And the results are the queue, equal rations, and 
the most dangerous discontent among a people which has plenty 
of money but cannot buy anything except drapery. ' 

Some complain of a ,. vicious circle" and say they cannot see 
where to break it. Expenditure rises because prices rise, and 
prices rise because expenditure rises. But the simile of the kitten 
chasing its tail is far more appropriate. If the kitten will go 
slower the tail will go slower. The seat of volition is in the 
Government. The Chairman of the Committes complained in 
the House of Commons on January 30 that in the half-year since 
it was appointed, while its recommendations for economy in detail 
had been largely adopted, increases of expenditure adding nothing 
whatever to the goods and services obtained by the Government 
had been sanctioned to the extent of £196 millions per annum
just about the whole expenditure of the Stste before the war. 

The snboidy given to reduce the price of breo.d 
Subsidy given to growen of potato... . • . 
Further bonUJ given to bakers to encOurage them to uoo 

potatooo in the baking of breo.d • • 
In ......... in tho payment of. "oldiers &nd aa.ilora • • 
Additional ouma paid in inorsaod pay to officers of tho Army 

&nd Navy ••• 
lIonUJ or wage advanoo to miners • • • • • 
Bonus or wage advanoe to munition workers, direct and 

indiroot. • . 
Ditto, railway workers • 
Ditto, Civil Bervanto • 
Ditto, teachers in Ireland. 
Ditto, lrioh Polioo • • • • • 
Additional grant to tho National Insnrance Fund 

\ 

£ 
45,000,000 
5,000,000 

160,000 
65,000,000 

7,360,000 
20,000,000 

40,000,000 
10,000,000 
3,000,000 

170,000 
100,000 
400,000 

Total increase • • £196,170,000 

'. Faced by such prolligacy, we cs1l to mind the truest of all pro
verbs: "Light come, light go." Government can spend sums 
nine times as large as its pre-war expenditure and more than 
equal to the pre-war total income of all its subjects because it is 
able to get the money by other means than taxation. If confined' 
to taxation, it would be prevented from raising 80 much by the 
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unpopularity of additional imposts: spending less, it would still 
be able to get just as much as at present owing to the lower level 
of wages and prices within the country, and the people would be 
somewhat better of!. 

The contribution made by taxation to the cost of the war 
shown by the accounts before us is considerable in proportion to 
the pre-war taxation, but trifling in comparison with the total 
expenditure. Customs and Excise, as already mentioned, rose 
from £75 millions before the war to £127 millions in 1916-17, 
income-tax and super-tax from £47 millions to £205 millions, 
and the excess profits tax yielded £140 millions, a total increase 
of £350 millions, the other branches of taxation remaining nearly 
the same. Increase of taxation thus provided only about one
sixth of the increase of expenditure. Though the yield will be 
larger during the present year, there is little prospect of the pro
portion rising much above one-Sixth. The rest of the increase of 
expenditure was provided for by increase of debt as shown in the 
following table :-

.. NATIONAL" or .. DEADWEIGHT DEBT," 191'-17 

(million £ at March 31) 

1914. 1915. 1916. 1917. 
Funded debt, ino1uding terminable 

annuities 616 6ll 346 ,342 
:Ii per cent. War Stock and Bonds 1925-8 349 63 63 
4i 1925-46 900 20 
fi " ., " 1929-47 2,067 
4. per cent. tax componnded 1929-42 62 
6 per cent. American loan, 1920. III III 
War expenditure certificates (2 years) 34 
War Savings Certificates (0 years). 74. 
Exchequer Bonds 2t and 3 per cent. 19111. 20 17 .. 3 per cent. 1920 • IiO 22 22 .. operoent.1919, '20, '21 166 1117 

.. " 6 per cent. 1920. 142 
Treasury Bills 13 77 lI67 4M 
Temporary Advances • 20 218 
Other debt. \I 317 

Total • 6IiO 1,1OS 2,133 ',Oll 
In ....... in the year • 4lI5 1,028 1,878 

Unlike the increase of debt during the previous" Great War," 
which greatly exceeded the amount of money borrowed, the 
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increase shown here does not differ much from the sums actually 
received, 88 the diminution" in the capital of the debt involved 
in the conversion ofConsols into War Loan has to be set against 
the discounts and expenses of the new issues. The total includes 
the amount obtained by the issue of currency notes in excess of 
the £28l millions of gold held aga.inst them., B8 this excess is 
.. invested" in taking up one or other of the securities named 
in it. 

The amount, at first sight, seems astonishing and incredible" 
if we place any reIia.nce on pre-war estimates of national income 
88 something probably under £2,400 millions and national savings 
as something probably under £400 millions. Individuals certain
ly are not saving all their incomes beyond what is exacted in 
taxation and lending them to Government I But astonishment 
and incredulity diminish when we re1lect that money comes out 
from the Exchequer as fast as it goes in, and even, owing to the 
weekly issue of about a million of fresh currency notes, a little 
faster. The profusion of Government allows its subjects to lend 
it more money-the growing profusion of Government allows its 
subjects to lend it larger and larger amounts. If the Govern
ment, recognizing the national importance of the production of 
sound economic opinion, will provide a subsidy of £50 for each 
article in the Economic JournaZ, the present writer, at any rate, 
will be ready to invest £50 in War Bonds-nay, he will, to save 
trouble, accept payment in. War Bonds. Writers on publio 
finance have fumbled over the .. limits to publio expenditure," 
the prices of commodities and services being taken as fixed, or the 
effects of change being eliminated by discussing percentages of 
income. The power of Governments to obtain human energy for 
the purpose of fighting the enemy is certsinly limited, but the 
limitstion is based, not on the impOBBibility of getting more 
money, but on the limitation of the quantity of energy available. 
Provided the money is paid out, it can be raked in again. It 
could be raked in again (the excess profits duty furnishes an easy 
.~xample) by taxation as well as by borrowing except for the fact 
that the human mind apprecistes the futility of the business 
better when £100 collected by the State means immediately £100 
paid by the subjects in taxes than when £100 received means 
£100 immediately paid away for the prospect of receiving £5 
(less income-tax) per annum, while at the same time paying in the 

K 
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future enough additional taxes to pay that income pi ... expenses 
of management of debt and the cost, direct and indirect, of collect
ing the new taxes. 

The possibility of paying out and raking in indefinitely large 
sums seems to be bound up with the co-existence of a currency 
which can be indefinitely enlarged. A finif.e currency, such as 
that provided by a particular metal, will be found insufficient, ite 
insufficiency will cause a want of confidence, and the want of 
confidence will prevent money being lent eufficiently rapidly 
to maintain the profuse expenditure. Hence the perpetually 
increasing ieaues of paper money even by the more solvent 
Governmente, to whom the amounte secured by the ieaues them
selves are comparatively unimportant. The Committee look with 
some suspicion on the issue of currency notes, but blunder badly 
in adopting the view that it would raise prices more to pay the 
additions to the issue out directly to contractors and other persons 
employed by the Government in exchange for services performed 
by them than to pay them to banks which give in exchange other 
currency which can be so paid out. What possible difference can 
it make whether a munitioner gete a pound-note hot from the 

, press or cold , 

II 

WILL LABOUR GIVE THE GO-BY TO THE STATE! 

[A review of J. A. Hobeon'. 1JemocraDg o.fIer fM W .... , 1917, in the 
Et:onomic JOIlI1IIJi, for Maroh, 1918.] 

IT is a little difficult to deal with this book while paying due 
regard to an editorial hint that reviews for the J(JUf"fIIJI should 
be economical rather than political. The present time, more than 
any other, is marked by a subordination of the economic to the 
political: have not the nations made up their minds to fight not 
only to the last man, but to the last shilling, franc, crown, or 
mark (and those all paper ones), not for their material welfare, 
but for something else, which, whatever it be, is certainly a 
political object! And Mr. Hobson is always political, so political 
that in this book he must even maintain that a doctrine which 
we are accustomed to regard as, if anything, uItra-academical, 
the marginal theory of value, is a .. new support for the old 
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capitalist positiODB " which has been " quite recently "-most of 
us would say "nearly fifty years ago,"-",invented and foisted 
into intellectual circulation." ' 

But under the pressure of widespread starvation the world is 
certain to return from politics to economics, and we may speculate 
-we can scarcely do more---6bout the changes in economic 
organization likely to have been brought about by the war. Mr. 
Hobson, as might be expected from the consistency of his career, 
stands by the old Iighte of State Socialism. He admite that " the 
State," by which, I think, he means States in general, not the 
British State alone, will come out of the war considerably dis
credited by military and economic failures, and he is alive to the 
importance of the " disposition in some labour quarters to give 
the g<rby to the State," but he regards this disposition as 
" indefensible." "The vision," he says, "of a working-class 
organization building up for itself an economic State, governed 
by the workers and for the workers, within the political State, 
but virtually independent of that State, for the regulation of 
economic life, is a dangerous phantasy." And again: "The 
notion of two States, one a federation of trades and guilds 
running the whole body of economic &rratigemente for the nation , 
by representative committees based upon common interests of 
industry, the other a political State running the services related 
to internal and external order, and only concerned to intervene 
in economic affairs at a few reserved pointe of Contact, will not 
bear criticism." Perhaps not, but why must we assume that 
" the nation" must be the unit within which the reformed indus
trial organization must be confined, In the last chapter of the 
book Mr. Hobson declares strongly in favour of internationalism as 
against the " close Stare," but his internationalism means rela
tions between national unite rather than anything in the nature 
of obliteration of the dividing lines between these unite. This is 
a striking example of the persistence of nationalism in economics. 
For if the possibility of war between "nations" is eliminated, 

"there is little reason why labour organizations, as well as capital 
organizations, should not overlap national boundaries. Within 
living memory there has been a considerable enlargement of the 
areas over which labour organizations spread; they alread}' 
" give the pby" to most "local authorities," inclu~e
authorities of " States" in federations. It seems shortsig¥ed to 

Ii ,,(.\\'i '>.. 
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suppose that labour organization may not be at some future time 
as capable of giving the go-by to the Governments of the United 
States and Canada as it is now to the States of New York and 
Massachusetts or the municipalities of Manchester and Liverpool. 
Is feudalism, in the sense of a connection between the in<Ji vidual 
and definite parcels of land, to endure for ever t At one time it 
was necessary for the people of a village to carry on their agricul
ture in common; now it is convenient for the people of a town 
to have a common waterworks and sometimes a common tram
way. There must always be a good deal of economic activity 
based on local divisions, and the divisions adopted in our age for 
fighting purposes may often continae to be accepted in a more 
peaceful one for the management of railways and such-like, just 
as the ancient kingdom of Kent survives for the management of 
main roads at present. But that these territories, or any terri
tories, must be the basis of the kind of future economic organiz&
tion after which socialists vaguely aspire seems a rash proposition 
to lay down. In the chapter on "Militarism and Capitalism" 
Mr.Hobsonen1arges on the manner in which capitalist syndicalism 
had before the war spread itself over the world, so that difIerent 
States armed themselves for the approaching conHict by buying 
from practically the same body. May not the labour organiza
tions of the future be equally widespread, and, for better or worse, 
equally powerful , 

m 
LABOUR VERSUS CAPITAL, OR DEBTOR VERSUS 

CREDITOR' 

[A review in the ECOfIOmic Juumol for September, 1918, of LabouI afW 
the War, by various writers, edited by Sydney J. Chapman, 1918.1 

YET another" after-tha-war" book I Philanthropy, like every 
other interest, including religion, is profiteering-trying to grab 
what it can during the war and resolved to hold as much as 
possible of what it has grabbed after the war is over. The writers 
of the present book are like all the rest: each of them finds his 
former opinions greatly confirmed by the experience of the war, 
and has a cheerful belief that whatever evil legacies the war may 
leave in other directions, it will do good in promoting or even 
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eofmcing the adoption of his own particular views of wh&t ought 
to be done. The Bishop of Birmingham thinlm .. England h&d 
got somewh&t out of hand before the war. BIle is now, on the 
whole, living in accordance with the requiremente of a wholesome 
life, in which each "-with a ration book t-" tries to secure wh&t 
is necessary, not only for himself, but for others. This muSt 
oontinne." lIIr. Clynes says: "All the principal functions of 
trade organizations must be retained to them. Neither in 
importance, in service, nor in freedom to act, must-Trade UDion 
authority be diminished." Lord Leverhulme believes th&t 
.. The worst motive a human being can be actuated by, even 
from his own mere selfish point of view, is selfishness, whilst one 
of the highest motives, and certainly a heaven·inspired motive, 
is th&t of enlightened self-interest. Under the elevating inftuence 
of enlightened self-interest, Capital and Labour, employer and 
employee, can be combined as co-partners to make efficiency and 
higher production a stepping-stone to greater comfort and h&ppi
ness." And 80 on. We may wonder whether, after all, the great 
problem of the future will be the relations of Capital and Labour. 
May it not rather be the relations between Debtor and Creditor, 
or, rather, between those with fixed money incomes from property 
and those with variable incomeS! The various belligerent States 
h&ve abandoned the gold standard in favour of paper standards 
which circumstances lead-they say compel-them to keep on 
deprecisting by over-issue. Each of the currencies is depreciated 
in gold, and gold iteelf is greatly depreciated by ite disuse as 
currency. The States buy commodities and services at enormous
ly enhanced rates, and, borrowing for the purpose, bind themselves 
to pay annual interest in pounds, francs, marks, dollars, and the 
rest. General wages and prices h&ve risen to levels corresponding 
with the depreciation, and many of the increases h&ve with 
amazing folly been adopted in legislative enactmente intended to 
govern the future. Will not the really great economic question 
be wh&t the pounds, francs, and the rest are to be worth after the 

-_ war t The interest of the States, considered 88 Government 
machines, will be in favour of keeping down the value of these 
monetary unite or lowering it still further, inasmuch as the pre
dominant function of Government will be the collection of money 
to pay the State creditors with, and it is clearly much easier to 
collect any given sum in taxes if the unit in which the sum is 
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reckoned is of small value. Against this will be arrayed the 
holders of national obligations, reinforced by the whole body of 
other rent1Ns in the strict sense, holders of debentures, preference 
stock, chief rents, and such-like things which cannot possibly 
benefit by high prices, and by a contingent of pensioners and 
workers whose incomes are more or less difficult to move. 
Who will say with certainty what the result of the conflict 
will be, or whether, when the depreciators have won, they 
may not in the end throw 8$ay their success by over-issuing to 
that excess which leads to the non-acceptance of the issue and a 
consequent fresh start 1 Anyway, it is certain that there will be 
a period in which the value of the monetary unit will not have 
even the moderate amount of stability which it had before the 
war. This lends additional interest to the Editor's proposal for 
arrangements under which reconsideration of wage-rates fixed by 
collective bargaining or other organized methods would take place 
as a matter of course at definite periodical intervals, so as to 
avoid the friction caused when reconsideration can only occur on 
the demand of one party, which is consequently regarded by the 
other party as opening hostilities. If the standard of value is to 
shift about more than ever, this scheme might be useful because 
it would not only make the wages of each industry vary with the 
prosperity of that particnlar industry, but would also adjust wages 
generally to changes in the value of the monetary unit, commonly 
called changes in the cost of living. It would, of course, require 
the abandonment of the pernicious practice of endeavouring to 
settIe wages for long periods into the future, which inevitably 
leads to disputes embittered by allegations of bad faith. 

IV 

.. WE HAD BUTTER: A BENEFICENT STATE HAS GIVEN 
US MARGARINE" 

[A review in the ECOIII»1IM; J01U7IIJl for December, 1918, of plot, 8"". 
and JfldtUlry afW 1M W .... Papers by H. Sanderson Fnrniaa, John Hilton. 
and J. J. MaUon, 1918.] 

THIS report of a Ruskin College conference of working-class 
associations, held at Manchester on May 10 and 11, like its pI&-
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decessors, will give the future historian 80me little help towards 
discovering what the more thoughtful members of the working
class were thinking in 1918, though the discussions on the papers 
seem to have been scarcely 80 vigorous as at some of the earlier 
conferences. 

We may note the strange persistence of the idea that private 
enterprise is to be blamed for being discovered unequal to the 
task of carrying on the war. Before the war did anyone ever 
suppose that it was the business o~ private enterprise to carry 
on war! The business of private enterprise was to provide 
people with the things they were prepared to pay for under a 
Fb;ime of peace and order maintained by th~ .various civilized 
States. Suddenly, in August, 1914, several of these States 
deserted their Fole of preserving peace and order and began in
stead to kill each other's subjects, to steal each other's subjects' 
property 80 far as they could., and to destroy what they could not 
carry away. And then, when private enterprise found itself 
somewhat incommoded by these procJedings, it is said to have 
" broken down " and the various States are 'said to have " come 
to the rescue " with their moratoriums and their floods of paper 
money with which they doubled prices while pretending to protect 
their subjects from the greedy profiteer. Verily, a precious kind 
of rescue! 

Mr. Furniss on "The State and the Citizen " is not impec
cable on this matter, but Mr. J. J. Mallon on "The State and 
the Consumer .. is a much more determined advocate of the theorY 
that the State has shown great industrial capacity. To illustrate 
"the creative work" of the MinistrY of Food, he says:-

.. In 1913 the consumption of butter in the United Kingdom 
was 16i lb. per head per annum, and of margarine 41 lb. per head; 
that is, the consumption of butter was nearly four times that of 
margarine. Tc-dsy the weekly output of home·produced margarine 
is three times what it was in 1913, while imported margarine in 
January stood nearly at the 1913 level. The import vital a few 
monthe ago is no longer essential. In a few weeks the United 

'. Kingdom will have become self·supporting in margarine production." 

Mr. Mallon may live ~ contribute to the epitaph of the semi
feudal State which tried to become industrial in its old age, and 
his contribution will be: .. Its subjects had butter, and it gave 
them margarine instead." Mr. John Hilton on "The State 
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and the Producer" is a good corrective to Mr. Mallon. In ita 
control of shipping, he remarks with pungent humour (p. 56), 
" the Government appeased the very natural indignation of the 
public at the expense of the public's stomach." He reminds his 
hearers that while the hurry of the period has certainly been 
inimical to success, the State has been enormously assisted by the 
patriotic fervour engendered by the war, and by the fact that it 
took over going concerns--" there is a momentum about a going 
concern which will carry it a long way, even though the initial 
energy be cut off, as has often been seen when the able founder 
of a business has died and left his fool son to carry on." He 
might have added that the reckless borrowing and emission of 
paper money carried out by all the belligerenta gives both the 
lenders of the money and the receivers of the bonuses and sub
sidies paid out of it a delusive feeling of prosperity, but cannot 
continue indefinitely. The State has certainly done greater 
things than anyone expected: no one before the war ever thought 
the British Government would bON'01D annually a sum equal to the 
whole pre-war yield of the income-tax in order to pay a part of 
the cost of the people's bread. Glorious achievement I "Men," 
says Mr. Mallon, "no longer gamble or speculate in wheat, or, in 
the old sense, no longer make profit out of it." How to reconcile 
his belief in the Government's success in buying and in preventing 
inordinate profita everywhere with the fact that about two 
thousand millions can be subscribed to war loans in a year, he 
does not explain. The ouly tolerably acceptable explanation yet 
suggested is that the Government departmenta shovel out money 
so liberally that some people are receiving amounta enormously 
greater than they received before the war. Mr. Mallon's ec0n

omical State pays them too much, borrows back much of what 
it has paid them,-and each year saddles the taxpayers with 
another hundred millions a year of interest in perpetuity. 

V 

SHOULD NATIONAL DEBTS BE ENFORCED' 

[At the end of August, 1918, when the end of the War oeemed riill oome 
way off, the Researoh Committee of the League of Free Nations Aooooiation 
asked me to join a aub-committee on .. Problema mainly Eoonomlo." I 
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-ted, &tid the sub_mmittee used to meet from October onwam. 
in my room in the temp<m>ry builcIiDg which then stood at the baok of 
the School of Eoonomica in Clare Market. I aoted 18 Chairman, but 
William Archer. who WI8 Sem:et&ry of the Research Committee, our parent 
body. WI8 the moving spirit. Members of the sub-committee prepared 
memorauda on the reorganization of the world which WI8 to take plaoe 
after the W .... &tid aoooIding to the echeme of the Research Committee 
three should have been licked into reporte of the sub-committee, &ad. 
after separate puhlioation, eveotually oo-ordineted with reporte of other 
sub-oommittees .. in a General Report on the whole queetion of a League 
of Natiollll, which might serve ... a baaia for disousaion in an eveotual 
International Confereooe." I aJwaya felt thet we might be Iikeoed to 
the three tailors of Tooley Street. and, in faot. the sub_mmittee somehow 
faded away in March, without leaving any traoe of inlIuence on the oourse 
of history. 

But I think it worth while to save my memorandum &om' oblivion 
because ita underlying idea that it would be .. good thing for the world 
at large if the contraction of debt by sovereign governments were draaticaJly 
checked .....". to be a sound one &ad d .. erving of aerioua oonaideration. 
The thoughtl .... ma.noer in which the subjeot is treated in moat finanoiaJ 
circl ... may be illustrated by the remark which a hanker made to me some 
time before the war. I had soggeoted that socner or later Russia would 
default. &tid his rsply WI8. "She can't do that. because she will aJ_ya 
want to borrow more." To-day we ... complete readin ... to lend &gain 
to defaulting governmenta if they will only" acknowledge" their old debts 
and promise to pay perhape 2B. in the £ of what is due on thOlll-6Dd thet 
out of the new money to be lent to them. Hamburg. issuing a new loan 
in 1926. aetuaIly attracted investors by &II81Uing them thet her obligatioDl 
to previous lenders had been nearly wiped oft the alate by the dspreoiation 
of the old mark I] 

December 2. 1918. 
UNDER the old system of unrestricted sovereignty each State 
could, of course. repudiate its debts quite legally. It could make 
what laws it pleased about their payment or non-payment. and 
could be summoned before no outside Court. The greater Powers 
were able to borrow both from domestio and foreign lenders not 
because there was any authority or other outside foree whioh 
could be relied upon to oompel performance of the oontract, but 
because the lenders. believed that the moral and finanoial dis
oredit of repudiation was suffioient to prevent refusal to pay. 
The French investors in Russian bonds, for example, advanced 
their money to Ruesia because they thought Ruesia would always 
be able and willing to pay: they never contemplated the possi
bility of some European or Mundane Court having to listen to 

.if 
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their plaint and put bailiffs into Russia; they did not even 
contemplate the possibility of getting their own Government 
to make war upon Russia if Russia refused to pay: Russia 
promised and they relied upon that promise. 

But the case of loans to some of the smaller and weaker States 
was not quite the same. While there was no authority which 
could compel States to pay their debts, on the other hand there 
was no law preventing other States from exercising force against 
them if they refused to pay, and in fact lending to some of these 
smaller States was perhaps encouraged by the investors' hope 
that in the last resort some group of Great Powers whose subjects 
had lent large amounts would oppose default by force. 

Turkey, Egypt, and Venezuela are generally given as examples 
of debtor States forced by Great Powers to pay their foreign 
creditors. The outside interference was no doubt sometimes 
mixed up with interference for other reasons from which it is 
difficult to disentangle it, but there seems no reason to doubt 
that many etatesmen of the Great Powers regarded the collection 
of debt from foreign States as one of the duties of every great and 
seH-respectingcountry, though they were not prepared to attempt 
to perform it where the debtor or his friends were too strong to 
make it worth while. 

In December, 1902, -Dr. Luis Drago, the Foreign Minister of the 
Argentine Republic, alarmed at the duress which was at that time 
being applied to Venezuela, addressed a note to the Argentine 
Minister in Washington putting forward a proposition which, 
when stripped of an accidental connection with the Monroe 
doctrine, is simply that international law should not allow the 
use of force by any Power for the recovery of debt due in respect 
of public loans. Many international lawyers seem to have been 
willing to accept this "Drago Doctrine," and an attempt was 
made to embody it in the decisions of the Second Hague Confer
ence in 1907. The resolution arrived at, however, instead of 
adopting the doctrine, really sanctions the use of force, by pr0-

viding that it shall not be applied unless the debtor refuses to 
submit to arbitration. 

"The contracting parties agree not to have recourse to armed 
force for the recovery of contract debts claimed from the government 
of one country by the government of another country as being due 
to its nationals. This undertaking is, however, not applicabla when 
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the debtor State refuses or neglects to reply to an offer of arbitration, 
or, after acoepting the offer rend611! the settlement of the oompramiBe 
impossible, or after the arbitration fails to submit to the award." 

It seems to have been suppoeed that the arbitrators would not 
merely have to settle the question (about which there would not 
in all prohability be any dispute) whether the State had made 
default or not, but would have to decide whether the State was 
reasonably able to pay at once the whole sum due, and how much 
or how BOOn it was to pay if not. But no arbitration oould be 
expected to decide that the foreign bondholder should never be 
paid anything, so that the Hague decision practically sanctioned 
forcible collection of debt. Belgium, Sweden, Switzerland, 
Roumania, and Luxemburg in Europe, China and Siam in Asia, 
and Brazil, N"waragna and Venezuela in America abstained from 
signing the agreement, and Argentina, Guatemala, Salvador, 
Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay ouly signed it 
with reservations which take the sting out of it. 

Such being the heritage into which the League of Nations will 
oome, the question arises whether the fulfilment of contracts with 
regard to national debts is to be treated as a thing to be enforced 
by the League. I think it will be oonvenient to divide the ques
tion into two, and to ask first whether new debts, i.e., national 
debts oontracted after the League baa been establish6ll, are to 'be 
regarded as enforceable by the League, and secondly whether old 
debts oontracted before its establishment are to be so. 

§ 1. New DebtB. 
The first thing to be noticed is that it would be clearly impolitio 

for the League to enforce the claims of foreign bondholders whil" 
ignoring those of domestic bondholders, since this oourse, when 
the League was once firmly established, would induce investors 
to lend to foreign Governments in preference to their own. 
Public opinion would, quite rightly, I think, condemn a policy of 
wholesale encouragement of external as oompared with internal 

-. debt, and supposing this policy were adopted, the external debts 
would be SO much larger in proportion to the internal that their 
enforcement would not seem so much more easy than the enforce
ment of all national debt as it does to us at present. 

At the first glance it certainly seems as if we should rather 
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expect the League to enforce national debts. These States which 
borrow ought to fulfil their contracts with the lenders, and if they 
refuse, why should not the League compel them, just as a national 
State compels private borrowers among its subjects to fulfil their 
contracts ~ But on reflexion, this analogy is by no means con
vincing. The League will not be a national State, but a union of 
national States which voluntarily endow it with certain powers, 
of which the power to enforce the payment of debt need not be 
one. It is quite common for Federations not to have the power 
of compelling its constituent States to pay their debts. If 
Australia defaulted, does anyone imagine that an Englishman or 
a Canadian holding Australian bonds could, after dragging the 
Commonwealth before the Judicial Committee, and obtaining a 
decision in his favour, secure execution of the judgment by the 
naval and military forces of the Empire, if the Commonwealth 
still failed to pay? The United States Qonstitution, as amended 
in 1793, certainly prevents the Supreme Court from entertaining 
an action against one of the States by citizens of another State 
or by citizens or subjects of any foreign State (Am. XI), and several 
States constituting the United States have as a matter of fact 
defaulted, and redress has never been obtained by their creditors. 
Moreover, no State adopts the policy of indiscriminate enforce
ment of every kind of contract on every occasion. An insolvent 
debtor is no longer handed over as a slave to his creditor; particu
lar kinds and amounts of property are often exempt from dis
traint; gambling debts are generally irrecoverable at law; tbe 

• liability of shareholders in companies is generally limited. The 
fact is that States pick and choose between contracts, enforcing 
only those which they regard it as expedient to enforce. If the 
enforcement of contracts is the general rule, that is only because 
contracts are mostly of the kind which it is expedient to enforce, 
not because there is any moral obligation on the State to enforce 
all contracts, and, when the matter is examined closely, it seems 
quite clear that it would be highly inexpedient for the League of 
Nations to hold itself out as an authority which in the last resort 
would use force (whether of a military or economic character) 
against one of the constituent States which failed to pay its debts. 

Under an efiective League, of course, national borrowing would 
no longer take place for aggressive war, but we cannot shut our 
eyes to the fact that it is highly probable that some of the demo-
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crat.ic Governments of the futuie may be exceedingly feather- . 
brained and desirous of borrowing enormous amounts for other 
purposes which may prove in the end to be anything buhemuner
ative. If it is understood that the whole force of the League 
stands behind the lender to such Governments, these Govem
ments will be able to raise far more money for such purposes than 
they otherwise could. The lender will need only to look at the 
security, which, 80 far 88 the League is really efiective, will then 
be the whole material property and goodwill of the country in 
question, and he need give no attention to the purpose of the 
loan or the capacity of the Government to carry out the purpose 
in view. If, on the other hand, the League takes no more 
responsibility for the loan than the United States accepts for 
debts of its constituent States or than the British Treasury accepts 
for debts of the Dominions and Colonies, the maxim, caveat 
cretlAJm, will come into play, and secure that sober and practical 
Governments will be able to borrow for profitable and desirable 
objects, while crack-brained enthusiasts will have to resort to 
immediate taxation with all its cooling influence, or to desist 
altogether from their mad schemes. This argument is much 
strengthened when we remind ourselves that national debts in 
any comprehensive use of the term include Government paper : 
money. Does anyone seriously propose tha~ the League should 
enforce the claims of holders of such money to be paid its full 
nominal value in the metal it was originally supposed to repre
sent t Even as things are, some Swedes and Swise are eaid to 
purchase Petrograd rouble notes, and therefore indirectly to lend 
to and support the Bolshevik Government, not beCause they 
believe in that Government, but because they expect outside 
interference to insist on its liabilities being treated as a mortgage 
on the rescurcee of the whole Russian territory. How much 
worse would it be if this W88 a certainty, as it would be under an 
efiective League of Nations which had adopted the principle that 
it would see to the carryj,ng out of the promises of any de facto 
Government, however dishonest, crazy, and ephemeral, up to the 

'. full value of the whole material property of the country and 
anything more that could be wrung from such of its inhabitants 
as were unable or unwilling to leave it for happier lands I 

Some one will perhape suggest that it would be possible for the 
League to exercise a control over borrowing--imd perhape over 
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I the issue of paper money-like that exercised by tbe British 
Government over borrowing by counties and municipalities. 
This may conceivably be the case in some remote future, but in 
the near future it is quite impracticable, and wholly undesirable: 
each country must be allowed to develop itself in its own way and 
it would never do for the League to send inspectors to the difIerent 
countries to inquire whether they should be permitted to borrow 
for the construction of a railway or canal, after the manner of 
the Englieh Local Government Board in its control of local finance. 

It seems therefore inevitable that the League should adopt the 
Drago doctrine, not in the emasculated form accepted by the 
Hague Conference, but in all its fullness, and should occupy the 
same place in relation to its constituent parts that the United 
States occupies in relation to the forty States of which it is 
composed, declining to use force itself, and declining to allow 
any nation to use force for the recovery of national debts con
tracted after its establiehment. 

§ 2. Old Debts. 
The position of the creditors of most of the belligerents in the 

Great War ie somewhat precarious. Their readiness to lend, or at 
any rate to take paper money in exchange for goods and services, 
made it possible for'the Governments to payout sums of money 
which every one would have regarded as quite incredible down to 
July, 1914, and this exaggerated money-expenditure caused an 
inflation of prices which more than doubled the money-cost of the 
war. If the States both pay what they have promised to pay and 
bring back their depreciated currency to its pre-war standard, the 
pressure on the tax system will everywhere be exceedingly severe, 
and it is highly probable that the national bondholder will be 
unpopular in rather wide circles. This is the kind of reflection 
that occurs to anyone who thinks of the situation in the victorious 
countries which will maintain or even increase their territories 
and which pay no indemnities, and it sufficiently euggests that it 
would be extremely impolitic for the League to take any reeponsi
bility for the existing debts or all or any of them. If any of the 
countries defaulted entirely or in part, either openly or by some 
tortuous currency method, the League would be unable to com
pel payment, and in all probability any attempt to do so would 
bring about its dissolution. 
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But this is the most favourable side of the national debt posi
tion. What of the debts of the other countries, riven by internal 
:revolutions a.nd almost unrecognizable owing to rearrangements 
of territory ! 

A simple transference of a small portion of territory from one 
defeated country to a.nother victorious one, 88, for example, 
Alsace-Lorraine from Germany to Franoe, presents little diffi
culty. We may take it that the transferred territory will not 
.carry with it a.ny portion of the debt of the country from which 
~t is detached. Precedents seem to be overwhelmingly against 
a.ny euch transference of general debt, a.nd could scarcely be 
otherwise where the Power gaining a.n acquisition of territory 
has been a conqueror, or, 88 in the case of Alaska a.nd the Danish 
West Indian IsIa.nds, a purchaser. It would be unlikely that a.n 
ag:reement to take over part of the debt would be embodied in the 
treaty. 

Local debt, however, a.nd even national debt incurred for public 
works within the territory, has commonly been taken over. 
Considerable difficulty may arise in distinguishing between local 
a.nd general debt when (as in the oase of Alsace-Lorraine) part of 
the cost of the war has been met by local loans, but this is a 
detail. 

The position of the losing country is so far rendered more diffi
cult, and that of the galning country more favourable, but this 
may be taken into aooount in the settlement 88 a whole. 

Cases of more complete rearrangement of territory present 
muoh more difficulty. When new countries, inhabited by what· 
have hitherto been subject nationalities, are carved out of the 
previous territories, will these new countries, often extremely 
impecunious, be expected to take over a part of the debt of the 
autocracies which formerly oppressed them, a.nd borrowed in 
order to keep them oppressed a.nd to carry on war with their 
friends outside' This seems to me both unjust a.nd praotica.lly 
impossible. A :restored Pola.nd, for example, could not justly be 
expected to shoulder a share (calculated, I suppose, in proportion 

. to Wealth) of the war debts of Germany, Austria-Hungary, a.nd 
Russia, a.nd if such share were put upon it, we may be fairly cer
tain that it would not be long before inability to pay was pleaded, 
a.nd the world-authorit~ involved in the unpopular and probably 
impossible task of debt collecting from a hostile population. On 
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the other hand, to concentrate the whole existing debt on the 
territory left to the old Statee in such case will probably be 
sometimes as impracticable, and little, if at all, more just. It 
may be impracticable, because the territory so left may be too 
small to bear the whole burden, or indeed, may be non-existent, 

_ the old State having entirely disappeared: and it may be nnjust 
because the inhabitants and proprietors of the remaining terri
tory or some of it, may be as little morally responsible for the 
'War and the debt as those of the detached territories-a Turco
man in Khiva can scarcely be regarded as more responsible than a 
Pole in Warsaw for the debt contracted by the Tsar's Government 
or for the rouble notee issued by the Bolsheviks. 

The conclusion to which all this points is that the Peace Con
ference will very probably find it desirable to let the dead bury 
their dead so far as the national debts and paper currencies of some 
of the old conntries are concerned: their apportionment among 
the new conntries and the remains, if any, of the old, will appear 
too impracticable. The Allies have already made a beginning 
by their scheme for a sixpenny gold-exchange rouble which 
suggests at once the abandonment of the vast mass of Tsarist and 
Bolshevik paper roubles and the eventual adoption of a much 
lower standard for the rouble than that existing at the beginning 
of the war, and a consequent virtual composition in regard to 
rouble loans. For my part, though I know some members of the 
Sub-Committee disagree, I see no great harm in the fact that 
lenders to bellicose and corrupt Governments will lose their 
money: it will be a lesson to investors which will be useful in 
securing peace and good government in the future. The lesson 
will be all the more effective if loans made specifically for and 
actually applied to some productive purpose are saved from the 
general wreck, and as such loans will have left public works of 
some kind in some territory or other there should be little diffi
culty about allocating the obligation to pay them. 

But whatever the actual peace settlement may be, there can be 
little doubt that in the establishment of the League extreme care 
should be taken to prevent the League being made responsible 
for the carrying out of a Treaty or Treaties which require large 
payments to be made (either capital or interest) from one Govern
ment to another or from the taxpayers in one conntry to bond
holders in ~other. A league which attempts to keep one set of 
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countries against their will tributary to another set will not be a 
League of Peace but a League for th\l Maintenance of Discord. 
Such payments from one country to another as are the necessary 
results of the war should be completely made during the tran
sition period or at least arranged for in some way which will secure 
that the League of Nations shall not be obliged by decisions of its 
own Law Court to enforce them whether it is expedient to do so 
or not. 
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I 

"THE WAR HAS MADE MANY A HAPPy HOME" 

[A review article in the EC07II11TIM; JO'Uf'IIaI for June, 1919, of Bowley'. 
lJWiBWn oj 1M Product oj I~: ..4 .. ..4'111J1,yBis oj NationDllnctYrM beJ.,. 
1M War, 1919. The story of the charwoman'. remark W&I told me by 
an economic hi.torian &8 a trne one. It typifies the feelings of many 
who found themae1vea better off during the war than ever before-
eapeci&lly of wives who bad good·for.nothing huabando conacripted for 
military aervice and became entitled to &llowanCOB for themselves and their 
ohildren.] 

No reader of the JU/JITfI(JZ with any serious interest in the 
distribution of income is likely not to have read Professor Bow
ley's masterly contribution to the subject by this time, so that 
I need not waste space in summarizing his conclusions, which 
appear to be eminently sound, though they have excited some 
indignation in minds of undue optimism which find the atmo
sphere under his wet blanket somewhat sufiocsting. 

It seems more useful to attempt to pave the way, or at least 
to throw down some road-making material, for a consideration 
of the amount and distribution of the produet of industry during 
the war. UDless statisticians and economists will give some 
time and energy to this subject, it seems probable that during 
the years of. lssaitude and psinful recovery following the war 
the question will often be asked and left unanswered, "Why 
were we so much better off during the war 1" Continued 
failure to SIllIWer will involve great dangers. The .bourgeois 
economist, intent on winning the war, Isnghed when his char
woman ssid: "Thif/ war has made many a happy home." Will 
he Isngh when the charwoman's son, experienced in the art of 
fighting and harden~y fsmilisrity with its horrors, says: 
" When I was in the nches you gave me my pay and lots of 
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bully-beef, and you ga.V8 mother an allowance: if you could do 
it then, you can do it now, 80 why should I work! Didn't Lloyd 
George promise me & h&ppier Engl&nd '" The question is not 
p&rt of Professor Bowley's subject, a.nd he does not de&! with it 
except incident&lly in & couple of sentences on p&ge 54 :-

"The large income and lavish expenditure of 1918 were mainly 
dne to the great inflation of prices, &nd partly due to borrowing 
from abroad and calling in capital. No one can reckon what the 
prodnct of 1918 would have been worth &t pre-war prices; the unit 
of value is unstable and unknown." 

"The large income" is, of course, the large sum of money 
&t which the aggregate incomes of all the inh&bitants of, or, 
more strictly, all the persons resident in, the country &re v&lued. 
Did this sum, which wa.s, I suppose, between 50 and 100 per 
cent. more than the corresponding sum for 1913, represent & 
.. product of industry" incre&sed by as large & percentage., 
That Professor Bowley does not think 80 is implied by his saying 
th&t the largeness of the sum of money" was mainly due to the 
in1Iation of prices," and all reasonable persons will &gree with him. 
But this seems to indicate th&t though .. no one can reckon what 
the product of 1918 would h&ve been worth &t pre-war prices,'" 
yet we believe ourselves cap&ble of comparing the magnitude of 
the product of 1918 witIi th&t of 1913, to this extent &t any r&te, 
th&t we &re prepared to say th&t the product of 1918 was not as 
much greater than th&t of 1913 as the (money valuation) income 
of 1918 was greater than th&t of 1913. How do we D;l88BUre , 
Not by &pplying index numbers of prices in 1913 &nd 1918 to the • 
money valuation of income for the two Ye&r8, bec&use many 
people know nothing &bout index numbers of prices, and those 
who do would feel it hopeless to &pply them, h&ving regard iii> 
the enormous clliIerence in the qualities and in the kinds of the 
articles constituting .. the product." It is bad enough to find 
tough or over-salted bacon instead of the old article, and mar
garine for buttsr, but worse when" tanks" are substituted for 
touring cars and aeroplane bombs for whisky. Confusion is 

. rendered worse confounded when & particularly dangerous form 
of labour ceases to be bought from free men &t the price it will 
fetch, but is obtained by compelling & large section of the people 
to eerve at rates which would not, in fact, h&ve tempted them. 
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The differences are of the same lcind as those which would pr&
vent us from using the method of index numbers for comparing 
the magnitude of the product in the reign of William the Con
queror with that of 1900, even if we had the requisite prices. 
The fact seems to be that when prices and aggregate prices fail 
us, we form our estimates of magnitude of product from our 
knowledge of the amount of effort put forth and the various 
conditions regulating the productiveness of effort prevailing at 
the time. No one supposes that the product of industry of the 
Australian aborigines was large: asked why we believe it to 
have been small, most of us would be content to answer som&
thing to the effect that we know that their numbers were small, 
their industry not great, and their knowledge and instruments 
of a very low order, .. so that they could not have produced much." 
The same answer would be given about the product of the people 
of this country in the time of William I, and we must follow 
the same line of thought in comparing 1918 with 1913. 

About the aggregate of labour performed in this country, 
including that of the army abroad and of the sailors afloat, there 
is no doubt. The aggregate number of persons at work increased 
considerably, and of those who worked, some worked both 
harder and longer, some perhaps not quite so hard, but sufficiently 
longer to more than counterbalance the reduction of intensity 
of labour during the time worked. So we should expect an 
increase of product, if we had to think only of the amount of 
labour. But its productiveness also has to be taken into account. 
Did a given amount of labour effort produce more or less' 

/ First let us consider labour employed in producing the things 
ordinarily required for peaceful purposes. Here we may admit 
a certain gain arising from greater willingness and agility of 
mind among the workers who continued in ordinary industry, 
and also a certain gain arising from .. increasing returns" in 
certain industries when the labour employed was simply reduced. 
We may be sure, for example, that a reduction of labour employed 
on a farm from ten to eight generally reduced the product by 
less than 20 per cent., even without any increase of personal 
efficiency, so that the productiveness of the eight men's labour 
was increased. On the other hand, the substituted labour was 
generally much worse than the old; that of the women and boys 
was constantly inferior from want of muscular power, and that 
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of old or unfit men who emerged from retirement or from idle
ness and professional unemployment was for the most part con
temptible. Moreover, organization was thrown into confusion 
by the war owing to interruption,,!lf communications with the 
outside world and all sorts of Government demands for men and 
things, besides interminable well-meant but hampering regula
tions. On the whole it seems likely that the productiveness of 
industry in procuring things of ordinary peace consumption 
diminished. 

Secondly, we have to think of the war products. In this 
province no one can fail to recognize an enormous increase in 
the productiveness of labour if we measure it by quantity and 
quality of articles, such as shells and aeroplanes, and of services 
such as firing shells at given targets and curing wounds. And 
we must reckon it in that way. ' The labour did produce what· 
it was immediately intended to produce, though the war itself 
was not productive, but deatrnctive; if the war could have been 
avoided altogether by the exercise of common sense, that no more 
disproves the greater productivity of labour in making shells than 
the fact that rabies need not have been introduced into the 
country would disprove greater productivity in making dog 
muzzles. 

The proportion of the aggregate labour employed in pro-. 
ducing war products and the increase' of productiveness in this 
province were both 80 large that we can acarcely avoid the con
clusion that they must have outweighed the 1088 of productive
ness in regard to peace products, so that in regard to all kinds of 
products taken together productiveness increased. 

But if both the labour and the productiveness of labour 
increased, we oannot fail to admit that the product of 1918 
must have been greater than that of 1913, so that the rise of 
(money valuation) 41come in 1918 does to 80me extent at 1eaat 
represent an increase of " real income" in the aenae in which that 
term is moat commonly understood. 

It is very pleasant to have an addition of £50 to your income, 
'. but if the year in which the addition takes place happens unfor

tunately to be one in which you have to pay doctors and a 
nursing home £200, you are not better but worse oft than in the 
year before. So in the Great War, though the product and "real 
income" increased, the world in general was worse oft. The 
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product was so largely of a non-enjoyable and even destructive 
kind. Instead of making thlngs and doing thlngs which gave 
comfort and pleasure to each other, people made things and did 
thlngs as unpleasant as possible to their neighbours, and the 
increase was in these things. 

That small sections of people should have been better oil in 
spite of the general loss is not surprising. We are not even 
surprised if we find that on the whole the gain has been greater 
than the loss in some of the States which remained neutral for 
the whole or most of the time. But it is certainly surprising 
to find that a very large section of the people of one of the prin
cipal belligerent countries, the "working classes " of the United 
Kingdom, should be generally believed to have had " a very good 
time " in an economic sense (e.g., not reckoning pain of wounds, 
grief for lost relatives and friends, fear of aircraft bombs, etc.). 
How can we explain it' 

The goodness of the time is no doubt largely exaggerated by 
the ordinary apprehension. People are so used to regarding 
expenses as fixed that it is difficult for them not to think them
selves better oil with £2 a week than with £1, even if the £2 
" goes no further·" than the £1 did. Moreover, deterioration in 
quality is apt to be overlooked. Bread seems to be bread what
ever it is made of,.and when war underclothes do not keep out 
the cold we are apt to ascribe the fault to the weather. When a 
workman is suffocated in a railway carriage by the presence of 
fifteen others and takes double the old time_on the journey, it 
does not strike him that he is paying the GOvernment which 
takes his fare the same money for a less service. If his increase 
of income were all taken away in taxes of which he was con
scious, he would still think he was better off, since now he could 
pay taxes and yet live as well as before. Moreover, no one sup
poses the " good time " to have been universal; here and there, 
at any rate, working people distinctly lost. 

But when all allowances are made, it seems difficult to deny 
that the working-classes in this country were as a whole som&
what better oil than before the war. Anyone who is inclined 
to deny it will probably admit that they were not much woroe 
off, which, in the circumstances, is only a little less surprising. 
Why, we may ask, were they not much woroe oil' 

In the first place, in ordinary times the whole product is not, 
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as Adam Smith erroneously supposed, consumed. A consider- • 
able part of it is said to be .. saved." Moat of this part consists 
of material equipment in the shape of additions to the stock of 
houses, ships; factories, eta., within the country. and the rest 
of it consists of things which are sent abroad. either to form 
souroee of income themselves or to purchase souroee of income 
for inhabitants of this country. Now during the war addition 
to material equipment at home and foreign property, abroad 
wholly ceased. The labour thus set free was made available for 
war-produCtaon and for the production of immediately con
sumable peace-goods. 

Seoondly, in ordinary times a very large amount of labour • 
is employed in maintaining the existing material equipment in 
good condition. This could not be dispensed with altogether
we were compelled to replace fallen slates pn our roofs and 
broken ra.ils on our lines of railways. But every one knows that 
houses are in much worse condition than usual, and every one 
conversant with business. knows that renewals, if not repairs, 
have been very seriously postponed in almost all branches of pro
duction, and that stocks of everything have run down enor
mously. The labour which would in,ordinary times have been 
keeping up the material equipment was diverted to war-produc
tion and the production of immediately consumable peace-goods, 
and its diversion helps to explain why the people were still able 
to obtain as much as they did of those peace-goods. 

Thirdly, instead of sending some of its product abroad to 
bring in future income, the country took the opposite course of 
selling the property of inhabitants abroad and borrowing money 
abroad in order to secure the immediate import of consumable 
goods. Stocks and shares in the United Ststes and elsewhere 
were exchanged for immediate bread for the people, and the 
bacon over which we grumbled was bought with money borrowed 
there-that is to say, it has fl()t yet been paid JOf'. 

It was chielly the tapping of these resources that enabled the . 
country as a whole to get through the war with so little real 

., privation. Further relief was obtained by a temporary reduction 
in the production of babies: as soon as the war had got into 
foll swing, the separation of husbands and wives brought about 
its natural effect. and the absence of some three-quarters of a 
million very young children was & substantial help. 
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That none of these resources could be of a pe1'Ill&nent char
acter is too obvious to need insisting on. The Prodigal Son's 
father W&8 able to kill the fatted c&lf because, in the absence of 
the wastrel, he had gone on producing and 8&ving; he W&8 not 
a community which could only 8&y: .. My son, I regret that there 
is no c&lf; we ate the last old cow a week ago. But I have 
many Bradburies and War Bonds, and one match: let us at least 
warm our hands at a cheerful blaze." 

I suppose that, in addition to thus .. living on capital," the 
working. classes were to some extent assisted by a certain redis
tribution of consumption in their favour. Rationing cut down 
the housekeeping expenses of the well·to-do, in spite of the 
incre&aed cost of food, so that they must have eaten less or 
economized more, and this left more for the poorer classes. They 
left oft buying clothes, and their abstention partly explains the 
magnificence of the girl munitioners. They replaced no worn 
furniture. Their dome'8tic servants left them to assist in the 
production either of war·products or of peace-goods, which would 
not be entirely for the well·to-do. Altogether they consumed a 
great de&! less than before the war, and the working· classes 
derived benefit about the 8&me in kind and degree &8 they do 
in ordinary times from a diversion of the income of the rich 
from expenditure on conswhption to 8&ving. What will be the 
end of it-whether the well·to-do in the future will themselves 
have to pay the whole of the interest on their war loans or will 
get some of it from the working-c~is &8 yet uncertain. 

On the whole it seems likely that the redistribution of con· 
sumption W&8 quite a small matter compared with the .. living 
on capita!." But I should like to see the question treated 
seriously in a statistic&! manner, if that is at &II possible. 

II 

THE ALLEGED FAILURE OF PROFIT·MAKING 

[In the Oom""", 0""". for September 6, 1919, MiBa B. L. Hutchino had 
argued that the supply of the n........nee of life ....... too oerioue • matter 
to be eettled by oonaideratiOllB of profit alone. ••• Women ••• are 
likely to uk very aeriouaIy whether the methods now in vogue are good 
enough. It is notoriOllB that in the first year of the war, even the h"8" 
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profits made by the armament firms did not ensure a auJlioient supply of 
ammunition for the army, and the Government was foroed to manufaoture 
for itaelf. It is equa1ly notorious that at any given time there is not 
enough milk to go round among the children of the poor, even if thoir 
mothers oould alford to 'pay the price." I think ehe invited criticism by 
sendiDg me a oopy of the paper. I replied in the followiDg letter, which 
appeared in the Cammmr. C ...... for September 19.} 

MADAM,-
I am astonished that my friend, Miss B. L. Hutchins, should 

repeat the hackneyed complaint against the profit-making mo,
tive in industry that it did not produoe enough-that is to say, 
what each belligerem gooemflle7lt considered enough;-munitions 
for the war. Of course it did not; capiteIiste looked behind 
the "huge profite" of the moment, and held back from the 
conversion of old factories and the creation of new ones because 
they thought it would be more profitable in the long run to go 
on producing what the people really wanted, and were likely 
to go on wanting long after the delirious demand of the belligerent 
governmente had ceased. But is it not obvious that this is 
entirely to the credit and not the discredit of the profit-making 
motive' What better thing could anyone say of private enter
prise than that if munition making had been left to it instead of 
being taken up by the belligerent governmente, the product 
of munitions would have been enormously less than it was' 
The war would have been less devastating, millions of lives would 
have been saved, and Miss Hutchins would have had much 
less need to be writing about the shortage of milk and other 
desirable commodities. If she is going to ocndemn capitalism 
because it did not provide enough munitions, she may just as 
well ocndemn free labour because it did not provide enough 
recruite for the armies. For my part I think it no blame to the 
ordinary ocntract of semoe, terminable at a day's or a week's 
notioe, that the war would have either ended much sooner or 
been oonducted on a much smaller scale if the soldiers of all the 
armies had been engaged on those terms. 

When she goes on to say that it is " notorious that at any 
given time there is not enough milk to go round among the 
children of the poor, even if their mothers COt.Ild afford to pay the 
prioe," she is mixing up her grammatical moods. As mothers 
can not aftord to pay, there is not enough milk to go round; 
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but if mothers equid afford to pay, there 'I.IJOUld be enough to 
go round, because it would p~y to produce the larger quantity. 

III 

CURRENCY ON THE EVE OF THE CUNLIFFE LIMITATION 

[The First Report of the Committee on Currency and Foreign Exchange. 
After the War, caJled the Cnnliffe Committee after ita Chairman (Cd. 
9182~was presented in August, 1918, and oannot be underatocd UDl ... 
it is realized that at that time no wide divergence between the value of 
the ponnd sterling and it. par gold equivalent 11'88 expected to appear 
at the end of the war. It i. this faet which explaina the eaay allU8ion to 
" gold imports" in the pa.ssage, section 43, in which the Committee recom .. 
mend that during the tranaitionaI period after demobilization, .. the iaau. 
ehould remain a Government iaaue, but that ouch poat-war expanaion 
(if any) 88 may take place ehould b. covered, not by the investment of 
the proceeds of the new notes in Government securities, &8 at present " 
(i.e., that money ri.iaed by the iaau. of additional notes ehould not be lent 
to the Government .. at present), .. but by taking Bank of Engl&nd 
not .. from the Bank and holding them in the Currency Not. Reserve, 
and that .. and when opportunity &riaee for providing eover for the 
existing fiduciary portion of the iaaue, the .. me preoedure ehould be 
followed. The effect of this arrangement would be that the demands 
for new currency would operate in the normal way to reduce the 
reserve in the Banking Department of the Bank of England, which 
would have to be reetored by raiaing money ratee and eneouraging gold 
imports." 

AI time wore on in 1919, it appeared olearly, in spite of the ...... naI 
f1uctuationa, which were not then 80 well underatocd &B they are DOW, 
that no reduction, cautious or other, was being made in the &mOunt of 
Currency Notes outatanding. Nor till Auguat was any attempt made to 
carry out the reeommendetioD of the Cnnliffe Committee that any additiona 
to the amount were to be fully U covered by," i.e., only UBed for the purpose 
of being ""changed for, Bank of Engl&nd not .. which were to be retained 
in the Currency Note Reserve. But in the Auguat Bank Holidey week, 
when the amount outatanding increeaed nearly two mi1li0na, Bank of 
England notes for the first time appeared, to the _t of £200,000, in 
the reserve along with the £28f mi1liona of gold which had long been 
there. By October 8, this amount of hB.nk-notee had been inoreaaed by 
irregular inataImenta to £1,700,000, and the fiduciary or uncovered iaaue 
.... nearly two mi1liODB I ... than on Auguat 6, but this reduction W88 1_ 
than what would have occurred from purelyaeaaonaI _ if the general 
trend had not been upwards. 

Hence the following lettera 
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§ 1. 1_ and 00_: NevJ Fabk of the Hare and the 
Tortoise. 

[A letter to • friend who happened to be • member of the CunIilIe 
Committee.] 

October 11, 1919. 

Isn't it time that your CanlifIe Committee woke up again 
and explained to the Treasury that when you said on page 11, 
.. new notes should be issued not againet Government securities 
but againet Bank of England notes," you meant that all 
additional notes should be so issued and not merely one out of 
ten or eleven! I have been writing an Introduction to the. 
Bullion Report, which P. S. King and Son are reprinting, and 
am amazed at the way in which the blunders of a century ago 
are being repeated with the same apologies. In the 1815-19 
period the Bank tried to collect a stock of gold by buying it at 
BOa. per stsndard ounce with its depreeiated paper and was 
very properly laughed at for its pains, and Parliament (save the 
mark I) had to intervene to prevent the poor old thing having 
all its. hoard taken out at 77,. lOll. when it tried its experiment 
in resumption. Now we have the much greater absurdity of the 
Treasury buying Bank of England notes with new additional 
Bradburies when the price of gold is 90&. ! 

So far, I observe, the Bank has managed to avoid increasing 
its stock of gold ever eince it made the new agreement (July 24, 
1919) with the South African gold mines-an agreement which is 
very obscure, but certaiuly does not appear to give the Bank 
any right to get gold at or near the old Mint price. If it can 
go on doing so [i.e., if the Bank can continue to avoid increasing 
its stock of gold], the Treasury will end by getting the whole 
Bank of England note issue into the Currency Note Reserve, and 
people who used to have £5 and £10 notes will have to be con
tent with 5 and 10 separate Bradburies, which will have no effect 
on Bradburies except to depreciate them a little more,. because 
they will be more mconvenient than the larger notes; eventually, 
I suppose, a demand might arise for £5 and £10 Currency Notes--
I wonder that no one has asked for them already. But I cannot 
imagine the Bank submitting peaceably to such a withdrawal 
of its notes from circulation. What then will happen! The 
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Bank will never buy gold at 908. out of its own pocket: will 
the Government buy gold at 90s. and hand it to the Bank at 
778. 1O!d.? Supposing even it refused to make banking a 
subsidized industry, could not the Bank force its hands by 
demanding sovereigns for all the Bradburies which come into 
its pOBBession from time to time, and so drawing out the 281 mil
lions of gold in the Currency Note Account Reserve 1 or the 
Bank of England notes [in that reserve] if the Government pre
ferred 1 It looks really as if an end would soon come to this 
crazy policy of one in ten which suggests a new version of the 
Hare and the Tortoise-" The tortoise said to the hare, • My dear 
fellow, you are much too fast for me, but if you will only promise 
not to run more than ten times as fast as I do, I may have a 
chance.' To which the hare very readily agreed." 

§ 2. Why 8hould flat Sea801'Ia! Variatiofl8 in Demand for 
OWT1'ency N oIe8 be met out of a RuIl1'f>ll? 

[Searching for Bome mor~ effectual mesns of reduoing the Currency Not .. 
in the po ..... ion of the ordinary ba.nks and the publi., I was .truck by 
the fact that the Bank of EDgIand showed in it. weekly published baJanoe 
sheet not a oingIe £1 or 10.. note. If, I thought, it would proceed to form 
a reserve of currency not .. , comparable in magnitude to its reserve of its 
own notes, two birds would be killed with one etone. Firat, provided 
that the required stock wao taken out of the existing ciroulBtiOD and not 
merely obtained by a fresh printing, the notes would be brooght ne&rer, 
if not quite to, par with gold; second, if the reserve thuo oolleoted provided 
for II08&OnallIuotuatioDS in the amount, the Paper Goose would be steri
lized, Bin.e it would heoome practically impoeoible for the Treaowy to 
shelter itself behind the usual ""ouoo for additional iooue -" the hanko 
wanted it for purpoaea of their buainesa." 

I therefore wrote the following letter to PM '1'.",.., whieh appeared OD 
O~ber 28. The weak point of it is that it oa18 nothing about the coot 
to the bank of keeping all this mODey idle. Obviouoly that should foil 
on the i88Uer of the currency in question, i.e., the Currency Note Account, 
whioh in the long run mesns the Treasury, &8 the profits of the i80ue 
eventually find their way into the Exohequer. The point is taken up 
below, pp. 203,217.] 

8m,-
Many of your correspondents on the currency desire the 

immediate collection of gold as a backing for currency notes. 
But is it not fairly obvious that a gold reserve against a note 
issue is nseleBB as long as the gold cannot be paid out, and that 
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it cannot be paid out as long as the notes are not equal in value 
to the gold they are suppoeed to repreeent! So long, for example, ' 
as it takes twenty-three £1 notes to buy twenty sovereigns 
immediately outside the oountry, we may be sure that no one 
will be allowed to make the profit involved in presenting notes for 
payment in sovereigns at par and exporting the sovereigns. 
(Hence the present prohibition of export of gold, which is equiva
lent to inoonvertibility of notes). The use of a gold reserve 
againet notes is to ensure oonvertibility, and if oonvertibility 
into freely exportable and meltable gold is not and cannot be 
present, a gold reserve is immobilized and, for the moment, 
ueeless. " 

Further, is it reasonable to reoommend either the Government 
or the Bank to buy gold for this purpose when the price of gold 
is 81lllh that 238. or thereabouts would have to be given for the 
gold wherewith to make a sovereign' The intention being to 
bring the £1 note and the sovereign to an equality, it would be 
extremely silly to buy gold before that equality is brought 
about. 

Now I find that when it is proposed to reach that equality by 
the simple process of the Treasury ceasing to issue additional notes, 
and burning some of the already exieting issue as they oome in, 
the question is often asked, "But what would" then happen 
when a bank with a sum to its credit at the Bank of England 
drew a cheque and said it wanted a million currency notes' .. 
The idea in the mind of the questioner is that it is obvious that 
the demand can only be satisfied by the Government printing 
additional notes. But why cannot the millipn notes be supplied 
from a stock of old notes in the same way as a similar demand 
for sovereigns was supplied before the war from a stock of 
existing sovereigns' Before the war the Bank of England was 
not in the habit of specially digging a million in gold out of the 
mines every time a bank asked for a million of currency: it 
kept a reservoir of gold suffioiently full to be able to satisfy such" 
demands. When currency notes were substituted for gold in the -
circulation, a similar reservoir of these notes should have been 
formed and maintained suffioiently full by ordinary banking 
methods to prevent every demand for a little extra currency 
having to be satisfied by the printing-press. But, perhaps oon
fused by the fact that the Currency Notes Act intended "notes 
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to be iSsued by way of loan, 1 neither the Treasury nor the Bank 
of England seem to have formed 8l1ch a reservoir. In fact, the 
weekly return of the Bank does not appear to admit that the 
Bank possesses a single currency note, though it is difficult to 
believe that it is the one institution in the country which can 
do without the most commonly used currency. 

What I should like to know is whether the immediate for
mation at the Bank of England of a 8l1bstantial banking reserve 
of currency notes collected from the existing circulation (not 
crested for the purpose by further use of the printing-press) 
would not be the best way of causing that contraction of the 
circulation which is necessary to bring £1 sterling to a par with 
gold, without preventing the occasional fluctuations in the 
total of the circulation, which are wholesome and necessary. 

. DEAl\-

§ 3. Tk6 &serve Proposal Defended. 

[A letter to a Fina.noial Authority.] 

October 29, 1919 • 

. . . l think you are wrong if you hold that ordinary 
banking methods would not maintain a reserve of inconvertible 
paper just as well as they maintained a gold reserve. You say 
that raising the Bank Rate would not bring in gold. Certainly it 
wouldn't (until Bradburies came up to par-then it would), 
but we are not talking of keeping up a gold reserve but a reserve 
of notes. I think you suggest that raising the bank rate would 
not bring in notes because there are none (which is not quite true, 
but no matter) outside the country to be drawn in. There we 
touch a fault in most of the traditional theory of money, which 
seems constantly to require the existence of an outside world 
to make it work. That is quite wrong: the world itself is 
isolated, and you could have a common currency all over it 

1 The Act (425 Gao. V, ch. 14) says in 12; "Cummcy notee may be 
issued to ouch persons and in such manner as the Treasury direct, but the 
amount of any notee iswed to any person sholl, by virtue of this Act and 
without registration or further aoourance, be • Sooting charge in priority 
to 011 other charges, whether under otatuto or otherwise, on tho _ of 
thet person." This seems to make it cIea.r that "Tho Treasury may, 
oubjoot to the provisions of this Act, issue ourronoy notee .. in f 1 was in
tended to authorioe the Treasury to lend notes, not to exchange them fur 
onin or good&] 
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and a Bank of Mundus which could act 88 the bankers' bank 
and keep a ~e in exactly the same way 88 the Bank of 
England used to do, and fix an equally effectual bank rate, though 
there would be no foreign parts from which gold could be 
drawn. I fancy the old methods applied to a purely local 
inconvertible currency would really be more immediately effectual 
than when applied to a world currency. You cannot really 
think that the Bank could not get in currency notes by the 
same methods 88 it used to get gold. H somebody of accepted 
solvency would pay the expenses, I would undertake to get in· 
50 millions very quickly by offering 20 per cent. on deposits! 

Granting all this, you object that formerly the local currency 
could be enlarged by pinching the people outside the country, 
and under my system it could not. But surely we don't want to 
enlarge the local currency but to reduce it until it comes up to 
par. The elasticity which I admit to be desirable is not what the 
bankers seem mostly to mean by it, a poBSibility of perpetual 
extension, but the elasticity of a sound rubber ring which pulls 
in 88 well 88 stretches out: the reservE! will provide for tem
porary j/;u.cI.uafJion: I don't want it to provide for perpetual 
increase but to help towards a stesdy decrease. I am not 
afraid of the banks feeling .. short of cash "; that is just what 
they and the Government and other people oo,gla to feel because 
it would lead them all to do what is required. H it is desired 
to prevent people feeling short, double the currency, 88 the 
~ have done since the Armistice, and bring the pound 
down to 20 or some smaller number of grains of standard gold 
instead of 107, 88 I think it is at present, and 1231, 88 it 
ought to be I 

I quite admit that a person above human failings might 
manage the Treasury issue so 88 to allow temporary fluctuations 
and yet steadily on the whole diminish the issue, but in fact the 
Treasury while allowing temporary fluctuations on the whole 
steadily increased the issue up to April 23 and since then h88 
not materially decreased it, although the need for currency is 

. immensely diminished by the reunion of husbands and wives, 
etc. And I think if temporary fluctuations wm:e made to fall 
on a reserve it would be much easier to secure the gradual steady 
reduction which almost every one admits is required, though 
they keep on saying that nobody must be short of money. 
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The efiect of accumulating bank-notes in the Currency Note 
Account has so far simply been to increase the currency notes 
and reduce the bank-notes by an equivalent amount. You 
can see that if you reflect that if the Treasury chose it could 
now easily exchange the £1,750,000 bank-notes for 1,750,000 
currency notes now outstanding and bum the currency notes, 
and that this is obviously the best thing to do, unIessit is prepared 
to use the bank-notes as a reserve to be paid out when required 
and recovered as soon as possible. But I would prefer the 
Bank to keep the reserve, as it controls the Bank rate. 

§ 4. The Reserve Proposal Ezplained. 

[A letter toLord D' Abemon, whq had moved in tho House of Lords 
for" return which, when published, waa oalled .. Statements of Produotion, 
Price Movements and Currenoy Expansion in Certein Countri ... ," Cmd. 434, 
followed by Cmd. 734.] 

Nuoember 9, 1919. 
DEAR LoRD D'ABEBNoN,-

I hope a good deal from a plain statement of the increases 
of currency and of prices side by side. I wish we could get 
periodical statements, say once a week, of the number of grains 
of gold which each of the units (£, franc, mark, etc.) of currenoy 
is worth, as the public is completely fogged by the measurement 
in £, and so are the departmente if we may judge from the 
ridiculous Parliamentary paper which was issued purporting to 
show that the pound sterling was worth 17,. in New York and 
£6 or something like that in Berlin and so on. 

When I wrote that letter in The Timu of Ootcber 28, I avoided 
censure of past action in order not to excite opposition, but it 
seems to me that the historian of the future will say that in 
1914 the Bank took advantage of the Currency Notes Act (or its 
misinterpretation') to shu1Be out of its responsibility as banker 
to the other banks, while the ~easury did not take the business 
over. Apparently ever since then the Bank has considered 
it no part of its duty to meet from its own resources, cheques 
drawn upon it by the other banks which have balances with it: 
it has said in effect, .. Sorry, but we have not got anything under 
£5 ourselves. However, it doesn't matter, we can get the 

[' See note on p. 190 abov .. ] 
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Tmasury to print you a lot of nice new Bradbories." So instead 
of cheques being met by paying out of a limited amount of 
currency, of which the Bank had to keep a proper resm:ve in 
hand, they came to be met by the printing-press. There was 
of course nothIDg whatever in the Act to compel the Tmasury 
to print more notes: the cheques are ch-awn on the Bank of 
England and the Treasury could always have said to the Bank, 
"This is your affair: you admit that you owe Barclays two • 
millions, and yet you make a fuss because they ask you to pay 
£50,000 of it in Bradbories. There are plenty of Bradbories 
in the country, and you ought to be like other people and have 
enough to be able to pay what you have promised to pay when 
it is demanded." But this seems never to have occurred to 
either party, Hine illcB laorif1llB. Refusal and consent to print 
might by an almost infinitely strong and wise person, be worked 
so as to be equivalent to the ordinary working of a bank reserve, 
but the Treasury is not 8uch a person, and I am sure that the 
ouly way to put things right is to restore the reserve system and 
let bankers work by their old rules of thumb. This is confirmed 
by the almost universal incapacity to understand why the Bank 
Rate was raised the other day. 

§ 5. Aft Ezample of fk Re8erfJe System aM How to Retain 
Suhsidw,y Ooins. 

[The last sentence of the preceding letter evidently led up to the following 
letter whieh appeared in The Timu of November 18. 1919. The plan of 
eaIling in the existing silver ooinB and reissuing them with more aJloy 
was adopted in this oountry by the Silver Coinage Act. 1920, and was 
gradually carried out, though the danger of Ol<pOrtation of the coin had 
disappeared before the operation was even begun.] 

Sm,-
On October 28 you printed my suggestion that the best 

step towards securing a currency not subject to indefinite increase 
and coll8e.quent indefinite depreciation would be to create and 
maintain by ordinary banking methods a central reserve of our· 
rency notes. What has happened since Beems to show in a 
striking way the soundness of that suggestion. On November 6, 
immediately after a week in which over three millions had been 

o 
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added to the currency note issue, the Bank Rate was raised from 
6 to 6 per cent. 

Now if there had been a reserve such as I propose, the addition 
to the circulation would have been taken out of the reserve, 
instead, as it was, out of the printing-press, and every one, 
except a few blinded by their own particular interest, would 
have understood and approved the rise as necessary to " protect 
the reserve" or to "stop the drain," in the good old phrase
ology. But as things were, a vast number of the people who 
profess to understand such matters declared that the action of the 
Bank was unintelligible, if not palpably absurd. They cannot 
see, and both as a teacher and as a student of the period 1797-
1821, I think it will be impossible to make the most of them see, 
that as the indefinite multiplication of notes is admittedly ruinous, 
the printing-press requires" protection" against " drains " just 
as much as a reserve does, and that the protection can be given 
by the same means. It follows that, in order to secure support 
from general opinion and a consequent absence of friction, it 
would be better to set up a reserve and work by old-fashioned 
approved rules of thumb than to attempt to get the same result 
by applying the principles on which these rules rest to the con
trol of the printing-press. 

Turning to another currency question, I should like to express 
the astonishment which every one with any acquaintance with 
seventeenth and eighteenth century history must feel at the feeble 
way in which Governments are allowing their subsidiary silver 
coins to disappear. For more than a century it has been known 
that the only way to keep such coins in circulation is to rate them 
in the unit of account at more than their metallic value. It 
follows that if their metallic value rises, or, as is the case now, 
the value of the unit of account (the pound, franc, etc.) falls, 80 

as to bring the metallic value above the rated value (e.g., 80 as 
to make the silver in a shilling worth more than one-twentieth 
of a pound note or the silver in a five-franc piece worth more 
than a five-franc note), the remedy is not to issue inconvenient 
paper substitutes, but to call in the existing coins, giving whatever 
small premium may be necessary for that purpose, and issue a 
new and lighter or more alloyed coinage. The operation will 
obviously be a profitable one to the State, while at the same 
time it preserves the public from an immense inconvenienoe. If 
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the Mint is incapable of ooping with the work, the only thing 
to do is to " cry up " the ooins by issuing a proclamation in the 
old form declaring that, e.g., the ooin now called a shilling 
and passing at the rate of 20 to the pound shall be current for 
21., and pass at 10 to the pound, and similarly with the other 
ooins. This wonld be inoonvenient until the coins were over
stamped with the new values or recoined, but it wonld be less 
inoonvenient than small notes. To the reproach of "debase
ment" the answer is that when the standard currency tells a 
lie, the subsidiary currency must tell the same lie. Small 
notes would certainly be no more honest than lighter shillings. 

IV 

AN ATTEMPT AT POPULAR PROPAGANDA: "PROSECUTE 
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER FOR PRO· 
FITEERING ! .. 

[Desp&iring of influencing the authorities directly by argument, I cast 
&CIJdemic O&!m away &nd appealed to the .... wd. The following 8%tr&ct 
(No.1) from the Oz!ori. Olllrrmj;;k of November 14, 1919, shoWl! how I 
began. The" joke .. found ita way into a great many papen with Ia.rgor, 
cirouI&tioDB and led to the appea.r&Uoe of an article (No.2) in the DaiItg 
.Mail of November 24, ill_ted with an out-of·date &nd somewhat 
terrible portrait not reproduced hore.] 

1. The Worst P,ojil.eering. 

[Extr&ct from the Ozjord Olwonicl., Nov. 14, 1919.] 

The first and for some time the only oomplaint received by the 
City of Oxford Profiteering Committee was from Dr. Edwin 
Cannan. It ran as follows:-

"I hereby complain of a commodity which coste leas than a 
penny to produoe being sold by retailers in this city and elsewhere 
at £1. 

" The retailers are the banks, and the manufacturer is the Chan
oellor of the Exchequer, and the commodity is the one-pound 
ourrency nota. 

"I am, of course, aware that to prevent a thing being sold for 
the best possible prioe is the most effective means of preventing, 
or at least discouraging, ita production, and I would not dream of 
putting the Profitesring Act in foroe in regard to any commodity 
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of a useful character. But the Currency Note, iSBUed in ite present 
excaesive quantity, is far from being useful. On the contrary, it is 
extremely pernicious, inasmuch as it is a cause of the high and 
rising pricae so much and so justly deplored by all well-disposed 
persons. It is a commonplace not only among economist. but 
among all traders that the more plentiful any commodity is, the 
1 ... it will fetch in the market, and it would be a very strange thing 
if currency were an exception to the rule. It is no exception, and 
the more plentiful a currency is .. the less will any unit of it fetch 
or buy in the market-in other words, the higher will price. and the 
cost of living be. 

"With the expr ... object, therefore, of stepping the further 
manufacture of this article, I ask you to refer the case to the Board 
of Trade, and to demand the immediate prosecution of the Chancellor 
of the Exchequer for making the unreasonable profit of 23,900 per 
cent. at least on the sale of £1 currency notes, and half that amount 
on the 108. note. 

" If you regard the case as outeide your &cope, I suggest that you 
should resign, seeing that in trying to mop up a high price here 
and there without making any attempt to cut oft one of the sourcae 
of the supply of paper-money which is devastating Europe and 
threatening the whole of mundane civilization, you will only be 
imitating Mzs. Partington." 

The Town Clerk having acknowledged receipt, and expressed 
80me doubt whether it was intended seriously, and also whether 
currency notes could be said to be sold, Dr. Cannan replied :-

" I am surprised that you should conceive it possible that I could 
joke on 80 serious a subject as tha rise of pricae. I leave that to 
the people whose money-incomes rise with the cost of living. At 
the same time I am not prepared to say that there is not something 
likely to make the pure cynic laugh in the spectacle of our own 
and other governmente setting up absurd machinery for stepping 
people from charging high plicae at the same time as they are 
themselves engaged in producing an inevitable rise all round by 
manufacturing additional currency with which to meet a part of 
their own expenses. -. 

" I do not take your point that currency notes are not on sale. 
You will not find the l .... t difficulty in purchasing a £1 note with a 
sovereign, nor even generally with 208. in silver, at any bank in 
the town, to say nothing of the fact that drawing £1 notes out of a 
bank by cheque is indistinguishable from buying them, as your 
account is charged £1 for each. 

"But obviously the retailers are not at all important in this 
matter. That the Treasury sells the notes, or, at any rate, that the 
'banks pay for them outright' (instead of borrowing them as 
intended by the Currency Notes Act, 1911) is etated in the first 
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interim report of the Currency Committee, which is signed by Sir 
John Bradbnry himself. . 

" What I am attempting to do is to give the committee something 
which they can send to the Board of Trade to show that the country 
is waking up to the obvious facts of the situation." 

(It is understood that the Committee dismissed the complaint, 
and that it will not come before the public sitting, which is the 
first held in the City, on Friday.) 

2. Why Things are Dear. 

[Article in the Daily Mail, Nov. 24, 1916.] 

Statistics are no doubt great fun, and it is nice to see the 
public laugh over my complaint to my local Profiteering Com
mittee that the Government has been making the "unreason
able profit" of 23,900 per cent. on each £1 note if we put the 
cost of the paper and print 88 high 88 ld. But, 88 I told our 
Town Clerk, the rise of prices is beyond a joke, and what I want 
to do is to make not only profiteering committees but also 
every one else see the root-cause of it and demand the one and 
only effectual remedy. 

Of course the war started the rise, but how did it do it ~ And 
why does it continue after the war is over' Some people seem 
to think that before the war nobody wanted to make unreason
able profits, and others think that before the war wage-earners 
never asked for a rise of wages. But in fact before the war, 88 

afterwards, profit-makers tried to make the best profit they could, 
and wage-earners tried to get the best wages they could. No 
explanation is to be found here. 

Some say more plausibly that the war caused a general short- _ 
age of commodities and the scarcity raised prices. Supposing 
people's power to spend money had remained the same, there 
would be much to be said for this explanation: if a man had 
£100 a year and the things he usually bought became scarcer, 
he and others like him would be obliged by their own com
petition for the goods to give more for each. But if this were all, 
prices would have gone down rapidly 88 demobilization pro
ceeded and would now be a great deal lower than a year ago. 
The real explanation is to be found not in the decrease of com
modities but in the increase of money. 
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It is spending rrumey that raises and maintains prices. If 
you and I and twenty million others were seized with a spending 
fever and rushed round to the shops where we were known 
and trusted and ordered monstrous quantities of goods to be 
sent home and charged to our account, there would be a general 
rise of retsil and wholesale prices, but it would not last long, 
because when the bills came in we should find we could not pay, 
and if we did not .sell the things ourselves in time the bailiffs 
would. 

When the war began, the belligerent Governments rushed 
into the market and ordered monstrous quantities of goods 
quite regardless of expense, and there was an all-round rise of 
prices. The Governments were quite unable to payout of 
revenue for what they had bonght, and, what is more, they 
could not even borrow enongh to meet their iisbilities so long 
as the amount of money in their countries remained unaltered. 

To avoid financial crashes, therefore, they issued, either 
directly or through State banks, quantities of additional paper 
money, which enabled them to pay what they had promised 
in the letter though not in the spirit, as the money po_d 
less purchasing power than that which existed in smaller quan
tity at the beginning of the war. 

Then, by issuing still more additional paper, they were able 
to draw in most of the gold in circulation in their countries and 
send it abroad in purchase of goods which neutrals were willing 
to sell to them. Thus a great deal of the existing gold was 
sold to the neutral world in exchange for goods, while at the 
same time all the new gold produced from the mines was also 
sold to the neutral world, as the belligerents could not afford 
such a luxmy-gold being one of the very few metals not used in 
munitions. 

In these circumstances it is surely not surprising that the 
purchasing power of gold fell immensely, or, in other words, that 
prices reckoned in gold rose immensely •. 

But the European belligerents were not content with reducing 
the purchasing power of gold in this way. Impelled by their 
urgent need, and not sufficiently alive to the danger of the 
policy, they went on issuing more and more paper until the 
purchasing power of their money went far below the reduced 
purchasing power of the gold corresponding to it. And they did 
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'not stop when the war ended, a.nd few, if a.ny, have stopped 
now. 

The amount of money in circulation per head of the population 
is almost ludiClO1l8. To every man, woman, a.nd child in the 
United Kingdom there is now about £13 or £14 instead of only
£4 or £5 before the war, a.nd the amounts here are quits sm&!l 
compared with those in the other countries-the French have 
over 1,000 fra.ncs each' (about £25 121. 64. at the present rate of 
exchange). 

The result is that while a grain of gold 'will buy about half 
what it used to do, marks a.nd ~ a.nd pounds will buy fewer 
of these depreciated grains. The mark, which used to be equal 
to six gra.ins, is now worth little more tha.n hiili a grain; the 
fra.nc, which equaJIed five grains, is now worth less tha.n three, 
a.nd the pound, which equaJIed 123, is only worth about 103 
[gra.ins of standard, i.e. eleven-tweHtha fine], at the present 
moment, and &ll of these moneys are f&lling. 

The lose of purchasing power which gold has undergone is a 
matter for the world at large which ca.nnot be much &fiected by 
the action of a.ny one country, but why on the top of this depre
ciation of gold aga.inst commodities, should we pile -a further 
depreciation of the pound sterling aga.inst gold, :making prices 
about 20 per cent. higher tha.n they would be if the £1 note was 
still worth &8 much &8 the 123 grains of gold in a sovereign 7 

To prevent prices rising still further a.nd to bring them down a 
bit is perfectly simple-we must stop the further iseue of cur
rency notes a.nd withdraw some of those that are now in circul&
tion. 

V 

LETTERS ACCOMPANYING PRESENTATION COPIES OF 
THE PAPER POUND OF 1797-1821 

1. To the GO!JemOf" 01 the Bank 01 Englan4. 

DecetOOer 14, 1919. 
DEAB 8m,-

Herewith I send you a reprint of the Bullion- Report of 
1810 with a.n Introduction in which I have sketched the history 
of the period of BUSpension of gold payments a.nd to some extent' 
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indicated the parallelism of that time and the present. I hope 
that you will have time to look at it and that when you ha va 
done with it you will plaee it in the Bank's library. 

The Bank was severely blamed by many critics for its manage
ment of the paper currency of 1797-1821, but, as I have suggested 
on pp. xxxix-xli, if these critics could have known how very 
much worse the Governments of all the great European Powers 
would manage their paper currencies in 1914-19, they would have 
been more indulgent. In these days the one bright spot among 
a welter of mistakes and absurdities has been the recent increase 
of the Bank Rate, and I eay God grant the Bank courage to 
raise it further and high enough, in spite of all ignorant and 
interested clamour! I think that the one hope is that the 
Bank will once more take the currency in hand iteelf and manage 
it on the old sound approved principles, as I have suggested in 
the two letters to The Times which I have pasted into the 
book. 

That the paper currencies of Central and Eastern Europe will 
escape entire collapse is now most improbable, and it is scarcely 
likely that even the French currency will survive without a 
drastic writing down of its old relation to gold. And I rather 
think the end will come soon. I received a week or two ago 
in a closed envelope from Switzerland a kind of poster and also a 
leaflet printed in English by foreign printers the object of which 
was to advocate a general strike to enforce payment of wages in 
gold-or "at least" 60 per cent. in gold. DORA probably will 
prevent any wide circulation -of such things in this country, 
but I have no doubt from the look of them that they are being 
circulated in other languages in continental countries, and will 
help to bring the currencies there into that discredit which is 
the final end of excessive issues. These countries may then, as 
I understand Mexico has recently done, take to actual gold 
again, which by increasing the demand for and consequently 
the commodity value or purchasing power of gold, would be 
likely to cause another great jump in its price in our paper. 

H we do not stop the increasing divergence between our 
paper and gold very soon, I do not believe we shall ever be 
able to get hack to the old par of £1 to 1231 grains of standard 
gold. Will the Bank rise to the occasion-one of the greatest 
occasions in the history of the world-or will it let things slide , 
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. 2. To tk Becrd.artJ to tk TreaBUf'!J. 

December 21, 1919. 
DEAR SIB,-

I send you herewith a copy of the Paper Pound, 1797-1821, a 
reprint of the Bullion Report with an Introduction, which I 
hope you will find of interest at the preeent time. 

I have noticed a great change in opinion during the last few 
weeks, and it seems that we have now passed the phase during 
which it was necessary to argue with persons who denied that 
increasing a currency tended to raise prices reckoned in it: 
While the enormous rise in Government expenditure at the 
beginning of the war was no doubt everywhere the first cause 
of the depreciation of gold as against commodities and services 
and then of the depreciation of the belligerents' paper cur
rencies against the depreciated gold, no one has been able to 
contend that the enormous inereasBl! which have taken place in 
most of these paper cUrrencies since the Armistice have been 
caused by increasing Government expenditure, or are in any way 
the result of rising prices rather than their cause. The sug
gestion that the high price of commodities in general ill due 
entirely to scarcity of goode and not at all to superfluity of money 
has looked very feeble ever since Lord D' Abernon obtained the 
return (Cmd.· 434) which shows side by side the increases of 
currency and the decreases, if any, of goods produced. What, 
ever inaccuracies there may be in the figures for production, 
no one has any doubt that the increase of currenoies has been 
enormous compared with the decrease of goods: and further, 
every one knows that production ill gradually improving and yet 
prices continue to rise. We may in fact take it that the public 
ill now willing to accept the judgment of the Bullion Committee, 
which said in 1810-

" A genersl rise of all prices, a rise in the market price of gold, 
and a fall of the foreign exchanges will be the effeot o~ an excessive 
quantity of circulating medium in a country which has adopted a 
currency not exportable to other countries, or not convertible at 
,will into a coin which is exportable" (p. 17). . 

The only questions now are how far and in, what manner 
the existing quantity of circulating medium in each country 
should be reduced. 
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Whether or not international arrangements for reducing 
'instability of prices may eventua1ly be desirable, there is, I 

think, general agreement that the paper currency of our own 
country should meantime be diminished until the pound ster
ling is again equal in value to a freely meltable and exportable 
sovereign of 1231 grains of standard gold, or, in other words, until 
the market price of fine gold has fallen from the present height 
of His. per ounce to B4B. lId. 

The experience of 1815-21 (see pp. xxix to xxxiv of the intro
duction) shows us both how to fail and how to succeed in raising 
the value of paper in relation to gold. 

I. The way to fail is to issue more notes in order to buy gold, 
which by hypothesis is at a premium, with them. To do this 
simply tends to raise the value of gold thronghout the world 
and to diminish the value of the notes, and so it tends to increase 
the premium on gold. The Bank of England in the 1815-19 
period, with more patriotism than common senae, adopted the 
policy, and its failure stands on record. It may perhaps be 
said that there is no danger of its adoption at the present day, 
when the premium of gold is so much higher than at the earlier 
period. But there are certainly signs of a tendency towards its 
adoption. Instead of limiting the whole issue of Currency 
Notes, the proposal of the Cunliffe Committee, adopted by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, is to limit the fiduciary portion 
only. The Currency Notes are thus 8B8imilated to Bank of 
England notes, and the total of the two together (which is the 
important thing) can only be increased if more gold is acquired 
and stored away. Now if in fact the existence of the premium 
on gold and the exercise of common sense jointly prevent the 
acquisition of such gold, the total of paper money will really 
be limited just as much as if it were limited in express terms. 
The total of Bank of England notes was limited in that way from 
the end of July, when the Bank ceased to be able to get gold 
without paying a premium, till a fortJiight ago. But then the 
Bank suddenly, in some manner which has been kept secret, 
obtained four millions more gold, and this has enabled it onae 
more to increase its issue. The acquisition of the gold which 
thus brought about a fresh and disastrous expansion of the 
currency was hailed in some quarters as .. opportune "I It is 

, clear that there are persons who will approve any amount of 
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expansion provided only that some body of persons is foolish 
enough to store a_y gold against the additional notes, though 
that gold, sold in the international market, would buy up all 
the additional notes and over 25 per oent. more! 

It 0CC1llB to me as possible that the Bank secured the four mil
lions from the Government by representing that the publio were 
being inconvenienced by the pra.otice recently adopted by the 
Treasury'of using the issue of Currency Notes for the purpose 
of buying in and storing away Bank of England notes, which are 
all of larger denomination than Currency Notes and therefore 
more convenient for some purposes. To reduce the big notes 
while indefinitely increasing the small ones is certsinly ludicrous, 
but the proper alternative is not an increase of the big ones but 
a diminution of tlI.e small ones. Instead of issuing more Cur
rency Notes with which to buy up Bank of England notes, it is 
easy not to issue that amount of Currency Notes or to cancel 
that amount already in circulation. If the Treasury can afford 
to lock awa,y a million in Bank Notes it C&il just as well afford 
to draw in and cancel a million in Currency Notes. 

II. The one way to succeed in raising the value of the present 
paper pound is the old,simple plan, adopted at last in 1819-21, 
of diminishing the aggregate amount of paper in circulstion. 
It can be dime conveniently by either of two methods, or, better, 
by both in conjunction. 

(1) The Bank should abandon the fiction that it does not 
deal in Currency Notes, and should collect a sufficient amount 
of them to enable it to supply the Christmas and other seasonal 
or occasional demands for more than the normal amount of 
currency without clifficulty. It could scarcely be expected to 
bear the loss which this accumulation of reserve would involve, 
and should therefore' be &88isted by the Government keeping 
larger deposita orotherwiae, just as it was &88isted in 1819. 

(2) The Treasury should buy in and cancel Currency Notes 
at a fairly rapid pace, say three or four millions a week, until the 
pound sterling comes up to par-that is, until gold comes down 
to 848. lld. the line ounce and the American exchange reverts 
to the neighbourhood cif4·86. The requisite funda can be obtained 
without legislation by selling securities held against the 
Currency Notes. 

The objection commouly urged against this reduction of notes 
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in circulation is that it will make it more difficult for the Govern
ment and others to borrow. That it will make it more difficult 
to borrow fTIO'1Ie!I is perfectly true, but the real capital available 
for investment will not be in the least diminished. What will 
happen will be that the smaller BUmS of money which will be 
lent will go as far as the larger would have done. There will 
no doubt be a disagreeable feeling of tightness in the money 
market, but when a man is running headlong down a steep 
hill ending in a precipice, he does well to etop himself somehow, 
even at the cost of a few scratches or bruises. Delay is much 
more dangerous. Already an international propaganda is on 
foot against paper money, and I have received a poster and a 
handbill in English advocating a general strike to enforce the 
payment of wages in gold. It is clear that any such movement 
may easily bring crowns, marks, and francs into such hopeless 
discredit that they will be demonetized. The assignat experi
ence may be repeated, so that we may find ourselves still on a 
depreciated paper standard while the continental countries have 
returned to a gold one like France under Napoleon, and Mexico 
this year. If such a return were accompanied by large demands 
for actnal gold currency, gold would be appreciated by the new 
demand and the gap between it and our paper corrency would 
be much widened. 
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I 

HOW ADDITIONAL CURRENCY IS PUT ON THE MARKET 

[A review, written at the end of December, 1919, and published in the 
8IaIidiool JOUI'fII1J for January, 1920, of It.. G. Hawtrey, 0vnerIcu tm<I 
Ored<I, 1919.1 

MIl. HA. WTBEY is one of the ablest and most learned of our 
currency experts. The historical chapters of his book provide 
much ueeful addition to knowledge. Readers may eapeoially 
profit by his account of the manner in which a sudden return 
from a bigbly depreciated standard like the assignata to an earlier 
metallic standard has actually been effeoted. Who has not 
wondered what happened to debtors who had promised to pay 
tens of thol1ll8nda of livrea in the depreciated currency, or what 
will happen as between debtors and creditors in the future when 
the hopeless continental currencies are demonetized t Mr. 
Hawtrey tells us. Very usefully ·too, he draws attention to 
many cases in which a hitherto unexplained variation in 
the metallic value of a depreciated currency has been caused not 
by internal conditions but by a variation in the external value 
of the metal concerned. The enemies of depreciation, con
centrating on the internal conditions which their own country 
can control, have generally if not always been right in dis
regarding these external changes, as they are usually quite 
tri1Iing beside the changes inside, but it is a mistake to ignore 
them altogether. 

On the theory of money, too, Mr. Hawtrey is acute and often 
/lnIightening. But there is much reason for thinking that in one 
important province he is fundamentally unsound. He begins 
with a chapter on " Credit without Money" in which he inventa 
the .. fantaetic hypotheaie," as he expeota it will be called, of a 

205 
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civilization without money where business is carried on by 
.. credit," and shows that it would not work, as .. prices released 
from any physical standard of value would vary without limit." 
He defends his plan on the ground that it makes clear the func
tions of credit, in which he is unduly sanguine, and also, .. par
enthetically," on the ground that the hypothesis is not entirely 
fantastic, since from 1797 to 1812 the English currency was in
convertible bank-notes which were not legal tender. This is 
making a fetish of the law : a legal-tender law is of no import
ance except in so far as it secures universal acceptance of the 
legal-tender coins or notes at their legal-tender value. If the 
people will accept them without such a law, the situation is exactly 
the same. Prices were limited by the limited amount of bank
notes from 1797 to 1812 just as much as they were afterwards : 
exactly why the Bank Directors did limit the amount of bank
notes may be a matter of dispute, but there is no doubt about the 
fact. A similar overestimate of the importance of legal tech
nicality appears in Mr. Hawtrey's treatment of Gresham's law : 
he quite unneceBBarily says there is an exception to the law if 
ordinary usage disregards the legal rating of a coin, whereas surely 
the .. under-valuation" and .. over-valuation" that should be 
meant in any enunciation of the law are the valuati9ns at which 
the coins actually circulate. 

A reader whO" is puzzled by the first chapter may well turn 
at once to the last page of the book, where he will find the fol
lowing paragraph-

.. We have treated money as subsidiary to credit. In a highly 
developed system of deposit banking, such as that of England or 
the United States, the justification for this is obvious Purchasing' 
power is created and extinguished in the form of credit. Even gold 
fresh from-the mines is in the first instance sold to a bank in exchange 
for a credit; it is only coined and passed into circulation when the 
customers of the bank ask for it." 

This is wrong, and its error 'will be 1>bvious as soon as a mint 
is set up on the Rand, and the sovereigns coined there are divided 
between wages and other costs of working the mines and the 
profits of the owners. The interpolation of a bank between the 
goldminer and the mint does not make an atom of difEerence to 
the principle. Whether there are any hanks or not, the gold 
produced is bartered away for other commodities and services 
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just 88 iron or coal are and with precisely similar efiects. The 
purchasing power of the fresh gold is exercised at the moment 
when the producers ofier it in exchange for other oommodities or 
services, and they must do this at once unless tiey are prepared 
to stop their bueiness and forgo the realization of profit. -The 
ofier tende to lower the value of gold bullion reckoned in oom
modities and servicee and to raise the value of oommodities and 
services reckoned in gold bullion. If an ounce of unooined 
gold is beginning to procure less oommodities and servicee than 
an ounce of ooined gold, and free ooinage is in operation, some 
of the owners of the uncoined ouncee at once get them coined and' 
sperul them, with the usual oonsequenceof spending more money 
__ tendency to a rise of pr!cee. 

To represent the tens of gold which were produced and coined 
and introduced into the circulation because the Transvaal and 
Yukon producers wished to buy 88 much 88 possible with it 88 

having got into circulation" when the customers of baDlm asked 
for it" may seem a harmless aberration. It might be so if it 
were not the fact that the error involved forms the foundation 
of the doctrine with which the Treasury defends (or till lately 
defended) the oontinued and unrestrained issue of Currency 
Notes. If it were true that gold only gets into circulation 
when the customers of banks ask for it, the same thing would 
hold of Currency Notes. The. Treasury induced the Publio 
Expenditure Committee to report that the straightforward plan 
of issuing additional notes directly in payments for commodities 
and servicee difiered in its efiect on prices from the Treasury 
plan of paying for them with already-issued notes drawn from 
the banks and then immediately giving the banks newly manu
factured notes.. The distinction is adopted by Mr. Hawtrey 
on pages 49-52, but in a slightly altered form, 88 he makes it not 
a question between paying out first.hand or seoond-hand notes 
but between a -state of things where the banking system is 
undeveloped or developed, which reminds us of Mun's chapter 
.. Of the admirable feats supposed to be done by bankers." When 
the banking system is well developed he thinks that even if 
l!o government .. directly defrays its own . liabilities with notes 
fresh from the printing-press," it will be the action of the banks, 

[1 Above p. 162.] 
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.. not the note issue, which clirectly affects the value of the 
monetary unit." Apparently he supposes this will happen 
because the notes will .. come back to the banks as they are 
spent." The spending here contemplated appears from the 
context to be not the first spending, that of the Government, 
but the second spending, that of the persons who received the 
notes from the Government. These two spendings---these two 
exercises of additional (reckoned in the money unit) purchasing 
power-will of course have raised prices, but Mr. Hawtrey seems 
to assume that the rise must now be somehow wiped out by the 
fact that the traders proceed to pay the additional notes into 
their accounts. Well, it is true that if they did not draw out 
any of their thus swollen balances and the banks preferred to 
lock away the additional notes thus come into their possession 
instead of lending them to borrowers or otherwise parting with 
them, the additional notes would cease to operate on prices. 
But ~rtunately there is no justification for assuming that 
this would be the case. To talk as if the banks take the initiative 
when they merely carry on business in the ordinary 'way is, to 
put it mildly, misleading. To contend with Mr. Hawtrey on 
psge 62 that .. The only effective method of controlling the 
issues of paper money is to control the creation of credit, for the 
demand for legal tender money for circulstion is consequential 
upon the supply of credit" is simply grotesque if the words are 
to be taken in their natural meaning. The issue can be carried 
on indefinitely or can be stopped dead at the will of the issuer. 
All that Mr. Hawtrey really means is that to keep the iasue 
within proper bounds and te reduce it if it has gone beyond 
them needs both pluck and self-denial on the part of the 
issuers. 

An able, important, and very dangerous work. 

II 

WHAT IS THE TRUE PURPOSE OF A RISE OF BANK 
RATE! 

[A common objection to a rise in the Bank Rate "bout this period ..... 
the allegation that in pre-war tim .. tho purpose of " rise .... to bring 
in gold, and that, .. in exioting oircumataoceo it certainly .. ouId not do 
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that, it had become use\.... The following letter on the subjeot WIllI 

published in the EI:mwmi8I of January 10, 1920. The editor appended a 
DOte, wbich, with the clisc1lB8ion to which it gave rise in the next issue of 
the paper, added nothing on the question whether the Bauk Rate had be
oomeine8iaient, DOW that a rise of the Rateoould not be ~ to attl8Ct 
goId.] 

Sm,-
. In your last issue you expreas the opinion that under our 
present corrency ByBtem with depreciated notes not convertible 
into free gold, raising the Bank Rate has loet all ito efficiency, 
and you therefore disapprove of the recent increase to 6 per cent: 
You would, I suppose, favour an immediate return to 5 per cent. 
But if 80, why not go lower, to 4, or to the " sweet simplicity" 
of 3, or even to 2 or 1 to We should then have all the advantages 
which you attribute to 5 per cent., but in a greater degree ! 

My question is by no means original. It was put to the Gov
ernor and Deputy-Governor of the Bank by thll BulIj)n Com
mittee in 1810, and they said in1Iation would not be in the 
least increaeed by lowering the rate. But subsequently they 
got a friend to withdraw this statement in the House of Commons, 
and thereby abandoned their case (and yours). 

The idea that the good effect of a rise in the rate charged and 
obtained for money by lenders was that it brought in gold to, 
in your words, "increase the basis of credit," and therefore pre
sumably to eularge the credit or in1Iation built on that basis, 
~ both perverse and superficial Credit did not want eularg
ing but restricting, and the good effect of the rise was that it did 
restrict credit, and thereby diminished spending. The diminu
tion of spending caused prices to fall, or, in other words, the 
value or purchasing power of currency to rise, which is exactly 
what is wanted at present. The coming in of gold in pre-war 
times was the eventual result and termination of the process, like 
the overflow of a full cistern. To object to raising the rate 
because the pound sterling is 80 depreciated that ito purchasing 
power will have to be very considerably raised before gold 
begins to come in is very like objecting to filling your very empty 

. cistern because it will be some time before you can fill it to th~ 
top. 

I repeat then, if 6 per cent. is no use, of what use is 5 per cent. ! 
Would it not be much more pleasant for the Government and 

p 
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other people to borrow at 1 per cent. 1 It can be done quite easily 
-even the idea that it coste paper is a delusion: it is only a 
matter of printing \" £10 " instead of .. £1," and" ten pounds " 
instead of .. one pound" on the same number of scraps of 
paper. 

m 
SCHEMES FOR BUILDING HOUSES WITHOUT HAVING 

TO PAY FOR THEM 

[Early in January, 1920, I received a cry for help from Wigan. It 
seoma that some member of the Sheffield' City Conncll had proposed that 
instead of borrowing and paying interest, the Conncll mould apply to 
Parliament for power to issue cnrrency .. with due precautions against 
extravagant issues " or U alternatively for the Treasury to issue DOtes OD 

the pledge" of the City's property and rates, .. thus enabling the City to 
obtain the capital it requires free of interest and reducing the cost of 
public serfl ... and the rent of houses to a minimum and otherwise assisting 
the development of the City and the welfare of it. inhabitant.... There 
was no seconder in Sheffield, but the idea travelled to Wigen and was 
taken up by the Labour Party there, who proeeeded to oIaim that .. the 
Government mould supply corporations with paper money at the cost of 
produotion,8&Y, eighteenpenoe for a thousand noteo," which would reduce 
the .. econow. rent ... of the houses to be hnilt by one-half. In support 
of the propoaoJ, the old story of Guernsey'. market-house was appaoJed to. 
I replied to the request for assista.nce in the following letter.] 

JlJ1Iuary 9, 1920. 
DEAR SIB,-

. .• Your labour party ••. wish to issue bits of paper 
in exchange for which the borough will get bricks and labour 
to build houses with. It sounds very fine till you ask .. who is 
going to Bllffer 1" Is nobody going to pay for these houses , 
The bricks and labour are to be given by the brickmakers and 
the builders in exchange for these bits of paper, which they 
cannot eat nor use as raiment; They will, it is said, be able 
to buy food and clothes with them: perhaps, but that only 
means putting the cheat one degree further oft-if the notes are 
paid away by the immediate receivers to others, it is these others 
who will get bits of paper in exchange for real goods and services. 
However far you carry it, you cannot get out of the fact that 
Wigan will have got, not" ninepence for fourpence," but houses 
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for nothing except the cost of making a good many little bits 
of paper-in fact, this is the very object of the scheme. Isn't 
it obvioua that somebody must lose by the transaction' 

The people who lose are those who have money in hand or 
are entitled to receive fixed 8UlD8 of money: for the effect of 
spending additional supplies of money is to make money-the 
pound (and ita twentieth, the shilling, and its 24Oth, the penny) 
cheaper, that is, able to buy less than before. Wigan's issue 
to build houses would not cheat the world at large much more 
than the Guernsey issue to build a market-house; but why stop 
there! Why not supply all the capital expenditure of Wigan 
in the same way' Why stop at capital! Why not abolish 
rates, by issuing a sufficiency of notes every year to meet all 
expenses! And will the rest of the country and the world be 
content to see itself exploited by Wigan 9 Every other town 
must do the same, and in a year's time the £1 note willllot buy 
&8 much &8 a penny does to-day. • 

Your labour party is quite behind the tunes. The world is 
sick of paper money and the perpetual rise of prices which it 
causes. I have before me a poster and a handbill printed in 
Switzerland in English (among, I believe, other languages) 
demanding a general strike to enforce payment of wages in 
gold I And just at this moment our own Treasury, frightened 
at last by the depreciation of the Currency Note, has put a limit 
of issue upon it. 

The Guernsey incident is referred to in many books, e.g., 
Jevons' MlmeYanil the Medium of Err.clumge, but I don't know 
of any definite detailed account of it : 1 no doubt you will hear 
from your Guernsey correspondent. Guernsey is a sovereign 
State and could do what it liked even if that were obvioualy detri
mental to the general good: if Guernsey was circ.ulsting gold 
and substituted paper, it must have bonght the market-house 
from the world at large by exporting that amount of gold, which 
would diminish the purchasing power of gold throughout the 
world, but of course very slightly. Wigan isn't a sovereign 
State, and the only currency it could now push out, if allowed 

o to issue its own, would be Currency Notes, and these (with °all 

[' I overlooked J. T. Harris, 4" E:lIM1VpIe ... C""""u"," CU""'"'II> 1911. 
The amount of money raised waa only £5,000.] 
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other £ B. d.) would become further depreciated, but gold would 
be unaffected (except of course that it would be quoted at a 
still higher price in £ B. d. than it is now-11Os. the fine ounce, 
instead of the par value 84a. lId.) 

IV 

ANOTHER ATTEMPT AT POPULARIZATION 

[The following special articl .. were written at the request of the Man
cAutt;, GutJrdf4n, and appeared in the issuea of January 30 and 31, 1920. 
The inclusion of Argentine among atatea allowing Ires dealings in gold was 
.. mistake, and the statement that a sovereign once exported was Ires gold 
is too general: some European countries endeavoured to protect each 
other'. paper currencies by; prohibiting the ,melting of foreign coin.] 

P APEB MONEY AND PRICES. 

§ 1. What Ma Happened. 
MOST people have at last begun to believe that, as they BBY, 
" all this paper money must have got something to do with the 
rise of prices," but they still BBy that they have not been given 
any simple explanation of the matter. I am going to make one 
more attempt to BBtisfy them. 

Before the war our money was " on a gold basis," ,which meant 
that the pounds sterling in which prices and debts were expressed 
were always worth the SBme as 113 grains of pure gold. The 
pound was prevented from going above the value of that amount 
of gold by the fact that anyone in possession of the gold could 
get it coined into a sovereign, which would pay a debt of a 
pound or buy a thing priced at a pound; and the pound was 
prevented from going below the value of the gold by the fact 
that the sovereign could be melted down and made into watch
cases, dentist's wares, or foreign currency, as the holder pleased. 
The silver and bronze coins were manufactured by a monopolist, 
the Government, which ouly sold them to the public at the 
fixed rates of 20 shillings and 240 pence to £1, so that they main
tained that value though the cost of material and manufacture 
was much less. Bank-notes were only printed records of pro
miees to pay pounds, and could not fall in value below the cor-
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responding number of sovereigns, b.ecause whenever people found 
any difficulty in passing them for that number they returned 
some to the bank of issue, until there ouly remained in circula
tion ae many &8 would pass without difficulty. 

In this state of things how much of commodities and services 
could be procured in exchange for or " bought with " £1 depended 
on or was the eame thing with the value of gold, measured of 
course not in sovereigns, which were themselves nothing but 
stamped pieces of gold, but in other commodities and services. 
From about the beginning of the century gold had been losing 
value owing to the large annual supply from the mines, not 
counteracted by sufficiently large demand. Every ounce of 
gold produced, except the trifling quantity kept for additions to 
their own persoual holdings of dental plates, watch-caees, and 
currency, is exchanged by the producers for other commodities 
and services. People sometimes talk ae if all the gold produced 
wae deposited in banks by the owners and these owners never 
asked for it again. This is quite absurd; the gold produced is 
obviously in effect divided between the miners, the persons who 
supply machinery, etc., to the mines, and the mine-owners, all 
of whom buy commodities and services with it, both when 
they "spend" and when they "invest." Whether the raw 
gold is sold for already existing money by the producers, who 
then spend that money, or is coined before it leaves their posses
sion and is itself spent by them ae money, makes no difference to 
the fact that the gold is ofiered in exchange for commodities and 
services. And the more that is ofiered the less will an ounce 
of it fetch, unless demand increases at the 88me time. Conse
quently before the war gold wae slowly falling in value, which 
wae the 88me thing ae prices of commodities and services rising 
in our gold money. 

Now, during and since the war the supply of gold, unlike most 
supplies, hae gone on almost undiminished, while the demand 
of a large part of the world fell like a stone. Gold is apparently 
one of the few metels which wae not required in the manufacture 
of munitions of war, and the hardly pressed belligerent Govern
mente did not desire to buy it or to allow their subjecte to buy 

.. it from abroad either for currency or ornament; the European 
belligerent countries thus ceased to take any of the gold that 
wae being produced. Some of them even scraped together gold 
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• from currency and ornaments and sent it to neutral countries 
to pay for munitiollll. Thus all the world's annual produce of 
gold and a little more has for five and a half years been dis
posed of in the portion of the world outside the distinctly war 
area, and has consequently fallen greatly in value measured in 
commodities and services. In other words, the prices of com
modities and services in the countries, such as the United States 
and Argentina, which are still on a gold basis, reckoning their 
prices in gold and allowing gold bullion and gold coin to be 
freely dealt with, have risen greatly-in fact to more than double 
what they were before the war. These countries cannot be 
said to have brought the rise of prices on themselves; that they 
might perhaps have prevented it spteadiug to them by appro
priate action is the worst that can be said against them. The 
active cause of the rise there is the refusal of the other countries 
to use as much gold as before the war. 

These other countries, afflicted by the war as they were, might 
have issued only just enough paper to take the place of the gold 
currency which they sent abroad to buy munitiollll with, or 
they might have issued no more than the considerably larger 
amount which would have just put them on a level with the 
countries remaining on a gold basis. In fact they one and 
all issued much more, so that when the war was over, and gold 
and other commodities began to pass more freely from country 
to country, it was found that the currencies of these European 
belligerents were all depreciated against gold, and that in a 
greater or less degree accordiug as the issue was more or less 
excessive. At the opening of 1920, nearly fourteen months after 
the Armistice, the Austrian krone had lost about 97 i per cent. 
of its former gold value, the German mark had lost about 89 
per cent., the French franc about 50 per cent. and the Euglish 
pound about 22 per cent. This loes of gold value was shown 
both in the price of gold as an article of commerce and in the 
foreign exchauges. For example, in this country fine gold, 
which when we were on a gold basis was priced at 858. an ounce 
(because an ounce of it would make into q sovereigns), stood 
at the beginning of 1920 at 109,. and the value of a paper pound 
sterliug in New York, which used to be $4'87, had sunk to $3'78. 
(People have sometimes carelessly said, .. The sovereign has 
sunk to $3'78 in New York," but this is quite wroug. Here 
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in England a sovereign may not be melted or exported. and con
sequently it is only worth the same as a Bradbury. But once 
smuggled out of the country it is free gold, and in New York 
it can be turned into watch-cases, or into $4'87, just as before 
the war.) 

In short, then, the European belligerenta not only reduced ' 
the value of gold and raised gold prices all over the world, but 
also proceeded to reduce the value of their own paper currencies, 
and to raise their own prices of commodities and servioes, much 
further. Though there are only 113 grains of fine gold in a 
sovereign, what you can buy with 113 grains of fine gold will 
cost you £1 iii. Gd. in our currency. What an Austrian can 
buy with the gold contenta of a 20 kr. piece will cost him many 
hundreds of krone in his present currency. For these additions 
to prices each separate country is individually responsible. 

So much for the past. In the next article I propose to deal 
with the future. 

§ 2. Probabilitia of tk Futun. 

Into the future of gold prices I do not propose at present 
to inquire. They can be regulated easily enough if the world 
will recognize facta and co-operate in regulating the output of 
gold and paper money. But at the moment this is a matter 
rather for Americana, and othem who are still on a gold basis, 
to consider. On this aide of the AQantic our immediate con
cern is with the depreciation of paper money below gold. 

One solution is to go on increasing the amount of paper money' 
in circulation so rapidly that people decline to accept it, because 
they know that it will be worth leas next week and much leas 
next year. Buaiu8118 cannot be done, contracts cannot be made 
conveniently in II1lch a medium. Somehow or other it will be 
abandoned in favour of something more stable, either a better 
paper medium or a metallic medium. History is full of examples 
of paper currencies which have disappeared owing to exC8118 
of issue. Only the other day the Mexicans, tired of a surfeit 
of paper, returned to the use of metal. The depreciated paper 
currency is then got rid of by being put in the waste-paper basket, 

. and that this will be the fate of some of the present European 
currencies no one really doubta. . 

Another solution is to accept the existing deprecistion, but 
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to prevent it going further by stopping the increase of the amount 
in circulation. For the Austrians, who are said to have issued 
a milliard (i.e., one thousand millions) of crowns in the last week 
of 1919, and for the Germans, who issued a milliard and a quarter 
of marks in the week before Christmas, to stop ia perhaps impoa
sible. For the French, who issued 386 millions of francs in 
the week ending' January 2, it must be diffimIit. For our own 
country, in which the increase of currency during the past 
year has been only about one-fourteenth of what the German 
increase has been, it should be easy enough. 

A third solution ia to improve upon the last by reducing the 
currency enough to bring it back to its old gold value. Con
sidering the comparative smallness of the depreciation as against 
gold and its recent date, and on the other. hand the desirability 
of being on the same basia with America and other gold-using 
countries, I do not think we ought to have any hesitation in 
deciding in favour of thia. It ia quite a simple matter. 

The way to fail to accompliah the end in view ia to follow 
the course adopted by the Bank of England in the 1815-19 period, 
the plan of issuing more notes in order to buy gold with them. 
To do thia merely tends to widen the gap between gold and 
currency siD.ce it increases the demand for gold in the world at 
large and increases the supply of notes within the country, 
so that gold tends to appreciate and notes further to depreciate. 
It may be thought that there ia no chance of such an absurd 
policy being adopted at the present day. Nobody, it may be 

• said, could be so silly as to buy sovereigns at the price of a 
Bradbury and six shillings each, and put them in store to be used 
to redeem Bradburies at par ! It would obviously be so much 
cheaper to use the same resources to buy Bradburies at once 
instead of sovereigns. If' the Government has £1,000,000, 
obtained no matter how-by taxing, by borrowing, or by sale 
of goods,-it would be extremely silly to buy gold sufficient to 
make only 780,000 sovereigns (all it could get at present for the 
money) and store them away as "cover" for Bradburies; the 
cover could be of no use until the Bradburies rose to par, and 
then the amount would ouly cover 780,000 of them, whereas 
applied at once to redemption it would have cancelled a million. 
But there are strong signs of a hankering after thia insane policy 
in the proposal of the Cunliffe Committee, adopted by the Chan-
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cellor of the Exchequer, to limit, not the whole amount of cur
rency notes, but the fiduciary portion (ie., the portion not covered 
by gold) only. 

The one way to succeed in raising the gold value of the present 
paper pound is the old, simple plan, finally adopted in 181~21, 
of diminishing the aggregate of paper money in circulation. 
This can be done by two methods in conjunction. 

In the first place, some millions of the existing currency notes -
should be drawn into the Bank of England by the usual banking 
methods adopted to increase a reserve. Such a reserve is neces
sary in order to meet Christmas and other occasional and tem
porary demands for additional currency. When it is depleted 
for such a purpose the Bank will see that it is filled up again 
after the need is over: The Bank conld scarcely be expected 
to bear the cost of colleeting this reserve, and could reasonably 
ask the Government to bear it. Secondly, the Treasury should 
buy in and cancel currency notes at a fairly rapid pace, say 
three or four millions a week, until the pound sterling comes up 
to PlU'-that is, until gold comes down to 84s. lld. the line 
ounce and the American exchange ,reverts to the neighbourhood 
of 4'87. The requisite funds ought to be obtained out of sur
plus of revenue over expenditure, but if no such surplus is as 
yet attainable the Government should nQt hesitate to issue to . 
the public interest-bearing securities in place of these non
interest-bearing semi-promises to pay pounds. Semi-promises 
I call them, because, though they do not expreBBly promise any
thing on their face, the Act under which they are iasued provides 
that they shall be redeemable in gold coin at the Bank of Eugland. 
It is a question for casuists how to defend the morality of nulli
fying that provision by the subsequent prohibition of the export -
of gold coin. To the ordinary honest man it seems about on a 
level with promising to give some one a horse and then handing 
over a dead one. 

The expense in interest could not be very great, as the whole 
of the iasue is only about £350,000,000, and probably the with
drawal of a quarter of this would be amply sufficient.' Five 
millions a year would be a cheap price to pay for a restoration • 

• [This estimate W8II well justified by subsequent experience. The 
£6 million in the next sentence W88 intended 88 • liberaJ, aJlowanoe for 
interest on the estimated £87_ millions.] 
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of the gold basis at home and the setting of a good example 
• abroad. To the hackneyed objection that the temporary strin

gency in the money market would" penalize trade and industry," 
the answer is that the real amount of resources available for 
additions to the material equipment of the country would 
obviously be not in the least diminished. A little less money 
would be available, but the remainder would buy more, so that 
borrowers would require smaller loans. 

Of course, the process of deflation must be disagreeable to 
some persons-to those, that is, who will lose something by it. 
But fortunately most of them will be the same persons as those 
who have gained prodigiously by the inflation and consequent 
rise of prices. We need not waste tears over them. 

When we have got back to the gold basis and stand on it along 
with America we can then take part in the international con
sideration of means for stabilizing that basis itself. Su.fIicient 
for the day and place is the cure of the special evil thereof. It 
is no use for us to complain that the old State system and the 
war in which it ended have raised gold prices when, in fact, 
by our own individual action we have quite gratuitously 
raised our own local paper prices 25 per cent. above gold pricea 
and are by no means very certainly resolved not to widen the 
gap between paper and gold still further. 

V 

VERY CLOSE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN CURRENCY 
AND PRICE CHANGES NOT TO BE EXPECTED 

[A letter to a banker. It muat be borne in mind that the statistics of 
the Currency Note Aooount published weekly have greatly increued our 
knowledge of seaeonal fiuetuatiODS since 1920.] 

Febtv(Jf"'J 22, 1920. 
DEABMB.-

Your letter of the 18th illustrates something of which we 
professional economists often have to complain, a disposition 
on the part of the public to expect the reeults of economic call8e8 
to appear much more immediately and obviously than they 
are at all likely to do. You are troubled because the reduction 
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of currency in the course of January did not produce a fall in the 
statistics of prices as collected for January 1 and February 2. 
But on grounds of time alone is not that unreasonable' When 
currency is reduced, the tendency is for prices to fall because, 
ceteris paribus, less money will be spent, while the quantity of 
goods and services on ofter will be unaffected. H the issuers get 
in 100,000,000 notes, whether by taxation or by borrowing 
or by aeIling etores, and put them in the cellar or burn them, 
there will be less aggregate spending of money: (you may look 
askance at the" borrowing," but it is all right: unless the bor
rowing is really issue of some other currency in 8Ubstitutio~ 
which is excluded by hypothesis, the lender will have less money 
to spend). But surely the less spending cannot be expected 
to affect prices at once: it does not even take place the moment 
the currency goes in to be cancelled, and if it did, some little 
time would be required for retailers to realize that their etocke 
were not going oft quite so quickly and for this to be conveyed 
to the wholesalers, and then for both to give in to new and lower 
prices and for those to be collected and reported to the Board of 
Trade. It's more like pushing a mattress along the floor than 
pushing an iron bedstead: you push at one end and squeeze 
the thing up a good deal before it begins to move a.t the other 
end. Nicholson made out that there was three months lag 
between increase of currency and reported rise of prices in the 
early part of the war, but of course there cannot be any uniform 
period, as so much depends on anticipation, which will vary 
enormously, and sometimes be quite wrong. So much for time : 
I should expect the January reduction to be reflected in the 
February prices rather than in the January ones. 

Next as to the obviousness. There is always the trouble that 
cetera are not paria. The eftect of an increase or decrease of 
currency may be and generally is either masked or exaggerated 
by a counter or coincident alteration in the demand for it. 
We are told that at Christmas time there is an unusual demand. 
for currency because people want for various reasons to have 
their pockets full in the week preceding the festival. Neither 
the increase of currency to provide for this extra demand nor 

. the withdrawal of 9Urrency after it was over should be expected 
to make the least difterence to prices ': the special excess of spend
ing at the period is quite normal and is provided for beforehand 
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by an unusual collection of goods in the shops and elsewhere. 
So far then as the great increase of December, 1919, was due to 
the ordinary Christmas demand, I should not expect either it 
or the corresponding diminution in January to have any effect 
at all upon prices. I don't know whether you bankers know 
very much about the varying demand for currency: if you do you 
keep it very much to yourselves, as we outside are in the blackest 
darkness on the matter. One thing that seems pretty plain, 
however, is that a smaller rather than a much larger currency 
was required after the war than during it. During the war a 
much larger quantity was required in consequence of the separa
tion of families. AS men and women were gradually sent home 
and reunited their budgets with the household one, they must 
have set free a considerable amount of currency, just as they 
did the opposite when they were called up. Instead of calling 
in the currency thus set free, the governments of this and other 
countries actually proceeded to add to the total outstanding, 
though they had always said that the war was what necessitated 
the previoua additions, thus giving us the delightful doctrine 
that both the transition from peace to war and the transition 
from war to peace involve greater demand for currency. If they 
had only had the pluck to reduce by 50 millions instead of increas
ing by that amount, prices would be much lower now and 
" the pound would be looking the dollar in the face," and though 
there would have been a tight time for a bit, there would be very 
much less discontent than there is at the present moment. 

I am not sure whether I understand what you mean by the 
rise of prices being " due to an increase in the cost of produc
tion measured in services." I take it that you mean that it is 
requiring more service or labour to produce the things of which 
the prices are rising. But I don't think that is true: Govern
ment obstruction of production is diminishing and surely the 
conditions generally are becoming more favourable. And if it 
were true, I would not grant that it was an argument against 
contraction of currency. If people's real wealth is diminishing. 
I think it most important to diminish their money-means at 
least equally, 80 as to make them appreciate their really unhappy 
position and take the necessary steps to improve it, instead of 
whining about profiteers. 
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VI 

THE USUAL AND MOST CONVENIENT MEANING OF 
.. IN.FLA.TION " 

[A review of Prof ...... Shield Nicholson'. [flj/tJlitm, 1919, in the E"""";" 
JOWfIIIl for March, 1920.] 

Tml81lbstance of Inflation was given in the summer of 1919 in 
lectures to the staff of Ba.rolay's Bank. Professor Nicholson 
was .. asked to make the subject as simple as possible and to go 
back to the foundations." Most economists .would feel some
what alarmed at having to address bank clerks on currency. 
The ordinary bank clerk, like men of other trades, finds the 
substance which he handles rather uninteresting, and fails 
to understand the excitement of the currency expert. One 
economist teDs how when he remarked to the cashier, .. Three 
million more Bradburies last week I " he received from the other 
side of the counter a pitying smile, and .. Ah I I suppose you 
watch theae things." Another, who ca.sually condemned the 
issue as a cause of rising prices, was met with "What 1 More 
money raises prices t" But Professor Nicholson's bank clerks 
would be to some extent a picked audience, and he seems to 
have steered with success betwen the Scylla of assuming too 
much knowledge and the Charybdis of giving oJIence by assuming 
too much ignorance. . 

The first chapter describes the pre-war gold standard and its 
abandonment. The principle that the convertibility of a paper 
mediom of exchange into gold is desirable simply because it is 
the best practical method so far discovered of limiting the issue 
of such paper is laid down and vigorously enforced. In the 
next chapter we get to the inflation resulting from the ",bandon
ment of the gold standard. The explanation of inflation is 
not quite satisfactory. First we are told that it " is by common 
consent the name of a monetary diseaae," which is perfectly 
true. " In1Iation .. in ordinary language, which is the moet im
portant language, has a " bad .. sense; it is the people who think 

. there is something .. wrong" who say there is inflation, while 
those who are satisfied and do not want things altered deny the 
existence of inflation. But in the next paragraph Professor 
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Nicholson says the .. best solution" .. is to say that inflation 
means an abnormal increase of money." Now what is .. abnor
mal " is not necessarily bad: we can have abnormal prosperity, 
abnormal cleverness, and perhaps even abnormal goodness, 
without being any the worse for it. We may surely have an 
abnormal increase of money In some circumstances without 
being the worse for it. The author admits this by going on to 
inquire (1) whether there has actually been an abnormal increase, 
and (2) whether the abnormal increase has been necessary and 
beneficial. Now no one contends that inflation is beneficisl: if 
anyone thinks what has happened to be beneficisl, he says 
there has been no inflation. It would seem better to accept 
the common implication of something .. bad " in inflation, and 
to say that it means not abnormal but" improper or excessive .. 
increase, an increase which ought not to have been allowed to 
take place or which ought not to have been allowed to be so great, 
as the case may be. Little difficulty arises from this nomen
clature where it is increases of paper money which are concerned, 
because they are so commonly regarded as subject to the will of 
the issuer. Where abnormal increases of freely coined metallic 
money are ca.ueed by discovery of new sources of supply, whether 
a person says there is inflation or not depends on whether he 
thinks legislators have been guilty of dereliction of duty in 
not shutting down gold mines, taxing gold output, charging a 
seignorage on coinage, or adopting some other of the numeroue 
possible expedients for stopping or checking an increase. As 
persoJ?8 who· take this view are not numerous, it is unusual to 
find the term inflation applied to increases of gold money and 
paper kept on a par with gold when the increase is due to di&
covery of new mines or new methods of extraction. The war 
has brought into prominence the intermediate case of an increase 
of gold money in one part of the world caused by other countries 
refusing to take the normal amount of new gold, and even sending 
out some of what they already have. Professor Nicholson hesi
tates to apply the term inflation to this case: there is, he says, 
." abnormal increase in the gold money-although we do not 
ueuaIIy speak of an inflation of the gold in circulation" (p. 49). 
There is nothing in his own definition to prevent him calling it 
inflation, but he does not do so because at bottom he accepts the 
ordinary view that inflation is something blameworthy, and he 
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is not prepared to blame the Governments which have merely 
allowed their countries to be flooded by gold refused or displaced 
by the action of other Governments. 

With the misconduct of these other Governments in not only 
keeping out and throwing out gold and thus raising prices all 
over the world but also issuing 80 much paper money that it fell 
in value below this depreciated gold, he deala very faithfully. 
It disconraged industry and thrift, it caused industrial unrest 
all over the world, and it saddled the countries with far greater 
debts than were necessary. 

And the remedy 1 Firstly, a cessation of Government bor
rowing, since 80 long as a Government borrows it will go OD. 

watering the ourrency. This no doubt is true so long as the 
money borrowed is more than what can really be lent without 
watering the currency, as it was during the war and perhaps still 
is. Secondly, a rigid limitation on the increase of Currency 
Notes. Thirdly, a reduction of the amount in circulation .. until 
the notes bear a reasonable proportion to the gold held as cover." 
We should rather expect this to read .. until the £1 Currency 
Note is worth 1231 grains of standard gold and about 4'87 in 
gold dollars," but it must be remembered that the book went 
to press before the great rise in the prioe of gold and fall of the 
American exchange had manifested itself. Professor Nicholson 
is doubtless assuming the restoration of parity, and is asking 
that even after that restoration the' notes should not exceed 
the cover by an amount which might make it difficult to main
tain convertibility in the event of some untoward incident. 

The book concludes with a striking quotation from the Pil
grim'. Progr/!.IJ8, in which Bunyan describes the difficulties of 
Christian and Hopeful when they left the King's highway to 
go by the . bypath. I suspect that the part of it which most 
appealed to Professor Nicholson was .. They, looking before 
them, espied a man walking as they did (and his name was. 
Vain-Confidence). . •• But behold the night came on and it 
grew very dark • • • and Vain-Confidence fell into a pit. • • . 
So they called to, know the matter, but there was none to 
8IlSWer." 
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vn 
BANKS AND THEm DEPOSITORS NOT TO BLAME FOR 

THE INFLATION 

[part of sletter to PM Pima published March 23, 1920. A strange 
doctrine was preached in many quarters to the effect that it waa not the 
G<>vemment with its issue of Currency Not .. , but the banks with their 
deposits which had caused the depreciation of the pound. The /irat part 
of the letter is omitted, as it only repeated the caae against the note-issue.] 

• • . A new and special doctrine has been invented to justify 
the retention of our present over-issue. In other countries, say 
the teachers of this doctrine, where the currency has fallen 
below ita gold value, there probably is over-issue; but in this 
country what is wrong is not the excess of paper currency, but the 
excess of bank deposita, which (they say) are purchasing power, 
and of which the increase has been much greater in absoluta 
amount than the increase of currency; it is, they say, these 
bank deposita which have raised prices, and the increase of 
notes has only been a consequence of that rise of prices. 

But what is this total of bank deposita 1 The aggregate of 
the amount of money which you and I and some millions of 
others choose to keep" at the bank," or, in other words, which 
we allow the banks to keep and use as they please, provided they 
give us back as much of it as we ask for at any time in business 
hours. It is "purchasing power" to us, no doubt, but power 
as yet by us unexercised; we have, so far, refrained from exer
cising the power in our possession; and since it is spending money 
which raises prices, and we have not spent this money, we cannot 
be accused of having raised prices simply because we have 
increased our balances-rather the contrary is the case: by 
not spending we have tended to reduce prices. Of course most 
of the purchasing power represented by the deposita has been 
exercised by some one, though not by us, since the banks have 
lent most of our money to borrowers, and borrowers do not 
borrow in order to hoard or to put the sum borrowed into a 
bank again, but in orderto spend. Say the aggregate of deposita 
has increased a thousand millions, and that the banks have 
increased their cash by a hundred millions and lent the other 
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900 to the Government: then the Government will have spent 
900 millions of our money on its various p~ on 
the war, subsidizing bre&<l, and other things. But it will not 
have spent a penny more than if it had obtained the 900 millions 
direct from us. 

Indeed, if it had taken over the banks at the beginning of the 
war as it did the railways, and had managed them a good deal 
better than it did the railways, it would actually have got the 
amount directly from us, just as 'it has been getting a much 
smaller amount from the Post Office Savings Bank. 

However much an ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer who has 
besome a bank chairman may prefer standing in a white sheet 
as banker to doing the same as Minister, it seems quite im
possible to believe that the intervention of the banks between 
us, the depositors, on the one side and the Government on 
the other has had anything to do with the rise of prices. . 

The idea of those bankers who take blame to the banks seems 
to be that by some exerciee of the black art they have" created " 
the extra thousand million of deposits out of nothing. But 
you and. I and the other persons whose balances have increased 
can each of us explain how we have been able, and why we have 
preferred, to increase them. The principal factor has been 

. the riee of prices, which, while our real position has often been 
worsened, so, that some of Us can enjoy less of the good things 
of this life, has caused our money receipts and our money out
goings to be greater than they were. The very natural result 
is that we can keep, and find it conveuient to keep, larger sums 
.. at the bank." If pounds came only to buy what halfpence do, _ 
deposits would soon riee to near 500 times their present amount. 
Instead of being a cause, the abnormal increase of deposits is' 
one of the most obvious consequences of the riee of prices. 

The erroneous belief that deposits are the cause of the riee 
of prices has been accompanied by a strange scheme for reducing 
them. It has been urged that the Government should reduoe 
deposits by paying oft, out of surpluses, its debt to the banks. 
This has lately been tried, and Mr. Chamberlain last week com
plained that as fast as he paid the banks oft they lent the money 

. to other people. What else could be expected' Are they to 
go to their depositors, to you and me, and say, .. Look here : 
very sorry, but we want to reduce this inflation. Would you 

o 
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'mind reducing your balance, say 5 per cent.'" The only 
alternatives for them are either to lend the money again or to 
collect and store away cash. 

To their credit be it said, recent returns suggest rather that 
they are to some extent embracing the second alternative. 
So far, so good: anyone who hoards up any part of a currency 
instead of epending it takes it 011 the market and raises· its 
value-in other words, reduces prices. But surely Mr. Chamber
lain cannot reasonably expect the Bank of England or the whole 
of the banks to do very much in this direction t Alter all, the 
CurrenQY Notes are a Government issue, out of which the Govern
ment has directly drawn 300 millions. Instead of paying 011 60, 
or perhaps 100, millions of debt which he owes to the banks, and 
then asking them to take his notes 011 the market at their expense, 
let him do it himseH at the expense of the Exchequer. The 
financial community will squirm a little till it sees the American 
exchange steady near par, and all who are expecting to profit by 
higher prices in the future will cry out, but the man who will 
give Europe a lead in setting currency to rights need have no 
fear for his fame in history. He will have done more to stave 
011 anarchy, bloodshed, and confusion than anyone else in the 
world. 

VIII 

A RETURN TO GOLD EASIER THAN IS SUPPOSED, AS 
WELL AS DESIRABLE 

[A oontribution, written early in March. 1920, to • cIiscuImon of • ""per 
by Prof""",. Gustav Cueel, entitled "Some Leading Propooitiono 1m an 
International Discussion of the World'. Monetary Problem, H which .... 
circulated by the Amorican Academy of PoJiti<al and Social 8cienee. 
The ""per and the oontributiono to the diacuooion were publiahed in the 
Academy'. ,A......z. for May, 1920. VoL lD:J:ix, Pricu.] 

I All entirely in agreement with Professor Cassel's explanation of 
the general rise of prices and of what is called the .. dislocation 
of the exchanges." I applaud his exposure of the folly of suppos
ing that a hoard of gold which no one may draw npon is of some 
immediate use in supporting the value of a peper currency, and I 
welcome his support for the doctrine which I have (without much 
1II1IlCei!II) been trying to teach the public, that the high profits 
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supposed to be due to some witchcraft called .. profiteering " 
are simply the result of a depreciating CtmeIlcy which means a 
rise of prices between the time of buying and the time of selling. 

As to remedies also I am in agreement with hinl. I am only 
inclined to add a little without taking away anything. 

First, I think it should be clearly understood that a .. dis
count policy" is not likely to work unless those who have to 
put it in force recognize that the purpose of it is to reduce the 
CtmeIlcy and are themselves in sympathy with this purpose. 
I do not believe, for example, that the Bank of England could ' 
bring the pound up to its proper value of 113 grains of fine gold 
or 4,86 dollars by putting the bank rate up unless the other 
banks and the Government saw that what was wanted was to 
reduce the outstanding amount of bank-notes and currency 
(usually called .. Treasury ") notes, and were reslly desirous 
that the reduction should take place. Consequently I put more 
faith in direct action for reducing currency. In England, at any 
rate, it is perfectly easy for the Government to reduce the bank
note currency by a very large amount in a very short time and 
without any expense but with considerable profit. Gold equal • 
to a hundred and thiz:teen million BOvereigus is held by the Bank 
of England against its notes. The notes are convertible, but 
if a private person presumes to convert them and then to export 
or melt the gold, the Government can and does prosecute him : 
no one, however, can prosecute the Government itself for draw
ing out and exporting as muoh gold as it can present notes for. 
The British Government, therefore, unlike all other institutions 
and persons, is able to procure with £1 what will pay a debt of 
nearly 14'86 in America, since it alone is able not only to get 
five sovereigus with a £5 Bank of England note but also to Bend 
the sovereigus abroad to be sold for what they will fetch. If, 
as is probable, it shrinks from thus affronting the worshippers of 
" gold backing," it can still reduce the Currency Notes by the 
simple process of getting some of them in by taxes, or by bor
"rowing at interest, and cancelling them. Of course any of these 
methods will tend to cause an immediate rise in the money 
market rate of interest, but I do not think a rise so caused would 

. excite nearly so much opposition as what would be called an 
" artificial " rise brought about for the purpose of reducing Jiha.. 
currency. ~~ 
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Secondly, I think it is necessary to insist strongly on the fact 
that each country acting alone, however indebted and poverty
stricken it may be, has the power of bringing its money-its unit 
of accoun~into some fixed relation with gold and keeping it 
there. It may be impossible, or if not impossible very unde
sirable, for Germany to bring the mark up to the value of 24 cents, 
but it is quite poB8ible for Germany alone to fix the mark at 1 
cent or some rather higher figure, and very desirable that it 
should do so. To cure the violeut variations in exchange which 
are the real evil of the" dislocatiou," what is required is for each 
of the countries uot at present on a gold standard to come back 
to that standard, no matter, SO far 88 civilization in general is 
concerned, what particular rate each of them may, having regard 
to its own circumstances, find convenient. This is not a matter 
for international action, and nothing but harm is done by the 
perpetual suggestiou that the United States or all the countries 
with the least depreciated currencies are to take steps to rehabili
tate the more depreciated curreucies of other countries. 

It is only after civiIization has been restored by the re-establish
ment of the common monetary unit, i.e., an ounce of pure gold, 
which prevailed before the war throughout all the world except 
a portion of the East where silver W88 the unit, and a few dis
ordered localities in the West, that international action is admis
sible. 

There is no need for the restoration of gold 88 a standard to 
cause a great additional demand for it. There is no reason for 
giving up the circulation of paper and taking again to pockets 
and tills full of heavy metal We in England do not want 
sovereigns and half-sovereigns again: we should have dis
carded them long ago like the Scotch and Irish and the inhabi
tants of most of the whits colonies if our banks' convenience 
had not caused our legislature to persist in the prohibition of 
notes under £5. The stocks of gold in the banks and those which 
are hoarded away for the present by individuals are together 
quite BU1!icient to provide the reserves necessary for keeping the 
difierent paper currencies in their proper relation to each other 
and to gold. But the infirmities of reasoning power in the human 
race and the state of elementary instruction in economics are such 
that it is possible, 88 ProieB80r CasseI fears, that the restoration 
of the gold standard may be accompanied by a large demand 
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for gold for currencies and :reserves, even if it takes place as the 
considered policy of Govemmenta. There is another possi
bility-tbat gold may be restored as a standard by the people 
independently of their Govemmenta. Sickened by the per
petual depreciation of paper-money, a JIOOple has often refused 
to deal in it any more and has taken, in spite of its Government, 
to buying and selling in metal, and to circulating that metal 
instead of notes: if this should happen, as we are told it has 
already happened in Mexico, there would necessarily be a large 
demand for gold for currency. 

It may be, therefore, that the restoration of the gold standard, 
in the absence of corrective measures, may involve a great 
and inconvenient drop in prices when reckoned in that standard. 

On the other hand, nothing of this kind may occur. Professor 
Fisher may be right in believing that the demand for and the 
supply of gold will be in such relation that prices in gold will 
not fall, but will go on rising as they went on rising before the 
war, aud that to an inconvenient extent. 

If pressed for a guess, I should be inclined to hazard that the 
immediate result of the restoration will be a fall of prices, but 
that the old rise would soon be resumed. The thing that is 
most unlikely is that gold would be very stable. When my 
grandmother was told by one of her sons that he intended,to 
"trust in Providence," she retorted, "I never saw any good 
come of that !" If mankind want a stable standard, they must 
bestir themeelves to make one, and net trust that Providence 
will secure that gold or any other particular metal shall always 
buy the same quantity of goode in general. 

IX 

.. THINGS ARE GOING WELL: LIE LOW AND SAY 
NUFFIN'" 

[A Letter to Mr. Samuel Evans, of Johanneshurg] 

July 10, 1920. 
DEAB MR. EVANS,-

• • • To turn to affairs here, the position is, I think, much 
better than it looks. It is true that even after the bank-notes 
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held in the Currency Note Account are deducted to avoid double 
reckoning (they are now £16 millions instead of 4 as at the begin
ning of the year), the total paper out is £23. millions more than 
at the beginning of the year, but this amount is not supposed 
to be as much as the gold which has been surrendered to the 
Bank of England by the banks. They are said to have taken 
Bank and Currency Notes in exchange and to be holding these 
notes as tightly as they held the gold. I asked -- whether 
they would, and he said with fervour, " Of course: they are our re
serves I " (voice heightening at the end). I notice, too, that there 
are no more but slightly less ten-shilling notes outstanding than 
a year ago. All this and some other things seem to point to the 
currency in the hands of the public having actually diminished, 
and there is no doubt that prices are falling in spite of the Board 
of Trade's index number of retail prices showing a rise every 
month. 

With every one taIking of the coming slump, unemployment, 
etc., I think we deflationists must congratulate ourselves that 
the reduction of currency is not obvious. Otherwiee we should 
get the blame of the " check to trade" and there would arise 
a cry "Give us our daily Bradburies." As it is, the business 
people have further played into our hands by raising an immense 
agitation against excessive taxation caused by excessive expen
diture and especially the excess profits tax. They are saying 
so loudly and so often that it is this which is going to ruin trade, 
that when the slump really comes they and other people will 
think that it really was that, and deflation won't get so much 
blame.' 

In these circumstances I am inclined to lie low and say nuffin' 
rather than to go about saying that the increase of paper has 
been stopped, and hence the fall of prices. 

Some time ago the idea was that the banks had the Govern
ment by the throat and could compel the issue of more Brad
buries by refusing to take up Treasury bills as they matured, 
but I think this is now exploded: trade looking less prosperous, 
Government will be able to reborrow easier. The real difficulty 
will be in the reduction of money-wages: it will be largely due 
to the general acceptance of the faJse principle that wages should 
depend on the cost of living instead of on the value of the pro- ~ 
duct. An aggravating detail is the acceptance of the index 
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number of retail prices instead of the old wholesale one: the 
latter is decidedly felling, while the other still continuee to 
go up, largely in consequence of the increases of wagee made in 
order to meet it. It will soon be hit by reduced spending power 
caused by unemployment, 80me of which might have been avoided 
if only the hint given by the wholesale index numbers had been 
taken. 

I send you a bit of the D. T."which will confirm your view 
about Egypt .. Private information says it is in a very bad 
way and the two great origins of discontent were the way the 
Egyptians were made to perform coroee in Paleetine (a belated 
recompense for the way they treated Jacob's family 80me thou
sands of years ago), and the rise of pricee. 

X 

SOUTH AFRICA'S TRUE INTEREST: AND THE THEORY 
OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

[When tho War broke out, South Africa bel still no mint, and conse
quently looked on gold .. a thing which oame ont of tho Rand mines 
and sovereigns .... tbingB which oame in Union-Castle steamers from 
England. She waa therefore not proteeted by the faet of being a great 
gold uporter from the fashionable nervous a.ffeotion which led aJJ tho 
nations to put embargoes on tho exportation of gold coin, though &he 
could not follow the most of them in inclnding gold hnllion .... well .. 
ooin nnder the embargo. The D1I11&! reeuJt followed, ae described in the 
earlier pages of the 8000nd of tho two papers which follow.] 

1. SCItIIA A.friM.'8 intmeBt in the continued we of Gold Money. 

[Published in the Juu.mal o/IM Chemical, MdtJlltwgiaJl tmtl M .... "I1 
80rMJy o/8ou1A AfrW for Angnat, 1920, and reprinted in the Johannesburg 
8tar, September 16.] 

IT is difficult to make out exactly what is thought at such a 
distance, but as far as I can judge from the literature which has 
reached me, there is 80me considerable haziness in South Africa 
about the root-cause of the present decline in the profitableness 
of gold-mining. 

I do not see mySelf why there should be the least doubt that 
the decline is due to the diminished real value of gold, that is, 
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to its dimiDished power to buy commodities and services. All 
over the world, whether gold or silver or some depreciated paper 
currency is the actual standard in which prices of goods and 
services are reckoned, a man with an income of 100 or any other 
given number of ounces of gold is a much poorer man than he 
would have been before the war. In most countries, it is true, 
he can sell his gold for more money-more pounds sterling, more 
francs, more mark&--than he could before the war, but the 
greater quantity of money has a smaller purchasing power, so 
that when he lays it out he finds that he has got far less of the 
commodities and services which he wishes to buy. Things 
have not yet settled down sufficiently to make the decline of 
purchasing power quite uniform, but the average for the world 
at large is probably in the neighbourhood of fifty per cent. This 
is common knowledge. 

Now how can it be doubted that this diminution must be 
bad for the gold-mining industry t The only wonder is that 
its condition is not worse than it is. What would have hap
pened to coal-mining or to iron-ore production if the purchasing 
power of coal or iron had fallen to one-half' Obviously many 
sources of coal and iron would have become impossible to work 
at a profit, and the profits of those which remained would have 
been greatly reduced. By making a very .. poor mouth .. the 
producers of a thing which has fallen in value may induce the 
persons from whom they buy machinery and labour to sacrifice 
something, but the competition of other industries will prevent 
this assistance from being important and lasting. Gold-pro
ducers are no exception to the rule, and when the value of 
gold falls they will have to give away more of it in payment 
for the machinery and labour which they require for their busi
ness. No premium on gold can mend matters, since the exist
ence of a premium only means that the pound sterling, or the 
franc or mark or whatever the unit of currency may be, has lost 
its purchasing power even more than gold has done. When the 
paper pound sterling is worth only 3'89 American gold dollars 
instead of the par of 4-87, the gold-produCer will get a premium of 
25 per cent. if he sells for English pounds and none if he sells 
for American dollars, but the pounds which he gets will be worth 
precisely the same as the dollars. If gold-producers in America 
have eo far sofiered rather more from the decline in the pur-
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chasing power of gold than those in South Africa, this is a merely 
temporary phenomenon, due to American gold-mining being 
more quickly ailected by the competition of other industries 
than gold-mining in South Africa. It is certainly not due to 
the South Africans having been paid a premium which only makes 
the whole price which they get equal to that which the Americana 
get. The real question is how much machinery and labour an 
ounce of gold will buy. 

The cause of the diminution in the purchasing power of gold 
is pretty obvious. It is to be found in the fact that many great 
and important countries under the stress of the war discarded 
gold to a prodigi01l8 extent. Instead of continuing to take their 
1I8ual proportion of the annual production of new gold in order 
to maintain and add to their cmrencies, their ornaments, their 
dental plates and other things, they not only etopped that demand 
altogether, but even sold a considerable part of their pte-war 
stock of gold to neutral countries and to belligerents less pressed 
by the war than themeelves, taking in exchange things of more 
direct use in warfare. Sinoe the .Armistice I dare say there 
has been some revival of the European ex-belligerents' demand 
for gold for ind1l8trial purposes, but it is safe to say that they 
have not imported a eingle ounce for currency purposes. There 
has been a little shifting-Germany has had to part with twelve 
million o1llllleB--but certainly no increase in the aggregats of 
their gold stocke. If the same kind of thing had happened to 
any other metal-if, that is, the demand for it had fallen oft 
to the same extent, does anyone doubt that its power to pur-
chase other commodities and eervices would not have enormouely 
declined' "The rest of the world," it may be thoughtlessly 
said, " has shown no reluctance to take the whole production of 
new gold and also the old stock parted with by the belliger
ents." Indeed, Why, then, did the European belligerents 
have to pay so dearly for their imported articles t The outside 
world has taken the gold indeed, but only at half-price--it has 
only given half the old quantity of commodities and eervicea 
for each ounce of gold. 

The one hope for the gold industry lies in the possibility of a 
revival of the dema.pd for hard money in the great European 
countries. The paper standards which they have BIlbatituted 
are working so badly that it is quits impossible that they can 
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continue very long to be regulated, 88 they are at present, by 
the balance between the desire of Governments to spend money 
without raising taxes and their fear of discontent induced by 
perpetually rising prices. The United Kingdom and perhaps 
one or two other countries will probably in one way or another 
restrict their issues until their monetary unit comes up to its 
old parity with gold, and then the gradual increase of their 
reserves will m-estsblish a small demand for gold. It is not very 
probable that gold coine will come back into ordinary circulation 
in England, 88 the people are now used to notes and find them 
convenient, so that the demand for new gold which used to 
arise from the abrasion of the coin in circulation may be regarded 
as definitely lost. Some of the other more solvent countries 
will probably succeed in fixing a definite ratio between their 
currency unit and gold, not at the old par but some way below 
it. So far 88 the demand for gold is concerned, this is an unim
portant detail: whether the old parity is restored or a new one 
adopted, the same amount of gold reserves will be required, 
and the active circulation of gold is equally improbable. More 
hopeful from the point of view of the gold-producers are those 
countries which seem likely to go on issuing more and more paper 
money until at last it becomes totally worthless. Experience 
-the last inetance in Mexi~ests that over-issue of paper 
money carried to the extreme drives people to transactions in 
metal and thus re-establishes a demand for metal to increase 
and maintain the currency. It is sometimes said that the coun
tries with very depreciated paper currencies are too poor to 
buy gold, but a tolerable currency is a necessary of life, and if a 
Government goes on long providing an intolerable one, its people 
will manage somehow to provide themselves with a better. It 
must always be remembered that, 88 money is accepted in order 
to be passed away again, it does not strike the individual who 
has made, say, a pair of boots, as an extravagant action to buy 
half an ounce of coined gold with boots: on the contrary, he 
calls it selling the boots for good money and regards it as excel
lent business. Poverty will neither prevent the emergence of 
coine from holes in the thatch or in the garden nor prevent the 
export of goods in exchange for coine which can be obtained 
from abroad. 

The conclWlion from this is that a gold-producer lost to all 
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sense of patriotism and humanity and thinking only of his own 
interest as a gold-producer might wish to see all oountries, 
including his own, issue paper money so rapidly as to bring it. 
into oomplete disrepute all over the world at an early date, 
after which his own particular product would be in bigger demand 
than ever. But if a good citizen of his own oountry and of the 
world at large, he will join other good citizens in hoping that his 
own oountry and as many others as possible may keep out of 
the debdcle, and be preserved from all the miseries involved in 
an orgy of paper prices, followed by a slump and a necessary • 
reopening of all oontracts. This granted, his wishes will coincide 
with those of other citizens: he and they will both desire a speedy 
return by their own oountry and 88 many others 88 possible 
to the oomparstive security and stability of a gold standard. 

I do not gather that anyone' of in1luence in South Africa 
wishes £1 to be permanently less in value than the 113 grains 
of fine gold which go to make a sovereign. But to-dsy (July 8, 
1920) £1 in London is only worth about 92 grains, while £1 in 
South Africa is worth nearly 99.1 (It may seem odd that a full
weight sovereign, oontaining 113 grains, should pass current 
in circulation for 21 grains less in England and 14 grains less in 
South Africa, but this is explained by the fact that melting 
and exportation are prohibited in both oountries, so that the 
value. of the sovereign while inside the oountries is forcibly 
kept down to the value of the paper £1: once get a sovereign 
out into the non-British world and its value rises to that of its 
metallic oontent. ") The question then arises: "Should South 
Africa, who wishes to restore her £1 'eventually to its old value 
of 113 grains of gold, take the necessary steps to bring it up to 
that level without regard to the value of the £1 in the United 
Kingdom, or should she let her £1 down to the level of the 
United Kingdom £1 pending the recovery of the United Kingdom 
£1, or finally, should she be oontent to take a middle oourse, 
keeping her £1, as at present, higher than the U.K. £1, but not 
up to par 1 " 

• I a.m not cl .... whether the ma.rket for UDOOinedgold is BUfliciently 
free in South Afri ... to allow this value to be apparent there. It is quite 
omoue in London, where the United Kingdom £1 will buy 92 grains, and 
the South African £1 is worth 7 per cent. more than the Uuited Kingdom £1. 

I Subject to the quaJiJi ... tion mentioned above, p. 212. 
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The arguments in favour of the first of these courses seem 
to me overwhelming. To bring the value of the South African 
£1 down from 99 to 92 grains of gold as a preliminary to raising 
it to 113 seems on the face of it absurd. It requires a further 
in1Iation and consequent further rise of all prices in South Africa 
with all the inconvenience and injustice of that process, only 
to be followed shortly by all the inconvenience and injustice 
of an equivalent fall of prices. There is nothing to be gained 
by it to set against this, so far as the mass of the community 
are concerned, though a few acuts persons and possibly the 
banks may manage to make money out of both the rise and 
fall of prices by a timely transfer of their activities from one 
direction to the other. It seems to be supposed in some quarters 
that the person who wants to exchange the right to receive 
money in London for the right to receive money in South Africa 
is hurt by the fact that he only gets £93 in South Africa in 
exchange for his £100 in London, but if the exchange were 
levelled by further in1Iation of the South African currency, the 
£100 (less commission) which he would get would buy him no 
more of commodities and services than he can get at present 
for £93, 80 that he would not be at all better olI. ' 

The middle course, which means inaction till the United King
dom deflates its currency sufficiently to bring the' U.K. £1 up 
to the value of the South African £1, is not nearly 80 pernicious 
as the policy of dragging down the S.A. currency to the level 
of the U.K. currency, but there are grave objections to it. South 
Africa, as by far the largest producer of gold, has a heavy interest 
in keeping up a. good price £or that article in the world at large. 
The prudent leather merchant has always been credited with 
believing that there is " nothing like leather," and South Africa 
in her own interest should cultivate both by precept and example 
the doctrine that there is .. nothing like gold." For her to dis
card the gold standard by enlarging her paper currency till she 
deprecisted the value of her £1 from 113 grains to 99, much 
resembles the action of the bootmaker who declared that boots 
were unhealthy, and ostentatiously walked to his shop in cheap, 
though perhaps not very durable, sandals. 

Not only is South Africa setting an example of a course of 
action which it is to her interest that the world should not adopt; 
she also involves herself in grave inconveniences from which 
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European countries adopting it have been exempt. In Europe 
everywhere depzecia.ted paper has been quite readily accepted 
down to the present time: the most obvious and continuous 
fall in its value has not as yet led people to ask for payment in 
gold. In South AIrica, on the other hand, I understand there 
are important elements in the population which display a whole
some distrust of paper. In consequence gold cannot be wholly 
removed from the circulation as in Europe. This would not 
matter much if the South AIrican Government had as effective 
a control over exports of gold as is possessed by the Government 
of the British Islands: there is very little leakage of gold coins 
from the United Kingdom at present when anyone with a £1 
note can get a sovereign from the Bank of England, and there 
would probably be only a trifling increase if much of the coin in 
the Bank was actually in circulation. But owing to the geo
graphical and racial position of South AIrica the smuggling out 
of sovereigns there cannot be kept within small bounds. To 
provide coins with 113 grains of gold in them and keep a suffi
ciency of them in circulation as only equal to notes worth con
siderably less than 113 grains, is certain to be a very expensive 
and will probably prove an impossible task. 

I conclude therefore that South AIrica in her own interest and 
in that of the British Empire and the world at large, should 
return to the gold standard as quickly as may be. To effect the 
return nothing appears to be necessary beyond a removal of 
the prohibition of the export of gold coin. To remove the pro
hibition without reasonable notice would of course be quite 
improper and might cause a disastrous crash. Less than twelve 
months' notice would, I should imagine, be umeasonable, and 
possibly a longer period would be required: it would be much 
better to fix a long period than a period so short that hopes 
would be entertained by parties opposed to the policy that it 
would have to be lengthened. 

If the prohibition were removed without notice, the demand 
for coin for export would be so great that the banks would not 
be able to 1l&8h the notes for which payment in gold would be 
demanded. But if reasonable notice is given and it is believed 
that the thing will really come to pass, the banks will prepare 
for it by so ordering their affaire generally and their note-issues 
in particular, that there will no more be a run on them for gold 
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than there was upon the Bank of England when she resumed 
meeting her obligations in gold after the long suspension of 
1797 to 1821. 

2. SO'I.IfA AJrica Made the Victim oj Foreign Euhange 
'Deluaiona. 

[A .. Note" in the Ecunorn;" JUIII7UJl for December, 1920, on lhe &pori 
0/ 0.. Sum Committu "" Embargo "" Ezporl o/Spujo, House of Aaaembly 
Paper, June, 1920, Cape Town.] 

b we had been asked in 1913 " What are the chances of South 
Africa deserting the gold etandard in case of a European war 1 .. 
we should probably have unhesitatingly rejected the idea as 
beyond the bounds of possibility, and, if we knew a little history, 
we should have backed our opinion by quoting the classic case 
of California, the gold-producing State of the American Union, 
holding fum to gold during the American Civil War. But now, 
at the end of September, 1920, the South African pound eterling 
is not only depreciated far below the value of the 113 grnina of 
fine gold required to make a sovereign (or ita equivalent, $4·87 
in Canadian or American gold coin), but well below the 91 grains 
which will buy 4·87 Canadian paper dollars, and even a little 
below the 82 grnina which will buy an English, Australian, or 
New Zealand paper pound. To any Rip van Winkle who went 
to sleep in 1913 and awoke in 1920 this would be an astonishing 
phenomenon. The great gold-producing Dominion with a paper 
etandard more ,below ita par with gold than any other in the 
British Empire I 

H our Winkle's awakening took place in South Africa and he 
inquired of the most intelligent and well-informed persons he 
would be likely to meet there why these things were so, he would 
probably be told that the cause was a scarcity of gold in South 
Africa due to ita illicit exportation. " Dlicit exportation I .. we 
can imagine him exclaiming, " do you mean to say that you have 
prohibited the export of gold and yet have not enough t Why, 
when I went to sleep you were exporting over thirty millions a 
year, and yet you had plenty-more than enongh, in fact, as the 
value of gold in other commodities was falling. What has 
happened! Have the mines given out !" "Oh, dear no I ': the 
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answer would be; .. of course, the gold output goes on being 
exported quite openly md lawfully. That is oulya • commercial 
product,' just the 8&IIle as wool (see Minutes. Q. 202). The 
exportation which has troubled us md which we have tried to 
prevent, is the exportation of gold coin, md when we said • gold ' 
just now we meant that, as you would have known if you had 
not been asleep all this time." Wmkle, unsatisfied, might go on 

. to inquire why it should be legitimate md healthy to export 
440 onncee of nncoined gold &nd ruinous smuggling to export 
exactly the 8&IIle weight of fine gold in the form ofl,869sovereigns, 
but to this question it is not likely that he would get my intel
ligible answer. 

The explaustion of the whole puzzle, like most explanations 
of economic facta, must be historical. During the war it was 
supposed to be a military measure of the first importance to 
" prevent gold getting into the hands of the enemy," md it was 
believed that one good measure towards this end was for each 
country, including in that term detached parte of the British 
Empire, to prolu"bit all unlicensed carrying out of gold, not ouly 
to the enemy, but to my part of the world. The war seems 
also to have somehow revived, not ouly among belligerents, 
but even among neUtrals, the mediaeval fear of losing the 
currency. Consequently prohibitions of the exportation of my 
kind of gold, md also of the melting down of gold coin for my 
purpose whatever, became almost universal. A century ago such 
legislation was everywhere ineffective md consequently got little 
more th&n passing notice in the controversies of that time. But
in the modern world, in islands such as the United Kingdom, 
Australia, md New Zea1and, conditions are different, md infrac
tions of the law can be kept within such small limits as to become 
practically unimportant. This makes it possi,ble in such conn-
tries to issue enough paper money to bring the value of the unit 
of account below its par with gold without taking away its 
redeemability in (or, as is usually said, its convertibility into) 
gold coin. .As some one said in one of the old Bullion debates, 
gold imprisoned in the coin is degraded to the level of the paper. 
We do not run to the Bank of England and dem&nd sovereigns 
in exchange fot our Bmdburies, because we know that, as law-

- abiding pecple, we e&nnot use sovereigns otherwise th&n as 
currency, md that as currency they are worth no more thm 
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Bradburies, though as free gold they would be worth 39 per oent. 
• more. When a paper currenoy is convertible into free gold, 

it oannot go below its par with gold, because its convertibility 
limits the quantity of it whioh oan be put into and kept in 
circulation: when it is convertible only into a coin which cannot 
be used otherwise than as currency, it can be issued juet as 
freely as if it were wholly irredeemable, and with the same effect 
on the general purchasing power of the unit of account. Hence 
the fall below par of the Britieh and Australasian pounds. 

On the outbreak of the war the Britieh Government induced 
the mine-ownera to agree to hand over the whole output of the 
mines to it, 80 that the Union of South Africa had no need to 
concern itself with the export of uncolned gold; but it very 
naturally fell in with the prevailing faehion of prohibiting the 
export of coin. It further proceeded to make it easier for the 
banks to enlarge the paper currency by allowing them to issue 
£1 and 10,. notes, the old limit having been £5. If the exporta
tion of ooin could have been stopped aB effectively aB it WaB in 
the United Kingdom and Australasia, the South African banks 
would then have been in as proud a position aB the Bank of 
England under the Restriotion of 1797-1821, and nothing except 
their fear of the eventual removal of the embargo on export would 
have stood in the way of South Afrioan pounds falling to the 
value of Polish marks or Russian roubles. It is true that, unlike 
the Bank of England notes of 1797-1821, the notes were still 
convertible into coin, but that convertibility would have been a 
hollow mockery like the present convertibility of the Bradbury. 
But South Africa's intercourse with the rest of the world is not 
80 easy for a Government to control as that of the United King
dom and Auetralasia, partly because the Union is not an island, 
and partly because two sections of the population-Natives and 
Indiana-do not belong to the governing democracy and also 
have connections with the outside. Consequently extensive 
smuggling out of gold coin was possible, and WaB sure to take 
place. if made profitable. 

This prevented the depreciation of the unit of account, the 
South African pound sterling, having quite the 88BY course which 
it had in the United Kingdom, Anatralia, and New Zealand. 
When the South African banks had issued 80 much paper that 
the South African pound became worth appreciably less than 
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113 grains of fine gold, they were asked to foJfiI some of their pr0-

mises to pay pounds by handing over sovereigns, and the sove
reigns thus obtained were smuggled abroad and tIOld for more 
than the foreign curreney equivalent of a South African pound. 
In order to meet this demand for sovereigns the banks were 
obliged to buy raw gold in London" at a premium," i.e., paying 
more than a South African pound for each 113 grains, and getting 
it coined in the usual way at the London Mint. In other words, 
the penalty which they had to pay for issuing too much paper was 
that they had to buy a certain number of sovereigns at perhaps 
268. or 2&. and pay them out at 20&. H the " leakage" of gold 
coin, as they appropriately called it, had gone on growing, it 
would have amounted to the same thing as a removal of the 
embargo on export, and have forced the banks to reduce their 
paper till one pound was again worth as much as 113 grains of 
gold. During the spring of 1920 this infiuence was sufficiently 
strong to cause' an appreciable rise in the gold value of the 
South African pound and to make it break: away from the 
United Kingdom pound, which it had up to that time olosely 
followed. 

It became olear that mere prohibition of the export of gold 
coin was not a BUfiicient protection for an over-issue of paper. H 
South Africa WIIB determined m have a paper ourrenoy depre
ciated against gold, the obligation to redeem the paper in gold 
coin must be removed. Otherwise it would be better to recog
nize the situation formally by removing the ineffective embargo, 
which WIIB ouly giving illicit profits to law-breakers. 

The long-run interest of the gold-mine owners and workers, 
properly understood, WIIB entirely in favour of the earliest pO&
sible removal of the embargo and return to the gold standard. 
The gold mines, in South Africa, as everywhere else in the world, 
are sofiering from the diminution in the purchasing power of 
their product caused by the disuse of gold in circulation and 
reserves by the principal countries of Europe. The direct import
ance of South Africa as an absorber of gold for ourreney pur
poses is no doubt almost negligible, but lIB the chief gold pro
ducer of the world her example carries great weight. H South 
Africa, producing every year perhaps five times as muoh gold 

. lIB ahe required for her whole Btook of gold ourrency before the 
war, cannot afford to have a gold currenoy, who can t It is 

R 
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not wen for the village bootmaker to declare boots expensive 
and unhealthy and to parade himself and his family barefoot. 
To the leather merchant there is !lothing like leather, and to 
the Transvaal there should be nothing like gold. Had the Union 
of South Africa never gone off the gold standard, the mine
owners' might have been trusted to favour its continued 
maintenance. 

But the standard having been abandoned, and the unit of 
account having been depreciated against gold, when the process 
was obscured, so to speak, by the smoke and dust of war, the 
minll-owners found that on the one hand the cost which they 
had to meet in South African currency had risen, owing to the 
increase of money-wages and prices caused by the additional 
paper, and most of them seem to have believed that, though a 
return to the gold standard would cause some diminution in the 
monetary amount of these costs, the diminution would not be 
equal to the lOBS which they would suffer by having to give more 
of their raw gold for a given amount of South African money. 
With the South African pound worth 82 grains, 82 grains plus 
cost of marketing will pay the workman in South Africa £1; the 
mine-owner asks himself in some complicated form: .. H the 
pound rises to 113 grains, shall I be able to persuade that man 
to take M of £1, which is 148. 64. t" No doubt there would 
be a lOBS under this head, which, though only temporary, as all 
prices adjust themselves in the long run, would never be directly 
recovered; but this special and limited lOBS ought to be faced 
in view of the general advantage to the gold industry of the 
restoration of the use of gold currency. The mine-owners, 
however, with the important exception of Mr. Samuel Evans, 
have not risen to this height" and are consequently for the 
most part but lukewarm supporters of a return to the gold 
standard. ' 

At the end of March, 1920, the House of Assembly appointed 
a Committee .. to inqnire and report upon (a) the effect of the 
embargo on the export of specie upon the cost of living; (b) the 
desirability and practicability or otherwise, with a view to 
improving the economic conditions of the Union, of removing 
the embargo and of modifying the statutory provisions at present 
in force in regard to currency and banking." . 

Houses of Parliament in the British Dominions, and in the 
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mother-eonntly &!SO, would do well to recognize the fact that 
they do not contain experts on every subject, and are conse
quently incapable of appointing committees suitable for every 
kind of inquiry by selecting members entirely from their own 
body. It is no use to say that they will call, and be guided by, 
the evidence of expert witnesses. The expert witness who 
offers himself is by no means always the best who can be obtained. 
The wholly inexpert committee does not know whom to call, and 
when it has before it the right or the wrong expert, it does not 
know the right questions to ask him. The South African Com
mittee of members of the House of Assembly, set up to consider 
currency and banking, consisted chiefly of men eminent in their 
particular line of life and possessing very considerable ability, 
but it does not seem to have included anyone who had any 
training in the theory of the subject. It would probably have 
been much more effective if it had included in its number either 
or both of the two Professors of Economics (Dr. Lehfeldt of 
Johannesburg and Mr. Leslie of Cape Town) whom it called as 
witnesses. Whether they were right or wrong in their recom

. mendations, professional training and the practice of teaching 
would have enabled them to put more searching questions than 
the inexpert Committee was able to ask . 

.AB it was, thll Committee seeIDS to have been clay in the hands 
of Mr. Henry Strakosch, a very able witness, usually resident in 
London, now managing director of one of the large gold-mine 
cOmbinations, who had formerly passed through excellent 
practical experience of foreign exchanges in Europe and more 
recently had been concerned in the marketing of the gold 
product of South Africa in the world at large. He had written 
a pamphlet on what ought to be done in South Africa. The Com
mittee began by considering t4is, and his evidence upon it occu
pies the first 162 of the 574 pages of evidence, although for 125 
pages the questions are omitted, in order presumably to shorten 
the minutes. 

Mr. Strakosch admitted that South African currency was 
depreciated against gold, that to maintain currency at a parity 
with gold it must be convertible into gold, and that to maintain 
foreign exchanges at par, coin and bullion must be freely export-

. able and importable, but held that South Africa could not" afford 
to re-establish and maintain its currency on a true gold basis " 
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at the present moment. As wrual, when currencies once become 
depreciated, it is a case of " jam yesterday and jam to-morrow. 
but never jam to-day." The argument may be put under two 
heads: (1) It is undesirable to raise the South African pound 
to the value of 113 grains of gold; and (2) if it were 80 raised. 
it would be impossible to keep it there. 

(1) The first head does not call for much comment. Mr. 
Strakosch adduced the objectione which are commonly made to 
raising the value of the unit of account without adding anything 
fresh. and without any attempt to balance the advantages and 
disadvantages of a fairly rapid return to the gold standard againet 
the advantages and disadvantages of his own plan of "wait 
and see." He laid much stress on the theory that· if South 
Africa were on a gold basis while the United Kingdom was on 
a lower Bradbury basis. the United Kingdom investor would 
be deterred from investing in South Africa and the South African 
investor would be attracted to invest in the United Kingdom 
by the belief which each would have that the Bradbury is bound 
to rise to 113 grains of gold in the near future. He overlooked 
the fact that this belief is waning. and is likely to be further 
shaken by the coming collapse of continental paper currencies. 
so that gold standard countries are likely to come into greater 
favour with the investor. and he forgot that the coming of an . 
alteration in the purchasing power of money affects what will 
be offered to the investor as well as what he will accept. If 
South African pounds were worth 113 grains and going to stay 
at that. while Bradburies were 82 and going to rise soon, it is 
true that a lender would prefer a long-term or perpetual 6 
per cent. in Bradburies to the same rate in South African pounds ; 
but it is equally clear that the borrower could well afford to 
offer a much higher rate of interest if the loan were contracted 
in South African pounds; since if he contracted in Bradburies he 
would soon be paying the same annual value 88 if he had received 
South African pounds. whereas. in fact, he only received on loan 
the same number of United Kingdom pounds. each worth only 
In 88 much 88 a South African pound. 

(2) On the second head, the impossibility of keeping the South 
African pound at 113 graine. supposing it to have once got there. 
Mr. Strakosch misled the Committee by completely ignoring 
the orthodox doctrine of the exchanges 88 taught by the econo-
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mists. That doctrine has been so snowed under by neo-mer
cantiIism in these latter days that even in the pages of an econ
omic journal it may be useful to recapitulate it. 

It is founded on (a) the truism that a currency or unit of 
account is valued for what it is worth, that is, for the commodi
ties and services (let us say " goods .. for short) which it will buy, 
and (b) on the weJl..established economic principle, to which cur
rency is no exception, that variations in the supply of an article 
aftect its value or power of buying, increases tending to reduce, 
and decreases to raise, its value. For an example of the truism 
we may say that Englisbmen and others value American dollars 
because, and in so far 88, those dollars will buy American goods; 
Americans and others value English pounds because, and in so 
far 88, those pounds will buy English goods. If dollars rise in 
purchasing power (in other words, if prices of goods fall in 
America) while pounds fall in purcbasing power (in other words, 
if prices of goods rise in England) or remain stationari or rise 
less rapidly than dollars, fewer dollars will be worth 88 much 88 

a pound, i.e., the exchange value of dollars in pounds will rise, 
and that of pounda in dollars will fall. For examples of the 
general principle that increase of supply tends to reduce the 
value of an article we need not search ; every one has everyday 
experience of its truth: that currency, whether metallic or paper, 
is an exception to the role is believed by none but a few currency 
crankB who have never been able to produce the smallest logical 
justification for their view and have always had to fall back on 
gross misrepresentation of historical facts. 

The truism and the principle together involve the consequence 
that the exchange between currencieS can be kept cloee to a 
given rate by due regulation of their supply, whether that regu
lation is conscious or automatio. The Indian Government, by 
conscious regulation of the supply of rupees, kept the rupee 
approximately equal to one-fifteenth of 113 grains of fine gold, 
and therefore at a stable rate with all the gold-standard coun
tries, for nearly twenty years before the war. Conscious regu
lation is simple enough; automatio regulation is a little more 
diflicult to understand. It takes place where two or more 
currencies are each in part at least composed of something which 

. can be used at will for purchases in either or any of the countries 
concerned. Before the war, for example, English pounds and 
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American dollars were both in part gold pieces which could be 
lawfully transported from the one country to the other and be 
converted from one coin into the other at smaIl expense. In 
practice the situation was very little different from what it 
would have been if 80vereigns had been legal tender in America 
for $4·8665 and dollars legal tender in England for 4,. 1·32d. 
There could be no great variation in the exchanges between 

. two or more countries linked together in this way, beca1l8e if 
the purchasing power. of the unit of currency fell for any reason 
in one country while the unit in another rose, remained stationary, 
or did not fall 80 fast; in other words, if prices of goods rose 
in one country while in another they fell, remained stationary, 
or did not rise 80 much, it immediately became profitable to 
send gold money from the first country to buy goods from the 
second. This promptly equalized matters, and stopped the 
tendency of the exchange-rate to diverge from the normal: 
that it must do 80 becomes obvious when we reBect that, for 
example, the sending of gold from England to America and the 
bringing of goods from America to England at once made gold 
scarcer in England and more plentiful in America, while at the 
same time it made goods scarcer in America and more plentiful 
in England. To the objection, 80metimes urged, that gold 

• was only a small portion of the currencies, the answer is, in the 
first place, that when a thing is nicely balanced a touch will 
make it swing, and, in the second place, that the existence of 
a very large pap61 currency beside the gold had no tendency 
to counteract the influence of movements of gold, but rather 
the contrary, inasmuch as the banking organization of each 
country secured that when gold left it the paper currency did 
not increase to take its place, but diminished, and that usually 
by a greater absolute amount than the gold currency. 

In place of this old and well-established theory, Mr. Strakosch 
put before the Committee a doctrine that the stability of the 
exchanges before the war was due to the trade or transactions 
of the principal countries having-apparently quite fortuitously 
-" perfectly balanced" (QQ. 38, 165), while since the war it has 
been " out of balance" temporarily, though it must balance in 
the long run (Q. 2(0). No one asked how an account covering 
exports and imports, and all the transactions included by Mr. 
Strakosch and the Committeein "invisible exports and imports," 
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could possibly fail to balance for even the shortest period of time. 
When the visible exports plus the invisible do not equal the 
visJ.l>le imports plus the invisible, what does the difierence con
sist of! Mr. Strakosch never explains this, but may be l111li

pected of 81lpposing it to consist of debt not intended to be of 
long duration; b~t the contraction of debt has already been 
set down as one of the items in the invisible imports and 
exports, and if the whole has not been included the item should 
be amended. The majority of the Committee, when they tsIk 
of " the maintenance of an excess of visible' ~d invisible exports 
over visible and invisible imports" (Report, p. vi) are probably 
making the difierence consist of coin imported, thus partially 
reverting to the mercantilist nomenclature, in which coin was 
not included in imports and exports. But the mercantilists 
excluded bullion as well as coin. 

Having thoroughly confused the majority of the Committee 
with the chimera of a balance-sheet which does not balance, 
although the items on each side add np to equal amounts, Mr. 
Strakosch proceeded to terrify them with two bugbears--the 
Indian peasant, who would insist on buying gold at an outrageous 
price, and the United States, which had " lost" in nine months 
to March, 1920, 450 millions dollars' worth of gold. Instead of ' 
congratulating South Africa on still having in the East a toler
ably good customer for her principal product, now terribly 
depreciated in purchasing power owing to the misfortunes of 
Europe; and instead of congratulating the United States on 
finding customers for this mass of metal which she took in 
exchange for goods during the war, which so far had done nothing 
for her except create disturbance by raising prices, and the export 
of which was likely to bring her prices down (as indeed it has), 
Mr. Strakosch argued that the United States would be obliged 
to restore her war-time embargo on the export of gold, and then, 
if South Africa was on a gold standard, allowing the export of 
specie, the all-devouring Indian peasant would soon draw away 
all the gold coin from her. ' Of course, if South Africa really were 
on a gold standard, nothing of the kind would happen, because 
the sovereigns in South Africa would then be no cheaper than 
113 grains of gold produced from the mines, and there could be 

. no resson for the Indian peasant to make a dead set at the 
South African currency. 
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Confused by all this, the Committee never seriously considered 
the real practical issue which should have been put before them 
-whether it would be best for South Africa to keep her currency 
level with gold or level with the British paper pound. There are 
many arguments for both courses, and this is not the piace to 
attempt to decide between them. What the Committee-or at 
least the great majority of the Committee, since the small Labour 
element fought manfully for sound doctrine-decided to do was 
to recommend the continuance of the embargo, the discontinu
ance of the convertibility of paper into coin, and the creation of 
a new central bank of issue with power to issue unlimited bank
notes against 40 per ceat. of gold. These proposals remove the 
two checke-" leakage" of coin by smuggling and the fear of a 
removal of the embargo-which restrained the banks in the 
manufacture of currency. On their face they substitute nothing 
except the requirement of 40 per cent. gold cover. Now, what
ever may be thought of the usefulness of such a requirement 
when the paper is convertible, it is clear that when the paper is 
inconvertible and expected to remain so it will only stop the 
manufacture of paper pounds when their value is so reduced 
by over-issue that it will take nearly a hundred of them to buy 
gold enough to make forty sovereigns. 

Until the new bank can be got into working order, the recom
mendation is that existing bank-notes shall be convertible only 
into gold certificates issued by the Treasury which are themselves 
inconvertible into the gold which they "certify .. : the banks 
may increase their issues as they please, provided that they keep 
40 per cent. reserve against the whole and pay 3 per cent. per 
annum on any excess of issue above that of December, 1919, and 
their issues will eventually be taken over by the new central 
bank. 

This bank might, of C01ll8e, determine to raise South Africa's 
currency to par with gold, and could do so by reducing the 
swollen paper issue, but a very different state of opinion will have 
to be created before it is likely that the board of management 
will even wish to return to the gold standard. It is much more 
likely only to desire to secure parity with the British pound, and 
knowledge of monetary theory will have to be considerably 
improved before it will be likely to know that, in order to 
maintain • even that low standard, it must DOt yield to 
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what the Finance Secretary naively calls "the requirements of 
business" -as if business would not always "require" as much 
currency as banks and Governments are induced to create 
foritl . 

And though the requirement of 40 per cent. cover plus the 
tax of 3 per cent. on additions to their issues is a fairly strong 
Drake (especially when the 40 per cent. means more than 40 per 
oent., because the centum is reckoned in a depreciated currenoy 
and the 40 in gold) and may perhaps prevent further increase of 
the paper currency by the existing banks, it is pOBBible that the 
question may ultimately be . not of maintaining a Bradbmy 
standard, but of climbing up to that low level. For the Com
mittee's Report and the progress of legislation on the lines it 
laid down were promptly followed by changes in values which 
have greatly widened the gap between the South African pound 
and gold, and have even brought it slightly below the Bradbmy, 
though it was 7 per cent. above a few months ago. 

It remains to be seen whether sounder views and better policy 
will be the result of this degradation of the South African cur
rency, and of the fact that, instead of the United States having 
set a bad example by reimposing her war-time embargo on gold 
exports, as prophesied by Mr. Strakosch, Argentina is preparing 
to remove hers, and that the Indian situation has also changed 
in a way which should help to dissipate the groundless alarms 
with which he inspired the Committee. Much depends on the 
importance which the central bank and the existing banks attach 
to the sub-section (§ 7, iii) of the new law providing that the 
BUBpension of convertibility shall cease on June 30, 1923. If 
they really believe that the legislature will not continue it beyond 
that date, they will take the steps required in order to bring the 
pound gradually up to par with gold. 

[Happily. the sounder policy was PUl1lUed. Mr. W. H. Clegg. from 
$he Bank of England. became the first governor of the Reeerve Bank. 
The South African pound was gra.dually brought up to par, &Ild early in 
1925 South Africa led the reat of the British Empire in ita retum to 
the gold BtImdard.] 
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XI 

ORTHODOX AND OTHER PRINCIPLES FOR THE 
REGULATION OF WAGES 

[A letter in PM 'l'imu of October 20, 1920.] 

Sm,-
It seems desirable at the present juncture to call attention 

to a fundamental principle in regard to the regulation of wages 
which is being commonly overlooked. This is that in the pre
war past the wages of each occupation have been subject to 
change with the community's need of the particular service 
which it rendered, and that in the future it is desirable that they 
should continue to be subject to change in that way. When 
there was need of a relative increase in the supply of an article 
the price rose, and this encouraged further production by giving 
higher profits and higher wages, which attracted a larger pro
portion of the productive resources of the community into that 
particular branch of activity. Conversely, when there was less 
comparative need of the article, profits and wages fell, and the 
proportion of the productive resources of the community devoted 
to that branch diminished-take hansom cabs as a fairly recent 
example of an extreme case. The principle was an obviously 
sound one. Looked at from the point of view of the com
munity at large it meant regulating the supply of labour to the 
diJIerent branches by raising and lowering the inducements to 
enter them, and it is difficult to see what other method except 
"industrial conscription," so justly abhorred, can be put in its 
place. 

For some time the necessity of regulation in this sense has been 
overlaid, so to speak, by the need for altering money wages so as 
to make them conform with alterations in the purchasing power 
of money. It is, of course, quite true that if the community 
is stupid enough to allow its money to jump about in purchasing 
power, money-wages and other things also must be altered to 
correspond. But the facf; that it may be necessary to alter 
money wages all round because of an alteration in the purchasing 
power of money-usually called an alteration in the cost of living, 
should not be allowed to blind us to the fact that particular 
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changes may be required for other reasons, nor make us argue 
every claim as if it could be settled by Board of Trade or other 
index numbers. 

In the last few weeks an entirely new principle has been before 
us, and has been received with an astonishing amount of accept
ance by the general public, though the miners will have none of 
it. This is the principle of making the wages paid in an occupa
tion rise and fall with increases and decreases in the aggregate 
output of the occupation. For a strictly limited period to meet 
a tempora7 emergency it might conceivably be well to adopt 
this principle, and I do not wish to condemn the Government's 
recent proposal if it was only intended to remain in force for a 
month or two while more permanent arrangements were being 
negotiated. But I do protest against the plan being regarded 
as a desirable or even a poBSible way of regulating wages per
manently, and experience shows that there is very great danger 
of expedients intended to be purely temporary continuing in 
force for considerable periods, with disastrous results. If 
successful, the plan of paying wages according to aggregate 
output must necessarily end in an impasse. The natural 
tendency of increasing aggregate output is to diminish the value 
of the unit of output, and eventually even to diminish the total 
value of the aggregate output-as in the hackneyed example of 
the big harvest worth leBS than the little one, which is quite 
right and pr.oper; 1)llder the old' system this diminution of value 
acted as a natural and easy check on the further application of 
resources to any particular branch of production by reducing the 
profits and wages obtainable in it, but under the proposed system 
of paying wage bonuses on aggregate output, wages must remain 
undiminished, if they be not positively increased, no matter how 
far increase of quantity may have diminished the value of the 
product. It is obvious that no industry could be long carried on 
under this plan without a subsidy from taxation if the bonuses 
were really effective in causing continuous increa!l8 of output. 

The moral of all this for the moment is that the miners by 
rejecting the proposal for a bonus in proportion to output have 
very probably saved the State from a very awkward position in 
which it would have been impoBSible for it to avoid incurring the 

. reproach of having broken faith. No doubt the proposal may 
now be regarded as dead, but it should be formally withdrawn 
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to clear the way for the negotiation of a reform of the existing 
wage arrangements, which are admitted by all parties to be 
urisatisiactory. In this negotiation it should be remembered 
that to pay individuals according to their individual output is 
reasonable, but to pay them according to the aggregats produce 
of an undetermined mass of natural resources, machinery, and 
labour is really quite out of the question. And there should be 
no hunting for some expedient to counter the universal tendency 
of mankind to " take things rather easier" when they are better 
off. After all, that tendency is BUfficiently counteracted by the 
growth of new wants. We pOBSibly do not work quite 80 hard 
as our primitive forefathers, but all the same reprehensible 
idleness is leBS common among us. 

XII 

BETTER BE A BANKRUPT THAN A FALSE COINER 

[part of a letter to a colTespondent. I might have quoted Adam Smith, 
Wealth oJ NaIiontJ, Vol. II, pp. 415-16, ed. Cannan, in support of my 
position, _ below, pp. 33~O.1 

Octobet- 31, 1920. 
DEAR MR. --, 

I think my greatest quarrel with you is on the comparative 
morality and economy of a State (1) making a frank composition 
with its creditors when it cannot pay them in full, and (2) pre
tending to pay them in full by giving them base money. I am 
sure the first is the more honest course, and I am much inclined 
to think it better from a purely economic point of view for the 
community as a whole. The second course cheats all other 
creditors as well as those of the State, and in the end causes 
greater confusion and disaster. The Germans have reduced 
their debt to about one-thirteenth of its gold value at the old 
par, and will reduce it much more before they've done with it, 
by depreciating the mark, but they would have done much better 
to suspend payment like an honest man that cannot pay his 
debts. I am not at all moved by the usual reflection that 
openly bankrupt States cannot borrow: it seems to me that it 
would make this world a very much better plBce to live in if not 
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a single State in it could borrow one penny: if they want wars 
and useless canals and other luxuries, let them raise the cost by 
taxation. There are good reasons for small localities borrowing, 
bnt countries are all big enough to be able to spread expenses 
evenly enough over time. Could anythiug be more contemptible 
than the way our Government used before the war to borrow 
money to put up an offioe in Whiteha.ll! I don't believe it is 
any use to ery out for equilibrium of budgete as a cure for the 
diarrhma of paper: you may make your lnIdget balance, but you 
will never get your actual revenue to cover your actual expenses 
till you stop the fall in the purehasiug power of the money in 
which the revenue is raised. It would be cheaper to borrow 200 
millions at 20 per cent. per annum than to raise the same sum by 
printiug another 200 millions of Bradburles---in the long run. 
The stoppage of the fall in the purehasing power of money will be 
disagreeable in many ways, but so is the giviug up of the practice 
of over-indulgence in intoxicating liquor. 

XIII 

SOME FALL OF PRICES IS DESIRABLE 

[pa.rtof • letter to. Member of Parliament, written in November, 1920.] 

To persuade the Labour people that fall of prices is good for them 
is rather difficult. See the report on Prices and Cost of Living 
issued by their special committee. Mr. Dalton, there referred 
to, is a colleague of mine at the School of Economics, and we 
have often discussed the matter. During risiug prices the work
iug-elasses lose because prices rise against them faster than their 
wages rise, but they gain by overtime and ease of gettiug employ
ment: during falling prices they score by wages falliug slower 
than prices, but lose by 1088 of overtime and more unemploy
ment. Opinions difier which is best on the whole, and no doubt 
some classes of employment gain by the one and others by the 
other. What there's no doubt about is that all the peoplp~,. '. 
workers and others, who lose by rising prices have had such a . 

. thundering had time and the others such a good time that it is 
only fair things should be reversed for a bit, and the sooner the 
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better, since the longer the thing is postponed the less you make 
the actual gainers disgorge for the benefit of the actual losers. 
A sudden fall now will hit the people who have so far been 
battening on the high profits made by rising prices and will 
benefit the large numbers whose purchasing power haa been 
enormously iiminished. Twenty years hence it would only be 
another great injustice instead of a rough and partial rectification 
of injustice. There are still heaps of things which have not been 
adjusted to the new level of prices, e.g., the telephone, for which I 
am at present paying £5 for the first 300 calis and four-fifths of 
a penny each for about 150 more, total average per call about 3d., 
and now they want to raise it to about double. • .. In spite of 
all unions and boards there are plenty of people about with very 
low manual labour wages still; they don't care to mention it too 
much for fear organized labour will come along and get them out 
of their jobs, but don't they hate railway men I I know one who 
lodged with a railway man and he wasn't allowed to come within 
a certain distance of the fire ! 

Argument is all in favour of a considerable fall_y such a fall 
as you would get by going to the gold par. I don't think there 
is much need to worry about the possibility of gold becoming 
80 scarce as to bring prices back as far as pre-war level, which 
would be too far. The gold producers will tske care of that: a 
lot of mines have been shut down for the present because gold 
has lost so much purchasing power, and if its purchasing power 
revives these will start again. Anyway, the advantage of getting 
stable international exchanges, which in practice can only be 
done by return to gold, is so enormous, as to be worth any 
possible risk of too great fall of prices. You may be able to 
frighten the business man with a suggestion that if we don't 
look sharp, the countries with worse currencies than ours will be 
back on a gold standard before us. When these currencies are 
quite played out and down to nothing, the people will begin to 
reckon in metal again-as the Mexicans have. The Germans 
can't get the mark back to the par of 5'6 grains of fine gold, but 
they could stabilize it at about 0'4 grains and have a stable 
exchange with America to-morrow if they chose. H we have 
given up hope of going back to the old par with gold, we had 
much better reduce the weight of the sovereign to that of 3f 
dollars and abolish all restrictions on the export of gold to-
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morrow: if that were done we should have a stable rate of 
exchange with America at once and without any difficulty the 
actual rate keeping as close to the new par of 3'50 as the rate used 
in pre,war times to keep to 4'86. Witte stabilized the rouble in 
that way, and there isn't the shadow of a doubt about the 
feasibility of the plan. If sovereigns and dollars can be exported 
and melted down into each other, it's quite impoBBible that an 
ounce of gold in dollars can differ in value from an ounce of gold 
in sovereigns beyond the small cost of making the transformation. 

" Instead of which," you have just passed the second reading 
of a bill to make exportation permanently impossible without the 
leave of the executive Government. 

The res.! difficulty about a fall of prices is the increased pressure 
of the national debt, and this was the great reason for having a 
capital levy and a war wealth tax to clear a great portion of it off 
before prices fall. Now, we have made our bed and must lie on 
it. Neither Germany, Italy or France can possibly support 
their debts at pre-war level of prices, nor I think even at gold par 
prices, which I expect to be higher than pre-war prices, so they 
must either compound opeuly with their creditors or pay in a 
depreciated currency. I don't feel sure what we can do: I 
think wecotddpay, butitwill be a still business if we try, and more 
difficult if the foreign countries make a clean sweep of their debts. 

I have got rather discursive, not knowing exactly what you 
want. If I can elucidate any part of the subject further, I shall 
be glad to do so. Lord D' Abemon was a tower of strength for 
.sound currency and I miss him greatly. 



1921 

I 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A BANK AND A CLOAK
ROOM 

[An article published in the first number of E~, January, 1921, 
under the title of .. The MeeniDg of Bank Deposits." The argument is 
.... stated with I ... reference to passing controversy, in my MOfIIl1I (5th 
edition, pp. 79-83), hut as the mystical ""hool of banking theoriata are 
still fond of expressing dissent from its doctrine, I include it here for 
reference. Before becoming entangled in the disPute, every one should 
eee that he keepe firmly in his mind the two very obvious faot.: (1) that 
the stock of coin and not ... held hy hanks at any moment is the "" ... of 
the coin and not... which they have received from &II aources over the coin 
and not... which they have parted with to &II recipients, and (2) that the 
total of deposita is the aum of money which the banke' acoounts show as 
owed by the hanke to their deposito ... ] 

I HOPE I am not succumbing to the fashion of supposing a golden 
age in the past, but I cannot help thinking that the nature and 
functions of deposit banking were much better understood forty 
years ago than they are now. We had not then become convinced 
that nothing in economics can be both simple and true, and the 
young were taught that the theory of deposit banking was very 
simple. The banker was a man or a collection of men who under
took to keep money safely for ita owners until they wanted it, and 
who made the business pay by lending out a good deal of this 
money to other people who wanted temporary loans. 

The Political Dictionary of 1845 says, .. People may deposit 
small sums of money at a bank, which the banker lends. Thus a 
bank is a means of facilitating the loan of money from the 
possessor of money to the farmer or manufacturer who has goods 
but wants ready money. The lending of money is the operation 
of banking, and a bank is a centre which facilitates this lending j 

256 
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it enables people to lend through a banker and his connection, 
who could not lend without that." 

William Ellis, in his bright little Outlinu of Social Economy, 
1846, intended for school-children, says: "'The Banker ... 
receives and takes care of the money of his customers with the 
understanding that he is to be prepared to pay on demand what
ever they may call for." He asks what inducement the banker 
hae to go to this trouble, and answers that of the money" part is 
employed at interest by the banker, and the interest thereby 
earned not ouly suffices to pay all the expenses of the establish
ment, but yields in addition a eurplus profit sufficient to induce the 
banker to persevere in his business." 

Mrs. Fawcett, in Political Economy for Begirmef"s, 1870, and 
Jevons, in his Primer, Political Economy, 1878, say just the same. 

Th. oonception was a perfectly simple one, and I think it was 
and remains a perfectly true one. There is nothing really 
mysterious about the nature of banking " deposits." The term 
" deposit" seeins very appropriate as the name of the verb 
which we use to describe the action of placing an article with 
eome person or institution for sale custody. We" put things 

. down" anywher~ spectacle-(l&B8 and our gloves, and often 
fail to find them again, and to " deposit" a thing is etymologically 
nothing more than to put it down; but the latinity of the word 
seems to give it a tinge of solemnity suggestive of the rites we go 
through when we entrust our bag to the cloakroom clerk instead 
of "putting it down" on the platform. 

With one exception we deposit things for safe custody with 
eome person or institution in the full expectation of receiving 
again, when we come to claim it, the identical article which we 
deposited. We deposit our bag in the railway cloakroom on the 
distinct understanding that this bag and not merely an ~qually 
good bag will be restored to us when we demand it. True, if 
the railway company loses the bag owing to the inadvertence or 
dishonesty of its servant, it will tender compensation, and, the 
bag being irrecoverable, we shall have to accept fair compensa
tion; but compensation implies that the oontract hae been 
broken: the oontract was to restore the same bag and nothing 
else. 

Moreover, with the same single exception, the things when 
. deposited may not be used by the person to whose oustody they 

, s 
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are entrusted. We should be seriously annoyed if we found the 
cloakroom attendant using our umbrella to keep himself dry in a 
shower of rain, and it would be wholly irregular for the wife of 
the chairman of a safe-deposit company to appear at a ball 
decked with the jewellery deposited by the Duchess of Blank. 
If the thing is to be used by the person to whom it is temporarily 
entrusted, it is not said to be deposited and to be " a deposit" : 
it is said to be "lent." 

The one exception to both rules is money. Money is more 
homogeneous than bags and their contents. The substitution 
of one half-crown for another will not affect us in the same way 
as the substitution of even our dearest friend's toothbrush for our 
own. Consequently, if we have deposited a half-crown, we are 
content to receive back another half-crown, or even "half-a
crown" in the different shape of two shillings and a sixpenny 
piece. No one, except some very small child, expects to receive 
the identical m0!ley which he deposited. Consequently persons 
and institutions receiving money on deposit have almost invari
ably mixed up the amounts received from various depositors. 
Deposit your hat in the hotel cloakroom and the attendant will 
not expect you to be content to receive back the first hat he can 
lay hold of; but deposit your money in the hotel office and you 
will only expect to get back " the sum" for which you hold a 
receipt, and it will probably be paid to you in cash deposited by 
other depositors, or even in cash received in payment of guests' 
accounts. The homogeneity of money has always stood in the 
way of any objection being raised by the ~epositors of money to 
their deposits being used by the persons to whom they are 
entrusted. If you happen to meet the hotel OIltler riding the 
bicycle which you deposited with him, you recognize it and com
plain; but if in a shop you are given in change a ten-shilling note 
which you deposited in the hotel office a few hours before, you 
probably do not recognize it, and if you do you will not dream of 
going to the hotel-keeper and asking him why he presumed to 
spend your ten shillings: he did not undertake to keep that ten 
shillings for you, and he has another ten-shilling note ready for 
you. 

This explains why the depositor of money, unlike all other 
depositors, requires to pay nothing for the accommodation which 
he gets, but on the contrary nearly always receives 80mething 
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either in incidental services or in interest over and above the 
advantage of having his money kept safely for him. You will 
pay ninepence for depositing two bags and a rug for a day or 
two, but you can deposit a million pounds for a good deal less 
tIian nothing. 

There is nothing in this one difference between money and other 
goods to suggest that the person with whom money is deposited 
can lend out more than he possesses in his own right plus what is 
deposited with him. The most abandoned cloakroom attendant 
cannot lend out more umbrellas or bicycles than have been 
entrusted to him, and the most reckless banker cannot lend out 
more money than he has of his own plus what he has of other 
people's. This is true even of a note-issuing banker: such a 
banker will no doubt lend his promises to pay on demand so long 
as there are people who will take them in exchange for goods and 
refrain from presenting them for payment; but these people are 
in reality making him a loan without interest. The extent to 
which he can borrow in this way limits the extent of his lending. 

H it were not true that a banker's power to lend is limited by 
what he owns and can borrow, we should have the extraordinary 
result that Ii. small bank with small deposits could lend as much 
as a big one with many millions of deposits. Yet banks seem to 
regard it as of considerable importance to acquire depositors I 

The nineteenth-century writers, taking it for granted that no 
one would suppose that a banker could lend more than he had 
got of his own and other people's, were in the habit of saying 
rather loosely that he could lend some proportion, such as two
thirds or tbree-quartsrs of what he had obtained from depositors. 
But away back about 1730 Cantillon (in a psssage cribbed like 
much else of his, by Postlethwayt's Dictionary before his EB8ai 
was published) had explained quits clearly that the banker had 
to forecast incomings in the shape of deposits and repayments of 
advances and set them against his forecast of outgoings in the 
shape of withdrawala of deposits and advances which he would not 
like to refuse, and that different bankers dealt with different 
classes, so that what was sufficient for one might be wholly 
insufficient for another--one might require to keep in hand about 
a tenth of his deposits and another would not be safe with less • 
than a half or two-thirds. And anyone can see that the propor-

• . tion would vary .~om time to time with the same banker as well 
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as between banker and banker at the same time. If only a 
banker could arrange to make his incomings exactly correspond 
with his outgoings, he would obviously have no reason for keeping 
any stock or reserve at all. 

It was never supposed by the simpl&-minded nineteenth
century economist that anyone would make a difficulty about the 
aggregate of deposits (1) exceeding the aggregats of cash held 
by the banks, or even (2) exceeding the aggregate of all the cash 
held by all persons and institutions, including the banks. 

1. It was naturally supposed that a single banker could have a 
million of deposits and lend out, vay, £750,000, that two bankers 
could have two millions and lend out £1,600,000, and the whole 
number of hankers together could have deposits equal to four 
times the amount of their cash in hand. No one saw any miracle 
in the aggregate of deposits being, say, a thousand millions when 
the cash held was only £250,000,000; this was looked on simply 
as another way of saying that the banks had lent out'thre&
quarters of the money lent to (alia. deposited with) them. No 
one supposed that they had .. created" the £750,000,000. If 
cloakroom attendants managed to lend out exactly thre&-quarters 
of the bags entrusted to them, we should not be surprised to find 
that the number of bags on deposit was exactly four times the 
number in the cloakrooms: we certainly should not aoouse the 
cloakroom attendants of having .. created" the number of bags 
indicated by the excess of bags on deposit over bags in the cloak-
rooms. , 

2. Nor used any difficulty to be made if phe aggregate of bank 
deposits was seen to exceed even the tots! of cash in existence. 
It is true that bags not being .. currency," a means of payment 
or medium of exchange which passes easily from hand to hand, 
bags could only be lent on hire to borrowers who wish to use 
them personally, 80 that the number of bags on deposit wonld be 
less than the tots! in existence. But when the bags or other 
things deposited are currency, the situation is difierent. 
Borrowers in this case do not borrow with the intention of retain
ing the article borrowed till repayment, but with the intention, 
which they carry out immediately (simultaneously very often) of 
parting with it in exchange for other things. Consequently, 
though they owe the sum of money lent them, they do not hold 
currency to that amount. If you have borrowed a bag and not 
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yet letnmed it to its owner, you probably have it still: if you 
have borrowed a thousand pounds it is most unlikely that so 
much will be found on your person or in your drawer at home. 
Thus the amount of the currency does not limit the amount of 
money which can be lent whether by the banks to customers 
(borrowers) or to the banks by customers (depositors). If the 
total of bank deposits is thIee times as great as the total of coin 
and notes in existence we need no mOle suppose that the banks 
have .. Cle&ted money" to the extent of double the coin and 
notes than we need suppose that because the National Debt is 
ten times the amount of all the coin· and notes, the State has 
.. Cle&ted money" to the extent of nine times the coin and notes. 
No ordinary lender supposes he Cle&tes money by lending it; why 
should the banks 1 Just as the amount of the State debt or the 
total of all individuals' debts is only the sum of what the State 
or the individuals owe, so the total of bank deposits is simply the 
sum of what the banks owe. In no case is thers any 1e&8On for 
boggling over the fact that the totals greatly exceed the currency 
in existence. 

All this is much too simple for the present age. Instead of the 
old doctrine that capacity to lend is based on the possession of 
valuable property, and that banks accordingly can lend out of 
their own capital plRa what solvent customers lend to them (alias 
deposit with them), we have journalists and popular writers and 
chairmen of large joint-stock banks persuading the public that 
banks have themselves created, or to use Mr. Hartley Withers' 
own word, .. manufactured," thousands of millions of pounds by 
lending something which did not before exist to borrowers, who 
proceed to pay it to other people, who in their turn deposit it in 
the banks, and who could not have so deposited it unless the 
banks had lent. 

This curious inversion seems to be partly due to the practice of 
considering how large a proportion of his deposits a banker can 
safely lend in the form of a question what ratio his advances 
should bear to his cash. No doubt when you have a million of 
deposits to deal with, it comes to much the same thing whether 
you ask what ratio your cash should bear to your liabilities, or 
what ratio your advances should bear to your cash. But to 

. compare the cash held by the banker with the amount lent by 
him without any ~erence to his aggregate command of money is 
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very apt to be misleading. When, for instance, Mr. Withers 
remarks (Meaning of Momy, 1918 issue, p. 35), .. A banker who 
has £10,000 in gold or notes at his command would be running 
too great a banking risk if he advanced ten millions to the most 
unexceptionable customers," he may have meant that a banker 
who had £10,010,000 at his command would be very foolish to 
lend out as much as ten millions and keep only ten thousand in 
cash. But it is likely that some one among his readers will rub 
his eyes and say, .. Wonderful thing it is to be a banker I Now 
I have got £10 in my pocket, and yet nobody warns me not to 
lend £1,000 on the strength of it. Prudence be blowed I my 
trouble is that I cannot lend a penny beyond my £10 because I 
haven't got it. Anyone who borrows from me will want to take 
the money, but these banker fellows seem able to find borrowers 
who don't. Withers says on the next page that the banker who 
lent the ten millions to the unexceptionable customers 'would 
give them the right to take out ten millions in gold and notes, 
and if even a thousandth part of the right were exercised, the 
banker's gold and notes would be all gone.' Somehow or other 
the money lent by the banker seems to stay in his p088ession, 
so that he can' lend' ad lib. provided he isn't asked to lend in 
gold or notes." 

The error of this inference clearly arises from leaving out of 
sight the fundamental fact that the banker is able to lend X, 
Y and Z more than his own capital because A, B and Care 
allowing him the temporary use of some of theirs on condition 
that he will let them have what they want of it when they ask 
for it. The" customers" of a bank include both lenders to the 
bank and borrowers from it, and though some of them are 
borrowers to-day and lenders to-morrow, there are at any single 
moment two distinct classes, between which the banker is the 
intermediary who arranges for the capital of the lenders being 
used by the borrowers. 

I do not think Mr. Withers anywhere denies that where there 
are a number of banks the power of each bank to lend is limited 
by the extent of ita " resources" -its power, that is, to command 
money-nor that he anywhere asserts that it can directly increase 
its resources by lending. If it could, every little bank would 
soon be a big one; but he does seem to hold that all the banks 
in a particular country (what is a country l) taken together, and 
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any real or supposititious single isolated bank increase their power 
of lending by lending. The real inspiring text for this doctrine 
seems to have been the saying among bankers, .. Loans make 
deposits." Indirectly; no doubt, it is true that the lending of 
money by bankers tends to make deposits, because it is a useful 
service to the community. Road-making, and any other useful 
service may similarly be said to tend to make deposits. This 
seems to be all that the phrase .. loans make deposits" originally 
meant. A nineteenth-century banker, W. Haig Miller, rema.rks : 
.. Bankers increase their deposits by lending money to individuals, 
who by their loans become wealthy and increase the resources of 
the district." (On the Ban1r!. TMea1wId, 1890, p. 69.) But 
latterly the proposition, sometimes hardened into .. every loan 
makes a deposit" (Meanmg of Money, p. 63), has been taken to 
mean a good deal more than this. 

In Mr. Withers' chapter V, on .. The Manufacture of Money," 
"the reader is asked to consider himself a .. prudent person" 
who has borrowed £1,050 from his bank to pay for a new motor
car, and is aesured that his .. borrowing of £1,050 has increased 
the sum of banking deposits as a whole, by that amount." 

If the borrower's £1,050 was lent him by his bank simultane
ously with the repayment to the bank of £1,050 by some other 
borrower, the proposition would be indefensible on the face 9f 
it: if it were true that replaoing one borrower by another 
increased deposits, the total would long ago have reached astro
nomical figures. Mr. Withers must mean us to suppose that the 
£1,050 was an addition to the loans already made by the bank. 
The theory thus is that every addition to the total of loans by 
banks makes an equal addition to the total of their deposits : 
and if there is only one bank, every addition to the total of its 
loans makes an equal addition to its deposits, for Mr. Withers 
later in the chapter introduces the supposition of an isolated 
district with a single bank which has, according to him, increased . 
its deposits from £100,000 to £1,500,000 by lending £1,000,000 
and investing (which is treated as a sort of lending) £400,000. 
The only other items in the balance-sheet are capital £100,000, 
and cash in hand £200,000. 

Of course, a balance-sheet, as an expert in currency has 
observed, must balance; we must expect to find assets and 

. liabilities gro~ up together at the same pacs. The only qUe&-
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tion is, "Did the amounts on eaoh side rise, as the nineteenth 
and previous centuries believed, because monied persons had the 
power and the will to lend to (or 'deposit with ') the bank, as 
time went on, more and more money, or, as Mr. Withers teaches, 
because, as time went on, the bank chose to lend more and 
more! " 

The only reason Mr. Withers gives for throwing over the old 
view that it is the action of the depositors in depositing which 
enables the bank to lend, and adopting the new view that it is the 
action of the bank in lending which enables the depositors to 
deposit, is that the isolated locality " could not have deposited 
£1,500,000 without advances from the bank, because there never 
was such a sum in.the place." Presumably" there never was 
such a sum in the place" means "there never was £1,500,000 
in coin (or possibly Bradburies) in existence in the place at one and 
the same moment." But what difficulty does this fact present' 
No one supposes that the depositors paid in £1,500,000 at one and 
the same moment. Their £1,500,000 was got together by small 
surpluses of amounts paid in over amounts withdrawn, spread 
over a long period. If they paid in an aggregate of 1,326 
sovereigns per business day and withdrew only 1,000, they would 
accumulate £1,500,000 to their credit in fifteen years, and the 
bank by keeping twenty-two of the sovereigns per day would 
add £100,000 to its cash, and by paying out the other 304 to 
borrowers would add £1,400,000 to its advances in the same 
period. The depositors have deposited £1,500,000 more than 
they have withdrawn, and it is difficult to .make any sense at all 
of Mr. Withers' proposition that they have "presumably de
posited £100,000, since the bank holds £200,000 in cash, of which 
£100,000 may be taken as having been contributed by the sub
scribers of its capital." The depositors have a well-founded 
belief that the whole of the deposits have been deposited by 
them: are not they the depositors t but Mr. Withers tells them 
gently but firmly that they are quite mistaken; they have only 
deposited one-fifteenth, and "the rest of the deposits have been 
provided by the bank itself." "The broad conclusion," he aays 
a few pages further on (p. 72), " is that banking deposits come into 
being to a smaII extent by cash paid into banks across the counter, 
to a larger, but still comparatively smaII extent, by purchases of 
securities by the banks which create book credits, and ohie1ly 
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l\bY means of loans from the banks which aIso create book 
credits." 

It seems incredible that anyone should imagine that depositom 
[cannot have paid in the past on balance more cash into their bank 
lor banks than the amount of cash which the bank or banks poBSe88 
lat the present moment, but Mr. Withers does not stand alone . 
. Mr. McKenna, in his speech to the London Joint City and Mid
land Bank shareholders in January, 1920, which was widely 
applauded, took just the same line. "In June, 1914," he said, 
"the banks held £75,000,000 of currency. Last month this 
figure stood at £191,000,000. The banks, therefore, held more 
currency to the amount of £116,000,000, and to this extent the 
increase in the aggregate of bank deposits is accounted for by 
payments in of currency." 

The rest of the increase in the deposits, amounting to about 
£1,114,000,000, he attributed to "bank loans." We might have 
expected that the example of the Savings Bank would be su1Ii
cient to warn Mr. McKenna off the strange assumption that the 
amount of cash held by banks shows how much of their total 
deposits is accounted for by payments in of currency. It could 
scarcely be contended that any but a small proportion of the 
nineteenth-century Savings Bank deposits was not " accounted 
for by payments in of currency," but on December 31, 1899, the 
Post Office Savings Bank deposits amounted to £130,000,000, 
while the cash held against them was too trifling a sum to appear 
as a separate item in the Post Office accounts. In the previous 
nine years the total of deposits had risen by £62,500,000, of which 
£20,500,000 was accounted for by interest credited to the accounts 
by the Bank, and the remaining £42,000,000 was "accounted 
for" by the fact that the payments in by depositors, which must 
have been nearly all in currency handed across the counter, 
amounted to £280,000,000, while the withdrawals were only 
£238,000,000. Will anyone say that either the sixty millions 
or the forty millions were" created by the Savings Bank," or 
that they were "provided by the Bank itself," or that they 
should be "attributed to bank loans" 1 

It would seem well to return to the nineteenth-century doctrine 
that banks receive money from one set of people and lend it to 
another; that the .total of this money at any moment is a total 
of the same nature as the total of the money lent on mortgage 
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of property: that it is just as wrong to regard it as a kind of 
fictitious cash .. created by banks" as it would be to regard the 
money out on mortgage aa a kind of fictitious cash created by 
solicitors, and little, if any, less wrong than to regard it aa a maas 
of gold. We should also revive the doctrine that deposits tend 
to increase when people become more numerous and richer, and 
that given a certain population and material welfare, they tend 
to vary with variations in opinion about the comparative desir
ability of direct individual investment and indirect investment 
through the medium of banks (in more familiar language, opinion 
about the comparative advantage of .. putting your money in 
the bank" and .. putting it in business or stocks and shares "). 
Recent experience suggests one addition which the nineteenth 
century never required to think of. This is that the total of 
deposits tends to increase with a diminution in the purchasing 
power of the unit of currency in which they are reckoned (and of 
course Wee I1et"sa it tends to diminish with a rise in the purchasing 
power of the unit). If the pound sterling will buy less, people 
of the same wealth and people dealing in the same amount of 
goods as before will require, and be able to have, a larger number 
of pounds at their banks than before. Hence the enormous rise 
of deposits in this country since the beginning of the War, and 
the much greater rise in countries in which the unit of account is 
still more depreciated. 

II 

FUNDAMENTALS IN REGARD TO' WEALTH AND 
TAXATION 

1. 
[A review of Pigou'o Ewnomie8 0/ Wel/an, 1920, in the E~ 

JOfmIIJI, for June, 1921.] 

IN presence of a book of a thousand pages a reviewer feels some
what of a worm, but, like that despiaed being, he is inclined to 
turn when he finds that the author has incorporated an earlier 
book of his own comprising five hundred pages without troubling 
to make the usual statement explaining what parts are new and 
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what old, and also the general effect of the alterations and im
provements, if any. Attempting to do for Professor Pigou what lte 
ought to have done (and could have done better) himself, we may 
say roughly that Part I of Wealth and Welfare, on "Welfare and 
the National Dividend," reappears in the Ecorwmic8 oj Welfare 
expanded by about 50 per cent. Part II, " The Magnitude of 
the National Dividend," becomes "The Magnitude of the 
National Dividend and the Distribution of Resources among 
Different Uses," and contains additional chapters suggested by 
the " controls" of the war period. Part m, " The Distribution 
of the National Dividend," is divided in the new book between 
Part V, which bears the old title, and a new Part m, on " The 
National Dividend and Labour." The author's increased interest , 
in public finance bears fruit in the appearance of a wholly new 
Part IV, "The National Dividend and Government Finance," 
and the new book ends like the old with a Part on "The 
Variability of the National Dividend," aliM booms and, depres
sions. A good deal of the matter which was not in Wealth and 
WeZJare is repeated from articles in the Economic J otJII'TIal and 
other periodicals. 

The sage who observed that of the making of books there is 
no end, was a. child in these matters. In Professor Pigou's 
paradise each a.uthor will scrap his magnum opus by superseding 
it with another twice its size every eight yea.rs. Most of us will 
sigh for a. little of Malthus' "prudential restraint." It would 
surely have been better to let Wealth and W eZJMe remain in its 
old form and to have supplemented it with entirely new books of 
more moderate dimensions. 

Part I, as summarized by the author, looks at first sight easy 
enough. It a.rgues, he says, "that the economic welfare of a. 
community is likely to be greater (1) the la.rger is the ave.-ago 
volume of the national dividend, (2) the la.rger is the average 
share of the national dividend that accrues to the poor, and (3) 
the less variable a.re the annual volume of the national dividend 
and the cmnual swe that accrues to the poor." In the rude 
la.nguage of everyday life, a. big, well-distributed and steady 
income is better than a small, ill-distributed and violently 
f1uctua.ting income, especially if the fluctuations fall chiefly on the 
poor. Must we read 108 pages to make sure that we a.re right in 

. believing this, But having read them, I am tempted, in the 
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manner of Agrippa, to say unto Pigou, " Almost thou persuadest 
me not to be an economist," so prolific are they in suggestions of 
doubt and difliculty. What is this "National Dividend'" 
Marshall, when introducing the term into economic literature in 
1890 (Pri;n,cip!e8, 1st edition, p. 560), understood by it " a certain 
net aggregate of commodities, material and immaterial, including 
services of all kinds," which constituted "the true net annual 
revenue of the country." Professor Pigou rashly says "the 
concept has nothing to do with the dividends paid by joint-stock 
companies," but it is quite cles.r that Marshall used the word 
" dividend" because he was thinking of the amount "to be 
divided," just as a board of directors does when it finds that the 
company's profits will provide a dividend of 10 per cent. on the 
capital. The name" national dividend" is, in fact, nothing but 
a synonym for the " net produce" of older writers and the" real 
income" of later writers, which may be sometimes appropriately 
used when dietribution rather than production is under discussion. 

Now it seems easy to believe that when the "net produce" 
or " real income" of a community grows (its numbers remaining 
the same) its economic welfare will grow. But how are we to 
speak quantitatively of the net produce' It consists, as 
Professor Pigou says, "of a number of objective services, some 
of which are rendered through commodities, while others are' 
rendered direct" (p. 30). We cannot think the total of them as 
greater because it weighs more or occupies more cubic space. 
In fact we think of it as greater or less according as it is wrmh 
more or less. At first we measure its ~orth in pounds or francs, 
anet then, if it is suggested that pounds or francs themselves are 
not worth the same as they were, we try to get over the dif!iculty 
by raising or lowering the number of pounds or francs in due pro
portion to their lower or higher purchasing power. If we were 
satisfied to reckon the purchasing power of money by its power to 
buy red winter wheat, or a bushel of red winter wheat plus a ton 
of pig-iron, or any other particular commodity or collection of 
commodities, that would end the matter, but we should only have 
substituted red winter wheat or the collection of commodities 
for money, and it might still be claimed that the wheat or the 
collection had altered in purchasing power. We are driven to 
inquire, what do we mean by "the same purchasing power" , 
I understand, perhaps wrongly, Professor Pigou to say that I 
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have the same purchasing power when I can buy the same 
amount of economic satisfaction (pp. 69-79). The result, 
apparently accepted by him on page 70, is that the total net 
produce must be regarded as greater or less according as greater 
or less economic satisfaction is derived hom it. H this is so, I 
fail to see the use of an elaborate attempt to prove the first of the 
three propositions, viz., that "the economic welfare of a com
munity is likely to be greater the larger is the average volume of 
the national dividend." It seems to become a truism. 

The use of" national" as the adjectival form of " community " 
in the proposition calls up another difficulty-Professor Pigou's 
treatment of war in regard to the national dividend. His is a 
nationalist scheme of economics, as is suggested by the frequent 
use of "national" and "nation," and the occasional intrusion 
of " this country'~ or " England " into a discuaaion of a general 
character. Now in national economy soldiers, guns and forts 
play just the same. part that policemen or private watchmen, 
revolver-makera and window-bar-makers play in individual 
economy. In adding up the incomes of individuals to arrive at 
the national income in the ordinary sense, we do not think of 
excluding the incomes of the policemen, the revolver-makers and 
the window-bar-makers: these persons render services which 
are included in " that objective counterpart of economio welfare 
which economists call the national dividend or national income." 
We do not exclude their incomes or the services rendered by them 
on the ground that if there were no house-breakers and assaulters 
we could very well do without them: if there were no diseases we 
could do without doctors: We do not exclude them on the ground 
that there is no real satisfaction in having; or, as we say, "having 
to have " ~ watchman: th~ is none in having to have a doctor, 
and some people are sorry that they have to have food. Now 
Professor Pigou expressly includes doctors' services in the 
national dividend (p. 72), and I can nowhere find any sign of his 
excluding the money-incomes of soldiers and munition-makers 
from the national money-income or the services rendered by these 
persons from the national dividend. When the vaunted 
" measuring rod of money" is applied, the services of the military 
offi.cer with £1,000 a year count for as much as the services of the 
medical officer with the same salary. Accordingly I am puzzled 
. when I find Professor Pigou talking (p. 18) about " the possible 
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conflict, long ago emphasized by Adam Smith, between opulence 
and defence," saying that the" dissatisfactions" resulting from 
lack of security against successful attack .. lie outside the 
economic sphere," and arguing that" injury to economic welfare 
may need to be accepted for the sake of defensive strategy." 
If a workman, finding his temperature was 102°, chose to lose 
two days' wages at once rather than continue at work for those 
two days and be sick for the following three weeks, would we 
speak of him as " accepting injury to economic welfare for the 
sake of defensive strategy against in1luenza '" Of course not: 
we should say he was taking the eeonomically prudent course. 
And so, it seems to me, an economist who looks on economics 
from the point of view of the nation-his own for choice-and 
who accepts the old "possessing exchange-value" criterion 
(re-christened something like .. BUBCeptibility to the measuring 
rod of money") for deciding what is to be included in the national 
dividend or objective counterpart of economic welfare, is bound 
to regard war as a productive trade, just like the manufacture of 
bread or patent medicines. A nationalist economist who does 
not hold to the exchange-value criterion is at liberty to pick and 
choose between war which promotes and· war which does not 
promote economic welfare, just as he picks and chooses when he 
throws out the useless or pernicious patent medicines, and im 
economist who not only rejects that criterion, but also thinks of 
the community or society at large rather than of a particular 
territorial group, can put all war on the same level as burglary and 
other disorderly Qctivities recognized by every one (except per
haps those who pr..ctise them) as being destructive instead of 
productive of economic welfare. 

The obscurity which surroundS the conception of the national 
dividend is deepened by the last paragraph of the chapter, in 
which the attempt is made to relate it to the .. money income 
accruing to the community," i.e., the national income in the 
ordinary sense of the sum of the incomes of the individuals 
(and perhaps the institutions) located in the national territory. 
An addition to the national dividend, we are told in a parenthesis, 
must, of course, be made for the value of income received from 
abroad: no doubt we are intended to supply" or a subtraction 
for income paid to abroad_" It is rather curious to put 80 

important a matter in a parenthesis and after a casual .. of 
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ClO1IlI!8." Is it not important that the national dividend is not 
by any means exactly what the nation produces, nor even, &8 

Adam Smith implied in his opening words, a portion of that 
produce plus what is purchased from outside with the remainder, 
but this quantity &8 increased or reduced by international pay
ments other than those involved in such purchases! But more 
difficult matter folloW&. We are to exclude from the national 
income all that is .. mcei.ved. by native creditors of the State in 
interest on loans that have been employed • unproductively,' 
i.e., in such a way that they do not, &8 loans to buy railwaYll
would do, themselves' produce' money with which to pay the 
interest on them." At this point the sceptical reader may well 
interject, .. Would loans to buy railways ploduce money to pay 
interest !" But our author goes on, .. This means that the 
income received as interest on War loan-or the income paid to 
the state to provide this interest-ought to be excluded. Nor is 
it possible to overthrow this conclusion by wggesting that the 
money spent on the war has really been • productive' because it 
indirectly prevented invasion and the destruction of material 
capital that is now producing goods sold for money; for whatever 
product war expenditure may 1lave been responsible for in this 
way is already counted in the income earned by the material 
capital." Surely this introduction of " productive" in the Local 
Government Board sense of co. bringing in money" is quite 
misleading. Whether the money was borrowed for a purpose 
which yields lOme money revenue or not, makes no difference to 
the fact that interest paid by the private indiVidual A to the 
private individual B makes A's income smaller and B's larger by 
the amount paysble, and this is recognized in income-tax returns 
and everywhere else. What is n~ to teach about State 
and local debts is that, while it is tempting to apply the same 
principle by-taking the "income" of the taxpayer, not &8 what 
it is usually taken to be, but that amount net after deduction 
of the amount due as interest to the State creditors, in fact the 
existence of taxes on commodities stands in the way of this easy 
solution. Such taxes diminish the purchasing power of the 
taxpayer, not by diminishing the amount of money which he can 
spend, but by diminishing the amount of commodities which he 
can buy with a given amount of money, and if or in so far as the 

. taxes raised to pay the fundholder's interest are of this kind, no 
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deduction from income in the ordinary sense is required for the 
purpose which Professor Pigou has in view. If A, with £1,000 
a year, pays £50 in income-tax, which is handed by the State to 
fundholders or old-age pensioners, it is true that he has only 
£950 to spend on commodities and services and pay away in 
other taxation to State and local authorities, but if, still with 
£1,000 a year, he paye £50 in taxes on his wine and tobacco, and 
that is handed to old-age pensioners or fundholders, it is quite 
wrong to 88y he has only £950 to spend and pay a"way in other 
taxation. He still has £1,000, and the goods and services (includ
ing those paid for by taxation taken as worth what he paye) 
which form his share of Professor Pigou's national dividend are 
worth that sum, 80 that the suggested deduction in order to make 
the national income correspond with the value of the national 
dividend must not be made. In comparing one income at one 
period with that at another period, the necessary adjustment 
will be made by allowing for changed purchasing power of 
money, but for getting the national income and the value of the 
dividend to agree at the aame moment, no tinkering with the 
figures is required 80 far as the taxation is on commodities. 
As no one knows, or can possibly know, how far it is, the whole 
m~tter is much less easy than it looks. 

The suggestion that fundholders' interest forma an improper 
addition to national income recurs in a footnote to page 626, 
where it is said that .. strictly," taxpayers in estimating their 
income for income-tax .. ought to be allowed to deduct that part 
of their tax payment which is needed to pay the fundholders." 
How the part falling on each individual taxpayer is to be settled, 
is not stated, and the note admits that" the rate of tax would 
have to be considerably increased," and then ends strangely 
with the proposition, "Incidentally, the burden wonld be shifted 
to some extent away from persons who pay taxes but hold no 
Government loans, on to the shoulders of large fundholders." 
Why! Assuming, as the author evidently does, that the interest 
is met entirely from income-tax, has he not forgotten that when, 
as in this country is the general rule, Government interest is 
subject to income-tax, the fundholder would gain by the deduc
tion and lose by the rise of rate equal amounte, just like a tax
payer who had no Government funds: and where Government 
interest is not liable to tax he would not be affected at all , 
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This talk of taxes leads me to another case in which Professor 
l'igou seems to have overrated the simplicity of their efiecta. 
In the chapter on .. Taxes on the Public Value of Land," he 
quotes with approval the New Zealand law, which, he sa)'ll, takes 
what Marshall calls the " public value of land " to be the actual 
value (in the everyday business sense) of the land minus the cost 
of improvements efiected by the owner, so that if two properties 
A and B, each now worth £1,000, have been created out of dismal 
swamps by the expenditure of £100 on A and £400 on B, the 
" public value" of A, which can be taxed without detriment to 
enterprise, will be £900, and of B it will be £600. He thinks that 
the nine-tenths of the value of A and the six-tenths of the value of 
B, "being due to public causes, cannot be made less by any 
action or abstention from action on the part of the owner," sO 
that taxation of it is " completely • unavoidable' and the ex
pectation of it wholly innocuous, provided only that the technical 
diJliculty of appropriate definition can be overcome." This 
appears to overlook completely that remuneration of the skill and 
foresight of the swamp-draining owner is part of the cost of 
swamp-draining. In the absence of taxation we may suppose 
that before the improvement the two swamps looked to the 
ignorant much alike, and were offered by existing owners for sale 
at £600 each. X being a clever man and knowing about swamps 
bought A, while Y, not nearly so acute, bought B. X spent £100 
and made a profit of £300; Y spent £400 and made a profit of 
nil. Anything which tends to reduce the profits of swamp
draining will tend to discourage X and others from ventures in 
swamp-draining, and what iooreasing tax will not ~ A tax 
which is a fixed amount once for all, like the English Land-tax 
(strictly speaking only when all the land in the parish belougs to 
the same owner), will not disdourage improvement, but any tax 
which becomes heavier when the value of the land rises by more 
than the out-of-pocket expenditure of the owner (or than that 
plus some tIIfIiform percentage on it for profit), must deter people 
from undertaking the business of adapting land for economic 
use. It was not a diJliculty of definition which first hung up 
and finally disposed of the Lloyd George increment duty: the 
required tax may be shortly defined as " a tax on increasing 
value of land which will not discourage improvement." The 

. trouble is that,like the famous black hat, this tax does not ~. 
T 
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The increment duty was found to fall on .. builders' profits," 
and it was promised that it should be amended so as to prevent 
this; but there was no way of doing it. Of course the duty 
might have been a necessary tax although it "discouraged 
improvement": all taxes discourage some form of expenditure, 
and those which discourage only bad forms of expenditure do 
not bring in enough money. 

About this many, no doubt, will agree with Professor Pigou 
rather than with the present reviewer, but few will be found to 
accept the amazing paradox put forward on page 629 that an 
income-tax with an exemption for savings is " neutral as between 
saving and spending," while an ordinary income-tax 
"difierentiates against saving." Under the ordinary income
tax, A and B, with £1,000 a year each, pay the same tax, say 
£200, which leaves them with £800 each to spend or save as they 
please. A saves £250 and B saves nothing-the revenue reeks 
not of it. Surely this is neutrality! No, says Professor Pigou, 
because next year A will be drawing say 6 per cent. on his invest
ment, and will then be taxed on the £15 of additional income 
(and thus only have £12 additional to spend or save), whereas 
B, having no additional income, will only pay the same as before. 
But how is this difierentiation against savings! The position 
is just the same as it was the year before, except that A having 
£1,015, £203 is colleeted from him, and he is left with £812 to 
spend or save as he pleases. On the other hand, when exemp
tion is given to savings, supposing the £400 is still raised from 
A and B together, A in the first year is likely to save £260, 
1'ayonly £170 in tax and spend £570, while B will pay £230 in 
tax and have only £770 to spend. A's position is then obviously 
improved in comparison with B's, not only as against a time 
when there is a uniform income-tax, but also as against a time 
when there is no tax at all. Possibly the confusion is explained 
by Professor Pigou's peculiar way of reckoning savings. He 
says, .. H £100 of income is put away for saving," a uniform 
income-tax at z per cent ... removes £z from it at the moment," 
i.e., when, the tax being at 68., Professor Pigou .. saves £70 " in 
the ordinary sense, he says he has .. put away £100 of income for 
saving," thus including in his savings £30 which was collected 
from him by the Government, and which he had therefore no 
opportunity of either saving or spending. In actual life we save 
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and spend out of what the Government leaves us after we have 
paid out our income-tax. 

In its general drift the book is in acoordance with the tendenoy 
of common opinion at the present time. Thirty yeare &go a 
common saying was that enough had been done about production 
-it was time to tum to distribution. Now a certain reaction 
against that rather foolish cry is in full swing. and it is 
being recognized that in estima.ting the merite of principles and 
ma.cbinery of distribution we must &lways keep production before 
our eyes. Professor Pigou. like others. is subject to the influence 
-the result perhaps of experience rather than of mere academic 
intellectu&1 &ctivity-and this book is more reactionary rm quite 
a good sense of the word) than Wealth aM Welfare. There is in ' 
it a more complete recognition of the fact that "problems of 
wages" which were once supposed to be adequately dealt with 
under "distribution " are questions of the organization of pro
duction. An obvious indication of this is the way in which 
" Labour Problems" have been taken out of the old Part m .. 
on Distribution, but the change permeates the whole book and 
gives it " more bite" than the earlier one. It would have been 
better if it had been an entirely new book. and we may hope that 
moulds have been kept of it. so that when it is sold out ite author 
may not be tempted to incorporate it in a two-thousand page 
Welfare aM EIlOI'IO'mic8. Anyway. it is a valiant effort by a very 
gallant gentleman to increaSe our economio welfare. 

2. 

[A review of Sir Josir.h Stamp'. Fufl<lamenttJl Pri,.,,;plu 0/ TamIitm 
." 1M LigM 0/ Modem Deot.lopm.t:ntB. 1921. in the Economic JDUmIJI for 
September, 1921.] 

THIS book consiate of the Newmarch Lectures at University 
College, London, for 1919. In Early Victorian times it would 
have been entitled simply" Lectures on Taxation," and perhaps 
the vaguer title would have been more accurate. Sir Josiah 
Stamp is &lways interesting and inotructive, but it, is not given 
to him or any man to throw the light of modern developments 
on the fundament&1 principles of taxation very effectively in six 
lectures. I confess to some doubt about the meaning he attaches 

, to .. fundament&1 principles." I suspect that nine-tenths of his 
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audience went away with the impression that he was taking 
Adam Smith's four canons (who invented that phrase 1 Smith 
calls them "maxims ") as his text, and suggesting additions 
called for by modem experience. But the four canons are 
scarcely to be regarded in any sense as fundamental principles. 
As any careful reader of Dr. Robert Jones' Nature and FirtJt 
Principk oj Taxation knows, they are only four selected out. of 
the larger aggregate number put forward by various writers 
whose works Smith had read, and it may well be doubted whether 
the selection was not as much the result of imperfect memory as 
of deliberate choice. Bastable, in the first edition of Publio 
Finance nearly thirty years ago, put the Smithian maxims into 
a mere appendix, though he subsequently relented and admitted 
them to the text. Since then the whole subject has been simpli
fied by the invention of the doctrine which Sir Josiah quite 
unjustifiably calls "Marshall's doctrine of least aggregate 
sacrifice." Sir Henry Parnell may have "anticipated" this 
doctrine, and Professor Carver, whom Edgeworth quotes, may 
have suggested it, but its first definite enunciation is, I think, to 
be found in Edgeworth's article in this Journal for December, 
1897, where he says, " Minimum IJIJCriftce, the direct emanation 
of pure utilitarianism, is the sovereign principle of taxation." 
It is curious that Edgeworth, the supposed embodiment of the 
unpractical, should have been the promulgator of this glorified 
common-sense and eminently practical principle, but it must be 
admitted that, perhaps misled by his own reputation, he em
bedded it in articles of an uninviting appearance on .. The Pure 
Theory of Taxation," and treated it as if it required us to put the 
incomes of a year on what Dr. Jones calls a Procrustean bed, and 
to forget that next year no incomes will be found longer than the 
bed. It was soon seen that minimum sacrifice need not mean 
minimum sacrifice for such a very short run as that of a single 
income-tax colleetion (see Edgeworth himseH in the Memoranda 
of the Royal Commission on Local Taxation, published in 1899, 
and the present reviewer on .. Equity and Economy in Taxation," 
E/lOI!.Ot7Iic Journal, December, 1901, and History oj Lccal Rata, 
2nd edition, 1912). Minimum aggregate sacrifice in the long run 
is the principle which all good ministers of finance and parlia
ments endeavour to the best of their abilities (often poor) to 
adopt. Under its ample folds, equity, ability, benefit and all the 
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other good things drop into their proper places, and no place is 
found for that slogan of the barbarian adult and the civilized 
child, jint justitia root C<BZum. Civilized adults will not give an ' 
unlimited price for equity. Marshall, always alive to the pro
gress of thought, adopted the doctrine in After the War Problems 
in 1917. How Sir Josiah Stamp has inadvertently misled his 
readers in this matter is illustrated by the fact that one of his 
reviewers (B. M. in the Statistical Juumal, May, 1921) says 
approvingly that he "criticizes Professor Marshall's 'aggregate 
sacrifice' theory as leading to pure confiscation of income at 
certain levels," the fact being that the " Procrustean bed," 80 

far from being constructed by Sir Josiah Stamp to kill the thepry, 
had served at its birth twenty-four years earlier. 

Our author intends, he tells us, "to outline the questions of 
principle which are raised by modern developments in taxation 
or are made obvious by the intensity of the burden, and to view 
them under a new arrangement." Under the new arrangement 
we look at them first from the point of view of the taxpayer, 
then from that of the State; and lastly from that of the "com
munity as a producing or Economio Society." This seems 
very much like another way of saying that the three fundamental 
principles of taxation are Equity, Productiveness, and Economy, 
the last of these terms being of course used not in the petty sense 
of cheapness of (lollection (as on page 93 of the book) but in the 
wide sense in which satisfying economy means serving the per- , 
manent economic interest of the people-the sense in which 
Adam Smith tried to explain his fourth maxim. The new 
method is expected to enable us to treat modern problems .. with 
that isolation of effects and freedom from distraction which are 
10 necessary to a clear conception of essentials," but it is no 
more productive of clean cuts than the old. Smith admitted 
that "after all the proper subjects of taxation have been ex
hausted, if the exigencies of the State still continue to require 
new taxes, they must be imposed upon improper ones " (Wealth of 
Nation8, Vol. II, p. 390, repeated in almost the same words, 
p. 414), and modern writers admit that a large quantity of • 
enonomy must outweigh a small quantity ·of equity, and tIieiJ 
tJefBa. Just 80 Sir Josiah Stamp has to admit that compromise 
between the three standpoints is necessary . {We need not hold 
him too literally to his statement that .. Most taxes in practice 
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represent the best practical compromise between the three 
standpoints that can be arranged in the particular circumstances 
of the time," which rather suggests the tax-surveyor or the 
Royal Commissioner on the Income-tax whose recommendations 
have been adopted). The new arrangement seems in practice 
even less successful. in keeping difierent considerations apart 
than the old. While looking at things from the individual 
standpoint, we are asked to consider the doctrine of taxing 
rents or surpluses, the principal recommendation of which is to 
most of its advocates its supposed absence of discouragement 
to production, and we are also asked to deal with .. Progression 
justified as an engine of social improvement." While taking 
the State's point of view, we are to consider the possibility of 
certain taxes promoting dishonesty or producing a tariff war. 
Though the taxation of alcoholic liquors according to alcoholic 
content-a matter which concerns individual drinkers of alcohol 
as amoug themselves-is dealt with from the standpoint of the 
individual, the very heavy and productive taxation of alcoholic 
liquors as a whole, which touches the individual drinker and the 
individual teetotaller acutely, only comes up when we get to the 
standpoint of the community. 

The general trend of recent developments, Sir J 08ish holds, 
is everywhere towards personal taxation of income becoming 
more predominant in national taxation while at the aame time 
it loses ground in local taxation. He is doubtless correct in 
this, but he might perhaps have 'pried a little further into the 
future. Are there no signs that as communications grow national 
income-taxes will break down in the future as local income
taxes have done in the past ¥ The States of the North American 
Union are treading the path which English psrishes trod in the 
eighteenth century, and the States of Europs and America are 
likely to have gone the whole way before the end of the twenty
first, if not earlier. The growing arrangements for meeting the 
.. difficulty of double taxation" are the thin end of the wedge 
of a virtually international income-tax which is likely to precede 
the abandonment of complete independence by the States. 

Income-taxation will continue to be progressive, but on the 
question how eteep the progression will or should be, our author 
throws little light. He seems to have cut off the possibility of 
doing ao by considering it mainly from the individual standpoint. 
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" It is very difficult," he says, "for a man to say quantitatively 
that one boot pinches three times as much as the other, even 
where both are his own, and how much more difficult is it for 
one man to say that his boot pinches twice as much as another's! " 
Quite so, but the remark suggests that we had better give up \ 
" standpoints" and go back to the old" maxim " !Ilethod, and 
say that Equity really furnishes no guide of any permanence 
(oompare opinion at the time of Harcourt's budget with that of the 
present time), and that the steepness of progression must be 
decided' by the maxim of Economy. We shall never decide 
whether to put a penny on beer or to further steepen the supe~ 
tax on incomes by considering how much the 1088 of a penny 
pinches the beer-drinker and the duke: we shall, and we do, 
decide it by making some rough esti!llate of the aggregate 
advantage in the long run of the two methods to society at iarg8. 
For example, if we find that cheaper beer means better food for 
underfed children while less sup~tax means more training of 
horses to run fast for a short distance with a very ,light burden, 
we incline to the su~tax: but if we find cheaper beer means 
more beer for drunkards and 1888 sup~tax means more houses 
for the people to inhabit in comfort and health, we incline to 
the beer tax. Whether we use the phrase or not, we are 
following the principle of least aggregate sacrifice. 

If Sir Josiah had found selvation in the comfortable doctrine 
of least aggregate sacrifice he would, I think, have told us some 
things which we would be the better for knowing. No one is. 
better qualified than he to tell us whether the recent enormoua 
aggravation of progressive direct taxati0n has actually brought 
about (as well as merely tended to bring about) an important 
redistribution of net (i.e., after deduction of taxes) income, and 
whether, if so, the redistribution is likely, either for a time or 
permanently, to cause an important diminution in the supply of 
fresh capital. He quotes Mr. W. H. MaIIock to show that a 
levy on capital which caused greater equality of wealth would 
be likely to diminish savings. But surely the 888ence of a capital 
levy is not the redistribution of the total of net incomes but· 
the liquidation of debts on which individuals pay interest (001-
Iected by the tax-gatherer) to themselves and each other. !Dy 
little difierence which a capital levy might incidentally make 
would, we may safely say, be a trifle compared to the redia-
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tribution which has already been made by the new taxation 
and which would be simply maintained by the levy. It is no 
doubt extremely tiresome to have to remember that £500 a year 
nowadays means about £450, while £1,000 a year means about 
£800, and £20,000 a year means little over £10,000 a£ter income
tax and super-tax have been taken out and before any provision 
for death-duties is thought of. But we find it necessary to have 
~maller figures before us in real life, and we shall have to 
:"'troot1befL and not the gross figures as more nearly indicating 
: ~h~; ~l,ution of economic goods. 

III 

~FLATION MAKING PROGRESS: GOOD EFFECT OF 
BILLS BY TENDER INSTEAD OF BILLS ON TAP 

[A Memorandum, dated August 21, 1921, circulated in confidence to 
. a few friend.. Early in the Wa.r the usual practice of o1Iering " certain 
amount of Treasury Billa to be tendered for, i.e., aDotted to the higheat 
bidders, was abandoned in favonr of whet was caDed pntting the billa 
U on tap," i.e., offering an indefinite amount at a price fixed by the Treaaury, 
and this practice continued till April, 1921.] 

I HAVE no desire to stir the muddy waters of Currency at present. 
The various harmful bacteria seem to be eating each other up at a 
great rate, and I do not want to interfere with the process. But 
privately I reHect as follows : 

Last Christmas, when we had just seen that the Cunliffe limit 
would not be appreciably less for 1921 and 1922 than it was for 
1920, I should have thought it very sanguine of anyone to pro
phesy that in less than 8 months the total of Currency Notes 
and certificates would be down by 44 million, the Bank Note 
issue in the same period being down by 8 million. I may 
have asked for a reduction of more than 6, million a month but 
I certainly did not expect to get so much. 

H I had an abounding belief in the power of single individuals 
to influence the COUlse of events and a positively overHowing 
conceit, I should attributs the surprising reduction to myelIorts, 
in M&ney and other works and especially in a speech made to the 
Sound Currency .Association on January 25, 1921, to convince 
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the world that those who issue paper currencies, and they alone, 
can control the amount issued. In fact, I think what has hap
pened has been due to the Government being able to borrow at a 
somewhat cheaper rate than before, and being consequently 
more willing to borrow at interest instead of relying on non
interest-bearing paper currency. I begin to wonder whether 
reluctance to pay what is at the moment considered a very high 
rate of interest on debt is not usually the real cause of issues of 
inconvertible paper money. It is usually said that a Government 
issues the paper because it cannot borrow. But does not this 
only mean that it iii not willing to pay sufliciently high interest' 
Has any modern Government ever offered 20 per cent. , Or 
even 15' Why not t Simply because rather than pay so much 
it prefers to succumb to the temptation of issuing a forced loan at 
o per cent. by printing legal tenders. So when interest rises 
violently, there is a tendency to issue inconvertible paper, and 
when it falls a tendency to limit and withdraw it. 

In our own case at present I think considerable importance 
shonld be attributed to the resumption of the tender system in 
issuing Treasury Bills. Under the fixed-price system the 
Treasury gets as much as the market is wilIing to lend at that 
price; under the tender system it gets just as much as it asks 
for at the price which the market is willing to lend that amount. 
The .immediate correspondence of what comes in with what is 
actually wanted is consequently much closer under the tender 
system. Under the fixed-price system worked by a Treasury 
desirous of making the best bargain possible for the State, it must 
constantly have happened that the priO!! fixed was not quite high 
enough to bring in the required amount, and the difference would 
then be made up by the issue, through the Bank, of additional 
Currency Notes. Under the tender system, no such accidental 
increase of the Currency Notes outstanding can arise from mis
calculation of the possibilities of the money market. Increases 
can only arise from miscalculations of receipts and expenditure 
over short periods or from deliberate intention. Miscalculations 
of receipts and expenditure are not likely to be important, and will 
be likely to balance each other, so that the regulation of the issue 
is more obviously and continuously a matter of deliberate 
intention. 

A comparison of .the chart of outstanding notes for 1921 with 
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that for 1920 suggests that the resumpti~n of the tender system 
has actually made a great difference. Down to the time when it 
took place, the lines take a very similar course, probably ex
plainable by the seasonal. balance of receipts and expenditure ; 
since the resumption at the end of April the lines diverge sharply, 
that for 1920 going violently upward to August 4, while that for 
1921 goes almost steadily downwards for the corresponding 
period, with a trifling exception at the beginning of August. In 
August the downward direction of both agrees again. It cer
tain1y looks as if the Treasury were convinced of the desirability 
of a reduction and were deliberately efiecting it. 

I do not want anything more. I do not want a public declara
tion by the Treasury that they are reducing the issue and will 
continue to reduce it till the value of a £1 note is the same as 
that of 113 grains of fine gold in a free market. That would 
cause an opposition to the policy which at present does not exist 
simply because the policy is undeclared and unrealized by the 
people who would object to it if they knew of it. Besides, and 
this is more important, a public announcement, if it were believed 
in, would cause an immense financial disturbance. If a sufficient 
number of persons believed that the £1 note would be worth 
4·87 dollars in a year or two, it would have to go up with a bang 
now at least 50 cents. (The present value of 4·87 two years 
hence, discount at 7 per cent. per annum, is about 4·25.) 

Of course it is rather disappointing that the 8 months' reduc
tion has not caused an actual improvement in the dollar exchange 
and the price of gold. But I think this is quite properly explained 
as largely due to the Federal Reserve Board's policy of opposing 
a " new gold inflation," which practically means that it is making 
the U.S. buy up gold in the same way as it used to buy up silver 
under the Sherman Act. This is- keeping the value of gold up 
just as the Sherman policy kept the value of silver up. When it 
breaks down, as it will, we shall have a sudden fall in the purcha&
ing power of gold and dollars which will lessen the gap between the 
actual exchange and bring the pound sterling far towards 4·87. 
It may perhaps happen that this will be prevented by a coincident 
return of some country now denuded of gold to a gold currency, 
but this does not seem very likely in the immediate future. 
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WHAT THE WAR-BOND HOLDER CAN JUSTLY CLAIM 

[part of a letter to a Member of Parliament, October 20, 1921.] 

IT is scarcely true that the public creditor only expected to get 
bad paper when he lent during the war. The British one was 
always told that the Bradbury wasn't depreciated at all, and if he 
wasn't fool enough to 'believe that, he still had no good reason 
for expecting that Government would water the currency worse 
for a year after the war than it had watered it during the war. 
The German and Austrian national creditors were much worse 
treated: the mark during the war, if I remember right, retained 
about a third of its gold value. The German bondholder would 
no doubt be glad now to reCeive 33 per cent. of what is due if it 
were paid in gold marks, but your suggestion is that he should 
be content with about 3. per cent. This isn't a reasonable 
composition. 

,And if a Government can't pay, is that really a good reason 
for robbing all pre-war owners of fixed &mlual payments t All 
property is founded on legitimate expectations, and it certainly 
was a legitimate expectation that the Parliament of the U.K. 
would .not debase the pound sterling: the people who ought to 
suffer are those who thought it would. Still I'm not a believer 
in fiat justitia ruat Ct.Blum, and if you could give me a $4 pound 
to-morrow and guarantee its sticking at that level and continuing 
convertible into gold meltable and exportable I would accept the 
offer. But you can't; nobody can. There is greater safety in 

,going tor the old $4·8663 pound. 

V 
THE DEFLATION OF 1816-21: COMPARI80N WITH THE 

PRESENT 

[A letter to Prof ..... r Chari .. Riot in answer to an inquiry about the 
currency history of the period following the Napoleonic War.] , 

Nowmber 30, 1921. 
DEAl!. PaOJ'ESBOB RIBT,-

I am not quite aure whether you wrote your letter with my 
book, The Paper Pound 011797-1821, before you or not. On the ;'r 
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historical deta.ila I am afraid I can add nothing to that work, 
but if you want the figures in the tables continued beyond 1821, 
where they stop, I could easily get them for you. 

On the main question you ask, whether there was a policy of 
deflation, I would say this. The Bank itself had no policy of any 
kind': it did not want to change the existing situation. When it 
was told that the situation must be changed, and that it muat 
. begin to think about performing the promise which it made on 
every bank-note to pay "pounds," which every one understood 
to be gold coins of a certain weight and fineness, it imagined 
that the way to do this was to accumulate gold coin, even if it 
had to buy the gold with more bank-notes. (A ·century later 
plenty of people think the value of an inconvertible paper cur
rency is, or at any rate should be, governed by the percentage of 
metal stored away to "cover" it.) Ricardo and his school very 
properly said that the only way to bring the depreciated notes up 
to par was for the Bank to reduce their quantity by getting them 
in gradually from its debtors and not reissuing so many in new 
loans. The Bank's plan was tried and failed, and then Ricardo's 
was tried and succeeded immediately. 

Of course the Bank had a very powerful debtor-the State, 
and if that debtor had refused to payoff any of his debts, the 
Bank, as I say in the Paper Pound, could scarcely have reduced 
the notes sufficiently. But the Government was honest and 
solvent and readily did what was required. 

One thing which differentiates that time from the present is 
that the Bank was much freer than the modem State banks, and 
lent a much larger proportion of its 'paper money to its private 
customers and less to the Government. It waa more culpable 
than the banks of to-day and the Government waa less culpable 
than the Governments of to-day. 

Another thing is that people of that time knew nothing of the 
stupid modem doctrine which confounds bankers' debts with 
currency. Bankers' debts are no more currency than any other 
person's debts. If we want to raise the value of a currency, we 
must cut down the magnitude of the currency itself and refuse to 
be diverted by tales that something else ought to be attacked. 
I enclose an article which I wrote recently on this subject and 
which remains unanswered. [No. I of 1921, above, pp. 256-66]. 

In this country there is a third great difference in the fact that 
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the notes which have done the mischief in our time are not bank
notes lent to the State and others by a bank, but Currency Notes 
issued directly by the Treasury and not (except a few in 1914 soon 
repaid) lent at all to private customers. The State gets the pr0-

fit of them directly instead of by the roundabout method of 
allowing a bank to issue and then borrowing from it and then 
extracting the prolit from the bank, as your and most other 
governments do. But this does not seem to make our people see 
things any clearer. ' 

VI 

THE DETERMINATION OF THE RATE OF INTEREST 

[A lecture given to tho Staff of tho Bank of ~ in tho Bank Court 
Boom, December 16, 1921.] 

NOT long ago, I am told, a party were diecussing great inventions 
and asking each other which was the greatest. They thonght of 
fire and the 9Jphabet and the decimal system, and what not, and 
then an American farmer came out with-

"The man who invented interest was no slouch." 
That man was prehistoric, and we are not likely to discover his. 

name. . Interest is now a very old thing. In the earliest times of 
which we have any historical record interest was very unpopular. 
The Jewish law, attributed to Moses, and certainly of great 
antiquity, no matter at what date it was codified, forbade Jews 
to take interest from J em, though they might take it from 
foreigners. Aristotle, in the third century B.O., said it was justly 
the most hated of all unnatural methods of getting money. It 
was unnatural, he thought, because the nature or purpose of 
money was to be used to buy and sell with, not to be used for, so 
to speak, breeding J;1lore money. The Greeks called interest 
TOKar, which means oftspring, and Aristotle explains that the 
name came into use beoause money at interest seemed to breed 
money. Careless readers have long alleged that he thought 
interest unnaturaI because money ia naturally barren, put this is 
a misunderstanding. The great Churchmen of the Middle Ages 
quoted Aristotle and a very doubtful passage in the Gospel of 
St. Luke, and invented all aorta of recondite justifioations of the .. 
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popular prejudice against interest. They said that if money or 
any consumable goods were lent to, and then replaced by the 
borrower, it must be swindling to charge something more-it 
was charging for something which wasn't really given; as an 
alternative they suggested that it was charging for time, which 
the lender had no right to charge for, as it did not belong to him 
but to God. 

Many reasons may be suggested as contributing to the old 
popular hatred of charges for the tuB of money-uatwy, as it was 
called. One is that people who borrowed usually borrowed 
merely because they were in great straits, while the money-lender 
was wealthy; another that money-lenders charged exorbitantly, 
and were cruel to their debtors and so on. But I have no doubt 
that the root of the whole thing was the belief that the lender was 
getting something for nothing. There is a passage in Exodus, 
ch. xxii, which shows that it was regarded as quite legitimate to 
charge for the use of a horse, and you never find in the Middle 
Ages or elsewhere any objection to charges for the use of durable 
goods which are lent to the borrower under a contract which 
provides for their eventual return-the return of their identical 
selves-to the lender. In the case of such loans it is easily seen 
that the lender is not normally charging for something which costs 
him nothing, since he is forgoing the use which he might himself 
have made of the things lent. But if a person who has a hoard of 
money or a stock of sacks of grain lends £100 on condition that 
the borrower shall pay him £2 a month as well as repay the £100 
when required, or lends 100 sacks of com on condition that the 
borrower shall pay 2 sacks a month as well as return 100 equally 
good sacks when required, the borrower, in a less commercialized 
atmosphere than ours, does not see that the lender parts with 
anything in exchange for the £2 or 2 sacks per month. He 
thinks .. What good would it have been to old Shylock to have 
gone on keeping his money in his chest instead of lending it to 
me ¥ .. or .. What good would it have done that farmer to keep his 
com in his granary instead of lending it to me t The rats would 
have had some of it, whereas I have to give him back 100 full 
sacks, so he would have benefited by the loan, even if he had not . 
got the 2 sacks a month." 

It was sure to be seen, as time went on and commercialism 
grew, that the lender of money and consumable goods did forgo 
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something. Perception of the fact is commemorated by the 
SIlbstitution of the word .. interest," the etymology of which 
implies the existence 'of .j something between," for the old word 
.. usury," which suggested a .. use" of money or consumable 
goods which current doctrine declared not to exist. It began to 
be admitted that the lender might find something between, a 
difference between his position if the debtor did not repay at the 
proper time and his position if he did, and it was held that a 
cha.rge for this differenC1l, or .. interest," might justly be made. 
This admission was bound to undermine the whole doctrine, 
because when it was once allowed that the lender might be worse 
off in coDl!equence of not getting his money back, it could not be 
denied that he might be worse off in consequence of lending it out 
in the first place. Very soon it became a commonplace to argue 
that when a man lent his money, he gave up to the borrower the 
opportunities he might otherwise have used himself: he might 
have bought stock in trade or instruments and made a profit 
by them to which no one would have objected. A reasonable 
charge for the loss of these opportunities or payment for what 
was between, .. interest," came to be regarded as perfectly legiti
mate, and legislation only aimed at suppressing the higher 
charges, which retained the old name of .. usury." 

Prohibitions of charges for loans of money having thus been 
suoceeded by limitations, discussions arose about the propriety 
of altering the exact limitations fixed upon, and this inevitably 
started inquiries into the causes which made the market price for 
loans-the rate of interest charged-high or low, and also into 
the question of what are the effects of high or low rates. Towards 
the end of the seventeenth Il6ntury Sir Josiah Child started a brisk 
controversy on the subject. He had a very poor opinion of the 
laws of Eugland, and described them as .. a heap of nonsense 
compiled by a few ignorant country gentlemen who hardly knew 
how to make laws for the good government of their own families, 
much less fur the regulation of companies and foreign com
merce." But this did not prevent him from invoking their 
assistance to bring down the rate of interest. The maximum rate 
which was then allowed was 6 per cent., and he wanted it reduced 
to 4 or even S, and alleged that every possible good economic 
result would follow. Naturally he found opponents, and the 
dispute largely turned on a comparison of England with Holland,-
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where the rate of interest was lower. It was successfuJJy argued 
against him that he had inverted cause and effect, and that 
instead of Holland being rich because the rate of interest was low 
there, the rate was low there because Holland was rich. Here 
we have a theory of the cause of rise and fall of interest-interest 
is lowered by the increase of riches, by which, of course, accumu
lated goods were meant. The theory, however, was hampered 
for some time by the prevailing tendency of the period to sub
stitute money, or gold and silver, for the' whole of the goods. It 
became common to attribute the fall which had taken place since 
the end of the Middle Ages to the increase of gold and silver 
money which followed the discovery of the Western Hemisphere 
and ite prolific mines. The increase had quite obviously raised 
prices, that is, it had lowered the value in the sense of the pur
chasing power of money, and it was rather stupidly supposed 
that if the value of money in that sense was reduced, the rate of 
interest, which was thought of as the annual value of money, 
must also be reduced. It was overlooked that while the value 
in the sense of the purchasing power of money is measured by 
the quantity of commodities other than money which it will 
buy, the annual value of money in the sense of the rate of interest 
is measured in money itself. The fact that £100 will only buy 
what £50 used to buy is doubtless a reason for giving only half 
as much of other commodities and services for the use of £100 for 
a year as was given before the change, but to Secure that only half 
as much shall really be given it is not necessary to reduce 1M 
number of pounds sterling given for the use of £100 at all. H the 
rate was 5 per cent. before, it can continue 5 per cent. and yet it 
will only mean half the old quantity. of goods and services: if 
the £100 will only buy what £50 did before surely the £5 will only 
buy what £2 108. did before. 

In the middle of the eighteenth century the acuter thinkers 
broke away from this fallacy, and it soon became a very firmly 
established and generally accepted doctrine that not the increase 
of money, but the increase of the stock of accumulated goode, or 
capital, as it came to be called, tended to reduce the rate of 
interest. It was also more clearly seen that the mte of interest 
in the narrower sense of the term, i.e., the rate charged by lenders 
and paid by borrowers, is only part of a larger whole, the rate of 
return upon capitsl, whether owned by persons who use it them-
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selves or by others. But to the question WHY increase. of 
capital should cause the rate of return to fall, no satisfactory 
answer was given for a century. The belief of the reigning school 
of economista was that the return was a residue of the produce left 
to the capitalist after he had paid out the earnings of the worken, 
and that thie residue became smaller when capital increased, 
because a larger share had then to be paid to the workers. The 
objections to thie doctrine are numerous, and many of them are. 
obvious. Among them we may select as most important (1) 
that though in each individual transaction or business it is usual 
for the capitalist's share to be the residue, what this share is going 
to be on the average is settled by the economic conditions just as 
early as what the earnings of work are going to be-in short, the 
capitalists' share is not any more what is left after the workers' 
share is taken out than the workers' share is what is left after the 
capitaIists' share is taken out, and (2) in the progress of civiliza
tion the produce per worker, or productiveness of industry, has 
steadily increased, but instead of this having been accompanied 
by a steady increase of the rate of interest, as the doctrine re
quires, the rate has fallen greatly since more primitive times: 

Within living memory a much better explanation of the eftect 
of increasing capital has been evolved. You are asked to remem
ber that at any given moment an enormous number of difterent 
possibilities exist for the investment of savings, or which is the 
same thing under another name, new capital. At the present 
moment, for example, new savings may be invested in, i.e., take 
the form of, additional apparatus for agriculture, for manufacture, 
for transport, or for housing: and each of these provinces is 
divided into innumerable distriCts, e.g., agricultural apparatus, 
may be horaes or tractors, drains or irrigating canals, and so on, 
and may be here or in Canada or in India. If you take anyone 
of the small subdivisions separately, you can lee that the return 
to investment in it will fall rapidly if more and more capital is put 
into it. Why! Obviously because the most profitable opportuni
ties will be taken first, and they are limited: when you put a small 
amount of savings into irrigation you only irrigate the lands which 
will benefit most: when you put more in, you have to irrigate 
some lands where the return is not so large, and so on. Finding 
the return to irrigation getting less, you leave oft that and try 
sOmething else, not so profitable as the most profitable irrigation. 

u 
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but more profitable than the less profitable down to which you 
were being driven. Then the same thing happens in this new 
field of investment: you find here, too, that you are being driven 
down to the less profitable things. It becomes plain that the 
more new capital there is the lower the rate of return with which 
you must perforce be content. It does not matter in the least 
what form of society you have: if you had an absolutely com
munistic society, there would still be a .. yield" or return on that 
society's savings, though it would be more difficult to reckon it in 
percentages, and this return would still tend to he less when the 
material equipment of society grew larger. The acuteness of the 
need for capital in a primitive poor society may be illustrated by 
the traveller Fraser's story of a scene in the far north-eastern 
corner of Asia. He found a household weeping and tearing their 
hair and apparently in most desperate grief. .. What's the 
matter ~ " he inquired, .. Is somebody dead t" .. Somebody 
dead!" they replied contemptuously. .. What is death' We 
MOO LOST THE NEEDLE !" Where the accumulation of tools and 
instrumente was so small that there was only one needle, you can 
well imagine that additions to it would bring in a very high return. 

But the magnitude of the capital is not the only thing subject 
to change. The number of the people to use it may increase or 
diminish. The more people there are able and willing to work, 
the greater will the return tend to be. This truth is not much 
more than the converse of that with which we have just been 
dealing, since you must think of capital and population in relstion 
to one another, and it is much the same whether you talk of 
capital becoming greater in proportion to population or of 
population becoming smaller in proportion to capital. But there 
is no harm in approaching the subject first from one side and then 
from the other, so we may ask ourselves what will he the effect 
of increase of population if the capital remains stationary. 
Obviously, it will tend to raise the return on capital. Yon can 
see why easily enough if you think of the pleasure which the 
owners of the factories and machinery used in the manufacture of 
things which go to maks up a cotton shirt feel when the number 
of the people to wear cotton shirts increases: or of the sorrow 
with which the shareholders in Argentine railways and tramways 
would feel if the population of Argentina was heavily reduced by 
a plague. Increase of population obviously benefits the owners 
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of existing capital, and almost as obviously tends to raise or keep 
up the return on additions to that capital, which is the rate of 
interest. If the unfortunate event which I have suggested were 
really to happen in Argentina, clearly no new capital would find 
profitable openings in that country for some time, and the return 
all the world over would be kept down by this shrinking of the 
field. All the world over, I say, because we must remember 
that neither population nor capital are shut up in water-tight 
national compartments. Some people would like them to be, and 
certain legislatures put considerable difficulties in the way of 
their movement, but they do move pretty freely all the same, and 
on the whole, more and more freely. 

Next we have to notice that the comparative increase of capital 
and population is not the ouly thing to be thought of. The 
return obtainable on new capital will also be af!eoted by changeil 
in people's knowledge of ways of doing things. One side of this 
has been seen for a long time. It is pretty obvious that from 
time to time new profitable machines are invented, and that very 
often, at any rate, the new ones are more elaborate and costly than 
the old. Take roads for instance. People used to know no better 
than to drag their heavy goods in horsed carta over gravel roads, 
uphill and down, only altering the more excessive of the natural 
gradients. Then an inventor appeared and assured them that a 
steam engine with smooth wheels could be made to pull trucks 
and carriages fast and: easily on smooth iron rails, provided only 
that the road was kept nearly flat. Forthwith a new and pro
fitable investment for new ClI1>ital was provided in making these 
railways with their cuttings and embankments and tunnels, and 
this absorbed & very large part of the savings of the world for 
more than half a century, and checked the fall of the return to new 
capital, and consequently of interest, which would otherwise have 
occurred owing to other profitable outlets being more used up. 

But it was overlooked till recently that invention is not all of 
this type. Some kinds on the oontrary suggest the use of more 
efiectusl but less elaborate and oostly machinery, or even show 
us how to do without some part of existing machinery. Dis
ooveries in chemistry are often of this character. You may have, 
for instance, an elaborate method of sewage disposal necessitat
ing a great deal of pumping machinery, the use of a great area 
of carefully irrigated land and so on-then some chemist shoWB 
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you how to deal with the stuff in a much simpler way which only 
requires a tank or two. This kind of invention is always going 
on. It is equally important with the other, and only less obvious 
because it leaves no outward and visible sign of its presence. 
Somebody shows you an elaborate contrivance, a maB8 of wheels 
and pulleys, for efiecting some purpose, and you think, " Wonder
ful invention! ": it may be thrown on the scrapheap before long 
because somebody has invented some simpler plan which dis
penses with all that elaboration, and you won't be taken to see it 
while' still on the scrapheap, and the new process will not be at all 
impressive. You may walk by the side of miles of double 
posts carrying sixty heavy telegraph wires and think "Wonderful 
invention I " but when Marconi Bashes messages through the air 
over your head you know nothing of it. All the same, this kind 
of invention is just as important as the other. 

When you think of these great contending forces, increase of 
capital struggling against increase of population, and the inven
tion of elaborate machinery struggling against the invention of 
simplificatory devices, and remember that the first of these two 
struggles may be going one way while the second is going the 
other way, you will not find it extraordinary that the rate of 
interest is as stable as it is, whether you think of thousands 
of years or of the few years which yon have known. In the 
thousands of years over which history extends, it has certainly 
fallen, but not really very much in the last 400 or 500 years. 
In my own lifetime it has lluctuated a good deal, but it has never 
been down to 2 nor up to 12 per cent. per annum. 

Moreover, it is rather more stable than it looks, for some of the 
highest and lowest rates only look as high and as low as they do 
hecause they are reckoned in a measure which is itself getting 
shorter or longer. 

If you were making a loan in potatoes and were to be paid 
interest and principal in potatoes, and you knew that potatoes 
were going to rise in value before the interest and repayment of 
principal were due, you would see that five sacks of potatoes in 
interest on each 100 lent would be a much better bargain for 
you than if potatoes were going to fall: and the borrower would 
see that it would be a much worse bargain for him. The borrower 
might say, "See here, I don't like this. I shall be borrowing 
100 sacks, worth, say, £100, and pay you after a year five sacks, 
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which by that time will be worth £5 21. 6d., and still owe you 100 
aaeks, which will then be worth £102 lOs. If you don't mind I'd 
rather borrow £100 at 5 per oent." If I insisted on making the 
loan in potatoes and having the interest in potatoes, and the real 
rate of interest WSB 5 per oent., you would insist, and I should 
have to give in to your insistence, that I should reduce the rate 
to 2-44 per oent. in sacks of potatoes. Then I should be in the 
same position as if I had lent you £100 of money at 5 per oent. in 
money. I should part with what was worth £100, and have at the 
end of the period what was worth £102 108., and aleo the interest, 
2·44 aaeks of potatoes worth £2 108. You, too, would be in the 
same position SB if you had borrowed money at 5 per cent. 

Now suppose it isn't potatoes which vary in value but money. 
If I know that the purchasing power of money is going to rise, 
and you know, we shall feel the force of just the same arguments. 
Five per oent. interest is a better bargain for the lender and a 
worse one for the borrower if money is rising in purchasing power 
than if it is falling. If it is rising 21 per oent. per annum, you 
will get from me what will buy 100 units of commodities and ser
vices and have to pay me what will buy 51 as well as owing me 
or repaying me the capital, which will now buy 1021 units of 
commodities. We shall end by bargaining for a lower rats. 

It follows from this 'that when money is rising in purchasing 
power, in other words when prices are falling, the rate of interest 
nominally paid does not show the whole of what the investor 
is really getting; and when money is losing its purchasing power, 
ie., when prices are rising, the nominal rate of interest represents 
the investor SB getting more than he really is. For example, 
investors were not doing 80 badly as the interest rate taken by 
itself would suggest at the end of the nineteenth century, nor 80 

well as it would suggest during the war: and they are doing 
rather better than it suggesta at the present moment. 

Has this explanation of the causes of high and low interest, 
the economists' explanation as it may be called, covered all the 
ground, or must we have some special theory, or a modified 
theory for the rate charged in the modern money market 1 

Some people think this money market rate is governed in a 
very arbitrary way, but they do not all agree who baa this· 
arbitrary power. Some attribute it to the Government. They 
gird at the Chancellor of the Exchequer for paying too much 
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interest, and say that his doing so causes a rise all round. But 
it is really too absurd to suppose that the rate is thus fixed by the 
Minister. If he really regulated the rate, he would borrow at 
one, or a thousandth part of one, per cent. He often fails to 
borrow because he has not offered good enough terms: and if 
occasionally he offers terms which are too good, we know very 
well that the lucky people who seized them quickly get the bene
fit, and that the general market rate remains as before. 

Others imagine that the bank or banks which declare the 
most prominent rate by that action settle the rate for the 
whole money market. 

Recently certain people were continually talking as if the Bank 
of England Directors could declare a rate of 2 or 20 per cent. 
just as they could order this room to be repainted red or green, 
and that the other banks and the money market generally would 
find no difficulty in conforming to their decision. This, again, is 
quite absurd. The money market rate is only a part of the whole, 
and may be above or below the general rate just as the rate 
obtainable on loans for any particular purpose may be above or 
below the general rate, but it is no more arbitrarily regulsted by 
the will of a few persons than any other rate. 

Remember the truth that was found out 300 or 400 years ago, 
that people are able and willing to pay interest on a loan of money 
because they can buy other things with the money lent. Nobody 
would pay interest if he was obliged to sit on the whole of the cash 
for the whole duration of the loan. Banks and simi1ar institutions 
are no exception to the rule. They can only pay interest and 
provide for various services rendered to their customers, which is 
a kind of disguised interest, because they lend most of the money 
entrusted to them to others, who buy commodities and services 
with the money. They act as ~ between the persons 
who for the moment want to keep a reserve which they can draw 
on quickly and without loss and the persons who for the moment 
WBnt to buy more things or pay for more services than they can 
manage from their own funds. The numerous reserves of the 
first class are made much more available by being pooled by the 
banks, since their owners do not want to draw on them all at onCe. 
All except a sma1l portion can therefore be lent out by the banks. 

Suppose the central bank, if there is one, and the banks and 
money market generally were. arbitrarily to raise the rate of 
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interest (includiDgthe disguised interest in services) ~d to those 
who entrust money to them to 10 per cent., and raise the rate 
charged by them f01: loans to 12 per cent. what do you think 
would happen! Isn't it pretty obvious that they would very 
soon find themselves losing heavily, because they would have 
encouraged people to leave mo~ey with them so much and eli&
couraged people borrowing from them so much that they would 
not be able to earn the amount necessary to pay the interest t 
And, on the other hand, if they arbitrarily cut the interest they 
pay down to 1 per cent. and the interest they charge to 4 or 5 
per cent., is it not pretty obvious that they would be in equal 
trouble, because now, though there would be plenty of would-be 
borrowers, there would be very little for the banks to lend t 

Some high authorities who ought to know better, think of the 
total sum of money to which the resouroes of banks and such
like institutions add up sa a kind of substance which can be 
watered or aerated by banks so sa to be greater or less, but is 
not increasable or decreaaable at the will of the persons from 
whom the banks derive it. They say, therefore, that if you 
take your money out of one bank you can ouly put it into 
another or pay it to somebody else who will pay it in again. 
Therefore the customera cannot :reduce the quantity banks 
have to lend. Thie, of course, is absolute nonsense. Suppose 
I have £500 on deposit at a bank at 3 per cent., and I meet my 
friend Smith and he says he baa a loan from the bank of £500 
at 7 per cent., and wouldn't I like to lend him that sum at 5 
per cent., and I say "All right," and I take the money oft 
deposit and give him a cheque for £500, with which he at once 
pays oft his loan from the bank, what then t Obviously a direct 
loan from me to Smith baa been substituted for an indirect loan 
from me to Smith made through the bank, and the bank's 
deposits and loans are both reduced by £500, A million similar 
transactions would reduce the aggregate by £500,000,000. 

The fact is that the banks' powera are small. If they enter on 
the path which leads to insolvency, doubtless they can do a good 
deal of mischief. But 80 long as they serve their own interests 
prudently, they are bound, like anyone else, by the conditions of 
the market, and have no arbitrary powera of fixing the rate of 
interest. 

Some may think that this is true when there is a sound currency 
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limited in amount by the cost of obtaining gold to add to it or in 
some more direct way, but that it ceases to be true when paper 
money can be manufactured without the limits imposed by con
vertibility or specifio legal limitation. The belief arises in this 
way. If any of you were given the power by law of printing as 
many legal tender notes as you pleased, no doubt if you had no 
oonsoience about robbing other people, you would gaily print 
enormous quantities and buy all sorts of property, commodities 
and servioes with them. This is what gold producers do: they 
dig up the gold and buy bread and meat and houses in Park Lane 
and machinery for getting out still more gold: they don't lend 
it muoh : they pay it away for what they want. This, of course, 
tends to raise prices, and, as I suggested just now, the rise of 
prices, when recognized as oontinuous, tends to raise the rate of 
interest as oommonly reckoned, while leaving what may be called 
the true interest alone. But banks are looked upon as lenders 
rather than spenders, and consequently it is imagined that paper 
money issued by banks is all issued by way of loan. This is not 
true, since banks pay dividends to their proprietors, and these 
are spent just like the dividends of a gold-mining company. 
Even this highly respectable Bank, when it enjoyed for a 
period after 1797 the power of issuing nnlimited inconvertible 
paper money, Could not refrain from paying increased dividends, 
and that, too, although it always had before it a probable early 1088 

of the power and a reimposition of the obligation to pay gold. 
Supposing, however, that the bank of iseue tml/d only issue the 
notes by way of loan, it certainly seems as if the issue would be 
effectually limited by a sufficiently high rate of interest being 
charged on loans by the issuing bank. Fifty per cent., you may 
say, might be oharged, and then no solvent person would borrow 
from the bank and no notes would be issued. If there were no 
Government borrowing, the argument seems sound enough. 
But, unfortunately, in recent years the various Governments 
have been enormous borrowers, and this quite alters the position. 
No bank in the world with the power of issuing inconvertible 
legal tender notes can keep down the amount which its Govern
ment insists on borrowing from it by charging that Government 
a high rate of interest. In the first place, the Government will 
refuse to pay a high rate and yet will insist on having the loan : 
in the second place, it does not make the smallest difference 
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whether the rate paid is high, low, or nothing at all, because in 
one way or another the Government will recover from the bank 
the profits made on the issue. Imagine the Bank of France, or 
the Reichsbank, or the Austrian State bank. refusing to lend to 
their Governments at less than 20 per cent., and try to discover 
what difference it would make if the Governments acquiesced 
and paid the 20 per cent.! In this country there has been no 
6XC1l8e for putting forward the theory of control by rate of interest, 
since the Currency Notes are not even nominally issued by a bank 
and then lent to Government: the Treasury issues them and 
lends them to itself, the rate at which it lends being obviously 
of no importance whatever, as the interest is a payment from one 
pocket into the same pocket. 

So far from high interest keeping down paper issues, universal 
experience points the other way. The higher the rate at which 
it will have to borrow, the greater is the temptation to a Govern
ment to cheat its people by paying for such goods and services as 
it buys inside the country with paper money which is printed for 
the purpose, and costa nothing but the cost of printing and paper. 
I cannot remember any Government pa~ 12 per cent. for a 
loan ~ every Government which has been in such straits as that 
has succumbed to the temptation to pay in non-interest-bearing 
paper. I say "non-interest-bearing paper," not an "interest
free loan," because when you ask for a loan without interest from 
a friend you,at any rate, promise to pay at some time or other, but 
a Government or bank issuing inconvertible legal tender does not 
promise anything except perhaps to give you a new clean note for 
an old dirty one. Even the Tudor" benevolences .. were better 
things, for they only took out of the pockets of the unfortunates 
who were made to pay them as much as went into the tax
collector's bag, but paper-money issuers besides taking from the 
people whose money-incomes do not move (or only move slowly) 
when prices rise, all that reaches the Government, transfer a 
large amount from these people to others whose incomes 
move quickly when prices rise, and then try to divert the. 
hostility of the injured people from themselves to what they 
call the "profiteer" whom they have created, and from whom 
they now feebly try to get some of the profits back. 

The conclusion is that the Bank of England and other banks 
should not try to govern.the rate of interest. They cannot do 
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it, and will only do harm by trying ; the proper course for them is 
to declare the rate which best suits banking interests. This will 
be the rate which also best suits the general interest. They 
should not be moved by any clamour of the people who want to 
borrow cheap on the one hand nor of the fewer but more ingenious 
persons who ha.ve persuaded themselves that high bank rates keep 
down prices. To do the Bank of England Directors justice they 
have not lately shown much sign of pa.ndering to either set
more honour to them I 

VII 

"DON'T GROUSE I" 

[A response to the request of the Editor of the Fitumcial N_ for a 
message .uitsble to the Chriotmao and New Year lIe&8On.j 

I AM tired of all this grousing. To those who complain that we are 
ruined while Germany is brimming over with prosperity, I say, 
" What a pity it is that we won the war I If only we could have 
managed to lose it, the mark might have been worth about 20 
cents and the pound sterling about 10 cents and the Berlin ex
change have been 50 pfennigs to £1, and we should enjoy the 
enormous advantage of a depreciated exchange. The Central 
Powers would be clamouring for reparations, so that we should 
enjoy the inestimable privilege of sending out great quantities of 
goods without the disagreeable neoessity of receiving anything in 
return. Our burden of taxation wonld be light because the de
preciation of our currency would have reduced the internal debt 
to the equivalent of about 130 million gold pounds, and because 
we should still be paying the expenses of Government largely by 
printing more and more money. Altogether, how much happier 
should we be I " 

Anyone who did not know that a great depression wonld follow 
the war has only himself to thank. All economists worthy of the 
name knew that this was the teaching of experience, and said so. 
This depression will pass, as others have passed before it, and it 
will pass quickly as soon as people reconcile themselves to the 
fact that the Great War of 1914 to 1918 ought never to have been 
expected to enrich the world. 
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WHAT LEVEL OF PRICES SHOULD BE AIMED AT' AND 
SOME ,HISTORICAL QUESTIONS 

[A review-article in the BIJDfII1mic JovrntJI for March I, 1922, on E. R. A. 
BeIigman, o-..."y InjlaWm GIld Public IhJJIB; Gustav Casso!, PAe Worlcf. 
MtmIlDIy PrDbIml8: '1!VJo Momart1IIIiJ4; and J. H. Clapham, O. W. Gnill ... 
baud, F. X. ... ington, and D. H. Robertson, MtmIlDIy Policy: being IAe 
ReporIol,.lJvb~rm C __ """ IAe GoI4 BI4nDM4. All of 1921. 

The Iaok of information comp\&ined of in the fu8t paragraph hu Binoe 
been la!gely supplied by E. L. lIargJ:eav .. ' 1luIoritIg C __ 1JtmuiMdo, 
1926.] 

PRoFESSOB SEuGJUN's sketch covers the United States, France, 
Great Britain, Italy, Russia, Austria, Spain, South America and 
Japan. It leads him to conclude that public debts are due to 
war, that the issue of inconvertible paper always ends in deprecia
tion, that the rapid rise of prices caused by large issues of such 
paper create an illusory prosperity followed by painful dis
illusionment, that the only. ways of escape are (1) reduction of 
publio debt either by (a) redemption or (b) repudiation, and 
(2) contraction of currency or stabilization at a lower level, and 
lastly, that public debts and currency have become international 
problems. For getting rid of her present troubles, he says, 
Europe must have the co-operation of the United States. In 
the historical sketch he fails, like nearly all historians in this 
province-Mr. Hawtrey is a recent and honourable exception
to explain what happens to contracts expressed in money when 
the monetary unit in which people rec!con is suddenly made much 
more valuable. We all know what happens when the unit, 
depreciates or appreciates without losing its identity, but who 
knows what happened when, for example, the American issues 
known as Continental were .. redeemed in new bills at the rate 
of 40 to 1 .. in 1780 1 Did persona who had contracted a week 
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before, a month before, and a year before to pay 1,000 each bave 
to pay 1,000 dollars in the new currency, or could they all get off 
by paying 25 dollars in the new currency, that being equivalent 
to 1,000 in the superseded 1 Or take the recent and interesting 
case of Mexico, which is not dealt with by Professor Seligman: 
when the Mexicans gave up paper pesoes as hopelesa, and without 
any Government action suddenly took to reckoning in gold 
pesoes, did the sponge paas over all contracts, or how were they 
acquitted 1 Mr. Hawtrey has told us how in 1797 France and 
in 1809 Austria arranged for a scale of payments varying with 
the extent of the depreciation prevailing at the time when the 
contract was made, but the question whether such an arrange
ment is possible under modem conditions is always ignored in 
discussions about the desirability of returning to the old metallic 
units. 

Professor Cassel's first Memorandum, written for the Brussels 
Internstional Financial Conference, was ~mpleted in June, 1920, 
and first published in Volume V of the Proceedings of that Con
ference. The second Memorandum was written for the Financial 
Committee of the League of Nations for its meeting in September, 
1921; in the Foreword, dated .. October," the words .. not 
hitherto published in any form" are used, but it was printed 
in the Manchestet' Guardian C_ciaZ on October 27. 

The first Memorandum has become 80 well known that it is 
not necessary to say much about it here. It remains the most 
brilliant and useful contribution to monetary literature made 
since the outbreak of the Great War. It has helped enormously 
the very considerable return to sound thinking and sound action 
which has taken place since the date of its publication. The 
second Memorandum does not seem quite so successful. Professor 
Caasel, while strongly opposed to any inflation being allowed to 
occur, has always been inclined to acquiesce in the results of any 
which has actually taken place. This attitude, which made him 
perhaps a more effective preacher against further inflation by 
suggesting that his views were moderate, ranged him on the side 
of the inflationists as soon as the fall of prices set in. He seems 
to underrate the advantages of returning to the old level of prices. 
while greatly overrating both the probability of prices falling to 
that level and the probability of their falling gradually below that 
level after getting down to it. 
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To treat a return to a level of prices which existed eight years 
ago, and from which the maximum departure was twoyeara ago, 
almost as if it were exactly the same thing as an equivalent fall 
of prices from a level which had been stable for a century is IIII1'ely 
very misleading. In this country and others like it hundreds of 
millions of fixed sums in money are still being paid annually 
under contracts made before the War, and theSe sums are very 
largely still paid by and to the same persons. Moreover, the 
ideas of the people about what is a proper price for commodities 
and services have by no means altogether accommodated them
selves to the higher level of prices. Anything under ten years 
should be reckoned a " short period " in monetary history, and 
if we are to acquiesce in every inflation which takes place in less 
time than that, we certainly shall not get stability in the long run. 
For some compromise between complete acquiescence in the new 
level and complete return to the old, no doubt there is much to be 
said when the old level has receded more than three or four years 
into the past. 

In fact at the present time a return to their old gold pars 
seems to offer a very suitable compromise, at any rats for the 
countries which have the least depreciated currencies, and when 
writing his 1irst Memorandum, Professor Cassel was prepared to 
grant this, though even then he was somewhat oppressed by the 
fear that prices reckoned in gold might be too low and might go 
on falling uuless all countries took great care not to demand gold 
either for circulation or reserves. Before September, 1921, how
ever, he became much more alarmed by the rise in the value of 
gold which had then taken place, and which he puts as high as 
75 per cent. in the twelve months. (He says on p. 122 that gold 
had "lost in some few years perhaps more than 60 per cent. of 
its pre-war value, and then in one eingle year recovered something 
like half this loss," i.e., the value fell from 100 to 40 and then 
went up to 70: from 40 to 70 is a rise of 75 per cent.). This 
instability of gold he found very shocking, and we are almost 
tempted to say that the instability of gold infected the stability 
of his views. The United States, under the guidance of the • 
Federal Reserve Board, becomes a bogy which is set up in the 
way of those who wish to tread the path which leads to stable 
money and exchanges. .. International relations and the actual 
situation of the gold market being such as here outlined. it seems 
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to be almost a practical impossibility for any European country, 
acting alone, to restore a gold standard, even at a reduced parity. 
This is clear enough so far as the smaller countries are concerned." 
If such a country by itself attempted to restore convertibility of 
paper into gold, says Professor Cassel, .. it might quite easily see 
its whole gold fund suddenly exported to satisfy foreign demands 
for gold." This is just the kind of thing which used to be said 
by financial writers who would have liked to see. Professor Cassel's 
head on a charger. Prudent bankers manage to avoid positions 
in which they will have to meet inconvenient demands whether 
from domestic or foreign creditors; and even if a country's whole 
gold fund was exported (in exchange for commodities or in pay
ment of obligations), it is certainly not very obvious how its 
position would be worse than when, as at present, its whole gold 
fund is locked up in cellars and serves no useful purpose what
soever-in fact it would be better, since some useful commodities 
would have been bought or some obligations discharged by the 
export. Now, towards the end of January, 1922, six months 
after Professor Cassel wrote, the small country of Switzerland has 
restored her currency to the old gold standard and kept it there 
for more than a month, and it seems perfectly possible, and on 
the whole probable, that, with or without free gold markets, 
Holland and Sweden, two other small countries, may join her 
before Great Britain comes in with Australia and South .Africa in 
her train and Canada in front of her. 

Another of Professor Cassel's propositions which it is even 
more impossible to accept is that the specification of the Repara
tions payments in gold must have the important and disastrous 
effect of raising the value of gold. None of the Governments 
which are hoping to receive these payments will refuse to receive 
them in their own currency, and all that the specification of gold 
means is that the quantity of that currency which they are to 
receive will vary with the varying gold value of the unit of that 
currency. .. A milliard of gold francs" means to the French
man two milliard francs when the franc is worth half its old 
gold value, and means four milliards when the franc is worth 
only a quarter. To say that reckoning in gold must raise the 
value of gold seems to be much like saying that the value of 
gold must have been greatly raised by the rupee having been 
on a gold basis from 1897 to 1914, since it caused all payments 
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in India to be :reckoned in a rupee equal to one-fifteenth of a 
sovereign. 

When we ask to what practical conclusion Professor Caasel is 
leading us, we find that he web! us to believe that co-operation 
between the difierent countries is an absolute essential for a 
solution of the present monetaty difliculties, and that the first 

. step is "to refer the whole problem "--parturitmt fIIOfIteB-" to 
a amall committee of experts." A better conclusion, attaching 
a modem tail to an old proverb, is that Heaven helps those who 
help themselves and hang committees. 

Which leads us by a natural and easy transition to the con
sideration of the third of the little books of which the titles head 
this notice. The Sub-Committee responsible for it was appointed 
by the British Association's Committee on the .. EJIecb! of the 
War on Credit, Currency, Finance and the Foreign Exchanges/' 
and cousisted of Dr. Clapham and Messrs. C. W. Guillebaud, 
F. Lavington and D. H. Roberbion. It reported to Section F 
at Edinburgh last September, but the Section, which had not 
had any opportunity of reading the Report, declined to be 
committed by it, so that it has been published, as the title-page 
says, by the individual members of the Sub-Committee. The 
Section's caution was prudent, but there is nothing very dangerous 
in the Report., 

Part I, by Dr. Clapham and Mr. Guillebaud, brings together 
the British statistics for banking currency, national debt, foreign 
trade and prices in a way which makes them as little repulsive 
as possible to the average man. I doubt, however, if the banking 
figures can be explained without more inside knowledge than the 
authors possess. They ignore altogether the .. Special deposit" 
system under which the Bank of England collected large sums 
from the other banks and handed them to the Government with
out putting them into "Other deposib!" and .. Government 
securities" in ib! weekly retorn, though the Government put 
them into "Ways and Means Advances from the Bank of Eng
land," thus appearing to borrow from the Bank money which the 
Bank had not lent-a thing suggestive of certain Divorce Court 
decisions. Whether the plan was adopted merely to prevent 
the Bank of England's reserve percentage looking so smaIl as 
it would otherwise have done, or for some other reason, or 
whether it simply grew up in consequence of Bome accident, has 
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never been explained. Nor has it been stated under what head 
these amounts appeared (or rather were concealed) in the other 
banks' accounts. But the enormoua drop of .. Money at call 
and short notice" from £275·6 million at the end of 1918 to 
£150·6 million at the end of 1919, accompanied as it was by an 
increase of £89·5 million in .. Cash in hand and at Bank of 
England," certainly suggests that it was classified as money at 
call or short notice, since it was in 1919 that the system was 
abandoned. The Report can only suggest that the drop was 
.. probably due in the main to the extra demands made by 
Induatry, and to the credits extended to cuatomers to buy Fund
ing Stock." It is characteristic of the somewhat airy manner 
of the authors that they do not ask from whom the £125 million 
was withdrawn. 

On page 23 silver is mistakenly included as .. cover" which is 
reckoned in calculating the limit of the fiducisry issue of Currency 
Notes, and it is misleading to say, .. In order to maintain this 
limit, Bank of England notes were transferred from the Bank's 
reserve to the currency note redemption account as further 
increases were made in the currency note issue." There is no 
ground for believing that if the £19,450,000 bank-notes were not 
locked up in the Currency Note vault they would be in the Bank 
of England reserve: it is much more likely that they would all 
be in the .. active circulation." To say that they were .. trans
ferred from the Bank's reserve" disguises altogether the true 
nature of one of the oddest of post-war monetary transactions
the issue of £19,450,000 in notes for £1 and 108. (and in certifi
cates entitling the holders to such notes) in order to acquire and 
hold, or at any rate with the result of acquiring and holding, 
£19,450,000 of bank-notes for £5 and upwards. The only thing 
which could justify such a transaction would be some change 
which cauaed hanks and individuals to want to hold more small 
notes in proportion :to large ones, and there is no reason for 
supposing any such change in the months of 1920 during which 
most of the transaction was carried out. In the absence of such 
a change it is clear that as it was possible for the Treasury to 
acquire and store up £191 million in large notee, it could, if it had 
chosen, have adopted instead the simple and more economical 
course of issuing £191 million leas of the small notee. Happily, 
whether owing to a change of men or of mind, the absurd policy 
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of paying out Currency Notes and buying in bank-notes with 
them has long been abandoned, though it is still perhaps too 
much to hope that its memory may soon be blotted out by the 
Treasury sending in the bank-notes to the Bank to be cashed 
in gold, adding the gold to the £281 million of gold at present 
held, doing away with a stupid double reckoning which un
necessarily increases the apparent total amount of the paper 
currency, and dispensing with a line in the weekly Currency 
Note Account. 

The current topsy-turvy doctrine represents banks as getting 
more deposits the more they lend, instead of fIice _sa, but it is 
surely carrying this unusually far when the authors of Part I 
attribute the "maintenance of a very high level of deposits " 
partly to "the large amount of long-term credits to foreign firms 
which the exceptional conditions of the period made it impossible 
to call in." Lend largely to foreigners who can't pay you back, 
and your deposits will grow ! 

The section on Foreign Exchanges and the Balance of Trade 
smells somewhat of mercantilism. 

In Part II Mr. Lavington aims at answering " the fundamentsl 
question: What price level is now desirable in the general 
interests of the community!" i.e., the people of the United 
Kingdom, but adds a gloss, " Would it be higher or lower tIian the 
post-war level, and by how much! " which involves him in a 
wholly unnecessary and confusing investigation of the question, 
"What is the normal post-war level t " 

The post-war level is, the reader will at once object, likely to 
be affected by action adopted in consequence of views held about 
what it ought to be. A thorough inflationist policy on the part 
of the Government and legislature, acquiesced in by the people, 
could raise the price level in this country to the dizzy heights 
attained in Russia and Austria, and a thorough de1lationist policy 
could similarly bring it back easily to gold level, and with a little 
difficulty to a stillloweJ) leveL Why then does Mr. Lavington 
ask whether the desirable level is higher or lower than the post
war level! The other collaborators in the Report seem to have 
scented a difficulty and tried to meet it on page 8 by substituting 
" that post-war level which, in the absence of deliberate action, 
may be expected to estsblish itself" (cp. p. 66, bottom). Are 
we back in the middle of the eighteenth Century, hankering 

x 
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after the rule of Nature t We are reminded of Quesnay's 
motto : 

Ez na!tlr8, ju.; MM, leges, 
Ez lwmiM, ar/ntrium, regimen et coercitio. 

But did Nature prescribe the Bank Charter Act of 1844 1 or the 
Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1914, which gives the Treasury 
power to issue unlimited amounts of Currency Notes and to 
authorize the Bank to issue unlimited amounts of bank-notes 1 
or the Gold and Silver (Export Control, etc.) Act, 1920, which 
virtually annuls the convertibility of the Bank and Currency 
notes 1 or the Treasury Minute of 15th December, 1919, in which 
" directions" are given to the Bank, as the agent of the Treasury, 
to limit the issue of Currency Notes in such manner that the 
fiduciary portion shall never exceed the maximum attained in 
the preceding calendar year 1 Perhaps it will be answered that 
the maintenance of the existing law and regulations is deliberate 
inaction rather than " deliberate action." But this will not do. 
The one thing on which all schools are agreed is that even within 
the present law and regulations, the action of the Government 
dects the purchasing power of money. The Treasury cannot 
avoid deciding every week whether it will arrange for meeting 
its expenditure by the aid of an increase of notes issued or in 
spite of a decrease of notes. In the course of a year it has re- . 
deemed £50 million of notes, giving its subjects in exchange 
£50 million of interest-bearing securities. Can anyone say that 
is not" deliberate action," or that prices are not affected by it , 

However, the post-war level is put by Mr:Lavington at 240 
per cent. on The Times index number. He arrives at this figure 
by regarding the top, 329, reached in April, 1920, and what he 
seema to have thought the bottom, 189, in April, 1921, as both 
abnormal, and then splitting the difference, but supporting the 
guesa by an estimate of "purchasing power" existing at the 
moment of writing, without, apparently, asking whether this, 
too, might not be abnormal. He then discusses the advantages 
and disadvantages of a higher or lower level fairly enough, but 
without arriving at any positive conclusion whether it would be 
better to aim at something different from 240. 

In Part III Mr. Robertson argues very sensibly in favour of 
the restoration of the gold standard as a "respectable interim 
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measure " pending the evolution of some better standard. He 
justly rejects the policy of reducing the amount of gold in the 
sovereign .. except as a last resort," in case of dire necessity. 
He deprecates any attempt to bring down :prices further, but 
recommends sharp resistance to the rise which may be expected 
at the end of the depression, and hopes that. this may put the 
level of prices here on an equality with the gold prices of the 
countries already on a gold standard, and so bring us back to 
the old parity by a method actually advantageous in itself, as it 
involves use of the one real prophylactic against depressions, the 
damping down of the preceding boom. ' 

II 

GOLD FOR CURRENCY OR ONLY FOR STANDARD' 

[A letter to Prof...... Charles Rist. Hie" addreoa on Banks" waa 
given at a publio oonferenoe held at the Conservatoire dee Arts at M~tiera 
on Febroa.ry 28, and waa printed in tho &we t!? BWfIOfIIM Po~, No.2 
of 1921, nndar tho title 1M banqvu d'imio8itm d I'apru._ 

Tho estimate in tho third paragraph "not more than £30,000,000" 
IIOODl& nnn.........uy 1iberaJ.] 

April 3, 1922. 
DEAB PROFESSOR RIST,-

Many thanks for the second copy of your address on Banks. 
I feel rather doubtful about page 178. I do not think anyone 
country by itself will avoid much trouble by confuiing the con
vertibility of paper into gold at the old rate to persons wanting 
gold fo .. export. You cannot undertake to give gold for paper at 
the old rate to exporters until you have brought the paper franc 
up to the value of the gold franc, and abstention from giving out 
gold for internsl circulation or for use in the arts of dentistry, 
watchmaking, etc., will not make this appreciably easier, since 
France would only make' a small addition to the demand for gold, 
and so whether she uses gold internally or not will ,not much affect 
the value of gold in the '\Vorld market. The horrors of de1lation 
will be scarcely alleviated. 

Moreover, J doubt if there is more than a very trifling gain if aU 
the civilized countries do the same. The}' are so infatuated with 
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the delusion that enormous reserves of gold are necessary to main
tain convertibility, even for foreign trade purposes only, that those 
which have got large hoards at present are not likely to think that 
they can give up any part of them if they abandon the idea of 
restoring internal convertibility. 

I don't think the demand for actual circulation among the 
people is likely to be large. In this country it used to be said that 
the Englishman liked gold in his pocket, but that was mere 
twaddle: the Englishman kept gold in his pocket because the law 
would not allow him to have bank-notes under £5, and when he 
got outside that law in Scotland, Ireland and the British colonies, 
he took to paper just like other people. I never heard anyone 
propose that we should go back to the old law on this matter, and 
as for the probable practice, it is true that we hear women (who 
have no pockets) say they will be glad to get back to gold, but 
men always say they will stick to notes. My belief is that not 
more than £30,000,000 will be required to satisfy our internal 
demand and we can easily spare that and much more from the 
enormous hoard now held by the Bank of England for itself and 
that held at the Bank of England for the Government notes 
[i.e., the £28! million then held for the Currency Note 
Account.] _ 

That reminds me that your table on the last page is a little 
misleading about the paper !Iond gold in this country. To the 
gold held by the Bank of England you should add the £28,500,000 
held against the Gcvernment £1 and 108. Currency (commonly 
but unofficially called Treasury) Notes: from the Bank of 
England Notes should be deducted £19,450,000 of them which are 
locked up in the Currency Note Reserve: and there should then be 
added the £368,000,000 of Currency Notes outstanding at the end 
of 1920 (now reduced to £300,000,000). (There are also the 
Scotch and Irish bank-notes so far as not covered by Currency 
Notes, but we do not worry about that as it is a small fixed sum, 
the banks being under the same law as the Bank of England in 
having to find cover for all notes issued above this sum.) This 
raises the gold to 3,920 million fro and the paper to 12,521, and 
lowers the ratio to 31 per cent. 

Your figures for Spain and Switzerland are rather amusing 
in view of the common impression that a stock of gold in the cellar 
which is on 110 account to be paid out" supports" or .. backs " a 
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paper _e. H I were the Government and could do what I liked 
without considering people's ignorant prejudices, I would take 
the Bank of England Notes out of the Currency Note Reserve, send 
them in to the Bank for gold, export the £19,500,000 to America 
and buy in Currency Notes. I should be able to get about 
£20,000,000 of them, and the rest would stand at par, and we 
should be at the end of our fall of prices, and be able to restore 
convertibility and a stable exchange with gold standard countries 
at once. I believe a short and sharp adjustment much better than 
a long-drawn-out agony. 

ill 

TAXABLE CAPACITY: AND THE BURDEN OF DEBT 

[From a review of Sir Jooia.h Stamp'. W <alth "nd Ta:r:able Oapae;ty, 1922, 
in the 8tati81ictJl Jov.mrJl for May, 1922.] 

. .. In the chapter on the limita of taxable capacity the author 
is perhaps a little too merciful to those who think ·that by easy 
exercises in simple arithmetic they can tell us within a pound or 
two the aggregate sum which the Government of this country can 
take from US in taxation without "exceeding our taxable 
capacity," and assume that we cannot reduce our consumption 
below what we are used to. But he is convincing in his insistence 
on the importance of the destination of the proceeds of the taxa.
tion, the sentiment of the taxpayer towards the authority impos
ing the taxation, the methods of taxing, the distribution and 
magnitude of wealth. He seems to leave a little obscurity round 
the question whether taxable capacity is to be taken &8 capacity 
to bear taxes without sufiering (and 80 is all a matter of degree if 
we assume that no tax is borne with pleasure) or capacity to pay 
regardless of sufiering. In the earlier controversy about the 
taxable capacity of Ireland to which he refers, what agitated 
people's minds was the fairness of the distribution of a tots! 
burden between Great Britain and Ireland, and this in no way 
raised the question how much could at a pinch be got (continu
ously) from either or both of the two countries. In the more 
recent controversy the allegation that taxation exceeds our 
taxable capacity seems to be intended to mean that the existing 
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taxation is so high that the present yield cannot be expected to 
continue, owing to the exaction drying up the sources from which 
it is obtained. The pleasure which a considerable section of the 
public seems to take in discussing those doctrines of aggregates is 
perhaps a little unfortunate, because it distracts attention from . 
the real practical difficulty, which is to fix upon the expenses which 
are not worth the taxes they necessitate, and cut them off. We 
are all agreed that there are such expenses, but one of us says, 
" Cut down schoolmasters' salaries, but leave us our defences I ", 
and another, "Give up the weather-chart with which the Air 
Ministry competes with the pavement-artist in Kingsway, but 
don't touch Education I " 

. .. In the sixth chapter Sir Josiah examines the burden 
of our national debt and the suggestions for relieving it-without 
enthusiasm. He remarks that if we do as well as our ancestors 
did in the period after 1817, we may reduce it in 87 years by 
perhaps 450 millions I Conversion, he aays, did little for them, 
and will not do much for us. To those who want to keep prices 
up in order to make the burden of national debt less heavy, he 
points out that much of the war debt was contracted before prices 
had risen to the level at which they stood when he was speaking, 
and the earliest investors in war-aavings certificates who withdrew 
their pounds at the end of the five years actually got less than the 
158. 6d. which they put in.' It would be very interesting if he 
would bring his unrivalled qualifications to bear on the more 
general question of the good and bad results of restoring old 
standards when not only the national debt but all kinds of debts 
and fixed money charges are taken into the account. The glib 
statement often made that "it does not matter where you 
stabilize the Austrian crown provided you stabilize it somewhere," 
is quite untrue: nor is it true that "you do as much injustice 
by restoring a fallen standard as you did by depreciating it." 
When an old standard is restored after not many years, some at 
least of the injustices and inconveniences of its depreciation are 
repaired. How much there is of this reparation to set against the 
new injustice seems to depend on the extent to which property and 
obIigstions have been bought and sold, and on this an infinite 
amount of statistical work might conceivably be expended with 
advantage. It might help to settle the question what com
promise should be made between the old and the existing level 
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of prices, and possibly it might suggest some modem substitute 
for the s1iding-scale system adopted in France in 1797, and in 
Denmark during 1813-38. In this and similarly placed coun
tries the question is not practically important, since in the end 
the person who owns a pre-war fixed charge will find it depm
ciated probably by less than 50 per eent., and even that 
depreciation will be obscured by the charge being worth as 
much gold as before: but in Austria it is quite an open question 
whether the owner of a pre-war fixed charge will eventually be 
receiving the old quantity of gold or one two-thoueandth of it. 

IV 

COST, RENT. "WAITING" AND SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

[A review in the 8""""""" Jovntsl for Jane. 1922, of Hubert D. Hen
cIencm'a Ban'" """ DemmoIl, 1922. DUB of the Cambridge Economie 
Handbooks. 

.. ~ IrviDg Fisher's German alchemist ....... a contemporary 
pelBOl1, referred to by Profesoor :Fisher as oJaiming that he had cfiscovered 
how to make gold out of cheo.per materiaL 

Not long after this a member of ao Auotra1iao legiolotme who raohIy 
mentiooed .. the Jaw of supply and demaud," ..... met with a cry of 
.. Which one! I hove. book here which sayo th"'" are Beven! "I 

.. GENERALLY epeaking," Mr. Keynes te\Js us in his preface to the 
whole eeries, .. the writers of these volumes believe themeelves to 
be orthodox members of the Cambridge School of Economics." 
Outsiders sometimes are inclined to look on that school as some
what of a " sect" in the sense in which j;hat term was applied to 
the Physiocrate. It is refreehing, therefore, to find that Mr. 
Henderson courageously throws overboard the traditional doctrine 
of real cost in efforte and sacrifices in favour of the modem 
doctrine which Davenport calla .. opportunity-cost" and Ricci 
.. equilibriwn," and whicJ:!. has as yet received no very satisfactory 
name. Orthodoxy no longer insists on our accepting the curse of 
Adam as the basis of economics. We can happily abandon the 
belief that to hammer in a nail or to paint a Madonna is always Ii 
grievous effort, and that it is always a painful sacrifice for a 
millionaire not to keep a eteam-yacht. " The real cost of any
thing," Mr. Henderson says, .. is the curtailment of the supply of 
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other useful things which the production of that particular thing 
entails." When the .. real cost" of a pound of sugar is thus 
reduced to the honey or pepper which you might have had 
instead, just as the real cost of an afternoon's golf might be the 
afternoon in a boat which you did not take, it becomes such a 
shadow of its former self as to be quite innocuous. 

The full implication of the new doctrine has not been quite 
grasped. Rejection of the traditional doctrine of real or absolute 
cost should carry with it rejection of the traditional theory of rent. 
That theory endured so long as it was held that ordinary com
modities owed their value to the grievous efiorts and sacrifices 
which attended their production. Land then appeared excep
tional. When we cease to believe that the value of ordinary 
commodities is based on blood and tsars, we.have no need for a 
special explanation of the value of land. Here, however, Mr. 
Henderson tries to be conservative, and holds that land is excep
tional because its quality varies from piece to piece and its totsl 
supply is fixed. But surely in ordinary things variation of quality 
is more common than uniformity. The chairs, factories, ships, 
and locomotives existing at any moment are of innumerable 
degrees of quality. Even those which were originally alike have 
become different owing to diverse usage and lapse of time, and 
it is easy to exaggerate the extent to which things are originally 
alike. It is said that shipbuilders cannot turn out two ships 
exactly equal in speed, and all of us who have tried cheap watches 
know that watchmakers cannot make two of them keep the same 
time, to say nothing of keeping the time laid down at Greenwich 
Observatory. , And as for the supposed fixity of supply, this does 
not exist for land in any other sense than that in which it exists 
for all terrestrial matter. Labour cannot add, it is true, to the 
area of the globe, but neither can it add to the quantity of gold 
(pace Professor Irving Fisher's German alchemist !l. What 
labour can do is to make the existing materials accessible, and to 
shape them or join them together into useful instruments, and 
this is. exactly what labour does with land, with exactly the same 
efiect upon its value that it has on the value of .. materials." 
The farm of civilized man is " constructed .. just as truly &8 his 
house is constructed by human labour; its situation in relation 
to markets for its produce can be altered by human labour-the 
Panama" Canal has almost justified the open-mindedness of the 
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man at the wheel who asked the officer of the watch on a ship on 
which I Was travelling whether we had to pass Cape Hom on the 
port or th~ starboard side. To say that land cannot be increased 
except by increase of the number of acres is like saying that the 
locomotive Power possessed by a railway cannot be increased 
except by inCreasing the number of its engines. As a productive 
inetrument land can be increased or diminished just like other 
machinery, by improvement or deterioration of its quality. 

In the chapter on Capital, Mr. Henderson appeare mystical. 
.. We cannot rest content with saying that it consists of mutoriea 
and machinery, and that these are essential to the worker .•• 
we have now to get behind the real goode to something else." 
This myeterious something seems to be .. waiting," whioh is the 
.. essential reality =derlying the phenomena of capital and 
interest," and .. constitutes an independent factor of production, 
distinct from labour and nature and equally necessary." When 
I was quite a little boy I expended two or three weeks' money
inoome in the purchase of a pair of pincers with which during a 
space of forty-five years I extracted innumerable nails and tacks 
and one wart. I am prepared to say that I saved the money with 
which I bought the pincers, and that the community added the 
pincers to its capital. I have no great objection to SILying thILt I 
abstained from the immediILte consumption of oranges and ginger
beer in.order to invest in the pincers, but I do object most strongly 
to being asked to " get behind" the pincers to " waiting," and to 
being told, " It is this waiting which is the essential reality under
lying the phenomena of capital and interest. It is really this 
which constitutes an independent factor of production, distinct 
from labour and nature, and equa.lly necessary." To sILY that the 
community" waited" when it chose to employ itself in ma.king a 
pair of pincers instead of employing itself in ma.king several pints 
of ginger-beer may be only another, though worse, way of sILying 
that it " abstained from immediate consumption," which does 
not, like " waited," imply that it did nothing. But to say that 
the abstention is an independent factor of production is highly 
mystical. It was with the pincers that I extracted the tacks and 
the wa.rt, not with the abstention, and the pincers would have 
served me just as well if they had dropped at my feet from a 
neighbouring star. I am not at all ele&lr what Mr. Henderson 
believes to have happened when I at last inadvertently buried the 
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pincers alive in some unknown spot in the garden. My own 
impression is that I then lost an old and valued instrument of 
production, waited (in the ordinary sense) some time in hopes of 
finding it again, and during that unproductive period perforce 
abstained from various actions which would have added to my 
comfort. But Mr. Henderson, I think, would have me believe 
that I waited for the forty-five years during which I had the use of 
the pincers, and then my waiting came to an· end. 

The book might be improved here and there by a little 
meticulous criticism of the use of words. Why copy J evons' 
(TkeMy, 2nd edition, p. 91) wild statement that /. market" meant 
.. originally" a .. place" where things are sold' A market was 
.. originally" a market, and not the place where, weekly or other
wise, the market was held. Haymarket and Clare Market are no 
doubt places, but they took their names from the markets held 
there. More important terms are the v~ elusive ones which 
serve for a title of the book. What do .. supply" and .. demand .. 
mean 1 It is well to avoid the too common practice of laying 
down fanciful definitions of terms at the beginning of a book and 
then straightway forgetting all about them and using the terms in . 
their ordinary and usually numerous senses, but Mr. Henderson 
ought not to expect his readers to know without any explanation 
what he means by things .. produced in quantities many times in 
excess of the demand for them," and others falling .. far short of 
what was required .. in a world in which there was no economic 
order (pp. 8 and 9). Later on, it is true, he does try to unravel the 
ambiguity of .. increase of demand," but rather weakly takes 
refuge in .. diagramese" instead of trying Sidgwick'8 luminous 
English, which is much plainer. 

I wonder whether the persons who talk glibly of the law of 
supply and demand will be surprised to hear that there are seven 
laws worthy of thick type. I am inclined to boggle over the 
fourth of these. Can Mr. Henderson really be .. reasonably sure 
that over a short period an increase of demand will raise the 
price" of an article which can be produced cheaper in large 
quantities than in small' If the demand for his book increases, 
will the price of it be raised before it is lowered' It is true that 
where the increase of demand is both violent and unexpected, a 
temporary rise of price may occur, but the normal progress of 
things is for increase of demand to cause the article which can 
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be produced cheaper in large quantities to fall in price without 
any preliminary rise. Cost to the producer gradually diminishing 
as the sale gradually increases, the price falls without jumping up 
first. 

Taken as a whole, Mr. Henderson's work deserves high praise. 
He has the true academic spirit which forces those who possess 
it to speak the truth without laying undue emphasis on things 
which seem to tell in favour of their own views of what ought 
to be. The last generation of economic teachers, revolting against 
the eighteenth-century glorification of the rule of a very chimerical 
Nature, were far too prone to insist on the defects and diseases of 

. the existing economic organization, and to forget that their pupils 
had not, like themselves, been grounded on expositions of the per
fection with which it worked. Their disciples then proceeded, 
sometimes to the horror of their masters, to propose medicines 
and surgical operations for the unfortunate economic body which 
no one with a knowledge of its constitution. and anatomy could 
possibly approve. Now that academic instruction in economics 
has become a serious thing, a new class of teacher is being evolved 
and the elements of the subject are being tsught in the same way 
as those of other sciences. The volume before us is a useful con
tribution to the work, and if the rest of the books in Mr. Keynes' 
series keep up to the standard set by it, the " Csmbridge School" 
will be entitled to much gratitude. 

V 

BOOMS 

[A review in the g""""",;. JOIIftIIJl for September. 1922. of F. Laving •. 
ton, Phe Prade Cyck: . .A" .A_ ., Iloe CfJV8U producing l/hytlamicol 
Cha_ in Iloe .AeIi""" ., Busimu. 1922.) . 

IT is tolerably obvious that if there existed more foresight among 
mankind, the alternation of ordinary booms and depressions would 
be deprived of some of its violence. If more people recognized 
that a boom was a temporary phenomenon, there would be less 
readiness to buy and more readiness to sell, and consequently 
prices would be lower; ,if more people recognized that a depres
sion was temporary there would be more readiness 1i9 buy and leila 
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readiness to sell, and consequently prices would be higher. 
Chancellors of the Exchequer have some inkling of this when 
they try Coueism in a depression, declaring fervently tbat things 
are looking up; on rarer occasions they apply tbe equally whole
some converse of Coueism by warning the public tbat things are 
not as good as they seem. They do well, and so do level-headed 
business men who make money by quietly selling at tbe top and 
buying at the bottom. So also does tbe humdrum or normal 
lecturer on economics who explains to his students that a great 
part, sometimes probably almost the whole of the rise of prices in 
a boom and of the fall of prices in a depression is the result of 
miscalculation in the sense of over-estimation of tbe prices which 
can be advantageously paid during tbe boom and under-estima
tion of tbose which can be paid during tbe depression. Students 
who have attended to his teaching will be more likely to join the 
ranks of the more level-headed business men and politicians, and 
thus to help to moderate tbe fluctuations of the future. 

One who has grasped tbe great importance of this aspect of the 
question is likely to turn with distaste from tbe search for ultimate 
causes of tbe fluctuation. The fisherman can pull his boat up on 
tbe shore just out of reach of tbe tide witbout any knowledge of 
the cause which set tbe moon revolving round tbe earth or tbe 
earth turning on its axis. What matters if it was a sunspot or 
some other trifling celestial or terrestrial disturbance that started 
the trade fluctuation'- The effect would only be trifling if it 
were not for miscalculation; let us get rid of miscalculation and 
never mind about the original causes, which we probably cannot 
alter even if we knew tbem I 

This was probably Mr. Lavington's attitude before tbe war, 
and it was tben a very good attitude. It would be still a reason
able attitude if he was writing for all time with no particu1ar 
reference to the facts of tbe present moment. But to adopt it as 
he does, specially in reference to tbe present situation of the com
mercial world, seems singularly inappropriate. It is much as if, 
on finding a number of persons in tbe various stages which follow 
the consumption of an excessive quantity of intoxicating liquor, 
we were to explain blandly that tbe effects would not be nearly so 
serious if tbey would only resist tbe feelings first of hilarity and 
subsequently of depression which tbey experience. Just now it 
happens that instead of a world-wide boom or depression difficult 
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to account for with certainty just because we cannot test theory 
by comparison of many examples, we have some countries clis
playing the usual characteristics of boom and others displaying 
those of depression. The original cause is made obvi.ous, and it is 
so enormously powerful that there is no need in dealing with it to 
insist on the manner in which the effects of obscure and trifling 
original causes are in the habit of giving rise to miscalculations 80 

that molehills become mounteins. It was not the "over-con
fidence " of business men which caused the immense rise of prices 
during the war but the fact that belligerent Governments all 
undertook to buy amounts of goods and services prodigiously 
in excess of what theyususlly bought. If they had first or 
simultaneously diminished (by taxation or borrowing) the amount 
of money which their subjects could layout in purchases, this 
would have made no difference to prices; as they did very little in 
that direction, prices rose, as in any other case of additional 
buying. If Governments had been like private persons or insti
tutions who have undertaken to buy more than they can pay for, 
they would then have gone bankrupt, and the boom would have 
collapsed with the sale of the bankrupts' stock. Being unlike 
private persons, they were able to disguise their real fa.ilure to pay 
what they had promised by dealing out additional legal tender 
units of account which they printed or allowed their banks to 
print for the purpose. The discovery or re-discovery and utiIiza.. 
tion of this fresh and apparently limitless source of purchasing 
power relieved the Governments and the institutions immediately 
dependent on them of all fear of shortage of cash: an all-round 
orgy of spending took place, and promises to pay" pounds .. or 
.. marks " were legally met by paying in pounds and marks which 
were always worth less when they were paid than when they were 
pro~ . 

In spite of popular ignorance and a good deal of groBB and 
inexcusable blindness on the part of the "better-instructed," 1 

some Governments have Been that this new-found El Dorado 
could not endure for e:"er. So long indeed as the legal tender 
POBBesBes any purchasing power at all, the talk of its not being 
" worth the paper it is printed on" is rather foolish: a million " 

1 This WIllI the term which Mr. Asquith had once rashly applied to those 
who cIiobelieved thet the riee of prioea WIllI due to the emission of paper 
money. 
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one-rouble notes would certainly not be worth printing, but the 
ten-million note costs no more to print then a one-rouble note and 
is worth nearly as much as a Bradbury; if thet is not enough, 
it is easy to print" M" for milliard. But 800ner or later there 
comes an end, and appreciation of the fact hes caused the 
stoppage of further issues in 80me countries: in others the 
increase still goes on. Those in which it was stopped were 
promptly smitten with the dislocation which comes from a 
cessation of a continuous rise of prices, and those in which it 
has continued are simply going on as before, enjoying, though 
scarcely rejoicing in, the boom. 

Yet Mr. Lavington begins his book with an introductory 
chapter which is directed towards convincing his readers thet 
" the main causes of our present condition are to be found not 
in the outstanding events of the past seven years, but in the more 
normal operation of the infiuences which produce business cycles," 
and, that too although our condition of depression is "without 

-parallel in business memories." 
This doctrine is made all the more surprising by the fact thet 

Mr. Lavington admits (p. 67) thet an ordinary boom is eventually 
checked by shortage of legal tender, and thet this would not 
happen if bank reserves "were replenished by the continuous 
IIlB.nufacture of new legal tender money." . "In actual fact," he 
says, " of course, the supply of legal tender is usually limited. In 
pre-war days in this country' it was limited by the available 
quantity of gold; in post-war days it is limited by the restriction 
upon the fiduciary issue of Treasury notes." True enough, but 
is the intervening period of six years from August, 1914, till the 
Cunliffe curb became effective in the summer of 1920 to be 
ignored' Is it nothing thet during thet period neither of the 
restrictions was in force and the amount of legal tender was in 
fact expanded to two or three times its former size 1 On pages 
10 and 11 Mr. Lavington argues thet the war cannot be respon
sible for the depression, because we were booming till the spring 
of 1920 and" the transition from a period of extreme activity to 
one of unexampled depression " at thet date cannot be explained 
by " circumstances due to the war." But if one of the circum
stances due to the war was the removal of the ordinary check to 
booms and this check remained off till the spring of 1920 and then 
was reimposed, the abrupt transition from the great and long-
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continued war-boom to the depression, which every economist 
worthy" of the name had always foreseen and foretold, scarcely 
needs a search for .. more obscure influences." 

Divested of its topical part and definitely taken to apply to a 
etste of things in which currency is etsble, the book is attrac
tive and BOund, and after all, the very term .. trade cycle" seems 
to imply a kind of regularity incompatible with the introduction 
of the apparently lawless passions which bring about great wars 
and their disastrous consequences. One or two suggestions may 
be hazarded. In dealing with the fact that constructional 
industry is the most liable to fluctuation, Mr. Lavington might 
consider the relation of this to variations in the total amount of 
savings or new capital coming forward. Savings being mostly 
invested in constructions, it seems difficult not to. believe that 
variations in their amount must affect constructional employ
ment, and the question arises, how are savings affected in the 
progress of a cycle! H they are greater in the whole of a boom 
than in the whole of a depression, it does not follow that there 
may not be an important change as the boom or the depression 
proceeds. For the prevention of the violence of fluctuation it is 
no doubt right and usefuJ to recommend quicker adjustment of 
wages upwards as well as doWDwards, but is it much use to bring 
out once more the old proposal that local and national authorities 
should throw their weight into the scales in opposition to the 
preva.iling sentiment-that they should employ fewer persons in 
time of boom and more in time of depression t Does not the 
proposal require that these authorities should be more level
headed and foreseeing than private persons and institutions, 
whereas the observed fact is that they are less BO! Representing 
the majority, they are likely to launch out further in time of boom 
and draw in further during depression than the whole mass of 
business men which contains a number who can act and do act in 
prudent disregard of prevailing sentiment. And finally, is it not 
rather a mistake to omit .the· stock comparison of the comparative 
advantages of the boom and the depression! Without this the 
reader will be apt to remain in the usual belief of the vulgar that 
the boom is the thing to pray for rather than the elusive normal, 
which never exists except at a point of time with neither parts nor 
magnitude as the depression passes into boom and flice t16I'sa. 
Yet though the position of the unemployed is unpleasant, there 
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is little doubt that in depression the whole mass seems not 
only more industrious but also more contented and happy than in 
boom. Whether this is because it is really better off or only 
because the position of the employed, though absolutely worse, is 
better in comparison with that of the employers, is one of those 
interesting subjects of economic specu1ation 00 which no very 
certain answer can be given. 

VI 

HOW MUCH CAN WE PROFITABLY INDUCE GERMANY 
TO PAY! 

[A contribution to a sympooiom by oi:J: profeoooro on the queotion "How 
much can the Allieo induce Germany to pay with Advantage to Them· 
oelveo f .. in the Mtmehuter Gw:wditm O"""",oial Supplement, No.8, on 
Reconotruction in Europe, for September 28, 1922. 

The other five contributo .. were Profeoooro Gide of Paris, Einaudi of 
Turin, Casoel of Stockholm, Bruins of Rotterdam, and Andriad.. of 
Athena.] 

AT the present moment Germany's capacity 00 pay is small. 
Like some of her neighbours, she has been demoralized by the 
perpetual increase of paper currency, which has effected the 
greatest robbery in hisOOry, the robbery of all who hold fixed 
money obligations, such as the public and private debts, mort
gages, debentures, preference shares, insurance policies, and 
pensions, which playa far larger part in modem civilization 
than in earlier times. The loot goes chiefly 00 the owners of 
other kinds of property; and the State itself is not benefited, 
though it manufactures the money cheaply enough, as it finds 
it impossible 00 raise its money revenue as fast as its money 
expenses rise under the forcing influence of a depreciating cur
rency. But rapid increase of currency and consequent deprecia
tion is necessarily a passing phase of short duration. If the 
increase is not checked the paper mark will BOOn have followed 
the c1asoic assignats and the quite recent Mexican issues inoo 
the waste-paper basket, and the German people will be using 
some better standard, old or new. 

With a properly limited currency Germany will BOOn find her 
feet again and be able 00 pay a good deal, if she is willing. I 
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have no patience with those who imagine that how much she 
can pay can be discovered by an examination of her balance of 
trade, either before the war or now. One of the most certain 
things in eoonomics is that a countly's balance of trade depends 
on what she chooses or is obliged to pay. It is no use to say 
that we cannot pay America $250,000,000 a year because our 
balance of trade is insuffi.cient: the payment will be made by 
giving more or getting less, or a combination of both. If any
one is determined to discover what a willing Germany could 
pay, he must try some difierent method. He might take, in 
the first place, her pre-war tax revenue: double it, on the prin
ciple that twice that amount could probably have been raised 
at a pinch, even if none of the increase had been returned in 
interest and gratuitous payments to inhabitants of the country : 
increase the doubled t&x-revenue and the old expenditure out of 
taxes by 50 per cent. for the reduced commodity-purcha.sing 
power of gold: deduct the new expenditure figure from the 
new revenue figure, and apply to the difierence an increase or 
diminution based on a comparison of the percentage of capacity 
to pay estimated to have been lost in consequence of Germany's 
diminution of territory, foreign property, and man-power with 
the percentage of capacity to pay estimated to have been gained 
by reduction of the estimated necessity for armaments. The 
calculation bristles with difficulties and uncertainties, but would 
doubtless bring out an annual sum far greater than the most 
sanguine of the Allies expects to be actually forthcoming. 

Of course, if Germany were willing to pay this great sum, it 
would be to the advantage of the Allies to receive it. The 
doctrine usually attributed to Norman Angell that it is economio
ally more advantageous to give than to receive an international 
payment is ridiculous. If it were true, every intelligent country 
might make itself rich with ease, as there will always be plenty 
of disbelieving countries ready to accept a gift: and if there 
were no such countries, i~ would still be possible for each country 
to put goods ashore on uninhabited islands, or, simpler still, 
throw them overboard somewhere beyond the three-mile terri
torial limit. 

Nor is there any need for fuss about the manner of payment. 
It is not a good plan for the Allied Governments to specify all 
the commodities and services which they think their respective 

y 
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countries want. Far better to state the amount to be paid in 
gold and accept the equivalent in their own currencies, 80 that 
the actual goods transmitted by Germany may be the optical 
instruments, the tin engines for children, the fabrio gloves, and 
all the other things which Germans find it most convenient to 
sell and the inhabitants of the Allied countries find it con
venient to buy, except when they are prevented by the clamour 
of fellow-countrymen who want to make these things and be 
paid more for doing it than the Germans. 

The real difficulty is not that Germany cannot pay, nor that 
it would not be pleasant and easy to receive this great sum, 
but that Germany is not willing to pay it or any' other sum, big 
or little. So the practical question put at the head of this 
paper, is how much of the sum she can be .. induced .. to pay • 
.. Inducement "possibly covers compulsion, but experience, 
ancient and modern, especially very modern, shows it to be 
extremely difficult for one nation to keep another even in merely 
nominal subjection, unless there is a very wide difIerence in 
civilization or racial capacity between the two. It is still 
more difficult for the alien governors to make a profit out of 
their domination; the Romans, and at a later period the Turks, 
may perhaps have got a net profit out of Egypt, but such cases 
are almost, if not quite, unknown in modem times. I am sure 
that there is no long-run profit but only 1088 to be got out of 
the .. drastic" measures for compelling Germany to pay which 
are recommended by the more childish class of politician. What, 
then, remains? Nothing but that the Allies must induce 
Germany to pay something by offering in exchange all that they 
can give without disadvantsge to themselves. 

That does not include a loan. The cry of the countries with 
the most depreciated currencies for .. credits .. suggests the plea 
of the drunken man for a stifI glass of whisky just to set him on 
his legs again. More money is not the cure fOr too much. A 
loan from abroad would only delay the necesaary pinch. 

What the Allies can offer Germany without disadvantage to 
themselves is (1) guarantees of peace, goodwill, and freedom 
of trade and personal intercourse; and (2) retirement from the 
occupied territory. For these things Germany would be both 
able and willing to pay largely. . 

And to pay quickly. The abolition of discriminations against 
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Germany and the evacuation of the occupied territory could 
be arranged to take place pan p<J88U with her payments, so that 
by accelerating payment she could accelerate happier conditions. 
The idea of annuities to be paid by the German Government to 
the Allied Governments over a long term of years should be 
abandoned. A Germany. which had vomited her surfeit of 
paper money, jettisoned her old belief in the efficacy of war, and 
been confirmed in the expectation of peace and a proper place 
in the comity of nations would be willing and able in a few years 
to raise a large capital sum by borrowing at home and abroad. 

But how much could she be induced to pay by this method , 
That would depend on the bargain effected, The Allied bar
gainers would be in a strong position because they would be 
able to point to the fact that large and powerful sections of their 
citizens are opposed to any leniency towards Germany, and 
would rejoice to hear that negotiations had failed. To guess 
at a sum here could do no good. I will only say that I am sure 
it would be much greater than any which could be obtained by 
any other method. 

vn 
"A RIGHT DISCOUNT POLICY" INEFFECTIVE AGAINST 

EXCESSIVE INCONVERTmLE PAPER 

1. 

[A review-article in the Economic JO!J81UJl. for Decem:ber, 1922, of Pro
fessor Caaaer8 Mrmey and For. E~ q,fter 1914.] 

PROFESSOR CASSEL tramples down in fine style many of the 
absurd doctrines with which the European public was bam
boozled during the war and for some time afterwards. The 
few who lifted up their voices in the wilderness will enjoy the 
contempt with which he examines and dismisses the arguments 
of the official apologistS who denied that their currencies had 
depreciated, or alleged that the cause of their depreciation was 
not the manufacture of additional currency, but the "balance 
of trade," which could be put right in the best mercantilist 
manner by suitable encouragements of export and discourage
ments of import. The only doubt that suggests itself in this 
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province is whether his exposition will really clear up the diffi
culty which many minds seem to find in seeing exactly why and 
how the issue of additional currency raises prices. To call the 
addition " artificial" or "false purchasing power" seems likely 
to confuse the reader. In a self-contained community which 
used no money but ounces of gold, additions to the currency 
owing to output from the mines could not reasonably be described 
as " artificial or false" purchasing power which would "inevit
ably compete with the genuine" (p. 19). Surely it is both 
simpler and truer to say merely that the additional money, 
whether it is metal or paper, competes with the already existing 
money in the purchase of commodities and services, and there
fore raises the prices of commodities and services. On page 20, 
Professor Cassel speaks in a way which suggests that the issuer of 
additional currency is able to purchase commodities and services 
because prices rise and other buyers consequently cannot buy 
as much as before. It is " part of the object of infiation to force 
up the prices of commodities." Is not this putting the matter 
very perversely 1 The issuer is able to get commodities and 
services because he has money to give for them: the rise of 
prices which his purchases cause goes against him, and makes 

. his new money buy less than an equal amount of money would 
have done before he came on the market. He does not want 
a rise of prices at all, and to say that" part of the object" of 
his issue is a rise of prices is extremely likely to mislead. 

It will perhaps be said that there cannot be more than a 
difierence about a method of exPression in this matter-that 
every one, or at any rate every Professor of Economics, must 
really know why aud how additions to currency raise prices, 
however he may fail in explaining it in lectures or books. This 
seems likely, but I cannot help thinking that a slight haziness 
about the fundamentals of the question has a good deal to do 
with the adoption by Professor Cassel of what is the main gospel 
of his book, the doctrine that prices must be regulated by a 
proper " discount policy." Prices existed and were sometimes 
nearly stable for considerable periods, and sometimes fluctuated 
rather wildly, long before there were any banks to declare bank 
rates, and obviously changes of price level would teks place 
even in a community where DO one ever borrowed or lent. When 
we were on a gold standard we thought of the value of gold 
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falling and prices of oommodities rising because men in Australia, 
Alaska or the Transvaal were producing gold in large quantities 
and giving it in exchange-" selling" it if you like-for goods 
and services. We never thought of alleging that it was all the 
fault of the .. central banks," and reproaching them with not 
keeping bank rates high enough to keep prices down. We knew 
that prices were being raised by the new gold, and we never . 
dreamt of the output of gold being regulated by a " discount 
policy." Banks, just like private persons, could, we knew, 
oounteract the efiect of the output on the market by etoring 
additional quantities in their cellars. provided that they did not 
nullify the oounteraction by issuing additional paper currency. 
But to acquire gold and keep it out of use is just as expensive 
to a bank as it is to an individual, and we never expected the 
banks to do it because of their love for the world at large.' And 
if such a thing bad been proposed we should have said that the 
banks, even if willing. oould do very little in that way. 

Similarly, if we were troubled by a fall of prices attributed 
to the output of gold not keeping pace with the requirements 
of gold for currency and other purposes, we thought of schemes 
for "eoonomizing" gold, that is. for throwing it out of certain 
uses by the provision of substitutes or the adoption of methods 
which would cause it to be less required. So far as I remember, 
low bank rates were never reoommended for this purpose: we 
generally bad them! 

Is the situation fundamentally diiIerent to-day ~ So far as 
gold money is ooncerned. evidently not. Acoordiug to Professor 
Cassel's view, the American banking organization has recently 
by a wrong "discount policy". kept the value of gold higher 
than it should have been, and thereby done a great deal of 
damage to the United Ststes and other oountries on a gold 
standard or trying to get up to it, but he does not seem to sup
pose that the wrong policy can oontinue very long, and in talk
ing of the future when stsbility of currency will be restored 
throughout the world, he seems to be thinking much as we used 
to think about the value of gold, deprecating its use in circula-

'[A bracketed pa.rentbesia which does not affect the argument occurs 
here. I heve omitted it, 88 it conto.ina a blunder about UDited States 
bistozy for which I BIll now quite unable to acoount.l 
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tion, the acquisition of large stores, called "reserves," of gold 
and so on, because he fears a rise of the price level. 

Applied to an inconvertible paper currency issued by an un
conIIrolld bank, the discount policy gospel has a little more 
plausibility. We think of such a bank as issuing this currency 
by way of loans to borrowers, .and consequently issuing more 
when it charges a low rate for the accommodation than when 
it charges a high rate. We see that it cannot be stopped from 
lending by want of means or fear of bankruptcy, since the power 
of its printing-press to print notes of larger denominations is 
infinite. (If the noughts are too many to print in a line, the 
figure can be squared, cubed or raised still higher.) The belief 
that the bank can only issue the notes by way of loans is incorrect: 
it can build itself new premises, buy lands and securities. But 
if we suppose these outlets somehow stopped up, as they might 
perhaps be if we take the high discount policy to include absten
tion from expenditure which did not promise a return equal to 
the rate of discount, it certainly looks legitimate to say that the 
value of the currency, or (which is the same thing) the level of 
prices, can be regnlated by the discount policy of the bank. 
But clearly this is only because, under the conditions assumed, 
the discount policy will regnlate the issues and withdrawals 
of currency: the gospel of discount policy is only a some
what corrupted version of the good old gospel of due limita
tion of issue successfully preached by Ricardo and Homer in 
1809--19. 

Even the corrupted version may perhaps be good enough to 
put and keep the currencies of Sweden, Holland and a few other 
countries on the required level. The management of the Swedish 
Riksbank and Dr. Viasering may pOBBibly find salvation by being 
converted to it, imperfect as it is. But applied to the greater 
part of Europe it is, on Professor Cassel's own admission, abso
lutely useless. For the success of the policy, he says, it " must, 
of course, be assumed that the State, by its demands fur credit, 
does not force a creation of bank currency nor itself create fresh 
paper money to cover its own expenditure II (p. 106). This is 
exactly what can not be assumed in all the moat troublesome 
cases of diseased currency systems at the present time. In moat 
of the suffering countries the State is always going to the bank 
of issue and asking for another loon, and at the moment 
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the bank has nothing to lend. The President of the Bank might 
well reply to the Finanoe Minister, "I am afraid we shall have 
to print another twenty milliards, and prices are rising already, 
so that according to Cassel's theory, we must charge you a very 
high rate: what do you say to 20 per oent. !" "All right," 
answers the Finanoe Minister quite cheerfully, "it's all the 
same to me: by that little arrangement we made the other day 
all your profits are coming back to the Treasury, so you can 
charge what you like !" Sometimes the Stste prints the paper 
itself and either spends it direct, without any disguise, as in 
Russia, or, as in Great Britain, first goes through the form .of 
"lending" it to itself in Ways and Means Advances or on 
Treasury Bills and other " Government securities." It is toler
ably obvious that no policy of the banks can prevent a Govern
ment from itself issuing directly as much inconvertible legal 
tender money as it chooses: nor is it any use to tell a Govern
ment which goes through the hollow form of lending an issue to 
itself that it ought to charge itself a high rate of interest. In 
all this immense and important ephere, then, Professor Cassel 
himself is bound to preach that Governments should meet their 
expenses by other means than creating new currency, and this 
is simply the old gospel of due limitation of issue. 

But, in scriptural phrase, he .. kicks against the pricks." He 
cannot see much virtue in any limitation exoept in his own, at 
best insufficient, and at worst wholly fp.tile, limitation by dis
count. When notes are convertible into free (i.e., meltable and 
exportable) gold, they are limited in amount by this converti
bility-limited to the amount which can be got into circulation 
and kept there without driving their value below par with gold • 
.. The liability to redeem notes," Professor Cassel admits, 
.. compels the central bank to adopt a right discount policy, 
and that has its importance for the maintenanoe of the monetary 
unit. But it is not a means to that end." I should say that is 
exactly what it is, and, moreover, that it is a means which does 
not act, as he supposes, indirectly throUgh the discount rate, 
but directly through the limitation of issue caused by the bank 
not being able to keep the notes outstanding if the gold which 
it is obliged to give for them is greater in value than they are. 
The right discount policy of the bank is forced upon it by what 
the Bank of England directors used to call "consideration for 
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the safety of their establishment," a thing which it would not 
have te worry about if it had, and expected always te retain, 
the power of issuing unlimited paper currency legal tender. 
Nothing can bankrupt a bank or Government which POBBesBes 
this power and takes care te owe nothing except money of the 
country: even the dropping of the value of the currency te zero 
will not make it unable te pay, since all its obligations can then 
be paid in waste paper. 

If by an unfortunate lapse from sound policy a paper currency 
< has been allowed te lose its convertibility inte free gold and fallen 
below its par with gold and it is decided te bring it up again te 
that or some other level, the old gospel taught that the institu
tion which had control of the issue, whether bank or Govern
ment, should be directed te reduce the amount outstanding (or 
in a mild case merely te keep it down) till the value of the paper 
rose te the required level. The Cunliffe Committee accepted 
that doctrine, and recommended a policy of cautious reduction 
(First Report, p. 12, tep). The Treasury accepted the particular 
limitation proposed by the Committee at the end of 1919, but 
owing te the usual seasonal decline at the beginning of the 
calendar year, this had no operation till a few months later, 
when it broke the "vicious circle" which people used te talk 
about, or "pricked the bubble," as their ancestors would have 
said, with effects terrific te those who believed in a ten-year 
boom. A right" discount policy" was forced on the banking 
organization when it could no longer depend on the continuance 
of the stream of Currency Notes hot from the press. The post
war slump, which every one with any knowledge of history had 
always expected, at !sst set in. Professor Cassel is not at all 
pleased. He belittles the repression and reduction of the notes 
outstanding, and also the reduction of prices caused by the 
Committee, saying that .. after the Committee issued its first 
report" the amount of notes outstanding still increased, and the 
ECOfU)f1Iist "price index rose from 227 in November, 1918, te a 
maximum of 310 in March, 1920." Is it fair te depreciate the 
recommendation of a committee because that recommendation 
did not have the desired effect during twelve months before it 
was adopted by the Government and a few months more before 
it came inte actual operation t 

But in this matter Professor Cassel tries to ride at one and the 
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same time two horses galloping in contrary directions. While 
suggesting that the Committee's measure was not very effective, 
he complains strongly of its effectiveness. Before %eCOmmending 
it, he says, the Committee ought to have thought of the frightful 
slump it would cause. He has no ground for supposing that 
they did not. It is true that they painted no picture of the horrors 
of slump and depression in their reports, but does the fact that 
a physician has prescribed for a patient without descanting to 
him on the extreme disagreeableness of the prescription, prove. 
that he was not fully aware of that disagreeableness , 

This brings us to the second great article of Professor Cassel's 
creed, the doctrine that dellation must always be avoided at all 
costa. When he sees inIIation he cries, "Halt! but mind you 
do not recoil a single inch I" On grounds of justice, as justice 
is actually conceived by civilized man, this is clearly wrong •.. 
The depreciation of money may have been so recent and so 
violent that less injustice on the whole is done by going back 
part of the way or even the whole way to the old standard than . 
by adhering exaotly to what the newspapers insist on calling 
"the new· low record" of the day. Economio expedienoy 
generally agrees with received ideas of justice, and certainly 
does so here. What precise figure it would be best to select for 
the stabilization of the German mark here and now on this 1st of 
November, 1922, it is·difficult to say, but all reasonable persons 
would agree that the figure would be appreciably higher than 
that of to-day's purchasing power. 

Professor Cassel's plan is to accept the price level of the 
moment and regulate the currency so as to maintain it without 
change, and so avoid slump and depression. Whether it is 
completely poasible to do this he seems to have some little doubt, 
but he certainly overrates the extent to which it is poasible to 
approximate to it. Where prices have been rising for some 
considerable time, business is all carried on under the assump
tion that the rise will continue: when this assumption is shown 
to be wrong, and it has to be accepted that prices will rise no 
further, business arrangements will be upset in exactly the same 
way as they are upset by a change from a condition of expected 
stable prices to a condition of expected falling prices, and with 
exactly the same result of causing a slump and depression. Any
one with diagrammatical tastes may illustrate the angle in the 
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line of prices for hlmseH, and he will see at once what a jolt can 
be hidden under the blessed word "stabilization." On the 
whole a change from a rising line or curve to the horizontal is 
likely to be more violent, and therefore more disturbing, than 
a change from the horizontal to a faI1ing line or curve. It may 
perhaps be suggested that the proper plan is to round oft the 
transition in the way in which the top of a road hill is always 
rounded oft. If the mark is one-thousandth of its old value 
to-day, announce that the issue of paper marks shall be so 
regulated that it shall be one-eleven-hundredth six months hence, 
one-twelve-hundredth> say a year hence, and then remain station
ary. This, however, is probably quite impracticable. and if it 
were not, it could only have the effect of moderating the 
slump while it lengthened the depression. 

Depression is the penalty of boom, whether the boom has a 
monetary or some other origin, and it is eca.rcely in the nature of 
things that any means of avoiding it can be discovered. To U88 

unnecessarily strong language about it and harp on its "dis
astrous " and "appaI1ing" nature is scarcely the way to help 
us to bear it and emerge from it, or to encourage the countries 
which are &till inflating to £see it and get it over. Let us talk 
rather of the brighter side of the picture. Though Professor 
Cassel suggests that deflation adds immensely to the difficulty 
of State finance (p. 206). we have seen the position of our own 
State finance improve enormously since the deflation began, 
while that of the inflating countries gets worse and worse. 
Though we bave many unemployed, we have the satisfaction 
of knowing that the employed in this and other deflated countries 
are better oft than the employed where the inflation boom is still 
in full swing, and that what they produce is sufficient not only 

> for that but at the same time to provide for the unemployed 
and incapable, better at any rate than they have ever been 
> provided for at any earlier period-so well. in fact, that the 
goodness of the provision is supposed to obetruct to an appreci
able extent their return to work by preventing necessary reduc
tions of money wages in certain directions. And finally, let us 
remember what figures will never show, but nearly every one 
feels, that the people of the deflated countries are, in fact, more 
happy and contented. less inclined to internsl struggle and 
bloodshed. than they were in the wild orgy of 191~20. With 
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these things in our mind we shall b8 better able to advise our 
1_ fortunate neighbours to set aside their fears and face the 
inevitable inoonvenience of stopping the rise of prices. 

The question of the moment is not whether these inconveni
ences Inight have been slightly less th&n they have been in the 
United States, Canada, England, or Sweden, but what iB to ba 
done in countries where the unit of account is still depreciating 
at a terrific and in~reasing rate. In the worst cases Professor 
Cassel suggests, very reasonably the abandonment of "tha old 
currency" (by which he means the post 1914 paper currency). 
He would lay " entirely new foundations." But would it not ba 
simpler and easier to use the pre-war foundations! What ails, 
for instance, the old gold mark! It is just as easy to torn tha 
present paper mark into, say, one-thousandth of a gold mark 
as it would be to make it one-live-hundredth of a gold unit twice 
the weight of a gold mark. 

But whether the pre-war unit or some other is aQ,opted, it 
seems unlikely that all obligations to pay marks will be discharge
able at the same rate as that at which the paper notes are taken 
in. It is more probable that the numerous historical precedents 
will be followed and a temporal ecale set up, beginning at par 
for pre-war contracts and descending with the recorded deprecia
tion. A plan very difficult, no doubt, to apply and of very 
imperfect efficacy for its purpose, but perhaps not BO impossible 
in practice ae Professor Cassel's rather lofty dismissal of .. old 
claims .. as now rendered" practically valueless .. by the deprecia
tion of currency, and therefore" disposed of" (p.268). For my 
part I find it difficult to conceive that in any moderately civilized 
country not only the National Debt, but also the debts af local 
authorities, the debentures and preference stocks of all com
panies, life assurances, annuities and pensions, rents from long 
leases, and other obligations expressed in fixed sums of money, 
can be 80 easily "disposed of," that is to say, permanently cut 
down to perhaps a thousandth or a ten-thousandth of their 
proper value merely because a crazy Government printed a great 
many inoonvertible notes, most of them'in 1921-2. 
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2. 

[The foregoing article brought me several inquiries, the first in order 
though not in time being from Mr. Walter W. Stewart, Director of the 
AnaJysis and Research Division of the Federal Reserve Board, who asked 
from what sourae I had got the phraae attributed to the Bank of England 
on pp. 327--S above, .. consideration for the safety of their establish· 
ment." To this I replied in the following letter. The italios are 
Ricardo's own.] 

J'lJlfle 28, 1923. 
DEAlI MR. BTEWAllT,-

I have been looking into the question you ask in your letter 
of the 14th. The phrase you quote has been in my mind for a 
long time, and I had lost sight of the origin of it. I now think 
that I probably got it from Ricardo's pamphlet on the Higk 
Price of BuUicm, pages 16 and 33 (in Ricardo's Works edited by 
McCulloch, pages 269 and 276). On the first of these pages 
Ricardo puts "fearful for the safety of their estsblishment" 
inside quotstion marks without saying whom he is quoting from 
and in a way which suggests that it was a usual expreasion of 
theirs. On the other page he gives a long quotation from Thorn
ton, who wrote in 1802, in which Thornton says" the directors 
of the Bank, as appears by the evidence of some of their body 
given to Parliament, were disposed to resort to a reduction of 
their paper as a means of diminishing or removing the exceBS, 
and of tkUB '[1T0'IJ'idiflg for eke Becwrity of tkeir establishment," 
and another quotation in which Thornton says "the directors 
••. diminish the quantity of their paper tlwough an anvdety 
for the Bafety of tkeir establishment." A little lower down 
Ricardo himself talks of "the neceasity which the Bank felt 
itself under to guard the safety of its establishment." I expect 
the phrase is in the evidence referred to by Thornton, but I 
cannot at the moment lay my hand on it. I will let you know 
later on if I find it. But probably this is enough for your purpose. 

In their evidence before the Bullion Committee of 1810 the 
Governor speaks of " a view to the Bank's own preservation" 
(p. 81 in the folio edition of Minutes of Evidence), and the Deputy
Governor says the Bank "however reluctantly from a regard 
to its own security " would have found it neceasary to withhold 
discounts. You will remember . that at this period the usury 
laws prevented the bank rate being above 5 per cent., 80 that 
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the" Bank had to act on borrowers directly instead of simply 
" choking them 011 by raising the rate. 

I am inclined to think that the most feasible way of keeping 
gold from depreciating further is to encourage the East to use 
gold currency. If this could be done it would take 011 the gold 
output till the Transvaal sources have become much less pro
lific. India would probably have had a big gold currency by 
now if there had been nO opposition from England. I cannot 
think that Europe is likely to want much gold either for currency 
or reserves: people will be quite content with decent paper and 
the very smaIl reserves which are in fact amply sufficient. But 
the East could take a lot of gold. It would further depreciate 
silver, but that would do us no harm. 

3. 

[Another inquiry WB8 from Prof""""" Chari .. J. Bullock of Harvard, 
who asked what ground there WB8 fur the statemoot in the eeoteooe 
beginniDg " On the whole a ohauge " on p. 330 top, above. I replied that 
on reeding the eeoteooe in his lettor I thought I oould not possibly have 
writteo it; theo after eaying that whioh I had in mind probably WB8 

that inflation has 1ISU&!ly beeo more rapid than de1iation, my letter 
oontinues as below.] 

Febroat-y 4, 1923. 
DEAB PRoFESSOB BULLOCK,-
. .• I admit this does not give any real assistance to the 

argument of the paragraph and if I had had your criticism when 
the article was in proof, I would have cut out the sentence (" On 
the whole" to "falling line or"curve "). " 

For the rest, any disagreement between us comes, I think, from 
the rather careless way in which I have assumed that "dis
turbance" (which may be roughly measured by unemployment) 
is proportionate to the "violence" of the transition (violence 
being indicated in the chart by the sharpness of the angle). This 
is evidently wrong, when we re1lect that the terrific drop of 
prices which occurs when people suddeuly revert from a very 
inflated paper standard to an old metallic standard seems to giv.e 
very little trouble, at any rate as regards employment. The 
line in a price chart for France in 1797 and for Mexico a few 
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years ago would show a perpendicular drop from a rapidly rising 
curve, but 1 do not suppose that faIls like that ever caused or 
will oause anything like the unemployment caused by the com. 
paratively moderate faIls which have taken place recently in 
our two countries. Why not' Because the situation is better 
understood and recognized, and people accommodate themselves 
to it at once instead of resisting: the necessity of revising all 
contracts made in what is seen to be a different standard is 
admitted and the legislature (I can't answer for Mexico, as your 
magazines resolutely refuse to recognize its existence) arranges 
for this being done in an orderly manner so far as it possibly can. 
Your States set the example about 1780, though most of you 
have forgotten it. 

The Austrians seem to be trying Cassel's prescription and 
they have got the .. disturbance." Would it have been worse 
if they had gone back to gold kronen' .. One of the conse
quences," you say, .. might be national bankruptcy." Of course 
the Austrian Government would have been bankrupt in the 
seme that it could only have'paid a small number of gold kronen 
for each thousand kronen it had promised to pay. But what 
has it done now 1 Paid off milliards of debt contracted in kronen 
..when the krone was equal to a gold krone, to half a gold krone, 
to a quarter gold krone and so on in paper kronen worth one
eleven-thousandth of a gold krone (which itself is worth much 
less than some time ago). This, of course, is not" bankruptcy" ; 
nor would this country be bankrupt if our Parliament passed a 
law that in all Acts and Orders relating to the national 'debt one 
penny should be substituted for one pound. 

I began remonstrating against the printing of additional 
currency even before I published Mooey in the latter part of 1918, 
and therefore do not consider that the world has any right to ask 
me to find it a painless way out of its trouble. As time goes on, 
however, I am becoming more and more sure that the least pain· 
ful way is that of the clean cut, i.e., make up your mind what 
standard you are going to adopt and go to it at once. When, at 
the end of 1919 we decided to make the pound once more 113 
grains of fine gold, we ought to have bought in the necessary 
100 millions of notes at once in a few months instead of spreading 
the process over 31 years. 
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ADAM SMITH ON TWE~IETH-CENTURY FINANCE 

[An article in the June, 1923, number of E~ the appea.ra.nee of 
which, following an rortio1e by Dr. James Bonar on .. Adam Smith, 1723 
and 1923 .. is expIainecI by the fact that June 6 waa the two-hunclredth 
anniversary of Smith'. birth.] 

ADA.J4 SmTH, who produced his great work at the very late age of 
fifty-three, did not grow old rapidly, but we can imagine that at 
two hundred he might have been a little stiff and unable to 
appreciate at their full value some of the later developments of 
economics. We can picture his somewhat contemptuous toler
ance of 

.. the very ingenious speculations of Mr. Jevons, Mr. Marshall, Mr. 
Edgeworth and others, who have introduced a sort of algebra or 
geometry into the science of political eoonomy. The followers of 
that eyatem are very numerous: and as men are fond of appearing 
to understand what surpasses the oomprehension of ordinary people, 
the cypher, as it may be oaIied, in which they have ooncealed; rather 
than exposed, their doctrine, has perhaps oontributed not a little to 
increase the number of its admirers. While it has been of scare. 
any service to the statssman and has done little to provide either a 
plentiful subsistence for the people or a sufficient revenue for the 
sovereign, it has at least given rise to much thonght and speculation 
among the youth at the universities, more espacially at that of 
Cambridge, which in my time was sunk in a torpor, no less profound, 
I believe, than that of Oxford." 

He might, perhaps, have doubted whether the adoption of 
this part of education by women tended, like every part of 
women's education in his day, 

.. evidently to some useful purpose: either to improve the natural 
attractions of their person, or to form their mind to reserve, to 

. 335 
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modesty, to chastity and to economy; to render them both likely 
to become the mistresses of a family, and to behave properly when 
they have become such." 1 

But at the present juncture it is less interesting to compare 
the pure science of the Wealth of NatWnB with that of the Econ
omics of Welfare, than to ask what Adam Smith might have to 
say about twentieth-century post-war finance . 

.. They whom we call politicians," he told his Glasgow students, 
.. are not the most remarkable men in the world for probity and 
punctuality. Ambassadors from difierent nations are still less so. 
. .. The reason of this is that nations treat with one another not 
above twice or thrice in a century, and they may gain more by one 
piece of fraud than they lose by having a bad character. . •. Wher
ever dealings are frequent, a man does not expect to gain so much by 
anyone contract as by probity and punctuality on the whole, and a 
prudent dealer who is sensible of his real intsrest would rather choose 
to lose what he has a right to than give any ground for suspicion. 
. .. When the greatsr part of people are merchants, they always 
bring probity and punctuality into fashion, and the .. therefore are 
the principal virtues of a commercial nation." I 

There is a good deal in this. How pleased Smith would have 
been to hear that the City approved of the payment of our 
American debt, and that it was improbable that the less com
mercial nations would ever fulfil similar obligations J He might 
perhaps have remembered a passage close to the end of the 
Wealth of NatWns: 

.. The last war, which was undertaken altogether on account of the 
colonies, cost Great Britain upwards of ninety millions. The Spanish 
war of 1739 was principally undertaken on their account; in which, 
and in the French war that was the consequence of it, Great Britain 
spent upwards of forty millions, a great part of which ought justly 
to be charged to the colonies." 

If the Americans, he might have argued, had long been a 
commercial nation, they would, perhaps, have reckoned up these 
sums at compound interest and insisted on setting the resultant 
sum against the present British debt. As they are only be
ginners, this much could scarce be expected of them. 

No accounts of debtor and creditor would have been necessary 
if his scheme for giving the colonies representation in .. the 

1 Wtallh 0/ Nalitm8, Ed. Cannan, VoL II. p. 266. 
I Ltdu.ru, pp. 264-6. 
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states-general of the. British empire" proportionate to their 
taxation had been adopted. He does not seem to have thought 
the scheme very practicable, but only .. not perhape improper " 
to be suggested .. in a speculative work" like the W 1ltl/tA of 
Nations.' More thoroughgoing than any modern advocate of 
.. Imperial Unity," he was prepared to face a removal of the seat 
of Imperial Government from England to North America as soon 
as~the North American taxation should become equal to the 
British, which he thought likely to happen by about the present 
time: 

.. Such has hitherto been the rapid progress of that country in 
wealth, population, and improvement, that in the course of little 
more than a century, perhaps, the produce of American might exceed 
that of British taxation. The .... t of the empire would then natur
ally remove itself to that pert of the empire which contributed most 
to the general defence and support of the whole." • 

Great Britain having lost the doubtful chance of beiDg part of the 
.. extensive empire" of North America, which, he said, " seems 
very likely to become one of the greatest and most formidable 
that ever was in the world," 8 he would doubtless have adhered 
to his alternative policy that she should" endeavour to foClCOm
modate her future views and designs to the real mediocrity of 
her circumstances."· 

He would take a gloomy view of the present problem of national 
debts. Even in 1776 they were" enormous," and he says they 
.. oppress and will, in the loug run, probably ruin all the great 
nations of Europe,'" forgetting what he is said to have once 
remarked, "there is a great deal of ruin in a nation." His 
description of the way in which debt is incun:ed is quite up to date. 
On the outbreak of war, he says, modern governments. 

" are both unwilling and unable to increase their revenue in propor
tion to the increase of their expence. They are unwilling, for fear of 
ofiending the people, who by BO great and BO sudden an inorease of 
tax~, would BOon be disgusted with the war; and they are unable, 
from not well knowing what taxes would be suffioient to produce the 
revenue wanted. The facility of borrowing delivers them from the 
embarrassment which this fear and inability would otherwise 

1 WeGlllo of NaIi_, Ed. Cannan, VoL n, p. 419. 
• Ibid., VoL n, p. 124. • Ibid., VoL n, p. l!2. 
• Ibid., Vol. n, p. 433. • Ibid., Vol. U, p. 396. 
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occasion. By means of borrowing they are enabled, with a very 
moderate increaee of taxes, to raise, from year to year, money suffi
cient for carrying on the war, and by the practice of perpetual 
funding they are enabled, with the sma.llest possible inereaee of 
taxes, to raise annually the largest possible sum of money." 1 

The return of peace brings little reduction of taxation, since 
all or most of the addition imposed during the war is now required 
to pay interest on the additional debt. If a sinking fund is 
created, it is always wholly inadequate, and almost always 
diverted to pay for some new expense :-

"During the most profound peace, various events occur which 
require an extraordinary expence, and government finds it always 
more convenient to defray this expence by misapplying the sinking 
fund than by imposing a new tax. Every new tax is immediately 
felt more or less by the people. It occssions always 80me murmur, 
and meets with 80me opposition. The more taxes may have been 
multiplied, the higher they may have been raised upon every different 
subject of taxation; the more loudly the people complain of every 
new tex, the more difficult it becomes too either to find out new 
subjects of taxation, or to raiee much higher the taxes already im
posed upon the old. A momentary suspension of the payment of 
debt is not immediately felt by the people, and occssions neither 
murmur nor complaint. To borrow of the sinking fund is always an 
obvious and easy expedient for getting out of the present difficulty. 
The more the public debts may have been accumulated, the more 
necessary it may have become to study to reduce them, the more 
dangerous, the more ruinous it may be to misapply any part of the 
sinking fund; the less likely is the public debt to be reduced to any 
considerable degree, the more likely, the more certainly, is the sinking 
fund to be misapplied towards defraying all the extraordinary 
expences which occur in time of peace. When a nation is already 
overburdened with taxes, nothing but the necessities of a new war, 
nothing but either the auimosity of national vengeance, or the 
anxiety for national security, csn induce the people to submit, with 
tolerable patience, to a new tax. Hence the usnal misapplication of 
the sinking fund." • 

The modem apologists who assert that a national debt is a 
fine thing and ought not to be reduced, because people who own 
it can borrow on the security of their holdinga, would get short 
shrift from Adam Smith if we are to judge from the manner in 
which he treats the author who had represented the public funds 

1 WtaltA 0/ Nation.l, VoL n, p. 405. 
. • Ibi<l., Vol. II, p. 406. . 
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.. as the 8CC1lIIlulation of a great capital superadded to the other 
. capital of the country, by means of which its trade is extended, 
its manufactures multiplied, and its lands cultivated &Jld im
proved much beyond what they Could have been by means of that 
other capital ouly." If the owner of an annuity in the public 
funds borrowed capital on the credit of his annuity, that capital 
" must have existed in the country before and must have been 
employed as all other capitals are." 1 And to say that when the 
debt is held inside the country, all is well, because it is the right 
hand paying the left, and the money does not leave the country, 
is an " apology founded altogether in the sophistry of the mercan- . 
tile system" and, besides, ignores all the inconveuiencies of 
raising money by taxation. I .. It ought to be remembered that 
when the wisest government has exhausted all the proper sub
jects of taxation, it must, in cases of urgent necessity, have 
recourse to improper ones." a 

When the national debt is large, it is seldom or never " fairly 
and completely paid. The liberation of the public revenue, if it 
has ever been brought about at all, has always been brought about 
by a bankruptcy; sometimes by an avowed one, but always 
by a real one, though frequently by a pretended payment.'" 
The "pretended payment" was a payment in a depreciated 
money, and the "most usual expedient" known to Smith was a 
" raising of the denomination of the coin," i.e., legislation making 
existing coine legal tender for larger amounts of the money of 
account than before. This he regarded as less mean than the 
expedient of reducing the fineness of the coin: " A simple aug
mentation is. an injustice of open violence, whereas an adulter&
tion is an injustice of treacherous fraud," and therefore excites 
much greater "fury and indignation." The more modern 
method of depreciating the currency by excessive issues of in
convertible legal tender paper-money, Adam Smith does not 
formally include, though it had already, as he knew, been evolved 
by the governments of the Anlerican colonies, some of which, 
he says a few pages further on, 

"like that of Massaohusett's Bay, advance upon extraordinary 
emergencies a papar-money of this kind for defraying the publio 

1 WealITI 0/ NaWmo, VoL II, p. 410. 
• Ibid., VoL n, p. 412. • Ibid., Vol. n, p. 414-
, lIM.. VoL n. p. 416. 
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expence, and afterwards, when it suite the conveniency of the colony, 
. redeem it at the depreciated value to which it gradually falls. In 
1747that colony paid, in this manner, the greater part of ite public 
debte, with the tenth part of the money for which ite bills had been 
granted.'" 

No matter what expedient is adopted, an open and avowed 
bankruptcy is better than a pretended payment in a depreciated 
currency which extends the calamity from the creditors of the 
public to the creditors of private persons, and is really worse 
even for the public creditors, as they are generally creditors of 
private persons as well as of the public. 

" A pretended payment of this kind, therefore, instead of allevi
ating, aggravates in most cases the 1088 of the creditors of the 
publio; and without any advantage to the public, extends the calam
ity to • great number of other innocent people. It occasions a 
general and most pernicious subversion of the fortunes of private 
people; enriching in most cases the idle and profuse debtor at the 
expence of the industrious and frugal creditor, and transporting a 
great part of the national capital from the hands which were likely 
to increase and inlprove it, to those which are likely to dissipate and 
destroy it. When it becomes necessary for a stata to declare itaslf 
bankrupt, in the same manner as when it becomes necessary for an 
individual to do so, a fair, open, and avowed bankruptcy is always 
the measure which is both !east dishonourable to the debtor, and 
least hurtful to the creditor. The honour of a state is .urely very 
poorly provided for, when, in order to cover the diagrace of a real 
bankruptcy, it has recourse to a juggling trick of this kind, 10 easily 
seen through, and at the same tinle 80 extremely pernicious. 

" Almost all states, however, ancient as well as modern, when 
reduced to this neoeesity, have, npon lOme occasions, played this 
very juggling trick." • 

The Romans, Smith believed, reduced the As by three stages 
to one-twenty-fourth part of ita original value. What would 
he have said of the Austrian Government paying oft debt in 
crowns reduced to one-thirteen-thousandth of their old gold 
value' 

, w tala. of N aWms, VoL n. p. 426. 
• Ibid., VoL n, p. 416. 
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II 

PROFESSORS AND PROTECTION 

[A review-a.rticle on the Interim Report of the AgriooituraJ. TribunaJ 
of Investigation (CoIllJDaDd Paper, No. 1842), in the g""""""" J"""",, 
for Jnne, 1923.] 

" CoIOlISSlONB" and "Committees of Inquiry," even with a 
judge as chairman, 1 being a little discredited in these latter 
days, the late Government in its last homs, thinking the same 
thing might smell more sweet under another name, decided to 
set up a " Tribunal of Investigation" to inquire into agricultural 
methods. The present Govemment adopted the idea, 80 that 
the minute of appointment was signed by Mr. Bonar Law on the 
26th of December, 1922. 

As if to mark still more completely the abandonment of the 
eHete machinery of the past, the Tribunal is composed entirely 
of Professors, namely, Sir William Ashley, Professor of Commerce 
at Birmingham, and Professors Adams and Macgregor, Professors 
respectively of Political Institutions and Political Economy at 
Oxford, its academic character being completed by the appoint
ment of Mr. C. s. Orwin, Lecturer in Agricultural Economics at 
Oxford, as Agricultural Assessor. 

The reference to the Tribunal smacks of the politician inexpert 
in economics and trying, as usual, to combine incompatible ideals. 
It is " to inquire into the methode which have been adopted in 
other countries during the last fifty years to increase the prO&
perity of agriculture and to secure the fullest possible use of the 
land for the production of food and the employment of labour 
at a living wage, and to advise as to the metho,de by which those 
results can b.e achieved in this country." What is " agriculture," 
and when does it " prosper" 1 Is" agriculture" in this context 
the cultivation of the fielde, and if 80, are we to consider it 
.. prospera " (1) when more personB are employed in cultivation, 
whether their per capiJa product is greater or less, or (2) when the 
aggregate produce is greater, whether the additional ptoduce is 
got by a more than proportional or a less than proportional 

1 The ref"""""" is to the Coal Industry Commisaion presided over b; • 
Mr. JlI8tiee Sankey. 
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addition to the labour employed, or (3) when the produce per 
capita of persons employed directly and indirectly in agricultural 
production is greater, whether the aggregate produce is greater or 
less ~ It was doubtless some obscure feeling that 'the prosperity 
of agriculture required definition that led the framer of the 
reference to add the words, .. and to secure the fullest possible 
use of the land for the production of food and the employment 
of labour at a living wage." These words suggest that his ideal 
of a prosperous agriculture was one in which the greatest possible 
aggregate produce is combined with the securing of a living wage 
to the persons employed, farmers being probably supposed able 
to look after themselves, and landlords, whether dukes or others, 
being taken as negligible. But this only makes the darkness 
visible. There are few things more certain than that getting 
the greatest possible aggregate amount of produce out of the 
land will prevent what in twentieth-century England is called a 
.. living wage" being available for agricultural labour, and indeed 
for any kind of labour. Every farmer and every person who has 
grown potatoes or peas in his garden for his own consumption 
knows by experience that it is .. not worth while" to expend 
more than a certain limited amount of labour on the land, not 
because no additional produce could be got by additional labour , 
but because the additional produce would not be sufficient to 
remunerate the additional labour at the existing rate. To make 
arrangements for the fullest possible use of the land would be 
an attempt towards the attainment of the ideal, rightly derided 
by J. S. Mill, of a .. human anthill," in which.the people are as 
numerous as possible, and all enjoy a " living wage" only in the 
literal sense of the barest necessaries of life in return for the 
longest possible hours of the hardest possible labour. 

The three Professors, who have all taught economics at one 
time or another, must have 'been long acquainted with this 
economic commonplace, and the Agricultural Assessor has quite 
recently insisted on it, declaring that if the people of Great 
Britain want more agriculture they can have it by paying for it, 
with an emphasis on the condition which to many agriculturists 
has seemed at least untimely. 

We may suppose that the Tribunal resolved to put a .. liberal 
interpretation" on the politician'8 phrases, and to take it that 
he really meant his ideal to be the securing of the greatest aggre-
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gaU; produce compatible with the payment of a living wage to 
the persons employed, and that by a living wage he did not mean 
anything less than such a wage as country labour would be likely 
to accept having regard to the remuneration obtainable in other 
employmente. . The general idea at the back of his mind evi
dently was that the Tribunal should study foreign experience 
and find out from it how the efficiency of British agriculture 
might be improved __ d a very good idea too. It may be, and 
probably is, true that British agriculture is already 80 efficient 
that a day's labour of a given length and intensity in it at present 
yields more or better product than the same amount in most 
parte of Europe, but no one supposes that it has nothing to learn 
even from systems which, on the whole, are inferior. Moreover, 
.. other countries" include not only European countries, but 
those other countries, British and foreign, across the oceans 
where the power of the agricultural worker to produce is far 
greater than in Europe. 

H any difficulty is felt about the acceptance of this interpre
tation of the reference, there can, at any rate, be no doubt that 
it intended the principal work of the Tribunal to be an investiga
tion of agricultural policy in other countries. It was never 
framed in the· anticipation that the Tribunal might forthwith 
recommend a policy centuries old for stale old reasons which 
have been familiar to every one for a century or more. Pr0-
fessors, however, read the newspapers, and the newspapers have 
discovered from the eastern counties strike and other indications 
that British agriculture is in a .. plight," and that the business 
of the Tribunal is to pull it out. The ~bunal has responded to 
the call with a nimbleness which might be envied by mere 
politicians, and brought out an interim report in which the 
experience of foreign countries appears as little more than pad
ding, while the staple is recommendation of protective measures 
based in no way whatever upon that experience. 

The report begins with .. the very serious crisis with which 
the agricultural industry in this country is faced," and a descrip
tion of .. the gravity of the i.m:mediste &tete of British agri
culture" which is intended to be blood-curdling, but, it must 
be confeslied, reads a little tame to anyone familiar with con
temporary deseriptions of the same thing after the Napoleonio 
War. In causing .. the depression in agriculture," .. drought in 
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1921 and the heavy fall of prices in 1922 have been main factors." 
But the Tribunal has no proposals for stabilizing the weather by 
methods succe&8fully practised in other countries, and does not 
say that any other country has succeeded in stabilizing the 
profits of agriculture in favourable and unfavourable seasons. 
Nor does it consider the cause of the recent fall of prices, and 
whether it is likely to recur; nor how other industries ha~e met 
the fall in the price of their products. The immediate crisis is 
brought up merely to excuse the hurried presentation of a report 
recommending a few of the usual expedients for fighting one of 
the most enduring and most satisfactory tendencies of human 
progress-the tendency for an ever-diminisbing proportion of 
human labour j;o be required for. satisfying the human stomach, 
which, as Adam Smith observed, is of limited capacity. 

Agricultural co-operation and education, which the Tribunal 
proceeds to praise, are, of course, good things which accelerate 
this tendency to a diminution of the proportion of persons em
ployed in agriculture in the world at large, but if they are more 
largely adopted in one country than in others, they may have 
the effect of concentrating more of the world's agriculture in 
that country, and so of tending to increase agricultural employ
ment in that country. Whether they actually have that effect 
in any particular case depends on the particular circumstances. 
That they would have it in this country the Tribunal assumes 
by putting them immediately after a paragraph (§ 9) of which 
the burden is a complaint that "in every other country agri
culture plays a larger part in national life:" It may quite easily 
be true, but it surely requires some kind of proof. The countries 
which occur to the ordinary mind as those in which agriculture 
plays a very large part in national life are China, India and 
Russia, none of them specially remarkable for agricultural 
co-operation and education. 

But it is only after this that we come to the real businese 
of "Recommendations." The first suggests some extension 
of the proposals of the Committee on Credit Facilities, and the 
next asks for a 25 per cent. reduction of railway rates, at the 
expense of the taxpayer if it cannot be forced on the companies. 
Professor Macgregor dissents so far as the taxpayer is concerned. 
The third recommendation is for renovating and immensely 
enlarging the Agricultural Rates Act grant by making it equal 
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to half the produce of the existing rates instead of half the amount 
levied in 1896. The stock objection that this grant gives most 
relief where least is needed is not noticed, but Professor 
Macgregor thinks the recommendation at least precipitate. 

After subsidies, Proteetion, at first in somewhat ludicrous 
disguise. Farmers would like to have more wheat oftals if they 
were eheaper, and it has been suggested that there would be 
more and cheaper oftala if the importation of flour were stopped, 
because then, it is argued, wheat would be imported. instead of 
flour, and be milled here, giving out its oftala to the British 
fanner instead of leaving them behind to be sold in the country 
of origin. "It is probable," says the Tribunal, "that such 
action would not raise the price of flour in this llountry, for the 
existing milling capacity of this country is capable of an output 
equal to our total consumption of flour." Apart altogether 
from the posBloility that the few great milia in this country, 
when relieved of foreign competition, might combine to fleece 
the consumer, this is a very remarkable argument, which shows 
the value of a correct understanding of ' the doctrine of the value 
of joint products. At present, say, of every five bags of flour 
which we use made out of wheat grown outside the country; four 
have been milled here from imported wheat, while the other has 
been milled abroad, leaving the oftala behind. Why this pro
portion" Because, having regard to the prices of both flour 
and oftals and the cost of milling in the various countries of 
origin and here, this is the proportion which just pa.ys. If more 
wheat and 1_ flour were sent, it is very likely that the relative 
cost of milling would be inappreciably aftected, but the change 
would quite obviously tend to reduce the price of oftala here (as 
the Tribunal itself expects) and raise it in the countries of origin. 
How anyone could fail to see that this would tend to reduce the 
quantity of wheat sent to this country, and consequently to 
raise the price of all wheat here, is difficult to imagine. And the 
position of the Tribunal is not improved by its claim to have 
found an even better way of cheapening oftals without raising 
the price of flour to the consumer. After the words quoted 
above it goes on: .. We recommend, however, that the import 
be left open, but that importers of wheat flour should be required 
to send a corresponding proportion of wheat oftala." With every 
three hundredweights of flour. the importer must bring in 
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(whether in the same ship or otherwise is not stated) one hundred
~eight of offals I Really, if Tribunals of Professors are going 
to make jokes of this quality, near akin to the "jokers" of 
American protective legislation, the BOoner we have the old
fashioned Commissions again the better. Anyone who has ever 
handled grain and Hour knows that if he has the choice of carry
ing a quantity of grain unmilled or the same quantity after con
version into Hour and offals, he will elect to carry the grain 
unmilled, and consequently the proposal of the Tribunal is fully 
equivalent to the prohibition of import which it professes to 
avoid. 

Having made this approach the Tribunal now gets to Pro
tection naked and unashamed. It proposes a duty of 108. a 
quarter on malting barley if imported from foreign countries 
and 68. sa. if from Dominions, and a duty of 208. per cwt. on 
foreign and 138. 4d. on Dominion hops. Modelling itself on the 
well-known and in every respect utterly discredited principle of 
the old English com-laws, it actually recommends that the 
importation of potatoes should be prohibited except when 
licensed by the Board of Trade "after consultation with the 
Minister of Agriculture as to the extent of home supplies," which 
means, of course, that the ports are to be shut ordinarily but to 
be openoo when the crop at home is unuaually short. 

Profesor Macgregor dissents from the recommendation about 
the imports of Hour and offa1s, and from that about malting 
barley and hops, but accepts the potato proposal. 

The protection of the infant industry of beetroot sugar is 
to continue "sufficiently long to enable the experiment to be 
thoroughly tested "; and all imported agricultural produce is 
to be marked with the name of the country of origin BO far as 
practicable. 

The only other important recommendation is that six district 
agricultural wages boards should be set up in England and 
Wales to fix minimum wages and give permits only. The argu
ment in favour of this is not well knit, and is probably the result 
of combining the different contributions of several hands. The 
idea that something of the kind must be offered to buy off oppo
sition to the "forms of assistance" proposed is not definitely 
put forward, but seems to underlie the suggestion of sections 35 
and 36, that farmers will not work Trade Boards well unIese they 
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.. can entertain a certain feeling of security with regaM to their 
business prospects." 

.. Low wages," says the Tribunal, "are too often ooincident 
with bad farming." It would probably say the same of low 
rents. But if the farmer, like other producers, is driven to more 
efficient production by greater outgoings, why is he, unlike them, 
never driven to more efficient production by smaller inoomings 
resulting from lower prices! The Tribunal may fairly be asked 
to answer this question in ita next report, or in the alternative 
to say definitely that it does not oonsider itself appointed to 
improve the productivity of agricultural ilidustry, but to give 
us as much agriculture as we are prepared to pay for. 

m 
, THE GOLD MARK wn.r. BE RESTORED 

[A letter remonstrating against the peoaimism which was prevalent in 
the City about the probability of .. speedy reform of the German IlJlI'fency. 
The first two pamgrapha of the letter are explained by the fact thet $e 
Reichebaok had raieed ite rate of dieccunt to eomething like 90 per oent. 
per annnm and ito rate on Joane to 10 per oent., and it had been enggeeted 
that 90 per oent. wae prohibitozy. 

The fo_ in the Jaet pamgraph turned ont quite oorrect. For 
more than .. year before April, 1925, the pound was nnable to "look the 
mark in the faoe." Bee below, pp. 353, .35~.] 

September 17, 1923. 
DEAB 8m,-

But is 90 per cent. disoount really prohibitive! If some 
one gave you the choice between a milliard of marks now and 
ten milliarda to be paid a twelvemonth hence, would you take 
the ten milliarda! If you had done so a year ago you would 
have made a very bad bargain. It ~ well known that the 30 
per cent. rate was absurdly below the market rate. 

As to the reduction of the rate on advances to 10 per cent., it is 
obvious that there can be no intention of lending in marks a~ 
that rate. Something else is meant. I remember that when 
the Austrian rate was 12 or somewhere in that neighbourhood, 
I asked an Austrian what it meant, and he said the banks etipu-
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Jated for repayment in Swiss francs. Doubtless there is a catch 
somewhere. 

I think you are very incautious in pooh·poohing the pos
sibility of a gold-mark currency being established pretty soon. 
Experience suggesta that peoples do somehow manage to defeat 
the efforts of their governments. to keep them without a 
decent currency. In former times, down to the case of Mexico 
only a few years ago, they discarded the government paper 
and took to hard cash. The German government with the 
Reichsbank has so far succeeded in preventing that by regulating 
the import and use of gold so thst nobody can import or use it : 
the Rand is fully aware of this if nobody else is. But the game 
is nearly up, and the government could now obviously do better 
for itself by abandoning the present currency and issuing a 
new one guaranteed not to be issued to such an extent as to 
make the unit of less value than a gold mark. You may say but 
where is the guarantee 1 Of course if the people think the new 
will go- the way of the old, it will fail. But will they 1 The 
chervonetz experience suggests that they won't. .Alter the 
awful experience of the present currency, they will hope for the 
best. At least £100,000,000 currency must be required in 
Germany, and to provide that and no more in the new paper 
would be much better business for the government than to go on 
printing the present issue. I don't say it is certain, but I do 
think it quite possible that " the pound may not be able to look 
the mark in the face " any more than it can the American or the 
Mexican gold dollar. 

IV 

GOOD MONEY DRIVES OUT BAD IN THE LONG RUN: 
BUT WHY NOT QUICKER' 

[A letter in The Timu of October 6, 1923.] 

Sm,-
No thinking person who has seen (as we all have) some

thing of the effects of rapidly rising prices in creating nervous 
irritation and consequent economic and political unrest can 
doubt that Germany's disastrous situation at the present mo-
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ment is chiefly dUB to the badness of her eu:mmcy. What is 
most immediately required for her salvation and for the preser
vation of a great part of the economio machinery of Europe and 
the world is not an abatement or settlement of reparations or 
even the evacuation of the Ruhr, but the introduction of a trust
worthy currency. 

To say "Balance your Budget without the aid of further 
issues of paper money" is good advice in the earlier stages of 
depreciation. We ourselves acted on it, and in consequence, 
in spite of some troubles, we are fairly contented and can and 
do pay our debts, and that although our debtors do not pay 
us. But in the very late stage at which Germany has arrived 
it seems quite impoBBible that the advice can be taken, at any 
rate in the absence of great assistance from outside, which is not 

. in the least likely to be given. 
But Germany is not the first country which has destroyed 

the value of a paper currency by putting unlimited quantities 
of it on the market; nor is she the first in that situation to :lind 
no outside assistance. Her predecessors found ways out for 
themselves, and she will have to do the same. Happily for the 
world, Gresham's very hasty generalization, "Bad money drives 
out good," is just the reverse of the truth in the loug run. On 
the whole,. the world has progressed from bad currencies to 
less bad currencies-good money drives out bad. What has 
usually happened when the Government of a country has in. 
flicted a very rapidly depreciating cmrency on its subjects 
for some time is that they have disregarded its wishes, regulatious, 
and penalties, and taken to using something else in place of the 
Government's legal tender money. That legal tender has then 
lost all value, and the Government, having no further power to 
buy without paying, has been compelled to keep its expenditure 
inside what it can raise by taxation and borrowing. 

Why has not this already happened in Germany! Not 
because of peculiar ignorance and stupidity in the people. They 
cannot be supposed -to have less commercial sense than the 
Americans in 1780, the French in 1797, or the Mexicans a few 
years ago. They have in fact displayed a good deal of ingenuity 
in devising gnmilzahl methods of reckoning values in gold. 
Then why have they not done what other peoples have done 
before them-insisted on circulating pieces of valuable metal 
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which may be trusted to remain valuable since the Government 
cannot multiply them at will like paper notes 1 

The answer is, simply because the German Government is 
not only as stupid as the Governments of the past which have 
issued unlimited paper, but also, unfortunately, more administra- t 
tively efficient. In addition to the still large amount of gold , 
in the Reichsbank, which is absolutely of no present use there, 
there must be many million pounds' worth of other hoarded 
gold in Germany. It does not come out of the hoards and 
circulate as money because the Government is able to enforce 
regulations which prevent the owners from securing full value 
for it. To take gold into Germany at present would be extremely 
profitable in the absence of regulations, because it would be 
the cheapest way of buying things there; Americans and the 
South African mine-owners are allowed by their own Govern
ments to export gold to Germany, but the German Government 
makes and is able to enforce regulations which ensure that 
they shall only do so at a 1088-80 they abstain from doing 
it. 

If the German Government could only be got to see the 
desirability of removing its heavy foot so as to allow free dealing 
in and free import and export of gold, the gold could soon be 
supplemented by notes redeemable in gold and, like other 
redeemable issues, limited in quantity by their redeemability. 
If not, the best hope seems to lie in the possibility of such a 
weakening of the administration as may lead to failure to enforce 
the regulations. It will probably be objected their Germany 
cannot afford a currency mostly or largely composed of precious 
metal. But a tolerable currency is a necessary of life under 
modern conditionll, and no country, however poor, has ever 
been prevented from having it by its poverty. The people 
may be trusted to buy themselves a currenoy sufficient for their 
business, even if the incompetence of their rulers prevents their 
having the cheapest possible one. 
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V 

THE PAYMENTS WHICH HAVE TO BE MADE DETERMINE 
THE BALANCE OF TRADE 

[.11_ criticizing a book by two AmericaJlll which I had refused to 
__ because I was reluctant to do anything which might be taken &8 

eupport for _vagant demands for repa<ations.) 

septernbM 30, 1923. 
My DEAR Sm,-

• .,. The doctrine that .. excess of exports over imports is 
the only true measure of what a nation can pay" (lI1IHiciently 
condemned as it is by being .. recognized " by mch eminently 
bad authorities as Lloyd George and Briand) is like a red rag to a 
bnll to me. .. It is a true measure of what a nation does pay" 
(in tribute, net investment abroad, etc.) would be a defensible 
statement, but to suggest that the excess in the absence of some 
payment shows whether the payment can be made is simply 
idiotic. The excess or deficit depends on the payments that 
have to be made. To say the payment of reparations is to be 
secured by .. requiring the delivery of whatever excess of exports 
may be developed" is one of the silliest statements yet made. 
Does anyone seriously imagine that our beginning to pay the 
interest on our American debt doesn't alter our trade balance by 
just the amount we have got to pay! Before, we collected the 
30 millions in taxation, and had it to spend again : now, we 
collect the 30 millions and give it to the .Americans to spend. 
Our consumption of goods is reduced by 30 millions, and that of 
the outside world is increased. by the ss.me amount: this may 
mean either that we send more of our produce abroad or that 
we get less of the outside world's produoe, or a combination 
of the two movements. Of course the amount of exports and 
imports into Germany will be affected in the ss.me way by the 
amount of reparations exacted. 

The Americans' argument about the deliveries in kind is an 
amazing piece of muddle-headedness. Of course if she's paying 
she isn't getting something in return: the object of reparatioJ18 
is to make her hand over something without getting anything in 
exchange. .. Deliveries in kind redu~ capacity to export 
other articles" : no doubt; but they might as well say to a IIllUl, 
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who owes a hundred pounds, "Don't pay £50, for it will reduce 
your capacity to pay." The delivery in kind would be part 
payment and part of the export surplus created by the payment. 

In short, if the German Government can raise the required 
amount by taxation, there won't be the least difficulty about 
sending it abroad. Exports are always popular, and the popu
lace '\Von't worry about the country getting nothing for them. 

VI 

ARE CURRENCY NOTES ARBITRARILY LIMITED OR 
AUTOMATICALLY REGULATED' 

I. 

[A letter published in the ECO'M71>iaI of November 3, 1923.] 

Sm,-
Two questions occur to me. (1) What is the meaning of 

" arbitrary" when applied ae a term of abuse to the CunlifIe 
limit on our currency of paper pounds t If an institution-the 
Treasury in our case under the Act of 1914-is given power to 
issue bits of paper which must be accepted as "pounds" by 
everyone to whom" pounds .. are due, I fail to see what kind of 
limit on this power can escape being as .. arbitrary" as the 
power itself. I cannot help suspecting that those who complain 
of the " arbitrary limit" really. wish to see the Treasury exer
cising its perfectly arbitrary discretion under the Act by increas
ing the issue whenever sufficiently clamorous interests desire 
higher prices. If not, will they explain what limit they would 
suggest ! 

(2) Is it much use to ask us to decide whether we wish the 
pound to purchaee a etsble amount of gold or a etsbIe amount 
of commodities in general .. urnler prea/lflt cWcumatancu" t 
Present circumetsnoes will not last, and the eseence of business 
is to see and provide for future cireumetsnoes. If this country 
went back to a gold etsndard, many others would follow, and 
stability of exchanges between the whole group would be attained, 
which would be much more valuable than etsbility between 
this country and the United States alone. And even if this 
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country does not return to a gold standard, is it not now fairly 
certain that whether their first experimenlB succeed or fail, 
Germany and European countries to the east of her will soon 
be reckoning all prices in gold onilB, and have a amble exchange 
among themselves and with the United States! Under t1wsB 
circumstances could London afford to go on asking the world 
to reckon not in gold but in Bradburies, the value of which 
was kept amble by the Treasury, assisted by the Bank, the 
Federation of British Industries, and the party agenlB' calcula
tions of votes at the next general election , 

2. 

[Another l.tter to the E_Wi. published December I, 1923.] 

Sm,- . 
In your last issue Mr. Shaw revives the old doctrine that the 

issue of Currency Notes is unlike similar issues because it is 
'" automatic." 

Will he or some one else explain how the action of the bank of 
issue officially called the Currency Note Account essentially 
differs from that of the Reichsbank t When the German 
Government has been unable to meet its expenses otherwise 
(i.e., by taxing, by borrowing from private persons or institutions, 
ete.), the Reichsbank has provided the necessary money by 
discounting German Treasury. Bills, and has got the means 
to do so by the simple process of printing additional mark notes : 
when the British Government from 1914 to 1920 was unable to 
meet ilB expenses otherwise, the Currency Note Account pro
vided the necessary money by discounting British Treasury Bills 
and (in the guise of a .. Government Department ") making Ways 
and Means Advances, and got the means to do so by the simple 
process of printing additional .pound notes. Where is the 
difference , 

All that we can claim is that we did not print on the same 
.. koloaaal" aca1e, and that in 1921 and 1922 our Government 
f/I01"e than met ilB expenses in the other ways, so that some of 
the notes oulBtanding were redeemed, with the natural result 
of a rise in the value of the pound. Early this year when the 
policy was on the point of restoring the gold standard here and· 

AA 
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leading to a speedy restoration of the uniform basis of reckoning 
values which had prevailed throughout almost the whole civilized 
world before the war, faint hearts abandoned it. Since then 
we have only just "balanced our budget," and consequently 
have kept the amount outstanding stationary. Now, we seem 
in some danger of listening to those who wish to see us follow 
the inspiring example set by the Germans. 

I gather from the newspapers that the late President of the 
Reichsbank to the day of his death refused to believe that the 
depreciation of the mark was due °to excessive issue. Ifo so, I 
have no doubt that he thought the issue was "automatic" 
and merely a proper response to the legitimate demands of 
trade. 

VII 

EXCHANGE STABILITY OR PRICE STABILITY f 
KEYNES' CHOICE 

[A review in the Manche8W:r GuM..,.,. O.",......citJI for Deeember 20, 
1923, of Mr. Keynes' T1'act 1m MondMy Re!"",,, 1923.1 

MR. KEYNES' book, held back for a little in order that we might 
consider it in the calm succeeding the general election, has been 
expected with some apprehension by those who want to see the 
restoration of the gold standard and had noticed that some of his 
more ardent disciples had been olamouring in the Press for a 
"little" inflation. Alarm was unnecessary: ° it is not Mr. 
Keynes who will give us trillions of pounds and the abounding 
prosperity of Germany. 

There are certainly a couple of passages of inflationary ten
dency. One, on page 69, gives somewhat tepid support to the 
little inflationists by conjecturing that if prices are stabilized at 
from 80 to 100 per cent. above the pre-war level we might, per
haps; carry on without either oppressive taxation on earned 
income or a capital levy, and remarking in a mere parenthesis 
that such a level of prices is "probably desirable on other grounds." 
The other passage, on pages 183-4, declares that in the matter of 
the limit of the fiduciary issue the recommendations of the 
Cunli£fe Committee call for urgent change, since if the limit were 
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enforoed it would .. damp down" a .. revival" of trade. To 
damp down booms is just. what is required in order to maintain 
steadiness and the absence of depressions, and the fact is not 
altered by the boom being called a .. revival." And after all, 
booms did manage to take place on a moderate scale in pre-war 
days without any addition to the fiduciary note issue and with 
very little addition to the total currency of notes and gold 
coin. 

But these are aberrations from the main argument of the 
book, which is that we must keep prices steady by proper manage
ment of the paper pound, and give up all aspiration after a re
turn to the gold standard, either at the old par of 113 grains of 
fine gold or any other, because that standard will not give us 
stability of prices, and any convenience it might give in foreign 
exchange would be insufficient compensation for the 1088 of 
stability: besides, it is suggested the United States must also 
abandon gold and pursue internal stability, while Canada and 
all Latin-American countries would do well to attach themselves 
by exchange standards to the American dollar, and most of 
the countries of the eastern hemisphere would do well to attach 
themselves similarly to the paper pound, so that before long 
stability of foreign exchange would be added to stability of 
internal prices. We should have complete stability with the 
countries in the paper-pound group and approximate stability 
with those in the dollar group, so long as the J,lOlicies were suc
cessful. 

In combating the thick-and-thin believers in gold who think 
the gold standard the most perfect standard which can, or ever 
will, be devised by civilized man, Mr. Keynes is on firm ground. 
As he says, the very moderate amount of stability of value 
which gold has displayeq in the past has been largely due to a 
fortunate collocation of circumstances, on the continuance of 
which it would be quite unsafe to rely. The fact that some 
students, such as Professor Cassel, believe it will get much 
dearer, and others, such as Professor Irving Fisher, believe it will 
get much cheaper, scarcely justifies those who do not think 
they know in striking an average and believing it will remain 
stable. Mr. Keynes inclines to conjecture that the dange:.; is 
less of its becoming dearer and depressing prices than of its 
getting cheaper and bringing about another period of rapid rise 
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of prices. Its value is only maintsined at its present level by the 
Federal Reserve Board's" costly policy of burying in the vaults 
of Washington what the miners of the Rand have le.boriously 
brought to the surface" (p. 167) and that policy cannot be 
continued indefinitely. The United States must sooner or le.ter 
stop it, whether by letting the purchasing power of the dolle.r 
down till it is not worth while for the producers to exchange 
gold for dolle.rs or by closing the mint to free coinage: in either 
case the value of gold will colle.pse. 

But against the more moderate opinion which favours an 
early return to the gold standard without prejudice to the 
substitution of something better in a not very distant future, 
Mr. Keynes' case is weak. His forecast of the results of his 
own scheme is singule.rly unconvincing. We are not to turn 
our paper pound into a gold pound because the value of gold (or 
the value of the dolle.r, which is the same thing at present) is 
at the mercy of the Federal Reserve Board, which may either 
let the value of gold down or ask us to contribute to the cost of 
maintaining it. But Canada and the countries of Latin America 
are to trust themselves cheerfully to the Board which sits in 
New York, a.nd which is not good enough for us. India, Austra
le.sia, most of the more civilized parts of Africa, and continental 
Europe are to adopt a standard which has no other authority 
than that of being approved by the British Treasury and the 
Bank of Engle.nd as stable in Great Britain and Northern Ire
le.nd. We can only dimly imagine M. Poincare's feelings when 
asked to keep the franc at, say,. 80 to a pound, the value of 
which was managed by the British Treasury, &\lvised, perhaps, by 
Mr. Keynes. 

In fact the recent tendency of Europe, especially since Mr. 
Keynes began to write his book, has been towards reckoning 
values in gold. The pap~ pound has lost, and imaginary gold 
units which are fractions of the dolle.r have gained, ground. 
Even in this country, though we have not yet got to the length 
of reckoning in " gold pounds," we think of the number of dolle.rs 
to the pound as giving us the value of pounds rather than the 
value of dolle.rs. Such credit as the paper pound enjoyed till 
recently was le.rgely due to the fact that it was expected to rise 
in tenDs of gold and dolle.rs. The "'little in1Iation " movement 
has done something to destroy this credit and accelerate the 
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"1Iight to the dollar." The European continental countries 
will not adopt the paper British pound standard, but will prefer 
the American gold dollar standard, which baa both gold and 
the management of the Federal ,Reserve Board to support 
it. 

And they will be pmdent to do so. Mr. Keynes admits that 
"it is natoral, after what we have experienced, that pmdent 
people should desiderate a standard of value which is independ
ent of Finance Ministers and Stste Banks. • • • It is felt 
that the general level of economic and financial education 
amongst statesmen and bankers is hardly snch as to render 
iunovations feasible or safe." But, rather oddly, he suggests 
that the experience on which "reasonable grounds of hesita
tion " are " based is by no means :fair to the capacities of state&
men and bankers. The non-metallic standards of which we 
have experience have been anything rather than scientific 
experiment coolly carried out. They have been a last resort, 
involuntarily adopted as a reanlt of war or inJIationary taxation, 
when the State finances were already broken or the situation 
out of hand. Natnrally in these circumstances, such practices 
have been the accompaniment and the prelude of disaster, But 
we cannot a.rgo.e from this to what can be achieved in normal 
times." Mr. Keynes seems to be blinding himself to the fact 
that these non-metallic standards were adopted by the hard
pressed belligerents at the outbreak of the war and were mi&
managed by them long before their finances were broken and 
the situation out of hand, and also, 'which is perhaps more 
important, that they were adopted at the same time and mi&
managed by nearly all the neutrals and the belligerents who 
scarcely suffered by the war. 

It was no necessity, but sheer ignorance of the most element;.. 
ary principles, which led to each country quite gratuitously 
giving itself a standard of its own even more depreciated than 
gold had been depreciated by the common disuse of it. Even 
our own Treasury, with access to the advice of the foremost 
British experts, denied the whole basis of Mr. Keynes' scheme of 
stabilization when it declared that the issne of notes was auto
matic and could not be controlled. And even within the last 
few months Mr. Keynes' own disciples have been repudiating 
his scheme by crying out that it must not be put in force 
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against the next rise of prices. And Mr. Keynes himself seems 
to think so. 

No. The road both to exchange and price stability is the 
speedy restoration of the gold standard everywhere, either with 
the old unit or some new one. That will at once give the civilized 
world stability of international exchanges and, taking it a8 a 
whole, far greater stability of prices than it has recently enjoyed. 
We need not be terrified by the bogy of gold getting rapidly 
cheaper and prices consequently "soaring," nor by the other 
bogy of gold becoming rapidly dearer and prices consequently 
slumping. After his recent experiences King Gold will be 
content to come back as a constitutional monarch. Rise of 
prices can always be countered by making the units of account 
contain a greater weight of gold, and fall of prices can be coun
tered by making the units lighter. Agreements between all the 
countries (or between all that mattered) to raise or lower the 
weight by uniform percentages would be quite possible and 
likely, and, after the numerous "devaluations" and adoptions 
of wholly new units which must precede the restoration of 
gold, this, the Irving Fisher method, would be fairly intelligible 
to that part of the public which interests itself in such matters. 
Over the Keynes method it has the enormous advantage of 
leaving bankers free to carry on their business as bankers for 
profit, instead of as philanthropists willing to lose money, and 
be blackguarded as well, in reward for their efforts to serve 
mankind. 



1924 

I 

DON'T DECRY THE RENTENMARK 

[English opinion oontinued ( .... above, p. 347) generally very oon
temptuous of the reform of the German oummoy which was heing carried 
out. I thought this an unfortunate mistake.] 

1. 

[A letter to an old pupil in Berlin. The eetimate of the future require
ment of £1 10.. per head of population has not yet at any rate, in 1927, 
heen nearly reached. The discropanoy hetween the amount per head in 
Great Britain and in Germany is striking and deeervea inquiry.] 

Jtm1J,M1j 7, 1924. 
My DEAR--

I continue to read The Times Berlin correspondence with 
interest. The exercise of power to put people in quad when they 
disagree with you on monetary theory is doubtless reprehensible 
and imprudent: if I had my way in that direction there would 
not be many monetary experts at large in this country I But I 
rather think the German Government is in. the right in holding 
thaI; discounting TreasurY bills in rentenmarks or billion-marks 
is not inflation. It all depends on whether ita doing so does 
or does not mean additional issue of currency. Now does it 1 
If the bills themselves are taken as money and can be exchanged 
for goods like notes, of course there is no question about it. But 
I don't suppose they are; and whether they are receivable in 
lieu of taxes doesn't matter: heaps of our war loans have been 
and some still are so receivable, but it makes no difference. So '<. 

what I want to know is does this issue of Treasury bills cause 
more currency in rentenmarks or marks to be issued 1 if not, 
then it takes away from the lenders just as much spending 

859 
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power as the government gets, and consequently no increase 
of money spent and no resulting rise of prices is promoted . 

.As to the extra issue of Reichsbank notes, we have got to 
remember that exactly the same thing happened in Austria 
without bad result, and that whenever a hitherto rapidly depre
ciating currency is to be stabilized by devaluation at the existing 
rate of the moment, a prodigious increase of currency must 
occur. " Must" in the sense that if it didn't, the stabilization 
rate chosen would be too low-prices would greatly fall. It 
always seemed to me that the proposed amount of rentenmarks 
was too small by itself for stabilization at a billion to 1. 1 
should never have limited the figure in any way beyond saying 
that the issue would stop and if necessary be reduced again 
whenever the rentenmark showed any sign of going below the 
value of a free gold mark-that is the limit which convertibility 
would impose, and it is all that is wanted. Then I'd have 
stopped the Reichsbank increase altogether. If they prefer to 
limit the rentenmarks absolutely, there is nothing wrong in 
the Reichsbank notes being increased up to the amount which 
will just not make the billion-mark and· the rentenmark less 
than a gold mark: that is the amount which will just provide 
the total currency necessary, which at recent values has been 
much too small. 

And on that the German calculations seem to me to be under
estimates. They seem to assume that about the llame total 
will be required as before the war. But this is quite absurd 
-quite obviously absurd and contrary to the experience of all 
other countries in the world. It is bound up with the curious 
notion which the German public are reported to have got, that 
they are being swindled if a gold mark does not buy as much 
as before the war. Of course no piece of gold anywhere in the 
world will buy as much as before except of bicycles and electric 
light bulbs and a few other things. The present Germany 
ought to be able to carry a currency worth about 30 or 40 per 
cent. bigger than the pre-war one, 1 should think. To argue 
that because recently Germany has existed on a few shillings per 
head it can continue to do 80 is quite wrong: as soon as people 
are convinced that the currency is going to continue stable they 
will enlarge their holdings to a reasonable amount-probably to 
about 150 gold marks per head of population. (We here had 
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about 5 gold' pounds per head before the war and 8 now}. I 
get rather mixed among your trillions, but if I haven't got a 
nonght or two wrong you are miles below that. as yet. 

I don't see the point of insisting that the rentenmark is a 
.. purely internal currency": if it is practically exchangeable 
with a billion marks and 18·4 billion marks are worth on the 
exchange market £1, then 18·4 rentenmarks are worth £1, 
whether the exchange quotes them or not. And, what isn't 
quite realized here yet, the " pound can't look the rentenmark 
in the face," as the par is 20·43 •. 

2. 

[A letter to Mr. W&Itor Leaf, Ch .. irm .... of the Weetminstor Bank. "lfhe 
gold behind the Ba.nk of England note" i8 referred to ... usei ... bec&use 
.. t that time nobody oouJ.d dr&w it out for export or melting, 80 that it did 
not for the moment play any part in the moneta.ry situation. The.tJU.ee. 
ye&r.old prophecy W&8 made in an sddr ... given at the Sound Currency 
Association meeting on January 25, reported in the BriIi8h TNdt. RwitnD 
for Fehruary, 1921.1 

Jan'UIM'IJ. 26, 1924. 
DEAB MR. LEAl', 

I think that in your speech you were unduly pessimistio 
about the new German mark, which seems to be indifferently 
1 rentenmark, 1 billion marks, or 1 gold mark. Of course it is 
quite true that there is nothing in the land security alleged to 
be behind the rentenmark-it is only eyewash, and no more 
use than the land behind the assignats or (at present) the gold 
behind the Bank of England note. But that clearly doesn't 
matter tuppence, provided the whole currency is properly 
limited. The total is plenty small enough to start with; I 
make it only about equal to 84 million gold pounds (1,200 million 
rentenmarks equal 60 million gold pounds and 474 million billion 
reichsmarks about 24 million gold pounds). 1.rhis isn't enough, 
and if they don't print more notes, they will be importing gold 
very soon unless they continue their arrangements for keeping 
it out. Austria in similar circumstances printed a lot more 
notes and yet keeps quite steady with the dollar now. 

Of course you.may say that the Government cannot carry 
on without printing more than this limited extra amount and 
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will do so. But doesn't that rather overlook the fact that the 
Government has discovered that it couldn't carry on when it did 
print ad lib. ? 

However, I dare say you were not quite as gloomy as you 
made yourself out to be, but wanted to discourage excessive 
demands for reparations, which is very desirable. The eager
ness of our protectionists to demand and their reluctance to 
receive reparations in any form is rather amusing. So is the 
fact that the Americans don't seem to sufier anything very 
terrible in consequence of accepting our 35 millions per annum I 

Three years ago I prophesied that some of the most depreciated 
countries would be back on a gold standard before we should, 
and it is coming true. If we are too frightened to burn another 
20 million of Bradburies and get the £ up to 4'87, for God's sake 
let us say so, and devalue at 4·50 at once and be done with it. 
It would at any rate have the advantage of encouraging the 
other countries to take the same course. 

II 

.. BORROWING FROM BANKS": WHEN PERNICIOUS 

[A letter in PM Pi,..., January 29, 1924.1 

Sm,-
Mr. McKenna countenances a dangerous delusion when he 

says that Government .. borrowing .from banks" is the great 
cause of inflation. It is not borrowing from banks that does the 
mischief, but borrowing from banks which have the power to 
issue inexpensive legal-tender currency ad libitum, and which 
therefore provide the money borrowed by issuing more notes. 
If the Government borrow nine millions more from Mr. Mc
Kenna's bank, he may interest and delight his shareholders by 
telling them that he has .. created the money," but at his board 
meetings it will be pretty well understood that if the bank lends 
more in one direction, it will have less left to lend in other direc
tions: the aggregate money-spending of people and Government 
together will not be increased, and prices will not be raised. 

The Midland Bank cannot, and the whole Big Five cannot, 
put trillions at the command of the Government, because they 
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have not got them, and' cannot get them by printing them. 
But the Reichsbank could and did get them by printing them.. 
And so, also, can the curious bank of issue which we call the 
Currency Note Account, which is, even in official documents, a 
" Government Department" under the control of the Treasury. 
It has " created " 240 millions and lent them to the Government, 
and there is nothing whatever except the moderation- of the 
Treasury to prevent it lending the Government 240 trillions and 
sending the pound down to a billionth of its old value, like the 
reichsmark. I should not be much afraid of this being done if 
it had to be definitely agreed on beforehand. The alarming 
thing is that it can be done without any conscious decision to do 
it, and that, too, by mere slovenliness. The Government has 
only to begin and keep on spending rather more in the aggregate 
than it receives from taxes and loans (from other sources than 
the Currency Note Account) and the notes will go out; prices 
will rise because of the additional expenditure, it will then be said 
that more money is wanted for "productive" credits, and the 
Cnnliffe limit will be withdrawn. Some theorists, if not Mr. 
McKenna, will insist that the issue is "automatic" and per
fectly proper-and so on to the end. The late President of 
the Reichsbank never believed that his issue had anything 
to do with the rise of prices I 

ill 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE PRESENT CURRENCY 
SITUATION (FEB. 6, 1924) 

[A Labour Government having just oome into power and the advooot .. 
of "just .. little inflation to oet things going" being still aotive, the posi. 
tion seemed aritiool. Henoe the following memorandum .ent to .evera.! 
influential porsoJlll after being prooented (with .. slightly a.!tored ending) 
to the new Parliamentary Soorotary to the Treasury.] 

THE cause of the stupendous riSe of prices in Germany is pretty 
well understood in England. Every one knows that it was 
caused by the German Government's'inability or unwillingness 
to meet all expenses by the ordinary methods of taking money 
from the people, and its consequent resort to the printing-press. 
It is recognized that the German Government spent in buying 
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commodities, in paying for services, and providing subsidies, 
payments to the Allies, pensions, etc., this sum of about 500 
trillions of marks, and that this enormous outlay of money 
very naturally raised prices with great rapidity, benefiting' all 
those whose incomes were chiefly derived from profit at the 
expense of those whose incomes were fixed and of the wage
earners, who never could get their money wages raised quickly 
enough to meet the rise of prices. Every one here knows that 
the German trillions were provided by the printing-press, and 
that they could not have been provided otherwise, so that 
" stopping the printing-press" was bound to stop the rise of 
prices, whatever incidental inconveniences it might cause. 

This is common knowledge. It is also known to every one 
who is at all conversant with monetary affairs that the actual 
method of issue was that the German Government got the 
Reichsbank to discount its Treasury bills, and the Reichsbank 
found the money to do so by printing the trillions of notes. 
As there were arrangements which transferred the profits of the 
issue to the Government the intervention of the Reichsbank made 
no essential difference: the notes 'might just as well have been 
printed and spent directly by the Government itself. There 
was just this difference. A rise of prices generally precede8 
the expenditure which is its real cause, since people anticipate 
the expenditure, and naturally adjust prices at once: this 
being so, the rise of prices usually appeared in advance of the 
issue of notes, and the issue of notes was consequently supposed 
to be .. called for" by the rise of prices. The late President 
of the Reichsbank, believed this to the day of his death, and 
would not listen to any suggestion that the issue depreciated 
the mark. But eventually this transparent fallacy was seen 
through by everyone else in Germany. and (as applied to Ger
many) it never imposed on us here. 

What is not understood even by many experts in this country 
is that the position here is precisely the same as in Germany, 
except that the issue has not (yet, at any rate, whatever may 
be the case in the future) been increased 80 extravagantly. 

Here the "Currency Note Account" is a bank of issue set 
up by the Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1914, and it occupies 
exactly the same place and proceeds by the same method as the 
Reichsbank in Germany. It discounts Treasury bills and makes 
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advances to the Government just aa the Reichsbank did, finding 
the means to do 80 in the lI&1Ile way, by the printing and issue 
of notes. 

It baa not been able to lend the Government the whole amount 
of the issue, because 49 millions of it have been spent in acquir
ing the reserve of gold and bank-notes and 7 millions more in 
taking over from the Bank silver coin which was no longer 
required in the circulation, but when the fiduciary issue is 230 
millions it baa lent the Government that sum plus the notes 
called in but not yet cancelled and less the 7 millions for the 
silver coin. The loan is never apparent in the national accounts, . 
because the "Government Securities" held by the Currency 
Note Account are not specified in the Currency Note weekly 
return or in any other publication, and previous governments 
have,always succeeded in burking any questions put to them 
by members of parliament on the subject .. 

There was no more reaaon for aaserting that the increaae 
of the issue down to 1920 waa .. called for " by the rise of prices 
than there was for saying the lI&1Ile thing of the increase of 
German marks. Anticipation of an increase of prices will 
always cause an actual immediate increaae of prices and a 
consequent appearance of more cash being "wanted." If, for 
example, the Government were now to announce that it would 
spend an additional 1,000 millions in the next twelve months, 
and it was generally believed that this could and would be 
done without cutting down any individual's power of spending 
money, prices would rise enormously at once, and then many 
experts would go about imitating the late President of the 
Reiclisbank by declaring that the higher prices called for more 
caah, and that the Cunlifie limit must be withdrawn at once or 
the revival of trade would be damped down. Now throughout 
the war, expectation of events causing a continuance of the 
rise of prices was constantly present, and when the war ended 
there waa still an expectation of a post-war boom. Conse
quently there waa always an apparent demand for more caah, 
and aa this waa met by a further supply of notes, prices went on 
rising unchecked and people almost resigned themselves to what 
they called .. the vicious circle." 

The movement could have been stopped at any moment by 
stopping the further increase of DOtes, and this was at last dODe 
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in 1920, and in the fiscal years 1921-2 and 1922-3 a considerable 
reduction was effected, the notes being bought in and paid 
for by money raised from other sources. Prices fell, and then 
remained fairly' stable. Early in the present fiscal year, 1923-4, 
the gradual reduction ceased, and prices have begun to rise once 
more and discontent appears already. 

It is essential to understand that, with the law in its present 
state, the regulation of the currency, and through it of prices, 
does not rest, as some experts imagine, with the banks or the 
Bank of England, but with the Treasury. 

Consider first the reduction of notes. Anyone who has any
thing worth £1 can sell it and burn the currency note which he 
gets for it. But individuals will not put money in the fire in 
order to keep down or reduce prices. Nor will banks. The 
Federal Reserve Board in America has, it is true, practically 
buried gold in order to prevent a renewed rise of prices, but 
that Board is a political board in charge of the national interest 
just as the Treasury is here. The Bank of England, which is a 
semi-state institution, could not, however willing, either burn or 
store away many millions of notes without Government assist
ance: it simply has not got the means. Putting up the bank 
rate tends to increase the banks' reserves of cash and this will 
bring in a few million notes to the Bank of England, but the 
stream will soon dry up. The Treasury, and the Treasury alone, 
can draw in and keep in any large quantity of notes, and it can 
do so, as it did in 1921-2 and 1922-3 by the simple process of 
raising more money from all sourc:es (other, of course, than the 
Currency Note Account) than it spends. 

I do not think anyone doubts this if the sUrplus arises from 
an excess of tax-receipts over expenditure. H the 1I0ating 
and permanent debt remains stationary, and the receipts from 
taxes exceed the expenditure, it is obvious that the surplus 
can be spent in burning Currency Notes, and there is not much 
difficulty in seeing that under present arrangements such a sur
plus will be so spent, because it will lead to Currency Notes being 
paid into the Government's bank, the Bank of England, which, 
instead of writing up the Government's balsnce by their amount, 
will pay them into the Currency Note Department, where they 
will be cancelled. H the Government liked, it could, of course, 
collect the surplus from the taxpayers directly in Currency 
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Notes and bum them in Whitehall: the process actually fol
lowed is essentially the same, though there may be in short 
periods of time a little discrepancy betweeJ!. the surplus and the 
notes cancelled. 

Some, however, doubt if reduction of notes will be brought 
about if the surplus of receipts over exp8IlSeB arisee from a 
surplus of money botTOtDed over money repaid. But no doubt 
is really permissible. If the taxes just equal the expenditure, 
and 50 millions more are raised by loan, it is obvious that the 
Government can use the 50 millions to buy up and bum Currency 
Notes to that amount, .and there is not much difficulty in seeing 
that under preeent arrangements this is just what will happen, 
since notes will come into the Bank of England and will be 
paid to the Currency Note Department and cancelled. 

Others will admit that this is so if the additional debt con
tracted is of a .. permanent" character, by which they mean 
practically if it is not in the form of Treasury Bills or Ways 
and Means Advances. They think of money raised by bills or 
advances as " borrowed from banks " and somehow created for 
the purpose by the banks, so that when the Government has 
borrowed 50 millions more in that way, the banks have just as 
much or more to lend to individilals than before, and somehow 
or other the eJtistence of the surplus when it is obtained in 
this way will not bring notes into the Bank of England. It is 
difficult to deal with this belief because it is so confused and 
incapable of clear statement. The point on which its advocates . 
seem to lay most atre88 is that the holders of Treasury Bills can 
/tYf'Ce the issue of more notes by not renewing the bills when they 
fall due. But if bills are in fact renewed, what of that! And 
in practice they are renewed, and can always be renewed at the 
market rate. Moreover, if they were not renewed, and notes had 
to be issued, this would prove that notes go out when there is a 
surplus of repayment over borrowing in this way, which is 
exactly the converse of the disputed proposition that when 
there is a surplus of borrowing in this way over repa:lQllents, 
notes oome in. ' 

Look now at the other side: increase of notes and consequent 
increase of prices. To bring this about, all the Government has 
to do is to give up trying to make ends meet. Let it abandon 
all thought of .. balancing its budget" (in the sense in which all 
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other countries are recommended to do so), and instead, draw 
on ita bankers without making any effort to have a balance 
with them to meet the cheques; The Bank of England will 
not be incommoded; it will not have to draw the attention of 
the Government to the state of their account. Ita customers 
will be induced and enabled by rise of prices to demand Cur
rency Notes, and the Bank will get them from the Currency 
Notes Department, and the Government will thus be kept in 
credit, just as the German Government was kept by the Reich&
bank notes. And,eo on to the end: cumulative rise of prices, 
bitter discontent, outcry first against the profiteers and then 
against the government which does not hang them, fall of the 
government by revolution or otherwise, reaction and return to 
stable currency, probably gold. 

By whatever it is caused, the present incipient rise of prices 
ought to be checked by further reduction of the Currency Notes 
outstanding. If it is the result of more currency having been 
made available by importation of notes formerly held abroad 
or by the dispersion of hoards, it obviously ought to be checked. 
But it onght also to be checked if it is merely the result of an 
expectation of " better trade." All economists who have studied 
the question in recent years agree that the most promising way of 
preventing or moderating cyclical depressions is to damp the 
unhealthy boom which precedes and causes the depression. To 
not only fail to damp such a boom but to encourage it by issuing 
mtWe currency, regardless of the fact that pre-wat booms managed 
to take place with no considerablEl increase of currency, is mere 
madness, only recommended by those who88 desire to see an 
end of the dislocation caused by .the war h&s overcome their 
judgment and those whose desire for profita has overcome their 
patriotism. . 

Whether we ought to go much further than just far enongh 
to keep prices down to their present level is of course a more 
difficult question. But that we should do well to go a liUle 
further if that would restore the old gold standard I think there 
can be no doubt. It is worth some sacrifice. The whole outside 
world is returning rapidly to gold standards whether at the old 
or some devalued rate, and it will not be good for this country 
to stand outside the pale. A common standard, even if a little 
unstable, is extremely desirable; international co-operation, 
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both political and economic, has been immensely hindered 
by the exchange difficulties of the last few years, which have 
led to all sorts of trouble and ill-will between nations. Civi.liz&.. 
tion cannot afford to do without a common standard of value, 
and gold is the only possible common standard at present. 
When it is superseded, as it doubtless will be in time by some
thing more stable, its successor will be international also. 

H, which is not, I think, very probable, it shonld turn out 
that the recent fall of the paper pound in dollars and gold is not 
an exaggerated and largely temporary phenomenon, the gap 
between the paper pound and the gold pound might be too. big 
to be wiped out without too great inconvenience, and then we 
shonld do well to submit to some devaluation such as reducing 
the sovereign to the weight of 4t dollars. I would far rather 
do that than remain in the wilderness for another forty or even 
four years. The return to a free gold market and a gold pound 
of some weight or other ought to be accomplished this year. 

IV 

THE CHEQUE STAMP TENDS TO KEEP UP THE VALUE 
OF CURRENCY 

[A letter to .. City Editor. The curioua deluaion that if cheques were 
more used and Currenoy N otea consequently less wanted, the purch&eing 
power of the note would rise was very widespread, not. ouly in this oountry 
hut &Iso in France. It was sometim .. coupled with .. belief that it would 
prevent the CunlliIe limit pressing so tightly.] 

Fdwuary 10, 1924. 
DEAB Sm,-

I cannot stomach this doctrine that we ought to use small 
cheques in order to " economize" our currency notes. Econo
mizing currency is like economizing anything else, equivalent to 
reduction of demand which tends to diminish the, value of the 
thing economized, and to diminish the value or purchasing power 
of the paper pound is the last thing we wish to do at present. 

The twopenny tax on cheques did tend to make me and other 
people hold more currency than before, and so was one of the 
reasons why the issue did not raise prices quite as much as 

liB 
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might have been expected from its magnitude. Anything of 
the opposite character, tending to make us reduce our holdings, 
clearly will cause us to spend that much more money than we 
otherwise should do: it is just the same in its effect as an addi-' 
tiona! issue, the only difference being that it gives inddviduals 
more money to spend while the additional issue gives the gooem
ment more money to spend. And it is always the spending of 
money which raises prices. 

We must not attempt to get round the Cunliffe limit whenever 
it pinches. The whole purpose of that and every other limit is 
to pinch-to prevent people having enough money to raise 
prices. 

V 

LIMITATION OF CURRENCY OR LIMITATION OF 
CREDIT! 

[An article in the ECOIIIJ1I>ic JUUf'1IQI for March, 1924, which was originally 
begun as a review of Keyn .. ' pratJ on M_ry Re/urm, but ended in being, 
in the opinion of the Editors (and the author), U aoarcely a reviewt " and 
was therefore printed as an article with a comment by Mr. Keyn ... 
appended.] 

SEVEN or eight years ago, though military events then seemed 
incomparably more important than economic policy, I began to 
be apprehensive about the future of the pound sterling. Pro
fessor Shield Nicholson was, I thinJc, the only economist who had 
at that tUne expressed any alarm; the provisions of D.O.B.A. 
were not favourable to criticism of. the currency-her threat of 
fine and imprisonment might be treated lightly, but her sugges
tion that such conduct wonld assist i;he enemy was decidedly 
deterrent. From the dark days of the spring of 1918 I have 
devoted the best of my energies to inculcating the doctrine that 
due limitation of the amount of a currency is necessary for the 
maintenance of its purchasing power. If I could have foreseen 
only a tenth of the ruin that neglect of that doctrine was about 
to bring upon the civilized world in the next six years, I would 
have given up other avocations in order to give more tUne to 
the endeavour to convince unbelieving mankind of its truth. 

It is consequently somewhat disconcerting to be told by the 
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best-hiown English monetary theorist that the doctrine of 
limitation of curreney is obsolete, and has been replaced by the 
doctrine. that due limitation of credit is what is necessary, and 
if that is present, curreney will somehow manage to be of the 
right magnitude. For this is what Mr. Keynes says on p. 184: 

"Thus the tendency of to-day-rightly, I think-is to watch 
and to control the creation of credit and to let the creation of currency 
follow suit, rather than, as formerly, to watch and to control the 
creation of eurrency and to let the creation of credit follow suit." 

. The passage follows a paragraph in which the Cunliffe limit 
on Currency Notes is treated with somewhat supercilious eon
tempt, as epringing " from a doetrine now out of date and out of 
accordance with most reeponsible opinion." 

The champion is doughty, but comparison of the state of 
currencies before the war, when they were limited by the necessity 
of being kept equal to gold, with their state afterwards when 
that limit has been removed, encourages me to take up the 
gauntlet which he has thrown down. I hold that while the 
control of prices by controlling currency and letting credit follow 

" suit is perfectly real and effectual, the control of prices by cOn. 
trolling credit and letting curreney follow suit is altogether 
chimerical. 

SOme time before the war, in the old and lamented evening 
Westminater Gazette, Professor Pigou threw what seamed, at any 
rate to me in my ignorance, new light on the determination of 
the value or purohasing power of money, by pointing out that it 
is not the mere existence of an increased quantity of currency 
which diminishes the value or purehasing power of a unit of 
that currency, but the spending, or, more exactly, the expecta
tion of the spending. of the additional money. 

The importance of the proposition in the widest realm of 
theory is that it brings currency into line with all other com
modities: the .. quantity theory" instead of being something 
epecisl to currency. is seen to be merely what is generally true, 
that if more of a thing is to be sold, ceteris piJ'fibuB, its"value will 
fall. Knowledge of the fact that the harvest is plentiful, that 
many houses are being built, and that much coal is being raised 
to the surface tends to oheapen wheat, houses, and coal: know
ledge that the Government or the State bank is going to offer 
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large quantities of additional legal-tender inconvertible notes in 
exchange for goods and services tends to cheapen that currency, 
and knowledge that gold is being brought to the surface in large 
quantities tends to cheapen a ourrency composed of gold and 
paper convertible into gold, provided, of course, that the Mint is 
open to the new gold. , 

In practical life recognition of the truth of the proposition is 
of enormous importance, because it explains the fact that private 
persons and the banks in which private persons pool their imme
diate resources can and do raise or lower the value of a currency 
of a given magnitude by trying to increase or diminish their 
holdings, and can and do by actual alteration in their holdings 
nullify or partially counterbalance or aggravate the effect which 
increase or decrease of the total of currency would otherwise 
have. If, the total being fixed, each holder or most holders try to 
reduce their holdings by buying things, prices will rise, and if 
they try to increase their holdings, prices will fall. The attempt 
will not 1ast very long. But when the total currency'is being 
altered, their action becomes more important, because it con· 
stantly tends to make people disbelieve in the working of the 
quantity theory, and induces them to deny that the issue of 
more and more ourrency is having its effect. They see no exact 
correspondence between the issue and the depreciation, and 
find that the depreciation generally precedes the issue in point 
of time. Then, forgetting that the correspondence between the 
greater plentifulness of a commodity and its depreciation never 
is exact, and that the value of a commodity which has become 
more plentiful necessarily falls before rather ,than after it is all 
sold, they declare roundly that " the issue of notes has nothing 
to do with their depreciation." The majority of experts did so 
in every European country, belligerent and neutral alike, dUring 
the war, and in many countries they do so still. Even in Ger· 
many the late President of the Reichsbank is said to have believed 
it to the day of his death, when the paper mark had sunk to 
near a billionth of the value of a gold mark. 

He could not have thonght so, if he had borne in mind that 
the issue of trillions of paper marks had meant the expenditure 
of trillions of marks in the purchase of commodities and services ; 
and we shall all be spared many similar delusions if we cOntinually 
ask ourselves, "How does this affect the spending of money.' " 
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With this preface let us look more narrowly at this matter of 
control Let any reader ask himself what he would do if the 
State were foolish enough to give him power to print and spend 
or lend as many Currency Notes, "legal tender for any amount," 
as he pleased. He would begin with small amounts, distrustful 
at first of his new and amazing power. Finding the thing work, 
he would issue more, and trade would boom. Then he would 
find every possible reason, good and bad, for saying that it was 
not his action that was raising prices. "There is," he wolild 
say, " a revival of trade (shown to be due by the relation between 
wholesale and retail prices), and it is caused by the good industrial 
policy which the ne~pers which I subsidize have advoCated. 
This is causing a legitimate demand for currency, and my issue 
is only just satisfying it. I am not jOf'cing my currency on 
anyone. People accept it gladly when I buy from them, and the 
demand by borrowers is so enormous that my fifteen printing 
works can scarcely turn out enough notes. Surely you would 
not have me penalize industry and damp down the revival by 
charging six per cent.! What have you to complain of !" In 
this case I think every one will agree that control could best be 
exercised by taking away our reader's power to create currency 
rather than 'by watching and controlling his creation of credit. 

So far as I know, no such power has ever been given to a 
private individual It was, however, in one famous historical 
case given to a body of private persons, the Governor and Com
pany of the Bank of England, during the Napoleonic struggle, ' 
and I dare say that it has been given to similar corporations in 
various countries since 1914, but information on such subjects is 
curiously deficient. The Bank of England acted just a8 we have 
supposed the individual would act, except that it moved more 
slowly, and, being a corporation which never dies, it had more 
regard for the future, and was therefore kept in check to a great 
extent by the probability that it would be asked in a few years 
to redeem its notes in gold. There is no reason to suppose that 
any corporation of shareholders working for profit would act 
difierently. It is sometimes thought that a bank is in a funda
mentally difierent position from an individual, inasmuch as it is 
the business of the ,bank to lend, and it is supposed to be less 
tempting to print notes to lend than to print them to spend. 
This is clearly wrong if the interest of the fleeting shareholders 
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is thought of. The shareholder can expend his dividends on 
buying land, houses, and other property, so that if he gets great 
amounts now he need not fear a lean future. But there is some 
force in the notion, all the same. The ba.nk 88 a corporation, if 
it confines itself entirely or principally to monetary obligations, 
will have an interest in not depreciating these obligations, and 
so, if its managers, working for the institution rather than the 
shareholders, are enlightened and able to disregard the share
holders, they will not create enough currency to depreciate it. 
They will refuse to lend at a rate low enough to take out more 
and more notes, and perhaps somebody may like to call this 
" control of the creation of credit," though it is more natural to 
call it control of the creation of currency. 

But the probability is that in very few countries these managers 
would be enlightened and firm enough. Elsewhere they would 
yield to preaSure, and notes would gradually leak out. The 
obvious way for the community to stop the rot would be to take 
away the bank's power of creating inexpensive legal tender. 
But this again would be controlling the creation of currency 
rather than the creation of credit. 

Very naturally, the gr088eBt cases of depreciation of currency 
have occurred where Governments have reserved to themselves 
such gains as were to be got by it, either by manufacturing the 
inexpensive legal tender themselves, or by giving the power to a 
State bank which is bound by 80me arrangement to hand over 
the profits of the issue. The second is the commonest method 
and also at present the moat prominent, 88 it was adopted by 
Germany. Under it, being able to borrow from the State ba.nk 
without paying any interest (since, if it does nominally pay, it 
recovers the amount immediately), the Government does 80 
borrow. The bank must issue more notes to satisfy this demand 
for money, the notes depreciate, 80 that the Government has to 
borrow more, and still more, and more and more as the depre
ciation increases at a more and more rapid rate. The well
disposed foreigner, looking on from afar, adjures the Government 
to " balance its budget," meaning not what is conveyed by the 
words in their strict sense, but merely" make ends meet without 
resorting to this fictitious borrowing, which is only in reality the 
printing of notes." The Government says plaintively that it 
cannot, because the depreciation is 80 rapid that taxes cannot 
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be made to keep up with it, though expenses rise faster, and 
nobody will help with a loan. Sooner or later, however, the 
situation becomes understood, even if only dimly, by the people 
of the country itself, and then the Government is obliged to 
aooomplish the absolutely impossible and "stop the printiDg
press." Once more the creation of currency is controlled, and 
the "creation of credit follows suit." I scarcely think anyong 
will allege that what was wanted in Germany was control of 
credit: obviously the real need was for control of currency. 
Could the German Government have been stopped from borrow
ing by interest of 1,000 per cent. per day, so long as that interest 
was immediately recoverable from the bank! 

No reader of Mr. Keynes' book will have any difficulty in 
seeing the beam in Germany's eye: we all recommended her to 
pluck it out. But it is much more difficult, apparently, for us 
to see the comparative mote in our own eye, and I doubt if one 
reader in a thousand of those who will receive Mr. Keynes' 
gospel gladly will realize that what is sauce for the goose is sauce 
for the gander, so that .. baIanceyour budget" is as §God a 
maxim in London as it is in Berlin. 

Yet no fact of elementary arithmetic is' more certain than 
that when more Corrency Notes are issued than are cancelled, the 
British Government's capacity to dispense with taxes and borrow
ing at interest in the ordinary way is increased, and when more 
are cancelled than are issued, its capacity to dispense with taxes 
and borrowing is diminished. The fact is concealed from the 
public by the existence of the peculiar bank of issue set up under 
the Corrency and Bank Notes Act, 1914, called the" Currency 
Note Account." At the beginning of the war, confronted with 
want of an emergency currency, the State might have permitted 
the existing Issue Department of the Bank of England to issue 
small notes and increase its fiduciary issue beyond the limit 
allowed by the Bank Charter Act. Instead of that, and without 
in the least foreseeing the enormous consequences, it empowered 
the Treasury to issue Ll and 108. notes and to issue them tJtl 
Zibitum. Whatever the Act may have intended, the Currency 
Note Account became a .. Government Department" under the 
Treasury, though located at the Bank of England, and issues 
notes to the Bank of England alone in exchange for coin, Bank 
of England notes, and simple credit in the books of the Bank. 
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The coin and bank-notes it keeps in reserve" against" the issue, 
and the credit it draws out and "invests in Government securi
ties," which in practice means Treasury Bills and " Government 
Department Ways and Meaus Advances." 1 That is, the issue 
has made the Government able to dispense, with taxes and 
loaus and all other receipts to the extent of the whole issue 
ininus the part covered by coin and bank-notes. To that extent 
the United Kingdom has not" balanced its budget" in the seuse 
in which that phrase is used in regard to Germany and other 
countries. 

The fact is little recognized because successive Chancellors 
of the Exchequer have resolutely refused to let the amount 
appear in the national accounts, as it would do if the Treasury 
Bills held by the Currency Note Account were shown separately 
from those held by banks and others, and if the Ways and Meaus 
Advances obtained from the Account were separated from those 
obtained from the Savings Bank and other" Government Depart
ments." It is further obscured by the fact that the Bank of 
England refuses to hold any reserve of Currency Notes. It 
receives them from its customers, and pays them out to anyone 
who has a right to ask it for "pounds sterling" and does not 
want Bank of England notes, but it alone of all the banks in the 
country keeps no store or reserve of the principal currency used 
by the inhabitants. When ~. Currency Note is paid in over the 
counter, it is promptly carried to the Currency Note Account 
Department, and paid in there. Then the balance held by that 
fictitious person (in reality the Goven=,ent itself) is debited by 

1 Mr. KeYnes seems to have forgotten this when he writes on p. 181, 
.. A change in the amount of what the Treasury borrows from the Currency 
Note Reserve is reflected by " oorresponcling change in the oppoeite oenee 
in wha.t it borrows in Ways and Means Advances or in Treasury Bi11s." 
Apparently this should read: .. A change in the amount of what the 
Treasury borrows from the Currency Note Account is reflected by " oorre
eponding change in the oppoeite oense in what it borrowe in W"ye "nd 
Me&Il8 Advances and Treasury Billa not advanoed by or taken up by the 
Currency Note Account itself." But even then it would be quite incorreot, 
it implies that all the money raised by issuing not .. is neceeaarily utilized 
to payoff other lloating debt, which is palpably not the ..... ; there is 
nothing to show that the fact that £230,000,000 have been raised by the 
Currenoy Note iBeue hae caused the other IIoating debt to be that much 
I ... than it would otherwise have been. 
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&e amount of the note. Conversely, when a custOJ;ner or other 
~n who has a right to demand pounds from the Bank asks 
f~ Currency Notes, they are fetched from the department, and 
~~ Account's balauce is credited with the amount. So each 
W"Fesdsy when the Bank Return is published, never a Cor
renc,y Note is to be seen in it, though half a dozen millions may 
ha~ passed in and out of the Bank in the week. The result of 
this practice is that seasonal and other fluctuations in the amount 
of cmrency· which the other banks and the publio find it con
venierlt to keep in their tills and pockets are no longer, as they 
were ill pr&-war times, made very obvious by reciprocal fluctua
tions in the Bank's reserve. They appear instead in correspond
ing fluctuations in the amount of Currency Notes outstanding. 
At the beginning of the summer holidays, for instance, large 
numbers of people are known by their banks to be about to want 
to hold unusually large pocketfuls of cash because they will have 
to pay for railway tickets and other things for which cheques 
are not taken. To meet their demands, their banks draw on 
their own balances at the Bank of England, taking out sufficient 
cash for the purpose. Before the war this action pulled on the 
Bank of England's gold: now it pulls on the Currency Note 
issue, and increases the amount of that issue outstanding. Hence 
euperficial observers are very naturally .Jed to believe that notes 
are issued and cancelled as required by " the legitimate demands 
of the public," and to overlook altogether the much more import
ant continuous pull outward or inward exerted all the timo by 
Treseury policy. 

Down to 1920 this pull was outward, but in December, 1919, 
the TreasUry, by the adoption of the Cunliffe limit, undertook 
not to increase the fiduciary issue beyond its mount at that 
time, and the outward pull disappeared in the fiscaI year 1920-1. 
In the next two fiscaI years there was a strong pull inwards, but 
this seems to have ceased with the beginning of 1923-4. 

There is no mystery whatever about the nature and working 
of the Treasury pull. The complications of'the Currency Note 
Account only cover itS nakedness with '" very transparent veil. 
If the agent of some spending department of the Government 
arrived at the Bank of England to-morrow_ with a properly 
drawn cheque for forty-five millions and asked to have it ~ 
pound notes, the Cunliffe limit would present an obl\taQle. But 
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if that limit. were out of the way, the Bank would find no financial 
difliculty in handing out the notes as BOon as they could be 
printed. Let us then suppose that the Government agent gives 
the notes away as Easter eggs to every man, woman and child in 
the country, or that he buys all sorts of things for the Govern
ment, or pays for services rendered to the Government. Prices 
will obviously be raised by the expenditure of this additional 
money, or rather by the expectation of it, as BOon as the fact 
that it is going to take place becomes known: prices being 
higher, the stocks of money which people require to keep for 
convenience will be higher, and so the notes once issued will 
remain out-they will not be paid back by the recipiente into 
their banks and by those banke into the Bank of England. 

Of course in real life the Government does not send ite agente 
with cheques to draw notes over the counter from the Bank. 
But the efiecte are just the same if it pays the cheques away to 
all sorts of persons up and down the country, who thereupon 
pay these cheques into their own accounte with their own banke 
and subsequently draw out and spend the money. The fact 
that it is known that the Government is going to spend forty
five million pounds more without making anyone elae spend 
forty-five million (or any) pounds less inevitably raises prices and 
pulls out and keeps out the extra currency. 

Conversely of the inward pull. If the Government were to 
put on a special tax or raise a speeisl loan for the purpose of 
redeeming Currency Notes, while otherwise .. balancing ite 
budget," anyone can see that the notes pould easily be got and 
put in the fire, and that prices would be lower because money
spending power 1 was taken away fr01ll the persons who paid the 
extra tax or subscribed the extra loan without being balanced 
by extra money-spending exercised by the Government. But 
exactly the same result follows when, without any special tax 

1 May I plead for the introduction of tho term .. monoy~ power" 
in place of the110Ual .. purchasing power" f .. Porcheoing power .. ahould 
be used only in the ...... in which it is moosured by q ..... tity of oommodi· 
ti .. purchasable. :fo uoo it aIoo in ....... in which it is moaourod by tho 

~
tity of money opondable is oonfusing. It is, for IIDIDplo, very ODD· 

. to say that the purchasing power of tho German people WII8 increoaed 
they had trillions of marks to buy with; to say that their mark-

, 'ng or money-oponding power WII8 incrNOed is luoid enough. 
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fSI: loan being raised, the money raised by the Government 
(otherwise than by issue of notes) does in fact exceed the expen
diture (other than in redemption of notes). In the absence of 
a Government currency, excess of receipts over expenditure 
would simply mean to the Government, as it does to an individ
na.J. an increase of bank ba.la.nce. As things are, it means 
notes received by the Bank, and (instead of being held to the 
credit of the Government) paid into the Currency Note Account 
and there cancelled. ' 

The truth on this matter is confused by two doctrines which 
accept the idea that the Trea.snry can pull the ,notes in or out, 
but teach either (1) that the pull is only exercised by the ba.la.nce 
of taxes over or under expenditure, or (2) thatit is only exercised 
by the ba.la.nce of taxes plus money ,raised by, non-floating debt 
over or under expenditure. Both these doctrines are wrong. 

(1) The first is wrong because the money-spending power of 
the people is diminished when the State borrows from them, in 
order to spend the money borrowed in buying up and cancelling 
currency just as much as when it raises the same amount for 
the same purpose by taxes. It is true that when the State 
borrows, it promises to pay interest in the future, 80 that the 
individua.llender feels himself better off than if the same amount 
had been taken from him in taxation; but the whole of the 
people taken together have no right to any such feeling, inas
much as the future receipt of interest will be balanced, and a 
little more than ba.la.nced, by the additional taxation required 
to pay the interest and cost of collection. It is true that the 
amount borrowed will be more entirely derived from the savings 
of individuals than an equal amount derived from taxes, but 
this too makes no difference for the purpose in hand, since the 
investment of savings means money-expenditure 'just as much 
as does expenditure for consumption. The difference between 
consumption and investment is not that the one means more 
money spent than the other, but that investment means that 
the expenditure goes to additional equipment in machinery, 
houses, etc., and conSumption does not. But if the State 
borrows money from its subjects to redeem and cancel currency, 
less money will be spent and prices will tend to fall. 

(2) The second doctrine is almost obviously wrong, because,! 
there is no distinotion between" floating" and other debt, exceyi 
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that the floating debt is renewable at earlier dates than the 
other, and is, in fact, conetantly being repaid and renewed by 
freeh borrowing. .. Floating" or not floating is only a queetion 
of degree, not of principle, and in fact the distinction in practice 
is perfectly arbitrary, traditional and unimportant. The debt 
held at shorteet notice and most frequently repaid and renewed 
is the very large amount of money owed by the State to the 
Savings Bank depositors, and this is seldom or never thought of 
as part of the floating debt at all. The only reasons ever given 
for making a distinction between the floating and non-floating 
debt for the purpose in hand seem to be two: (a) first, that 
p088eesion of Treasury bills enablee the holder, if he pleases, to 
ask for cash when the bill falls due, and (b) second, that the pos-
8e88ion of Treasury bills enablee the holders to .. create credit," 
so that the people's money-spending power is increased when 
more Treasury bills are issued, and diminished when the amount 
of them is reduced. 

(a) The first of theee reasons is very easily disposed of. No 
doubt the banks could, if they chose, insist on having Currency 
Notes when their Treasury bills fall due, but in fact they don't, 
any more than the Savings Bank depositors with one accord go 
to the post officee and demand their deposits in cash all at once. 
Why should they, 80 long as the Treasury is willing to re-borrow 
at a rate which makee the new bills profitable for the banks to 
hold' And if the banks were suddenly seized with a deeire to 
throw profit to the winds and wreck the State, would it be impos
sible for the Government to get the ~uired notes without 
printing additional onee' . After all, the amount of bills falling 
due at anyone time is not 80 very large, and preeumably about 
a quarter of them ve not held by the banks but by the Govern
ment itself in the Currency Note Account and 80me more by 
other Government departments. With the assistance of the Bank 
of England and the individual loyal holders of balances in the 
other banks, the Government could quite easily beat oll this 
incredible attack. Those who have imagination to conjure up 
such an attack should also be able to conceive defensive meas0re8. 
The Government could announce an issue of 8 per cent. three
year Exchequer Bonds, the amount to be subscribed at once in 
Currency Notes only, handed over the counter at the Bank of 
IIngland or sent by post: the list to remain open till the chairmen 
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of the Big Five appeared on the steps of the Treasury dressed in 
white sheets and prepared to kiss the toe of the boot of the 
Financial Secretary. The list would soon be closed; for the 
banks are liable to pay their ctistomers on demand at least ten 
times as much legal tender money as the Government and the 
Bank of England are liable to pay the banks at anyone moment. 
Those who live in glass houses cannot dOM to throw stones. 

(b) The other reason is a little more dilIieu1t to deal with in 
consequenoe of the wide prevalenoe of the very curious delusion 
that when a bank lends money on Treasury bills to the Govern
ment, this enables it to lend more money to other borrowers, so 
that the more money the Government borrows in that way, the 
more the banks can lend to their customers, with the result that 
these customers will spend more money, which will raise prices 
and draw out notes because the higher price-level requires a 
larger holding of notes by each individual and institution. Con
versely, it is supposed that when the Government reduces the 
Treasury bills outstanding by paying some oil without issuing 
an equal quantity of new ones, it cuts down the ability of the 
banks to lend to their customers, diminishes those customers' 
money-spending, lowers prices, and pulls notes into the Bank 
of England, which pays them in for canoellation. 

It may seem quite incredible that anyone can really believe 
that when a Government borrows money from a person or body 
of persons (whether called a .. bank" or not), that person 0; 

body is thereby rendered more able to lend money to other 
borrowers; and conversely, that when the Government repays 
what it has borrowed, the repaid creditor is rendered by the fact 
of repayment les, able to lend to other borrowers. Yet that this 
has been believed in the very highest circle of British financiers, 
at any rate not very long ago, is nearly proved by the fact that 
Mr. Austen Chamberlain, when Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
with access to all the best advice, complained pathetically that 
the more he repaid the banks what they had lent during the 
war, the more they lent to their customers.' He had evidently 
been told that if he repaid the banks they would be able to lend 
less in other directions, and had imagined it to be true. , 

To argue against such an absolutely groundless delusion is 
unnecessary, but it may perhaps be useful to explaiB that it 
, .' See above, ,p. 225. ,J 
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arises out of the topsy-turvy conception of banking which has 
unfortunately become fashionable in recent years. In the older 
and juster view bankers appeared to be intermediaries or middle
men between lenders and borrowers: they re-lent what was lent 
to them, keeping some cash in hand on all ordinary occasions in 
order that they might be in no danger of not being able to meet 
any demand that their creditors might make on them (these 
creditors being mostly entitled to be paid on demand). In the 
modem view, popularized in this country by Mr. Hartley Withers, 
and adopted by Mr. Keynes (pp. 178-81), the large share of the 
whole valuable property of the community poBSe88ed by the 
holders of credit balances at the banks is completely ignored. 
The bankers are thought of as having (by some means which is 
left in considerable obscurity) got hold of a certain amount of 
cash, and then, apparently because there is some magic in calling 
yourself a banker, being able to " create" eight or ten times &8 

much" money" or .. deposit-currency." According to this view 
Treasury bills somehow drop into the banks without being paid 
for, and consequently without reducing the banks' resources at 
all; and, once there, &8 they are "cash at one remove," they 
enable the banks to " create more credit," and thereby increase 
the money-spending of the people and raise the level of prices 
and draw out notes. This, of course, is all moonshine: every 
practical banker knows that he is not a creator of credit or money 
or anything else, but a person who facilitates the lending of 
resources by the people who have them to those who can use 
them. 

The conclusion is that in this country as well &8 in all other 
countries, now and always, it is the issuer of inexpensive legal 
tender currency who has the control of its amount and conse
quently of its purchasing power; that here and now the Govern
ment is this issuer; and that it actually '(though very likely 
without Chancellors of the Exchequer being aware of the fact) 
exercises its power of control by its policy with regard to total 
receipts and payments. H it raises from all sources except the 
issue of notes more than enough to pay all expenses (including 
repayment of debt), notes will be redeemed and the amount 
outstanding reduced. H it raises less than enough, additional 
'\totes will be issued and the amount outstanding increased. And 
'!i~ control of currency the Treasury ultimately controls prices. 
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The importance of the CunliJIe limit, pooh-poohed by Mr. 
Keynes, depends entirely on the action of the Government in 
making ends meet. If it insisted on allowing expenses to exceed 
receipts, it would doubtless withdraw the Minute adopting the 
limit. If, on the other hand, it makes receipts exceed expenses, 
it can keep as far below the limit as it likes, and there will be no 
chance for the limit to " become operative." It is only" actually 
operative" when the' Government keeps receipts equal to or in 
excess of expenses becaUSe the limit is there rather than for 
other reasons. Mr. Keynes says (pp. 183--4) that the limit has 
never been actually operative, but it is difficult to believe it 
could ever under any ciroumatances be more actually operative 
than it was in 1920. To ask, as Mr. Keynes does, for its removal 
at a time when a considerable diminution of the currency is 
urgently required to prevent a fall in its power to buy not only 
gold but also other commodities in general, aeema ill-judged on 
the part of an authority who desires stability of prices. 

It will perhaps be said that Mr. Keynes' rejection of currency 
limitation in favour of credit limitation is an obitef' dictum 
unnecessary for his main purpose, which is to urge that we 
should continue to nae a paper standard, but should regulate its 
value 80 as to keep it stable in purchasing power over com
niodities, allowing gold and foreign exchanges to go hang. 
Whether this would be desirable or not depends on our esti:Ina
tion of a number of probabilities, such as the likelihood (very 
emall surely) of many other countries adopting the ps per standard 
arrived at by the Government of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, and the poaaibilities of great changes in the productive
neae of gold-producing. But before discussing whether we should 
make our pound stable in terms of commodities or in terms of 
dollars or gold, we may as well make sure that we know how to 
do it. We shall certainly make a meae of any scheme of regula
tion if we refnae to face the elementary fact that currency is no 
exception to the general theory of value, but, like other things, 
is eheapened by increased supply and made dearer by increased 
demand, or if we blind ourselves to the fact that the British 
Treasury is the only body which can supply Currency Notes and 
which can afford to bum them. or finally, if we imagine that 
under existing circumstances it is anything but the will of th .. 

. Treasury to raise money in other ways whioh determines whetbJ 
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any fiscal year shall end with more or with less Currency Notes 
outstanding than it began. 

VI 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN MONETARY THEORY 

[An addr ... opening the discWlSion on Monetary Reform at the AnnuaJ 
Meeting of the Royal Economic Scciety on April 14, reported in the 
Economic JOUf'fIIJl for June, 1924.] 

fu VING been recently accused of believing that the last word 
in monetary theory W81 said in the elementary textbooks of 
years ago, I have been trying to discover what these textbooks 
really did say. In the course of this resear~h I came acrOSl, in 
Walker's Political Economy (p. 128 in edition of 1892), a passage 
which shows at any rate the unchanging character of monetary 
theorists. He says: "Men who are candid and even liberal in 
politics or religion become furiously or stupidly fanatical 81 soon 
as their. views on money are controverted," and recalla that Sir 
Walter Scott makes one monetary theorist write to another, 
" In your ill-advised tract you have shown yourself as irritable 
81 Balsam and as obstinate as his 881." 

For to-day, at any rate, I mean to endeavour to conceal my 
furious or stupid fanaticism, and to dwell rather on the general 
improvement which has taken place, chiefly in consequence of 
recent experience, in the views of experts, rather than on the 
points on which they differ. 

The improvement which has taken place may be shortly 
summarized in the statement that the relation between the 
quantity of currency and its purchasing power has been cleared 
up. There is no denying, I think, that the textbooks of years 
ago-not only the elementary ones-gave a very muddled, un
satisfactory account of this relationship. They asked us to think 
of the whole quantity of money in existence being offered in 
exchange for a total of commodities (and perhaps services) of 
which it was impoSBible to form any definite conception-it was 
not the total in existence nor thf annual or weekly production 

\ . nor any other total with which;;e are familiar. Then it was 
, "-)lken for granted that we should er that the purchasing power 

I';" " 
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of the money would depend on the relative variations in magni
tude of the two totals, 80 that if the money increased while the 
commodities remained stationary, the purohasing power would 
fall. After that it was admitted that a modification was neces
sary because the same piecl! of money could be exchanged for 
goods more than onoe. To meet this it was said that the pur
chasing power of money depended not only on its quantity but 
also on its rapidity of circulation. Nothing, 118 a recent writer 
has pointed out, was said about the po~bility of a commodity 
being exchanged for money more than onoe. The doctrine never 
carried conviction to the ordinary intelligenoe, and never will, 
even if much more carefully re-stated. 

It has now been entirely scrapped, and we are asked to look. 
at the matter in a much simpler way. Currency is regarded like 
any other durable goods, such 118 ships or hoUBeB, which form 
part of the material equipment or capital of the community. 
We start from ita value or purchasing power 118 we find it at any 
moment, and then ask ourselves how that will be affected by 
changes in the supply of and the demand for currency, thinking 
of the supply and demand just 118 we think of them in regard to 
hoUBeB, the supply being the whole stock in existence, and the 
demand being furnished by people who want to hold portions 
of that stock. 

The supply side of the matter is simple enough. Additions 
to the stock tend to diminish the value of the unit of currenoy 
just 118 additions to the stock of houses tend to diminish the value 
of the unit of housing. They have to be put on the market by 
the issuer himself or by 80me one to whom he lends them, and in 
either case this means more units of ourrency spent in buying 
commodities and services; and more spending, in the absence 
of increase in commodities and services, means higher prices, 
which is the same thing 118 diminished purchasing power of 
money. 

The violent experiences of recent years have not only given us 
plenty of examples of this far more striking than any which 
were available to the writers of the textbooks of years ago, but 
have completely cleared away a diffioulty whioh was often felt, . 
and that too even after the war had been prooeeding for 80me 
time. This is the fact that a rise of prices attibuted to increase 
of currency WII8 often found on eareful inquiry to have preoeded 
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that increase. The unbeliever naturally adopted the converse 
of post hoc ergo propter hoc, and argued ante hoc, ergo non propter 
hoc, and even alleged that the rise of prices, which he usually 
ascribed to BOme quite impossible cause, compelled or called. for 
the increase of currency, instead of being occasioned by it. 
Nowadays we can see that there is nothing more anomalous in 
people putting the value of money down BOme time before an 
additional issue is made than there is in their putting the value 
of cotton or wheat down some time before a plentiful harvest. 
In matters of prices man looks before rather than after. An 
expected change of prices causes prices to change at once: it 
is not in the least necessary that the public should have clear or 
correct opinions about the cause of the rise, but only that they 
should expect it. 

On the demand side the experience of recent years has been 
even more useful than on the supply side. The old plan was to 
represent the demand for currency as coming from the people 
who wanted to sell goods, as if these people wanted money to 
eat instead of merely as a means for getting other goods or services 
in exchange. Attention was directed to the quantity of money 
in actual circulation or passing from hand to hand, in entire 
forgetfulness of the impossibility of assigning any magnitude 
whatever to the amount passing at a point of time, a point 
having itself, as Euclid says, neither parts nor magnitude. 
The amount passed in a day or a week would have a meaning, 
but the amount passing at a given moment had none. All this 
is now completly changed. Hoarders, defined by Mill as persons 
who keep money in reserve for contingencies which do not occur, 
and also the much more numerous persons who keep money in 
reserve for contingencies which do occur, are in the modem view 
the real demand.ml of currency, just as the persons who want 
houses to live in are the real demander!! of houses. There is 
no longer any idea of balancing all the currency against some 
loosely conceived total of commodities for aaIe, but a definite 
conception of each person wanting to hold a sum of currency 
sufficient to buy her or him (for the "house-keeping money" 
of the matron is greater than the pocket-money of the master) 
the collection of commodities and services which she or he is 
likely to have to pay for in cash before the next replenishment 
of the holding. I do not contend that this conception was 
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wholly unknown before the war: rummaging among old lecture 
notes, I find that I was teaching it orally ten years before I 
put it in a book in 1918. But the currency troubles of the war 
secured its wide acceptance by experts. They saw that currency 
depreciation was causing enormous increases in the amount of 
currency held per head of inhabitants in difierent countries, 
while at the same time the purchasing power of this increased 
holding was greatly reduced. The average German's holding 
of marks, for example, would increase from, say, 100 marks to 
1,000,000 marks, and yet (owing to the depreciation) this hold
ing would only buy him a collection of commodities about, say, 
one-tenth as large as the old 100 marks used to buy him. Then 
the experts would infer, quite justly, that this collection mUst 
be far too small for convenience, so that if the fear of further 
depreciation could by any means be allayed, the holders of 
currency would try to enlarge their holdings, which would reduce 
prices if no more currency was printed, or absorb a large amount 
of new issue without any rise of prices if the press was allowed 
to go on for a time. This line of argoment, which was perfectly 
borne out as time went on by actual experience, is obviously 
founded on a basis of looking to holders of currency for the inten
sification and extension of demand for currency. 

Nothing nowadays can be regarded as properly received into 
the economic church till it has been duly christened after some 
letter of the alphabet, so we may note that the collection of com
modities commanded by the holdings of currency has been 
named .I: in Mr. Keynes' restatement of the quantity theory 
in his equation, 

n=p.l:, 

.I: being doubtless chosen not for any personal reasons but 
because it is the same thing as a hard c, and c (which 
1 might for personal reasons prefer) for Collection of Commo
dities Commanded might be confused with c for Cash or Currency. 
Mr. Keynes' " stands for the total of currency and p for price
level, 80 that the equation enshrines the truism that the total 
of currency equals the money-value of what can be bought with 
all the holdings of which it consists. 

The importance of the new idea lies not in this truism, but in 
the clearer light which it throws upon causes of appreciation and 
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depreciation of money. Those who used the old apparatus, if 
they recognized that increasing hoards tended to appreciation, 
had to regard the increase as tending to diminish the supply or 
quantity of money, in spite of'the £set that every one thinks of the 
quantity as being shown by the amount outstsnding, no matter 
whether that is held by hoarders or others: it is much simpler 
to think of the hoarder, along with any other holder who is 
increasing his stock of currency, as demanding more currency. 

Again, the old apparatus was very unsatisfactory in relation 
to the effect of increased banking facilities. Such facilities were 
supposed quite rightly to II economize .. money, and so to tend to 
reduce its value, but how they did it was left in great obscurity. 
The II use .. or employment of money was supposed to be dimin
ished, but why that diminished its purchasing power was unex
plained. With the new apparatus we can see at once that the 
advent of a bank in a place formerly twenty miles away from a 
bank will straightway diminish the demand for currency by caus
ing the holders in the place to be content with smaller holdings 
than before, while the bank's holding, kept at the command of 
the customers, will be much less than enough to counterba1snce 
this. 

To give one more example, the old apparatus was quite insuf
ficient as an equipment for anyone who wanted to explain the 
enormous divergencies between the rates of increase of currency 
and the rates of depreciation which we have seen in recent years. 
With the aid of the new conception we can attribute them with 
ease and certainty to the varying fears and hopes of holders of 
currency, which lead them to try to reduCe their holdings to the 
lowest possible point at one time and to increase them largely at 
another. 

All this improvement, by clearing away difficulties about the 
relation between quantity of currency and prices, makes it far 
easier than it was before the war to see that for the maintenance 
of the value or purchasing power of a currency limitation of 
supply is essential. 

It was for want of our experience that the pre-war theorists 
never made it plain to the public that the value of their currency 
was actually kept up by strict limitation of supply. Gold, it is 
true, could be turned into coin in unlimited quantities by anyone 
who could get it in unlimited quantities, but nobody could do 
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that; there was a 1imited quantity above ground, and nobody 
could get more out except slowly and at considerable oost. 
Paper currency existed, but was limited by various regulations, 
and over and above those regulations, by convertibility, to the 
amount which could circulate without falling below the value 
of the gold it promised to pay. But that the virtue of limitation 
W8B not olearly grasped is shown by the persistence with which 
textbooks continued to 8Bsert that the value of our token coins 
was kept up by limitation of their legal tenderability instead of, 
8B of course it really was and is, by the limitation of their issue 
to the amount which will circulate at par. 

For want of recognition of the necessity of limitation, at the 
beginning of the war nearly all countries-most of them with
out the smallest exonse except a desire to be in the fashion 
-suspended their regulations and convertibility without insti
tuting any other system of limitation or apparently ever think
ing that any kind of limitation W8B necessary. The ouly dif
ference between the countries was that some allowed their 
Central Banks to make a profit by lending the additional legal
tender inconvertible notes to private persons 8B well as to the 
Government, while others, more prudent, like the Bolshevists 
and the British, took oare that the notes issued should buy 
commodities and services for the Government only. 

The natural consequences followed: the issues grew and 
grew, and depreciated enormously, and we have not seen the 
end yet except in the few countries which have returned to gold. 

Some limit is absolutely neoessa.ry, and the choioe for all 
except currency eranks is between founding the limitation on 
some parity, old or new, with gold, and founding it on a parity 
with some collection of commodities BUoh 8B is summed up in an 
index-number of prices. 

Of these two principles, the seeond Or general-price prinoiple 
is naturally far more attractive to the monetary theorist 8B an 
ideal to be worked for in the future. To tie the purohasing 
power of money to that of a single metal, though that metal is 
a very fine one which "would be put to an immense number of 
most important uses if it were less scarce than it is, has been 
rightly described as an expedient fit only for a barb&.rous age. 
But can anyone who has lived through the Great War have any 
doubt that a barbarous age is precisely what we have for the 
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moment to provide for 1 The cruder and simpler principle 
may suit us best for the present and immediate future. We, 
barbarous mankind, are still divided into suspicious and malevo
lent tribes, occupying territories which we regard as our tribal 
properties. There is not the least chance of the various nations 
agreeing on any Uniform system of limitation of currencies by 
prices which would give us the stability of international exchanges 
which we possessed before the war. On the other hand, there 
is every probability of a general return to the gold principle, 
which would give us that stability. On this I think Mr. Keynes 
was unquestionably right when he said in the Manchester Guar
dian Recoos/JrlJ.dion Numher of April 20, 1922, .. I see no other 
solution of stabilization" (international exchange stabilization, 
that is) .. except this traditional solution-namely, a gold stand
ard in as many countries as possible." 

For the advantage of exchange stabilization we ought to be 
prepared to sacrifice a good deal of the other kind of stability
stability of domestic prices between one time and another. 
Particularly should we be ready to do so if we happen to belong 
to a small country with a large foreign trade and extensive 
financial interests outside itself. 

But it is difficult to believe that we should in actual fact 
sacrifice any internal stability by readopting the .. barbarous " 
principle of limitation by parity with gold rather than the more 
refined principle of limitation by general prices. The limitation 
by gold can be enforced by convertibility in a simple and straight
forward way, as it was in the past. I am inclined to admit that 
the paper pound might conceivably be uiade convertible in a 
roundabout way into the large basketful of commodities which 
serves as the basis for an index-number of prices, but the pro
ceeding would be complicated; unintelligible to the ordinary 
mind, and liable to be thrown out of gear by changes taking place 
while the necessary statistics were being made up. It seems to 
be admitted by the best exponents of the general-prices system 
that the necessary measures would have to be taken by antici
pators rather than by clerks working on statistics collected some 
days or weeks ago. So long as the anticipators were honest 
and intelligent and anticipated correctly, things would go well, 
but we may be permitted to doubt whether on the whole the 
short-period vagaries.and the long-period general biases of the 
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anticipators would not more than equal the short and long 
" period fluctuations of gold. 

I do not say that gold must for ever continue to be the best 
possible standard. I am enough of an historian not to believe 
in the permanence of anything. As BOon as we economists have 
been a little more successful than we have hitherto been in 
getting elementary ideas into the heads of the publio, it will 
become possible to modify the gold standard cither by working 
on the supply of gold and the demand for it or by altering gold 
parity with currencies in such a way as to make the standard 
more stable. Such measures will have greater chance of success 
if they are taken by a world already on the same standard. 

However that may be, one thing stands out as absolutely 
certain, and that is that to one or other of the two principles" 
of limitation-limitation by the price of gold or limitation by 
general prices-we must BOon adhere. I believe I shocked BOme 
people a little time ago by saying that it was false in the long run 
that .. bad money drives out good," but I was perfectly right. 
Good money does in the end overcome bad, even when the bad 
is numbered by trillions. The countries which at present adopt 
no principle of limitation, but simply abuse the foreign speculator 
after selling him a great quantity of worthless paper, and then 
try to borrow from him, may have a long career of depreciation 
yet before them, but they will pull up at last. Countries like 
Great Britain and France which have adopted fixed and arbitrary 
limits bearing no relation to the prices of commodities or gold 
will .. t length come to see that though such limits when actually 
operative are far better than nothing, ina.smuch as they prevent· 
further depreciation beyond a certain point, yet they provide 
neither stability of internal prices nor stability of foreign ex
changes. The recent experience of France is instructive on 
this point. 



1925 

I 

DEFLATION EN PRATIQUE ET DEFLATION POUR RIRE 

1. 

[A Jetter to Profeesor Rist, who had kindly aent me his l.G Dlftati<m 
en pratique, 1924. See above, pp. 283-6.] 

January 18, 1925. 
DEAB PBOFESSOB RIsT,-

, • • I am afraid we do not agree about 1920 any better 
than about 1820 (Dijlatioo, p. 128, note 1). I have no doubt 
whatever that the slump of 1920 11'88 caused by the stoppage of 
additions to the currency. The boom could have been main
tained (as it was in Germany) by a continuance of the emission 
of additional paper: the adoption of the CnnlliIe limit prevented 
this continuance and so killed the boom. And -- and -
declared that the limit could not be enforced, but there 11'88 

enough expectation that it would be enforced to cause the kind 
of fright which used to be caused by a i, drain of gold," and 
to compel a rapid rise in the rate of discount. 

The Treasury, consciously or unconsciously, followed up the 
blow by purchasing and destroying, down to March, 1923, a large 
quantity of Currency Notes. It has often been alleged that it 
11'88 purely passive in this matter, and that the notes " came in 
of themselves" or came in " automatically" in consequence of 
the fall of prices. But, in fact, they came in because the Treasury 
11'88 prepared to pay the coat of burning them. I or anyone 
else can burn 88 many Currency Notes as we like, if we are pre
pared to give a pound's worth of goods for them, and the Trea
sury was and is no exception to the rule. The notes diminished 
because the Treasury got them in, whether by raising taxes 

892 
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or by borrowing 1 does not matter. Nothing would have been 
easier than to have arranged the national finance so that their. 
amount woold have remained stationary: all that was required 
would have been to either raise leas by taxes and loans or spend 
more while raising the same amount. The notes woold then 
have gone out of the Bank as fast as they came in, instead of 
coming in faster than they went out. 

After Maroh, 1923, consciously or unconsciously, and perhaps 
in consequence of • . . at the beginning of 1923, the policy 
of reduction was abandoned in favour of keeping the amount 
stationary. Then in 1924 came the reprise tm peu "'116 ilu 
affairu to which you look forward on p. 29. Again, some authori
ties . . . said the Cnnli:IIe limit (now down to 248 millions 
fiduciary) .. would have to go." But it did not go, nor was the 
limit on the Bank's issue removed, as you expected (p. 29). 
Instead, the limit worked as it was intended to work, and just 
as the old pre-war limit (imposed by convertibility into freely 
exportable bollion) used to work. The expected stringency com
pelled a rise of the Bank Rate, and both the August and the 
Christmas peaks were safely passed. At Christmas, it is true, 
£4,500,000 more in bank-Notes were paid by the Bank for an 
equal amount in Currency notes, but this merely amounts to 
an exchange by the public of 41 millions in notes of £5 and over 
for Ii millions in £1 and 10,. notes. 

It is perfectly easy to keep the currency down prwideil there 
" a real iluire to do iI. 

The existence of .. budgetary equihllrium" is not necessary. 
Before the war there were plenty of cases of sound currencies 
in countries which did not raise revenues Illlfficient to cover 
their expenditure. An absolutely bankrupt State can have a 
perfectly good currency without a trace of inflation. 

I am afraid the notion which you describe in your letter-that 
if the State repays the Bank of France, prices will fall-is only 
the same notion which prevailed here in 1919. Great sums were 
paid back by our State to the banks, and as Austen Chamberlain, 
then Chancellor of the Exchequer, complained in the middle~f 

[1 Ie Borrowing" is of 001II'Be meant to inalude transferring Government 
IIOOIlliti .. from ownership by the Currenoy Note Aooount (a Government 
department) to ownership by private persona and inatitutiona.J 
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March, the banks simply lent out to private persons the money 
which the Government repaid and the boom went merrily on. 
I asked in a letter to The Times of March 23, 1920, .. what 
else did he expect ~" If a lender is paid off by one borrower, of 
course he naturally lends his money to some one else. And so 
it will be with the Bank of France if the limit of issue is not simul
taneously reduced. This is not deflation en pratirpJe but dejlatWn 
pqwr ritre. No bank or other institution or person will volun
tarily burn legal-tender money belonging to them unless some 
strong pressure is put on them by the community. If France 
persists in the course you describe, I ahall expect the franc 
to get considerably worse and then to be stopped from getting 
still worse by the existing legal limit of issue: if that is removed 
I shall expect it to get indefinitely worse, like the German mark 
in similar circumstances. 

To go back to the original, and of course very minor question 
raised by my student-whether the fact was recognized that the 
French taxpayers would be making an enormous gift to the Bank 
of France by paying back the advances on which (he thought 
no interest was paid, but on which, as you explain) 0·375 interest 
is paid-your answer is that the gift will not really be very 
big, because the Bank is expected to reduce the amount of its 
notes. I have said above that I do not believe it will, but let 
us take it that I am wrong. Supposing then that it does reduce 
the amount of notes as much as you expect, will not the pure 
gift still be enormous if the whole amount of money which the 
Bank has been allowed to print is taken into account 1 Before 
the war, the issue was under 6 milliards: "now it is about 40, 
or about seven times as much. Suppose you get it reduced 
by one-seventh, which is ~bout as much as you expect: the 
Bank will then have been given about 34 milliards for nothing 
except the cost of printing and renewals. Contrast this with the 
corresponding history of the Bank of England: during the same 
period the Bank of England's issue has also risen to about four 
times as much, but the whole of this (except the £1,300,000 
increase of fiduciary issue which it obtained in pursuance of the 
arrangement made 80 years ago) has been given out in exchange 
for gold now in the strong-rooms, so that there is no profit in it 
but only expense of printing and renewing the notes and of 
keeping and guarding the gold. Of oourse there may be some 
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way by which the French Government recovers part of the 
gift: the figures we get here only show that the profits of 
the Bank of France hsve increased enormously, not whst 
becomes of them except that the dividend has increaset by 
one-half. 

You ask if our Government does not pay interest on Ways and 
Means Advances. Yes, certainly, but the Bank has to provide 
the sums out of the balances left with it by its customers: 
it cannot provide them by the cheap and easy method of printing 
notes. (By the way, the very large sums of Bank's Ways and 
Means Advances during the war, referred to on your p. 14, middle, 
were not really for the most part advanced by the Bank of 
England, but were only specially collected by it from the other 
banks and passed on to the Government: the Bank called them 
"special deposits" and never included them in the weekly 
ReturD. [see above, p. 303]. 

2 . 
• 

[A letter in TM Times of Ja.nua.ry 22, 1925.] 

Sm,-
The telegram of January 18 from your Correspondent in 

Paris indicates that the tale of amazing currency blunders is 
not yet complete, so far at least as France is concerned. M. 
Herriot declares that the present statutory limit of 41 milliards 
for the total issue of francs shall in no circumstances be raised. 
This, of course, is excellent; articles cannot retain their value 
if their supply is unlimited, and the way to keep a currency 
from going down like German marks in 1923 is to refrain from 
issuing it without limit. 

But the value of things depends on demand as well as supply, 
and, unfortunately, it appears that the Minister of Finance is 
going to do his best to nullify the good effect of restriction of 
supply by taking measures to reduce the demand for francs. 
He " has communicated to the Press some of the measures which 
the Government proposes to take to keep th~ note issue within 
its statutory limit of 41 milliards." Two of these proposals 
are given by your Correspondent. 

The first is to destroy the demand of the Saar and Madagascar 
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altogether. These localities are to be provided with new cur
rencies, and the 600,000,000 francs which they use at present 
will be "withdrawn." It is implied by the statement quoted 
above that the .. withdrawal" will mean that these francs 
will be thrown on the market of the remaining area in which 
the franc is used, and this will, of course, have the effect of 
tending to reduce the value of the franc. In fact, M. Herriot 
proposes to keep the franc up by not issuing more than 41 mil
liards; and M. Clementel neatly circumvents him by reducing 
the population which uses the 41 milliards I 

The second proposal is to encourage the use of cheques. Now 
everyone.knoWB that people who have a bank account and use 
cheques do not want to hold nearly such large stocks of currency 
in their pockets and tills in proportion to their incomes and 
transactions as others do. The cheque system has been de
scribed in every elementary treatise on economics or money as 
economizing currency, i.e., reducing the demand for it. The 
large per capita holding of cash in France was commonly 
attributed to the small use of cheques in that country; in our 
own country most of us who use cheques have noticed a slight 
tendency to hold more cash since the increase of the stsmp duty 
on cheques has made us think twice about drawing cheques 
for small amounts. And, of course, the more currency we want 
to hold the higher is the value of any fixed amount of it likely 
to be. It has been a received commonplace for several genera
tions when gold was currency that the cheque system, like other 
banking facilities, tended to keep down the value or purchasing 
power of gold. M. Clementel evidently knows all this, for, 
your Correspondent says, he " counts on the cheque to take the 
place of a great deal of hoarded cash." This, of course, only 
means that people will try to exchange some portion of their 
present holdinga of currency for goods and services. Their 
effort to do so will inevitably'tend to raise the price of goods 
and services-aZiaa to depreciate the fraoo-just as much as an 
addition to the total issue. So here, again, M. Herriot's proposal 
to keep up the franc by maintaining the restriction on supply 
is to be defeated by a reduction of demand I 

I do not wish to be pessimistic. I expect that M. Herriot 
will be successful in maintaining the present limit, and that M. 
Clementel's plane for preventing the maintenance of the limit 
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having ita proper effect will be abortive or comparatively unim
portant. They are, I hope, the last of the schemes for making 
omelettes without breaking egga--or, to speak more literally, for 
keeping the value of money up without making anyone com
plain that he has to give more goods or services for it than he 
likes. 

II 

.. INCREASED PURCHASING POWER" AND EMPLOYMENT 

[A letter of warning against the ..... biguity already mentioned .. bove, 
p.378 note.] 

April 23, 1925. 
DEABMR.- , 
Ordinarily "purchasing power" means power to purchase 

commodities and services, and then it is measured by the amount 
of commodities and services which can be bought; but it is 
frequently used now to mean power to lay out money in purchase 
of commodities ana services, and then it is measured not by the 
amount of commodities and services obtained, but by the amount 
of money which can be laid out. It would be much more con
venient if people would abstain from using it in the second sense, 
and use " money-spending power" instead. When the German 
currency amountecl. to hundreds of trillions, the Germans' money
spending power had increased enormously, but their power to 
obtain commodities and services was little altered, and the aggre
gata power of the whole currency as well as that of the individual 
unit was much less. 

In the first paragraph of your letter you mean by "pur
chasing power " what I call" money-spending power," but-----
and the other cranks when they harp on the beneficial effecta 
of "increased purchasing power" mix the two ideas up. The 
difficulty is to get them to see that if an increase of money
spending power does give a (temporary) stimulus to production, 
and thereby increase power to obtain commodities and services 
(since the more there are, the more must be Bold), it does so 
in exactly the same way as a lowering of money wages does 
with a stable currency: i.e., it makes it possible to take more 
people into employment because they can be got to work for 
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less "real wages" than before. They get the same money but 
it will buy less, whereas with a stable currency and a lowering 
of money wages they get less money and can buy less: both 
plans are alike in easing the employment situation by giving 
the employed less. 

I cannot help thinking that the long continuance of heavy 
unemployment is due largely to the insurance acts and their 
concomitants, which strengthen resistance to movement of every 
kind. The endowment of unemployment isn't made any better 
being called insurance: fire insurance wouldn't do if you allowed 
people to set their property on fire and keep it burning on con
dition of signing their names once a week at the insurance 
office. 

ill 

KNAPP'S BUBBLE 

[A review in Ewnomica for June, 1925, of The SItzle Theory of M ""'1/, by 
Georg Friedrich Knapp; abridged edition, translated by H. M. LuC&8 and 
James Bonar, 1924. MacmiJl&n & Co. for the Royal Eoonomic Society.] 

THIS book may fairly claim to be the most obsolete work ever 
published by a scientific association during the lifetime of its 
author. The drastic experiments in currencies tried since 1914, 
and all the discussion to which they have given rise, have caused 
such great improvement in monetary theory that nearly all 
books on the subject published before the wa.r have an ante
diluvian ring about them. If the authors or editors try to bring 
them up to date they only become confused. But this particular 
book was already long out of date when first published in German 
nine years before the war. Professor Knapp (as page vi tells us) 
gained his first impressions of currency in the summer of 1861, 
and had his first teaching on the subject in the following winter. 
He did not publish his book till forty-three years later. That was 
eleven years after the Herschell Indian Currency Commission had 
produced the report which led to the adoption of the gold 
exchange standard by India, and completely reformed current 
expert thought about money. 

The putting of the English silver coinage on a sound basis in 
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1816 was the result, for the most part, not of design but of a 
happy accident, and what kept the silver coins up to their face 
value was not understood for nearly eighty years afterwards. 
The best textbooks, parrot-like, agreed in attributing the high 
value of the coins to the fact that they were not legal tender for 
more than £2, as if the absence of legal tenderability could increase 
the value of a coin or anything else ! The fact that the old live- ' 
franc pieces in France and the old thalers in Germany maintained 
their face value of live francs and three marks was inconsistent 
with this explanation and remained a mystery unelucidated by 
the metaphor, " limping 8tandard." The Indian Report and the 
discussion which preceded and followed it brought out clearly 
that the true reason for such coins keeping at par, though the 
metal of which they were compoeed would not fetch so much, 
was the same as that for every other commodity having the value 
which it actually commands, namely, that there is a demand, 
and the supply is limited to what will satisfy that demand at the 
price. The Indian experience which followed on the adoption of 
the principles of the report fully confirmed the theory. 

But pages 246--7 showtbatin 1905 Professor Knappknewnoth
ing whatever of the Indian discussion and experience. To him it 
seemed only a " common error " to suppose" that it is necessary 
to limit the production of &Cce8S0ry kinds of money (as, for 
example, tbalers or silver' coins in Germany) in order that they 
should maintain their face value." If, he says, the limitation 
were removed, the value of these coins would not change, but, 
" if convertibility were maintained, there would be a great rush 
to convert them," and " if the convertibility were abolished," the 
coins would be paid to the State in large quantities in taxes, etc., 
and the State would not like to pay them out again to people who 
would rather receive other kinds of money, ".80 that the State 
pay offices would not know what to do with their superfluity of 
acceBSOry money. This is very embarrassing for the State, but 
it has no consequences for the quotation of the thaler; that is 
determined by fiat, not by trade" (p. 177). 

This argument is almost charming in ita naivete. By the same 
reasoning it could be shown that limitation of 8upply is not 
necessary for the maintenance of the value of anything. We 
have only to create a buyer or recipient who is willing ·and able 
to accept any amount at a price fixed by him, and the price will 
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then be fixed by fiat and not by trade. The only trouble is 
that when the thing can be profitably produced in large quan
tities at or below the price so fixed, the ability and willingness of 
the buyer or recipient break down, and the necessity of limita
tion of supply to the maintenance of value becomes painfully 
obvious. Professor Knapp himseH, in other places in the book 
(pp. 192-3, 290), admite that the way out of the" embarrassing " 
situation in which the State will find iteeH is to limit the creation 
of such kinds of money. So that limitation, driven out by the 
front door, soon finds ite way in again by the back. 

A writer who had failed so signally in regard to subsidiary 
currency to apprehend one of the two essential conditions of value 
was not likely to say anything useful about standard money. 
All the fairly intelligent diecussions of the advantages and disad
vantages of bimetallism went for nothing with him. He did not 

- think of the advocates of the gold standard, the silver standard, 
and the double standard as having even bad reasons for the faiths 
that were in them. To him they were all alike, simply blind men 
who were in the habit of reckoning values in one way and conId 
not believe there was any other. They were alike in being 
.. meta11iete" who thought a paper standard a .. degenerate " 
form of money (p. 2). It never struck him that the real objection 
to paper standards was not their absolute degeneracy but their 
constant tendency to degenerate in purchasing power. 

That tendency, apparently, even if he had recognized it, wonld 
not have troubled him at all. He seems to have despised stability 
as a trifling matter unworthy of the attention of a monetary 
theorist. .. For internal trade, excluding the- bnIlion business, 
the choice of the standard hardly matters at all, since it only 
produces secondary effecte which vanish in the general welter of 
continuous price changes. • •• The effecte of the change in 
standard are quite negligible, whether the change is down or 
up" (pp. 209-11). 

Why, we begin to wonder, do countries ever change their stan
dards ¥ Not, says Professor Knapp, for any reasons of internal 
conveuience, but in order to secure stability of exchange between 
their own and some foreign currency or currencies. EngIand had 
a gold standard, and other countries adopted it to secure stable 
exchange with England, or later, with the gold block of which 
England had been the nucleus. But how, then, account for the 
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English gold standard' Professor Knapp, like the preacher, 
looks the difficulty in the face and passes it by. .. England's 
reasons for going over to the gold standard have never been 
fully exp lsined " (p. 277). Could he not take a hint from the old 
elementBly summaries of the reasons why the precious metals 
were used as money, and reflect that as gold !I1lrp88Sed silver 
in the matter of having .. great value in small bulk," convenience 
explains its permanent retention in the position in which it 
had been placed by a happy accident of misrsting , 

That Professor Knapp should hold that the gold standard was 
generally adopted in order to stabilize foreign exchanges seems 
curious in view of the fact that his conception of the theory of ' 
international exchange belongs to the darkest age of mercan
tilisni, and leads him to doubt whether stabilization is in fact 
inevitably secured by the existenoe of a common standard. 
The exchanges in his view are regulated by the balance of inter
national psyments--an elusive idea which, in spite of his general 
flair for definition, he leaves quite undefined. Even when 
countries have the SBme metallic standard, enforoe convertibility, 
and allow coins and' bullion to be carried freely from one to 
another, it requires, according to him, something much more 
subtle than mere sound banking to keep the exchange within 
bounds, and he doubts whether in times of real strain it can 
always be done; in other words, he has the vulgar terror ex
pressed in the cry, .. All our gold will be drained away." Never 
do we find the least trace of comprehension of the fact that 
the price which it is worth while to give in country A for the cur~ 
rency of country B must in the long run depend on how much 
the currency of A will buy in A compared with how much the 
currency of B will buy in B. It was not changes in " the balance 
of payments" which made 201 GermaIi marks-equal in value to 
an English pound in 1913, 20 billions in 1923, and 20 in 1924, 
but the fact that relative changes in the supplies of marks and 
pounds caused their relative purchasing power to alter. Yet 
Professor Knapp, after saying, " The question how many marks 
the pound sterling is worth in Berlin depends on the balancing of 
supply and demand," which in a sense is true enough, goes on, 
" Supply and demand arise from unsettled business obligations 
and speculation" (p. 22'l), and in an amazing paragraph later on 
he refuses to discUBB the question whether, when there is a lapse 

DD 
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from parity between two gold standard countries, the export
ation of gold from the one to the other tends to restore the parity 
by diminishing the currency in the first country and increasing 
it in the second. "Such an idea," he says, "is vulgllr ignor
ance" (p. 257). 

The reader may ask, " If this book has no merits, how did it 
manage to get into four editions in Germany and win high praise 
from some eminent English critica t.. It may be suggested, in 
answer to the first question, that the dates of the second, third, 
and fourth editions (1918, 1921, and 1923) fall within a period 
when bewildered Germans might be expected to rush to almost 
any book on cw:rency ; and, further, that the German book is a 
great deal bigger than the abridged translstion now under 
review. A considerable historical portion has been altogether 
omitted, and even the purely theoretical part has been cut down. 
A book which is fundamentally unsound naturally suiIers when 
deprived of its illustrations and shortened in its IIrgument. 

The answer to the second part of the question perhaps lies in the 
facility with which plain definition of invented terms can be 
mistaken for sound theory. On the average, in every five pages 
of the shortened edition Professor Knapp produces a new word, 
and each time he cackles so vigorously that the reader is apt to 
feel the kind of exhilllration given by the sounds of a prosperous 
poultry Yllrd. But we are really no nearer a cl8ll1" understanding 
of currency questions when we have, for example, called the 
re-establishment of an old standard a ,eatomtory change, or when 
we have re-christened "free coinage" by the name of kywlepay. 

At the Council of the Royal Economic Society which decided 
to undertake the translation it was remlll"ked by a member that 
the best way to destroy the influence of a bad German book was 
to translate it into good English. That has been done with great 
success in this instance, and the transistors are to be congratu
lated. There lire very few examples of " translators' English " in 
their work. We may only regret that they did not put on the 
last ha'porth of tar by adding an English index. There is an 
index of "technical terms," but as these are mostly the new 
inventions of the author, it is chiefly an index in an unknown 
tongue. An index in English would have made it easier to bring 
together the author's contradictions and inconsistencies. 

In the preface to the 1905 edition PrQfeasor Knapp said that he 
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had given up any co attempt to influence public men " and had 
allotted co the first place to the theory or philosophy of the sub
ject." He will not mind if anyone says that his co aim has been to 
discover the soul of money." On page 2, he says "the soul of 
currency is not in the material of the pieces but in the legal ordi
nances which regulate their use." Most of us do not worry much 
about the soul of money. What we want is that our money ehall 
have sufficient body to buy as much goode and services as we gave 
for it. The mediaeval schoolman said that a thousand souls could 
dance without inconvenience on the point of a needle: counters 
passiIIg for a billion marks were lately squeezed into the space for
merly occupied by one mark, but not without coneiderable in
convenience arising from the necessary diminution of the magni
tude of the mark as reckoned by its purchasing power. Professor 
Knapp's attempt to show that the soul of money is breathed 
into it by the State helped to divert attention from the' fact that 
the value or purchasing power of the mark, pound, or other unit 
of account is affected by the supply of counters which pass for 
that unit. This is made all the sadder by the fact that in practice 
he approved of a gold standard. " Nothing is further from our 
wishes than to seem to recommend paper money pure and simple. 
• •• It is wen for any State to wish to keep to specie money and 
to have the power to do so. And I know no reason why, under 
normal circumstances, we should depart from the gold standard " 
(p. 1). 

IV 

THE BRITISH GOLD STANDARD RESTORED 

[An artiole in The Tlma TfYIIk lind Ent./iflMriflg 'Bu,ppkmeftl, IfIIernG.. 
li<m4I &ml:ing 8edion, May 23, 1925. The Budget apeeoIi. was made on 
April 28.] 

THE return of Great Britain to the' gold standard announced 
in Mr. Churchill's Budget speech is only an inevitable step in 
the general restoration of that standard which has been taking 
place in the western world during the laet three years. The 
number of countries wlUch had gone so far as to keep the v8.Iue 
of their currency units very close to that of a definite amount of 
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gold was already large. It included Sweden, Holland, Switzer
land, Austria, Germany, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, and RU88ia ; 
Mexico and several other Central and South American republica, 
the United States and Canada; South Africa, Australia, and 
New Zealand. Few of these countries, it is true, had yet made 
the unit freely convertible into gold and established freedom in 
the importation and exportation of gold coin and bullion, but 
they all aspired to do eo, and many of them were only holding 
back till Great Britain gave the lead. The tendency is 1lIUI1is
takable. Those who fight against it are on the losing side. 

They are also on the wrong side. Whatever may be the 
future of money, the restoration of the gold standard is necessary 
and desirable at the present moment. 

One of the few economic propositions which is beyond all 
dispute and is accepted not only by every professional economist, 
but also by every business man, is that the more there is of a 
thing on the market, the smaller the value which can be got for 
it. If more wheat issues from the cornfields or more coal from 
the mines, or if more houses or ships are built, the value of wheat, 
coal, houses, or ships tends to fall as compared with that of 
other things which are available only in the same quantities as 
before. Money is no exception to the rule; if more of the coins 
or paper notes which pass for pounds, franca, or marks are 
struck off and put on the market by being paid out in exchange 
for goods and services, the value or purchasing power of pounds, 
franca, or marks will tend to fall. 

This almost self-evident truth is only doubted by those who 
fail to see that additions to currency can .. get into circulation .. 
in no other way than by being offered and paid in exchange 
for goods and services. If the issuing authority does not itself 
spend the additional currency, but lends it, it will all the same 
be spent on goods and services, since borrowers do not borrow 
money to store it up but to get either goods or services with it. 
The additional money spent naturally raises prices, and the 
eurious delusion of some cranks who believe that the printing 
and spending of more money will cause an equal increase of goods 
and services is sufficiently dispoeed of by the reflexion that 
while currencies can be doubled in a week, hours of labour 
cannot be much increased, and it takes many years to double 
the working population. 
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It followB that if the unit in a currency is to maintain its 
purchasing power, the issue of that currency must not be un
limited in amount. The wildest currency crank has never gone 
so far as to propoee that every one should be allowed to print 
and payout on biB own account as many legal-tender inconvert
ible notes as he likes. When the power to create such ourrency 
has been given, it has always been entrusted to a Government 
or to a bank under the influence of Government, and the trustee 
has been expected to use discretion in the public interest 80 

as to maintain a proper limit to the issue. 
By adopting gold (or any other metal) as its etandard a country 

abandons its power of manipulating the value or purchasing 
power of its currency. It surrenders the regulation of the general 
prie&-level to the forces which in the world at large determine the 
value or purchasing power of a particular metal. Henceforward 
the purchasing power of the unit of account, such as the pound or 
the dollar, must keep almost exactly equal to that of BOme fixed 
weight of bullion. Exactly how this equality is enforced, 
whether by the arrangements known as .. the gold-exchange 
etandard" or by the simpler and more .. automatio" method 
of convertibility and free export and import of coin and bullion, 
is immaterial; the essential thing is that in one way or another 
the . coins or notes which pass for units of account are, and 
remain, equal in value to a certain quantity of free bullion. This 
is equivalent to saying that the purchasing power of the national 
currency is regulated by that of bullion in the world at large. 
If the metal becomes scarce in relation to the world's demand, so 
that its general purchasing power rises, the currency of any coun
try based on it must follow suit, and prices fall; and !>ice lIersa 
if the metal becomes more plentiful in relation to the demand, 
prices rise. Prices cannot be raised by the Government or the • 
bank issuing more paper currency, since no more can be issued 
and remain out tban will circulate at par with bullion; prices 
cannot be lowered by the Government or the bank calling in 
what they have issued, since the mint is open and coin will 
replace the paper withdrawn. The currency policy of the single 
nation can no longer affect the purchasing power of its money 
exoept in the trifling degree in which it can affect the purchasing 
power of bullion in the"world, by slightly increasing or decreasing 
the total demand for it. 
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To some this surrender of national autonomy in the matter of 
price-level seems mere pusillanimity. Why not retain the power 
of regulation, and use it to secure what nearly every one professes 
to regard as the ideal-stability of prices , 

In the first place, because the gold standard, adopted as it 
was before the war and as it will be again by the better part 
of the civilized world, provides a common international stand· 
ard, with its consequence of stability of the international 
exchanges, while "managed" national currencies, even if each 
attained the ideal of internal stability which it set before itself, 
would not do so. It is sometimes thought that if each of a 
number of countries managed its own currency so as to keep 
it stable, all the currencies would be stable in relation to one 
another, so that the international exchanges \Vould not vary 
apprecisbly. In fact, however, they would vary greatly, 
since different peoples living in different situations and using 
different commodities and services have quite different ideas 
of what constitutes a fall or a rise in general prices. In 
the language of the statistician, they put different things 
into the calculation of their index-number of prices and 
give them different weights. And even when they took the 
same action in the same degree there would be considerable 
differences in the celerity with which they would take it. 

Secondly, the surrender of national autonomy in regard 
to price-levels by the readoption of the gold standard does not 
in practice mean the abandonment of a fair prospect of stable 
price-levels, but the restoration of a very effective barrier 
against grOBS inflation. 

There is not the least reason to expect that any country
and still less that all, or most, countries-will, in fact, manage 
currency so as to preserve a stable price-level. In Mars or 
some other world which we can suppose exempt from human 
failings the thing would be easy. The issue of currency would 
be in the hands of an authority gifted with all wisdom and 
virtue, so that it would always be able to see when an increase 
of currency was neceSsary to prevent a fall of prices and when 
a decrease was necessary to prevent a rise, and always be willing 
to exercise its discretion without fear or favour. But in this 
world of ours there are difficulties not likely to be overcome for 
a generation at least. Experience shows that the general j;en. 
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dency of nationally" managed " currencies is towards over-issue 
and consequent depreciation at various rates, mostly rapid. In 
the long run the temptation to issue more than is consistent 
with the keeping down of prices to the existing level is always too 
great. • 

If the issuing authority is Government, or much influenced 
by Government, there soon comes a time when, rightly or wrongly 
-much more often, at any rate, wrongly-it seems only patriotic 
to disregard the coneequent rise of prices and print more money 
in order to make it easier for the Government to pay its way 
for the moment. For the moment the Government benefits, 
both beceuse it hae the additional currency to spend, and because 
the issue eases the money market and makes it easier to borrow: 
in the end the posItion of the Government will be worsened, but 
the day of reckoning will, it is hoped, come at a more convenient 
season. If, on the other hand, the issuing authority is fairly 
independent of Government influence in its cruder sense, it is 
still likely to be misled by misapprehension of what constitutes 
patriotism. Sooner or later it will .. sa.crifice financial ortho
doxy .. by succumbing to the propaganda of those business men 
who tell it that the one thing necessa.ry to make trade hum and 
give more employment is to print and issue plenty of c:urrency 
-or, at any rate, .. just a little more, to give things the fillip 
they require." 

Reference to an index-number of prices is not in the least , 
likely to check the insidious beginnings of depreciation. The 
perfect index-number would satisfy the average man, 'and the 
average man does not a.ctuslly exist: all who depart from the 
average would lind it more or less unsatisfactory. Thus index
numbers of prices, however good and up to date they may be, will 
always find hostile critics prepared to show that they are wrong. 
Even if the general goodness of the number is admitted. it is 
always poBBible to argue that any particula.r change in it should 
be disregarded, because it is due to se&8onal, temporary, or 
speculative influences-" in a month or twD things will ha.ve 
righted themselves, and the currency authority should not be 
guided by a mere vagary of the index-number, but should look 
forward." 

As against this, the-widesprea.d restoration of the gold stand
~d, is much more promising. When a country hae once joined 
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the gold block, it, cannot depreciate its own currency without 
again cutting itseU loose from that block, and thls cannot be 
done in the insidious and unnoticeable manner in which a career 
of inflation can be begun under a paper atsndard. Infinits 
dispute is possible over the question whether a pound will buy 
as much of commodities and services in general to-day as it 
did a month or a year ago; very little dispute is possible over 
the question whether it will buy 113 grains of fine gold or not. 
Hence the limit imposed by the gold atsndard upon the iasue 
of currency is much more effective than the limit which is or 
would be imposed by a pious resolution to regulate the cur
rency 80 as to preserve a stable general purchasing power. 

It is this barrier against inflation which the civilized world 
is hoping to see re-established. In order to jUBtify the hope, we 
need not claim that the stability of gold has been ideal in the 
past or will be so in the future. All that we need is to believe 
that gold is likely to be a great deal more stable than a multi
tude of nationally managed currencies. In the past, it is true, 
gold has varied considerably in purchasing power, but its varia
tions have been small and slow compared with the variations 
of nationally managed currencies-it never varied 118 much in 
twenty years as the managed currency of the great and intelligent 
German nation varied in twenty days in 1923. There is little 
reason to expect any change in this respect. Gold may fall or 
rise, but the quantity in existence above ground is so large in 
proportion to any probable annual output and consumption 
that its value is not likely to move rapidly in either direction. 
The fact that some high authorities are afraid of a fall and others 
of a rise is somewhat reassuring. 

There is no need to believe that the gold standard will for ever 
remain the best pcssible standard. That would show insuf
ficient appreciation of the general lesson of hlstory. All that 
we require to believe is that gold is the best standard for the 
immediate future, because it is for that period the only common 
international standard which the nations are in the leaet likely 
to accept, and because that common international atsndard 
is for that period much more likely to be stable than the nation
ally managed currencies wllich are the only alternative. 
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V 

MORE ELEMENTA.RY ECONOMICS WANTED 

[A letter to Sir Ernest BenD, who oompIa.ined in The Pi ..... that the 
t.eachiDg of eoonomica was inefficient.] 

August 8, 1925. 
DEAR Sm,-

It is perhaps a little late to be replying now to your letter of 
22 Sept., 1924. I was on the A.tlantio then, and when I got back 
there were such arrears of correspondence and other business 
to attend to that yours got neglected. 

I don't much care about" movements": an aoademic teacher 
usually finds himself in diffioulties when he takes part in them. 
But I followed yoUr correspondenoe about books with muoh 
interest. 

Much of the trouble arises from the fact that some of us don't 
want to write really elementary stuff, and those that do can't do it 
intelligibly. Consequently there is no popular comprehension of 
how we actually live. Suppose you hired some pretty able 
economist to explain why people are employed and produce 
things that are wanted, it is ten to one or 99 to 1 that he wouldn't 
do it, but would try to explain why they don't all get employed, 
and leave the main question quite unexplored. So to the 
ordinary mind, bricklayers and miners, instead of being thought 
of as groups of persons to be increased or reduced as occasion 
requires by the offer of greater or less inducement to be brick
layers or !J1iners, become unalterable bodies with a right to 
oustomary wages whatever happens. Or suppose you asked for a 
simple dissertation on " profits," you would ,get something like I 
the metaphysicians' search blindfolded in a dark room for a black 
hat that wasn't there, instead of the kind of analysis which would 
maks lIIr. -- unable to say that the Government should taks 
over the mines and work them " not for profit but for service " 
without realizing that he was talking nonsense. 

It is the fashion to laugh at the old children's books on 
economics like lIIrs. lIIarcet's C01HIe1'lIationa, Wm. Ellis' OuJ.lMte. 
and lIIrs. Fawcett's Pollilica! EconorrvyfO'l' Beginner., but they were 
good for their time, and nobody produces anything comparable 
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with them now. I don't know whe.t you ce.n do. It's no use 
e.sking me: I've tried tWice. • . • 

I suppose experience will teach in the end. I 110m told the.t 
even some of the miners' lee.ders e.re awe.re that the ree.l explana
tion of their poor position is that the number of miners in the 
world is too large, though they haven't got as fe.r as adding 
" and must be reduced," and a trip to Americe. would convince 
Karl Marx himself that he was a mise prophet, the proletarie.t 
there is becoming so bourgeois. 

VI 

MORE MOBILITY WANTED 

[A letter in answer to a queetion.] 

September 16, 1925. 
DEAR Sm HUGH BELL,-

I am not quite sure what the question is, but if it is Do I 
e.gree with you 1 the answer is in the affirmative. 

I would not say, however, that Eve.n Williams's proposition 
that wages must be regulated by the ability of the industry to pe.y 
is a truism. I think it is re.ther a fatuity, like the maxim Charge 
what the traffic will bee.r. When people e.e.y that, I ask But whe.t 
traffic 1 The present traffic or a gree.ter or less traffic 1 And so 
with an " industry," if the ability of the industry to pay is talked 
of, I want to know how many people it is to pay. If the number 
of miners in the world were doubled, the industry certe.inly 
couldn't pe.y sixpence an hour: if it were halved, the industry 
could pe.y more than it does now. 

It would be an enormous advante.ge if people who te.lk about 
these things would only recognize that ve.riations in wages are 
desirable just for the se.meree.son that ve.riations in prices are 
desirable. Prices should go up to encoure.ge the production of an 
article and go down to discoure.ge it: e.nd similarly what is paid 
for any particular kind of labour should go up to keep people in 
that kind of work and entice others into it, and go down to push 
some out and prevent others coming in. Sliding-sce.les seem 
attre.ctive from this point of view, but they lock the ste.bltHloor 
after the steed is stolen, since they ope~te after the event instead 
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of by anticipation like the market. Profit-sharing is better, as a 
man can take his share of profit and go, and he will anticipate a 
big or little profit-share: but individual-firm profit-sharing is 
absurd-the same work ought to be paid the same wage whether 
it is done for a well-managed and successful concern or an ill
managed and Unsuccessful one. I think it possible that a scheme 
under which the wage-earners received a cash bonus in proportion 
to the success of the fDlwle industry might work well if practicable, 
and told the Sankey Commission so. [See my 0001 Natimlalizq... 
tiota, 1919, the unbowdlerized version of my evidence.] 

The unemployment insurance and the Rent Restriction Acts are 
the two biggest causes of the long'continuance of the war-disloca
tion effects, by making labour less mobile and less ready to 
accept necessary reductions. The absolutely fraudulent dole
taker is a red herring: thE! real point is the greater reluctance of 
the perfectly honest peraon to do what doesn't precisely suit 1:Um 
or move to some place he doesn't much want'to go to, and still 
more, I think, the greater reluctance of the unions to agree to a 
drop in wages now they have each to think less about the 
unemployed in their own trade. 

Well, well, it is no use grousing. I always think of Wick
steed looking at some rose-bushes covered with a mass of aphis, 
and remarking calmly, " It's wonderful how things get over their 
pests," and of Adam Smith's reported, " Sir, there is a great deal 
of min in a nation." Moreover, last year I went to America, and 
that should cure anyone of belief in red min and bloody revolu
tion. The proletariat is becoming so "middle-class." I only 
had five nights in trains but came across two of the negro 
" porters" who talked to passengers about their investments. 
No doubt we are only a bit behind the ~imes. What bothered me 
was to account for the much greater productiveness of industry 
there: I don't think much of it can now be due to the alll!ged 
" newness" of the country-I fancy it is due chiefly to greater 
mobility of mind and body and to the easygoingness and cheer
fulself-confidence of. the American character, and I fancy I see 
signs here of the young generation getting more like that, instead 
of taking things so solemnly to heart as we have been accustomed 
to do. ., 
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I 
A REVIEW OF 1925 

[In the M~ GwJ.rdio.,. OommorcioJ., Annual Review, January 28, 
1926.] 

As we get older the years seem to come faster. We can all 
remember when it was quite an event to put a fresh number of the 
Christian era at the top of the first letters we wrote in January ; 
now we change the date of the year with as little emotion as that 
with which we used to change from one month to the next. 
Even the end of the quarter-century leaves us cold; it is the 
third which we have seen, and yet things are going on much as 
they always did. We prate of rapid change, but fifty years 
make little difference except to the personnel. If a man who left 
Manchester fifty years ago were now to revisit it, he would not 
recognize a single person, but he would be able to find his way 
about the streets and the inside of most buildings without much 
difficulty; I dare say he might even catch the same train to 
Alderley Edge. As things get bigger and more elaborate they 
become less easy to alter. Chicago now is much more like the 
Chicago of fifty years ago than the Chicago of 1876 was to the 
Chicago of 1826. New countries get settled; I recently stayed 
with people not two hundred miles from Chicago who had lived in 
the same house for sixty years,. and that without ever altering it. 

On March 9 it will be one hundred and fifty years since Adam 
Smith published the Wealth of Nations. In the palmy days of 
the Victorian Jubilees we used to smile in superior fashion over 
what we conceived to be his ill-grounded pessimism when he said 
it was improbable that the States of Europe would remain solvent, 
and that it was quite Utopian to suppose Great Britain would 
ever adopt a completely Free Trade policy. The compulsory 

412 
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composition of 68. IW. in the pound which France made with her 
creditors in 1797 was so completely forgotten that a leader of the 
Britieh House of Commons during the war had never heard of it, 
and the last remnants of Protection had long disappeared from 
the Britieh fiscaJ. system. Now we know that our conceit was at 
least premature. Either by simple repudiation or by what Smith 
quite rightly considered the much worse method of currency 
depreciation, all the Great European Powers except one have 
defrauded their creditors of more than two-thirds of their due, and 
Great Britain is engaged in a piecemeal restoration of the old 
fiscaJ. system, though Protection is supposed to smell more sweet 
when renamed .. Safeguarding," as if there were some difierenoe 
between guarding ~ely and protecting. .. By. means of the 
Finance Act and the Safeguarding Aot," the Empire Industries 
Association proudly ssys, .. a substantial measure of safeguarding 
against unfair competition has been accorded to a variety of 
industries, and, roughly speaking, on&-fifth of the manufactured 
goods imported in 1924 have become liable to Customs duties as a 
result of the legislation of 1925." 

These are depressing thoughts, and one of the great events of 
1925--the coal criei&-has no tendency to dispel them. Here we 
have a great world-industry which, owing to the war and the semi~ 
war which followed it, underwent a number of temporary local 
shrinkages which eaused expansions elsewhere and at last left the 
whole expanded to a magnitude which was incompatible with the 
maintenance of prices lIllfficient to keep the producers in their 
usual place in the scale of occupations. The old policy would have 
been to let them fall below it for a time, until the resulting short
age of recruits to the industry caused at once a reStoration of the 
usual conditions and a shutting down of the least productive 
sources of supply. Inetead of adopting this p~ and endeavour
ing to shorten the process and alleviate in every possible way 
whatever individual 8Ilffering it causes, we subsidize the produc
tion of coal out of the national revenue, and set up a quartet to 
advise us publicly what we ought to do when we are tired of 
paying the subsidy. Then, when the advice of the four men, 
or of the two of them which, having the ohairman, constitute 
a majority, is available, we shall, after all, have to decide whether 
to follow it or not. Probably it will be better not to follow it, in 
which case we shall only have increased our difficulties. 
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Nevertheleas the year 1925 need not cause us to abandon the 
attitude of chastened optimism which has characterized these 
annual reviews since the war. For one thing, it has seen the 
long hoped for return of Great Britain and the Dominions to the 
old gold standard. Holland and her dependencies having 
returned at the same time, and only Poland having fallen away, 
the world-restoration of a common unit of valuation is now very 
nearly complete. For the moment France occupies the stage. 
For her the most that can be sa.id is that no other country in the 
world could have done what she has done without causing a 
pa.nic-stricken " Hight .. from the national currency, and a conse
quent complete colla.pse of its value. But even she cannot endure 
much longer, and we may be sure the frano will 800n be a gold 
frano once more, though whether it will be the old one or a much 
smaller one no man can tell. 

So far, gold shows little sign of justifying the prediotions either 
of the IIOhool whioh alleged there would be far too muoh of it and 
a consequent " gold inflation," or of the opposite school which 
expected an acute shortage and a disa.strous fall of prices. By the 
time it decides to go violently one way or the other humanity may 
be better equipped with sound theory and experience to deal with 
it. Mea.ntime let us enjoy the pea.oe from cranks and politicians 
which it gives us. 

Discrepanoies between the currenoies of different nations have 
in most ages afforded grea.t support ,to illiberal fiscal policies by 
facilitating the crea.tion of mercantilist' bogies. The recent 
period has been no exoeption to the rule. Grea.t countries have 
been actually accused of deliberately depreciating their currencies 
in order to give themselves an "unfair" advantage in foreign 
trade. With the readoption of the common gold standard we 
may expect to see some wea.kening in Protectionist propa
ganda. 

But the support which, Protection gets from depreciated 
exoha.nges is a. sma.il matter compared with that whioh it derives 
from the poBBibility of war and a.ll the hatred a.nd suspicion which 
that p<msibility engenders. Most of the stock a.rgumenta for 
Protection are at bottom "nationa.l security .. a.rgumenta. It is 
a.lleged to encourage the growth of popu1a.tion, a.nd the chief 
recommendation of large popula.tion is that victory in war goes to 
the big ba.ttalions. It is intended to provide &elf-sufficiency, a.nd 
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the chief recommendation of seH-sufficiency is that the self~ 
IIIlfficient country can stand a blockade. , 

Now whatever views we may hold about the precise machinery 
of protocols and pacts which have been proposed, rejected, and 
accepted for the prevention of future wars, scarcely any of us will 
be inclined to disagree with the proposition that the year which' 
has just passed marks a great advance in the growth of a peaceable 
international spirit. We can imagine the almost forgotten ex
Kaiser rubbing his eyes on opening his newspaper to see pictures 
of the friendly reception of the German delegates in Whitehall, 
and to read of the enthusiastio applause meted out to the smallest 
exhibition of merit displayed by a German foothall team at 
Oxford. And we can suppose his unmailed list must have fallen 
somewhat heavily on the table when Hindenburg-Presitlent 
Hindenburg !-broadcasted pacifio messages of. goodwill from 
Germany to all nations. Et lu I Even the two divisions of 
Ireland have hastily tucked up their proverbial coat-tails out of 
harm's way. 

At the momep.t there are a good many more nations with 
separate military forces and separate fiscal systems than there 
were twenty-five years ago, when Sweden and Norway were still 
united. The first quarter of the oentury has been an era of 
disruption: but in the next or the next but one an improved and 
more common·sense international spirit will probably bring about 
a much greater unmostion than that which existed in 1900. 
After all, though great empires founded on oonquest have always, 
and usually soon, fallen in pieces, unmostion has made pretty 
steady progress throughout the history of the world. We think 
of old Rome as master of the world beosuse we know nothing of 
the thousands of separate nations outside her empire. In fact, 
her empire at its lIiggest was about half the size Ilf Brazil and must 
have made but a small increase of the average size of the national 
territories of that time. Blood, it is said, is thioker than water, 
but in the loug run propinquity has always beaten blood, and the 
propinquity of men to one another has enormously increased when 
measured by anything except mere mileage. Measured by ease of 
transport and communiostion, Europe outside Russia is far 
smaller than Great Britain or even Switzerland was two hundred 
years ago. . 

It is quite impossible to believe that the present barriers against 
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the free movement of persons and goods will be long maintained 
by the two dozen States between which Western Europe is now 
divided. A perception of common interest must soon lead to 
Customs unions being concluded here and there, and when the 
movement is once begun it will be difficult to stop, as the largest 
combination will offer great attractions to other units. The 
Americans, by insisting that Europe must pay her debts, are 
helping to foster the feeling of common interest. Few things 
could be better devised to cultivate that feeling than the necessity 
of paying annually large sums to a distant nation as the price of 
her intervention in a purely domestio quarrel; especially when 
that nation unUied separate territorieS and abolished tariffs 
between them a century and a half ago, and depends for all her 
greatness and prosperity on that fact. 

Hence we should not dismiss as altogether Utopian the talk of 
a European, or at all events a Western European, Continental 
Customs Union or Zollverein, which was heard last year in the 
most unlikely quarters. Sooner or later, imless the whole 
system of Customs duties is first abandoned, such a COIlBl1IllDl8-

tion will come about. Great Britain will then have the choice of 
joining the Continent or l]ecoming a perfectly free port. It is 
scarcely conceivable that she could stand outside with a protec
tive system of her own. 

Lastly, even in regard to our Old Man of the Sea-unemploy
ment-the year 1925, apart from coal, has been a little more 
promising than its immediate predecessors. It justifies Adam 
Snrlth's cynical remark that the body politic, like the natural 
body, often recovers, not only in spite of the disease, but in spite 
also of the absurd prescriptions of the physician. A most 
favourable symptom is observed in the gradual disappearance of 
the demand that the Government ought to do something to 
provide employment. The basis of free labour is that the 
worker selects his own work by offering what other people happen 
to be willing to pay for. When the community resolutely refuses 
to pay for new ships which it does not want, the number of 
shipwrights gets cut down in time by the cessation of the flow of 
recrnits to the industry, even if every existing shipwright is main
tained unemployed by an unemployment fund to the day of his 
death; and the most elaborate arrangements of the employed 
in trades from which more product is. wanted has never so far 
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been very successful in preventing their expansion. Expecta
tion of Government assistance only hinders the mobility of 
existing workers, and the fact that nobody now expects the 
Government to do anything more is all to the good • 

.. Heaven helpe those who help themselves" is a good maxim, 
and we need not apply it only to the wage-.ea.rners. Economio 
pressure stimulates the prolit-maker also to beneficent exertion. 
Shrewd old John Kennedy is said to have observed that no im
provement in manufacture was made exoept on threadbare pro
fits, l and I have myseH heard a millionaire admit that .. the 
business used to ron of itseH, and I could take three or four days 
off in the week for things I liked to do, but now I have to work 
quite hard for my living." The severe pressure that has been put 
on an management by the difficulty of reduoing wages as muoh as 
prices have fanen has a very good side. It has forced thought 
and energy into the task of economizing labour and material in 
such a way as to make the worker really produce more, so that he 
may be really worth the higher real wage which he gets. 

II 

ADAM SMITH AS ECONOMIST: THE GOSPEL OF MUTUAL 
SERVICE 

[From B"""""' .... for June, 1926. The first of .. aeri .. of seven lectures 
on Adam Smith delivered by various lecturers at the London Bohool of 
Economics in Lent Term, 1926, to commemorate the oompletion of .. 
hundred and fifty y ...... sinoe the publication of the Wealtlo 0' NalionB.l 

I !!AVE no responsibility for this choice of subject. I would not 
have chosen it myseH, because I was acutely conscious of the 
difficulty of ssying, one hundred and fifty years after the publica
tion of the Wealth of Nations, anything which is both new and 
true about it. I do not profess to have solved the difficulty now. 
I hope what I shaIlssy is true; but as for newness, I can only be 

1 Thie" axiom" of the .. father of the ootton manuf&oture " Is quoted 
by F. A. Walker in T"" Wagea QuuIitm, 1876, p. 257. In Kennedy'. own 
MiBcelltmeoou Papor., 1849, .. Memoir of Samuel Crompton," p. 66, it 
aPFe&rB in a Jeos pictureoque version, in oonjunction with .. denunciation 
of "fea.r of over production n and U obstinate reaista.noe to a reduotion of 
pricea." 

EE 
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like the candidates for Ph.D. degrees, who when their supervisor 
says, "I can't see that you are discovering any new facts," 
plead" But don't you think I might be held to have' exercised 
independent critical power' 1 " 1 

Verr little of Adam Smith's scheme of economics has been left 
standing by subsequent inquirers. No one now holds his theory 
of value, his account of capital is seen to be hopelessly confused, 
and his theory of distribution is explained as an ill-assorted union 
between his own theory of prices and the physiocrats' fanciful 
Economic Table. His classification of incomes is found to involve 
a misguided attempt to alter the ordinary useful and well-recog
nized meaning of words, and a mixing up of classification accord
ing to source with classification according to method or manner of 
receipt. His opinions about taxation and its incidence are 
extremely crude, and his history is based on insufficient informa
tion and disfigured by bias. 

But three great things he did accomplish. 
The first was the definite substitution of income-" produce " 

as he called i~for the older idea of a capital aggregation of 
" treasure" or something akin to "tresswe." He was quite 
aware of what he was doing here. The Introduction and Plan 
which he prefixed to the Wealth of Nations begins with two para
graphs in which the continuous attainment of a large quantity 
of the necessaries and conveniences of life is treated as the end of 
economic endeavour, and it ends with a eentence in which the 
" real wealth" of a nation is taken to be .. the annual produce of 
the land and labour of the society." 

Of course this idea was not new in the eeruie of springing from 
Adam Smith's head like Athene from that of Zeus. The eeed for 
it had been sown by the calculations of the English politieal 
arithmeticians in the end of the eeventeenth century, and its 
germination had been assisted by the physiocrats' discussion of 
what they called " the annual reproduction" and its " distribu
tion." But Smith must be given the credit of getting in the 
harvest. 

Right down to his time the reigning school of economic thought 
was open to the reproach which he levels against it when he says 
that it represented the great object of the industry and commerce 
of a nation to be the multiplication of gold and silver within it. 

1 London University Ph.D. Regulations, aection 5 b. 
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It is no use to pretend that this was confined to the small fry of 
less reputable writers. With the possible exception of Sir William 
Petty, Cantillon was the acutest economist of the period before 
Adam Smith, and in some directions anticipated doctrine which 
did not come into fashion till a century and a hall after his own 
time; but what does he say' At the beginning of his E8sai he 
says" 14 richease en elle-mbnIln'estautr.. chose que 14flOUfTittwe, lu 
oommodites et Ies agt'ements de 14 N," and he heads chapter xvi of 
Part I .. plUII il y a de Inwail dam un EIat, et plUII Z' Elat est cense 
riChe naturellement." This raises great hopes, but they are rudely 
shattered by what follows. Calculating that only 25 per cent. of 
the population can be regarded as available for any labour other 
than that required for the production of the absolute necessaries 
of life, Cantillon says that if some of these persons are employed 
in beautifying the people'8 apparel and refining their food, their 
country .. will be 1lOnsidered rich according to the amount of this 
labour, though it adds nothing to the quantity of things necessary 
for the subsistence and maintenance of men." But, he thinks; if 
the same persons are employed in getting metals out of the earth 
and fashioning them into tools and plate, the country will not 
only appear richer but "will really be so." 

.. It will be so especislly," he proceeds, .. ii these persons a~e 
employed in drawing from the bosom of the earth gold and silver, 
metals which are not only durable, but so to speak permanent, 
which cannot be oensumed even by fire, which are generally received 
as the measure of value, and which can at all times be exchanged for 
everything necessary for liie: and ii these persons work so as to 
bring gold and silver into the oeuntry in exchange for manufactures 
and wares which they have made there, and which are exported to 
foreign oeuntries, their labour will be equally useful and will really 
benefit the oeuntry. 

" For the point which really seems to determine the oemparative 
grandeur of States is the body of "reserve which they have over and 
above the annual oensnmption, like stores of cloth, linen, oem, etc., 
to serve for lean years in ease of need or in case of war. And ins ... 
much as gold and silver can always buy all these things even from 
the enemies of the State, the true body of reserve for a State is gold 
and silver, of which the greater or less actual quantity necessarily 
determines the oemparative grandeur of Kingdoms and States." 1 

Sir James Steuart brought out his book-the first in El)glish 
with the title of Politwl Economy-in 1767, and ite 1,300 quarto 

1 E"";, pp. 117-19. 
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pages quite fail to make clear what he thought constituted the 
wealth of society. Even the great Turgot, though he is sound 
enough about money and bullion, does not adopt the idea of pro
duce or income being the wealth of society, but says the riches of 
a country are to be found by multiplying the annual value of land 
by the number of years' purchase and adding the value of 
moveable goods.> 

The statesmen or politicians were, as 1l8Ual, worse than the 
economists. Necker, in 1776, the year which we are now com
memorating, included in the riches of the State "neither the 
land which supports the people nor the advances in tools, in 
auimals, in buildings, in things necessary for sowing and culti
vation ;" because" all this is absolutely a part of the population 
since it is impossible to separate man from his subsistence." 

" So," he continued, "the only riches which form a power distinct 
from the population are the surplus of goods of all kinds which are 
gradually amassed in a society, and which, being susceptible of 
exchange against the services of foreigners, can increase the publio 
power. 

" These goods consist to-dsy chiefly in treasures (matwes Fee.. 
CUBes) such as gold and silver; because these metals have become 
the common measure of exchanges, and the sure means of acquiring 
everywhere all the productions of the land and the labour of men." • 

To change all this, to recognize that not a hoard of gold and 
silver, nor even a store of all kinds of valuable and useful things, 
is the end of economic endeavour, but instead a large continuous 
produce or supply of consumable necessaries and conveniences
that, in short, as Smith himself put it," " Consumption is the sole 
end and purpose of all production," was a great service. It 
marks the transition from the state of mind of the savage who 
can only think of what he has in hand, to the state of the civilized 
man who looks before, and considers himself well off when he is 
assured of having "adequate supplies of food and other necessaries 
and conveniences in the future. 

The second great change which Adam Smith made in general 
theory was to substitute wealth per head for wealth in the 
aggregate, whatever that may be. He does this in the second 

> JUjIaioM, xci. 
I Sur III Ugi8lation d Ie com ....... .tu fl"Jw. chap. iv. 
a WeaUII 0/ Nations, VoL n. p. 159. 
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sentence of the W with oj N ationlJ in his stride, so to speak, 
apparently without noticing that anything important was 
happening: .. The nation," he says, "will be better or worse 
supplied with all the necessaries and oonvemencies for which it has 
occasion U aooorWng as the produce " bears a greater or smaller 
proportion to the number of those who are to oonsume it." 
That is, he will oonsider the nation wealthy or not wealthy 
aooorWng as its average worker is wealthy or not wealthy, and 
not acoording as the eum of all ite membere' wealth is great or 
small. 

By this he threw over the old idea of an entity called the etate ' 
or the nation existing outeide the individuals who oonetitute ite 
subjeete or membere, and flourishing or langaishing irrespective 
of their prosperity. To us that may seem &Small thing. We are 
accustomed to think of Switzerland or of Denmark as a rich nation 
oompared with RUSBia. But it was a great break with tradition in 
1776, so great that Smith himself often £aile to live up to it, and 
drope back into speaking of China as rich, while at the same 
moment insieting on the extreme poverty of the Chinese. 
Cantillon had had a glimmering of it in 1730, when he wondered 
whether it might not be better to have a smaller well-to-do 
population than a larger poor one, but he dismissed oonsideration 
of the matter as outeide his subject. 

It was a change in accordance with the humaner spirit of the 
age. The" nation" was henceforth to be the whole people and 
not merely the King or the ruling classes, who, being themselves 
above the reach of want, could afford to pursue national glory and 
power and despise the sordid considerations which invade the 
homes of the people. No longer were the people to be regarded as 
Inere pawns to be used as required in the queer game of accumu
lating a hoard of treasure of which the only conceivable use was 
to be sent abroad again in time of war. They were to be a body of 
persons whose individual necessaries and oonveniences of life were 
to be the objeete to be pursued. .. Political Economy," Smith 
says himself in the Introduction to Book IV, had to teach the 
Statesman how to get revenue for the State, but also, and firstly, 
to " provide a plentiful revenue or subsistence for the people, or 
more properly to enable them to provide such a revenue or 
subsistence for themselves." 

There are difficulties, of oourse, about accepting the average 
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wealth as conclusive. Those which concern the validity of the 
average (whatever average is taken) as a measure of general 
individual wealth we may dismiss as matters of detail, but it 
is otherwise with the difficulty which confronta us when we are 
asked whether indefinite diminution of numbers, provided it is 
accompanied by increasing wealth, is good from an economic 
point of view. Smith himself evaded this difficulty by his firm 
belief that prosperity and population move together, but we know 
that they often do not. Yet at any rate Smith's view was better 
than the one which it displaced. Within certain limits, at any 
rate, we may be satisfied to prefer the high average to the high 
aggregate. 

The substitution of the average for the aggregate involved that 
approval of high wages which marks off the economists from the 
more ill-disposed employers whom the socialists persist in sup
posing them to represent. Nowadays even, there are some 
persons who will tell you that low wages are a great" advantage .. 
to Japan and Germany. In Smith's day they were probably 
more predominant. With them he reasons gently but persuasive
ly: "What improves the circumstances of the greater part can 
never be regarded as an inconveniency to the whole. No society 
can surely be flourishing and happy of which the far greater part 
of the members are poor and miserable" (vol. i, p. 80). Wage

. earners are the most numerous income-receiving class, so that an 
increase of wealth per head is not likely to take place without an 
increase of wages. 

Smith's sympathies, indeed, seem to have been wholly with the 
industrious wage-earner, and especially with the poorest. In the 
Ledu,es we find him telling his Glasgow students :-

"The division of opulence is not according to the work. The 
opulence of the merchant is greater than that of all his clerks, 
though he works less; and they again have six times more than 
an equal nnmber of artisans. • •. The artisan who works within 
doors has far more than the poor labourer who trudges np and 
down withont intermission. Thus he who as it were bears the 
burden of society has the fewest advantages." 1 

The employers of his time and their spokesmen were always 
complaining that high wages ruined their workmen by making 
them drunken and disinclined to work more than half the week. 

I Ltd", .. , p. 163. 
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In his Lectu.re& Smith speaks as if he accepted the fact so far at 
least as the "commercial parts of England" and especially 
Birmingham were concerned, summing up the result in a RUII
kinian phrase, " So it may very justly be said that the people who 
clothe the whole world are in rags themselves." 1 He does not, 
however, suggeet reduction of wages as a remedy, but elementary 
education and a consequent abolition of early employment of 
children. In the Wealth of Nations he pooh-poohs the whole 
theory of high wages ruining workmen. Industry, he thinks, 'is 
improved by encouragement: 

"A plentiful BUbsistence increases the bodily strength of the 
labourer, and the comfortable hope of bettering his condition, and 
of ending his days perhaps in ease and plenty, animates him to exert 
that strength to the ntmost. Where wages are high, accordingly, 
we shall always find the workmen more active, diligent, and expedi
tious then where they are low; in England, for examp~e, than in 
Scotland." 0 

It is said, he observes, that "in cheap years workmen are 
generally more idle and' in dear ones more industrious than 
ordinary," but this, he believes, is merely the result of masters 
being able to make better bargains with their men in dear years, 
which they then naturally, commend as more favourable to 
industry. 

"Some workmen, indeed," he admits, "when they can earn in 
four days what will maintain them through the week, will be idle 
the other three. This, however, is by no means the case with the 
greater part." The majority, he thinks, are more likely to over. 
work themselves when paid liberally by the piece; "excessive 
application during four days of the week is freqllently the real 
cause of the idleness of the other three, so much and so loudly 
complained of." 8 "If masters would always listen to the dictates 
of reason and humanity they would have frequently occasion 
rather to moderate than to animate the application of many of 
their workmen." 

Smith thus started the line of thought which was continued by 
what are called the classical economists. A recent writer has 
actually said that those economists "defended subsistence 
wages." Of all the libels upon them invented by socialist and 

1 Ltduru, p. 257. • WealIlI 0/ N.uimuJ, VoL I, p. 83. 
a Ibid., VoL I, pp. 83, 84. 
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semi-socialist writers this is about the worst. They may have 
been, they certainly frequently were, wrong about the causes of 
high wages, but they were always in favour of them. Malthus 
devoted years to his propaganda for raising wages by reducing 
the supply of labour. Ricardo certainly reckoned himaelf 
among those" friends of humanity," who, he says, should wish 
the labourer to have expensive tastes so as to keep the supply 
of labour down and wages up. McCulloch, who is so often a 
very present source of comfort to the enemies of the classical 
economists, is never tired of insisting on the advantage of high 
wages, as a glance at the heading of Wages in the index of his 
Principles will show. 

Thirdly, Adam Smith may fairly claim to be the father, not of 
economics generally-that would be absurd, but of what in 
modern times has been called, with opprobrious intention, 
"bourgeois economics," that is, the economics of those economists 
who look with favour on working and trading and investing for 
personal gain. We are apt to forget that the idea that a wage
earner, a trader, or an investor may be, and indeed generally is, 
a very respectable person is very modern. From Homer we 
learn that the people whom Odysseus visited on his travels 
thought it all the same whether he was a trader or a piratical 
murderous marauder. Primitive people are said to have regarded 
exchange as a kind of robbery rather than as a mutnal giving. 
Greek philosophers thought wage-earners incapable of virtue, 
and money-lenders have been objects of fl.Iltipathy throughout 
the ages. In Smith's own time Dr. Johnson and Postlethwayt 
very seriously considered whether a trader could be a gentleman. 

Smith came forward as the admirer and champion of the man 
who wants to get on. Probably, like many another Scotch boy, 
he had learnt that gospel on his mother's knee. He did not get 
it from his master, Hutcheson, for he complained that Hutcheson 
did not sufficiently explain" from whence arises our approbation 
of the inferior virtues of prudence, circumspection, temperance, 
constancy, firmness." Regard, he said, for II our own private 
happiness and interest" is often a laudable principle of action. 

"The habits of economy, industrY, discretion, attention and 
application of thought are generally supposed to be cultivated from 
self-interested motives, and at the .. me time are apprehauded to 
ha very praiseworthy qualities which. deserve the' 88teem and 
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approbation of everybody. . .. Carelessness and want of economy 
are universally disapproved of, not, however, as proceeding from a 
want of benevolence, but from a want of the proper attention to the 
objecta of seH-interest." I 

Far from making people inclined to cheat, he held, commerce 
made them honest and desirous of fnlfi1ling their contracts. He 
told his Glasgow students, according to the report of one of them: 

"Whenever commeroe Is introduced into any country, probity 
and punctuality always accompany it. These virtues in a rude 
and barbarons country are almost unknown. Of all the nations in 
Europe, the Dutch, the most commercial, are the most faithful to 
their word. The English are more 80 than the Scotch, but mnch 
inferior to the Dutch, and in the remote parte of this country they 
are far less so than in the commercial parte of it. This is not at all 
to be m.puted to national character, as 80me pretend; there is no 
natural reason why an Englishman or a Scotchman should not be as 
punctnsl in performing agreemente as a Dntchman. It is far more 
reducible to self-interest, that general principle _which regulates the 
actions of every man, and which leade men to act in a certain manner 
from views of advantage, and is as deeply implanted in an English
man as a Dutchman. A dealer is afraid of losing his character, and 
is scrupulons in observing every engagement. When a person makes 
perhaps twenty contracts in a day, he cannot gein 80 much by 
endeavouring to impose on his neighbours as the very appearance 
of a cheat would make him lose. When people seldom deal with one 
another we find thet they are somewhat disposed to cheat, becanse 
they can gain more by a smart trick than they can 108e by the injury 
which it does their character. 

"They whom we call politicians are not the most remarkable 
people in the world for probity and punctnslity. Ambassadors 
from difierent nations are still less so. • •• The reason of this is 
that nations treat with one another not above twice or thrice in a 
century, and they may gain more by one piece of fraud than 108e 
by having a bad character. . •• But if states were obliged to 
treat once or twice a day, as merchants do, it would be necessary to 
be more precise ••• a prudent dealer, who "is sensible of his real 
interest, would rather choose to lose what he has a right to, than give 
any ground for snspicion .... 

In the Wealth 0/ Nations Smith says, like a true bourgeois: 
"Bankruptcy is perhapa the greatest and most humiliating 
calamity which can befall an innocent man." Throughout the 
book he treats prodigality with bourgeois contempt; it is a kind 
of mental aberration: sane men save: 

I Moral 8m1imml1J, pp. <lM-6. • LecIur .. , pp. 253-11. 
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.. With regard to profusion, the principle which prompts to 
expense is the passion for present emjoyment; which though 
sometimes violent and very difficult to be restrained, is in general 
only momentary and occasional. But the principle which prompts 
to save is the desire of bettering our condition, a desire which, 
though generally calm and dispassionate, comes with us from the 
womb and never leaves us till we go into the grave. In the whole 
interval which separates those two moments, there is scarce perhaps 
a single instant in which any man is so completely satisfied with his 
situation as to be without any wish of alteration or improvement of 
any kind. An augmentation of fortune is the means by which the 
greater part of men propose and wish to better their condition. It 
is the means the most vulgar and the most obvious; and the most 
likely way of augmenting their fortune is to save and accumulate 
some part of what they acquire, either regularly and annually or 
upon some extraordinary occasions. It 1 

All this approval of the man who wants to get on in life, succeed 
in business, or whatever you like to call it, would have been a 
very poor gospel if such suooess were only purchased at the cost 
of depressing other people. But in Adam Smith's view it was 
not. On the contrary, he held that commerce and investment 
having been introduced, each man by trying to help himself, in 
fact, not only helped himself, but all others. 

So, in his opinion, when "the butcher, the brewer, and the 
baker" provide us with our dinner, not because they love us, but 
because they wish to benefit themselves, they need not be ashamed 
of the fact. Let them go on doing their best to serve their own 
interest, and they will serve us and society generally better than 
" if they afiect to trade for the public good," and better than if the 
State tries to regulate their prices. 

He pictured the vast multitude of persons in various parts of 
the world co-operating in the production of the modest coat of the 
labourer; he showed how their specializing in their respective 
occupations increased their product; he described this division 
of labour as the greatest cause of the superior opnlence of civilized 
mankind over their primitive ancestors and their uncivilized 
contemporaries. And he pointed out that the co-operation was 
not due to any eiIort of collective wisdom, but to men's natural 
propellllity to serve their own interest by "truck, barter, and 
exchange of one thing for another." He described the increase 

1 W ealIh oj NtMi<mo, VoL I, pp. 323-4. 
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of capital as another great cause of prosperity, and said very 
truly that it was not the result of Government foresight, for 
Governments were generally prodigal and profuse, but of the 
frogality and good oonduct of indiviauals desirous of bettering 
their own oondition. 

It is easy to object to the oonfidence in .. Nature" which he 
displays, in acoordance with the fashion of the time, when he 
assumes that the coincidence between self-intereet and the 
genera.lgood establishes itself" naturally," in the absence, that 
is, of all human institutions except a few which were regarded as 
being themselves natural. In our day, with the law of. property 
just put into an Aot of several hundred pages in length, and the 
relations between husband and wife and between parents and 
children in a state of 1I.ux, we are not likely to believe in an orderly 
and harmonious state of " natural liberty .. in which society does 
not presume to " interfere" with individual action. We see that 
self-interest, which might lead many of us to snatch jewellery from 
shop windows in the Strand, is made to lI.ow in qnite unnatural 
directions by the existence of those very artificial institutions, the 
Metropolitan Police and the Bow Street Police Court and Dart
moor Prison. Throughout history society has' been fashioning 
and modifying its institutions 80 as to make it the interest of its 
members to do the right thing. 

It is just the incompleteness of those institutions which have 
been the great obsl;jr.cle to the acceptance of Smith's view in the 
realm of international trade. International trade is still looked 
on with quite primitive BUSpicion: each country imagines that 
it must be very careful not to allow its subjects to buy and sell 
acrDBB the national boundary as freely as they do inside it. There 
is no confidence that the fact that they find it profitable indicates 
that the country as a whole will benefit.by it. . 

Adam Smith oould see no sense in a country's refusing to let 
its inhabitants buy from abroad what they could buy cheaper than 
at h0lI!.e. No prudent head of a household, he said, has anything 
made at home when he can buy it at less expense outside, and 
what is prudence on the part of the householder can scarcely be 
folly on the part of a nation.' Why, then, this persistence of fear 
of cheap imported goods, rising almost to panic when the price 
falls to zero, as when a defeated enemy consents to pay repars.-

1 Wea/Ilo of N aJian8, Vol. L p. 422. 
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tions and it is realized that the reparations will be paid not in 
paper money or gold but in goods , 

The simplest explanation that may be proposed is that nations, 
trying to think collectively, are stupider than ordinary 'house
holders thinking individually, so that they do by mere stupidity 
what the householder will not do. But there is probably more 
in it than that, and I am inclined to think that the true explana
tion is to be looked for in the very fact which Smith ignored, 
namely, that such harmony as is found between the pursuit of 
self-interest and the general good is dependent on the existence of 
suitable human institutions. 

As between country and country "natural liberty" in the 
completest sense still very largely prevails. Any sovereign State 
may declare war upon another except in so far as it is hindered by 
some very recent arrangements, the strength of which has yet to 
be tested. Hence a prudent nation has some excuse for consider
ing whether the immediate advantage to itself of a particular 
branch of foreign trade may not be outweighed by the greater 
strength which that trade may cause the other country to possess 
in some future conflict of arms. The nation, in fact, in contem
plating its foreign trade, is always asking, "What if there is 
war 1 JJ 

The existence of protection in British oversellS dominions and 
even in the Irish Free State may be brought up against this 
suggestion that want of institutions giving security against foreign 
attack is the chief root of the general refusal to regard inter
national trade as favourably as internal domestic trade. The 
Dominions, it may be said, protect themselves against the metro
politan country and each other as well as against foreign countries, 
and it cannot be that they suppose that there is danger to be 
apprehended from either. But it is doubtful if there is much 
strength in the objection. Tradition has enormous force in these 
matters. The Dominion whic,b feels itself a separate entity is 
likely to behave from mere force of imitation in the way which the 
nations which have complete independence and sovereignty 
ordinarily do. 

Adam Smith himself never really faced the difficulty. He was 
too much in the thrall of old ways of thinking which have come 
down from the ancient very partial civilization when the bar
barians were regardedasjust as much outside society as the wolves 
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. and other wild beasts. His followers have sca.roely improved on 
. him to this day, and still get themselves into inextricable difficul
ties by at one moment treating "the nation" as if it were 
synonymous with human society, and at another recognizing that 
it is only a section whiah may be doing ita level best to harry, 
kill, and erase the memory of some other section or sections. 

But though Smith was wrong in supposing that the desire for 
individual gain would pull the industrial chariot safely along in the 
absence of harness, and though this error vitiated his doctrine and 
accounts for its ill-succeaa in the international sphere, so far as 
internal tradeandspecializa.tion of persons and places to particular 
occupations were concerned, he was on firm ground, because the 
institutions which are required for making self-interest take the 
beneficent road were actually there-not, 'Of course, in a perfect 
form-they never will be that, but tmfficiently developed to justify 
his view. When he describes the co-operation necessary for 
making the labourer's rough cOat and contrasts the situation of 
the humblest member of a civilized and thriving nation very 
favourably with that of many an African king, the absolute 
master of the lives and liberties of ten thousand naked savages, 
he was in fact, taking things as they were in his time. That he 
failed to see that self-interest had been put in the shafts and 
harnessed by law and order, products of collective wisdom, 
detracts little from the value of his exposition that it was a very 
good horse. 

By that exposition he elevated the conception of gainful OCCU- • 

pation and investment from a system of begga.r-my-neighbour to 
one of mutual service. The new conception has steadily gained 
ground in the more advanced countries of the world. It is true 
tha.t there is a 'numerous sect whioh tries to convince the wag&
earners that they are working not for the public and not for the 
oonsumers of the things or the services which they produoe, but 
for the capitalist employer who gets what is left after wages and 
other expenses ha.ve been met; but their sour propaganda loses 
force as the old theory of the iron law of wages drops into oblivion 
in face of obvious facts, and the nature and necessity of interest 
becomes more clear. 

So we do not now think of work being done as by a slave for a 
master, and of business being engaged in as by a gambler to win 
gain at the expense of other players. We wotk for our wages and 
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our salaries, and even for those residues which are called profits: 
we save and invest for our interest and our dividends: knowing 
full well that the more successful we are, the better not only for 
ourselves but for the consumers of our products. 

I hopll. that no teacher in the School will ever give any 
countenanoe to the pernicious belief that steady and honest 
servioe in satisfying the demand of the people for the necessaries 
and conveniences of life is something to be ashamed of because 
it is profitable. The modern workman and the modern trader 
can practise virtue as well as a Greek philosopher, a mediaeval 
begging friar, or a twentieth-century social reformer. 
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